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THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE
ACT

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMrrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Hon. Daniel P. Moynihan,
presiding.

Present. Senators Moynihan, Bradley, Bentsen, Dole, Roth,
Chafee, Heinz, and Durenburger.

[The press releases announcing this hearing, bill S. 1480, amend-
ment No. 1958 of S. 1480, and joint committee print follow:]

(1)
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Press Release OH-49

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
August 25, 1980 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE SETS HEARINGSON S. 1480,
THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACT

Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Finance, announced today that the Committee will hold hearings
beginning Thursday, September 11, 1930 at 10:00 a.m. on sec. 5 of
S. 1480, the Environmental Emergency Response Act. The hearings
will be held in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Senator Long noted that section 5 of S. 1480 as reported
by the Environment and Public Works Committee on July 11, 1980
establishes a Hazardous Substance Response Fund to be funded by
levying taxes on specified substances.

The Chairman announced that the Committee will also tR)e
testimony on an amendment to S. 1480 offered by Senator Gravel
(amendment number 1965). The amendment would create a Federal trust
fund for the payment of claims due to oil spills. The trust fund
would be supported by a tax on oil produced or consumed in the United
States.

Witnesses who desire to testify at the hearing must submit
a written request, including a mailing address and phone number, to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, by no later than the
close of business on September 4, 1980.

Consolidated Testimony. -- Senator Long also stated that
the Committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or the
same general interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a
single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orally to the
Committee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a
wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.

Legislative Reorganization Act. -- Senator Long stated that
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all
witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress "to file in
advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit
their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify should comply with the
following rules:

(1) All witnesses must include with their written
statements a one-page summary of the principal
points included in the statement.

(2) The written statements must be typed on letter-size
(not legal size) paper and at least 100 copies must
be delivered to Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office
Building, not later than noon of the last business
day before the witness is scheduled to appear.

(3) Witnesses are not to read their written statements
to the Committee, but are to confine their oral
presentations to a summary of the points included
in the statement.
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Written Statements. -- Witnesses who are not scheduled to
make an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their
views to the Committee, are urged to prepare a written statement
for submission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearing.
These written statements should be typewritten, not more than 25
double-spaced pages in length, and mailed with five (5) copies to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510, not later
than ptember 15, 1980.

P.R. H-49
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Press Release #H-51

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE UNITED STATES SENATE
August 28, 1980 COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bld,

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE EXPANDS HEARING ON S. 1480

Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Finance, today announced that the hearing on
S. 1480 to be held on September 11, 1980 (see Press Release
#H-49 - August 25, 1980) will cover amendment number 1958
introduced by Senator Magnuson on August 1, 1980.

The amendment would establish liability for oil
spill cleanups, and make provisions for compensation and
financial responsibility. It would create a $250 million
fund financed by a tax of up to 3 cents-per-barrel of oil.
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Calendar No. 933
96TH CONGRESS

2D SESSION S.1480
[Report No. 96-848]

To provide for liability, compensation, cleanup, and emergency response for
hazardous substances released into the environment and the cleanup of
inactive hazardous waste disposal sites.

IN THE SENATE OF TIE UNITED STATES

JULY I1 (legislative day, JUNE 21), 1979
Mr. CULVER (for himself, Mr. MUSKIE, Mr. STAFFORD, Mr. CHAFEE, Mr.

RANDOLPH, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. SCHWEIKER, Mr. HEINZ, Mr. LEVIN, Mr.
HIUDDLESTON, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. PELL, Mr. LEAHY, Mr. TSONGAS, Mr.
WILLIAMS, Mr. HATFIELD, Mr. COHEN, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. BRADLEY, Mr.
KENNEDY, Mr. BURDICK, Mr. RIEGLE, Mr. INOUYE, and Mr. MATHIAS)

introduced the folloing bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Environment and Public Works

JULY 11, 1980

Reported, under authority of the order cf the Senate of July 2 (legislative day,
June 12). 1980, by Mr. CULVER, with amendments

(Omit the part struck through and insert the part printed in italic]

A BILL
To provide for liability, compensation, cleanup, and emergency

response for hazardous substances released into the environ-

ment and the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste disposal
sites.

*VStar Print)
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1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of A merica in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Environmental

4 Emergency Response Act".

5 RESPONSE FUND ESTABLISHMENT

6 SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby established in the Treasury

7 of the United States a Hazardous Substance Response Fund

8 e+t+ t exeee4 0, , ann . a+ sfff+ li':ae At4

9 he ineFease4 +o the exte-nt t--n *e a peFf f: .......

10 .ee.e*.er of eeleeted whieh are referred to ift s4eetien (4)

11 (--2 d4 (4 of 449 section beiig paid i*4o .+ieh ", *tid. The

12 Fund shall be administered by the President and the Secre-

13 tary' of the Treasury, as specified in this section. The Fund

14 may sue and be sued in its own name.

15 (b)(1) The Fund shall be constituted from-

16 (44() all fees collected pursuant tc subsection (c);

17 ( 4(B) all moneys recovered on behalf of the Fund

18 under section 6;

19 (8)(C) all moneys recovered or collected under

20 section 311(b)(6)(B) of the Clean Water Act;

21 (D) amounts appropriated to the Fund pursuant

22 to paragraph (3) of this subsection;

23 (E) all moneys transferred to the Fund under sec-

24 lion 9(d)(4) of this Act;
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I (F) all interest received from the investment of

2 moneys held by the Fund pursuant to subsection

3 (h)(2).

4 (2) The total amount which may be collected in fees

5 under subsection (c) shall not exceed-

6 (A) $250,000,000 for fiscal year 1981,

7 (B) $525,000,000 for fiscal year 1982, and

8 (C) $700,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1983

9 through 1986.

10 (3) There are authorized to be appropriated to the Fund

11 for the fiscal year-

12 (A) 1981, $35,000,000,

13 (B) 1982, $75,000,000,

14 (C) 1983 and each fiscal year thereafter through

15 1986, $100,000,000.

16 (e)(14 Beginning ninety dtys Aef the entatmenit of

17 Ae the R Sectary of te T4e& R shl eolleet fem eaeh

18 .i..fe.. , ifee ef .ef..* of a hati24eow sii.-

19 stwiaee s A .e , i fee on e*h t+4 of haearao~ u

20 sotaee edi4 m aetre, of imported into the United

21 Staes a*A eaeh u A of .. ao ..o. waste . .... e "4

22 fef ft 1... siek o fees A&4 be the ..... , etein ....

23 utdeti 8 14A(b)4) .4 t. .. WteF A-e of the mini*

24 tnftihq&tv ~~e to he eported unders seetion 800I2,

25 8008 804, of 00 of +he 8eli4 Waste 4ips Ae, Of
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1 suAe other tmi so the Iresidem delemine to he porie

2 fr the m-urz.z.' of sh fel A*.y miel fees 96 he eo-

3tabliehed, or modified pusuat to par-agrp of " thisst

4 geeen, Mt 'eye!@adqta to wstre, to the emeat resstmelv

5 posbethat W the perftmge of the tota fee. eolleeled

6 from eseb of the Yetrietie AtegorAies of heeardeu oti settee

7 ad modes of dffseherge or release is eqfiitehi based utpon~

8 the elaims end paymentm~eree of the Funad a poje
9tiotte thereof, (B) oAMAP1ty tt pPlieaioaedeolioto

10 ow+e fee. s i Iwti~ (0) the eeass moe by fteh fee. a,.e

Ii speI ao red as osbetrOw te eetomy, snd(P

12 ineenies to proper ha~la" o disimeemttii'e to 'itroe

13 or ieglhtdagOrfipoa of heardetis stbstaee ar

14 .... :"

15 (2) The SreteIryA of the ThPAAQtP4Fy after eottsMig with

16 apro Fetdea ffft Pro ... t:e cd, i'* me .*P, ....

17 al,,tio r g to the eelleetiott of th fees authorized l,

18 paragrao (44.)4 from time to time, the mdifieto there

19 o odifeato 9Al become effeeti.e o the dt see* i

20 therein, t fto earlier tha the nifietieth dory flwigthe

21 date the modifising regilati isph in the Federal

22 RegPbister7- Aty modifieatio of the fee shell be esgedto

23 assgur tht the Fund is mainainte at a Ieiel aetteto

24 meet p. and more the* Tr00, wy, a

25 No plAti,. that modifies fees- e .r at-y m difieato of steh
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2...... e Ht i ei , may he o:. ,te-*i
2 etti Of' .. rveof that .... lation

3 of' .iedi.ieM..

4 (8)(A) Awy person wh fa to eelleet of pay feeo &
5 rqt".red by the .... lt,: ......... ted " fl argrp h (-9)ICOWR

66 v r. J.6 sha# heeliale fe i4 .... to .. ...... $10,n tebe

7 assessed by the Seer-etffy ef the T-f-AAI**y ii adition to the

8 feee i'qtet be eelleeted e+~ paid etid the initerest o thoe

9 fee at the fate the feee wouid have earned i4 elleeted of

10 paid when(ldte eid inyested if* peei.. obligation. * the

11 Uniited Ste in aeeor-dae v444 sbeetioat (d)(2). po the

12 fail'er *4 aomy person so liable to pay aay p..y fee-, 0

13 iietiest upon demand ~ the A#oeyGeneral sall,4 a4 the fe-

14 quet *4 the eet a y e. he *eao.... bil a* aeto i-n the

15 fiame of the Funid aetthat per-eon fff ewek amount.

16 (B) A" Person who f"lifies reeeds o. doewei fe-

17 te be ainained wIdef a .y . .tie .piigated

18 ofide* thi ubseetion A%heb bee to proSAeeuio ife at

19 vieletii of seetion 1001 of Wie 48- Uited States Code.

20 (4) T ,he Se..et*y of the Treaeury maY, by reglIAto

21 eoiMAate th .e.son..bly neeeseary .eods -ad m4de..me. to

22 be kept by persons f-om whom fees a* to be -eoleeted p..-..

23 aatto hh-. f4 "/uIbeeti laedthe Oee tety of

24 the m*as Wy the Q~mtr*ile GenefedI of the United
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1 State e64 hae aeees, to e.eh r- i4 matereiat! fe the

2 p ,rpe of audit ed cxaminaticn.

3 (c)(1) In order to allocate the costs as broadly as possi-

4 ble among those who may generate, distribute, transport, dis-

5 pose, or benefit from the use of hazardous substances while

6 minimizing the burden of collection, fees shall be imposed

7 early in the manufacturing cycle on the basic elements and

8 compounds from which hazardous substances are generated.

9 Beginning one hundred and eighty days after the enactment

10 of this Act-

I (A) each supplier of primary petrochemicals shall

12 collect a fee established in accordance with this section

13 on behalf of the Fund for each pound of primary petro-

14 chemicals supplied to any other person or used by such

15 supplier,

16 (B) each supplier of inorganic raw materials shall

17 collect a fee established in accordance with this section

18 on behalf of the Fund for each short ton of inorganic

19 raw materials supplied to any other person or used by

20 such supplier, and

21 (C) each owner of a refinery receiving crude oil

22 or unfinished petroleum oil shall pay a fee established

23 in accordance with this section per barrel of oil re-

24 ceived, each owner of petroleum oil for export shall pay

25 a fee established in accordance with this section per
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1 barrel of oil exported at the point of export or loading

2 for export, and each owner of petroleum oil for entry

3 into the United States shall pay a fee established in

4 accordance with this section per barrel of oil entered at

5 the point of entry or unloading for entry, whether for

6 import or transfer to a foreign country.

7 (2)(A) Under regulations promulgated by the Secretary

8 of the Treasury, the fees in paragraph (1) of this subsection

9 shall be imposed on the basis of a schedule of rates estab-

10 lished by the Secretary, in consultation with the Administra-

11 tor of the Environmental Protection Agency, consistent with

12 subsections (d) and (e) of this section. The schedule of rates

13 may be modified annually in accordance with this section,

14 but in no event shall the fee exceed 2 per centum of the list

15 price of the primary petrochemical, inorganic raw material,

16 or petroleum oil when sold at arms length.

17 (B) No regulation that establishes fees promulgated by

18 the Secretary of the Treasury, nor any modification of such

19 a regulation, whether or not in effect, may be stayed by any

20 court pending completion of judicial proceedings for the

21 review of that regulation or modification.

22 (C) Any fees shall be imposed only once under this sub-

23 section on any quantity of petroleum oil, primary petrochem-

24 ical, or inorganic raw material, except that any fee imposed

25 on any quantity of refined petroleum used as a feedstock or a

69-089 0-80-2
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1 primary petrochemical shall be added, once and only once, to

2 the fee imposed on that quantity pursuant to paragraph

3 (1)(C) of this subsection.

4 (d)(1) The fee imposed on any primary petrochemical

5 shall not exceed $20 per short ton of primary petrochemical:

6 Provided, however, That the aggregate amount of such fees

7 shall not exceed such amount as is necessary to produce rev-

8 enues equal to, for the fiscal year-

9 (A) 1981, $162,0ooooo,

10 (B) 1982, $338,000,000, and

11 (C) 1983, and each fiscal year thereafter through

12 1986, $450,000,000 or such amount as determined by

13 regulation pursuant to subsection (e)(1)(A) of this

14 section.

15 (2) The fee imposed on any inorganic raw material

16 shall not exceed $10 per short ton of inorganic raw material:

17 Provided, however, That the aggregate amount of such fees

18 shall not exceed such amount as is necessary to produce rev-

19 enues equal to, for the fiscal year-

20 (A) 1981, $50,000,000,

21 (B) 1982, $112,000,000, and

22 (C) 1983, and each fiscal year thereafter through

23 1986, $150,000,000, or such amount as determined by

24 regulation pursuant to subsection, (e)(1)(A) of this

25 section.
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1 (3) The fee imposed on any crude or unfinished petro-

2 leum oil shall not exceed 3 cents per barrel of petroleum oil

3 received, exported or entered: Provided, however, That the ag-

4 gregate amount of such fees shall not exceed such amount as

5 is necessary to produce revenues equal to, for the fiscal

6 year-

7 (A) 1981, $38,000,000,

8 (B) 1982, $75,000,000, and

9 (C) 1983, and each fiscal year thereafter through

10 1986, $100,000,000, or such amount as determined by

11 regulation pursuant to subsection (e)(1)(A) of this sec-

12 tion.

13 (4) Beginning in fiscal year 1981 and until modified

14 pursuant to subsection (c)(2)(A) of this section, the fee im-

15 posed on primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw materials,

16 and petroleum oil shall be-

Dollars per short ton
A cetylene ........................................................................................................ 3.88
B enzene ......................................................................................................... 3.88
B utane ........................................................................................................... 3.88
Butylene, excluding that portion used to make butadiene .............................. 3.88
B utadiene ....................................................................................................... 3.88
E thylene ......................................................................................................... 3.88
Methane, excluding that portion used to make ammonia ............................... 3.44
N aphthalene .................................................................................................... 3.88
P ropylene ........................................................................................................ 3.88
Toluene, excluding that portion used to make benzene ................................... 3.88
X yl e ........................................................... . ............................................. 3.88
A ntim ony ........................................................................................................ 2.66
A ntim ony trioxide .......................................................................................... 2.24
A ntim ony sulfide ............................................................................................ 1.94
A rsenic ............................................................................................................ 2.66
A rsenic trioxide ........................................................................................... 2.04
B arium sulfide ............................................................................................... 2.18
B rom ine .......................................................................................................... 2.66
C adm ium ........................................................................................................ 2.66
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Dollars per short ton

C chlorine ......................................................................................................... 2.66
C hrom ium ...................................................................................................... 2.66
C hrom ite ........................................................................................................ 1.12
Potassium dichromate ..................................................................................... 1.02
Sodium dichromate .......................................... 1.12
C obalt ............................................................................................................. 2.66
Copper sulfate ................................................................................................ 1.13
C upric oxide ................................................................................................... 2.14
C uprous oxide ................................................................................................ 2.37
H ydrochloric acid ........................................................................................... 0.18
Hydrogen fluoride ........................................................................................... 2.53
L ead ............................................................................................................... 2.66
L ead oxide ..................................................................................................... 2.48
M ercury .......................................................................................................... 2.66
N ickel ............................................................................................................. 2.66
Nitric acid, excluding that portion used to make frtilizers ........................... 0.15
Phosphorm s .................................................................................................... 2.66
Phosphoric acid, excluding that portion used to make fertilizers ................... 0.19
Potassium hydroxide ...................................................................................... 0.11
Sodium hydroxide ........................................................................................ 0.11
Sulfuric acid, excluding that portion used to make fertilizers ....................... 0.16
S tannous chloride ........................................................................................... 1.71
Stannic chloride ....................................................... .... ............................. 1.27
Z inc ................................................................................................................ 2.66
Z inc oxide ...................................................................................................... 1.15
Ammonia, excluding that portion used to make fertilizers or used to make

nitric acid .......................................................................... 0.11
Cents per barrel

Petroleum oil .................................................................................................. 0 .756

1 (e)(1) Beginning three years after the fee is first initi-

2 ated and biannually thereafter, the Secretary of the Treasury

3 may, in consultation with the Administrator of the Environ-

4 mental Protection Agency, adjust by regulation the amount

5 of the fee to better reflect the claims experience of the Fund

6 for any primary petrochemical, inorganic raw material, or

7 petroleum oil subject to a fee under this section. In making

8 such adjustments, the Secretary shall, !o the extent reason-

9 ably practicable, modify the fee so that:

10 (A) the percentage of the total annual moneys col-

11 lected is approximately proportional to the incidence,
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1 as estimated from available information, of all primary

2 petrochemicals, of all inorganic raw materials, and of

3 crude oil (and their intermediates, final products and

4 wastes) in releases requiring fund expenditures for

5 each of these three classes;

6 (B) the- fee rate for each primary petrochemical,

7 inorganic raw material, and crude oil subject to the fee

8 is approximately proportional to its (including interme-

9 diates, final products and waste) incidence, as esti-

10 mated from available information, in releases requiring

11 fund expenditures.

12 (2) In modifying the fee rdte pursuant to paragraph

13 (1)(B) of this subsection:

14 (A) If in the first three years a substance (its in-

15 termediates, final products, or wastes) has not been

16 found in any releases requiring fund expenditures, the

17 fee for that substance shall be set at the lowest rate ap-

18 pliable to any substance subject to the fee and that

19 rate shall apply until the next biannual adjustment.

20 (B) If by the second biannual fee adjustment or

21 any subsequent biannual fee adjustment, a substance

22 (its intermediates, final products, and wastes) has not

23 been found in any releases requiring fund expendi-

24 tures, the fee for that substance may be set at zero,

25 except that, if expenditures from the fund are subse-
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1 quently required for a substance with a fee rate of zero,

2 the Secretary may, by rule, reimpose a fee in the next

3 annual fee collection period,

4 (C)- The Secretary of the Treasury, in t-onsulta-

5 tion with the Administrator of the Environmental Pro-

6 teotion Agency, may, where appropriate, distinguish

7 among industrial categories to better approximate the

a. expenditure experience of the Fund. If it is concluded

9 that (i) a particular industrial category and its suppli-

10 ers have not causid-or- contributed significantly to re-

11 leases of such substances requiring Fund expenditures;

12 (ii) substances typical of those used by the industrial

13 category or its suppliers have not been present signifi-

44 cantly in releases of unknown origin from any facility

15 or site where hazardous substances are stored or dis-

16 posed and which have resulted in fund expenditures;

17 and (iii) distinguishing among industrial categories

18 would not preclude passing the fee on to ultimate con-

19 sumers, of hazardous substances present in releases,

20 then such industrial category shall not be subject to a

21 fee on the particular primary petrochemical, inorganic

22 raw material or crude oil.

23 (8) Prior to the first adjustment of fee rates provided for

24 in paragraph (1)(B) of this subsection, the fertilizer produc-

25 tion indtatri is conclusively presumed to not impose signifi-
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1 cant costs upon the Fund and to be subject to a fee rate of

2 zero. In implementing such paragraph, the Secretary of the

3 Treasury, in consultation with the Administrator of the En-

4 vironmental Protection Agency, shall determine whether such

5 fee rate requires adjustment to reflect the Fund's actual ex-

6 penditure experience.

7 (4) Prior to the fist adjustment of fee rates provided for

8 in paragraph (1)(B) of this subsection, the fee on copper shall

9 be imposed only on copper sulfate, cupric oxide, and cuprous

10 oxide. In implementing this section, the Secretary of the

11 Treasury, in consultation with the Administrator of the En-

12 vironmental Protection Agency, shall determine, pursuant to

13 paragraph (1)(B) of this subsection, whether a fee should be

14 imposed by rule on copper or additional copper compounds to

15 reflect the Fund's actual expenditure experience. Copper

16 which is exported shall be exempt from any fee.

17 (f)(1) In order to provide suppliers an economic incen-

18 tive for the recycling and reuse of primary petrochemicals

19 and inorganic raw materials, the Secretary of the Treasury,

20 after consultation with the Administrator of the Environ-

21 mental Protection Agency, may by rule reduce the fee which

22 would otherwise be imposed under this section in proportion

23 to the extent that the Secretary determines any portion of

24 that primary petrochemical or inorganic raw material to be-
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1 (A) removed from the waste stream of a produc-

2 lion process and recycled in such production process;

3 reintroduced into the production of substances subject

4 to the fee; or used as a source of fuel or other energy

5 when used onsite or sold to other persons;

6 (B) derived from recycled material; or

7 (C) produced solely as a byproduct of pollution

8 controls and used onsite or eold. to other persons.

9 (2) No reduction in fees under paragrph (1) of this

10 subsection may exceed the amount of the fee which would

11 otherwise be imposed under this section on the sale.or.use of

12. such primary petrochemical or inorganic raw materiaL

13 (g) Any fees imposed by subsection (c) ahl be assessed

14 and collected by the Secretary of the Treasury or his dele-

15 gate, and the p of subtitle, F of the Internal Revenue

16 Code of 1954 shall apply to the assessment and collection of

17 such fee as if such fee were a tax. described in chapter 32 of

18 such Code.

19 (d))(1) The President shall determine the level of fund-

20 ing required for immediate access in order to meet potential

21 obligations of the Fund. In any fiscal year, two-thirds of tho

22 money credited to the Fund as provided in subsection (b),(2)

23 and (8) shall be available only for-.

24 (A) coats of removal as provided under section

25 6(a)(1) (A), (B), (C), and (0);
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I (B) all other costs as provided for under section

2 6(a)(1) (C), (D), (E), (F), (H), (I), (J), (L), and (P);

3 and

4 (C) that portion of administrative and personnel

5 costs under section 6(a)(1)(K) which are incident to

6 the costs in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of this para-

I graph.

8 (2) The Secretary of the Treasury may invest any

9 excess in the Fund, -oe the level determine " -de per -

10 g (4 , in interest-bearing special obligations of the United

11 States. Such special obligations may be redeemed at any time

12 in accordance with the terms of the special issue and pursu-

13 ant to regulations promulgated by the Secretary of the

14 Treasury. The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale of,

15 any obligations held in the Fund shall be credited to and form

16 a part of the Fund.

17 (3) The Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with

18 the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,

19 may use any excess in the Fund to purchase private reinsur-

20 ance. Any such reinsurance shall be for the sole purpose of

21 increasing the ability of the Fund to meet potential obliga-

22 tions as provided in section 6. Any contract to purchase such

23 reinsurance made under the provisions of this paragraph

24 may be made without regard to the provisions of section 3709

25 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U.S.C. 5), upon a
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1 determination by the Secretary that advertising is not rea-

2 sonably practicable.

3 (i)(1) Moneys recovered, collected, transferred, or loaned

4 which are referred to in subsection (b)(1) and in paragraph

5 (2) of this subsection, shall, as necessary, increase the

6 moneys in the Fund provided by subsection (b) (2) and (3) to

7 the extent necessary to meet the potential obligations of the

8 Fund as determined by the President. All moneys cred-

9 ited to the Fund in any fiscal year shall remain availa-

10 ble until expended.

11 (e)(2) If at any time the moneys available in the Fund

12 are insufficient to meet the obligations of the Fund, the Presi-

18 dent shall issue to the Secretary of the Treasury notes or

14 other obligations in the forms and denominations, bearing the

15 interest rats and maturities and subject to such terms and

16 conditions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the

17 Treasury. Redemption of these notes or obligations shall be

18 made-by the President from moneys in the Fund. These notes

19 or other obligations shall bear interest at a rate determined

20 by the Secretary of the Treasury, taking into consideration

21 the average market yield on outstanding marketable obliga-

22 tions of comparable maturity. The Secretary of the Treasury

23 shall purchase any note or other obligations issued hereunder

24 and, for that purpose, is authorized to use as a public debt

25 transaction the proceeds from the sale of any securities issued
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1 under the Second Liberty Bond Act. The purpose for which

2 securities may be issued under that Act are extended to in-

3 cude any purchase of these notes or obligations. The Secre-

4 tary of the Treasury may at any time sell any of the notes or

5 other obligations acquired by him under this subsection. All

6 redemptions, purchases, and sales by the Secretary of the

7 Treasury of these notes or other obligations shall be treated

8 as public debt transactions of the United States. The au-

9 thority of the President to issue notes or other obligations

10 under this subsection shall be subject to such amounts as are

11 provided in appropriation Acts.

12 (3) In any one fiscal year, any notes or other obliga-

13 tions authorized to be issued under paragraph (2) of this sub-

14 section shall not exceed in amount the total of fees and appro-

15 priations authorized by subsection ()) (2) and (3) of this sec-

16 tion for the subsequent fiscal year. Except as necessary to

17 provide the costs of removal in the first two years after impo-

18 sition of a fee under this section or to provide the costs of

19 removal for one or more unanticipated catastrophic releases,

20 the proceeds of any notes or obligations issued pursuant to

21 paragraph (2) of this subsection shall not be used for the

22 purposes identified in subsection (h)(1) (A), (B), and (C).

23 (4) The A.i..:..r^,. of the "eaeftW Fiet ... th,
24 the Oema, of'.._.-,.r" th 4e Coast ' Gurd m the

25 Q^-m"^'^- Getea 9W "'-d'^r e , Of in....
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1 eentiiee to safer oetinof vessel. and feellitie. to reditee

2 the .. h- a:R.I. .....

3 S9009, ad gnrlyof mesee to proveS! or avoid the

5 dree (44 thet Aehi Io a vaiablefee I l__,

6 n W ef Q& seeiie- whieh te nden
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14 inaietiee, an other interested pa A fit ep of nah
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17 after mte e ttmda hratr

18 () Within four years after the fee is first initiated, the

19 Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, after

20 consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Sec-

21 retary of Transportation, shall submit a report on the fee

22 system to the Congress. Opportunity shall be provided for

23 public review and comment. The report shall make recoil.

24 mendations on any statutory changes which would further,

25 assure that, to the extent practicable, the burden of the fee
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1 system is on those substances and parties who create the

2 problem addressed by this Act and that the costs of the fees

3 are distributed as broadly as possible through the economy.

4 Such recommendations should also address changes which

5 would reduce administrative and reporting burdens. The

6 report shall consider the feasibility of a variable fee which

7 takes into account the likelihood of a discharge or release and

8 the operational experience of classes so that incentives to

9 proper handling and distincentives to improper or illegal

10 handling or disposal of hazardous substances are maximized.

11 In addition, the report shall provide the following informa-

12 lion: (1) a summary of past disbursements from the Fund;

13 (2) a projection of any future funding needs remaining after

14 expiration of authority to impose fees and of the threat to

15 public health, welfare and the environment posed by the re-

16 leases creating such needs; (3) the record and experience of

17 the Fund in recovering Fund disbursements from liable

18 parties; and (4) the record of State participation in response

19 and compensation.

20 (k)(1) There is hereby established in the Treasury of the

21 United States a Post-closure Liability Fund, not to exceed

22 $200,000,000. Such fund shall be administered by the

23 President and the Secretary of the Treasury, as specified in

24 this section.
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1 (2) Beginning six months after the enactment of this

2 Act, the Secretary of the Treaury shall collect from the

3 owner or operator of each hazardous towaste disposal facility

4 which has received a permit or is accorded interim status

5 under subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, a fee on

6 each unit of hazardous waste received at such facility, which

7 will remain at such facility after such facility is closed in

8 accordance with the requirements of such subtitle C. Such fee

9 may reflect the relative hazard, including persistence of

10 hazard, of such hazardous wastes, as determined in the dis.

11 cretion of the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

12 Agency. For wastes of large volume and relatively low

13 hazard, such fee shall reflect the relative hazard. Such fee

14 shall initially be established at levels adequate to provide a

15 fund of $200,000,000 five years after collection of such fee

16 begins.

17 (3) Subsections (c)(2)(B), (g), (h)(2), and (i)(2) of this

18 section shall apply to the Post-closure Liability Fund.

19 (4) Any modification of the fee under this subsection

20 shall be designed to assure that the Post-closure Liability

21 Fund is maintained at a level adequate to meet potential obli-

22 nations, and not less than $100,000,000 nor, taking into ac-

23 count imminent obligational requirements, more than

24 $200,000,000.
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(5) Not later than three years after enactment of this

2 Act, the President shall, after opportunity for public comment

3 and consultation with States and affected private interests,

4 submit recommendations to the Congress on any further leg-

5 islation or amendments which may be necessary to assure

6 that risk to public health and welfare and the environment

7 from closed waste disposal facilities is minimized. Recom-

8 mendations shall include, but not be limited to, the adequacy

-9 of the size of the Fund established by this subsection; and the

10 appropriate division of responsibility among the Fund, State

11 and local governments, and owners and operators of facilities

12 for care of such facilities in perpetuity.

13 (6) The President shall appoint an advisory committee

14 of State and local officials and owners or operators of facili-

15 ties from which the fee provided in paragraph (2) of this

16 subsection is collected, to observe .and report to the President

17 and the Congress on the administration of the Post-closure

18 Liability Fund and the appropriateness of disbursements

19 from such fund.

20 (1) For the purposes of this section, the term-

21 (1) "barrel" means forty-two United States gal-

22 lons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit;

23 (2) '"primary petrochemical" means only the fol-

24 lowing: acetylene; benzene; butane; butylene excluding

25 that portion used to make butadiene; butadiene; ethyl-
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1 ene; methane excluding that pQrtion used to make am-

2 monia antd--acetylene; naphthalene; propylene; toluene

3 excluding that portion used to make benzene; and

4 xylene.

5 (3) "inorganic raw material" means only the fol-

6 lowing:

7 (A) antimony and the equivalent weight of

8 antimony in antimony trioxide and antimony sul-

9 fide; arsenic and the equivalent weight of arsenic

10 in arsenic trioxide; the equivalent might of

11 barium in barium sulfide; cadmium; chromium

12 and the equivalent weight of chromium in chro-

13 mite and potassium dichromate and sodium di-

14 chromate; cobalt;, copper (except as provided in

15 subsection (e)(4) of this section); lead and the

16 equivalent weight of lead in lead oxide; mercury;

17 nickel; the equivalent weight of tin in stannic

18 chloride and stannous chloride; zinc and the

19 equivalent weight of zinc in zinc oxide;

20 (B) chlorine; bromine; and the equivalent

21 weight of fluorine in hydrogen fluoride;

22 (C) phosphoric acid; sulfuric acid; hydro-

23 chloric acd; nitric acid; potassium hydroxide; and

24 sodium hydroxide in hydrogen fluoride;

25 (D) elemental phosphorous; and
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1 (E) ammonia excluding that portion used to

2 make nitric acid;

3 (4) "refinery" means a permanently situated fa-

4 eility, located in the United States, which receives

5 crude petroleum oil for the purpose of refinement;

6 (5) "supplier" means any person who produces,

7 manufactures, or imports primary petrochemicals or

8 inorganic raw materials and either provides, through

9 sale or any other means, such primary petrochemicals

10 or inorganic raw materials to other persons, or wes

11 such primary petrochemicals and inorganic raw mate-

12 rials himself; and

13 (6) "petroleum oil" means petroleum, including

14 crude petroleum or any fraction or residue therefrom,

15 other than carbon black.

* *.

6-M 0-80-8
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AMENDMENT NO. 1958 Calendar No. 933

Purpose: To establish an equitabk aid comprehensive liability
regime for oil spills, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES-Pth Cong., 2d Se.

S. 1480

To provide for liability, compensation, cleanup, and emergency
response for hazardous substances released into the envi-
ronment and the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste dis-
posal sites.

August 1 (legislative day, June 12), 1980

Ordered to lie on the table and to be printed

AMBNDMN'r intended to be proposed by Mr. MAONUSON

Viz: Add the following as a new and additional title:

1 SECTION 1. This title may be cited as the "Oil Spill

2 Liability Act".

8 SEc. 2. DEFINITIONS.

4 As used in this title, unless the context otherwise re-

5 quires, the term-

6 (1) "barrel" means 42 United States gallons at 60

7 degrees Fahrenheit;

8 (2) "claim" means a claim, made in writing for a

9 sum certain, for compensation under this title for dam-

10 ages or cleanup costs resulting from a discharge of oil;
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1 (3) "cleanup costs" means all actual and reason-

2 able costs incurred by any person in-

3 (A) removing or attempting to remove oil re-

4 suiting from an incident; or

5 (B) taking other measures after an incident

6 has occurred to prevent, reduce, or mitigate oil

7 dames to private property, or public health,

8 property, or welfare resulting from such incident,

9 including shorelines, beaches, or natural

10 resources;

11 (4) "damages" means damages for which compen-

12 sation may be claimed as set forth in section 5;

13 (5) "discharge" includes any spilling, leaking,

14 pumping, pouring, emptying, or dumping of oil, how-

15 ever caused-

16 (A) in an unlawful quantity or at an unlawful

17 rate-

18 (i) in or on the navigable waters or their

19 connecting or tributary waters within the

20 United States or immediately adjacent there-

21 to; or

22 (ii) in or on the waters of the contiguous

23 zone established by the United States under

24 Article 24 of the Convention on the Territo-
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1 rial Sea and the Contiguous Zone (15 UST

2 1606); or

3 (B) in or on the waters of the high seas out-

4 side the territorial limits of the United States-

5 (i) when discharged in connection with

6 activities conducted under the Outer Conti-

7 nental Shelf Lands Act, as amended (43

8 U.S.C. 1331 et seq.), or the Deepwater Port

9 Act of 1974, as amended by this Act (33

10 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.);

11 (ii) which may cause injury to or loss of

12 - natural resources belonging to, appertaining

13 to, or under the exclusive management au-

14 thority of, the United States; or

15 (iii) when such oil was discharged from

16 a ship which received such oil at the termi-

17 nal of the pipeline authorized by the Trans-

18 Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act, as

19 amended by this Act (43 U.S.C. 1651 et

20 seq.), for transportation to a port in the

21 United States, and was discharged from such

22 ship prior to being brought ashore in such a

23 port; or

24 (C) in or on the territorial sea, internal

25- waters, or adjacent shoreline, of a foreign coun-
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1 try, if damages and cleanup costs are recoverable

2 by a foreign claimant under section 5;

3 (6) "facility" means a structure or group of struc-

4 tures (other than a vessel or vessels which are not an

5 integral part of any such structure or structures) used

6 for the purpose of transporting, producing, processing,

7 storing, transferring, or handling oil which is within, or

8 subject to the jurisdiction of, the United States;

9 (7) "fund" means the Oil Spill Compensation

10 Fund established pursuant to section 6;

11 (8) "incident" means any occurrence, or series of

12 occurrences, involving one or more vessels, a facility,

13 or any combination thereof, which causes, or poses an

14 immiment threat of, a discharge of oil;

15 (9) "insurer" means any person who provides, in

16 accordance with section 10, evidence of financial re-

17 sponsibility for the owner or operator of a vessel or a

18 facility;

19 (10) "natural resources" means land, fish, wild-

20 life, biota, air, water, and other such resources owned,

21 managed, held in trust, 9r otherwise controlled by the

22 Federal Government (including the fishery resources of

23 the fishery conservation zone established by section

24 101 of the Fishery Conservation and Management Act
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1 of 1976 (16 U.S.C. 1811)), any State or local govern-

2 ment, or any foreign government;

3 (11) "oil" means oil of any kind (except animal or

4 vegetable oils), in any form, including petroleum, fuel

5 oil, sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed with wastes other

6 than dredge spoil;

7 (12) "operator" means any person who-is respon-

8 sible for the operation, manning, victualizing, and sup-

9 plying of a vessel or who charters by demise such

10 vessel;

11 (13) "owner" means any person holding title to,

12 or in the absence of title, any other indicia of owner-

13 ship of, a vessel or facility, except that the term does

14 not include a person who, without participating in the

15 management or operation of a vessel or facility, holds

16 indicia of ownership primarily to protect a security in-

17 terest in such vessel or facility;

18 (14) "person" means an individual, a public or

19 private corporation, partnership or other association, or

20 a governmental entity;

21 (15) "person in charge" means the individual im-

22 mediately responsible for the operation of a vessel;

23 (16) "public vessel" means a vessel which is

24 owned, or chartered by demise, and operated by the

25 United States, any State or subdivision thereof, or any
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1 foreign government; and is not engaged in commercial

2 service;

3 (17) "refinery" means a terminal which receives

4 crude oil for the purpose of refinement;

5 (18) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Trans-

6 portation;

7 (19) "State" means each of the several States of

8 the United States, the District of Columbia, the Coin-

9 monwealth of Puerto Rico, American Samoa, the

10 United States Virgin Islands, Guam, and any other

11 commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United

12 States;

13 (20) "terminal" means any permanently situated

14 facility which is located within the territorial limits of

15 the United States; is not owned by any agency of the

16 Federal Government; and receives oil in bulk directly

17 from any vessel or facility; and

18 (21) "vessel" means every description of water-

19 craft or other artificial contrivance used, or capable of

20 being used, as a means of transportation through or on

21 water.

22 SEC. 4. LIABILITY.

23 (a) IN GENERAL. -Notwithstanding any other provi-

24 sions of law, or rule of law, according to the following provi-

25 sions of this section, the owner and operator of a vessel
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1 (other than a public vessel), or a facility, which is the source

2 of, or poses an imminent threat of, a discharge of oil, shall be

3 jointly, severally, and strictly liable for all damages and

4 cleanup costs for which a claim is asserted under this title.

5 (b) LImTS OF LIABILITY.-Except as provided in sub-

6 section (d), the liability of the owner or operator of a vessel

7 or a facility under subsection (a), including cleanup costs in-

8 curred on behalf of such owner or operator, shall not

9 exceed-

10 (1) $150 for each gross ton of any vessel which

11 does not carry oil in bulk as cargo;

12 (2) $500,000, or $300 for each gross ton, which-

13 ever is greater, of any vessel which carries oil in bulk

14 as cargo; or

15 (3) for any facility, $50,000,000 or such lesser

16 amount as is established under subsection (c).

17 (c) ESTABLISHING LBUTS FOR CLASSES.-The Secre-

18 tary shall establish, by regulation, limits of liability, up to

19 $50,000,000, for classes of facilities, except that the limits of

20 liability for any deepwater port or offshore oil production fa-

21 cility shall not be less than $50,000,000. In establishing such

22 limits, the Secretary shall take into account the size, type,

23 location, oil storage and handling capacity of such classes of

24 facilities, and other matters relating to the likelihood of inci-

25 dents resulting from the facilities in each such class. Such
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1 limits shall, to the extent practicable, be comparable to limits

2 set forth in subsection (b), taking into account the relative

3 possibilities of a discharge of oil.

4 (d) COMPLETE LIABILITY.-Notwithstanding the pro-

5 visions of subsection (b), the liability of the owner or operator

6 of a vessel or facility under subsection (a), including cleanup

7 costs incurred on behalf of such owner or operator, shall be

8 the full extent of the damages and cleanup costs resulting

9 from a discharge of oil if the-

10 (1) incident is caused by gross negligence or will-

11 ful misconduct within the privity or knowledge of the

12 owner or operator;

13 (2) incident is caused by a gross or willful viola-

14 tion, by the owner or operator, of applicable safety,

15 construction, or operating standards or regulations of

16 the Federal Government; or

17 (3) owner or operator fails or refuses to provide

18 all reasonable cooperation and assistance requested by

19 the responsible Federal official in furtherance of

20 cleanup activities.

21 (e) DEFENSEs.-There shall be no liability under sub-

22 section (a)-

23 (1) if the incident is caused solely by-

24 (A) an act of war, hostilities, civil war, or in-

25 surrection, or by a natural phenomenon of an ex-
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1 ceptional, inevitable, and irresistible character,

2 and such incident could not have been prevented

3 or avoided by the exercise of due care or fore-

4 sight; or

5 ( B) an act or omission of a person other than

6 (i) the claimant, (ii) the owner or operator, (iii) an

7 employee or agent of the claimant, the owner, or

8 the operator, or (iv) one whose act or omission

9 occurs in connection with a contractual relation-

10 ship with the claimant, the owner, or the opera-

11 tor;

12 (2) as to a particular claimant, if the incident or

13 loss is caused, in whole or in part, by the gross negli-

14 gence or willful misconduct of that claimant; or

15 (3) as to a particular claimant, to the extent that

16 the incident or loss is caused by the negligence of that

17 claimant.

18 (0 INTEBEST.-(1) In addition to the damages and

19 cleanup costs for which claims may be asserted under this

20 title, and without regard to the limitation of liability provided

21 for in subsection (b), the owner, operator, or insurer of the

22 vessel or facility which is the source of a discharge of oil shall

23 be liable to any claimant for interest on the amount paid in

24 satisfaction of the claim, pursuant to section 6, for the period

25 from the date upon which the claim was presented to such
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1 owner, operator, or insurer to the'date upon which the claim-

2 ant is paid, inclusive, less the period, if any, from the date

3 upon which the owner, operator, or insurer offers to the

4 claimant an amount equal to or greater than that finally paid

5 in satisfaction of the claim to the date upon which the claim-

6 ant accepts that amount, inclusive. However, if such owner,

7 operator, or insurer offers to the claimant, within 60 days

8 after the date upon which the claim was presented, or after

9 the date upon which advertising was commenced pursuant to

10 section 9, whichever is later, an amount equal to or greater

11 than that finally paid in satisfaction of the claim, then such

12 owner, operator, or insurer shall be liable for the interest

13 provided in this paragraph only from the date the offer was

14 accepted by the claimant to the date upon which payment is

15 made to the claimant, inclusive.

16 (2) The interest provided for in paragraph (1) shall be

17 calculated by the Secretary at the average of the highest rate

18 for commercial and finance company paper of maturities of

19 180 days or less, obtaining on each of the days included

20 within the period for which interest must be paid to the

21 claimant, as published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin.

22 (g) ADJUSTMENT OF LIMIT.-The Secretary shall,

23 from time to time, report to the Congress on the desirability

24 of and, where appropriate, reconunendations on adjusting the

25 limits of liability contained in this section. In considering any
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1 such recommendation, the Secretary shall publish any pro-

2 posed recommendation in the Federal Register and provide

3 30 days for any interested party to submit comments.

4 (h) PROHIBITION.-NO indemnification, hold harmless,

5 or similar agreement shall be effective to transfer from the

6 owner or operator of a vessel or facility to any other person

7 the liability provided for under this title, other than as speci-

8 fled under the provisions of this title.

9 SEC. 5. RECOVERABLE DAMAGES AND CLAIMANTS.

10 (a) DAMGLEs.-Claims for damages for loss resulting

11 from a discharge of oil may be asserted under this title for:

12 (1) cleanup costs;

13 (2) personal injury;

14 (3) injury to, or destruction of, real or personal

15 property; -

16 (4) loss of use of any real or personal property;

17 (5) injury to, or destruction of, natural resources;

18 (6) loss of use of any natural resources, without

19 regard to ownership of such resources;

20 (7) loss of profits or impairment of earning capac-

21 ity resulting from any damage to, or destruction of real

22 or personal property, or natural resources; and

23 (8) loss of tax, royalty, rental, or net profits share

24 revenue by the Federal Government or any State or

25 local government, for a period of not to exceed 1 year.
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1 () TRUSTEE OF NATURAL RESouCES.--The Presi-

2 dent, or the authorized representative of any State, shall act

3 on behalf of the public as trustee of the natural resources to

4 recover for damages to such resources. Sums recovered shall,

5 whenever practicable, be used to restore, rehabilitate, or ac-

6 quire the equivalent of such natural resources by the appro-

7 priate agencies of the Federal Government, or such State.

8 (c) FOREIGN CLAIMANTS.-Claims for compensation

9 for damages and cleanup costs may be made under this title

10 by any citizen of a foreign nation or by any foreign nation if

11 such damages or cleanup costs resulted from a discharge of

12 oil, or threat of a discharge of oil, from-

13 (1) an incident occurring in the navigable waters

14 of the United States;

15 (2) a vessel carrying oil as cargo between two

16 ports subject to the jurisdiction of the United States; or

17 (3) a facility located in the United States or sub-

18 ject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

19 SEC. 6. OIL SPILL COMPENSATION FUND.

20 (a) ESTABLISHMENT.-There is established in the

21 Treasury of the United States a fund to be known as the Oil

22 Spill Compensation Fund (hereinafter referred to as "the

23 Fund"). The Fund shall be administered by the Secretary

24 and the Secretary of the Treasury in accordance with the
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1 provisions of this title. The Fund may sue and be sued in its

2 own name.

3 (b) CONTENT.-The Fund shall be constituted from-

4 (1) all fees collected pursuant to section 7;

5 (2) all moneys recovered through subrogation

6 under section 8;

7 (3) interest on, and the proceeds from the sale of,

8 special obligation bonds of the United States, as pro-

9 vided in subsection (e); and

10 (4) amounts received by the Secretary from the

11 sale or issuance of notes or other obligations under

12 subsection (f).

13 (c) LABILITY OF THE FUND.-(1) Subject to the provi-

14 sions of paragraph (2), the Fund shall be liable for all dam-

15 ages and cleanup costs for which a claim may be asserted

16 under this title, to the extent that the loss is not otherwise

17 compensated on behalf of the owner or operator involved.

18 (2) Except for cleanup costs incurred under the provi-

19 sions of law specified in subsection (d)(2), there shall be no

20 liability under paragraph (1)-

21 (A) where the incident is caused primarily by an

22 act of war, hostilities, civil war, or insurrection;

23 (B) as to a particular claimant, where the incident

24 or economic loss is caused, in whole or in part, by the
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1 gross negligence or willful misconduct of that claimant;

2 or

3 (0) as to a particular claimant, to the extent that

4 the incident or economic loss is caused by the negli-

5 gence of that claimant.

6 (d) DiSBURSEMENTS.-The Secretary may use the

7 money in the Fund solely for the following purposes:

8 (1) The payment of any valid claim for damages

9 presented according to the provisions of this title.

10 (2) The payment of any valid claim for cleanup

11 costs incurred by any claimant.

12 (3) Administrative and personnel costs of the Fed-

13 eral Government incident to administration of the

14 Fund, including costs relating to claims settlement, and

15 adjudicatory and judicial proceedings, whether or not

16 such costs are recoverable under section 8, after appro-

17 priation in an appropriations AcL.

18 (4) After appropriation in an appropriations Act,

19 the cost of assessing injury to or the destruction of nat-

20 ural resources resulting from a discharge of oil, such

21 assessment to be undertaken by the National Oceanic

22 and Atmospheric Administration, in coordination with

23 the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Environmental

24 Protection Agency.
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1 Moneys in the Fund shall be immediately available for pay-

2 ment of cleanup costs incurred under subsections (c), (d), or

3 (1) of section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

4 (33 U.S.C. 1321), section 5 of the Intervention on the High

5 Seas Act (33 U.S.C. 1474), or section 18(b) of the Deepwa-

6 ter Port Act of 1974, as amended (33 U.S.C. 1517(b)), and

7 may be obligated for such purpose by any person so designat-

8 ed by the Secretary.

9 (e) INVSTMENT.-The Secretary of the Treasury may

10 invest any portion of the moneys in the Fund which the Sec-

11 retary determines is not immediately required to meet the

12 potential obligations of the Fund. Such investments shall be

13 made only in interest-bearing special obligations of the

14 United States. Any such obligations that are issued to the

15 Fund may be redeemed at any time, in accordance with the

16 terms of the special issue and regulations promulgated by the

17 Secretary of the Treasury in cooperation with the Secretary.

18 The interest on, and the proceeds from the sale of, any such

19 obligations shall be credited to and form a part of the Fund.

20 (0 INSUFFICIENCY.-If the money available in the

21 Fund is not sufficient to pay any amount which the Fund is

22 obligated to-pay under this title, the Secretary shall issue to

23 the Secretary of the Treasury-notes or other obligations (only

24 to such extent and in such amounts as may be provided for in

25 appropriations Acts) in such forms and denominations, bear-
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1 ing such maturities, and subject to such terms and conditions

2 as the Secretary of the Treasury prescribes. Such notes or

3 other obligations shall bear interest at a rate determined by

4 the Secretary of the Treasury on the basis of the current

5 average market yield on outstanding marketable obligations

6 of the United States on comparable maturities during the

7 month preceding the issuance of such notes or other obliga-

8 tions. Any sums received by the Secretary through such issu-

9 ance shall be credited to the Fund. The Secretary of the

10 Treasury shall purchase any notes or other obligations issued

11 under this subsection, and for this purpose such Secretary

12 may use, as a public debt transaction, the proceeds from the

13 sale of any securities issued under the Second Liberty Bond

14 Act, as now or hereafter in force. The purposes for which

15 securities may be issued under that Act are extended to in-

16 lude any purchase of notes or other obligations issued under

17 this subsection. The Secretary of the Treasury may at any

18 time sell any of the notes or other obligations so acquired

19 under this subsection. All redemptions, purchases, and sales

20 of such notes or other obligations by the Secretary of the

21 Treasury shall be treated as public debt transactions of the

22 United States.

23 (g) ANNuAL REPORT.-Within 6 months after the end

24 of each fiscal year, the Secretary shall submit to the Con-

25 gress (1) a report on the administration of the Fund during

69-09 0-80-4
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1 such fiscal year, and (2) recommendations for stilc additiInal

2 legislative authority as may be necessary to imlrove' tht,

3 management of the Fund and the administration of t[, li;allil-

4 ity provisions under this title.

5 SEC. 7. OIL CARGO LIABILITY FUND FEE.

6 (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FEE.-There is hereby

7 established a fee, of not more than 3 cents per barrel, to 1w

8 levied on each barrel of crude oil received at any refinery and

9 on each barrel of oil received at any terminal for export from

10 or entry into the United States. Oil on which a fee has been

11 levied under this subsection shall not be subject to any subse-

12 quent such levy.

13 (b) COLLECTION OF THE FE.-The Secretary of the

14 Treasury shall collect the fee established by subsection (a)

15 from (1) the owner of any refinery receiving crude oil and (2)

16 the owner of any terminal receiving oil for export from or

17 entry into the United States, whether for import or transfer

18 to a foreign country. The person who owns such oil shall be

19 obligated to reimburse the owner of such refinery or terminal,

20 as the case may be, the full amount of the fee levied on the

21 oil of that person and paid by the owner of the refinery or

22 terminal.

23 (c) FEE SCHEDULE.-The Secretary of the Treasury,

24 after coQM1~in with appropriate Federal agencies, may

25 promulgate and, from time to time, amend regulations relat-
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1 ing to the collection of fees under this section, including the

2 establishment of a fee schedule. Any such fee schedule shall

3 be designed to insure that the Fund is maintained at a level

4 which, along with all other moneys covered into the Fund, is

5 sufficient to meet the obligations of the Fund, but in no case

6 more than $250,000,000. No regulation establishing a fee

7 schedule, or any amendment of such regulation, whether or

8 not in effect, may be stayed by any court pending completion

9 of judicial review of such regulation or amendment.

10 (d) PENALTMS.-Any person who fails to collect or pay

11 any fee required under this section shall be liable for (1) a

12 civil penalty of not to exceed $10,000, to be assessed by the

13 Secretary of the Treasury; (2) the amount of the fee required

14 to be collected or paid; and (3) the amount of interest that

15 would have been earned by such fee if it had been collected

16 or paid when due and invested in special obligations of the

17 United States. The Attorney General may, at the request of

18 the Secretary of the Treasury, bring an action in the name of

19 the Fund against any person who fails to pay any fee re-

20 quired under this section, or any amount for which such

21 person is liable under this subsection.

22 (e)(1) RECORDS.-The Secretary of the Treasury may,

23 by regulation, require persons from whom fees are to be col-

24 lected pursuant to tO!u section to keep such records and docu-

25 ments as the Secretary deems necessary. The Secretary of
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1 the Treasury and the Comptroller General of the United

2 States shall have access to such records and documents for

3 the purpose of audit and examination.

4 (2) Any person who falsifies records or documents re-

5 quired to be kept under any regulation promulgated under

6 this subsection shall be subject to prosecution for a violation

7 of section 1001 of title 18, United States Code.

8 SEC. 8. SUBROGATION.

9 (a) GENERAL.-Any person, including the Fund, who

10 pays compensation pursuant to this title to any claimant for

11 damages or cleanup costs resulting from an incident, shall be

12 subrogated to all rights, claims, and causes of action for such

13 damages and cleanup costs as such claimant has under this

14 title or any other law. /

15 (b) ACTION To RECOVER.-Upon request of the Secre-

16 tary, the Attorney General shall commence an action on

17 behalf of the Fund to recover any compensation paid by the

18 Fund to any claimant pursuant to this title, and, without

19 regard to the limitation of liability provided for in section

20 4(b), all costs incurred by the Fund by reason of the claim,

21 including interest, administrative and adjudicative costs, and

22 attorney's fees. Such an action may be commenced against

23 any owner, operator, or insurer, or against any other person

24 who is liable, pursuant to any law, to the compensated claim-
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ant or to the Fund, for the damages for which the compensa-

tion was paid.

SEC. 9. CLAIMS PROCEDURES.

(a) IN GBNui&AL.-The Secretary shall prescribe, and

may from time to time amend, regulations for the filing, proc-

essing, settlement, and adjudication of claims under this title,

including uniform procedures and standards for the appraisal

and setti ment of claims against the Fund.

(b) NOTIFICATION. -The person in charge of a vessel

or facility, which is involved in an incident, shall immediately

notify the Secretary of the incident as soon as he has knowl-

edge thereof. Notification received pursuant to this subsec-

tion, or information obtained by the exploitation of such noti-

fication, shall not be used against any such person or his

employer in any criminal action, other than an action involv-

ing prosecution for perjury or for giving a false statement.

(C) IDENTIFYING THE SOURCE OF AN INCIDENT.-

When the Secretary receives information, pursuant to sub-

section (b) or otherwise, of an incident which involves a dis-

charge of oil, the Secretary shall, where possible-

(1) identify the source of such discharge; and

(2) immediately notify the owner, operator, and

insurer of the vessel which is the source of such dis-

charge of such identification.
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1 (d) ADVEBTISEMENTS.-(1) If the source of a discharge

2 of oil, identified by the Secretary under subsection (c), is a

3 private vessel or facility, then the owner, operator, or insurer

4 of such vessel or facility shall, within 15 days after being

5 notified by the Secretary of such identification, begin to ad-

6 vertise such identification along with a description of the pro-

7 cedures to be followed for presenting claims to the owner,

8 operator, or insurer, except that such owner, operator, or

9 insurer shall not have the duty of making such advertise-

10 ment if-

11 (A) such owner, operator, or insurer denies liabil-

12 ity for such discharge of oil; and

13 (B) notifies the Secretary of such d' nial within 10

14 days after receiving notice from the Secretary of such

15 identification.

16 Any owner, operator, or insurer who denies liability for a

17 discharge of oil, as provided in this subsection, and who is

18 subsequently found to be liable for the damages or cleanup

19 costs resulting from such discharge, shall be liable, in addi-

20 tion to whatever other such costs or damages for which they

21 might be liable, for the costs of making the advertisements he

22 otherwise should have made under this subsection.

23 (2) The Secretary shall make advertisements of a dis-

24 charge of oil, along with a description of the procedures to be

25 followed in presenting claims to the Fund, where-
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1 (A) the source of the discharge is from a public

2 vessel;

3 (B) the Secretary is unable to identify the source

4 of the discharge; or

5 (0) the owner, operator, and insurer each deny 1i-

6 ability for the discharge of oil.

7 (3) Advertisements made under the provisionsof this

8 subsection shall-

9 (A) begin within 15 days after the date the Secre-

10 tary notifies the owner, operator, or insurer of the

11 identification under subsection (b), or within 15 days

12 after the Secretary determines that the source of the

13 discharge cannot be identified or the source is a public

14 vessel;

15 (B) continue for at least 30 days thereafter; and

16 (C) be carried in a newspaper of general circula-

17 tion in the vicinity of the discharge for which such ad-

18 vertisement is being made.

19 (e) PBESBNTATION OF CLAIMS.-(1) Except as pro-

20 vided in paragraph (2), all claims shall be first presented to

21 the owner, operator, or insurer of the vessel or facility which

22 is the source of the discharge of oil resulting in the cleanup

23 costs or damages for which such claim is presented.

24 (2) Claims shall be first presented to the Fund-
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1 (A) if the Secretary has advertised or otherwise

2 notified claimants in accordance with subsection (d)(2);

3 or

4 (B) by any owner or operator for cleanup costs in-

5 cured on behalf of such owner or operator if such

6 owner or operator-

7 (i) is entitled to a defense to liability under

8 section 4(d), or

9 (ii) is entitled to a limitation of liability under

10 section 4(b) and the claim is only for the amount

11 of cleanup cosIs incurred in excess of such limit of

12 liability.

13 (3) If a claim is presented in accordance with paragraph

14 (1) and-

15 (A) the person to whom the claim is presented

16 -denies all liability for the claim, for any reason; or

17 (B) the claim is not settled by any person by pay-

18 ment to the claimant within 60 days after the date

19 upon which (i) the claim was presented, or (ii) advertis-

20 ing was commenced pursuant to subsection (dXl),

21 whichever is later;

22 then the claimant may elect to commence an action in court

23 against the owner, operator, or insurer involved, or to pre-

24 sent the claim to the Fund, such election to be irrevocable

25 and exclusive.
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1 (4) If a claim is presented in accordance with paragraph

2 (1), and full and adequate compensation in unavailable, either

3 because the claim exceeds a limit of liability invoked under

4 section 4(b) or because the owner, operator, and insurer in-

5 volved are financially incapable of meeting their obligations

6 in full, a claim for the uncompensated damages may be pre-

7 sented to the Fund.

8 (5) If a claim which has been presented to any person,

9 pursuant to paragraph (1), is being presented to the Fund,

10 pursuant to paragraph (3) or (4), that person to whom the

11 claim was first presented, at the request of the claimant, shall

12 transmit the claim and supporting documents to the Fund.

13 The Secretary may, by regulation, prescribe the documents

14 to be transmitted and the terms under which they are to be

15 transmitted.

16 (6) If the Fund-

17 (A) denies all liability for a claim, for any reason,

18 presented to it under paragraph (2), (3), or (4); or

19 (B) does not settle such a claim by payment to

20 the claimant within 60 days after the date upon which

21 (i) the claim was presented to the Fund, or (ii) adver-

22 rising was commenced pursuant to subsection (d)(2),

23 whichever is later;

24 then the claimant may submit the claim to the Secretary for

25 settlement, except that a claimant who has presented a claim
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1 to the Fund pursuant to paragraph (2) may elect to corn-

2 mence an action in court against the Fund in lieu of submia-

3 sion of the claim to the Secretary for settlement, that election

4 to be irrevocable and exclusive.

5 (0 SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.-(1) Except as provided

6 in paragraph (2), the Secretary shall use the facilities and

7 serviccs of private insurance and claims adjusting organiza-

8 tions or State agencies in processing claims against the Fund

9 and may contract to pay compensation for those facilities and

10 services. Any contract made under the provisions of this

11 paragraph may be made without regard to the provisions of

12 section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (41 U.S.C.

13 5), upon a showing by the Secretary that advertising is not

14 reasonably practicable. Notwithstanding any other provision

15 of law, the Secretary may make advance payments to a con-

16 tractor for services and facilities, and the Secretary may ad-

17 vance to the contractor funds to be used for the payment of

18 claims. The Secretary may review and audit claim payments

19 made pursuant to this subsection. A payment to one claimant

20 for a single claim in excess of $100,000, or payment of two

21 or more claims of one claimant aggregating in excess o

22 $200,000, shall be first approved by the Secretary. When the

23 services of a State agency are used in processing and settling

24 claims, no payment may be made on a- claim asserted on or
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1 on behalf of that State or any of its agencies or subdivisions

2 unless the payment has been approved by the Secretary.

3 (2) To the extent necessitated by extraordinary circum-

4 stances, where the services of such private organizations or

5 State agencies are inadequate, the Secretary may use Feder-

6 al personnel to process claims against the Fund.

7 (g) CLAIMS SETTLEMENTS BY THE SECRETARY.-(1)

8 Upon receipt of a request to settle claims under the provi-

9 sions of subsection (e)(6), the Secretary shall refer such claim

10 to either an administrative law judge, appointed under sec-

11 tion 3105 of title 5, United States Code, or to a panel ap-

12 pointed by the Secretary as provided under subsection (h).

13 Upon referral of a claim, the administrative law judge or

14 panel, as the case may be, shall adjudicate such claim and

15 render a decision on the record after an opportunity for an

16 agency hearing.

17 (2) In any proceeding conducted by an administrative

18 law judge or panel under the provisions of this subsection,

19 the presiding officer may require by subpena any person to

20 appear and testify or to appear and produce books, papers,

21 documents, or tangible things at a hearing or deposition at

22 any designated place. Subpenas shall be issued and enforced

23 in accordance with procedures in section 555(d) of title 5,

24 United States Code, and rules promulgated by the Secretary.

25 If a person fails or refuses to obey a subpena, the Secretary
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1 may invoke the aid of the district court of tile I'itvId st:ates

2 where the person is found, resides, or transacts husIsPs ill

3 requiring the attendance and testimony of the pcrsmJ( r ml di,

4 production by him of books, papers, documents, or tatnv taigi-

5 ble things.

6 (3) A hearing conducted under this subsection sli1I bi,

7 conducted within the United States judicial district %vithiii

8 which the cleanup costs were incurred or the damage coin-

9 plained of occurred, or, if such costs were incurred or such

10 damage occurred within more than one district, in any of the

11 affected districts, or, if such costs were incurred or such

12 damage occurred outside any district, in the nearest district.

13 (4) The decision of the administrative law judge or panel

14 under this subsection shall be the final order of the Secretary,

15 except that the Secretary, in his discretion and in accordance

16 with rules which he may promulgate, may review the deci-

17 sion upon his own initiative or upon exception of the claimant

18 or the Fund.

19 (h) JUDICUL REvIEw.-(1) Any party who suffers

20 legal wrong or who is adversely affected or aggrieved by any

21 final order, act or omission of the Secretary under this title

22 may, not later than 60 days after the date of publication of

23 such order, or not later than 60 days after such act or omis-

24 sion occurred or should have occurredppetition for judicial
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1 review of such order in the appropriate United States district

2 court.

3 (2) In the case in which (A) the person responsible for

4 the discharge of oil, or (B) the Fund, seeks judicial review

5 under this section, attorneys' fees and court costs shall be

6 awarded to the claimant if the final order of the Secretary

7 under subsection (g)(4) is upheld.

8 (i) ESTABLISHMENT AND APPOINTMENT OF

9 PANELS.-(1) The Secretary is authorized to establish, from

10 time to time, and to appoint the members of, panels to settle

11 claims submitted to him under subsection (e)(6). A panel es-

12 tablished under this subsection shall terminate 180 days after

13 it was established.

14 (2) Each panel shall consist of three members, at least

15 one of whom (who shall be the presiding member) shall be

16 qualified to conduct adjudicatory proceedings. Each member

17 of the panel shall be appointed from among individuals who,

18 by their education, training, or experience, are competent to

19 evaluate and assess property damage and the economic losses

20 resulting therefrom. Each panel member, in addition, may be

21 appointed without regard to whether such member is or has

22 been employed by any governmental entity, except members

23 of the staff administering the Fund shall not be appointed to

24 any panel.
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1 (3) Each member of a panel who is not otherwise em-

2 ployed by the Federal Government shall be entitled to re-

3 ceive compensation of $100 per day (including traveltime) for

4 each day during which he is engaged in the actual perform-

5 ance of the duties of the panel. Each member of a panel who

6 is an employee or officer of the Federal Government shall

7 serve on a panel without additional compensation therefor. In

8 addition, while away from their homes or regular places of

9 business in the performance of the duties of the panel, each

10 member of a panel shall be allowed travel expenses, including

11 per diem in lieu of subsistence, according to the provisions of

12 chapter 57 of title 5, United States Code.

13 (4) The provisions of chapter 11 of title -18, United

14 States Code, and of Executive Order 11222, as amended,

15 regarding special Government employees, shall apply to each

16 panel member who is not otherwise employed by the Federal

17 Government.

18 (5) Each member of a panel, and the administrative law

19 judge, to which a claim is referred under subsection (g), shall

20 be a resident of the United States judicial district within

21 which the cleanup costs were incurred or the damage com-

22 plained of occurred, or, if such cleanup costs were incurred or

23 such damage occurred within more than one district, of any

24 of the affected districts, or, if such cleanup costs were
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1 incurred or such damage occurred outside any district, of the

2 nearest district.

8 (j) NOTICE OF AcTIONS.-(1) In any action brought

4 against an owner, operator, or insurer, both the plaintiff and

5 defendant shall serve a copy of the cmo plaint and all subse-

6 quent pleadings therein upon the Fund at the same time as

7 those pleadings are served upon the opposing parties. The

8 Fund may intervene in any such action as a matter of right.

9 If the Fund receives from either the plaintiff or the defendant

10 notice of such an action, the Fund shall be bound by any

11 judgment entered therein, whether or not the Fund was a

12 party to the action.

13 (2) In any action to which the Fund is a party, if the

14 owner, operator, or insurer admits liability under this title,

15 the Fund, upon its motion, shall be dismissed therefrom.

16 (3) If neither the plaintiff nor the defendant gives notice

17 of such an action to the Fund, the limitation of liability other-

18 wise permitted by this title shall not be available to the de-

19 fendant, and the plaintiff shall not recover from the Fund any

20 sums not paid by the defendant.

21 (4) In any action brought against the Fund, the plaintiff

22 may join any owner, operator, or insurer, and the Fund may

23 implead any person who is or may be liable to the Fund

24 under any provision of this title.
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(k) DIRECT ACTION.-In defending any claim asserted

directly against any insurer of an owner's or operator's liabil-

ity under this title, such insurer-

(1) shall be entitled to invoke all rights and de-

fenses which would be available to the owner or opera-

tor under this title; and

(2) shall not be entitled to invoke any other de-

fense which he might have been entitled to invoke in

proceedings brought by the owner or operator against

him.

(I) EXPIRATION DATEs.-No claim may be presented,

nor may an action be commenced for damages recoverable

under this title, unless such claim is presented to, or that

action is commenced against, the owner, operator, or insurer,

or against the Fund, as to their respective liabilities, within 3

years after the date of discovery of the economic loss for

which a claim may be asserted under this title, or within 6

years after the date of the incident which resulted in that

loss, whichever is earlier.

SEC. 10. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY.

(a) GENERAL.-(1) The owner or operator of any vessel

(except a public vessel and any non-self-propelled barge that

does not carry oil as cargo) over 300 gross tons which uses

any facility or the navigable waters shall establish and main-

tain, in accordance with regulations promulgated by the Sec-
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1 retary, evidence of financial responsibility sufficient to satisfy

2 the limits of liability applicable to that vessel under section 4

3 and section 311 of the Clean Water Act. Certificates shall be

4 furnished to such owner or operator as evidence that the re-

5 quirements of this subsection have been complied with.

6 (2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall deny the clear-

7 ance required by section 4197 of the Revised Statutes of the

8 United States (46 U.S.C. 91) to any vessel subject to this

9 subsection which does not have a valid certificate of compli-

10 ance issued under paragraph (1).

11 (3) The Secretary, in accordance with regulations pro-

12 mulgated by him, shall-

13 (A) deny entry to any port or place in the United

14 States or navigable waters; and

15 (B) detain at the port or place in the United

16 States from which it is about to depart for any other

17 port or place in the United States;

18 any vessel subject to this subsection which, upon request,

19 does not produce a valid certificate of compliance issued

20 under paragraph (1).

21 (b) EvIDENCE.-Financial responsibility may be estab-

22 wished by any one, or any combination, of the following meth-

23 ods acceptable to the Secretary:

24 (1) An insurance policy.

25 (2) A guarantee.

0-M8 O-8-6
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1 (3) A surety bond.

2 (4) Qualification as a self-insurer.

3 Any bond filed shall be issued by a bonding company author-

4 ized to do business in any State.

5 SEC. 11. CONSOLIDATED ACTIONS.

6 (a) ACTIONS BY ATTORNEY GENERAL.-The Attorney

7 General may act on behalf of any group of persons which the

8 Secretary determines would be more adequately represented

9 as a group in the recovery of claims under this title. Sums

10 recovered shall be distributed to the members of any such

11 group.

12 (b) OTHER ACTIONS.-If, within 90 days after the date

13 of a discharge of oil, the Attorney General does not act on

14 behalf of a group the members of which may be entitled to

15 compensation under this title, any member of such group may

16 maintain a consolidated action to recover such compensation

17 on behalf of such group. That the Attorney General has not

18 acted within such 90 days shall have no bearing on any

19 action -maintained by any member of such group under this

20 subsection.

21 (c) NOTIC.--If the number of members of any such

22 group exceeds 1,000, publishing notice of the action in the

23 Federal Register and in local newspapers of general circula-

24 tion in the areas in which the members of such group reside

25 shall be deemed sufficient to fulfill the requirements for public
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1 notice established by rule 23(c)(2) of the Federal Rules of

2 Civil Procedure.

3 SEC. 12. PUBLIC ACCESS TO INFORMATION.

4 (a) GENERAL.-To the extent required by section 552

5 of title 5, United States Code, copies of any communication,

6 document,. report, or information transmitted between any of-

7 Pcial of the Federal Government and any person concerning

8 Ability and compensation for damages or cleanup costs re-

9 suiting from a discharge of oil shall be made available to the

10 public for inspection, and shall be available to the public upon

11 identifiable request, for the purpose of reproduction at a rea-

12 sonable cost.

13 (b) RELEASE.-Nothing contained in this section shall

14 be construed to require the release of any information of the

15 kind described in section 552(b) of title 5, United States

16 Code, or which is otherwise protected by law from disclosure

17 to the public. For the purposes of this section, any contractor

18 acting on behalf of the Secretary pursuant to section 9(f), and

19 any employee of such contractor, shall be deemed an employ-

20 ee of the Secretary for the purposes of this section.

21 SEC. 13. JURISDICTION, AND VENUE.

22 (a) IN GENERAL.-The district courts of the United

23 States shall have exclusive original jurisdiction over all con-

24 troversies arising under this title, without regard to the citi-

25 zenship of the parties or the amount in controversy.
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1 (b) VBNU.-Any action (including actions seeking judi-

2 cial review) brought under this title shall be brought in any

3 United States judicial district (1) wherein the cleanup costs

4 were incurred or the damage complained of occurred; (2) if

5 stich costs were incurred or such damage occurred, outside of

6 any district, in the nearest district; or (3) if such cost were

7 incurred or such damage occurred in more than one district,

8 in any affected district, or (4) in the district where the de-

9 fendant resides, may be found, or has its principal office. For

10 the purposes of this subsection, the Fund shall be deemed a

11 resident of the District of Columbia.

12 SEC. 14. PENALTIES.

13 (a) FINANCIAL RESPONSBMITY.-(1) Any person who

14 fails to comply with the requirements of section 10, the regu-

15 lations promulgated thereunder, or any denial or detention

16 order, shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than

17 $10,000.

18 (2) Such penalty may be assessed and compromised by

19 the Secretary. No penalty shall be assessed until notice and

20 an opportunity for hearing on the alleged violation has been

21 given. In determining the amount of the penalty or the

22 amount agreed uplm in compromise, the demonstrated good

23 faith of the party shall be taken into consideration.
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1 (a) At the, request of the official assessing the penalty,

2 the Attorney General may bring an action in the name of the

3 Fund to collect the penalty assessed.

4 (b) NOTIFICAION.-Any person in charge who fails to

5 give the notification required by section 9(b) shall, upon con-

6 viction, be fined not more than-$10,000, or imprisoned for

7 not more than one year, or both.

8 SEC. 15. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LAW.

9 (a) FuNDs.-No person may be required to contribute

10 to any fund, by any Federal, State, or other law, the purpose

11 of which is to pay compensation for any loss which may be

12 compensated under this title. Nothing in this subsection shall

13 preclude any State from imposing a tax or fee upon any

14 person or upon oil in order to finance the purchase or pre-

15 positioning of oil discharge cleanup equipment or other prep-

16 arations for the cleanup of an oil discharge which affects such

17 State.

18 (b) FINANcLA RESPONSnILTY.-Except as provided

19 in this title, no owner or operator of a vessel or facility who

20 establishes and maintains evidence of financial responsibility

21 in accordance with this title shall be required under any State

22 law, rule, or regulation to establish any other evidence of

23 financial responsibility in connection with liability for the dis-

24 charge of oil from such vessel or facility. Evidence of cOmPli-

25 ance with the financial responsibility requirements of this titI'
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1 shall be accepted by a State in lieu of any other rei.li.iv.,

2 of financial responsibility imposed by such Statf, il l

3 tion with liability for the discharge of oil from stii v. -s.*l ,,r

4 facility.

5 (c) STATE LAW.-(1) Except as provided in siihse,in ,

6 (a) and (b), this title shall not be interpreted to prelmpt I,.

7 field of liability or to preclude any State from imposing addi-

8 tional requirements or liability for damages and cleanup

9 costs, within the jurisdictioir-of such State, resulting from a

10 discharge of oil.

11 (2) Any person who submits a claim or commences an

12 action for damages or cleanup costs under any State law

13 shall be precluded from submitting a claim or commencing an

14 action for the same damages or cleanup costs pursuant to this

15 title. Any person who submits a claim or commences an

16 action for damages pursuant to this title shall be precluded

17 from submitting a claim or commencing an action for the

18 same damages or cleanup costs under any State law.

19 (d) FEDERAL LAw.-In the case of conflict or inconsis-

20 tency, the provisions of this title shall supersede all other

21 provisions of Federal law.

22 SEC. 16. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

23 (a) OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LANDS ACT.-Title

24 111 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments of

25 1978 is hereby repealed.
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1 (b) INTERVENTION ON THE HIGH SEAS AcT.-Section

2 17 of the Intervention on the High Seas Act (33 U.S.C.

-3 1486) is amended to read as follows:

4 "Sec. 17. The Fund established under section 6 of the

5 Oil Spill Liability Act shall be available to 'he Secretary for

6 actions and activities, relating to oil pollution, taken under

7 section 5 of this Act, and the revolving fund established

8 under section 311(k) of the Federal Water Pollution Control

9 Act (33 U.S.C. 1821(k)) shall be available for other actions

10 and activities taken under section 5 of this Act.".

11 (c) DEEPWATER PORT AcT.-The Deepwater Port Act

12 of 1974 (88 Stat. 2126) is amended as follows:

13 (1) In section 4(c)(1) strike "section 18(1) of this

14 Act;" and insert in lieu thereof "section 10 of the Oil

15 Spill Liability Act".

16 (2) Subsections (b), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), (j), (1),

17 (n), and clause (1) of subsection (in) of section 18 are

18 deleted.

19 (3) Clause (3) of subsection (c) of section 18 is

20 amended by striking "Deepwater Port Liability Fund

21 established pursuant to subsection (f) of this section.",

22 and inserting in lieu thereof: "fund established under

23 section 6 of the Oil Spill Liability Act".

24 (4) Subsections (c), (k), and (m) of section 18 are

25 redesignated (b), (c), and (d), respectively, and clauses
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1 (2), (3), and (4) of subsection (m) are redesignated (1),

2 (2), and (3), respectively.

3 (d) TRANs-ALASKA PIPELN ACT.-(1) Subsection (b)

4 of section 204 of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization

5 Act (43 U.S.C. 1653(b)) is amended by inserting in the first

6 sentence after "any area", the words "in the State of

7 Alaska"; by inserting after "any activities", the words "re-

8 lated to the trans-Alaska oil pipeline"; and by inserting at

9 the end of the subsection a new sentence to read as follows:

10 "This subsection shall not apply to cleanup costs covered by

11 the Oil Transportation by Vessel Liability Act.".

12 (2) Subsection (c) of section 204 of the Trans-Alaska

13 Pipeline Authorization Act is hereby repealed. The Trans-

14 Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund is hereby abolished. All assets

15 of that fund, as of the effective date of this section, shall be

13 transferred to the Oil Cargo Liability Fund established by

17 section 6 of this Act. The Oil Cargo Liability Fund shall

18 assume any and all liability incurred by the Trans-Alaska

19 Pipeline Liability Fund under the terms of subsection (c) of

20 section 204 of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act,

21 and shall also assume any and all liability incurred by the

22 officers or trustees in the execution of their duties involving

28 the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund, other than the lia-

24 bility of such officers or trustees for gross negligence or will-

25 ful misconduct.
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1 (3) The Secretary of the Interior shall certify to the See-

2 retary the total amount of the claims outstanding against the

3 Trans-Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund at the time the transfer

4 of assets required under paragraph (2) is made. If the Secre-

5 tary finds that-

6 (A) the total amount of the assets so transferred is

7 greater than the total amount of the outstanding claims

8 so certified, subject to paragraph (4) of this subsection,

9 the difference between the amount of the assets so

10 transferred and the amount of the outstanding claims

11 so certified shall co-nstitute an advance payment toward

12 payment of the fee due under section 7 of this Act on

13 barrels of oil, and the Secretary may waive such fee

14 until such time as the total amount of the fees so

15 waived equals the difference between the amount of

16 the assets so transferred and the amount of the out-

17 standing claims so certified; or

18 (B) the total amount of the assets so transferred is

19 less than the total amount of the outstanding claims so

20 certified, the Secretary shall increase by 2 cents per

21 barrel the fee imposed under such section 7 on barrels

22 of oil until such time as the total amount of the 2-

23 cents-per-barrel increase so collected equals the differ-

24 ence between the amount of the certified outstanding

25 claims and the amount of the transferred assets.
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1 (4) In the event that the local amount of the actual

2 claims settled is less than the total amount of the outstanding

3 claims certified, the difference between these amounts shall

4 be rebated by the Secretary directly to the operator of the

5 trans-Alaska oil pipeline for payment, on a pro rata basis, to

6 the owners of the oil at the time it was loaded on the vessel.

7 (5) If an owner of oil (as that term is used in section

8 204(cX5) of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act)

9 who prior to enactment of this Act paid fees to the operator

10 of the pipeline for transfer to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Lia-

11 bility Ftn receives the benefit of an advance payment under

12 paragraph (3) of this subsection for the collection or payment

13 of fees established under section 7 of this Act, such owner of

14 oil shall compute, based upon accepted accounting proce-

15 dures, what the oil production tax and what the royalty paid

16 to the State of Alaska would have been had payments not

17 been-made to the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund in the

18 amount of fees waived. The difference between the amounts

19 so computed and amounts actually paid to the State of

20 Alaska shall be paid by each such owner to the State of

21 Alaska. Such owner shall make such payment to the State of

22 Alaska during such time as the collection of payment of fees

23 under section 7 of this Act is waived.

24 (6) For purposes of paragraphs (3) and (4), the term-
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1 (A) "barrels of oil" means only barrels of oil

2 which would, but for the repeal made by paragraph (1),'

8 be subject to the fee imposed under section 204(cX5) of

4 the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act; and

5 (B) "Secretary" means the -Secretary of the

6 Treasury.
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INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet provides descriptions of various legislative pro-
posals relating to releases of oil and hazardous substances into the
environment and funding mechanisms to pay for cleanup and damage
costs associated with those releases. S. 1480 (the "Environmental
Emergency Response Act"), which was reported by the Commit-
tee on Environment and Public Works on July 11, 1980 (S. Rept.
96-848), and proposed amendments numbered 1958 (the "Oil Spill
Liability Act") and 1965 (the "Oil Pollution Liability and Compen-
sation Act of 1980"1) are scheduled for a hearing by the Committee
on Finance on September 11, 1980.

S. 1480 would establish fees on crude oil, primary petrochemicals
(also referred to in the pamphlet as petrochemical feedstocks),
and certain inorganic raw materials. These fees would be deposited
in a "Hazardous Substance Response Fund." Revenues from the re-
sponse fund which would be available to compensate for specified
costs or damages that result from the release of a hazardous sub-
stance into the environment. As reported by the Committee on Envi-
ronment and Public Works, S. 1480 applies to releases of hazardous
substances. Amendments numbered 1958 and 1965 would extend
S. 1480 to deal with releases of oil into navigable waters.

Provisions similar to those contained in S. 1480 and the proposed
amendments have been considered by various committees of the
House of Representatives.1

The first part of this pamphlet contains a description of present
law. Part 11 follows with a description of the revenue-related provi-
sions of S. 1480 and the proposed Senate amendments (numbered
1958 and 1965). Part III contains a summary of the similar revenue-
related provisions considered by the House of Representatives; and
Pait IV contains a description of the Administration proposal
(introduced as S. 1341, by request). Finally, an Appendix presents a
comparison of selected features of State oil spill liability funds.

IH.R. 85 (the "Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liability and Compensation Act")
(H. Rept. 96-172, parts I, II, and III) and H.R. 7020 (the "Hazardous Waste
Containment Act") (H. Rept. 96-1016, parts I and II) are scheduled for con-
sideration by the House of Representatives on September 10, 1980. H.R. 85 deals
with releases of both oil and hazardous substances into navigable waters. H.R.
7020 deals with releases of hazardous wastes into media other than navigable
waters, such as air, land and ground water.

(1)
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I. PRESENT LAW
Overview

Under present law, there is no specially designated fund intended to
compensate for damages -and economic losses resulting from discharges
of environmentally hazardous substances and wastes, such as oil and
various organic and inorganic chemicals. Similarly, there is no excise
tax or general fee imposed with respect to such substances, and ear-
marked for use in compensating )or damages from harmful dis-
charges. However, there are various State and Federal funds desig-
nated to compensate for damages and economic losses resulting from
specific types of spills, releases, and discharges. The existing Federal
funds that may pay third-party damages apply only with respect to
oil spills and not to discharges of.hazaidous substances. In addition, in
some instances, particular fees are imposed under present law with
respect to certain petroleum. .

Although present law contains numerous provisions which prohibit,
or impose liability for, environmentally- hazardous discharges, some
damages remain uncompensated. This is due, in part, to inadequacies
in existing State tort laws and economic and procedural barriers to
timely recovery.

.Selected Statutes
Federal Water Pollution Control Act ("Olean. Water Act"), Section

311
Section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.1331) establishes a $35 million revolving fund maintained by fines,

penalties and appropriations of general revenue. The fund may be
used for cleanup of releases of oil and designated hazardous substances
into navigable waters and restoration of accompanying natural
resources. The Act also establishes strict, joint and several liability

rtaining to responsibility for cleanup expenses, and authorizes the
nd to seek reimbursement from parties who release oil or designated

hazardous substances into navigable waters.
The Tran-Almka Pipeline Authorization Act (TAPAA)

The TAPAA (43 U.S.C. see. 1651) established a $100 million
Trans-Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund, and required the pipeline
system (TAPS) to collect and deposit a $.05 charge for each barrel of
oll passing through TAPS. The Liability Fund-is a quasi-public en-
tity, and the fund's revenues are intended to be used to compensate for
damages, including cleanup, restoration of natural resources, and
economic loss, resulting from spills of oil transported through TAPS.
Owners and operators are strictly liable, and the fund may seek
to recover its expenses from responsible parties. Because of a $100
million ceiling to which the Fund is subject, the fee will be suspended
for such time as that maximum is achieved and maintained.

(S)
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Outer Continentd Shelf Amendm s of 1978
A $200 million _Offshore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund was

established in the Treasury by the 1978 amendments to tile Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act (43 U.S.C. sec. 1331). This Fund con-
sists of monies generated by a fee of not more than $.03 a barrel im-
posed on owners of oil from the Outer Continental Shelf. The fee is
collected by the Internal Revenue Service, and may be reduced when
the balance in the Fund reachesjhe $200 million cap. The Fund may
be used to compensate for damages, including cleanup, property dam-
age and loss of income and tax revenue, resulting from spills of oil
produced on the Outer Continental Shelf. Liability and financial
responsibility requirements for facilities and vessels are defined, and
the Fund may seek to recover its expenses from responsible parties.
Collection of the fee is not subject to the generally applicable IRS
enforcement powers.
Deep Water Port Act of 1974

The Deep Water Port Act of 1974 (33 1.S.C. sec. 150§) established
a $100 million fund to compensate for damages resulting from oil
pollution from vessels or facilities engaged in deepwater port opera-
tions. When operational, this fund will be maintained by a $.02 a
barrel fee assessed on oil loaded at a deepwater port. A spiller of
deep water port oil would be strictly liable for resulting damages.
Resource Conservati4n and Recovery Act

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act provides for the
regulation and control of operating hazardous waste disposal facili-
ties, as well as the transportation, storage, and treatment of these
wastes. Permits are required for treatment or storage facilities. The
Environmental Protection Agency may sue to require cleanup of an
active or inactive disposal site if the site is, posing an imminent and
substantial hazard to public health and if there is a known, solvent
responsible party. However, this provision does not provide funds for
cleanup of hazardous waste disposal sites when the owner is unknown,
is not responsible, or is financially unable to pay for these costs.
Black Lung Benefl8 Revenue Act of 1977

The Black Lung Benefits Revenue Act of 1977 (Pub. Law 95-227)
imposes an excise tax on the sale of coal (other than lignite) by its
producer. The tax is $.50 a ton in the case of coal from underground
mines, and $.25 a ton in the case of coal from surface mines (Code
sec. 4121(a)). However, the tax imposed on any ton of coal may not
exceed 2 percent of the price at which the coal is sold. Receipts from
this tax are earmarked for the Black Lung Disability Trust'Fund.

The Act also allows coal mine operators to establish tax-exempt
black lung trusts to finance liability for claims for compensation for
disability- or death due to pneumoconiosis under Black Lung Acts
(Code sec. 501(c) (21)).

Under the Act, the Federally established Black Lung Disability
Trust Fund may be used to compensate for covered disability if a coal
mine operator does not initiate or continue timely benefit payments or
to reimburse coal mine operators for benefit payments made to miners

- whose last coal mine employment preceded January 1,1970. The Secre-
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tary of the Treasuy is instructed to seek reimbursement for benefit
payments from coal mine operators when the Secretary determines
-that an operator was required to pay all or a portion o the benefits.
State Statite

States have responded to-the specific. problems of hazardous sub-
stance releases by the enactment of a variety of laws. Responding to a
request from the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works, the Library of Congress identified twelve States which had en-
acted laws recognizing a ilght of recovery for damages suffered by
private persons. Most of these expressly impose strict, liability. Those
States were: Alaska, California, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, South
Carolina, and Washington. Pennsylvania also expressly imposes strict
liability, though its statute apparently is restricted to escapes of oil
from pipelines which pollute wells. (The Appendix contains a list of
States which maintained oil spill liability funds as of 1979.)

6-089 0-80-6
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II. DESCRIPTION OF S. 1480 AND PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS

A. S. 1480-Environmental Emergency Response Act

S. 1480, as reported by the Sfate Committee on Environment and
Public Works, applies to the release of hazardous chemicals onto
land, into ground or surface water or into the air (hereinafter referred
to collectively as the environment). It would establish a "Hazardous
Substance Response Fund" (hereinafter referred to as the "response
fund") for the purpose of providing funds necessary to pay for re-
moval and cleanup costs and certain damage-claims resulting from
release of hazardous substances (including waste oil but not other
petroleum oil) into the environment. However, the bill does not apply
to releases giving rise to claims for which an employer is liable under
workmen's compensation laws, normal field application of fertilizer,
emissions from the exhaust of a motor vehicle, and releases of certain
radioactive materials. The bill also would create a permanent "Pagt-
closure Liability Fund" which, under specified conditions, would as-
sume responsibility for liabilities arising in connecton with waste dis-
posal facilities operated and later closed in accordance with permits
issued under present law (subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act).

/ Purposes of the response fund
The response fund could be used to pay for the costs listed below.
(1) The costs of removal and certain damages resulting from re-

leases if a person liable is not known, cannot be identified, or if a per-
son liable has been presented a claim and has not satisfied it. Covered
damages include.

(a) any injury, destruction or loss of government-controlled
natural resources, including reasonable damage assessment costs,

(b) loss of income or profits or impairment of earning capacity
due to personal injury or injury or destruction of real or per-
sonal property or natural resources (limited to 100 percent of
lost income in the first year after the incident and 80 percent
in the second year) ; and

(c) all out-of-pocket medical expenses within six years follow-
ing discovery of exposure due to personal injury in cases in which
there is a reasonable likelihood that the release significantly con-
tributes to the injury.

(2) All costs of removal and other costs of carrying out the National
Contingency Plan, as amended, including removal costs incurred and
approved under the plan.

(3) The costs of establishing and maintaining Federal strike forces,
emergency task forces or other response teams under the National

(5)
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Contingency Plan, including the costs of equipment, similar overhead,
and damage assessment capabilities.

(4) The costs of assessing injury, destruction or loss of natural
resources.

(5) The costs of Federal or State restoration, rehabilitation or
replacement of injured, destroyed or lost natural resources.

(6) Reimbursement of States that use monies they collected or ap-
propriated to pay claims for costs of removal or damages for injury
to resources, medical expenses or loss of income, providing such pay-
ments are pursuant to the National Contingency Plan and a contract
under the Act.

(7) The costs of a program to identify, investigate and take abate-
ment action under the Act.

(8) The costs of research related to the natural resource protection
purposes of the Act and section 311 of the Clean Water Act, up to a
maximum of $10,000,000 per fiscal year.

(9) The costs of research to develop methods and technology for
removal and remedial actions, including portable onsite technology.

(10) The administrative and personnel costs of administering the
fund and the Act.

(11) The costs of epidemiologic studies, a victim registry for long-
term health effect studies, and diagnostic services not otherwise avail-
able to determine the presence of long-latent diseases in exposed
populations.

(12) The reasonable costs of expert witnesses to assist victims and
th. fund in recovering damages.

(13) Payment for loss of income or capital loss due to destruction.
loss, condemnation, or restriction on use of fish, seafood or agricultural
products and resources when sustained by agricultural producers or
processors or commercial fishermen or fish or seafood processors.

(14) The costs of a program to protect the health and safety of
response personnel.

Uses of the fund would be restricted further by the requirement that
at least two-thirds of the fees and appropriations to the fund ($2.7
billion over six years) be available to finance governmental costs. These
costs are defined, in effect, as expenditures of the fund other than for
items 9, 12 and 13 above, for item 1 (to the extent it relates to loss
of income or profits or medical expenses) or administrative costs de-
scribed in item 10 (to the extent attributable to uses of the fund which
are not chargeable to governmental costs). The Fund could not be
used for damage claims under items 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 resulting from
the field application of a registered pesticide. Individuals could not
receive compensation for the same damages both under this act and
under other laws. Except for items 1, 6, and 13, spending from the
Fund would be subject to amounts provided in appropriations acts.

The bill establishes rules for liability of parties responsible for
releases, and, generally, the Fund could recover its expenses from
responsible parties. However, the Fund could not recover when the
responsible party is not known or financially unable to pay, or when
the release is caused by an act of God or an act of war. In addition,
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che Fund could not recover damages under this act in cases in which
emergency response or remedial action was not undertaken unless
there were a significant amount of damages or a substantial danger
to public healt and welfare. Further, the Fund could not recover
costs or damages resulting from the field application of a pesticide or
from releases due to activities which have received a permit under
various Federal environmental laws.

The third-party damages which may be compensated from the fund
(items (1) (ii) and (iii), above) are fewer and of narrower scope
than the damages for which a discharger of hazardous substances may
be liable under other provisions of the bill. For example, a victim
would have a Federal cause of action based on the principles of strict,
joint and several liability to recover for damages to real and personal
property from the discharger of a hazardous substance but could not
recover these property damages from the fund.

The response fund would not be liable for any claim in excess of the
total monies available in the response fund. tI'hese claims could be
paid as additional monies are collected from fees or recoveries from
responsible parties, etc. In addition, the response fund, if short of
money, could borrow from the Treasury up to the amount of the fees
and appropriations expected during the next fiscal year. The fees and
response fund would terminate after September 30, 1986, unless the
Congress took further action.

Financing of the response fund
The response fund would be financed by industry fees, appropria-

tions, penalties, recoveries from responsible parties, transfers of the
Clean Water Act section 311 and section 504 funds, and interest on
any invested monies. The industry fees -could not exceed $250 million
in fiscal year 1981, $525 million in fiscal year 1982, and $700 million
in subsequent years through fiscal year 1986. Thus, the fees could gen-
erate a total of up to $3.575 billion over a six-year period. These fees
would be imposed on the -producer, manufacturer, importer, or ex-
porter of any of 11 specified primary petrochemical (i.e., feedstocks)
or 34 specified inorganic substances. A fee also would be levied on
each barrel of petroleum oil received at a U.S. refinery or imported
to, or exported from, the United States. (Thus, fees would be imposed
on a total of 46 substances.)

During fiscal year 1981, the fees imposed on these substances would
-be those specified in the bill. The amount of the fee varies with the
substance involved. These fees would continue in effect until the
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Administrator of
the Environmental Protection Agency, established a rate schedule.
This schedule of fees could not result in fees in excess of 2 percent of
the price of the taxable chemicals. In addition, the fee on primary
petrochemicals feedstocks could not exceed $20.00 a ton the fee on
inorganic substances could not exceed $10.00 a ton, and the fee on
petroleum oil could not exceed $.03 a barrel. Further, the total revenues
for any particular fiscal year may not exceed the limits specified in the
following table:
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(In millions of dollars; fiscal years]

1983 and
each year Total

Source of revenue 1981 1982 through 1986 1981-86_

Fees
All primary petrochemicals. 162 338 450 2, 300
All organic raw materials- 50 112 150 762
All petroleum oil ---------- 38 75 100 513

Subtotal- ----------- 250 525 700 3, 575

Appropriations -------------- 35 75 100 510

Total -------------- 285 600 800 4, 085

In establishing fee rates based upon production volumes of the tax-
able substances, the bill also-would permit the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, beginning in the fourth year, to take into account, the frequency
with which particular chemicals are released into the environment.
Additional provisions are included exempting fees on taxable primary
petrochemicals and inorganic raw materials produced by recycling,
used as a fuel used in the production of fertilizer, or produced solely
as a. by-product of pollution controls. The fee could be collected only
once on any given quantity of a substance.

The fees would be assessed and collected Ily the Secretary of the
Treasury through the Internal Revenue Service as if the fee were a
manufacturers excise tax.

S. 1480 would authorize appropriations to the response fund in the
amount of $35 million in fiscal year 1981, $75 million in fiscal year
1982 and $100 million in each of the succeeding four years. Thus, $510
million in appropriations would be authorized over a six-year period.

Post-closure Liability Fund
The bill also would establish a separate Post-closure Liability Fund

which would assume completely the liability of owners and- operators
of hazardous waste disposal facilities granted permits and properly
closed under subtitle C of the Hazardous Waste Disposal Act (the
Resource-Conservation and, Recovery Act). This fund would pay for
monitoring and maintaining closed sites and assume liability for
damages and cleanup expenses of such sites only if the facility meets
three requirements. First, the facility must have been issued an indi-
vidual permit under subtitle C of the Hazardous Waste Disposal Act.
Secondly, the facility must have complied with each condition of the
permit and the applicable regulations relating to closure or affecting
the performance of the facility after closure. Finally, the facility and
surrounding area must have been monitored by the taxpayer for up
to five years after closure to demonstrate that there is no substantial
risk of a release of hazardous waste into the environment.

The post-closure liability revolving fund would be financed by fees
imposed on each unit of hazardous waste which is received by a per-
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mitted or interim status hazardous waste facility and which will
remain at the facility after its closure. The precise level of the fee on
any particular substance would be determined by the Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency who would also be required
to conduct a study on the adequacy of the size of the fund. Initially,
the fee is to be established at levels adequate to provide $200 million,
five years after fee collection begins. Te post-closire fees would be
separate from the response fund fees, and the post-closure liability
fund would be permanent.

Effective date
The bill generally would be effective upon enactment except that

fees would not be imposed until 180 days after enactment. However,
claims could be paid with respect to loss of income or capital loss in-
volving agricultural pioducers or processors with respect to releases
a ter January 1, 1974, or involving commercial fishermen or fish or
seafood processors with respect to releases after January 1, 1978. The
Fund cot4l also pay claims for medical expenses and for loss of in-
come resulting from personal injury due to releases after January 1,
1977, or for diseases discovered after that date. Authority to collect

-* fees or make expenditures from the response fund (but not the Post-
closure Liability Fund) would expire on October 1,1986.
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B. Senate Amendments to S. 1480-Oil Pollution Funds

1. Amendment No. 1958 ("Oil Spill Liability Act")
Senate amendment No. 1958 (proposed by Senator Magnuson) deals

with issues relating to the discharge of oil into navigable waters.
It would establish an "Oil Spill Compensation Fund" to provide the
funds necessary for cleanup of, and compensation for damages result-
ing from, releases of oil into the navigable waters of the United States
or the high seas.

The fund would be constituted from fees on crude oil received at
any U.S. refinery or exported from or entered into the United States.
The Secretary of the Treasury would set the fee at a level not in
excess of 3 cents a barrel. The fee~would be designed to maintain the
fund at the level of $250 million. In addition to the industry fees,
fund-ssets-would include monies recovered from parties responsible
for spills and interest earned on any invested fund balance.

The fund would be available to pay claims for damages resulting
from any discharge of oil including (1) cleanup costs; (2) personal
injury; (3) injury to, or destruction of, real or personal property; (4)
loss of use of any real 6 r personal property; (5) injury to, or destruc-
tion of, natural resources; (6) loss of use of natural resources; (7)
loss of profits or impairment of earning capacity resulting from dam-
age to property or natural resources; and (8) loss of Federal, State,
or local governmental revenues for a period not to exceed one year.

The new Oil Spill Compensation Fund would replace or absorb
other existing Federal funds relating to oil spill liability, including
the Offshore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline Liability Fund, the Deep Water Port Fund, and the section
311 revolving fund of the Clean Water Act.

Effective date
The amendment would be effective upon enactment.

2. Amendment No. 1965 ("Oil Pollution Liability and Compensa-
tion Act of 1980")

Amendment No. 1965 (proposed by Senator Gravel) deals with
issues relating to the discharge of oil into navigable waters. It would
establish an "Oil Spill Liability Fund" to provide the funds necessary
for cleanup of, and compensation for damages resulting from, releases
of oil into the navigable waters of the United States or the high seas.

The fund would be constituted, in part, from a tax of 0.8 cents a
barrel on crude oil received at any U.S. refinery or exported from the--
United States and on petroleum products entered into the United

__-_ States. If the fund balance is $150 million or less on September 30 of
any year, the tax imposed during the following calendar year would
be 1.6 cents a barrel. Similarly, if the fund balance exceeds $250 mil-
lion on September 30, no tax would be imposed during the following

(10)
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calendar year. The Secretary of Treasury also could impose a sur-
charge of up to 1.4 cents a barrel if necessary to retire the fund's obli-
gations to the Treasury. i-

In addition to the tax revenues, fund assets would include monies
recovered from parties responsible for spills, interest earned on any
invested fund balance, and any assets received from absorbed or re-
placed funds.

The fund would be available to pay claims for damages resulting
from any discharge of oil including (1) cleanup cos -s; (2) personal
injury; (3) injury to, or destruction of, real or personal property;
(4) loss of use o any real or personal property; (5) injury to, or
destruction of, natural resources; (6) loss of use of natural resources;
(7) loss of profits or impairment of earning capacity resulting from
damage to property or natural resources; and (6) loss of Federal,
State, or local governmental revenues for a period not to exceed one
year.

The new Oil Spill Liability Fund wouldreplace or absorb other
Federal funds relating to oil spill liability, including the Offshore
Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Lia-
bility Fund, the Deep Water Port Fund, and the section 311 revolving
fund of the Clean Water Act.

Effective date
The amendment would be effective for discharges occurring after

December 23, 1979. The taxes would be effective upon enactment.

I
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II. SUMMARY OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ACTION

A. H.R. 85--Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liability
and Compensation Act 11

H.R. 85 deals with issues related to the discharge of oil and hazard-
ous chemicals into navigable waters. It would establish a Comprehen-
sive Oil-Pollution Liability Trust Fund and a separate Hazardous
Substance Pollution Liability Trust Fund for the purpose of providing
the funds necessary to expedite the clean-up of, and the compensation
for certain damages resulting from, releases of oil or hazardous sub-
stances which mayoccur in the navigable waters of the United States
or the high seas. Except for Treasury regulations, regulations issued
under this bill would be subject to a one-House veto.

Excise taxes and trust funds
H.R. 85 imposes excise taxes on crude oil, specified petrochemical

feedstocks, and specified inorganic substances. These excise taxes are
expected to raise $75 million a year from oil, $50 million from petro-
leum feedstocks and $25 million from inorganic chemicils. Revenues
from the excise tax on crude oil (1.3 cents a barrel) are to be deposited
into a new "Comprehensive Oil Pollution Liability Trust Fund," the
proceeds of which can be used to finance cleanup costs and pay claims
for certain damages resulting from the discharge of oil into the navi-
gable waters of the United States. Similarly, revenues from the excise
taxes on petrochemical feedstocks ($1.18 a ton) and on specified inor-
ganic chemicals ($0.31 a ton) are to be deposited into a new "Hazard-
ous Substance Pollution Liability Trust Fund," the proceeds of which
can be used to finance cleanup costs and to pay certain claims arising
from discharges of hazardous substances into the navigable waters of
the United States.

These new trust funds will absorb or replace other Federal funds
relating to oil and hazardous substance liability-including the Off-
shore Oil Pollution Compensation Fund, the Trans-Alska Pipeline
Liability Fund, the Deep Water Port Fund, and the section 311 re-
volving fund of the Clean Water Act. In addition to financing cleanup
and removal costs, both Trust funds could pay (1) claims for property
damage, (2) certain claims for loss of profits or impairment of earning
capacity, and (3) claims for destruction of natural resources (if the
claim is asserted by the President or by a State). The Trust Funds
cannot borrow from the United States Treasury except that, to the
extent necessary to accomplish the purposes of the fund, each fund

'H. Rept. 96-172, parts I, II. and III. This description refers to a substitute for
H.R. 85 printed in the Congressional ,Record for August 27, 1980 (pp. H8029-8040).
This substitute is made in order under the rule reported by the House Committee
on Rules.

(12)
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may borrow up to $75 million duing the first year of operation. No
claim against a Trust Fund constitutes an entitlement fromnthe United
State& Claims against a Trust Fund will be payable only to the extent
the Trust Fund has assets in excess of a $30 million "cleanup reserve."
Claims which are unpaid due to this reserve requirement will be

deferred until excise tax revenues become available to pay them. The
excise taxes will terminate after September 30,1985.

In addition, the bill requires annual reports to the Congress by the
Secretary of the Treasury on the operation and status of the trust
funds.

Effective date
The provisions imposing excise taxes and establishing the trust

funds would be effective October 1, 1980. The excise taxes would
terminate after September 60, 1985. The liability and other provisions
with respect to oil would be effective 180 days after enactment. Those
relating to hazardous substances would be effective upon enactment.

Revenue effect
The excise taxes imposed under H.R. 85 would raise $138 million in

fiscal year 1981 and $150 million per year in fiscal years 1982-1985, as
shown in the following table.

Esm[Ars Ri.vz;uB EFmC FRoM ExcisE TAXES ON PVMOLBUwa
AND SPEcnaEw CmEMcALS N H.R. 85

[Millions of dollars

Fiscal years

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Excise tax on-
Petroleum ------------------ 69 75 - 75 75 75
Petrochemical feedstocks ------ 46 50 50 50 50
Inorganic feedstocks ---------- 23 25 25 25 25

Total ------------------- 138 150 150 150 150

I
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B. H.R. 7020-Hazardous Waste Containment Act'
Trust fund purposes

H.R. 7020 creates a Hazardous Waste Response Trust Fund to
address the release of hazardous waste from inactive waste sites to
land, air, or ground water. The bill does not deal with the relea. of

-oil or other pollutants into the navigable waters of the United States.
The trust fund may be used, to the extent provided in appropriations,
to pay for (1) containment or removal of hazardous wastes released
or in danger of being released into the environment, (2) emergency
assistance to minimize the damages resulting from the release or threat
of release, and (3) the reimbursement of expenses incurred-in cleanup

-of hazardous waste releases. Rules for liability are provided, and the
trust fund may seek to recover its expenses from responsible parties.

In addition, the bill as amended requires annual reports to the
Congress by the Secretary of the Treasury on the operation and status
of the trust funtd.

Trust fund revenues
The trust fund would be constituted from excise taxes, appropria-

tions, and from recoveries from, and penalties imposed on, persons
liable for the release of hazardous wastes. An estimated $1.2 billion
would go into the trust fund over a 4-year period. Appropriations to
the trust fund in the amount of $300 million over 4 years would be
authorized. The remaining $900 million would be raised by excise taxes
on crude oil, specified petrochemical feedstocks and speciAed inorganic
substances. These excise taxes are expected to raise $164 million in
fiscal year 1981 and $179 million per year in fiscal years 1982 through
1985 as shown in the table below.

ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS FROM ExcisE TAXES ON PETROLEUM
AND SPECIFIED CHEMICALS IN H.R. 7020 -

[Millions of dollars)

Fiscal years

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Excise tax on-
Petroleum ------------------ 32 __35 35 35 35
Petrochemical feedstocks ------ 99 108 108 108 108
Inorganic feedstocks ---------- 33 36 36 36 36

Total ------------------- 164 179 179 179 179

Effective date
The excise tax and other provisions of H.R. 7020 would be effective

October 1, 1980. The excise taxes would terminate after September 30,
1985, and payments out of the trust fund would be prohibited after
September 30, 1985,_unless further actions are taken by the Congress.

H. Rept. 96-1016, parts I and II. This description refers to the bill as amended
by the Committee on Ways and Means.

(14)
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IV. ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL

The Administration's proposal for a comprehensive fund (or "super-
fund") to compensate for environmental damages from hazardous
discharges is substantially embodied in S. 1341 (introduced by re-
quest). The bill would create an "Oil, Hazardous Substances and
Hazardous Waste Liability Fund," that would be used, to the extent
provided in appropriations, to pay for cleanup costs; and, in the case
of spills, (1) damages resulting from injury to, or destruction of, real
or personal property; (2) damages resulting from injury to, or
destruction of, natural resources; and (3) damages resulting from loss
of opportunity to harvest marine life due to injury to, or destruction
of, natu&Lsources.

The fund would be constituted from $1.625 billion in fees and appro-
priations (over a 4-year period), from recoveries from, and penalties
imposed on, persons liable for releases of oil and hazardous substance,
and from amounts presently held in other environmental funds that
would be merged into the single fund contemplated in the bill. Appro-
priations to the fund in the amount of $325 million over 4 years ($50
million in fiscal 1981) would be authorized.

The Secretary of the Treasury would be required to impose fees
(within specific limits) on oil refiners and exporters, petrochemical
feedstock 'suppliers, and suppliers of -ingrganic elements and com-
pounds to generate $1.3 billion in revenue over a 4-year period ($200
million in fiscal 1981). The precise amount of the fee with respect to
any particular substance would be set by regulations prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury. Assessment and collection of the fees would
be accomplished by the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service
under the same rules as apply in assessment and collection of manu-
facturers excise taxes.

The fee and-other provisions of S. 1341 would become effective
with the first month beginning on or after the 180th day after enact-
ment, and would be the subject of a comprehensive report to Congress
within three years of the effective date.

(15)



APPENDIX

State Oil Spill Liability Funds

State Authorizing State statute Fund name Method of financing Size of fund

Alaska

California --------

Florida_

Maine_

Maryland--------

New Jersey.

Alaka Statutes, Title
22, 46.03.50 et. seq.

California Codes,
,13440.

Florida Statutes
Annotated,
14:376.11.

Maine Revised Stat-
utes Annotated,
Title 38, 551.

Maryland Code Anno-
tated, Natural
Resources, 8:1411.

New jersey Statutes
Annotated, C.23:

-1 la-3.

Oil Mitigation
Coastal Protection
Fund Account.

State Water Pollution
Cleanup and Abate-
ment Account.

Florida Coastal
Protection Trust.

Maine Coastal
Protection Fund.

Maryland Oil Disaster
Containment,
Cleanup and Con-
tingency Fund.

New Jersey Spill Com-
pensation d.

Annual risk charge,
penalties, appropria-
tions.

Appropriations, crim-
imal and civil
assessments.

Excise tax of 2 cents
per barrel, plus
registration fees,
penalties, judgments.

Annual license fees
based on Y2 cents
per barrel.

Annual fees ranging
from $250 to $5,000.

$30 million.

No established
size.

$35 niilion.

$4 million.

$1 million.

1 cent per barrel - ---- $25 million.
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New York_

North Carolina ------

Oregon_ --- - -

Texas

Virginia - ........

Washington-----

New York Naviga-
tion: 180.

North Carolina Gen-
e.l Statutes, 143-

Oregon Revised Stat-
utes, 46&810.

Texas Code Anno-
tated, Water,
26.265.

Virginia Code 62.1-
544.34:2.7 (1978
* Com. supp.).

Washington Revised
Code, 90.48.390.

New York Environ-
mental Protection
and Compensation
Fund.

Oil Pollution Protec-
tion Fund.

Oil Spillage Control
Fund.

Texas Coastal Protec-
tion Fund.

Oi Spill Contingency
Fund.

Coastal Protection
Fund.

1 cent per barrel fee_--

Penalities and appro-
priations funds.

All penalties-

Appropriations --------

Appropriations_

Civil penalties, fees,
charges, and 1 cent
per gallon frommarine use refund.

Source: Library of Congessy Congressional Research Service, March 1979.

$25 million.

No established
size.

No established
size.

$5 million.

No established
size.

No established
limit.
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I Senator MoYNIHAN. The Committee on Finance is holding today
a formal hearing on a bill not as yet referred to the committee, but
which is clearly within the committee's jurisdiction, the Hazardous
Substance, Pollution, and Liability Act, also known as the "Super-
fund."

Today is Rosh Hashanah, and it may be that there are persons
who would have wished to testify at today's hearing and are not in
conscience able to do so. If there are such, a second hearing will be
held by the committee.

I have the honor to serve both on the Committee on the Environ-
ment and Public Works and the Finance Committee, and the meas-
ure before is one of which I am a cosponsor in the company of the
distinguished author and leading advocate of the measure, Senator
Culver, who will appear before us shortly.

cord as if read.
Senator MOYNIAN. Senator Roth, good morning to you, and

Senator Chafee. Do you gentlemen have statements that you would
like to make at this point?

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, as ,he Finance Committee begins
consideration of superfund legislation, I want to emphasize my
belief that it is urgently important for us to enact legislation to
clean up hazardous waste sites. I believe Congress can and must
fashion legislation to clean up the old hazardous waste sites which
are causing risk and harm to the environment and to individuals.

I believe Congress can and must fashion legislation to protect the
American people from the release of hazardous substances aban-
doned in inactive waste sites and spills. Furthermore, I believe we
can and must enact legislation to resolve the question over who has
the responsibility for cleaning up the hazardous waste sites. In this
regard we must enact legislation which holds particularly account-
able those companies and individuals which are responsible for the
sites and spills. -

I believe that it is important for this legislation to-be carefully
considered and enacted. We must enact a law which takes into

-- account both the environmental and economic consequences.
Therefore, in my judgment, it it most important to develop legis-

lation that cleans up the hazardous sites and spills, protects unsus-
pecting individuals from the dangers of such sites, and allows for
the continued growth of an industry which employs hundreds of
thousands of people, which is facing increased foreign competition,
and which is already facing the same problems threatening our
other basic industries, such as autos and steel.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoYNHAN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAE. Mr. Chairman, first I would like to join in your

welcome of Senator Culver who on our Environment and Public
Works Committee has been the prime mover of this legislation of
which 1-am a--sponsor. He had labored and done a splendid job in
moving this along.

I have a statement, Mr. Cirman, which I am going to submit
for the record.

[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee follows:]
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COMMITTEE ON FINANCE HEARING

SUPERFUND LEGISLATION (S. 1480)

A lot of people are saying that Congress has run amuck, that we
are rushing headlong and misinformed into passing an ill-advised piece
of hazardous substance legislation. It is said that if we could "just
get past the emotions of upcoming elections, the Members could take
a better look at whether legislation is truly needed to deal with- -
hazardous waste sites and spills."

In other words, we should wait.

I respectfully disagree. I serve on the Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works and have since 1977. We have spent the
better part of the last three years examining oil and hazardous spill
legislation.

Three years is not exactly rushing into something -- in fact, I
suspect it is rather slow in the eyes of the millions of citizens who
are waiting for the Congress to do something about the wastes seeping
into their water supplies and the toxic materials exploding on
railcars and being dumped into our streams.

The time has come to pass a superfund bill.

It is true that we have public laws that deal with many
environmental problems. The regulations to carry out these laws are
awesome, to say the least. But there are gaps, serious gaps, in
existing laws - such as the hundreds, perhaps thousands, of abandoned
waste sites, for which no remedy has yet been legislated.

I suspect that we are only beginning to attempt to deal with
what is really buried or otherwise present in our land and water. The
most sobering thought, as we act on the policy for dealing with
hazardous substances, is that our decision now affects generations to
come. If we fail to act, the number of abandoned sites and the effects
of spills will increase a hundred-fold.

The Environment and Public Works Committee -- and indeed, the
entire Sehate -- passed an oil and hazardous spill bill (S. 2083) in
1978. We were not able to get final legislation with the House before
adjournment. Especially in light of Love Canal and other tragedies,
Environment and Public Works spent all of 1979 and half of 1980
developing a hazardous waste site and spill bill (S. 1480), which has
been approved by that committee and part of which is the subject of
these two days of hearings in the Finance Committee.

for more Informotion contact David P. Norsavoqe. Press Seretaor (2=) 224-6167.
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We are here to examine the fee system that will provide, along
with federal appropriations, the funds for the Hazardous Substance
Re-ponse Fund (superfund). S. 1480 establishes a fee on petrochemical
feedstocks, crude oil and certain inorganic materials. That fee is
responsible for seven-eighths of the revenues to the fund. The other
one-eighth would come from federal appropriations.

The Environment Committee allowed foy the fee to be graduated at
a fiture date, on the basis of spill and waste contribution experience.
Other actions were also taken in the committee tc handle particular
problemsand I assume we will hear further suggestions this morning
on additional changes to the fee.

I am not here to say that S. 1480 is perfect. There are concerns
which remain and should be debated on the Senate floor. Many of those
concerns deal with sections of the legislation that are not the
subject of these Finance Committee hearings.

But I do know one thing. The fear that is present among people
back home is astounding. And our capability to clean up spills and
sites, restore damaged resources, and compensate victims is dismal.
This is not a new issue. We have wrestled with it for years. It
is time to move.

Senator CHAF=. Just let me say that a lot of people are saying,
let's slow down, let's take our time. This is an emotional issue that
we are rushing ahead on. I would like to say, to review the bidding,
that on the Environment and Public Works, where both you and I
and Senator Culver sit, this matter has been considered since 1977.
We spent 3 years of hearings on examining oil and hazardous
waste spill legislation. So I don't think that 3 years is exactly
rushing into anything.

I personally feel that it is time that we move ahead with this
legislation. The time has come to pass the superfund bill. The
problems out there are-getting worse. I, myself, consider this one of
the more serious problems that face our Nation on the domestic
side in the balance of this century. Indeed, I don't see that it is
going to go away. It is going to get worse.

The spills or the dumps such as Love Canal have received a great
deal, of publicity, but there are scores of others all over the country
that have not received the attention which are just as pernicious as
the Love Canal situation.

So I am delighted that we are moving ahead with these hearings,
and I commend you for holding them, Mr. Chairman.

Senator' MoY m . Thank you. -
May I join you in that last remark. We have before us a number

or reports from the Environmental Protection Agency on a wholerage of hazardous waste sites that are, in many respects, similar
to the Love Canal. Among them is the Stump Gap Creek area in
West Point, Ky. There is also the rather dramatic site, the Valley
of the Drums in Bulit County, Ky., and many others that are

I ulh ,dangerous.wud like to emphasize a point that Senator Chafee has made.
If the Love Canal was an event that shocked the Nation into the
recogition of this problem and the moving of this legislation, I
think that it would be equally a shock if the Congress, having
gotten this far, failed to complete its work on this bill.

This a test of the institution and a test of its leadership. We
know fufl well there are persons who are hoping that this legisla-

60--- 0----7
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tion will be killed by the clock, and the clock is running. If they
succeed, we will have failed, and I hope the Congress will be put on
notice. At least this is the judgment of the members of this com-
mittee.

Senator Bradley, welcome, sir.
Senator BRAu~mz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to reemphasize your sentiments about the need to

get a superfund bill out of this Congress. If Love Canal was the
event that shocked the American public as to the need of a super-
fund, the fire in Elizabeth, N.J., last spring at Chemical Control
Corp. only reaffirmed the fears, or confirmed the fears of the
American people that there is a toxic time bomb ticking across this
country, in undisclosed and enormous numbers of sites, and that it
is the fundamental responsibility of government to protect the
public health and safety of the American people.

This is what this bill is directed toward. I compliment you on the
hearings. I wish they could have been on another day, but I under-
stand fully that this was our only opportunity. I look forward to
the hearing.

Senator MOYNmAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Dole, we welcome you this morning.
Senator DoLE. I did want to make an appearance. I will not be

able to stay for the entire length of the hearing. There is another
matter going on in Kansas that I must attend to, the elections.

Senator BRADLEy. I thought that it was the harvest.
Senator Doi. No.
I think, as you have already expressed, the best thing to do now

is to get on with the hearing, and I will stay as long as I can.
Senator MoyNiHAN. Thank you.
Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. I have no comments. -
Senator MoYNiHAN. Our first witness is our colleague and friend,

the most distinguished Senator from Iowa, Senator Culver.
Would you come forward, sir. This is legislation with which you,

have been associated as the chairman of the Reseource Protection'
Subcommittee of the Committee on Environmental Public Works.
No one knows it better than you, and no one is more fitted to open
these hearings.

We welcome you to the committee, sir.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN C. CULVER, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator CULVmR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and
members of the committee.

I am very grateful for this opportunity to appear this morning to
speak to you on S. 1480, the Environmental -Emergency Response
Act.

The Committee on Environment and Public Works reported this
bill out on July 11 of this year by a vote of 11 to 1, after 11 days of
hearings and 17 days of markup.

As the principal sponsor of this legislation, and as the chairman
of one of the two subcommittees that participated in drafting it, I
deeply appreciate this opportunity to review with the Senate Fi-
nance Committee the provisions of and the need for this bill.
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I am appearing today not only to discuss the legislation, but, Mr.
Chairman, also to announce that Senator Stafford, Senator Heinz,
and I are releasing a report from the Surgeon General of the
United States which concludes that toxic chemical releases are
creating a major and growing national health problem. The imple-
mention of existing environmental laws will not be enough to
prevent this problem from getting worse, the Surgeon General
concludes. I would like copies of this report to be made a part of
my statement here this morning.

The purpose of this bill is to provide a way for the Government
to rapidly clean up and mitigate chemical disasters, to assure in-
jured victims prompt and adequate compensation, and to create
incentives for both a high standard of care and for a responsible
party to clean up its own releases.

Mr. Chairman, as a result of your own extremely valuable par-
ticipation in its drafting, you are aware of the four basic elements
of the legislation.

First, it makes those who release hazardous substances strictly
liable for cleanup costs, mitigation and third-party damages. Thus
it assures that the cost of chemical poison releases are borne by
those responsible for the releases.

Second, the bill establishes broad Federal response authority and
a fund to clean up and mitigate damages where a liable party does
not clean up or cannot be found.

Third, the bill provides an opportunity through the courts and a
more limited opportunity through the fund for victims to receive
prompt and adequate compensation for losses and injuries where
the responsible party has not settled the claim.

Fourth, the fund is financed by those industries and consumers
who profit from products and services that are associated with the
hazardous substances which impose risks on society.

A little more than 2 years ago, the dangers posed by chemical
dump sites began to intrude into the national consciousness as a
result of the problems at Love Canal, but the magnitude of the
problem, as you, Mr. Chairman, have already alluded to, goes far
beyond that one site.

EPA has documented damages at 250 known hazardous chemical
dump sites. Chemical contamination of ground water has been
found at 130 of these sites. The only major water supply for the
eastern third of my own State of Iowa has been threatened by
leaking waste along the Cedar River.

The Committee on Environment and Public Works has become
aware that the scope of toxic chemical releases is far broader than
dump sites, and that the impact of these releases is much more
pervasive than the health problems suffered by communities
around dump sites alone.

Among the major incidents have been the kepone release which
contaminated the James River in Virginia, closing a $2 million a
year commercial Olhing ground; the PCB dumping that decimated
commercial fishing in the Hudson just when it was coming back
from other pollution problems; and the sacrifice of about $100
million of livestock and dairy products due to contamination of
cattle feed in Michigan.
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Other instances of chemical contamination have recently oc-
curred. In water-short California, 52 wells supplying water to
nearly 400,000 residents of the San Gabriel Valley were found to
contain up to 600 parts per million of TCE which is poisonous and
causes cancer. Just last month, 40 square miles of fishing grounds
were closed due to a PCB spill in St. Bernard's Parish, La.

Because of the number of incidents like these, the Senate decided
in the last Congress that a much larger fund, financed primarily by
industry, was needed to respond to spills and to pay some victim
damages.

The chemical industry has downplayed these individual inci-
dents, and at one time the Chemical Manufacturers Association
testified that the Environmenal Protection Agency had evidence of
only 60 chemical spills per year in its files.

Our committee asked the Environmental Protection Agency to
search its files and verify what evidence was actually there. Last
January we received documentation of 3,076 voluntarily reported
hazardous substances spills in the 2-year period betw63n October
1977 and September 1979.

The chemical manufacturers have said that the real problem is
just so-called orphan dump sites, and in one press release said that
only 431 sites across the Nation were potentially hazardous. But
the EPA has cataloged nearly 6,000 disposal sites where further
investigation is needed and is adding 200 more each month.

A survey by Congressman Eckhardt, in which the Nation's 53
largest chemical companies cooperated, found 1,100 disposal sites
holding about 100 million tons of chemical waste which are not
subject to any regulatory control under existing law.

The Committee on Environment and Public Works also sought to
document actual damages which have occurred due to mishandling
of chemicals. At the request of former Senator Muskie, the Library
of Congress compiled a 246-page catalog titled "Research Losses
from Surface Water, Groundwater, and Atmospheric Contamina-
tion."

This catalog of damages, Mr. Chairman, identifies thousands of
well closings or major fill kills as ar--fsult of chemical contamina-
tion. The catalog cited estimates that half of the potential fishing
in the Great Lakes is lost annually due to contamination-related
curtailments. The Hudson, the Susquehanna, the James, the Dela-
ware, and the Shenandoah Rivers, among others, are very seriously
polluted by chemicals.

Moreover, this catalog did not include agricultural losses result-
ing from feed contamination, or contamination of livestock or food.
Food losses were discussed in another report, "Environmental Con-
taminants in Food," issued by the Office of Technology Assessment
last December. Only six States responded to OTA's question about
economic losses due to food contamination. Those six States, howev-
er, reported a staggering $282 million in losses over a 10-year
period.

The most important concern of this bill, Mr. Chairman, is the
effect that chemical releases are having on public health. The
Surgeon General's report that Senator Stafford, Senator Heinz, and
I are releasing today was requested on April 25, 1980. The Under
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Secretary of Health and Human Services, Nathan Stark, said in his
letter transmitting the Surgeon General's report:

The Surgeon General believes that, while at this time it is impossible to deter-
mine the precise dimensions of the toxic chemical problem, it is clear that it is a
major and growing health problem. We believe that toxic chemicals are adding to
the disease burden of the United States in a significant, although as yet ill-defined
way. In addition, we believe that this problem will become more manifest in the
years ahead. We believe the magnitude of the public health risk associated with
toxic chemicals will continue to increase until we are successful in controlling the
introduction of these chemicals into our environment.

Further, the Surgeon General writes:
It is our belief that full implementation of recent environmental control legisla-

tion will sharply reduce the introduction of toxic chemicals and subsequently the
exposure of our people to such chemicals. We believe, however, that through this
decade we will have to confront a series of environmental emergencies. Control of
the future introduction of chemicals will not in itself be sufficient to address this
major health problem. Serious efforts will have to be made to provide for the
identification and cleanup of existing sources of toxic chemical contamination.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, our committee documented that at
least 3,076 chemical spills have occurred during the past 2 years;
that EPA is investigating nearly 6,000 dumping grounds as suspect-
ed or known hazards to public health or resources; and that thou-
sands of impoundment are potential threats to water supplies.

The public health is being damaged, irreplaceable water supplies
are being lost, and hundreds of millions of dollars worth of crops,
livestock, and foodstuffs are being rendered inedible by mishan-
dling of chemicals and their wastes.

To meet these problems, the Committee on Environment and
Public Works has reported out S. 1480. In considering the revenue
aspects of this bill, I urge that the members of the Committee on
Finance keep a number of points in mind.

First, this bill does not duplicate existing Federal law. The envi-
ronmental laws on the books seek to control certain types of spe-
cifically designated pollutants through regulation. With respect to
emergency response and cleanup, existing laws provide only for
limited Government response to spills into surface waters.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Culver, would you let me interrupt
for a question at this point.

You recall our shock when the Love Canal events unfolded and
our scurrying through the statute books, to find a mechanism that
would enable the Federal Government to respond quickly and effi-'
ciently by providing financial aid to that area. We essentially were
not able to do so, were we?

Senator CULVER. That is certainly correct, Mr. Chairman. Both
the confusion with regard to bureaucratic authority to move into
an emergency situation and give it direction and control, and as
you properly suggested in terms of having available resources to
deal with that particular emergency at appropriate levels of gov-
ernment.

Senator MOYNIHAN. If Love Canal were to appear today, and this
bill were on the books, and the funds were in place, we could
res ond in the precise way that we could not 2 years ago.

Senator CULVER. That is correct.
Mr. Chairman, you might also recall that in Love Canal the

cleanup costs were estimated to be immediately in the neighbor-
hood of $30 million, but we have outstanding law suits in excess of
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$2.5 to $3 billion currently pending in that same situation. It was
estimated on the occasion of our hearings that for $4 million, if the
proper steps were taken at the outset for adequate protection from
the waste involved, there would never have been a problem at Love
Canal.

Mr. Chairman, to meet these problems, we have proposed S.
1480, and as I indicated, this legislation does not duplicate existing
Federal law. The appropriated fund of $35 million has proven to be
insufficient in that limited area where Government response is
available for spills into surface waters.

Second, S. 1480 is not a regulatory bill and I think that this is an
important aspect and a feature that I think is very laudable and
desirable. It does not provide for setting national regulatory stand-
ards. It comes-into effect only when the parties responsible have
failed to take appropriate action, and harm has occurred or is
threatened to occur.

Third, this bill does not impose significant new costs on our
economy. The costs that it addresses are already being borne today
by victims and by the Federal, State, and local governments. The
effect of this bill is to shift these costs to those segments of indus-
try that have exposed society to these costs, and to consumers of
the products that pose these threats.

The Committee on Environment and Public Works heard testi-
mony from victims, state attorneys general, and private tort attor-
neys indicating that victims are routinely left totally without com-
pensation for damage, or are forced by high court costs to settle for
small fractions of their actual damages.

This testimony was disputed by the chemical industry, and there-
fore we asked the Library of Congress to commission an independ-
ent study of compensation for toxic substances damage. In the
course of this study thousands of incidents were revealed, and six
were selected for detailed followup. I would like to read from the
conclusion of that study, and I quote:

The legal mechanisms in the states studied are generally inadequate for redress-
ing toxic substances related harms. Traditional tort laws present substantial bar-
riers to recovery.

The bill provides, therefore, two ways for a victim to obtain
compensation for damages. One of these is a limited access to the
fund for certain kinds of damages. These are out-of-pocket medical
expenses for up to 6 years after discovery of the ailment, 2 years of
compensation for wages lost due to personal injury from a hazard-
ous substances release, and losses of food producers and processors
as a result of hazardous substances releases.

Second, a victim may sue in court. The chemical industry has
sought to characterize this access to Federal court as unprecedent-
ed or uncommon. This is not correct. At least 36 other laws give
plaintiffs access to Federal courts.

The bill also creates a 6-year fund totaling $4.1 billion to finance
Government response to releases of hazardous substances where
industry is not responding. Two-thirds of the funds would be re-
served for emergency response and remedy of releases. The remain-
ing one-third would be available to compensate victims.

The fund would be financed by a combination of industry fees
and appropriations in the ratio of $7 in fees for each $1 of appropri-
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ation. After 6 years, no additional fees could be collected or moneys
appropriated without congressional reauthorization.

Other sources of revenue to the fund would include costs recov-
ered from liable parties, interest earnings and a small transfer of
funds from the existing appropriated funds under section 311 of the
Clean Water Act.

The Chemical Manufacturers Association has called a fund of
this size excessive. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, it is not exces-
sive, I wish that it were. In fact, based on our most recent informa-
tion, it appears to be insufficient to even remedy the releases likely
to be found at hazardous waste sites that EPA is now currently
investigating.

The chemical industry has seriously underestimated the cost of
responding to the average hazardous waste site. It has significantly
understated the number of such sites requiring Government re-
sponse, and it has ignored the need to respond to releases of
hazardous substances from spills or other chemical incidents.

The chemical companies have also said that to have seven-
eighths of the funds come from the industry is punitive. To the
contrary, Mr. Chairman, it is based on a simple principle of equity.
Those segments of industry and consumers who benefit from com-
merce in hazardous substances, that is those who really impose the
risk initially on society, should properly respond to releases of
these hazardous substances. Taxpayers are too often sent the bill
for problems they, in fact, did not create.

The chemical industry has also argued that it is unfair for
today's industry to pay for past practices of others. Every congres-
sional committee that has considered this legislation so far has
rejected this premise. Indeed, Congressman Eckhardt, and a second
survey by the Congressional Research Service have found that the
bulk of the firms doing commerce in hazardous substances today
are the same firms that were in business 10, 20, and even 30 years
ago, also some mergers have occurred and names have changed.

Finally, the actual impact on the chemical industry, Mr. Chair-
man, is substantially less than seven-eighths of the fund. Because
the industry's share is tax deductible, the general taxpayer share
works out after taxes to 52 percent of the fund, and the industry's
share to only 48 percent of the fund.

In selecting an industry fee system from among five major alter-
natives, the Environment and Public Works Committee attempted
to achieve the best balance of five objectives. These are: equity,
rapid implementation, legal defensibility, administrative simplicity,
and minimum economic impacts. The committee report addresses
each of these points in detail.

Finally, the fee system includes several important limitations
and conditions, and no major economic impacts have been identi-
fied. According to the Congressional Budget Office, which our com-
mittee asked to study the fee system, "The effect of the fees on
p rices and production volumes of final products is small, and the
ee should have at most a very small impact on the GNP, the price

level, or unemployment."
Mr. Chairman, the Committee on Environment and Public

Works welcomes and greatly appreciates the interest of the Fi-
nance Committee in the revenue issues contained in section 5 of
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this bill. Our committee has considered this issue, as has been
pointed out by Senator Chafee and others, for over a year. Its
predecessor was passed by the Senate during the 95th Congress.
Before reporting this bill, the committee agreed on more than 25
significant amendments.

I respectfully urge the committee to resist modifications beyond
the revenue provisions of this bill, and to join with my committee
in resolving any other issues on the Senate floor, where all Mem-
bers may participate in the debate.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize that time is of the
essence. We have heard many times that Love Canal is a national
tragedy. It is not a national tragedy, Mr. Chairman, in all due
respect, it is a human tragedy, and none of us can go back to our
respective States and say that we will not find a smaller version of
Love Canals invading someone's backyard.

The bill must come to the floor as quickly as possible, if we are
to be able to respond to this overwhelming public expectation and
need. I am greatly appreciative, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity
to appear here today, and for your recognition of my time pressure
this morning.

[The prepared statement of Senator Culver follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN CULVER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, thank you very much
for this opportunity to speak to you today on S. 1480, "The Environmental Emergen-
cy Response Act." The Committee on the Environment and Public Works reported
this bill on July 11 by a vote of 11-1, after 11 days of hearings and 17 days of
markup.

As the prinicipal sponsor of this bill and as chairman of one of the two subcom-
mittees that drafted it, I deeply appreciate this opportunity to explain the provi-
sions of-and need for-this bill.

I am appearing today not only to discuss the bill, but also to announce that
Senators Stafford, Heinz and I are releasing a report from the Surgeon General of
the United States which concludes that toxic chemical releases are creating a major
and growing national health problem. The implementation of existing environmen-
tal laws will not be enough to prevent this problem from getting worse, the Surgeon
General concludes. Copies of this report are being made available to the news media
this morning.

The purposes of this bill are to provide a way for the government to rapidly clean
up and mitigate chemical disasters, to assure injured victims prompt and adequate
compensation, and to create an incentive for both a high standard of care and for a
res onsible party to clean up its own releases.The bill has four basic elements to achieve its goals. First, it makes those who
release hazardous substances strictly liable for cleanup costs, mitigation and third-
party damages. Thus, it assures that the costs of chemical poison releases are borne
by those responsible for the releases.

Second, the bill establishes broad federal response authority and a fund to clean
up and mitigate damages where a liable party does not clean up or cannot be found.

Third, the bill provides an opportunity through the courts, and a more limited
opportunity through the fund, for victims to receive prompt and adequate compen-
sation for losses and injuries where the responsible party has not settled the claim.

Fourth, the fund is financed by those industries and consumers who profit from
products and services associated with the hazardous substances which impose risks
on society.

A little more than two years ago, the dangers posed by chemical dumpsites began
to intrude into the national consciousness as a result of the problems at Love Canal.
But the magnitude of the problem goes far beyond that one site. EPA has document-
ed damages at 250 known hazardous chemical dumpsites. Chemical contamination
of groundwater has been found at 130 of these sites. The only major water supply
for the eastern third of Iowa has been threatened by leaking waste along the Cedar
River.
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---- The Committee on Environment and Public Works has become aware that the
scope of toxic chemical releases is far broader than dumpsites, and that the impact
of these releases is much more pervasive than the health problems suffered by
communities around dumpsites.

Among the major incidents have been: The kepone release which contaminated
the James River in Virginia, closing a $2 million a year commercial fishing ground;
the PCB dumping that decimated chemical fishing in the Hudson just when it was
coming back from other pollution problems; and the sacrifice of about $100 million
in livestock and dairy products due to contamination of cattle feed in Michigan.
Other instances of chemical contamination have recently occurred. In water-short
California, 52 wells supplying water to nearly 400,000 residents of the San Gabriel
Valley were found to contain up to 600 parts per million of trichloroethylene (TCE)
which is poisonous and causes cancer. Just last month, 40 square miles of fishing
grounds were closed due to a PCB spill in St. Bernards's Parish, Louisiana. Because
of the number of incidents like these, the Senate decided in the last Congress that a
much larger fund, financed primarily by industry, was needed to respond to spills
and to pay some victim damages.

The chemical industry has downplayed these individual incidents, and at one time
the Chemical Manufacturers Association testified that the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency had evidence of only 60 chemical spills per year in its files. Our
committee asked EPA to search its files and verify what evidence was actually
there. Last January, we received documentation of 3,076 voluntarily-reported haz-
ardous substance spills in the two-year period between October, 1977 and Septem-
ber, 1979.

The chemical manufacturers have said that the real problem is just so-called"orphan" dumpsites, and in one press .release said that only 431 sites across the
nation were "potentially hazardous." But the EPA has catalogued nearly 6,000
disposal sites where further investigation is needed, and is adding 200 more a
month.

A survey by Congressman Eckhardt, in which the nation's 53 largest chemical
companies cooperated, found 1,100 disposal sites, holding about 100 million tons of
chemical wastes which are not subject to any regulatory control under existing law.

The Committee on the Environment and Public Works also sought to document
actual damages which have occurred due to mishandling of chemicals. At the
request of former Senator Muskie, the Library of Congress compiled a 246-page
catalogue titled "Resource Losses from Surface Water, Groundwater, and Atmos-
pheric contamination."

This catalogue of damages identifies thousands of well-closings or major fish kills
as a result of chemical contamination. The catalogue cited estimates that half of the
potential fishing in the Great Lakes is lost annually due to contamination-related
curtailments. The Hudson, Susquehanna, the James, the Delaware, and the Shenan-
doah Rivers, among others, are seriously polluted by chemicals.

Moreover, the catalogue did not include agricultural losses resulting from feed
contamination, or contamination by livestock or food. Food losses were discussed in
another report, "Environmental Containants in Food," issued by the Office of
Technology Assessment last December. Only six states responded to OTA's question
about economic losses due to food contamination. Those six states reported a stag-
gerg $282 million in losses over a 10-year period.

e most important concern of this bill is the effect that chemical releases are
having on public health. The Surgeon General's report that Senator Stafford and I
are releasing today was requested on April 25, 1980. The Under-Secretary of Health
and Human Services, Nathan Stark, said in his letter transmitting the Surgeon
General's report:

"The Surgeon General believes that, while at this time it is impossible to deter-
mine the precise dimensions of the toxic chemical problem, it is clear that it is a
major and growing health problem. We believe that toxic chemicals are adding to
the disease burden of the United States in a significant, although as yet, ill-defmed
way. In addition, we believe that this problem will become more manifest in the
years ahead... We believe the magnitude of the public health risk associated with
toxic chemicals will continue to increase until we are successful in controllirsg the
introduction of these chenicals into our environment.

It is our hope and belief that full implementation of recent environmental control
legislation will sharply reduce the introduction of toxic chemicals and, subsequently,
the exposure of our people to such chemicals. We believe, however, that through
this decade we will have to confront a series of environmental emergencies..
Control of the future introduction of chemicals will not in itself be sufficient to
address this major health problem. Serious efforts will have to be made to provide
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for the identification and clean-up of existing sources of toxic chemical contamina-
tion."

In summary, Mr. Chairman, our committee documented that at least 3,076 chemi-
cal spills have occured during the past two years; that EPA is investigating nearly
6,00)0 dumping grounds as suspected or known hazards to public health or resources;
end that thousands of impoundments are potential threats to water supplies. The
public health is being damaged, irreplaceable water supplies are being lost, and
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of crops, livestock, and foodstuffs are being
rendered inedible by mishandling of chemicals and their wastes.

To meet these problems, the Committee on Environment and Public Works has
reported out S. 1 !80, 'The Environmental Emergency Response Act." In considering
the revenue aspects of this bill, I urge that the members of the Committee on
Finance keep a number of points in mind.

First, this bill does not duplicate existing federal law. The environmental laws on
the books seek to control certain types of specifically designated pollutants through
regulation. With respect to emergency response and clean-up, existing laws provide
only for limited government response to spills into surface waters. The appropriated
fund of $35 million has proven to be insufficient, even with this narrow scope.

Second, S. 1480 is not a regulatory bill. It does not provide for setting national
regulatory standards. It comes into effect only when the parties responsible have
failed to take appropriate action, and harm has occured or is threatened.

And third, this bill does not impose significant new costs on our economy. The
costs that it addresses are already being borne by victims and by the federal, state
and local governments. The effect of this bill is to shift these costs to those segments
of industry that have exposed society to these costs and to consumers of the
products that pose these risks. The Committee on Environment and Public Works
heard testimony from victims, state attorneys general and private tort attorneys
indicating that victims are routinely left totally without compensation for damage,
or are forced by high court costs to settle for small fractions of their actual
damages. This testimony was disputed by the chemical industry. Therefore, we
asked the Library of Congress to commission an independant study of compensation
for toxic substances damage. In the course of this study, thousands of incidents were
reviewed, and six were selected for detailed follow-up. I would like to read from the
conclusion of that study:

"The legal mechanisms in the states studied are generally inadequate for redress-
ing toxic substances-related harms. Traditional tort laws present substantial bar-
riers to recovery."

The bill provides two ways for a victim to obtain compensation for damages. One
of these is a limited access to the fund for certain kinds of damages. These are: Out
of pocket medical expenses for up to six years after discovery of the ailment, two
year's compensation for wages lost due to personal injury from a hazardous sub-
stance release, and losses of food producers and processors as a result of hazardous
substances releases.

Second, a victim may sue in federal court. The chemical industry has sought to
characterize this access as unprecedented or uncommon. This is not true. At least 36
other laws give plaintiffs access to federal courts.

The bill also creates a six-year fund totaling $4.1 billion to finance government
response to releases of hazardous substances where industry is not responding. Two-
thirds of the fund would be reserved for emergency response and remedy of releases.
The remaining one-third would be available to compensate victims.

The fund would be financed by a combination of industry fees and appropriations,
in the ratio of seven dollars in fees for each dollar of appropriations. After six years,
no additional fees could be collected or monies appropriated without congressional
reauthorization. Other federal sources of revenue to the fund would include costs
recovered from liable parties, interest earnings, and a small transfer of funds from
the existing appropriated fund under section 311 of the Clean Water Act.

The Chemical Manufacturers Association has called a fund of this size "exces-
sive." Unfortunately, it is not excessive. In fact, based on our most recent informa-
tion, it appears to be insufficient to remedy the releases likely to be found at
hazardous waste sites that EPA is now investigating. The chemical industry has
seriously underestimated the cost of responding to the average hazardous waste site,
it has significantly understated the number of such sites requiring government
response, and it has ignored the need to respond to releases of hazardous substances
from spills or other chemical incidents.

The chemical companies have also said that to have seven-eighths of the fund
come from the industry is punitive. To the contrary, it is based on a simple principle
of equity: Those segments of industry and consumers who benefit from commerce in
hazardous substances-that is, those who impose the risks-should provide the
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money needed to respond to releases of these hazardous substances. Taxpayers are
too often sent a bill for problems they did not create.

The chemical industry has also argued that it is unfair for today's industry to pay
for past practices of others. Every congressional committee so far has rejected this
premise. Indeed, Congressman Eckhardt's survey and a second survey by the Con.
gressional Research Service have found the bulk of the firms doing commerce in
hazardous substances today are the same firms that were in business 10 and even 30
years ago, although some mergers have occurred and names have changed.

And finally, the actual impact on the chemical industry is substantially less than
seven-eighths of the fund. Because the industry's share is tax deductible, the general
taxpayer's share works out after taxes to 52 percent of the fund, and the industry's
share to only 48 percent of the fund.

In selecting an industry fee system from among five major alternatives, the
Environment and Public Works Committee tried to achieve the best balance on five
objectives: These are equity, rapid implementation, legal defensibility, administra-
tive simplicity, and minimum economic impacts. The Committee report addresses
each of these points in detail.

The fee system includes several important limitations and conditions, and no
maor economic impacts have been identified. According to the Congressional
Budget Office-which our committee asked to study the fee system-'The effect of
the fees on prices and production volumes of final products is small," and "the fees
should have at most a very small impact on GNP, the price level, or unemployment.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on the Environment and Public Works welcomes
the interest of the Finance Committee in the revenue issues contained in section 5
of the bill. My committee has considered this issue'for over a year. Its predecessor
was passed by the Senate during the 95th Congress. Before reporting this bill, the
full Committee agreed upon more than 25 significant amendments. I urge the
committee to resist modifications beyond the revenue provisions of this bill, and to
join with my committee in resolving any other issues on the Senate floor, where all
members may participate in the debate.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to emphasize that time is of the essence. We have
heard many times that Love Canal is a national tragedy. It is not a national
tragedy, it is a human tragedy. And none of us can go back to our states and say we
will not find a smaller version of Love Canal invading someone's backyard.

The bill must come to the floor as quickly as posible, if we are to respond to this
overwhelming public expectation and need. o

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Culver, we thank you for superb
testimony, as you have given superb leadership in this matter.

I am particularly heartened by your assertion that this bill must
go to the floor and pass the Senate, and be enacted in this Con-
gress. You are convinced that this can be done?

Senator CULVER. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We have the legislation. We have the time.

But the clock is running against us. Senator Bradley referred to a
toxic time bomb. We are racing against that clock in this Congress,
and I hope that we are not going to let down the American people
in this matter.

We will follow the rules of the committee. Do you have a
moment to stay with us?

Senator CULVER. I have another commitment at 10:30, Mr. Chair-
man, but I would be glad to respond to your question.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Roth, do you have questions?
Senator ROTH. I, too, would like to congratulate my dear friend

and colleague on his very excellent testimony.
I only have one question. I would like to get a little better hold

on the costs. You said, in the case of the New York problem, it cost
$4 million initially, and now there is $3 or $4 billion worth of
claims?

Senator CULVER. The actual cleanup costs, Senator Roth, were in
the neighborhood of $30 million, but we now have outstanding
claims in the neighborhood of $2.5 to $3 billion.
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Senator RtrH. If this legislation were on the books, what would
be the total cost?

Senator CULVER. I would have to get an analysis of how that
would break out. I believe that some of the lawsuits, as you prob-
ably know being an attorney, are excessive in their claim, and that
would have to be negotiated. But we have very strict limitations.

For example, in this legislation we would begin with the cleanup
costs, clearly, so that that $30 millicn would be essentially ab-
sorbed. Then, second, with regard to health and property damages,
and loss of income from unemployment, we have very strict limita-
tions on the amount: 2 years in the case of unemployment; health
damages limited to out of pocket. We have a very tight 6-year
statute in effect.

Second, we have very carefully circumscribed the liabilities in
that regard so that a lot of the open-ended pain and suffering, and
so forth, claims that are implicit in the pending lawsuits would not
in any way be compensated for under this legislation.

So it would not cover the ball park range of potential liaibilities
and costs that I have mentioned.

Senator RomH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, other than

to compliment our colleague on his outstanding work here, and we
hope that we will bring it to fruition soon.

Senator CULVER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLE. I have no questions, except that I think we do

need to take a look at this proposal. Our answer to the energy
crisis was to tax the oil industry $227 billion. It did not help
anything, but it was a revenue measure. I think there are certain
aspects of this proposal that may be more revenue raising than
addressing the problem.

I think that we have to take a look at what it may do down the
line. If you start imposing heavy fees and taxes, does it have any
impact on the economy? I don t suggest that we can avoid the
problem, but I can think of businesses in my State that could be
hurt. We have a witness later on who might be driven out of
business if the costs are increased because fees are imposed.

So I think despite, no doubt, the laudible purposes of S. 1480, I
would hope that it is a reasonable proposal that addresses the
problem without destroying the industry. We have a habit of doing
that.

Senator CULVER. I certainly respect the expression of concern,
Senator Dole, and I want to assure you that this is an aspect, the
setting of fee, that was very carefully explored. We were sensitive
to international competition, the impacts in that regard, the GNP,
and so forth. This is one of the primary reasons that we commis-
sioned the studies that we do have available, and that will accom-
pany properly your consideration of i.

I certainly think that we were sensitive to that, and in no way
wanted to put it at a distinct economic disadvantage, or with the
kind of consequences that you suggest
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I think that we can do both. I believe that reasonable, responsi-
ble people will make that same conclusion.

Senator DOLE. I share that view, and I hope we can do both. Our
committee does that frequently. I think that we are able to reach a
consensus that does not do violence, outside of one case where I
think we made a rather vast mistake, but that is debatable.

I am concerned that while we are trying to address the problem,
which certainly you and Senator Moynihan have been focusing on
more than many of us, we have to to keep that in mind. We will
have testimony, not from the big chemical companies, but from the
small companies with 100 employees, or 200 employees, who would
like to stay in business. I assume that we are at least going to give
them a hearing.

Senator MOYNMHAN. My memory may be faulty in this regard,
but I thought, Senator Dole, that our response to the energy crisis
was to allow the oil companies to quadruple their prices. Do I have
that wrong?. [Laughter.]

Senator DOLE. We just have not gotten any more energy, and
that is the problem. We go out and penalize an industry, and then
say, "Produce more," and their profits will be addressed through
the tax system. We have done that fairly well. But we are not here
to address that issue, although I would be happy to debate it at the
appropriate time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman, except to

commend and praise Senator Culver. He has recognized this prob-
lem and he has done more than just talk about it. Senator Culver,
you have done something about it. I frankly feel that if this body
had more people as courageous and with as much vision as you,
and worked as hard as you, we would pass a lot more pieces of
legislation such as this.

It is clear to me that without your leadership this bill probably
would not pass this year. I wanted to tell you how much I personal-
ly appreciate your efforts. I think you have done a terrific job.

Senator MoYxNHAN. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Culver, one of the questions that we

are going to have to face is on whom the tax will be imposed-the
producer of the substance or the disposer of it.

It is my understanding that the bill that your committee report-
ed imposes the tax on the producer of the hazardous substance and
not the disposer.

Senator CULVER. Yes, sir, the primary stocks, so-called, as op-
posed to the generator of the waste. We looked at a formulation
involving a far more sophisticated and complex application of the
fees to all the generators. It was just mind boggling in terms of the
complexity of our economy.

So I would hope that you would agree that the formula we have
adopted is both, I think, economically much more appropriate and
efficient to administer, and fairer and less complicated.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. May I make a point, for those in the audi-

ence who have not gone into the details of the bill. The approach
that the Committee on Environment and Public Works chose was
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to impose fees based on the quantity of the feedstock from which
toxic substances eventuall are produced.

There are 46 such in the bill, only 46 in a world of chemicals
that is incomparably greater, and they involve some 700 producers
in a nation with more than 4 million firms. We have sought to be
as efficient and precise, and I think that it has been successful,
be ond our expectations.

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to associate myself with the thrust of Senator Culver's

testimony. I am a cosponsor of S. 1480, and I want to draw to
everyone's attention something that Senator Culver mentioned,
which is that he, Senator Stafford, and I are today releasing the
Surgeon General's report, wherein the Surgeon General states that
the toxic chemical wastes are a major and growing health problem.

He points clearly to the immediate need for a Federal superfund
to begin to clean up the over 5,700 known or suspected toxic waste
problems in the United States.

Many people mentioned Love Canal and it is a serious problem,
but we have our own share of serious problems in my home State
of Pennsylvania, and this is a national problem as evidenced at
Pittston, Pa., where people lived for days literally with the fear of
breathing cyanide gas. Also just recently in Youngsville, Pa., PCB
contaminants have infiltrated the soil 400 feet from the town's
water supply.

There are literally thousands of Love Canals, Pittstons, Youngs-
villes, all over America, and the Surgeon General's report reaf-
firms what the people who live near the Love Canals, the Pittstons
and Youngsvilles already know, which is that toxic chemicals are
hazardous to health.

The report is significant in that it places one of the most respect-
ed medical investigative teams in the country on record as saying
that toxic chemicals in the environment are adding to the disease
burden in the United States. I am particularly concerned about the
Surgeon General's conclusion, and I quote: "We believe that this
problem will become more manifest in the years to come."

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, I believe that Congress must
move aggressively to see that the problem is solved before we find
that our inaction has caused irreparable damage to public health.

I would ask unanimous consent that my full opening statement
be placed in the record at the appropriate point, and I want to
commend Senator Culver for very thorough and comprehensive
testimony.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Without objection, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Senator Heinz follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for scheduling these hearings on the Superfund
legislation to finance cleanup, containment, and compensation of victims of hazard.
ous waste discharges and abandoned sites. My home state of Pennsylvania is literal-
ly at the epicenter of this chemical time bomb-producing ten times as much
hazardous waste as can safely be disposed of within its boundaries, receiving an
illicit cargo of 15,000 truckloads of hazardous wastes per year from neighboring
states, and, until the past few months, imposing penalties that represented only a
slap on the wrist of hazardous waste law violators. Passage of this legislation is a
top priority of the public officials and residents of my state, as evidenced by the
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hundreds of letters I have received from constituents supporting the bill. I am
therefore heartened that the opposition to S. 1480 represents not outright opposition
to a "Superfund" but rather some honest disagreement over the best means to an
end.

I would like to spend just a few minutes citing examples of the environmental
health hazards related to chemical wastes that have developed in my state in recent
years-and why existing Federal law is inadequate. Then, having established the
need for some sort of Superfund bill, I would like to suggest some key issues that
critics of S. 1480 might wish to address in their testimony so that we might have a
more rational basis for assessing alternative proposals.

First, on the need for Superfund ' * , several incidents in Pennsylvania with
which I have been personally involved have made me aware of the urgent need for
this legislation.

Consider, for example, Pittston, Pa., where over 3.5 million gallons of oil mixed
with poisonous industrial wastes were illegally dumped into mineshafts underlying
the township. Only when this noxious concoction began spewing into the Susque-
hanna River at the rate of several thousand gallons per day, forming a 35-mile long
slick, were the results of this "midnight dumping" discovered. At one point, other
officials and I donned gas masks in Pittston as the combination and reaction of the
buried chemicals were forming deadly cyanide gas. Already, EPA has spent hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars just containing the Pittston site and its attorneys have
looked the other way as the Clean Water Act's Section 311(k) fund has been put to
uses for which it was never intended. But a full-fledged cleanup would cost in excess
of $10 million--or one-third of what is now available nationwide for all such
cleanups.

In Montgomery and Bucks Counties, just outside Philadelphia, concentrations of
TCE's in drinking water supplies as high as 220 parts per billion have been detect-
ed. Although we were able to secure public health testing for residents, the contami-
nation has yet to be removed.

In Northwestern Pennsylvania, at Youngsville, after two and a half years 450
leaking barrels of PCB's were finally removed from an unsafe storage site just 400
feet from the water supply for Youngsville and only 125 yards from the Broken
Straw, a tributary of the Allegheny River. Although the drums were finally re-
moved in July, dangerously high levels of PCB contamination in the soil and
groundwater still remain.

At the Melvin Wade dump, just outside Philadelphia in Chester, truckload after
truckload of drums containing sodium copper cyanide, phenol, benzene, and other
toxics was illegally dumped. Only when the dump ignited in a fire that threatened
evacuation of the town and resulted in the hospitalization of 47 firemen was the
presence of the toxic chemicals discovered. Following several visits to the site to
meet with citizens rightfully concerned for their health and that of their children
after deformed rat fetuses had been found in the area, I was successful in securing
public health testing by the Center for Disease Control for the residents of Chester.
And the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources has already spent
$350,000 to remove 15,000 barrels from the site. However, removal of soil and water
contamination could cost upwards of $3 million-well beyond the resources of exist-
ing programs.

Rather than spend any more time citing examples of the need for this legislation,
let me now turn to several issues that I hope the critics of S. 1480 will address. Over
the past several weeks, those of us who serve on the Finance Committee-especially
tho6e of us on the Committee who also happen to be cosponsors of the bill--have
been told that the provisions of S. 1480 are too onerous, that they represent a
radical departure from current legal practice, and that this legislation ought to be
scuttled in favor of a more limited approach, the House Commerce Committee bill,
H.R. 7020.

I support the thrust of S. 1480 and most of all want to see a Superfund bill signed
into law as soon as possible. I have no pride of authorship in and am not wedded to
every line of S. 1480. But before we can rationally evaluate S. 1480 compared to
other proposals, those who would like to see midnight dumping on or of S. 1480 need
to address the following issues:

First, if it is grossly inequitable to finance Superfund through taxes levied on the
chemical industry, why is it more equitable to fund it via taxes levied on the public
at large? Would a feedstock fee not in fact be passed along the chemical production
and consumption chain, thereby internalizing the external costs now imposed on
society by those who manufacture and use chemical products?

Second, to what extent are the fees to be levied under S. 1480 actually an onerous
burden on industry? What percentage of total sales would the fees represent? And
to what extent will the manufacturers of petrochemical feedstocks be able to pass
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these costs onto their customers, again reflecting in the price of the product its true
cost to society

Third, since a major criticism of S. 1480 is that it is inequitable for innocent
companies to pay for the sins of others, is this inequity not corrected to the extent
that S. 1480's strict liability provisions make those found to be responsible for
hazardous waste discharges bear all of the financial burden and accordingly com-
pensate the fund for expenditures? Is this not a free-market, anti-regulatory ap-
proach that incorporates safe handling of hazardous wastes into the profit and loss
considerations of individual firms?

Fourth, to what extent, if at all, does the House Commerce Committee bill address
environmental health threats created by the discharge of hazardous wastes other
than from abandoned sites, for example, releases into navigable waters, contamina-
tion of drinking water supplies, and product impurities?

Fifth, what perfections to the fee structure ought we to be considering? Should we
attempt to maintain the administrative simplicity of the current fee structure,
allowing the workings of the market and recovery from responsible parties for fund
expenditures to allocate the cost burden more equitably to those who improperly
handle hazardous wastes? What specific exemptions from the proposed fee structure
might be warranted given the properties of certain substances or the international
competitiveness of others?

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I look forward to these hearings as an opportunity to
perfect this vitally needed legislation and to hopefully expedite its consideration by
the full Senate.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Senator Heinz.
Senator Bentsen, who has been a moving force in this matter in

the Committee on Environment and Public Works, and is also a
member of this Committee on Finance is here.

Senator Bentsen, would you like to make some comments at this
point?

Senator BENTSEN. I have no comments.
Senator MOYNIHAN. In that case, we would like to thank our

distinguished witness and colleague, congratulating him as we do,
and resolving that this matter will be acted upon in this Congress.

Senator DOLE. May I just say a word because I would not want
my remarks to be misinterpreted.

I think you are right. I think we should act upon something in
this Congress. Certainly, and I think I speak for almost everyone
on our side, we want to do that. I think that we can work out some
of our differences, but it should be don this year.

[The prepared statement of Senator Dole follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE

Today's hearings focus on an important response to a very serious problem.
Recent publicity on Love Canal and similar toxic substances disposal sites have
brought home to Members of this Committee and to all Americans the serious
consequence that may flow from the release of hazardous chemicals onto the land,
into water, or in the air. When we consider this legislation, we must also balance
the need to clean up these sites and to compensate victims with the state of our
economy and with the international competitive position of the affected industries.

Four bills and three general approaches should be considered by this Committee
when we attempt to deal with the problem of spills of hazardous substances. The
House bills, H.R. 7020 and H.R. 85, I understandare scheduled to go to the House
floor early next week. They apparently take a more linjited approach to solving this
problem. S. 1480 has been reported by the Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works. Of all the bills, I understand it to be the most sweeping. The
Administration's proposal appears to be more in line with bills reported by the
House Ways & Means Committee.

I fully understand the problem that these hazardous substances bills address. I
fully support the passage at an early time, of legislation that will clean up toxic
disposal sites and compensate victims. I hope these hearings will help this Commit-
tee answer important questions about the size of the tax needed to fill the Super-
fund, how the tax should be imposed on industry, whether a waste end tax has
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advantages over one that is unrelated to a company's culpability, and whether this
fund and the tax should be sunsetted.

Senator MOYNIHAN. May I keep you long enough to repeat what
Senator Dole said earlier. This committee, in the manner of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, has a tradition of
working together on a bipartisan basis, settling differences and
emerging unified on a matter of this kind. I think that Senator
Dole's statement is extraordinarily important and heartening, and
we thank you for it.

Thank you, Senator Culver.
Senator CULVER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We next hear a panel from the administra-

tion, Hon. Douglas M. Costle, who is the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, and the not less Hon. Emil M.
Sunley, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax
Analysis.

We welcome you, gentlemen, as our most expert witnesses from
the administration in this matter.

Can we have order.
Mr. Costle, would you proceed, sir. You do have an associate with

you, if you would introduce him for the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. DOUGLAS M. COSTLE, ADMINISTRATOR,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, ACCOMPANIED BY
SWEP DAVIS, ASSOCIATE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Mr. CosLE. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce my

colleague, Mr. Swepp Davis, Assistant Administrator for Water and
Waste Management, and who has had the primary responsibility
within EPA in pulling together the superfund proposal, and work-
ing with the Congress in that regard.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Davis, we welcome you to the commit-
tee.

Mr. CosLE. I appreciate, Mr. Chairman, it is customary to begin
testimony by saying that you are pleased to be here and have an
opportunity to discuss this bill, but if I may I would like to be more
blunt. I am here frankly because I am deeply worried. I share
precisely your concern that time is running out for the passage of
some of the most badly needed legislation of this decade, legislation
which is one of this administration's top five legislative priorities.
In fact, the President himself, as you are aware, has written direct-
ly to Senator Randolph urging enactment in this session.

In the last 3 years, as several on this panel pointed, the Congress
has been taking enormous strides toward legislation that can be
enacted, and in this last year there has been a very intensive
learning curve, I think, for all of us in terms of the kind of
challenge we really face.

The problems being addressed are complex, and as you are
keenly aware the end of the session and the time for resolving
them is approaching with what seems to be ever-increasing speed.

Because of this, Mr. Chairman, I come today to make a personal
plea that the legislation not be allowed to bog down when we are
so close now to our goal, that it not be permitted to become a
victim of the calendar. Let me begin by raising the most basic
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question of all, "Why superfund? 'before we start discussing the
financial aspects of the legislation.

The problem of releases of oil and hazardous substances and
wastes is real and immediate. During the past 5 years there has
been an average of about 11,000 oilspils per year from all sources
in the United States, with an average of 17 million gallons being
spilled per year. Further, catastrophic spills of the Campeche and
Argo Merchant class can cause the total to leap upward radically in
any given year.

Our information concerning spills of hazardous substances is not
as complete, but during the fiscal year 1978-79 period, over 3,000
such spills, ranging from minor to serious in about the same pro-
portion, interestingly, as oilspills, were reported to EPA. Because
the reporting of hazardous substances spills is now mandatory, we
expect as we saw in the case of oilspills a dramatic increase in the
number that will be reported over the next few years.

As you know, the more serious spills often have environmental
and public health implications, including loss of life, contamination
of water supplies and food products, fish kills, and destruction of
livestock and wildlife, more dangerous than those of oilspills.

The situation concerning the release of hazardous substances
from hazardous waste disposal sites is, frankly, Mr. Chairman,
even more grim. The past few years have brought to public atten-
tion unforgettable series of incidents resulting from improper haz-
ardous waste management-the continuing tragedy, the human
tragedy of Love Canal, the pollution of the water supply of over
300,000 people in Iowa, and the discovery of up to 20,000 to 30,000
discarded, leaking, and unlabeled barrels of chemical wastes in the
Valley of the Drums in Kentucky are but a few examples.

In 1979, an EPA contractor estimated the total number of haz-
ardous waste sites to range between 32,000 and 50,000, and the
number of sites posing a significant health or environmental prob-
lem to be between 1,200 and 2,000.

In spite of early skepticism on the part of certain industrial
groups, our investigative efforts and other studies over the last
year indicate that the earlier projection was fairly accurate.

Of some 1,000 sites investigated to date, we have found more
than 250 that need remedial action. We still have more than 6,000
candidate sites to investigate, and we are becoming aware of about
200 more, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, every month. In July
alone, we learned of 671 additional sites.

In addition, several States such as New Jersey, New York, and
Louisiana have started their own investigative efforts and are find-
ing numerous additional sites that pose or may pose threats to the
public and the environment. This legacy of many years of uncon-
trolled hazardous waste disposal may well be the most serious
environmental problem facing the Nation today, and for remaining
decades.

Confronted by these problems, we were forced to realize that
existing legal authorities are inadequate to deal with them in
many respects. The most important statutory tool we have is sec-
tion 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which for
notification, emergency governmental response, and liability for
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cleanup costs for spills of oil and designated hazardous substances
which reach navigable waters.

Section 311 also provides a revolving fund to finance the neces-
sary up-front Government response costs, with recovery from the
liable party being returned to the fund. Despite the fact that the
response mechanism itself is very effective, there are many limita-
tions which inhibit the value of the section for this larger problem.

First, its applicability is limited to spills or threats of spills into
navigable waters. Releases into air, onto land, or into ground water
are not covered. This severely limits the section's applicability to
releases from waste sites and many hazardous substances spills.

Second, section 311 is applicable only to oil and designated haz-
ardous substances. A discharge of a substance not specifically tech-
nically identified or designated under the section, or which cannot
be identified because it is commingled waste, would not be covered.

Another critical limitation relates to the size of the fund. The
authorized funding level is $35 million. Even at the full authorized
level, there is simply no way that it can adequately finance even
the most minimal attempts to deal with the site problem that we
find ourselves now confronted with.

The other existing legislation which relates to the problems we
are discussing is the Solid Waste Disposal Act. In brief, that act is
aimed at preventing hazardous wastes from ever 11,ing released in
an environmentally harmful way, rather than a- trying to deal
with such releases when they occur. It is, therefore, not well suited
to remedying the critical problem of inactive or abandoned sites, or
as referred to "orphan sites."

The administration, in putting together a proposal to be present-
ed to this Congress, used the existing building blocks of the oil only
superfund which it proposed to the last Congress and section 311,
particularly its valuable emphasis on front-end cleanup with recov-
ery through stringent liability, which also encourages private clean
up. The result was Senate 1341, a comprehensive approach to spills
of oil and hazardous substances and to releases from abandoned or
inactive sites.

Having described the considerations, Mr. Chairman, which im-
pelled us to put forward our proposed bill, I would now like to note
some of the provisions of S. 1480 that are similar to those found in
S. 1341, and more specifically that the financing mechanism in S.
1480 to a large extent parallels our proposals and reflects a general
acceptance of a feedstock approach as do those in the two bills,
H.R. 7020 and H.R. 85, scheduled to be brought before the full
House for consideration next week.

Both the administration proposal and S. 1480 would establish a
fund to finance the implementation of the legislation. Both would
base that fund primarily on industry contributions, 80 percent in S.
1341, 87.5 percent, as I recall, in S. 1480. Both have sunset provi-
sions for the fund, both apply limits to the money raised from
industry, caps, and both utilize a feedstock system.

A feedstock approach would impose fees or taxes at the begin-
ning of the commercial chain of production, distribution, consump-
tion, transportation, and disposal of hazardous substances. It would
do this by assessing 11 primary petrochemicals, 34 inorganic raw
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materials, and crude oil produced domestically, imported or
exported.

These 46 substances are either hazardous themselves, or they are
the basic building blocks used to generate all major inorganic and
synthetic organic hazardous products and wastes.

The feedstock system distributes costs broadly, evenly, and we
think efficiently among all those who produce and consume hazard-
ous substances and generate hazardous wastes. It can be imple-
mented quickly and with much less redtape and administrative
burden than other options. It would involve fewer than 700 compa-
nies and, as the chairman pointed out, just 46 substances, instead
of hundreds of thousands of firms and hundreds of substances as in
the other options.

We felt and feel strongly that funding for the program should
come as broadly as possible from those segments of industry which
are the most responsible for imposing risks on society and have the
greatest knowledge of and control over these risks and have re-
ceived the greatest direct economic benefits.

The 46 substances subject to the feedstock system meet at least
two or more of the following criteria: They are inherently hazard-
ouw-or hazardous in a number of forms, as intermediates or fimal
products; they are hazardous in some form if released; hazardous
wastes are generated in producing them or their intermediate and
final products; they are capable in one or more forms of increasing
the hazardous potential of other substances; and they are produced
in significant quantities.

Thus, a fee may attach to a product even though it is itself
environmentally benign, since earlier in the chain of production,
distribution, consumption, and disposal it used a hazardous sub-
stance; or later in the chain it will be used to generate a hazardous
substance.

The 46 substances have a clear nexus to the problem; 32 of the
46 substances are designated now as hazardous or are proposed for
designation. All are used in volume to make other hazardous sub-
stances. Almost all hazardous substances are made from these 46
substances.

At 250 hazardous waste disposal sites where damages to health
and/or the environment have been found, 243 of the sites either
contained 1 or more of the 46 substances that we are referring to
or a number of derivatives of these substances. Approximately half
of the 250 damage cases involved 1 or more of these 46 substances.

The approximately 700 companies who supply these 46 sub-
stances and who will pay, therefore, the fee-are concentrated in the
organic and inorganic, crude oil and heavy metals industries.
Almost all hazardous substances are either products of these indus-
tries or are generated by using their products, and these industries
account for approximately 77 percent of all hazardous wastes that
are generated.

Let me stress the fact, if I may, Mr. Chairman, that the feedstock
system is not punitive-it is not a scheme for imposing huge fines
or liabilities. Actual liability for cleanup costs and appropriate
damages is imposed on the specific person or persons responsible
for the release or harm. The economic impacts of the industry
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contribution would be minimal, a truly insignificant burden in
light of the benefits reaped and the size and profits of the industry.

The feedstock fee is levied once at the beginning of the chain of
production and commerce, where its impact is minimal. It becomes
even less important as a percentage of total production cost as it
progresses throughout the chain.

Further, no sector of an industry will be placed at a competitive
disadvantage because a feedstock fee or tax is passed on to all
subsequent chemicals. In addition, S. 1480 like our bill contains a
mix of caps, as we pointed out, to further insure that no undue
economic effect is produced.

Another factor, Mr. Chairman, we considered, administrative
feasibility boils down to a single assertion that this is the only fee
system suggested which we feel is workable. It is quickly imple-
mentable.

Under any other fee or tax, levied at any other point in the
production chain, there would be tens of thousands more collection
points and a corresponding increase in the administrative burden
on Government and the paperwork burden on industry.

More importantly, however, the alternative which we considered
are just not viable. A system based on the degree of hazard of the
substance produced would involve the weighing of basically non-
comparable attributes and would be meaningless in the absence of
some certainty as to the environment into which any particular
release of the substance might occur.

Should a minute amount of a highly toxic substance be charged
more or less than a larger amount of a less dangerous one? Should
it matter what the likelihood of release is, even if it could be
predicted? Whether it is more likely to be into air or water, or
upon land?

In short, a degree of hazard fee system would be a perpetual
invitation to litigation, and I think that that is not a sound founda-
tion for a major health and environmental program.

Another possibility, frankly, Mr. Chairman, that we investigated
was fee imposed upon the end of the chain of production. That is,
upon the ultimate receiver of the waste. While that appeared to
have some surface appeal, it proved to have more serious draw-
backs.

The economic effect on the disposer would be much greater than
if the cost had been dissipated throughout the system, and the
extra costs would create a considerable incentive to avoid involve-
ment in the regulatory system being established under the Solid
Waste Disposal Act. In short, the incentive for "midnight dump-
ing" would be increased substantially.

Let me leave this point by observing that in our discussions of
the fee system with many affected groups, we have asked repeated-
ly for any suggestions they might have or a better system. To date,
no one has suggested one that would in fact avoid the problems
that I have mentioned. Moreover, no one has ever seriously disput-
ed, to my knowledge, our assessment of the minimal economic
impact our system would have.

I might add here that I find it ironic that those who attack our
proposals the most have nothing better to offer in their place, and
that the industries most opposed to our superfund approach have
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much to lose if one is not enacted. Public confidence in their ability
and willingness to treat their waste products properly is practically
nonexistent, and without the reassurance a strong superfund bill
would provide, I think, and that is my personal judgment, their
problems of credibility would only increase.

In addition to the feedstock fee, both our proposal and S. 1480
provide the inclusion of some appropriate moneys in the fund in
order to provide against any early implementation delays and to
assure scrutiny of the use of the fund and of the use of the fund by
the administration and the Congress.

The percentage is limited to 20 percent of the fund in our bill,
and as I recall 12.5 percent in S. 1480, because of the strong feeling
expressed earlier that those who are responsible for the risks and
reap the benefits should pay. The taxpayer should not be forced to
remedy problems they did not create, when the costs involved can
be allocated to those more specifically responsible.

As a final and more philosophical note, Mr. Chairman, I might
point out that superfund is the only .major environmental legisla-
tion for years which does not establish a new regulatory regime or
impose new strictures and rules on the Nation at large. It imposes
costs and comes into play only where there is a specific problem.

To summarize and conclude, only a comprehensive approach
based on adequate and assured funding can provide the basis for an
effective governmental response to the grave threats to health and
the environment presented by releases of oil and hazardous sub-
stances and the nightmare of past hazardous waste disposal prac-
tices.

Not surprisingly, the Congress is taking varying approaches to
the enactment of such- comprehensive legislation, as evidence by
the varied provisions of S. i480, H.R. 85, and H.R. 7020. As stated
earlier, enactment of a comprehensive bill is one of the administra-
tion's top legislative priorities. Accordingly, my staff and other
administration members are available to assist in the final formu-
lation of a bill. To this end we will strive to seek enactment of a
bill that: Addresses the problems of oil and hazardous substances
spills and releases of abandoned hazardous waste sites; finances the
program from a fund based mainly on fees imposed on industries
and on appropriations;.astablishes a joint, strict, and several liabili-
ty standard; and requires appropriate participation by the States in
addressing the problem of abandoned hazardous waste sites.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I cannot emphasize enough that time is
of the essence if legislation is to be passed during this Congress,
and personally and on behalf of the administration I urge you
strongly to complete any action you may take as quickly as pru-
dent after this hearing as possible.

Existing statutes and programs are, as Senator Culver pointed
out, completely overwhelmed by the problem facing us daily from
oil and hazardous substances spills and releases from hazardous
waste sites. /

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. My col-
leagues and I will be happy to respond to any questions you may
have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Costle follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
HONORABLE DOUGLAS M. COSTLE

ADMINISTRATOR
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE
SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Douglas M. Costle,

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, and I

am accompanied here today by Swep T. Davis, Associate Assistant

Administrator for Water and Waste Management for the Agency.

It is customary to begin testimony by saying, "I am pleased to

be here to have the opportunity to discuss the bill which is the

subject of this hearing," but I will be more blunt and say I am

here because I am deeply worried. I am concerned that time is

running out for the passage of some of the most badly needed

legislation of this decade, legislation which is one of the

Administration's five top legislative priorities. In fact,

the President himself has written directly to Senator Randolph

urging enactment.

In the last year, the Congress has taken great strides toward

the passage of a comprehensive scheme for dealing with the problems

of spills of oil and hazardous substances and releases from abandoned

hazardous waste sites. *The problems being addressed are complex,

however, and as you are keenly aware, the end of the session

and of the time for resolving them is approaching with what seems

to be ever-increasing speed.
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Because of this, I have come here today to make a personal

plea that the legislation not be allowed to bog down when we

are so close to our goal, that it not be permitted to become

a victim of the calendar. Let me begin by raising the most

basic question of all, "why Superfund?" before discussing the

financial aspects of the legislation.

The problem of releases of oil and hazardous substances and

wastes is real and immediate. During the past five years, there

has been an average of about 11,000 oil spills per year from

all sources in the United States, with an average of 17 million

gallons being spilled per year. Further, catastrophic spills

of the Campeche and Argo Merchant class can cause the total to

leap upward, radically in any given year.

Our information concerning spills of hazardous substances

is not as complete, but during the Fiscal Year 78-79 period,

over 3,000 such spills, ranging from minor to serious in about

the same proportion as oil spills, were reported voluntarily

to EPA. Because the reporting of hazardous substances spills

is now mandatory, we expect a dramatic increase in the number

reported over the next few years. As you know, the more serious

spills often have environmental and public health implications,

including loss of life, contamination of water supplies and

food products, fish kills, and destruction of livestock and

wildlife, more dangerous than those of oil spills.

The situation concerning the release of hazardous substances

from hazardous waste disposal sites is even more grim. The
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past few years have brcuht ts public attention an unforgettable

series of incidents resulting fron proper hazardous waste

management--the continuing tragedy of Love Canal, t-he pollution

of the water supply of over 200,30C people in :owa, and the

discovery of up to 20,000 to 30,000 discarded, leaking, and

unlabeled barrels of chemical wastes in the "Valley of the Drums" in

Kentucky are but a few examples. In 1.979, an EPA contractor estimated

the total number of hazardous waste sites to range between 32,000

and 50,000, and the number of sites posing a significant health

or environmental problem to be between 1,200 and 2,000.

In spite of early skepticism on the part of certain industrial

groups, our investigative efforts and other studies over the last

year indicate that the earlier projection was fairly accurate.

Of some 1,000 sites investigated to date, we have found more

than 250 that need remedial action. We still have more than 6,000

candidate sites to investigate, and we are becoming aware of about

200 more every month. In July alone, we learned of 671 more.

In addition, several states such as New Jersey, New York, and

Louisiana, have started their own investigative effort and are

finding numerous additional sites that pose threats to the public

and the environment. This legacy of many years of uncontrolled

hazardous waste disposal may well be the most serious environmental

problem facing the nation today.

Confronted by these problems, we were forced to realize

that existing legal authorities are inadequate to deal with them

in many ways. The most important statutory tool we have is

section 311 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, which
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provides for notification, emergency governmental response, and

liability for cleanup costs for spills of oil and designated

hazardous substances which reach navigable waters. Section 311

also provides a revolving fund to finance the necessary up-front

government response costs, with recovery from the liable party

being returned to the fund. Despite the fact that the response

mechanism itself is very effective, there are many limitations

which inhibit the value of the section. First, its applicability

is limited to spills or threats of spills into navigable waters;

releases into air, onto land, or into ground water are not covered.

This severely limits the sections's applicability to releases

from waste sites and many hazardous substance spills.

Second, section 311 is applicable only to oil and designated

hazardous substances. A discharge of a substance not specifically

designated under the section, or which cannot be identified because

it is part of commingled wastes, would not be covered. Another

critical limitation relates to the size of the fund. The

authorized fund level is $35 million. Even at the full authorized

level, there is no way that it could adequately finance even

the most minimal attempts to deal with the site problem.

The other existing legislation which relates to the problems

we are discussing is the Solid Waste Disposal Act. In brief,

that Act is aimed at preventing hazardous wastes from ever being

released in an environmentally harmful manner, rather than at

dealing with such releases when they occur. It is, therefore,

not well suited to remedying the critical problem of inactive

and abandoned sites.
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The Administration, in putting together a proposal to be

presented to this Congress, used the existing building blocks

of the oil only "superfund" which it proposed to the last Congress

and section 311, particularly its valuable emphasis on front-end

cleanup with recovery through stringent liability, which also

encourages private cleanup. The result was S. 1341, a compre-

hensive approach to spills of oil and hazardous substances

and to releases from abandoned or inactive sites.

Having described the considerations which impelled us to

put forward our proposed bill, I would now like to note some

of the provisions of S. 1480 that are similar to those found

in S. 1341 and more specifically, that the financing mechanism in

S. 1480 to a large extent parallels our proposals and reflects

a general acceptance of a feedstock approach, as do those in

the two bills, H.R. 7020 and H.R. 85, scheduled to be brought

before the full House for consideration next week.

Both the Administration proposal and S. 1480 would establish

a fund to finance the implementation of the legislation. Both

would base the fund primarily on industry contributions (80% in

S. 1341, 87.5% in S. 1480). Both have sunset provisions for

the fund, both apply limits to the monies raised from industry;

and both utilize a feedstock system.

A feedstock approach would impose fees or taxes at the

beginning of the commercial chain of production, distribution,

consumption, transportation, and disposal of hazardous substances.

It would do this by assessing 11 primary petrochemicals, 34

inorganic raw materials, and crude oil produced domestically,
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imported, or exported. These 46 substances are either hazardous

themselves or they are the basic building blocks used to generate

all major inorganic and synthetic organic hazardous products

and wastes.

The feedstock system distributes costs broadly, evenly, and

efficiently among all those who produce and consume hazardous

substances and generate hazardous wastes. It can be implemented

quickly and with much less red tape than other options. it

would involve fewer than 700 companies and just 46 substances,

instead of hundreds of thousands of firms and hundreds of

substances as in other options.

We felt and feel strongly that funding for the program

should come as broadly as possible from those segments of

industry which are the most responsible for imposing risks

on society and have the greatest knowledge of and control over

these risks and have received the greatest direct economic

benefits.

The 46 substances subject to the feedstock system meet

at least two or more of the following criteria: they are

inherently hazardous or hazardous in a number of forms (as

intermediates or final products); they are hazardous in some

form if released; hazardous wastes are generated in producing

them or their intermediate or final products; they are capable

in one or more forms of increasing the hazardous potential of

other substances; and they are produced in significant quantities.
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Thus, a fee may attach to a product even though it is itself

environmentally benign, since earlier in the chain of production,

distribution, consumption, and disposal it used a hazardous

substance; or later in the chain it will be used to generate

a hazardous substance.

The 46 substances have a clear nexus to the problem.

Thirty-two of the 46 substances are designated now as hazardous

or are proposed for designation. All are used in volume to make

other hazardous substances. Almost all hazardous substances

are made from these 46 substances. At 250 hazardous waste

disposal sites where damages to health and/or the environment

have been found, 243 of the sites either contained one or

more of the 46 substances or a number of derivatives of the

substances. Approximately half of all 250 Jamage cases involved

one or more of these 46 substances. The approximately 700

companies who supply these 46 substances and who will pay

the fee are concentrated in the organic and inorganic, crude

oil and heavy metals industries. Almost all hazardous

substances are either products of these industries or are

generated by using their products. The industries account for

approximately 77% of all hazardous wastes generated.

Let me stress the fact that the feedstock system is not

punitive--it is not a scheme for imposing huge fines or liabilities.

Actual liability for cleanup costs and appropriate damages is

imposed on the specific person or persons responsible for the

release or harm. The economic impacts of the industry contribution

would be minimal, a truly insignificant burden in light of the

benefits reaped and the size and profits of the industry.
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The feedstock fee is levied once at the beginning of

the chain of production and commerce, where its impact is

minimal. It becomes ever less important as a percentage of

total production cost as it progresses throughout the chain.

Further, no sector of an industry will be placed at a competitive

disadvantage, because a feedstock fee or tax is passed on to all

subsequent chemicals. In addition, S. 1480 like our bill, contains a

mix of "caps" to further insure that no undue economic effect

is produced.

Another factor we considered, administrative feasibility,

boils down to a single assertion that this is the only

fee system suggested which we feel is workable. It is quickly

implementable. Under any other fee or tax, levied at any other

point in the production chain, there would be tens of thousands

more collection points and a corresponding increase in the

administrative burden on government and the paperwork burden

on industry.

More importantly, however, the alternatives which we

considered are just not viable. A system based on the degree

of hazard of the substance produced would involve the weighing

of basically non-comparable attributes and would be meaningless

in the absence of some certainty as to the environment into which

any particular release of the substance might occur. Should a minute

amount of a highly toxic substance be charged more or less than

a larger amount of a less dangerous one? Should it matter what

the likelihood of release is, even if it could be predicted?
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Whether it is more likely to be into air or water, or upon land?

In short, a degree of hazard fee system would be a perpetual

invitation to litigation--hardly a sound foundation for a major

health and environmental program.

Another possibility we investigated was a fee imposed upon

the end of the chain of production, that is, upon the ultimate

receiver of the waste. While this appeared to have some surface

appeal,- it proved to have more serious drawbacks. The economic

effkct on the disposer would be much greater than if the cost

had been dissipated throughout the system, and the extra costs

would create a considerable incentive to avoid involvement in

the regulatory system being established under-the Solid Waste

Disposal Act--in short, the incentive for "midnight dumping"

would be increased substantially.

Let me leave this point by observing that in our discussions

of the fee system with many affected groups we have asked repeatedly

for any suggestions they might have for a better system. To date,

no one has suggested one that would avoid the problems I have

mentioned. Moreover, no one has ever seriously disputed our

assessment of the minimal economic impact our system would have.

I might add here that I find it ironic that those who attack

our proposals the most have nothing better to offer in their

place, and that the industries most opposed to our Superfund

approach have much to lose if one is not enacted. Public

confidence in their ability and willingness to treat their waste

products properly is practically non-existent, and without the

reassurance a strong Superfund bill would provide, their problems

will only increase.
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In addition to the feedatock fee., both our proposal and

S. 1480 provide the inclusion of some appropriated monies in

the fund, in order to provide against any early implementation

delays and to assure scrutiny of the use of the fund by the

administration and Congress. The percentage is limited to

20% of the fund in our bill and 12.5% in S. 1480, because of

the strong feeling, expressed earlier, that those who are

responsible for the risks and who reap the benefits should pay.

The taxpayers should not be forced to remedy problems they did not

create when the costs involved can be allocated to those more

specifically responsible.*

As a final, more philosophical note, Mr. Chairman, I might

point out that "Superfund" is the only major environmental

legislation for years which does not establish a new regulatory

regime or impose new strictures and rules on the nation at

large. It imposes costs and comes into play only where there

is a specific problem.

To summarize and conclude, only a comprehensive approach

based on adequate and assured funding can provide the basis

for an effective governmental response to the grave threats to

health and the environment presented by releases of oil and

hazardous substances and the nightmare of past hazardous.

waste disposal practices.

Not surprisingly, the Congress is taking varying approaches

to the enactment of such comprehensive legislation, as evidenced

by the varied provisions of S. 1480, H.R. 85, and H.R. 7020.
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As stated earlier, enactment of a comprehensive bill is ore of

the Administration's top legislative priorities. Accordingly,

my staff and other Administration members are available to assist

in the final formulation of a bill. To this end we will strive

to seek enactment of a bill-that:

* Addresses the problems of oil and hazardous

substances spills and releases from abandoned

hazardous waste sites;

* Finances the program from a fund based mainly on fees

imposed on industries and on appropriations;

* Establishes a joint, strict, and several liability

standard; and

* Requires appropriate participation by the states

in addressin" the problem of abandoned hazardous

waste sites.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I cannot emphasize enough that time

is of the essence if legislation is to be passed during this

Congress, and personally and on behalf of the Administration, I

urge you strongly to complete any action you may take as quickly

after this hearing as possible. Existing statutes and programs

are completely overwhelmed by the problem facing us daily from

oil and hazardous substance spills and releases from hazardous

waste sites.

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. We

appreciate very much the opportunity to discuss this badly

needed legislation with you, and Mr. Davis and I would be

happy to answer any questions you may have.

69-0M9 0-80-9



S. 1480
as reported out
of committee

$4.085 billion over
six years

$510 million Fed-
eral appropriation

$3.575 billion in-
dustry fees

65% petrochemical
feedstock,

202 inorgzaic feed-
stock, and

15% crude oil.

No link between
fee and appropria-
tion.

Response to any re-
lease or threat of
release into the
environment. Re-
leases in compli-
ance with a permit
are exempted.

H.R. 7020
as reported

out of Commerce
(Florio)

$600 million over
four years

H.R. 7020
as reported out
of Ways & Means

$1.2 billion over
five years

$300 million Fed- $300 million Fed-
eral appropriation eral appropriation.

$300 million in-
dustry fees;-

60% petrochemical
feedstock,

20% inorganic feed-
stock,

20% crude oil.

Fee payments to
match actual ap-
propriations.

Response to an in-
active waste dis-
posal site releas-
ing or threatening
to release a hazard-
ous substance.

$900 million in-
dustry tax on 60/
20/20 feedstock
basis. - t" , :..

Minor link between
fee payments and
actual appropria-
tions.

Same.

R.R. 85
as reported out
of Ways & Means

For hazardous substances
$100 million revolving -
no cap;
for oil, $20 million
revolving - no cap.

All from industry tax
of 1/31/bbl on petroleum
products, $1.18/T on pet-
rochemical feedstock, and
$0.31/T on inorganic feed
stock.

No link (no appropriation

Spills to water; clean-
up of sites that are
spilling or threatening
to~spill to water.

Any substance desig- Hazardous waste un-
mated hazardous under der the existing
present laws, and RCRA law.
any substance found
to be dangerous.

Same. Oil and hazardous sub-
stances under the Water
Act.

1~.j. *1~,~--

Fund Size

Fund Source

Fee
Limitation

Scope

Substances



Strict, joint &
several liability;
limited apportion-
ment.

Caused solely by
act of God or war.

Strict, joint &
several; mandatory
apportionment.

Caused solely by:
act of God or war,
U, S. Government
negligence, 3rd
party act, combi-
na-ion-of above.

Same.

Same.

$trictr jotnt &
several r only the
source owner or
operator liable.

To the exte t caused
by acts of Zod, war,
or 3rd party,

Federal Tort
Action Created

Damages, costs,
etc.

Yes.

Clean-up costs &
emergency assist-
ance; natural
resources; tax
losses; L
partypersonal
i-jury & property
claims with retro-
active limitation.

No. No,

Clean-up- costs and Same,
emergency assist-
ance.

Yes,

Clean-up costs; yhird
party property claims;
natural resources,
tax losses.

Liability

Defenses
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

or re or KITtwomawN

NEMORANDUN

To: Regional Hazardous Waste Coordinators

From: Acting Director, Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force
Subject: Waste Disposal Site Survey (the "Pckhardt Report")

of October 1979--Additional site-specific Information

As promised-in the November 9, 1979, memorandum from
Barbara slum, we are enclosing two copies of Regional bite-spocific
information which has just boon released to us by the Subcomamittoe
on Oversight and Investigations.. This information was extracted
from "Form 1: Disposal Site Information", which appears onPage XXXVIII and XXXIX of the Waste Disposal Site Survoy.
Although we forwarded a copy of this report to oach Regional
Administrator on November 1, we have reproduced'and attached
Form "B" for reference.

- This additional data.includes the nae of the'participating. L
company,'the name of the companIy's division or group,. and the
name of the facility or plant. Also included are components
(o .horocteristics) of the process water fr6m these facilities , I t"
which are disposed'.of at the indicated sites, These comonents.', " '
are listed on the computer:printout under "Composition of_-
waste." The numerical code for each type of waste, as well
as a sample interpretation of this numerical #ystem, is
attached for your use.

We will be forwarding additional Information 'in response
to "Porn A: General Facility Information" in the near
future.. ...

If you hove any questions, please do not hesitate to
call Margie Russell at 4260710.

Atacmets Iac l |an'

I
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RI.SOIJRCES

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

f,(0 l.

To protect the health and safety of the public through adequate solid and hazardous waste
ra.natrznt.

The solid waste ranagerent program is responsible for protecting the public and environment
from exposure to hazardous wastes or pollution problems caused by improper management of solid
and hazardous wastes. The solid waste program staff reviews engineering plans for waste disposal
and processing facilities, provides technical assistance and training to facility operators,
and conducts enforcement actions to close improper disposal facilities. Resource recovery,
recycling and waste rvdiictiun are encouraged through technical assistance and Information
materials. This program also develops and irplrents regulations affecting the storage,
transportation, treatment and disposal of hazardous wastes.

The Governor recommends $652,335 for the core program which includes cost-of-living, merit and
position salary adjustments. A reduction of $200,000 in federal funds for solid waste
management grants is recormended to reflect availability of federal funds. This federal
assistance from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has gradually decreased to reflect
progress already achieved by local governments in developing solid waste management plans and
the need to direct more funds to the area of hazardous waste management.

EXPENDITURE PL kNNED GOVE NOR
H B se. 7.0.7.285 - FY 1979 FY 19s0 RECOMM'.%ENDS

IERF ORMANCE

Solid Waste Yanagecent Plans Reviewed 42 40 30
Disposal Site and Facility Plans Reviewed 69 60 60
Enforcement Actions:
Adtinistrative Orders 8 36 36
Court Cases Filed 2 10 12-

Hazardous wastee Generators Registered 0 2,500 2,150
Transporter Xanifests Processed 0 0 18,000
HazArdous Waste Facility Per=its Reviewed 3 20 40

(OST

Personal Service
General Revenue Fund $ 78,704 $ 91,712 $ 100,971
Federal Funds 174,544 239,250 263,332

Expense and Fqulp.ent
General Revenue Fund 17,604 53,452 53,452
Federal Funds 11.271 59,322 34,580

Grants or Refunds
Federal Funds 85,952 867,745 -2000-_

i7AL $ .S,075 $ 1,311,481 $ 652.335
r~l ,= c 26,3^" 145,164 154,423

Federal Funds 271.767 1,166,317 .97,912

Full-ti-e ecuivalent e:olovees 16.00 20.06 20.06
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Senator MOYNImAN. Thank you, Mr. Costle.
Unless there are members of the committee who wish to address

questions to Mr. Costle at this moment, I would like to suggest we
hear from Mr. Sunley, and then we can ask questions of both of
them. Mr. Sunley, good morning, and welcome back to our commit-
tee.

STATEMENT OF EMIL M. SUNLEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, TAX ANALYSIS, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. SUNLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee. I welcome the opportunity to appear before you and to
comment on the superfund legislation.

I have a prepared statement, which I would like to read some of
this morning, but I would hope that the full statement would be
entered into the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Without objection.
Mr. SUNLEY. It is only reasonable that the cost of cleaning up

hazardous substances released into the environment should be re-
flected in a cost to the users of hazardous substances rather than
being paid for by general revenues.

While the fees would not reflect individual firms' experience, the
fees would be representative of the fact that there are costs associ-
ated with the use of hazardous substances which up until now have
not been reflected in the price of the products made from them.

The report on S. 1480 by the Committee on Environment and
Public Works points out that it elected to levy the fees on the basic
building materials that are used to make all hazardous products
and waste rather than the wastes and end products themselves.
This approach has the advantage of reducing the number of enti-
ties liable for the fees by 99 percent.

We consider this an excellent method of minimizing the work of
both industry and the Treasury Department, while still causing the
necessary costs to be reflected in the prices of the end products.

Purchasers of the basic materials who carry out further process-
ing will be relieved of the details of computing liability on thou-
sands of products, but their selling prices will reflect the fact that
their material costs have increased because they are operating
within the stream of hazardous materials and waste.

While S. 1480 would serve to implement the President's 1979
recommendations, I do want to suggest several changes in the
revenue and trust fund aspects of the bill that I believe will sim-
plify it for both industry and the Treasury Department.

Before going on to this point, however, I should mention that the
bill is not as complete as it should be because it does not cover the
problem of oil spills. One approach to closing the gap is Senator
Gravel's proposed amendment No. 1965 for an oil spill liability
fund.

There are five aspects of the revenue and trust fund provisions
that give us concern. I would like to discuss four of these in my
oral statement.

Our first concern relates to the structure of the levies, whether
the levy should be fees or taxes. The tax approach used in Senator
Gravel s amendment is preferable to the use of the fee designation
in S. 1480. An internal revenue tax carries with it provisions for
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enforcing collection, that is to say, provisions relating to the
method of assessment penalties and interest for late filing, late
payment, underpayment, etc. These provisions are more detailed
and effective than the rules available for collection of fees.

Of course, S. 1480 does provide that the fees on petroleum oils,
etc., shall be assessed and collected under the rules applicable to
the manufacturers excises in the Internal Revenue Code, but there
is no valid reason for not fully nominating the fees as taxes if they
are to be collected as though they were taxes. H.R. 85 and H. R.
7020, which are House bills comparable in part to S. 1480, utilize
the tax approach.

Our second concern relates to limits on collections in any one
year. S. 1480 would limit the amount to be collected in any one
year from the three categories of primary petrochemicals, inorgan-
ic raw materials, and petroleum oil.

A provision of this sort could be difficult for both taxpayers and
the administrators to comply with if the rates were set so high that
collections approached the specified limits for the year and thus
required suspension of collections toward the end of the year.

Collection of a tax requires a lengthy process of preparing forms,
instructing Internal Revenue Service employees, and getting infor-
mation disseminated to taxpayers. New taxes or changes in rates
cannot be implemented overnight, and if there were to be changes
in the hazardous substances taxes within a year, or year by year,
there would be an unreasonable high degree of extra work for the
Internal Revenue Service and confusion on the part of the taxpay-
ers.

Also, any comparison of collections and the specified limit during
the year could only be an approximation. Excise tax data for indi-
vidual taxes are available only on a quarterly basis. But the actual
data for a given quarter cannot be collected until very late in the
next quarter at the earliest because returns are filed 30 or 40 days
after the end of the quarter and then the returns have to be
tabulated.

Our third concern relates to the minimum and maximum
amounts in the fund. Senator Gravel's proposal for an oil spill
liability fund requires that the tax rate be doubled in any year
following that in which it is determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury that the balance is $150 million or less. If the balance is
$200 million or more, then the tax is to be reduced to zero for 9
months.

In addition, we understand that there has been interest ex-
pressed in having limits set on the balance that can be accumulat-
ed in the hazardous substances response fund of S. 1480.

While it is always convenient to have a substantial balance in
any account, providing that the account must be maintained with a
certain balance is equivalent to collecting moneys and then never
allowing them to be used for the purposes for which they were
collected. This does not seem to be a reasonable policy.

Revision of rates to comply with the minimum and maximum
limitations either by Executive decision or under the specific rule
set forth in Senator Gravel's proposed amendment also would
result in the same type of administrative and compliance complex-
ities as a limitation on current year collections discussed earlier.
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Mr. Chairman, our fourth concern relates to experience rating.
S. 1480 contains a directive providing for administrative adjust-

ment of the fee for the three categories of primary petrochemicals,
inorganic raw materials, and petroleum oil after the first 3 years,
and biannually thereafter, to reflect the claims experience of the
fund with respect to each of the three categories. Provision also is
made for possible adjustment of the levies by industrial categories
based on experience.

With a new program of this type it is only reasonable to believe
that a future adjustment of rates to reflect claim experience is
likely to be warranted. Even with the best information at the time---
of enactment of the law, experience is likely to show the conditions
were different than assumed. And the situation can also change
over time. But we question the need or desirability of making such
adjustments by administrative action. Direct legislation action
would provide a better forum for evaluation of needed changes.

We recommend, therefore, Mr. Chairman, that the taxes be set
initially for a fixed period of time at the level best estimated to
reflect the liabilities that will result from the named products and
their derivatives. There also would be no limit on annual collec-
tions or on the size of a trust fund.

After a period of time, the receipts and expenditures would be
reviewed to see if revisions are needed to make the program more
equitable and provide the needed amount of revenue. Thscan be
effected by the provision in S. 1480 for a report by the Administra-
tor of the Environmental Protection Agency before the end of the
fourth year of operation as to desirable changes in the levies and
funding needs.

We believe a review of this type is all that is needed to give the
Congress the information needed to assure a reasonable adjustment
of initial taxes.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to conclude with some comments
with respect to the exemption for recycled products and byprod-
ucts.

S. 1480 provides that the Secretary of the Treasury, after consul-
tation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency, may reduce the levy to as low as zero that would otherwise
be imposed on a substance if the substance is: (1) Reintroduced into
the production of substances subject to the fee; (2) removed from
the waste stream of a production process and recycled in such
production process; (3) derived from recycled material; (4) produced
solely as a byproduct of pollution controls and used onsite or sold
to other persons; or (5) used as a source of fuel or other energy
when used onsite or sold to other persons.

My first comment is that any such adjustment should be specifi-
cally required by the law rather than be discretionary. We do not
think that it should be up to us to make a basic policy decision of
this type.

Item number one appears to be unnecessary. Under the basic
rule for tax free sales for further manufacture m chapter 32 of the
Internal Revenue Code such use would be tax free.

Item No. 2 would seem to fall within the same concept as item
number one in some cases. However, if the end product is not listed
as a hazardous substance, then exemption of the so-called waste
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product seems unjustified. Its further use is no different in effect
than if the same product were purchased from another producer in
which case it would not be exempt.

An exemption for products derived from recycled material pre-
sumes that the hazardous substance so produced was originally
part of the recycled material and therefore already had been sub-
ject to tax. However, there could be considerable difficulty in
making sure that the material considered to be recycled had actu-
ally been used and was not merely an intermediate product.

It would be preferable not to have this criterion for exemption at
the time. Further consideration of the recycling case could be the
subject of a study such as that proposed by H.R. 7020.

Special treatment of byproducts of pollution control conflicts
with the overall purpose of the proposed legislation. A hazardous
substance is not less hazardous because it is a byproduct of pollu-
tion control.

The reference to substances used as a source of fuel or other
energy is, we understand, directed to petroleum gases which are
largely used for heating and cooking. Such uses are not the source
of hazards that the proposed legislation addresses.

In conclusion, while I have spent considerable time in comment-
ing on certain aspects of S. 1480 and a proposed amendment for an
oil spill liability fund, I want to emphasize that the general princi-
ple behind the measure has our full support and we hope that
Congress can move forward with legislation to meet the problems
created by oil spills and hazardous substances.

My comments were directed toward details of the measures
which we think could be revised to make them more efficient and
effective for industry and the Treasury Department. We will be
very glad to participate in any of the technical work of revisions
that may be agreed to by the committee.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sunley follows:]
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For Release Upon Delivery
September li, 1980

STATEMENT OF EMIL N. SUNLRY
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY (TAX POLICY)

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. We welcome

the opportunity to comment on the so-called Superfund.

Background

In June of 1979 the President transmitted to the

Congress legislation addressed to protecting the public and

the environment from the effects of oil spills and the

release or improper disposal of hazardous chemical

substances. S. 1480 represents the approach of the Committee

on Environment and Public Works toward implementing the

President's recommendation.

S. 1480, the "Environmental Emergency Response Act*,

embodies a comprehensive and responsive program for cleaning

up hazardous substance released into the environment, the

cleanup of uncontrolled hazardous waste sites, asserting

liability against responsible parties, and payment of damages

to injured parties. Even though those who are responsible

for spills, releases, etc. can be held liable for cleanup

M-661
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costs and damages, there is need for an additional program to

finance governmental responses where action needs to be taken

for cleaning up and containing spills or threatened or actual

releases of hazardous substances, the payment of damage

claims when the responsible party is not known, and payment

of claims (with right of subrogation) where the injured party

has been unable to obtain satisfaction from the liable party

within a reasonable time.

S. 1480 proposes to finance much of the cost of these

needs by fees on petroleum and designated primary petro-

chemicals and inorganic raw materials. The bill provides

(sec. 5(g)) that the fees shall be assessed and collected

under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code as if the

fees were taxes described in Chapter 32, the manufacturers

excises. The fee revenues, general fund appropriations,

recoveries from liable parties, and transfers from certain

existing funds are to be placed in a "Hazardous Substance

Response Fund* administered by the President and the -

Secretary of the Treasury.

Although provision is made for the use of some general

appropriations to finance the trust fund, the emphasis is on

financing by the fees. Seven eighths of the annual revenues

would be derived from the fees. Collections from the

producers, importers, and oil refiners of the named
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substances would finance amounts needed to fill out the gaps

in present laws and any inadequacies and delays associated

with the strict liability principle embodied in the bill for

those involved with hazardous substances.

Evaluation

It is only reasonable that these gaps and delays should

be reflected in a cost to the users of hazardous substances

rather than being paid for by general revenues. While the

fees would not reflect individual firms' experience the fees

would be representative of the fact that there are costs

associated with the use of hazardous substances which up

until now often have not been reflected in the price of the

products made from them.

The report on S. 1480 by the Committee on Environment

and Public Works points out that it elected to levy the fees

on the basic building materials that are used to make all

hazardous products and waste rather than the wastes and end

products themselves. This approach has the advantage of

reducing the number of entities liable for the fees by 99

percent. We consider this an excellent method of minimizing

the work of both industry and the Treasury Department while

still causing the necessary costs to be reflected in the

prices of the end products. Purchasers of the basic
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materials who carry out further processing will be relieved

of the details of computing liability on thousands of

products, but their selling prices vill reflect the fact that

their material costs have increased because they are

operating within the stream of hazardous materials and waste.

Suggested changes

While S. 1480 would serve to implement the President's

1979 recommendations, I do want to suggest several changes in

the revenue and trust fund aspects of the bill that I believe

will simplify it for both industry and the Treasury

Department. Before going on to this point, however I should

mention that the bill is not as complete as it should be

because it does not cover the problem of oil spills. One

approach to closing the gap is Senator Gravel's proposed

amendment No. 1965 (Cong. Rec. August 5, 1980, p. S. 10845)

for an Oil Spill Liability Fund which I will also comment on.

Revenue and trust fund provision

There are five aspects of the revenue and trust fund

provisions that give us concern. These aret 1) the formal

structure of the levies on hazardous substances 2)
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limitations on the amount to be collected in any one year

from a category of products; 3) provision for Administrative

adjustment of levies to reflect claims experiences 4) minimum

and maximum limits on the size of a funds and 5) the use of

multiple funds.

1. Structure of the levies

If we consider S. 1480 as proposed to be amended by

Senator Gravel as a unit, we find that the bill proposes

setting up a total of three trust funds: the above mentioned

"Hazardous Substance Response Fundm, a *Post-closure

Liability Fund" and the "0il Spill Liability Fund.0 Te first

would be financed by "fees' on refiners and producers of

petroleum oil, primary petrochemicals, and inorganic raw

materials, and some appropriation from general funds; the

second by a %fee" on each unit of hazardous waste received at

a licensed hazardous waste disposal facility; and the third

by an internal revenue tax on refiners or importers of

petroleum or petroleum products.

We believe that the tax approach used in Senator

Gravel's amendment is preferable to the use of the fee

designation in S. 1480. An internal revenue tax carries with

it provisions for enforcing col.l actionn (method of assessment

penalties and interest for late filing, late payment, under-
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payment, etc.) that are more detailed and effective than the

rules available for collection of fees. Of course, S. 1480

does provide that the fees on petroleum oils# etc. shall be

assessed and collected under the rules applicable to the

manufacturers excises in the Internal Revenue Code, but there

is no valid reason for not fully nominating the fees as taxes

if they are to be collected as though they were taxes. H.R.

.85 and H.R. 7020, which are House bills comparable in part to

S. 1480, utilize the tax approach.

2. Limits on collections

S. 1480 would limit the amount to be collected in any

one year from the three categories of primary petrochemicals

inorganic raw materials, and petroleum oil. A provision of

this sort could be difficult for both taxpayers and the

Administrators to comply with if the rates were so high that

collections approached the specified limit for the year and

thus required suspension of collections toward the end of the

year.

Collection of a tax requires a lengthy process of

preparing forms, instructing Internal Revenue Service

employees, and getting information disseminated to taxpayers.

New taxes or changes in rates-cannot be implemented

overnight and if there were to be changes in the hazardous
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substances taxes within a year, or year by year, there would

be an unreasonably high degree of extra work for the Internal

Revenue Service and confusion on the part of taxpayers.

Aiso, any comparison of collections and the specified limit

during the year could only be an approximation. Excise tax

data for individual taxes are available only on a quarterly

basis. But the actual data for a given quarter cannot be

collected until very late in the next quarter at the

earliest, because returns are filed 30 or 40 days after the

end of the quarter and then the returns have to be tabulated.

While we recognize that limitations on annual collection

were in the draft legislation forwarded by the President in

1979, further reflection has led to the concern just

expressed that this is an unnecessary complication. H.R. 85

and H.R. 7020, incidentally, do not have this annual

collection limitation.

3. Minimum and maximum amounts in funds

Senator Gravel's proposal for an Oil Spill Liability

Fund requires that the tax rate be doubled in any year

following that in which it is determined by the Secretary of

the Treasury that the balance is $150 million or less. If

the balance is $200 million or more, then the tax is to be

reduced to zero for nine months. In addition, we understand

69-0 0-80-10
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that there has been interest expressed in having limits set

on the balance that can be accumulated in the Bazardous

Substance Response Fund of S. 1480.

While it is always convenient to have a substantial

balance in any accounts providing that the account must be

maintained with a certain balance is equivalent to collecting

monies and then never allowing them to be used for the

purpose for which collected. This does not seem a reasonable

policy.

Senator Gravel's amendment does not preclude the use for

a short period of time of the balance below $150 million in

the oil spill fund, but the long run effect is the practical

equivalent.

Revision of rates to comply with the minimum and maximum

limitations either by Executive decision or under the

specific rule set forth in Senator Gravel's proposed

amendment, also would result in the same type of

administrative and compliance complexities as a limitation on

current year collections discussed in the prior section.

Discontinuance of collections for some period of time

followed by reinstatement could be particularly bothersome to

taxpayers if the changes took place after price lists had

gone out.
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4. Experience rating

S. 1480 contains a directive providing for Administra-

tive adjustment of the fee for the three categories of

primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw materials# and

petroleum oil after the first three years (and biannually

thereafter) to reflect the claims experience of the Fund with

respect to each of the three categories. .rovision also is

made for possible adjustment of the levies by industrial

categories based on experience.

With a new program of this type, it is only reasonable

to believe that a future adjustment of rates to reflect claim

experience is likely to be warranted. Even with the best of

information at the time of enactment of the law, experience

is likely to show that conditions were different than

assumed. And the situation also can change over time. But

we question the need or desirability of making such

adjustments by Administrative action. Direct legislative

action would provide a better forum for evaluation of needed

changes.
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Recommendation

We recommend that the taxes be set initially

for a fixed period of time# at the level best estimated to
reflect the liabilities that will result from the named

products and their derivatives. There also would be no limit
on annual -collections or on the size of a trust fund. After
a period of time, the receipts and expenditures would be
reviewed to see if revisions are needed to make the program
more equitable and provide the needed amount of revenue.
This can be effected by the provision in S. 1480 for a report
by the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency
before the end of the fourth year of operation as to
desirable changes in the levies and funding needs. We
believe a review of this type is all that is needed to give
the Congress the information needed to assure a reasonable

adjustment of the initial taxes.

5. Number of trust funds

As noted earlier, the combination of S. 1480 and the
Gravel amendment provide for a total of three different trust
funds to be used for different purposes. As a matter of
administrative efficiency, there might be a merging of the
oil spill and hazardous substance funds. All the revenues
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and recoveries collected from producers or importers of

substances deemed to be hazardous might veil be transferred

to one fund to be administered by the Secretary of the

Treasury. In turn, the fund should be available for all the

purposes for which it is decided to provide aid or

amelioration. If desired, there could be an order of

priority of expenditures from the fund or limits on

expenditures for claims for third party damages.

Exemption for recycled products and byproducts of pollution

controls etc.

S. 1480 provides that the Secretary of the Treasury

after consultation with the Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency, may reduce the levy, to as

low as zero, that would otherwise be imposed on a substance

if the substance is:

1) reintroduced into the production of substances

subject to the feel

2) removed from the waste stream of a production

process and recycled in such production process;

3) derived from recycled material;
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4) produced solely as a byproduct of pollution controls

and used onsite or sold to other personal or

5) used as a source of fuel or other energy when used

onsite or sold to other persons.

My first comment is that any such adjustments should be

specifically required by the law rather than be

discretionary. We do not think that it should be up to us to

make a basic policy decision of this type.

Item number one appears to be unnecessary. Under the

basic rule for tax free sales for further manufacture in -

Chapter 32 of the Internal Revenue Code (sec. 4221), such use

would be tax free.

Item number two would seem to fall within the same

concept as item one in some cases. However, if the end

product is not listed as a hazardous substance, then

exemption of the so-called "waste products seems unjustified.

Its further use is no different in effect than if the same

product were purchased from another producer in which case it

would not be exempt.
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An exemption for products derived-from recycled material

preuemt that the hazardous substance so produced was

originally part of the recycled material and therefore

already had been subject to tax. However, there could be

considerable difficulty in making sure that the material

considered to be recycled had actually been used and was not

merely an intermediate product. It would be preferable not

to have this criterion for exemption at the time. Further

consideration of the recycling case could be the subject of a

study such as that proposed by H.R. 7020.

Special treatment of byproducts of pollution control

conflicts with the overall purpose of the proposed

legislation. A hazardous substance is not less hazardous

becausa it Is a byproduct of pollution control.

The reference to substances used as a source of fuel or

other energy is, we understand, directed to petrolew gases

which are largely used for heating and cooking. Such uses

are not the source of hazards that the proposed legislation

addresses.

Conclusion

While I have spent considerable time in commenting on

certain aspects of S. 1480 and a proposed amendment for an

oil spill liability fund, I want to emphasize that the
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general principle behind the measure has our full support and

we hope that the .Congress can move forward with legislation

to meet the problems created by oil spills and hazardous

substances. My comments were directed toward details of the

measures which we think could be revised to make them more

efficient and effective for industry and the Treasury

Department. We will be very glad to participate in any of

the technical work of revisions that may be agreed to by the

Committee.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Dr. Sunley, we thank you for a very infor-
mative and helpful testimony. I hope that in the course of the.
questioning, which will commence, you will take the occasion to set
forth for the record the distinction in the view of the Treasury
between a tax and a fee. There are legal differences and perhaps
even conceptual ones, although the persons paying may not know
them in particular.

Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A very general question at the beginning, Mr. Castle. In Dela-

ware one of our critical problems in the question of pollutants has
been local government. For example, the city of Philadelphia has
been one of the primary polluters of the Delaware River as well as
dumping off our shores.

Has any of this legislation addressed the problem of State and
local governments, and to what extent are these dumps within
their control and regulation?

Mr. Cosri. There is explicit recognition in the legislation with
respect to State government on several points. One is the shared
responsibility between the Federal Government and the State gov-
ernment in terms of private sites, which provisions are then al-
tered effectively if the State is itself or the municipality for that
matter is itself the owner of the site, and is the source of the
problem. The cost sharing provisions of the act are adjusted, and
there are limits at that point put on the amount of money that the
Federal Government would put in.

In most instances, the abandoned sites if they have been munici-
pal or State supervised, we are going to know that. We are going to
have records there.

Senator ROTH. Are there any incentives for them to do a better
job than they have in the past?

Mr. Cosms. We have coming along now under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act and putting in place the system
that the Congress directed us to, to begin supervising those sites
that are now active and to begin setting standards for new sites
that may come into being in to prevent a recurrence of the prob-
lem we now have.

Senator RoTH. As you know, it is a fair statement that time is of
the essence. I agree with the earlier comments that we should try
to get something through this session. In fact, I don't think that
Congress should recess until we take up all critical matters, I
think, including our tax cut.
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But, we have several different proposals on the House side and
the Senate, including the administration's own proposals initially.
There is the bill immediately before us, S. 1480 which introduces
several new aspects including the changing of Federal tort liability.
There is the Florio bill. There is H.R. 7020, the Ways and Means
bill, as reported out by Ways and Means. There is also H.R. 85.

I understand the House is going to bring this legislation up
tomorrow, or next week.

Mr. COST=E. That is my understanding.
Senator Rmr. Are all the satisfactory, or which one are you

recommending?
Mr. CosTLE. Compared with what we originally sent up to the

Hill, to both the House and the Senate, we have differences and
similarities essentially across all of these bills. The thing that we
have been most attentive to is the-

Senator ROT. They are not very significant differences, however.
Mr. COSinE. There are some significant differences.
In the context of all of those bills that are now likely to coalesce

together, we think the elements of a really.good bill are all there.
Senator ROTH. In any one of them?
Mr. Cos=ne. No. If you take them all together.
Senator Rom. Let me ask you, if I may, sir, the question another

way.
If the House passed H.R. 7020, would you recommend that it be

signed?
Mr. Cosn . I think there are some limitations in that approach

with which we do not agree, and that there are elements of S. 1480
which we think are much closer to the bill that we originally
submitted. We are really talking about four or five different bills.

Perhaps Mr. Davis would like to elaborate on some of the- specif-
ics.

Mr. DAys. Senator Roth, one point to clarify on the House bill
H.R. 7020 is the misconception that the two House bills, 7020 and
85, are interchangeable, and that they both do the same thing and
one could substitute for the other. That is simply not correct.

One of our main concerns with H.R. 7020 is that it does not
address spills.

Senator Rom. Let's take them together. I recognize that prob-
lem. I would assume that you would want both.

Mr. DAVIs. Even taken together, there are sections, such as the
liability provisions of 7020 which we think are weak. It would be a
mistake, we think, to have the final bill reflect those liability
provisions, because you basically take away the incentives for in-
dustry to clean up their own sites.

Senator RoTH. I understand your original recommendations did
not cover that either.

Let me ask you this question on the cost, because there is wide
variance between the bills. As I understand your original recom-
mendation was roughly $1.6 billion.

Mr. Cos=nE. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RoH. According to the documents that you submitted,

you said that the economic impact is minimal. Under the adminis-
tration's 4-year $1.625 billion fund, the average price increase for
final petrochemical products would be less than 6 percent, and
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projected price increases for inorganic chemicals and metals would
average less than 2 percent.

What would be the cost of S. 1480, and have you had the econom-
ic impact of that bill made?

Mr. DAVIS. Senator Roth, we did do an analysis of S. 1480 at the
request of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee
staff. We used the same firm that had done our own analysis,
Development Resources, Inc., and their conclusion was a price in-
crease that instead of being something less than 0.6 percent, would
be 0.77 or 0.8 percent.. So there was a slight price increase.

Senator Ram. But here you have price increases, for example, in
th'. case of inorganic chemicals and metals that average less than 2
percent. Do you know what the change would be on that aspect?

Mr. DAvs. Both of the bills have internal price increase ceilings,
so we could say that if left alone the fee would result in a price
increase of 2 percent in any one sector, and it would be cut off at
that. So there would be a limitation on any single product or
chemical having a price increase in excess of the 2 percent.

Senator Rom. Could I ask one final question, Mr. Chairman,
along this line?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Certainly.
Senator ROTH. Your original recommendation was, as I under-

stand, $1.6 billion. Do you still stand behind that recommendation,
or what is your position now?

Mr. CosTLY. The thrust of our original proposal was the mini-
mum for clean up, basically. As we look at the Senate bill, and if
you take out the additional things that the Senate would propose
to cover by this bill, then in fact the Senate bill comes out to be
almost exactly equal to what we had originally proposed.

So the difference is really made up, as I understand, not so much
in the differing estimates of clsan up and the amount of money
that is to be made available for that, but in the different provisions
in terms of coverage, and the extent of coverage.

The one thing that I would urge is that all the bills be compared
in cost in that very important respect, and that is that however
that comes out, the clean up allocated portion of the cost should be
in the neighborhood of $1.6 billion

Senator Ram. My time is up. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator.
May I call :i'le committee's attention to Mr. Costle's statement

that unlike all of the previous environmental legislation of this last
decade, this legislation does not establish a new regulatory regime.
It imposes costs and comes into play only where there is a specific
problem. If there are no spills, there will be no expenditures. If
there is no damage, there will be no liability.

This is not an enterprise which will spend money regardless as if
it were a program. This is a fund to respond to specific problems
and specific damages.

Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFm. ThanL you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sunley, as you know, we are very interested in our trade

situation here first, I assume that the fee will apply to the 46
substances if they are imports.

M'. SUNIXY. That is correct.
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Senator CHAm. What about the problem with the final product
that comes in which are made up from the basic feedstock of the 46
substances?

Our domestic final products, of course, would include the fee
within it. Somehow that fee would be integrated into the cost of
the domestic product, but it would not be integrated into the im-
ported final product. Do you see any problems there, and do other
countries that you know of impose any such fees on substances
such as this?

Mr. SUNLEY. I do not know of any countries that try to impose a
tax on all chemical products. They may have some 100,000, 500,000
different chemical products, and Iknow of no country that tries to
impose a tax on every specific chemical product that would come to
the country. I think that it would be very impossible to do.

Senator CHAm. I am not asking if they impose it on every
product that comes in. I am saying, do you know if other countries
impose it on their basic feedstocks, as we would propose here?

Mr. SUNLEY. I am not aware that other countries have used this
approach to provide a fund for cleanups, and for the liabilities
associated with hazardous wastes.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you think that this will be of any conse-
quence as far as affecting the cost of the final native product vis-a-
vis imported products that would not include the tax or fee being
incorporated within it?

Mr. SUNLEY. There could be a few instances where that could be
the case, but I think most of the time we are actually importing
the basic feedstocks more than the final products. You might find a
few instances, but I would think that that is not going to be a
serious problem.

Senator CHA&. Do you have any thoughts on that, Mr. Costle?
Mr. CoSinE. I was just trying to recall, Senator Chafee. I think

West Germany has something that is very similar, but I will have
to go back and doublecheck that and see ifI am correct.

Senator CHAFm. In your testimony here, Mr. Costle, you made
frequent reference to oil spills which is in your legislation and not
in S. 1480.

As you know, we kept the oil spills out because of the feeling
that this was the best way to get a bill, I think. We felt, as you
know, that we had great resistance from the oil industry believing
that they might be involved and have to pay for cleanups of haz-
ardous wastes.

Do you want to comment on that?
Mr. DAVIS. Senator, we are aware that in the bill the oil portion-

was left out over here, and the feeling at the time the bill origi-
nated, almost 1 year ago in fact, was that this was the best way to
start. Chemicals were by far the most serious human health threat,
and it was more important to address that first, and add oil at a
later date.

Our feeling simply is that we do think that before this process is
finished, whether it be done through amendments in the Senate or
in conference, or whatever, that it is important to cover oil spills.
As the other problems being addressed here today, they are a
serious problem, and they do need the same attention that the
chemical problem needs.
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Senator CH"m. Of course, with the other members of the com-
mittee, that is the Environment and Public Works Committee, I
share the intense concern to get a bill dealing with the primary
problem of the hazardous wastes. Not that the oil spills are insig-
nificant at all, but the oil spills, I think, come from very large
crude carriers and from oil blowouts.

Mr. DAvs. That is correct as far as what you read in the newspa-
per and those get the most attention by far. But I think it is
important to understand that when you get-o the larger number
of spills, which are usually smaller in nature, a substantial per-
centage of them, maybe 10 percent or more, are often found in
association with chemical spills, either in a spill situation or in a
dump site where you will have oil and chemicals comingled. Often,
in fact, the oil is the first substance to be identified. It often
initially triggers the response effort of some type.

Senator C A . I see.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Moy~mNi. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Costle, is this a map of the toxic sites in the United States?
[The map and chart follow:]
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BAR GRAPH OF:
POTENTIAL HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES AND THE NUMBER INSPECTED

Each of the 10 EPA Regional offices have compiled a log
of potential hazardous waste sites. The totals as of
July 31, 1980, are shown by the striped bars. The grand
total for the nation is 6862 sites.

This initial identification of a potential site should
not be interpreted as a finding of an illegal activity or
confirmation that an actual health or environmental threat

-exists. The Enforcement and Response System is used to
determine if a hazardous waste threat really exists. The
crossed portion of each of the bars demonstrates the
percentage of inspections which have been completed to date.

Mr. Goeh. Yes, Senator.
Senator BRADuEy. The known toxic sites?
Mr. CoerhE. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. I notice that there is only one State that is red.

I think there are a lot of explanations for that.
I wondered if you would be so good as to provide for the record

the list of all toxic sites in the State of this committee's member-
ship, as well as for the entire Senate, but you can highlight the
committee.

[The information follows:]
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: NEW JERSEY.

EXTENT OF PROBLEM

1. On April 22, Earth Day 1980, 40,000 drums of waste being stored at the bankrupt
Chemical Control Corp. in Elizabeth went up in flames endangering large population
centers in New Jersey and New York.

2. The Meadowlands, a swampy area in the northern part of the State, is so heavily
contaminated with mercury that the concentration in the area are greater than
many mercury mines. The material was dumped there by the owners of a chemical
processing plant which existed on the site until 1974. Area creeks have been
poisoned and the seafood contaminated.

-3, The groundwater around Garfield, Phillipsberg and Bridgewater have been contam-
inated by landfills leaching toxic chemicals. Drinking water wells in Jackson
TWP, South Brunswick and Dover TWP have been closed due to the effects of illegal
dumping of wastes.

4. In New Jersey there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

o 355 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 26 sites with preliminary assessments.
o 17 assessed sites with medium to high seriousness rating.
o 5 sites have had enforcement actions initiated
o 6 sites have had some degree of remedial actions initiated.

6. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in New Jersey identified 237 industrial
facilities with 696 wastewater impoundments. These impoundments were found:

" containing potentially hazardous waste in over 60% of the cases
and may contain potentially hazardous waste in an additional 30%.

o lined in less than about 30% of the cases were potentially hazardous.
o monitored for ground-water contamination in less than 50% of the cases

where potentially hazardous.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and-authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
penalties an'i court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. Ther-ar.e four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features in conmon:

*emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
Adequate and assured up-front response funds;
*liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment Inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: OKLAHOMA

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) On August 7, 1979, a tank ruptured in Woodward, spilling 2,000 gallons of
hydrochloride acid across the land.

2) On Oecember 1, 1978, a tank leaked in Gore, spewing 154 gallons of uranyl and
nitrate-hexahydrate Into the Arkansas River.

3) One person was killed as a result of a tank truck accident in Hallet on
October 18, 1978. One thousand gallons of a mixture of 50% natural gas and
50% butane exploded into the air.

4) In Oklahoma there are reported by the EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task
Force:

o 209 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 24 sites with preliminary assessments
o 1 site identified by the Task Force as requiring remedial action

5) The Surface Impoundment Assessment sponsored by EPA in Oklahoma located
246 industrial facilities containing 466 impoundments with the following
characteristics:

o About half may contain potentially hazardous waste
o Close to 60% of these potentially hazasrdous impoundments are unlined
* Only about 15% of these same sites have any groundwater monitoring.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take

_.jction.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020-for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features In common:
o emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
o adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superftnd provides
that response In a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.

69-039 0-80-11
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: WYOMING .

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) Various hazardous material incidents have been reported in Iyoming. They
include:

o A truck carrying 3275 gallons of Perchloroethylene had an accident
in Laramie on January 1, 1979. The hazardous material spilled onto the
road contaminating the surrounding land area.

o A truck spilled 3300 gallons of sulfuric acid in the course of an accident
on the outskirts of Riverton. A spill of this size damaged much of
the land surface near the site of the accident.

2) In Wyoming the EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force reports 19
potential hazardous waste sites identified to date.

3) The EPA sponsored Surface Impoundment Assessment conducted by the State
of Wyoming located 50 industrial facilities with 124 impoundments. The
Wyoming study found:

22 of the 34 sites (over 2/3) were determined to have the potential to
contaminate ground water

0 Virtually no ground water quality monitoring is practiced.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features in common:
emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
Adequate and assured up-front response funds;
Liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless !t becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: NEW YORK

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) The State of New York has identified over 600 sites which need remedial action to
some degree. The worst incidents in the State are legendary such as the Love
Canal and the pollution of the ground water on Long Island and the PCB contami-
nation of the Hudson River.

In addition to these sites, there are others in New York which exemplify the
destruction of the natural resources and potential hazards to human health
and welfare. Some of these sites are:

. Palmer Site: The New York State Dept. of Health has declared this site in
the town of Stillwater a public health hazard. Elevated levels of metals,
benzene and toluene have been found in leachate samples. Adjacent property owners
have complained of skin rashes and various illnesses.

Saratoga and Washington Counties: Several sites in these counties were found
to have received PCB-contaminated materials. Although the State has not yet
declared the sites public health hazards, some area residents have suffered
chloracne and possible PCB poisoning. The town supervisor has advised the
nearest residents to leave their homes.

2) The EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force reports over 600 potential hazar-
dous waste sites identified to date.

-3) The New York Surface Impoundment Assessment sponsored by EPA located 265
industrial facilities containing 527 waste impoundments, an unknown percentage
of which contains hazardous wastes.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
-penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action Is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features in common:

emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
*adequate and assured up-front response funds;
*liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. lve pub-
<?1 ?I 0/<g 0d (& /10 "*()<*Jc 0@0 ?s demanding response. Superfund provides
/t1/ *e1(9IS ? * )*(0* ,09' (& ?M?O!/Ir ,nless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: TEXAS

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) In addition to massive damage done to its coastline from oil spills, the Interior
of Texas has also experienced great natural resource losses due to hazardous
waste incidents. These include:

0 Austin: Powered pesticides, including DOT, toxaphene, lindane and Alpha and
Bet-a Bnzene hexachloride caused a fish kill in an Austin water body. The
pesticides had been dumped in paper bags into the St. Edwards landfill. Bull-
dozers constructing a baseball field unearthed the chemicals, and rain washed
them into the water. Construction in the park had to stop until all the
contaminated soil was removed.

o Riverside: Drinking water wells were contaminated with high levels of chromate
which was believed to have come from a leak in a cooling tower basin at Structural
Metals, Inc.

o Mission: High concentrations of pesticides and other chemicals were found in
the area surrounding an abandoned pesticide manufacturing plant. A near-by area
was used to park school buses and for a woodworking shop for the mission schools.
Samples of dust taken from the seats of the school buses also indicated the
presence of pesticides.

2) The EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force has identified 540 potential
hazardous waste sites in Texas.

3) The Texas Surface Impoundment Assessment identified 612 Industrial facilities
containing 2273 waste water impoundments, about 1/3 of which contain potentially
hazardous wastes.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features In common:

*emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
*adequate and assured up-front response funds;
Liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helple's to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: GEORGIA
Extent of Problem

1. Lake Hartwell, Lake Weiss and the Coosa River are three examples of fresh
water supplies which have been contaminated by toxic substances in Georgia.
PCB's were dumped into the waterways as part of the wastes generated by
electric companies in the States. The PCB contamination has led to iiealth
advisories being issued against eating most fish caught in the lakes.

2. These are but three incidents which have occurred in Georgia. In fact, the
EPA Enforcement Task Force reports:
0 188 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 9 sites with preliminary assessment
o 1 assessed-site with medium seriousness rating
* 2 sites have had some degree of remedial action initiated

3. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in Georgia identified 177 industrial
facilities with 344 waste water impoundments. These impoundments have the
following characteristics:

" Abour9O% are unlined.
o About 90% have no ground-water monitoring.
o More than 10% have waste wtich is potentially hazardous and an additional

20% may contain potentially hazardous waste.
o 80% of these potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined.
o 100% of these potentially hazardous impoundments have no ground-water monitoring.
o 21 hazardous waste facilities present a substantial endangement to water

supply wells.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government Is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

o emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
o adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible

for the release.

3. 41azardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
ltc is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law-this year, the
government will. remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND:

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. Gross pollution of ground water in Rockingham, Vermont, was observed seven
years after a liquid industrial waste disposal facility was established in an
abandoned gravel quarry. Ground waters were characterized by elevated
levels of specific conductance, BOD, COD, chromium, lead, zinc, potassium and
nickel. Wtile not admitting culpability, the operator agreed to furnish potable
water to affected neighbors by means of a public water system. The disposal
of liquid wastes has been prohibited but the ground water resources remain
polluted.

2. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in Vermont identified 23 industrial
facilities containing 49 impoundments with the following characteristics:

o Almost 75% may contain potentially hazardous waste
o Over half of these potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined.o Over half of these impoundments are not monitored for ground watercontamination.

Superfund Solution

I. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

o emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
o adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of Incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: CONNECTICUT-
EXTENT OF PROBLEM

1. One half of the drinking water wells. in Southington have been contaminated
with tetrachloroethylene, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride and other toxic
substances due to improper handling and disposal of hazardous wastes by a
waste recovery and disposal company.

2. State Police discovered 1700 barrels of chemical- wastes illegally buried in
two Plainfield gravel pits. The area groundwater has been contaminated.

3. Groundwater in areas such as Coolcott have been polluted by local service
station operators dumping gasoline into Mloor drains which may have been
connected to wells.

3. An idea of the magnitude of the hazardous waste problem in Connecticut is shown
below:

o 49 potential hazardous waste sites have been identified to date.
0 4 sites have had preliminary assessment.
o 4 assessed sites have medium to high seriousness rating
o 7 sites have had enforcement actions initiated
o 9 sites have had some degree of remedial action intiated

5. The EPA Surface impoundment Assessment in Connecticut located 178 industrial
facilities with 423 impoundments having the following characteristics:

o 60% contain potentially hazardous waste while an additional 12% may contain
potentially hazardous waste.

0 Almost 90% of the hazardous impoundments are unlined
Only 15% of the hazardous impoundments have ground water monitoring.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies In all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances Into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters),; and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

* emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
o adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
* liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible

for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: MISSOURI.
EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. In 1971 a six year old girl suffered from an inflamed kidney and bladder
bleedings. A significant clue to the origin of her illness was the fact
that she lived on a farm where the animals were also developing osterious
illness and dying. The incidents occurred shortly after the spraying of
waste oil on the farm's horse arena as a dust control measure. Soil samples
revealed the presence of dioxin, one of the most deadly chemicals known. The
dioxin had gotten into the waste oil sprayed in the horse arenas because the
company which sold the farmer the waste oil had used the same storage tanks to
store of dioxin it had removed from an Industrial site.

This is only one example of environmental damage and the harmful effects of
human life which have been experienced in Missouri. Ground water contamination,
surface water pollution, animal deaths, and damage to aquatic life have all
occurred in the State due to improper handling and disposal of hazardous
substances.

2. Further indication of the size of the hazardous waste problem in Missouri is
illustrated in the following data swmaries:
O 80 potential hazardous waste sites have been located to date by the EPA

Enforcement Tas Force.
0 3 sites have had preliminary assessments
0 3 sites have had enforcement actions initiated
o 7 sites have had some degree of remedial action

3. In Missouri, the EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment identified 399 industrial
facilities containing 588 impoundments with the following characteristics:

o Over 30% of the impoundments contain potentially hazardous waste, while
an additional 30% may contain potentially hazardous waste.

o Over 95% of the hazardous impoundments are unlined.
" No ground water monitoring is conducted at these hazardous impoundments.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund Is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill, S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous-substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

° emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
0 adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
O liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsiblefor the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: PENNSYLVANIA

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. On July 30. 1979, an oil slick was reported on the Susquehanna River at Pittston,
Pa. The discharge was ultimately determined to be coming from the mine shafts
which honeycomb the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton area. Oil and numerous hazardous
substances had been dumped, by a ring of interstate midnight dumpers, into a
bore-hole three miles from the River, ultimately entering surface waters via the
Butler Tunnel. The discharge continues to date, while EPA and the State search
the tunnels and shafts for large pools of contaminants, and continue efforts to
contain and treat the discharge.

2. A nearly-copleted park on Neville Qsland, Pa., has been closed indefinitely,
after approximately $1.8 million was spent on its development, when it was
determined to have been built on a former hazardous waste disposal site.

3. These are only a few in a long list of sites and spills which are destroying
Pennsylvania's natural resources and endangering human health and welfare.

4. In Pennsylvania there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

* 293 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 49 sites with preliminary assessments
0 30 assessed sites with medium to high seriousness rating
o 54 sites Identified by EPA's Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force as

requiring remedial action

5. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in Pennsylvania located 662 industrial
facilities containing 1668 impoundments with the following characteristics:

" Almost 40% contain potentially hazardous waste
o About 40% of these potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined
* Fewer than 15% of these same sites have any ground water monitoring

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases-
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective wen swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill, S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

emergency goveflMent response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;

o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless It becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: RHODE ISLAND.

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) Although Rhode Island is small in area, it has had more than its share-of
incidents involving hazardous waste. A few of the worst cases are:

0 Coventry: The Candy Box Farm is a pig farm which has also been used as a
repository for hazardous wastes. Midnight dumping of flammable chemicals occurred
in ditch areas. Approximately 20.000 55-gallon drums were stored on the farm.
A large explosion and fire occurred on the farm in 1977 polluting air, water and
soil. Additionally, surface water contamination has been confirmed.

o Cumberland: The 10-acre Cumberland landfill has been implicated in the closing
of 4 municipal wells, three of which are still closed. The wells are contami-
nated by tetrachloroethylene and 1,1,1 trichloroethane with concentrations of
up to 61 milligrams and 166 milligrams per liter respectively.

a Providence: Local government officials have investigated a private hauler
who dumped 55-gallon drums on vacant lots. The hauler is believed to have dumped
chemical wastes in a similar manner throughout the area.

2) The EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force reports 11 potential hazardous
waste sites identified to date in Rhode Island, of which 6 are assessed at a
medium to high seriousness rating, and 2 are tentatively identified as requiring
remedial work.

3) The Rhode Island Surface Impoundment Assessment conducted through an EPA grant
identified 31 industrial facilities containing 107 waste water impoundments,
75% of which are located in major shallow aquifer systems.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features in common:

Emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
Adequate and assured up-front response funds;
liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will Increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFOND: DELAMARE

EXTENT OF PROBLEM

1. Rainwater and groundwater percolating through the L liolen landfill in Wilmington
have produced a leachate containing high concentrations of iron, chlorides,
amonia, heavy metals and dissolved organics. The leachate migrated from the
site and contaminated the Potomac aquifer used extensively in New Castle County
for a water supply. An estimated 10 years will be necessary to renovate the
accuifer adequately.

2. The Llangollen landfill is but one of the abandoned sites in Delaware wreaking
havvc on the environment.

3. In De'aware there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

* 34 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
0 8 sites with preliminary assessments
0 2 assessed sites with medium to high seriousness rating
o 2 sites have had some degree of remedial actions intittated

4. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment In Delaware located 36 industrial facilities
containing 88 waste water Impoundments. Results of the Assessment Indicate that:

* Over 25% of the sites contain hazardous wastes and an additional 10% may
contain potentially hazardous waste.

* Less than 60% of the sites considered hazardous were lined.
0 Fewer than 15% of the sites considered hazardous were being monitored
o 80% of the sites have ground water within 10 feet of the impoundment bottoms

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances Into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are Ineffective when swift action Is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spIlls (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for Inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features In common:

e emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
0 adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment Inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEEO FOR SUPERFUND: MINNESOTA
Extent of Problem

1. A major underground source of drinking water in the Twin Cities area has been
contaminated by wastes and residues from a creosote manufacturing company.
For over 50 years the company disposed of wastes containing phenol and other
polynuclear organic compounds on an 80 acre site in St. Louis Park.

2. Contamination of the aquifer has spread more than a quarter mile from the
plant site. Numerous private and municipal drinking water wells supplying a
large population have been shut down or threatened by contamination.

3. In Minnesota there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

0 57 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 15 sites with preliminary assessments
o 13 assessed sites with medium to high seriousness rating
o 6 sites have had enforcement actions initiated
0- 9 sites have had some degree of remedial actions initiated

4. Through the EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment grant to Minnesota, 116 Industrial
facilities containing 287 waste water impoundments were identified. These impound-
ments had the following characteristics:

o About 20% contain potentially hazardous wastes.
o Over 60% of these potentially hazardous impour-iments are unlined.
" Fewer than 5% of these potentially hazardous impoundments have ground-water

monitoring.

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

" emergency government response-to a variety of environmental emergencies;
" adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies.
their land and their health will increase.

9
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: ALASKA

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1) The worst threat to Alaska's natural resources from hazardous waste contamination
has occurred In the Red Devil mine area. Mercury contamination from mercury
mine tailing ponds may be entering the Red Devil Creek which Is a tributary to
the Kuskokwim River. Studies show that over time elemental mercury Is converted
to the highly toxic methyl mercury by bacteria. Methyl mercury bioaccuuulates
In aquatic life rendering it unfit for consumption. The Kuskokwim River Is an
important food source to -the local population.

2) The EPA Hazardous Waste Enforcement Task Force has identified 10 potential
hazardous waste sites in Alaska to date.

3) The Alaska Surface Impoundment Assessment sponsored by EPA located 11 Industrial
facilities with 26 active waste water Impoundments. These Impoundments have
the following characteristics:

* 22 impoundments receive a total average influent of almost 35 million gallons
per day.

* Althugh 20 of the 22 active impoundments are lined, no ground water monitoring
is done to ensure liner Integrity at any facility

0 Potentially hazardous waste is disposed of in the majority of these
impoundments.

Superfund Solution

i. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools such as
penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action Is necessary, and
when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress. All four have several
features in common:

*emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
Adequate and assured up-front response funds;
Liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money where a respon-
sible party can be found.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of-the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response In a broad range of Incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: INDIANA

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. In August, 19?7, explosions and a fire occurred at Mid-Co Corp., in Gary,
Indiana. Hazardous wastes stored and stock-piled in open fields burned out
of control for hours. The State has estimated site cleanup would cost
$5 million. EPA-has filed suit to require a complete cleanup of the site.
A partial cleanup was begun in early 1980 under court order.

2. Sewer lines, streams and farms have been contaminated with the toxic chemical PCB.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. has been charged with dumping up to 8 pounds a day
into the city's sewers.

3. In Indiana there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

o 130 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
a 17 sites with preliminary assessments
o 7 assessed sites with medium to high seriousness rating
0 14 sites identified by the Task Force as requiring remedial action

4. The Indiana Surface Impoundment Assessment funded by EPA located 218 industrial

facilities containing 503 impoundments characterized as follows:

0 Half contain potentially hazardous waste
o 30% of these potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined
* Virtually no ground water monitoring occurs

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

o emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
o adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible

for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of Incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: MARYLAND

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

1. In Sharptown, Maryland, 34 storage tanks containing 170,000 gallons of waste
oil contaminated with PCB's, xylene, benzene and other hazardous substances
were inadequately stored adjacent to the Nanticoke River, a tributary of the
Chesapeake Bay and a prime spawning ground for rockfish. The oil/PCB liquids
are temporarily being stored at a GSA facility in Curtis Bay, Md.

2. In Hagerstown, Md., truckloads of drums containing "fermenting" phosphorus
were stalled while owner and transporter argued over which had responsibility
for the drums. EPA ultimately took charge, and ordered the trucks moved to an
Arm base where the drums were detonated several at a time. So serious was the
threat of explosion that EPA's On-Scene Coordinator contemplated ordering evacua-
tion of Hagerstown.

3. In 4aryland there are reported by the EPA Enforcement Task Force:

0 77 potential hazardous waste sites identified to date
o 5 sites with preliminary assessments
o 4 assessed sites with media to high seriousness rating
0 7 sites identified by the Task Force as requiring remedial action

4. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in Maryland Identified 129 industrial
facilities containing 262 impoundments with the following characteristics:

o-One-third may contain potentially hazardous waste
* About 60% of these potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined
0 75% of these impoundments are not monitored for ground water contamination

Superfund Solution

1. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act the government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
spills (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in comon:

o emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
" adequate and assured up-front response and cleanup funds;
o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible

for the release.

3. Hazardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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THE NEED FOR SUPERFUND: WISCONSIN

EXTENT OF PROBLEM

1. Extremely high levels of PCB's in fish have resulted in an Advisory against
consuming fish from parts of the Sheboygan, Nullet and Onion Rivers.

2. In February 1979, demolition wastes containing PCB's, mercury, cadmium, lead,
copper and chromium were dumped into wetlands adjacent to Lake Innbago.

3. These are only 2 examples of the long list of ground water contamination problems,
surface water pollution cases and potential drinking water well problems in
Wisconsin.

4. To further illustrate the potential magnitude of the hazardous waste problem in
Wisconsin:

0 34 potentially hazardous waste sites have been identified to date-
by the EPA Enforcement Task Force.

o 2 sites have had preliminary assessments
o 1 site has had enforcement action initiated
a 5 sites have had some degree of remedial action initiated.

5. The EPA Surface Impoundment Assessment in Wisconsin identified 329 industrial
facilities containing 646 impoundments with the following characteristics:

o Although only 5% contain potentially hazardous waste (about 33
impoundments), another 10% may contain potentially hazardous waste.

o Almost 90% of those potentially hazardous impoundments are unlined.
o Fewer than 30% of those potentially hazardous impoundments have ground water

monitoring.

Superfund Solution

i. Superfund is necessary because the government, under present law, lacks both funds
and authority to respond to emergencies in all environmental media. Under Section
311 of the Clean Water Act thr government is now able to respond only to releases
of oil and designated hazardous substances into surface waters. Other tools
such as penalties and court orders are ineffective when swift action is necessary,
and when the responsible party is either unknown, unable or unwilling to take
action.

2. There are four versions of Superfund before Congress: the Administration compre-
hensive bill; S. 1480 for sites and spills; H.R. 85 for oil and hazardous substance
sptlls (in surface waters); and H.R. 7020 for inactive dump sites releasing into
all media but surface waters. They all have several features in common:

0 emergency government response to a variety of environmental emergencies;
adequate and assured up-front response anO cleanup funds;

o liability provisions, to enable the Fund to recover money from those responsible
for the release.

3. H-azardous sites and spills are a ubiquitous part of today's environment. The pub-
lic is acutely aware of the problem, and is demanding response. Superfund provides
that response in a broad range of incidents. Unless it becomes law this year, the
government will remain helpless to provide assistance, and public outrage at govern-
ment inaction and unresponsiveness to a problem that threatens their water supplies,
their land and their health will increase.
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Mr. DAvis. Senator, I would add one clarification to what you
have said. What is plotted on this map is not all of the known toxic
sites. That figure has been estimated at being in the thousands.
What we have right now at EPA under investigation, a list of some
6,000-plus candidate sites. We have about 330 that have been inves-
tigated enough to determine that they need remedial action. Those
330 sites are plotted in the green marks.

Senator BRADLEY. What was the number 671 sites in July?
Mr. DAVIS. I believe that is the number that had been given

some type of investigation at that point in time.
Senator BRADLEY. Could you provide a list that not only gives us

those 320, but also the sites-under active investigation by member
and by State?

Mr. DAVIs. Certainly. We have that broken out by State.
Senator BRADLEY. Let me clarify a point that I think Senator

Roth was trying to make about comparative proposals, the adminis-
tration's and S. 1480.

As I understand S. 1480, two-thirds of it is Government response
for cleanups and a third for liability. It is about $2.6 billion, rough-
ly. It is for a 6-year period. The administration's approach was $1.6
billion for a 4-year period.

Mr. COSinE. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. So that, in effect, if we are talking about

Government response and cleanup, the difference is about $200
million, $2.4 billion to $2.6 billion, over a 6-year period. Is that
correct?

Mr. COSTLE. That is technically correct.
Senator BRADLEY. I think that that is important to confirm for

the record.
Next, I think there is a question in the House bill that identifies

the problem as being limited to orphan sites. In your judgment, is
the problem more than orphan dump sites?

Mr. COSrLE. Absolutely. We find that every possible combination
seems to be turning up. In many instances, the minute that you
move against a site, that may be a currently active site, you run up
smack against a lack of financial capability.

For example, the farm in Kentucky, the so-called Valley of the
Drums, was on the farmland of a 70-year-old widow, and the fellow
who had originally leased the land and had put a dump there was
financially bankrupt and had gone out of business.

So, we are seeing just about every possible permutation of this
thing, and it is not simply a matter of trying to go back and stub
toe on those that somehow have been shut down and have not been
used for years. It is a much bigger problem.

Mr. DAVIS. Senator, to take advantage of your terminology, the
difference in the way we have characterized the problem as be-
tween orphan sites as opposed to abandoned sites, or inactive sites,
the difference being that abandoned implies that they have been
left and deserted in some way, orphan implying that the parents
are dead or have left them in some way.

In this case, the parents are not dead in these sites. They are
basically today's companies, 400 to 500 companies. They are often
abandoned sites that have just had their back turned to them.

69-039 0-80-12
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Senator BWDZY. I would like to ask Mr. Sunley a question
about whether he thinks that the Superfund can go through the
chain of commerce to the ultimate consumer. There is some ques-
tion as to whether this fee will be reflected in the ultimate price to
the consumer.

I wonder if there are examples that the Treasury is aware of for
similar value added processes that take place, and result in a fee
that is translated into price at the end of the chain.

Mr. SuNuZY. I believe that the fee will be passed through the
chain and will be reflected in the fimal price of the products that
are produced using hazardous substances as well it should be. The
fee is nothing more than doing business, the cost of using hazard-
ous substances. It is unlikely that the chemical industry will want
to have a lower profit rate, a lower return on their capital because
of this fee. The are go to want to pass it on. The users of the
products are going to have to pay.

The fact that-it is imposed early on in the manufacturing process
should not affect the basic underlying economics. In fact, with our
manufacturers excise taxes, we tend to impose the tax at that place
in the production process which is most easy to collect the tax.

For example, the gasoline tax, the 4-cent Federal excise tax on
gasoline, is not imposed and collected at the pump. It is imposed
usually on the producer and the wholesaler, yet we fully expect
that an increase in the Federal excise tax on gasoline will in fact
show up as an increase in the price at the gasoline pump.

Similarly with the cigarette and alcohol taxes, we collect the
cigarette tax on the manufacturer of cigarette, but that excise tax
does get reflected in the sale price or cigarettes to the ultimate
consumer.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you provide for the record a list of those
taxes or fees that are similar to this and the administrative com-
plexity?

Mr. SUNLEY. I will be glad to.
[Material was furnished to Senator Bradley's question:]
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Sept. 24, 1980

Insert for reply to question of
Senator Bradley on p. 72 of the transcript of

September 111 1980

The Federal excises listed in the table at the end of

this insert are deemed to be similar to the taxes or fees

being considered in connection with S. 1480. The taxes

listed are those levied on products when sold (or used) by

manufacturers, producers, or importers. Taxes or fees on

petroleum and hazardous substances would be levied at

comparable level of industrial activity.

Every industry and product now subject to a Federal

manufacturers excise has its own characteristics which make

for certain distinctive problems. We do not compute a scale

of the degree of administrative complexity for individual

taxes, but I will point out a few of the noticeable

differences between the existing taxes. First, however, I

will notg__that when taxes on products are concerned, we

prefer that the tax be levied at the manufacturer level

because there are always fewer manufacturers handling a given

product than wholesalers and retailers. (See subsequent

reference to tax on diesel fuels). The manufacturer level

does have one drawback in the case of ad valorem taxes in

that a constructive price has to be used where a sale is at

less than arm's length and at less than fair market price.
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We believe this disadvantage is outweighed, however, by the

greatly reduced number of taxpayers at the manufacturing

level.

The administrative complexity of the Federal excises on

manufacturers and Importers sales of products basically

depends on three factors: 1) the number of taxpayers and

their size; 2) the degree of certainty as to what Is taxable;

and 3) the extent to which taxpayers are required to comply

with detailed procedures.

Where an industry is dominated by large firms, the work

of administration is minimized in two ways. The'number of

firms to be reviewed is limited and large firms have the

staff to keep adequate books and to keep up with any change

in rules and regulations. Most manufacturing industries

subject to tax tend to have a relatively small number of

firms. The manufacture of trucks, tires, and lubricating oil

is concentrated in this fashion. While the number of tire

and lubricating oil taxpayers is only about 500, there are,

however, more small taxpayers than one normally would expect

in the truck category. Truck trailers, for instance, are

produced by a number of firi-s selling in a local market and

local firms customize new standard truck chassis. As a

result, there are some 2,000 taxpayers in the truck or truck

bodyicategory. Gasoline is a unique case. While there are
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few refiners, the law permits a wholesaler of gasoline to

qualify as a producer. This provision greatly expands the

number of taxpayers beyond actual refiners. so that the total

-.number of taxpayers is about 7,000. Coal mining is an

industry with many small firms. All these cases are

insignificant relative to the diesel fuel tax which is paid

by the retailer, or the user if he buys in bulk. Here there

are over 35,000 taxpayers.

Questions as to what and what is not taxable arise from

time to time in the case of all excises, but except for truck

replacement parts, we do not consider the situation of great

moment. Replacement part questions are continuous. Two

factors are involved. In the first place, the law exempts

parts that are sold for use on trucks if they also are

suitable for use and ordinarily are used as part of or in

connection with a passenger automobile or house trailer. In

view of the great number of automotive parts and the

overlapping usage in many cases, this rule involves a

tremendous classification task for the trade and the

Treasury. Furthermore, the predominant use of particular

parts changes over time, and it is difficult to keep up with

the changes. Even when it is known that a part or accessory

is used entirely on trucks or truck trailers, a further

dividing line has to be drawn because only those parts which

serve to augment the load carrying function of the truck are
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deemed taxable. Those which serve another function, e.g. a

construction derrick mounted on a truck chassis, are not

taxable. Very fine dividing lines have to be drawn where a

vehicle has a variety of attachments, some of uhich are

considered as enhancing the load carrying function and some

not.

The rules for the taxes on alcoholic beverages and

tobacco require the keeping of detailed records and specify

in detail procedures to be followed. The rules are

especially detailed in the case of distilled spirits. Thase
requirements result from the fact that the taxes, especially

those on distilled spirits and cigarettes are quite high and

thus provide an incentive to evasion. The regulations for
other taxes on manufacturers and importers sales generally

require only that the taxpayers keep such records as are

sufficient to indentify taxable and tax-free sales.

Ordinarily, these are records the taxpayer would keep for his

owh purposes.
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" Federal Excises on Manufacturers or Importers Sales of Products

Tax Rate

Alcoholic beverages

Distilled spirits
Beer
Wine
Still
SparklingNaturally carbonated

Artificially carbonated

Tobacco products I/

Cigarettes
Weighing more than
3 pounds per M
Weighing not over 3 pounds
per M

Cigars
Weighing not more than 3
pounds per M
Weighing more than 3
pounds per M

$10.50 per proof gallon
$ 9.00 per barrel of 31 gallons

171, 670, $2.25 per gallon
depending on alcohlic content
$3.40 per gallon
$2.40 per gallon

$8.40 per thousand

$4.00 per thousand

75J per thousand

8 1/2 percent of wholesale list
price to retailers inclusive of tax
but not more than $20 per thousand

Manufacturers excises

Trucks, truck trailers, truck
tractors
Truck replacement parts
"Gas guzzler" passenger
automobiles

Tires, etc

Type used on highway vehicles
Other tires (other than
laminated tires)
Laminated tires made from
scrap rubber
Inner tubes
Tread rubber (camelback)

10 percent
8 percent

For those model types which do not
meet specified mpg objectives, the
tax varies to the extent of the mpg
the car falls below-the specification.
The specified mpg varies year by year
from 1980 through 1986 and thereafter.
For 1980 models the tax varies from
$200 to $550 per vehicle if the bpg
is not at least 15.

10i per pound

5j per pound

1I per pound
10i per pound
5 per pound

I---There also are taxes on cigarette paper and tubes.
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Tax Rate

Gasoline 4J a gallon

Lubricating oil U a gallon

Coal (except lignite)
Underground mines 2 percent of sale price but not in

excess of 501 per ton
Surface mines 2 percent of sale price but not in

excess of 25 cents per ton

Sporting goods
Fishing rods, reels, articial
bait, etc. 10 percent
Bows and arrows 11 percent
Pistols and revolvers 10 percent
Firearms (other than pistols
and revolvfys) and shells and
cartridges- 11 percent

1/ Firearms subject to the transfer tax under Chapter 53 are not subject
to this tax. Chapter 53 covers machine guns, sawed off shotguns, etc.

Senator BRDLEY. Thank you.
Senator MoYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Dole.
Senator DoLz. I just want to follow up.
In other words, you are saying that the consumer will end up

paying the cost of this proposal?
Mr. SuNmzy. Yes, and that is what we want. The basic principle

here is that products which involve hazardous substances involve
costs to the environment_costs to society, and that the users of
those products should bear that cost. So, not only do we think that
the economics will drive the tax to be reflected on the ultimate
consumer, we think that that is the correct result.

Senator DoLE. The CBO indicates that it will add $40 million to
the fertilizer costs to farmers, if it is in accordance with your
indication that it is going to be passed on to the user.

How many more people will EPA have to add; by how much is it
going to increase your budget for personnel?

Mr. SuNLzy. I am afraid that it does not increase EPA's budget.
We are the ones who are going to collect it.

Senator DoLE. It will probably increase- both. You are going-to
add some.

How many are you going to add; about 10 percent?
Mr. CoBTXz. I would hiidly think so.
Incidentally, on the question of fertilizer that was exempted.
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Mr. DAViS. The figure you were quoting was a correct figure in
the earlier draft of the bill. The bill as reported out of the commit-
tee did not impose the chemical fee to fertilizer.

Senator DoLE. How muchl will EPA have to expand its staff in
order to carry out the Superfund provisions?

Mr. ConmF. It certainly will not be 10 percent. It depends, obvi-
ously, on what type of bill passes. Our basic mode of operating in
this area, and we do have some existing law as experienced in a
limited, is that we use almost entirely the private contracting
industry to provide the cleanup capability.

Most of the money that is expended, and the greatest manpower
requirement from this bill is cleanup, and our assessment of a site
before cleanup, and almost all of that is done by private industry
and not by the Government. We would not intend to change that
pattern in the future.

Senator DoiE. As I understand, you support anything; you sup-
port all the bills. Is that right?

Mr. CosinE. Senator, we did submit a bill, which I characterized
in my testimony.

Senator DoLE. Are you still for that, or is that now an orphan?
Mr. COSTLr. No. That is still our basic position.
Senator DoiE. You are also for S. 1480?
Mr. Cosnx. I think S. 1480 is a very good, very strong bill.
Senator DoLE. Which one do you really want?
Mr. DAVIS. Senator, the simple answer is that we prefer the bill

that we submitted initially. That position has not changed. We
think that it is crucial that there be legislation to deal with this
problem.

Senator DoLE. My point is, we have a calendar to look at. We are
about ready to recess, at least I understand we may, on October 4.

Mr. DAVIS. All of the basic provisions, all of the basic components
that we felt were essential for a minimum bill, availability of a
reliable-source of funds, authority to respond to emergencies, a
liability section to recover costs and provide incentives for indus-
try's own cleanup, all of those provisions are confined in the
Senate bill.

Senator DOLE. Let's say that they pass the bill next week in the
House, and we are looking at maybe the next week going into
recess. It would be your recommendation that the Senate just pass
the House bill, and avoid the conference?

Mr. DAVIS. I think that that is the less desirable approach. I
think you would end up with a less effective final bill.

Senator DoLE. As I understand it, the so-called Orphan Sites, and
I don't claim, to understand all the distinctions, in some areas you
can impose liability on somebody who was not at fault even though
there is no causation. Still, they have to pick up a part of the costs,
whatever the costs may be.

Is that constitutional? Can you make someone who is not at fault
pick up the tab?

Mr. DAVIs. I am not aware of any instance where any of these
bills would do that. That would solind like an irresponsible thing to
do if we did that. I don't believe the bills do that, and[I am not
aware of any other instance.

Senator DoLE. You would be opposed to it, if the bill does that?
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Mr. DAVIS. How could I be in favor of it, it does m-ot solve our
problem. Our whole objective here is to attach the liability to those
people responsible for the problem.

Senator DoLz. I share that view, and that is why I wondered if,
in fact, this bill would impose liability on someone who is without
fault just because it may be a socialled orphan site. Then it does
not seem to be a fair way to address the problem.

Mr. DAVIS. I don't believe the bill does that, Senator. I could be
mistaken, but I don't believe the bill does that.

Mr. Cow=. I don't believe that the bill does that, nor do the
courts-behave that way when they attempt to enforce in areas
where you have a principle of joint, several, and strict liability.

Senator DoLz. There have been cases, black lung, and others. But
I think that is good information because I think there may be a
provision that might be interpreted as doing that. If that is the
case, we would have your affirmation that it should be corrected.

Mr. DAVIS. Senator, the thing to understand in this bill, which I
am sure you have recognized, is that this tax or fee, whatever it
ends up being called, is not being placed on people who are not at
fault. It is being placed-on an industry which is the primary
generator of the materiAli that have caused this problem, an indus-
trythat has benefited in the past from higher profits because they
were able to use lower cost disposal mechanisms, and industries
and companies, in fact, which are in business today which, in fact,
contributed to these sites.

Senator DoLz. That is the point, I think, if those feesd-re later
used to take care of some orphan site, then in effect you are
imposing a liability on someone who is not at fault.

Mr. DAVIS. That is not really the case because the sites still
contain chemicals, and those chemicals come from the people that
the fee is being imposed on.

Senator DOLE. Thank you.
Senator MoYNIMAN. I wonder if the Senator would agree that the

words should have been "imposing liability on someone who is not
at fault." No one is being singled out. A fund is being collected
from an industry to compensate individuals who have been
harmed, and who have no other recourse. We are not identifying
any individual as being liable.

Senator DoLz. That may be the way to approach it, but I think
that there may be a constitutional question involved, and I think
that it is one that we need to address.

Senator MOYNIHAN. True.
Senator Baucus.
Senator-BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sunley, to what extent do you anticipate the impact on

industry, to be cushioned by tax deductions and passthroughs to
consumers?

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is a very crowded room, and the Senators
are addressing questions to witnesses. I know that it is difficult to
keep down the buzz, but may I ask that you do so. This is a serious
matter, and the committee must hear the replies and must not be
distracted.

Mr. SUNLEY. It is our general view that these taxes will be
shifted forward in the price, and to the extent that they are, then
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you would not expect to find the corporate profits of the chemical
industry reduced. To that extent, then, their corporate taxes would
not be reduced.

It is true that any ordinary and necessary business expense is
deductible in arriving at taxable income, whether that be payment
for labor services or payment of a fee or an excise tax which is
deductible in determining taxable income. To the extent that the
taxable income is lower because of deducting this tax, then in fact
46 percent of it is paid for in the form of less corporate tax
payment, and 54 percent would be out-of-pocket of the industry.

Senator BAUCUS. But you expect the 54 percent out-of-pocket of
the industry to be passed on to the consumers?

Mr. SUNLEY. I would think that you would pass on the whole
cost, just as if you hire a unit of labor for $3 per hour, then your
product price reflects the full $3 even though the $3 is deductible
as a business expense.

Senator BAUCUS. The main theory of this bill is to transfer the
cost.

Mr. SUNLEY. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. So that victims, State governments, and people

in those categories don't pay the cost quite as much as the produc-
ers and the consumers of these products. Is that correct?

Mr. SUNLEY. That is correct.
Senator BAUCUS. If that is the case, the question I have is, What

carrots- or sticks are there in this bill that would help buy incen-
tives for producers of toxic chemicals and hazardous substances to
minimize production and take better care of the waste?

I understand that there are provisions to adjust the fees, and so
forth, but as I understand that provision applies to industries
rather than to specific firms. I am wondering whether we are doing
enough here.

Mr. Cosms. The fee system, per se, I agree that it does not by
itself create a particular set of incentives significantly. What does
in the bill, however, is the provision for strict liability, which is
consistent with the trends emerging in the common law regarding
the liability of the industry for hazardous items, be it dynamite or
whatever.

We feel quite strongly that it will provide a very effective deter-
rent to industry's continued dumping, and an incentive to clean up
old sites because industry will realize that we have the ability to
collect all costs incurred in cleanup, that is, to the extent that we
have to go in and spend money to clean up, and to the extent that
we can identify the party.

Senator BAucus. You are saying that you impose strict liability
on the producer in addition to fees paid to the Fund?

Mr. DAVIS. Senator Baucus, there is a confusion on that point
sometimes. The fee itself is not intended to be a punitive measure.
It is intended to set up a pool of working capital to serve as the
buffer between the victims and the prople responsible for the inci-
dent. It allows the Federal Government to clean up the problem,
avoid or headoff the damage, and ask questions later about who did
it.

The punitive nature, if there is one in this bill, in the sense of
the carrot and stick, comes from the liability provision where you
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try to go back and find the single party or set of parties responsible
for that incident and recover the money from them. So there are
two different things at work.

Senator BAUCUS. What about the effect on prices of herbicides
and insecticides? Senator Dole alluded to the increased cost that a
farmer would have to pay for the fertilizer. But what about herbi-
cides, insecticides, and pesticides, are those product prices going to
be increased?

Mr. DAVIS. CIWIY, pesticides and the chemicals used in making
pesticides are part of the problem that we are dealing with here. So
the fee is going to in some way affect the cost of manufacturing
pesticides. The study that I mentioned earlier again projected
about .6- to .8-percent price increase. That stands in comparison to
a trend over the last 10 years in the organic industry of price
increases of 10 to 12 percent per year.

Senator BAucus. What about insecticides and herbicides?
Mr. DAvs. The same thing.
Senator BAUCUS. Would you provide that information for the

committee?
Mr. DAvis. We will
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator MoYNmAN. Thank you, Senator Baucus.
Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFoRTH. The Senate bill in its present form gives the

Treasury Department discretion to reduce the fee on recycled ma-
terials. The House Commerce Committee bill had a similar provi-
sion. The Ways and Means Committee, it is my understanding,
deleted the provision. They felt that it was bad policy.

It is my understanding that the Treasury would support a simi-
lar amendment in this Senate bill; is that correct?

Mr. SuNuzy. Senator, more than the Treasury, the administra-
tion would support a similar amendment.

Senator DANFORTH. The administration would support it?
Mr. SuNzy. Yes.
Senator DANF0RTH. Do you agree with that, Mr. Costle?
Mr. C0mB. Yes, Senator.
Senator DANFORTH. Let me just ask a general question. It seems

to me that the whole question of who should bear the cost for
hazardous activity-should be related-ift we are making decisions
like this-to the question of who can do something about reducing
the hazards.

Maybe it is impossible to impose the tax on people who dispose of
the Iwardous material. But it would seem to me much more-likely
that if the costs were borne by the people who dispose of those
hazardous substances as opposed to those people who manufacture
it, there would be an incentive to reduce that cost by changing
procedures.

What I wonder is if the whole question of reducing hazardous
activity has been considered in creating this Superfund, and if
there are ways of designing such a fund. I think that everybody
concedes that there should be such a thing.

Are there ways of designing a Superfund and determining who
should create the Superfund in a way which relates the contribu-
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tion to it to the ability to change behavior and, therefore, reduce
the risk in the first place?

Mr. DAvIS. Senator, as you understand the Superfund bill, at
least a large portion of it, is trying to address a problem which is
evolving out of chemicals that are already in place. The chemicals
have already been placed in these sites. We are finding out now
that they are starting to cause us problems.

So the disposers who are in operation today, for example, no
matter how much fee might be placed upon them for the Super-
fund cannot go back and undo what has already been done in those
abandoned or orphan sites, or whatever they are called..

The Superfund is trying to raise the source of money from the
general sector of the economy that basically originated this prob-
lem, to clean it up. The resource conservation and recovery pro-
gram is dealing with the future problems, the future disposal of
waste. It does, in fact, place the final burden of disposal costs at the
site of the point of disposal, and it in fact would have that incen-
tive effect that you are talking about.

Senator DANFoRTH. However, we are dealing with the tax aspect
of the program in this committee, and clearly the tax is an in-
creased cost of an activity. It would seem to me that what we are
doing here is increasing the cost on that part of the chain which is
the least likely to be able to do anything about it.

The Treasury, as I understand it, just took the position that it
should not be permitted to make future adjustments even on an
industrywide basis. What I am talking about is not just an in-
dustrywide question. Let's suppose you have some product that is
produced by 10 different chemical companies, and it is going to
continue to be produced. Those producing companies have very
little to say the way it is disposed of.

However, somebody who is in the business of disposing of the
product, may have for example, two different alternatives for dis-
posing of it. If one of those alternatives were hazardous and were
taxed that would provide an economic incentive, for following safe
procedures, would it not?

Mr. DAVIs. That basically would apply for future waste disposals.
The problem is that the wastes that we are dealing with here have
already been disposed of. There is no opportunity for a disposer in
the future to make a choice about doing a good or bad job of it.

Senator DANFORTH. The cost is going to be increased in the
future. It is a prospective increase in the cost of an activity. What I
am saying is, the prospective increase in the cost of the activity is
being imposed on that portion of the process which has the least
ability to control the problem.

Mr. DAVIS. That is not always the case. If you look at the waste
or the materials being found at dumpsites around the country,
abandoned sites, orphan sites, they just as often are the waste
products or the off spec material itself from these basic feedstocks.
The basic-feedstocks themselves are toxic, and often are found in
these sites just as much as the products that come three and four
steps down the production chain.

So the tax, in fact, is being imposed at the very outset on chemi-
cals and materials that are in fact part of the problem. By putting
it there you insure, as Mr. Sunley pointed out, that the tax gets
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passed on to all the other chemicals that are showing up in the
dumpsites as well.

Senator DANORTH. I have used up my time, but isn't the case
that you are least likely to affect future behavior by increasing the
cost at that particular point in the chain?

Mr. DAvs. One argument has been put forward, and I am sorry
for taking up your time and drawing this answer out, is that y8u

.might in fact do just the oppose by placing this tax on the dispos-
ers. If you place it on the disposer, you have done it at just the
point where the generator of the waste has got to make the choice
to either dispose of it with a legitimate operation at higher cost, or
go to an illegitimate operation or the midnight dumper with lower
costs.

So you might, in fact, be enticing the generators of waste to, in
fact, follow bad disposal practices.

Senator DANFORTH. That is possible, I suppose. Also, Senator
Culver felt that it was unadministrable.

Mr. DAvis. That part is definitely the case.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you agree with that.
Mr. Cbsna. Yes.
Senator DAmFoRTH. Do you agree with that?
Mr. Suriz. We have concerns. We think we could probably

administer the postclosure liability fund the way it is structured
because you have a certified dumping site. You impose the tax on
the wastes that are put into that dumpsite. But, obviously, trying
to tax all wastes wherever they may be dumped is virtually impos-
sible.

Senator DANFORTH. You don't want to tax the sites that you
approve of.
- Mr. SUNmzY. That is part of the problem with that approach. But
at least we could administer the tax.

Mr. DAVIS. One of the distinctions that is between those two
funds, also, is that the postclosure fund, in spite of the connotation

. of that name, is actually in dealing with sites that would become
problems 10, 20, or 30 years from now.

We can afford to take the 3, 4, or the 5 years that might be
required to develop that more complex collection mechanism. In
the case of Superfund we have problems that are festering right at
this moment, and we cannot afford any delay like that to create
the Fund.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you.
Senator MoYNIAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Bentsen.
Senator BmTsEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Costle, I believe that everyone agrees that we have to re-

spond to this problem of the release of hazardous substances that
can endanger the public health. I think that most of my colleagues
agree with me that we have to have a Federal role, andwe have to
have a substantial Fund. We have to be in a position to allow the
Government to respond quickly, and that we also have to be able to
try to prevent the situation before we have a Love Canal or a
Chemical Control Corp., and all the human suffering that resulted-
from those incidents.
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I have been told that the cost of cleaning up Love Canal and
taking care of that problem will run some $30 million. If we had
had something like this in effect, it probably would not have cost
over $4 million in the beginning, and we would have avoided the
human suffering.

Sure, we are in agreement with the general objectives of these
bills. The question is how to have equity in the process of bringing
it about. I have considerable concern about the liability provisions
that were referred to by Senator Dole.

What we are talking about is a new Federal tort law, a substan-
tial expansion of what the State law has been. We are really
talking about throwing out the legal concept of negligence and
nuisance, and the defenses that they would now have would be an
act of war or an act of God. Those are about the only defenses that
will be left.

I heard your associate's statement that you did not want some-
one liable who was innocent, and that such a situation was not the
objective. But I read this comment of a Justice Department employ-
ee who stated, "Government is perfectly prepared to punish the
innocent for the sins of the guilty."

Then I know that in response to your questions, Senator Dole,
about someone paying for something they did not do, well at least
in this bill there is no apportionment of liability for those that
have a significant contribution. A person could have contributed 60
percent of the problem, and yet be forced to pay 100 percent of the
liability.

Then I get concerned about what happens to the small compa-
nies. I think that some of the big companies can self-insure. But
where you have expanded the tort liability to this-extent, do you
think that the small company, the medium size company are going
to be able to get insurance to protect themselves, or are they going
to give up? Are they going to sell out to the large companies? Are
they going to take the offer that has been waiting around all this
time?

That concerns me very much, and I would like to have your
response to it.

That is not what was in your bill. That is what is in S. 1480.
Mr. Coin. Let me respond. You really made several points,

Senator, and I would like to respond to all of them.
We have talked a lot this morning about what sorts of carrots or

sticks will in fact change behavior. To be perfectly frank with you,
I don't have a lot of confidence that you can hire 10,000 regulators
and effectively be sure that you are going to change behavior.

The most effective thing in this area that I can think of, frankly,
is a provision that provides for strict liability. It says, "Look, we
are in fact dealing with stuff that commonsense now tells us, as the
common law is now emerging, can be pretty hazardous."

We are learning about new hazards all the time. I am told
repeatedly that while 15 years ago we did not really know about
these kinds of hazards, and we just put it hi the gror --%d, but that is
not a very good answer to me. I think that commont-ense tells you
that if you are dealing with chemicals that you handle carefully
because they are terribly hazardous-
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Senator BmmE s. I understand that, but we knock out all negli-
gence in this thing when we do it.

Since we have only limited time, and I wish we had much more
time, let's get just to the question, then, respond to that, the
question about getting the insurance for the small and the medium
size company. Do you think that they will be able to get it?

Mr. CoSmT. We have been working with the insurance industry.
In fact, we are having discussions with them right now.

Mr. DAVIS. Yes, Senator, I could get the actual record for you,
but in one of the hearings, and we have had many hearings in the
last year, there have been members of the insurance industry who
have testified to the effect that insurance is available. These types
of risks are insurable.

Senator BmNTsN. No one knows these types of risks because you
don't have the case law. We are talking about substantial expan-
sion in liability. I have been in the insurance business, and we do
some actuarial work.

Mr.-DAvIs. You are raising the question of liability. The Senate
bill, in fact, includes an apportionment provision which the admin-
istration did not, in fact, include at all.

Senator BzTmE. That is correct.
Mr. DAvis. So on the point of tempering that joint and several

liability, the Senate bill takes a step that the administration bill
did not include.

Senator BzN . I know that.
Mr. DAVIs. The strict liability provision in the Senate bill is

essentially identical to the administration bill. There are other
provisions in the Senate bill that address or impact in some way1
court proceedings, and so on, which are not in the administration
bill, and those in fact have been controversial. But on the idea of
joint and several, and on strict ::ability, they are very similar to
what the common law has done, and to what the administration
bill proposed.

Senator BzmzN . I am trying to draw the line between the
administration bill and what is being proposed in S. 1480, and I
will ask that it be written for the record because I don't want to
take any more time.

Senator MoYnmrAN.I wish that the Senator would take as much
time as he thinks is necessary. This is an essential point.

Senator Bz'wzN. Then, if the committee will indulge me for a
moment.

I would like the adminisration's position on third-party liability
which is only touched on in the administration bill, but as I under-
stand S. 1480 approximately one-third of this Fund will be utilized
on third-party liability problems.

Does te Administration feel that they are holding to the way
they phrased in their bill, or are they talking about expanding
third-party liability to the extent of S. 1480?

Mr. C<m. As we originally started out, Senator, as I alluded to
in my prepared remarks, our starting point was the acute frustra-
tion we felt when Love Canal happened, and we, as the chairman
pointed out, searched the authorities, searched-the budget,
searched the appropriation authorities, and it was clear that there

i
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was going to be a contest over liability and should be responsible
for what.

So our initial thrust was to say, we have to have, as Swepp Davis
referred to, a buffer that allows us to do what the Government
ought to do to move into a situation and take immediate remedial
actions, and put in place the machinery for a long-term solution.
- Our original proposal, as you point out, covered economic dam-
ages, personal or real property, natural resources, loss of opportu-
nity to harvest marine life, which is a traditional. S. 1480 covers
those, but as you pointed out it goes on to cover other things,
agricultural losses, loss of earnings or profits, out-of-pocket medical
expenses. Our proposal did not embrace those.

It is, frankly, our position that that is precisely the issue, the
kind of issue that only Congress can finally decide. It is a policy
determination as to the-breadth of coverage that is a matter of
legislation that we really want to afford in this country.

My only caution would be that we have to adjust the size of the
Fund accordingly.

Senator BENTSEN. Absolutely. As I understand and remember the
testimony, and have researched the testimony, this question of
insurance availability did not cover the third-party liability. Here,
you are talking about changing the tort law with a paucity of
evidence as far as the correlation of the cause and the effect.

That is quite an easing of the entry into the law suit and that
obviously expands the liability substantially. Such an expansion,
then, increases whatever the insurance claim.

So I think that you have got a situation where small and
medium size companies may have some serious problems here,
whereas the very large industry can self-insure.

Thank you for indulging me, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DoLE. May I just add a point there?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please do.
Senator DoLE. I don't know how it can be done without extending

the time, but I am on the Judiciary Committee, as are Senator
Baucus and Senator Culver, and I wonder if there is any way that
we can take a look at this quickly on the Judiciary Committee, or
at least have the staff of the Judiciary Committee-address this one
area, the toxic tort provision, because it is a major departure.

I know they are relying on some Environmental Law Institute
study. There are all kinds of State laws, regarding nuisance and
hazardous substances. As far as I know the Judiciary Committee
has not been consulted, and maybe that could be done at the same
time as we proceed, so that we don't lose time. It is a big problem.

Senator BEm'ss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoYNmAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Durenberger.
Senator DUREBEGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me start by asking a basic definitional question.
As I understand the substance of S. 1480, we are talking about

the releases of hazardous substances into the environment. We
identify release as spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting,
emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, or dumping
into the environment. Is that correct so far?

69-0-80-13
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Mr. DAVIS. Yes, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. In a general sense, we identify environ-

ment as air, land, groundwater, and do we do more than that?
Mr. COSnE. Surface waters.
Senator DURENBERGER. It seems to me to be a pretty broad

definition, and I think particularly the definition of release. I
wonder if you could add some specificity to it. I think we can all
picture in our mind burying drums of waste. We can all picture in
our minds the St. Louis Park creosote manufacturer emptying his
creosote in a water recharge area, and that sort of thing.'

But when you get into escaping, leaching, and so forth, that can
take you into a variety of areas. For example, let me give you one,
formeldahyde leaching from asbestos installation into mobile
homes another kinds of homes, would that be covered?

Mr. DAVIS. I am not familiar with that, but I think you have to
meet the definition of a facil:lty also before the liability provisions
in this bill, and the administration bill as well, would apply. As
this has been interpreted in the past, that situation probably would
not qualify as a facility.

Senator DURENBERGER. So we would probably be able to elimi-
nate the end-application of a product, let us say, in the construc-
tion of a home, or the manufacture of a piece of equipment as that
equipment is being used, or the home is being lived in. If the
product is leaching, or releasing, or injecting, or whatever, would
that be exempt?

Mr. DAVIS. That is a question that the administration bill tried
to deal with in a slightly different structural way than the Senate
bill did. But what it comes down to is trying to draw a distinction
between product related damages where existing laws and develop-
ing laws on product liability, for example, would apply, as opposed
to waste.

We are dealing with waste in this situation. A classic example
that I have used to explain this is if you have Monsanto produced
PCB's. The PCB's are used by someone else to manufacture a
transformer, and the transformer later is disposed of as a waste
residual protect, and the PCB leaks out. The person who owned
and disposed of the transformer would be liable under the Senate
as well as the administration bill.

Monsanto produced the PCB, and they were producing a product.
There is no liability in that case.

Senator DURENBERGER. So the bill itself takes further definition
of the release of hazardous substances into the area of waste, or
waste discharge, or waste leaching, or whatever. Is that correct?

Mr. DAvis. Yes, sir.
Senator DURENBERGER. All of the evidence that we have here, I

take it, is in part passed release and in part current releases. Is
that correct?

Mr. DAVIS. The releases being addressed by the bill, I believe
that is correct of both the Senate bill and the House bills for that
matter, are today's releases. A release that occurred 5 years ago,
for example, would not be covered by these bills, as I understand
them.

The wastes that have been put in place yesterday or 10 years
ago-it is today's discharge that is being addressed.
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Senator DUREMNB GM. Let me, if I may, make a general com-
ment, and ask you to react to it.

I have been listening to the questions here. I think that it is
difficult to tell, as you listen to the questions, where the people are
coming from in terms of thinking this is a good or bad idea, but all
of the questions seem to focus, and particularly the questions by
Senator Danforth and Senator Baucus, on who are we trying to get
to do what, really focus on what I think is the heart of defining
what we are trying to do.

I don't know about the Love Canal situation, but I would assume
that in the Love Canal situation, had. there been a waste disposal
facility in that area at some time, it would not have cost $4 million
to clean up the problem, to say nothing of the $20 million.

If you look at my own State of Minnesota, all those red dots up
there, I am sure, are frustrated people who don't know where to go
with their chemical origin waste. We passed the Solid Waste Dis-
posal Act. We told communities to come up with solutions. The
communities and the States around this country are saying, "Not
in our State, not in our county, not in our city, we don't want to
take that sort of thing."

So I guess what this leads me to is just to say that we ought to
define in this bill, and make it clear what we are trying to do. We
are trying to get an emergency fund. We are trying to pick it up
from manufacturers or importers of products, and we are sort of
biding our time until we can really get to a solution of the prob-
lem.

That brings us, then, to a consideration of the point that Senator
Bentsen has made, and that is: In this interim period, until we find
that safe geological disposal site, or whatever it is, who is going to
be able to stay in business where they are compounding chemicals,
or selling a compound product, or something like that.

The 3-M companies in my State can find a variety of ways for
disposing of their wastes. They have the financial resources. They
are a big part of the market. They can do it. But how about the
little glue factory, a lot of these little folks all over this country
who are going to be paying a substantial part of this, and particu-
larly the liability side of this legislation-what are they going to do
when they cannot find a place to put it?

I just want to say that this is a concern that is reflected by a
variety of members of this committee who would really like to see
the tax we are talking about put down on the ultimate consumer,
put down there at the State and community level, where there will
be pressure on States and communities to come together and find
these resources.

I just think that there is a concern here on this committee that
the form of this tax is not going to accomplish those ends, and at
best it will accumulate a sum of money to do some temporary
cleanup.

Mr. DAvs. Senator, if I may respond. I think that this is a very
clear and accurate assessment of what we are dealing with, and
what many of the frustrations are. The superfund is trying to clean
up and resolve a problem that we are already stuck with. No
amount of good behavior in the future is going to make the exist-
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ing problem go away, and that is the frustration that I think a lot
of people in this country are facing right now.

We do need to get the future problem taken care of and create
aeptable and responsible dump sites, and disposal &dilitie for

small mI . -her i an industry grown in this country,
very rapiy at'thispomt, responding to that need.

With the guidance that the Congress has given us through the
Resource Conversation and Recovery Act, and our abilities to im-
plement that, hopefully those industries will develop in a way that
will not create problems that we will be sorry for 10 years from
now.

Senator DutmKZmNu. Thank you.
Senator MoYNum. I wonder if I could just respond to Senator

Durenn-brge's question, and those of others, having taken testi-
mony in the Environment and Public Works Committee on thisvery subject.We have here a classic contemporary problem, the impact of

technology on the society. There is a traditional curve in which
these things take place. There is a long period where you don't
notice that there is an impact, and then you don't know what to do
about it, and then finally technology resolves the technologically
induced problem, or it usually does.

By andlarge, and I think it is the case, and I would be interested
to know if Mr. Castle and Mr. Davis would agree, that the problem
of disposing of hazardous waste is no longer a technological one.
We know what to do.

I took testimony, in the Love Canal area, of the Hooker Chemical
people who 30 years ago and 20 years ago just dumped barrels in a

ole in the ground. They now take those barrels and dump them
into an incinerator. While the most toxic of substances are put into
the incinerator, only carbon dioxide and water come out. At very
high temperatures, this seems to be very manageable.

solvposes problem for the small producer, which could be re-
solved with the establishment of some sort of commercial or com-
munal disposal facility. But I think it is the case that in technologi-
cal terms the problem is behind us. We now know how to dispose of
this waste and reduce it in practically every case into a harmless
substance. The one permanent exception is nuclear waste, which
we haven't resolved yet.

Wouldn't you think that this would be so, Mr. Costle and Mr.
Davis?

Mr. Coerz. Given our current state of knowledge, yes. The only
footnote that I would put to that observation, Senator, is that there
are some wastes that we don't know very much about.

Senator MoywnAN. Certainly, but in the main we now know
what is toxic and we can get rid of it.

The problem is cleaning up an accumulation, which to a degree
is a finite problem. We don't know of all the sites, but there are a
limited number of them at the moment, and as we discover them,
we can simply get rid of them.

This is not going to be a problem of the 21st century in the way
that nuclear waste will be. We know what to do about hazardous
waste, and we must find the resources to do it. I think that that is
the state of the technology at this point.
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Senator BxN zN. Mr. Chairman, if I may make a comment on
that,

Senator MoyNAN. Senator Bentsen.
Senator Bznws. I want to make the point that the administra-

tion bill does not pose a lot of these problems that I was concerned
about, and it achieves much of the objectives that we are trying to
work on here. It takes care of the Love Canal problem, and the
Chemical Control Corp., and many of the others.

But it is this expansion that I see in the tort law that concerns
me in S. 1480 that is not in the administration's bill.

Senator Mo mN. That is a good point, and one yet to be
resolved, perhaps, in this committee.

I wonder if I could just ask Mr. Sunley a question, which I
alluded to earlier.

The distinction between a tax and a fee, I wonder if you would
make that for the committee, so that we can have that as a matter
of record.

Mr. SuNiay. Mr. Chairman, the distinction between a tax and a
fee is not always an easy one. There probably is a continuum. You
start out, on one hand, with an entrance fee into the national park,
which is clearly a charge for using the park for 1 day, and no one
would say that that is a tax. On the other hand, the other extreme,
the individual income tax, no one would suggest that that is a fee.

Just where you draw the line in between? I don't think there are
any real standards of where something stops being a fee and be-
comes a tax. The distinction is important, however, for Congress
because, obviously, it affects jurisdiction, which committee gets to
consider the legislation.

As you may know, the administration originally proposed a fee,
although we do not object to it being designated as a tax, and we
support the two House bills which, in fact, have a tax.

Some argued, when we worked on the legislation, that if it was
designated a fee there might be two advantages. One is that you
could adjust the fee, and that you may not be able to have the
executive discretion to adjust the tax. That probably is not true.
Congress may be more reluctant to give the executive branch the
discretion to adjust a tax than a fee. Clearly, the administration
had the discretion to adjust the interest equalization tax, including
taking the rate down to zero at one time.

The other possible substantive advantage that some have sug-
gested is that a fee could be imposed on exports, whereas a tax on
exports may be unconstitutional. This seems to me to be a little
glib. It is true that the Supreme Court in the 1920's held that a
sales tax could not be imposed on exports, but that does not mean
that a manufacturer's excise tax cannot be imposed on a product
which is later exported, and that would be constitutional.

I think I would suggest that regardless of what you call some-
thing, a fee or a tax, the court could easily hold that the fee is, in
fact, a tax, and the Supreme Court decision in 1920 would so hold,
in spite of what the Congress chose to call it, if they in fact found it
to be a sales tax in effect.

From the point of view of the administration, and more impor-
tantly the Treasury Department, we have three rules that we
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would like to see followed. If you would follow the first two in all
instances, we would not need our third.

Our first rule is that only the Internal Revenue Service collects
taxes, and there does not seem to be much disagreement there. No
executive agency wants to collect the tax.

Our second rule is that the Internal Revenue Service only col-
lects taxes, and there we find some disagreement. The Internal
Revenue Service currently does collect one fee. Obviously, some
believe that IRS is able to do almost anything and everything,
including running price controls, collecting fees, and goodness
knows what else.

So our third rule, for those who do not accept our second rule, is
that if the IRS is going to collect the fee, we want to have all the
enforcement and collection powers that we have with respect to
excise taxes, and that is what is in fact provided in the Senate bill.
It ties into the Internal Revenue Code when it comes to enforce-
ment and collection power.

It does seem to us, just to be a little cleaner, that this committee
might want to just strike out the word "fee" and put "tax" in, and
it automatically is in the Internal Revenue Code. We have all of
our normal enforcement and collection powers, which is what we
believe we should have. That is the decision that the Ways and
Means Committee made when it considered the bills that were
referred to that committee from the other substantive committees,
which had in fact had fees instead of taxes.

Senator MoyNiHAN. There is a fourth rule, Dr. Sunley, which is
when the Internal Revenue Service sets forth three rules, they are
hard to understand. [Laughter.]

And not for nothing are there three when one might do. [Laugh-
ter.]

I get you, I think, and you will get us inevitably. Sooner or later
we are at your mercy, since thank goodness we have such a distin-
guished public servant to depend upon in those ultimate travails.

I am forced to recall, in a wholly nonpartisan way, that in 1962
in his campaign for reelection, the Governor of the State of New
York, Nelson Rockefeller, announced that he would never again
increase taxes in the State of New York. He held to that commit-
ment, and he simply increased the fees for his next three terms in
office, and there is some question as to what the difference was as
you paid them.

But I think you make an important point that I think this
committee will want to consider.

Are there further questions for our panel?
Senator BwwVnwY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoywnAN. Senator Bradley.
Senator B.wL&zy. Mr. Chairman, i would like to ask the panel

one question, and it has to do with the proposal that has come
forward recently by the Atlantic Richfield Co. as an alternative to
S. 1480 and to the various House bills.

It is a proposal that would place an excise tax derived from
revenuesfrm the sale of organic or inorganic chemicals, and
would be placed on the person or establishment that manufactures
those chemicals.
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I am curious as to how each of you feels, meaning EPA and
Treasury, how you feel it compares to S. 1480, and if you see any
special problems with implementation, and how long do you think
it would be before the revenues started to flow in from such a tax,
for without the revenues there would be no clean up.

Mr. Stro y. Let me comment first, if I may, Senator Bradley.
We clearly prefer the version that you have before your commit-

tee. We are talking about an excise tax that might apply to 700
companies on 46 substances. If you want to tax every chemical
product at the end of the manufacturing process, you may be
talking about some 14,000 companies, and maybe 500,00 products,
and you just have incredible problems because some of the chemi-
cals are actually inputs into later chemicals, and trying to give
credits for taxes that may have been paid at the earlier stage
would be virtually impossible.

Senator BR.DLEY. So you think that the credit component of that
would be impossible to administer?

Mr. SumNzY. I would say that the Atlantic Richfield Co. is trying
to kill the bill by creating a lot of controversy in introducing this
idea. It really is unworkable.

Senator BRADLEY. What about EPA?
Mr. Comz. I underscore the administrable character that Mr.

Sunley has referred to.
Senator BRADLEY. How would the proposal affect small compa-

nies versus large companies?
Mr. DAVs. I think, Senator, it would generally, as I understood it

and tried to get people to study it, tend to shift more of the burden
of the tax from the large companies, the producers of your major
feedstocks, to your smaller companies throughout the chain, and it
would do it most likely in a less even-handed fashion.

One advantage of the feedstock approach is that it insures that a
certain piece of the tax gets passed to almost all the chemicals, so
you have no one chemical or chemical process getting a competitive
advantage over another.

When you start trying to, in a bureaucratic sense, almost arbi-
trarily set a piece of the tax directly to every step along the way,
you always will have some uneveness to it, as well as the complex-
ity that Mr. Sunley referred to.

One thing, I was going to comment on the practical effect of this
provision. If I am the second or third person in the chain, and I get
a credit for what was paid above me, it essentially tends to reduce
what I have to pay. To raise the full amounts of money, you have
to increase what is paid by the first person, and it further reduces
what I have to pay. The net effect when you get through is that no
one pays except the first person, and we are right back to the
feedstock system all over again.

Senator BRALEzY. Thank you.
Senator MoywmHA. Senators?Lo response.]
Senator MoYmkA. In that case, we would like to thank our

panel, and we would like to note that Mr. Sunley at last offered an
unequivocal reply to a question. Whether the Atlantic Richfield Co.
will consider it a breakthrough in priority government, I don't
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know, and maybe you manufacturers out there will find that there
are uses to ambiguity. [General laughter.]

As you know, we have a long day ahead of us, and before the
morning session in concluded we want to hear from the first panel
of persons representing the industry principally involved here, and
we will now do so. We want everyone to understand that there will
be plenty of time, and no one will be cut off. We have limits but
they will be the traditional, established limits of this committee.

Our first panel consists of five witnesses: First, Dr. Louis
Fernandez.

Dr. Fernandez, good morning, sir, and we welcome you. You are
the vice chairman of the board of directors, Monsanto Co., and
appear on behalf of the Chemical Manufacturers Association.

Second, Mr. Richard Hanneman, and Mr. Hanneman is director
of government and public affairs of the National Solid Wastes
Management Association. Mr. Hanneman, we welcome you.

Third, Mr. Gene Branscum. Mr. Branscum is the director of the
society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., and president of the G0'7T
Corp. of Winfield, Kan.

Fourth, Mr. Donald Ellison, good morning, sir. You are the man-
ager for government and industrial relations of Virginia Chemi-
cals, Inc., and you appear on behalf of the Synthetic-Organic
Chemical Manufacturers. That cannot be, but that is part of the
wonders of chemistry and you will explain them to us.

Fifth, Mr. Christian Hansen, good morning. You are president, of
course, of the Linden Chemicals and Plastics of Edison, N.J., and
you appear on behalf of the New Jersey Chemical Industry.

We welcome you, gentlemen, and I would like to suggest we
begin as does the witness list with Mr. Fernandez. We are going to
ask, as part of the regular routine of our committee, that each of
the witnesses confines his original statement to 5 minutes, and
then we will stay here as long as we have questions from the
Senators.

Senator CH"zz. We have three more panels after this. Is it your
idea to plunge right along, or do you plan to break for lunch; what
do you envision?

Senator MovwiIN. I thought that we would take a half-hour
break for lunch, unless the committee wishes to stay right here.
Does the committee have a wish?

We will break for a half hour for lunch.
Senator CH"IA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Fernandez.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS FERNANDEZ, PH. D., VICE CHAIRMAN
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, MONSANTO CO., ON BEHALF
OF THE CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. FRNARDZZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I would like to make it known clearly and without any

doubt that the CMA and its member companies strongly support
new legislation to solve the problem of abandoned hazardous waste
sites.Our industry does support the Federal Response Fund which
would take action when there is danger to public health.

Senator MoyNLNw. Would you let me interrupt.
Mr. Fu=N mzz. Certainly.
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Senator MoywnL4N. Ladies and gentdemen, we now have our first
panel of industry witnesses, and we would like to hear them. I

ow the morning is a long one and the room is crowded, but these
gentlemen are entitled to your courtesy, and we require it if we are
going to hear their testimony.

Now, let us have it as quiet as we can.
Please proceed, Dr. Fernandez.
Mr. FzANDEZ. I appreciate the interruption because it gives

me the chance to repeat that our industry does support new legisla-
tion to solve the problem of abandoned hazardous waste sites. For
more than a year we have been trying to work with the Congress
to achieve sound dump site legislation.

Mr. Chairman, although our industry has opposed fees in princi-
ple, we are prepared to contribute a fair share to help clean up
dump sites.

Let me summarize our views.
The chemical industry supports House bill 7020 as it was report-

ed by the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. We
oppose Senate 1480 which, in our judgment, is a legislative disas-
ter. It is too broad. It tries to punish the chemical industry.

It sets up a revolutionary Federal toxic tort liability scheme for
past actions, which were perfectly legal at the time, and its funding
levels are far, far in excess of what is needed.

As to the funding mechanism of 1480, we believe the bill goes at
it the wrong way. If Congress wants to draw any relationship
between problem and solution, then the fee should be placed on
waste and not on the purchase of feedstock raw materials.

This committee and the Senate itself owes a responsibility to
society to look at the problem and solution as dispassionately as
possible. The enormity of the fund proposed in S. 1480 together
with the broadened liability exposure will clearly have a negative
effect on the domestic chemical industry, and would be inflation-
ary.

Senate bill S. 1480 is a revenue measure. It levies a substantial
fee or tax, as the case may be, on our industry to pay the lion's
share of superfund, and it is certain to affect our ability to export.

I have supplied some figures for the record, but let me just
remind the committee that our industry is one of the few which is
still very competitive around the world. We are making positive
contributions to the balance of trade of about $10 billion annually,
and this, Mr. Chairman, is why the chemical industry and other
concerned industry groups oppose S. 1480 in its present form, and
support instead House bill 7020.

We urge you to look very closely at H.R. 7020. It is a tough,
effective bill that will work to solve the abandoned hazardous
waste site problem.

What we are asking this committee to do is the following:
One, reduce the funding. The chemical industry has documented

that orphan dump sites can be cleaned up at a cost of around $400
million, or about $1 million per site.

Two, we suggest that you adopt a waste-end tax. The waste tax
would create a broad tax base without a bite out of any Lipecific
entry category.
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After all, some 17 industry groups, not just the chemical indus-
try, contribute to the generation, and disposal of hazardous waste.
A feedstock fee falls heavily on just 15 major petrochemical based
companies, and that is simply unfair.

Moreover, there is no incentive in the feedstock fee to reduce
waste, but a waste-end fee would encourage manufacturers to fur-
ther reduce their generation of hazardous waste.

We think that the system is now in place to run the waste-end
tax. Regulations recently promulgated under the Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery Act set up the necessary record keeping and
reporting requirements for industry. We disagree strongly with the
EPA on this point. Our analysis indicates that it would be a rela-
tively simple matter to set up a tax payment form.

In prepared remarks, I have submitted background information
on what we consider to be one of the most dangerous and precedent
shattering parts of S. 1480, the liability section. I would like to give
you an example of our concern.

Envision for a moment that an orphan dump site has been
discovered. There may have been 50 people that contributed to it,
but if the Justice Department decides that just one of those compa-
nies, likely to be a large one, should be singled out for attack,
under S. 1480 it would be entirely possible that one company might
have to bear the entire cost of cleaning up, while at the same time
it has been making fee payment into the cleanup fund. This is
what is meant by joint and several liability.

I might just add that the Justice Department in testimony by
Assistant Attorney General James Morman clearly looks to the
liability provisions as a further revenue raising system.

The entire thrust of his testimony was not whether joint or
several liability is fair or necessary, or proper, but rather that it is
needed to help replenish the superfund. This aspect of the proposal
is one that should be directly addressed by members of this
committee.

There are other points in my prepared statement but I would
like to sum up in the interest of time, if I may, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to reflect on my own experience at Monsanto and
the American Chemical Industry. There is no doubt that many
disposal practices of the past do not meet today's high standards.
That is understandable. We know more today than we did 35 years
ago.

My company and others are investing millions of dollars in new
and improved environmental safeguards of all types, especially for
the handling of hazardous waste. I am concerned, though, Mr.
Chairman, about a thread which weaves its way throughout S.
1480, and it is that the chemical industry is evil, that it needs to be
punished for past sins, that- it does not care about its workers or
the citizens of the country, and that it has enormous profits which
can be tapped indefinitely to solve societal ills.

I am here today to state flatly that this is a false assumption on
the part of some superfund advocates. We have all heard a lot
about midnight dumpers. There will always be some bad apples.
Midnight dumping should be rooted out and prosecuted wherever it
occurs.
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The American chemical industry is prepared to work coopera-
tively and positively with Federal, State and local governments to
solve this problem, so that we can get on with the more important
iobof creating jobs, new products, and discoveries that serve man-

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement follows:]

I
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EN
CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

I am Dr. Louis Fernandez, Vice Chairman of the

Board, Monsanto Company. Today I am speaking on behalf of the

Chemical Manufacturers Association (CmA), a nonprofit trade

association having 192 U.S. company members that represent

more than 90 percent of the production capacity of basic

industrial chemicals within this country.

NEW LAW IS NEEDED FOR OLD DUMPSITES

At the outset CKA would like to express its strong

support for legislation to address the problem of abandoned

hazardous waste sites. Existing law is not adequate in this

area and new legislation on inactive sites is needed.

We believe such legislation should include the

creation of a federal response fund. The fund would undertake

necessary cleanup and containment activities at sites which

present an imminent threat to public health or the environment

and where no other party is taking responsible action.

For more than a year our industry has been attempting

to work affirmatively with the Administration and Congressional

committees, principally through CMA, to develop sound duipsite

legislation. On July 19, 1979, CHA testified before the

Senate Environment and Public Works Committee and called for

the enactment of a bill to clean up and contain problem sites.

Since that time we have testified on five different occasions

before Congressional committees on this issue. In every

Formerly Manufacturing Chemnists Assocta ion-Serving the Chemica industry Since 18?2.

1825 Connecticut Avenue NW @ Washnogon DC 2O.09 & Telephone 202,328-4?O0 * Tel,.. 896 17 CMA WSH
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instance we have recomended passage of a new law to address

old dumpsites.

S. 1480 IS NOT THE ANSWER

Unfortunately, S. 1480, the bill before you today,

- is not the type of legislation that is needed. It is seriously

defective in its overly broad scope, its punitive approach to

liability, and in its excessive funding levels which are far

beyond demonstrated need. Among CMA's concerns are the following:

o The scope of S. 1480 far exceeds the problem of

abandoned disposal sites. Instead it adopts an

all-encompassing "release" concept. The "release"

into the environment of any "hazardous substance" --

a term which is very broadly defined -- from a site,

vessel or facility would be covered by the bill.

o Creation of a federal private damages action is

unnecessary in light of the adequacy of state tort

law, and is unwise in its imposition of potentially

large new caseloads on an already overburdened

federal judiciary.

0 The liability scheme in S. 1480 is onerous and

punitive. Joint and several liability could force

companies to pay more than their fair share.
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Moreover, the federal liability provisions are a

radical departure from current state tort law and

make previously acceptable practices unlawful

retroactively.

o The economic implications and insurance implications

of the proposed liability provisions in S. 1480 are

unmeasured and certain to be massive.

0 The funding mechanism of S. 1480, which would place

a fee on primary petrochemicals and feedstocks,

bears little, if any, relationship to the problem.

Feedstocks funding will have drastic commercial and

economic results falling unevenly and unfairly on a

broad range of businesses. CMA believes that a

waste-end tax system is much more appropriate.

o The size of the S. 1480 fund is likely to have a

negative effect on the domestic chemical industry

and the nation's economy.

ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

There are many important issues in S. 1480 which

should be of concern to members of the Finance Committee.

First, S. 1480 clearly is a revenue measure. It

levies a substantial fee or tax on industry to help finance
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the work of a government agency. About 85 percent of the cost

of Superfund would come from such fees. In addition, the

remaining 15 percent of the proposed Superfund would be raised

through federal appropriations.

Second, the proposed fee or tax has serious budgetary

and !iscal implications. Our nation is going through a period

of economic stress, with major efforts being made to bring

government spending under control. Congress has recently

shown a growing reluctance to initiate costly new federal

programs and is taking a closer look at existing programs.

Some advocates of Superfund are seeking industry fees simply

because the present federal budgetary constraints would threaten

the broad-scale and expensive programs which they favor.

We believe strongly that this off-budget approach to

raising massive funds is highly unwise and represents undesirable

public policy precedent. We believe that federal programs

should be subject to the order, care and scrutiny of the

budget and appropriations process.

Third, the overbroad nature of S. 1480 could have an

adverse impact on business and the economy. The sweeping

release concept, coupled with the all-inclusive definition of

what constitutes a hazardous substance, extends the coverage

of this legislation far beyond what is needed or is desirable.

It is difficult to overstate the vast exposure of industry in

terms of regulatory impact, standardless executive discretion,

liability and cost.
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As opposed to the seriously flawed S. 1480, we call

your attention to H.R. 7020, a hazardous waste sites clean up

bill reported by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce on May 13, 1980. Major segments of the business

community have responded positively to H.R. 7020. Although

that bill remains troublesome in some respects, it appears

to strike a number of reasonable compromises and represents

significant improvement over previous versions. This me s8ure

is far more realistic and acceptable than S. 1480.

SUGGESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

We recognize that this committee may not be in a

position to rewrite the entire text of S. 1480. There are a

number of important change.i, however, that appear to be within

your special expertise. We hope you will consider these

changes favorably.

1. Reduce the Level of Funding and Raise the
Percentage of Federal Revenue Contributiin

S. 1480 authorizes approximately $4.1 billion in

funding over a six year period. Over $3.5 billion of this

amount would be raised through industry fees and only $600

million from Federal appropriations.

Such funding is far in excess of what is needed or

is reasonable. It is, for example, almost three times the

size of the Administration bill, which recommends $1.6 billion

in funding.
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while not wishing to dwplay the seriousness of the

hazardous waste site problem or the need to enact properly

focused legislation, our own studies indicate that the magnitude

of this problem has been greatly exaggerated both as to the

nuber of sites and the cost of corrective action. In

particular we would like to call your attention to CaA's State

aste Disposal Management Survey. This survey of the states

indicates that the Environmntal Protection Agency's projections

are grossly over-inflated. Instead of the $3 to $6 million

forecast by EPA, the survey estimates cleanup and containment

costs will average $1 million per site. Moreover, a fund of

$400 million should be adequate for necessary remedial

activities. Consequently there is no justification for the

gigantic fund proposed in S. 1480.

In addition, the collection of up to eight hundred

million dollars in industry fees and federal appropriations

for the Hazirdous Waste Response Fund set forth in Section

5(b) vastly exceeds the amount of funds necessary for response

actions and associated costs; and the existence of such a mas-

sive cash reserve would encourage wasteful expenditures for

incidents or conditions posing little or no risk to health

and the environment. A limit should be placed on the amount

of money which the fund can contain, and such a cap is part

of the CIA waste end tax proposal.

Coupled with the large fund is a disproportionate

ratio between industry fees and federal appropriations. More

696-0 0-80-14
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than seven Iollars would be collected from industry to every

one dollar of federally authorized monies. Such a ratio does

not accurately reflect responsibility for the site problem.

Hazardous wastes are not the product of chemical

industry activities alone. Rather, they are an integral

by-product of our industrial society, and by-products of the

daily life of every citizen. The problems associated with

abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites reflect more than 100

years of industrial development in the nation. Hazardous

wastes have been and will continue to be generated by a wide

range of industries, business concerns, government agencies

and defense installations, municipalities and scientific

facilities. Any funding scheme should recognize the societal

nature of this problem, just as the benefits of resolving the

problem will inure to all elements of the country. We would

suggest that a 50-50 division between industry fees and federal

appropriations is a fairer funding formula.

2. Adopt a Waste-End Tax in Place of
S. 1480's Front-End Feedstock Approach

S. 1480 would levy fees on the basic raw materials

of the chemical industry. Over $3.5 billion would be raised

through a fee on primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw materials

and crude oil.

As a matter of principle, we remain opposed to

industry funding. However, if Congress is determined to

impose a fee on industry to pay for the costs of a "Superfund",
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we believe the fee should be a tax placed on hazardous waste.

The tax would be collected on each dry weight ton of hazardous

waste generated and delivered to a hazardous waste disposal

facility for final disposal. I would like to explain why we

believe such a waste-end tax is superior to a feedstock fee.

a. A Feedstock Fee is Inequitable

The feedstock fee as proposed in S. 1480 would

primarily affect 15 major, petrochemical-based companies. It

is estimated that 40 percent of the products these manufacturers

produce, which would be charged 90 percent of the fees under

S. 1480, do not result in the generation of hazardous waste at

all. Moreover, it has not been demonstrated that the feedstock

fees can be passed on to downstream product users. In all

cases, the result would be inequitable distribution of Superfund

costs. On the other hand, a tax on hazardous wastes affects

all hazardous waste generators, thereby creating a broad tax

base without unduly burdening any specific industrial category.

b. A Feedstock Fee Fails to Provide Incentives
to Improve Management of Hazardous Wastes

Placing a fee on feedstocks does not provide an

incentive to reduce hazardous waste generation. A Superfund

tax on hazardous wastes, however, would provide an additional

economic incentive to waste generators to encourage the

reduction of wastes and would help reduce the potential for

environmental harm. CMA does not believe that a waste-end tax
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would be an incentive to "midnight dumpers". The costs to

comply with RCRA regulations greatly exceed the impact of

CHA's proposed $3.00 a ton tax on waste disposed.

c. A Feedstock Fee Bears No
Relationship to the Problem

Fees levied against basic raw materials of the

chemical industry would be related only indirectly to the

source, extent, or nature of the problems they are intended to

solve. A tax on hazardous waste, however, is directly related

to the key problem which must be addressed: that of improper

disposal of hazardous wastes and the clean up and containment

of those wastes.

d. The Necessary Data Base for a Waste-End
Tax is Available, But the Data Base for
an S. 1480-Type Feedstock Fee is Not

Considerable expenditures would be necessary to

develop sources to implement such a system. On the other

hand, the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of RCRA

Sections 3001 and 3004 have been finalized, and provide a very

suitable basis for the type of hazardous waste tax on waste

generators for those hazardous wastes disposed of according

to RCRA regulations. A relatively simple reporting and tax

payment form, to be developed by the Department of the Treasury,

would be the only additional form required.

CHA has put considerable effort into drafting a

workable waste-end tax mechanism, which is described in detail
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beginning on page 54. We urge you to adopt a tax on hazardous

waste in place of S. 1480's feedstock approach.

3. Change Joint and Several Liability
to Apportioned Liability

S. 1480 would impose onerous and punitive liability

on owners, operators, generators and transporters. Any such

person would be strictly, jointly and severally liable for the

discharge, release or disposal of a hazardous substance.

Joint and several liabilty -- making one defendant

pay for the wrongs of all other defendants regardless of

responsibility-- is inequitable. It is especially unjust

considering that industry fees will provide the primary means

of financing for the fund. Imposition of joint and several

liability in the face of an industry-based fund is simply the

use of an additional funding mechanism. The purpose is to tap

the "deep pockets" of industry regardless of fault and siphon

more money into the fund.

That joint and several liability is viewed as another

funding device was made graphically clear by Assistant Attorney

General James W. Moorman in his April 15 testimony before the

Committee on Environment and Public Works. Page 9 of his

testimony stats that "a Superfund will probably not be

successfully replenished without a strong liability provision

Without replenishment, the Superfund will not achieve

the degree of success intended because the Fund will not have

as much money." He further said that the "central purpose of
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the various Superfund proposals is to provide the government

with the funds for cleaning up releases of hazardous substances"

and that the "Fund will simply not be replenished adequately"

without such liability. The entire thrust of Mr. Moorman's

testimony is not whether joint and several liability is fair

or proper but rather that it is needed to "replenish" the

fund.

Instead of joint and several liability CMA urges

that the principle of apportioned liability be substituted in

its place. This would require each person to bear the fair

share of his contribution to the problem rather than being

forced to pay in many cases for damages that he did not cause.

As we explain more fully in our written testimony, we do not

believe that the apportionment and-contribution provisions of

S. 1480, as currently drafted, are adequate to solve the

problem.

In addition to the reasons I have outlined above and

-inour written testimony, there is another compelling reason

not to impose joint and several liability in S. 1480. The

usual justification for this type of liability is to ease

proof problems for individual, resource-poor plaintiffs. But

under S. 1480, a resource-rich, governmental entity -- the

Fund itself -- will typically be the plaintiff, suing to

recover money for claims it has already paid out to injured

individuals. In this context, the imposition of joint and

several liability is especially arbitrary.
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4. Preempt Overlapping State Funds

S. 1480 would establish a $4.1 billion fund financed

primarily by industry fees. The bill makes no provision,

however, for preemption of overlapping state funds. This

leaves the door open for a proliferation of state funding

schemes in this area. Consequently a product could be hit

with a fee at both the federal level and the state level to

pay for the same class of incidents.

Preemption is necessary to avoid costly and burdensome

duplicate fee payments at the state level. We urge you to

provide for federal preemption of overlapping state funds,

except to the extent used to raise money for matching purposes

under this legislation.

5. Limit the Discretion of the Administrator
to Spend Funds Without Justification

S. 1480 would give the federal government virtually

unchecked authority to take whatever actions it deems necessary

with regard to the release of a hazardous substance. The

almost unlimited remedial actions authorized by the bill

provide the government with a blank check to go far beyond

what is actually needed to abate the harm. Moreover, anyone

held liable under S. 1480 has no opportunity to contest the

technical or economic reasonableness of the government's

decision.
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This broad authority is especially troublesome given

the zero-discharge philosophy of S. 1480. The bill's essential

thrust is to regulate every last molecule of a release rather

than developing sensible criteria for determining under what

conditions or in what amounts a substance may in fact be

hazardous. It is the zero-discharge mentality of the authors

of S. 1480 that has blown the fund and the size of the problem

out of all proportion.

We urge you to place rational limits on the government's

authority. Such limits include restricting the Administrator's

response action to sites which present a substantial danger; a

requirement that he adopt the least-cost alternative; and a

provision allowing a liable party to contest the reasonableness

of the actions taken. We especially urge you to reject the

zero-discharge approach of S. 1480.

SUMMARY OF REQUESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

First, we urge you to reduce the level of funding to

a more reasonable amount. Rather than $4.1 billion over six

years as envisioned in S. 1480, we believe that a much smaller

fund is adequate to address the problem.

Second, we urge you to adopt a three hundred million

dollar cap on the fund to prevent unneeded revenue collection.

Third, we urge you to adjust the ratio between

industry fees and federal appropriations. Instead of S. 1480's

present scheme of seven industry dollars to every one federal
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dollar, we believe that a 50-50 breakdown is a more equitable

funding formula.

Fourth, we urge you to adopt a waste-end tax in place

of S. 1480's front-end feedstock approach. A waste-end fee

has far greater correlation to the problems being addressed.

Fifth, we urge you to change joint and several

liability to apportioned liability. Joint and several liability,

which in the context of S. 1480 is little more than an additional

funding mechanism, is unjust and is punitive.

Sixth, we urge you to provide for federal preemption

of overlapping state funds, except to the exte%t used to raise

money for matching purposes under this legislation. Preemption

is necessary to avoid costly and burdensome duplicate fee

payments at the state level.

Seventh, we urge you to place rational limits on the

unbounded discretion of the government to spend funds without

justification. The zero-discharge approach and the overbroad

release into the environment concept should be rejected.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS

I am Dr. Louis Fernandez, Vice Chairman of the

Board, Monsanto Company. Today I am speaking on behalf of the

Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA), a nonprofit trade

association having 192 U.S. company members that represent

more than 90 percent of the production capacity of basic

industrial chemicals within this country.

A. NEW LAW IS NEEDED FOR OLD DUMPSITES

At the outset CMA would like to express its strong

support for legislation to address the problem of abandoned

hazardous waste sites. Existing law is not adequate in this

area and new legislation on inactive sites is needed.

We believe such legislation should include the

creation of a federal response fund. The fund would undertake

necessary cleanup and containment activities at sites which

present an imminent threat to public health or the environment

and where no other party is taking responsible action.

--For more than a year our industry has been attempting

to work affirmatively with the Administration and Congressional

committees, principally through CMA, to develop sound dumpsite

legislation. On July 19, 1979, CMA testified before the

Senate Environment and Public Works Committee and called for

the enactment of a bill to clean up and contain problem sites.

Since that time we have testified on five different occasions

before Congressional committees on this issue. In every
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instance we have recommended passage of a new law to address

old dumpsites.

B. S. 1480 IS NOT THE A&/SWER

Unfortunately, S. 1480, the bill before you today,

is not the type of legislation that is needed. It is seriously

defective in its overly broad scope, its punitive approach to

liability, and in its excessive funding levels which are far

beyond demonstrated need. Among CMA's concerns are the following:

0 The scope of S. 1480 far exceeds the problem of

abandoned disposal sites. Instead it adopts an

all-encompassing "release" concept. The "release"

into the environment of any "hazardous substance" --

ateirm which is very broadly defined -- from a site,

vessel or facility would be covered by the bill.

o Creation of a federal private damages action is

unnecessary in light of the adequacy of state tort

law, and is unwise in its imposition of potentially

large new caseloads on an already overburdened

federal judiciary.

o The liability scheme in S. 1480 is onerous and

punitive. Joint and several liability could force

companies to pay more than their fair share.
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Moreover, the federal liability provisions are a

radical departure from current state tort law and

make previously acceptable practices unlawful

retroactively.

o The economic implications-and insurance implications

of the proposed liability provisions in S. 1480 are

unmeasured and certain to be massive.

o The funding mechanism of S. 1480, which would place

a fee on primary petrochemicals and feedstocks,

bears little, if any, relationship to the problem.

Feedstocks funding will have drastic commercial and

economic results falling unevenly and unfairly on a

broad range of businesses. CMA believes that a

waste-end tax system is much more appropriate.

o The size of the S. 1480 fund is likely to have a

negative effect on the domestic chemical industry

and the nation's economy.

C. ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE

There are many important issues in S. 1480 which

should be of concern to members of the Finance Committee.

First, S. 1480 clearly is a revenue measure. It

levies a substantial fee or tax on industry to help finance
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the work of a government agency. About 85 percent of the cost

of Superfund would come from such fees. In addition, the

remaining 15 percent of the proposed Superfund would be raised

through federal appropriations.

Second, the proposed fee or tax has serious budgetary

and fiscal implications. Our nation is going through a period

of economic stress, with major efforts being made to bring

government spending under control. Congress has recently

shown a growing reluctance to initiate costly new federal

programs and is taking a closer look at existing programs.

Some advocates of Superfund are seeking industry fees simply

because the present federal budgetary constraints would threaten

the broad-scale and expensive programs which they favor.

We believe strongly that this off-budget approach to

raising massive funds is highly unwise and represents undesirable

public policy precedent. We believe that federal programs

should be subject to the order, care and scrutiny of the

budget and appropriations process.

Third, the overbroad nature of S. 1480 could have an

adverse impact on business and the economy. The sweeping

release concept, coupled with the all-inclucive definition of

what constitutes a hazardous substance, extends the coverage

of this legislation far beyond what is needed or is desirable.

It is difficult to overstate the vast exposure of industry in

terms of regulatory impact, standardless executive discretion,

liability and cost.

.- M 0-80-15
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As opposed to the seriously flawed S. 1480, we call

your attention to H.R. 7020, a hazardous waste sites clean up

bill reported by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce on May 13, 1980. Major segments of the business

community have responded positively to H.R. 7020. Although

that bill remains troublesome in some respects, it appears

to strike a number of reasonable compromises and represents

significant improvement over previous versions. This measure

is far more realistic and acceptable than S. 1480.

D. SUGGESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

We recognize that this committee may not be in a

position to rewrite the entire text of S. 1480. There are a

number of important changes, however, that appear to be within

your special expertise. We hope you will consider these

changes favorably.

1. Reduce the Level of Funding and Raise the
Percentage of Federal Revenue Contribution

S. 1480 authorizes approximately $4.1 billion in

funding over a six year period. Over $3.5 billion of this

amount would be raised through industry fees and only $600

million from Federal appropriations.

Such funding is far in excess of what is needed or

is reasonable. It is, for example, almost three times the

size of the Administration bill, which recommends $1.6 billion

in funding.
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While not wishing to downplay the seriousness of the

hazardous waste site problem or the need to enact properly

focused legislation, our own studies indicate that the magnitude

of this problem has been greatly exaggerated both as to the

number of sites and the cost of corrective action. In

particular we would like to call your attention to CMA's State

Waste Disposal Management Survey. This survey of the states

indicates that the Environmental Protection Agency's projections

are grossly over-inflated. Instead of the $3 to $6 million

forecast by EPA, the survey estimates cleanup and containment

costs will average $1 million per site. Moreover, a fund of

$400 million should be adequate for necessary remedial

activities. Consequently there is no justification for the

gigantic fund proposed in S. 1480.

In addition, the collection of up to eight hundred

million dollars in industry fees and federal appropriations

for the Hazardous Waste Response Fund set forth in Section

5(b) vastly exceeds the amount of funds necessary for response

actions and associated costs; and the existence of such a mas-

sive cash reserve would encourage wasteful expenditures for

incidents or conditions posing little or no risk to health

and the environment. A limit should be placed on the amount

of money which the fund can contain, and such a cap is part

of the CMA waste end tax proposal.

Coupled with the large fund is a disproportionate

ratio between industry fees and federal appropriations. More
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than seven dollars would be collected from industry to every

one dollar of federally authorized monies. Such a ratio does

not accurately reflect responsibility for the site problem.

Hazardous wastes are not the product of chemical

industry activities alone. Rather, they are an integral

by-product of our industrial society, and by-products of the

daily life of every citizen. The problems associated with

abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites reflect more than 100

years of industrial development in the nation. Hazardous

wastes have been and will continue to be generated by a wide

range of industries, business concerns, government agencies

and defense installations, municipalities and scientific

facilities. Any funding scheme should recognize the societal

nature of this problem, just as the benefits of resolving the

problem will inure to all elements of the country. We would

suggest that a 50-50 division between industry fees and federal

appropriations is a fairer funding formula.

2. Adopt a Waste-End Tax in Place of
S. 1480's Front-End Feedstock Approach

S. 1480 would levy fees on the basic raw materials

of the chemical industry. Over $3.5 billion would be raised

through a fee on primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw materials

and crude oil.

As a matter of principle, we remain opposed to

industry funding. However, if Congress is determined to

impose a fee on industry to pay for the costs of a "Superfund",
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we believe the fee should be a tax placed on hazardous waste.

The tax would be collected on each dry weight ton of hazardous

waste generated and delivered to a hazardous waste disposal

facility for final disposal. I would like to explain why we

believe such a waste-end tax is superior to a feedstock fee.

a. A Feedstock Fee is Inequitable

The feedstock fee as proposed in S. 1480 would

primarily affect 15 major, petrochemical-based companies. It

is estimated that 40 percent of the products these manufacturers

produce, which would be charged 90 percent of the fees under

S. 1480, do not result in the generation of hazardous waste at

all. Moreover, it has not been demonstrated that the feedstock

fees can be passed on to downstream product users. In all

cases, the result would be inequitable distribution of Superfund

costs. On the other hand, a tax on hazardous wastes affects

all hazardous waste generators, thereby creating a broad tax

base without unduly burdening any specific industrial category.

b. A Feedstock Fee Fails to Provide Incentives
to Improve Management of Hazardous Wastes

Placing a fee on feedstocks does not provide an

incentive to reduce hazardous waste generation. A Superfund

tax on hazardous wastes, however, would provide an additional

.-economic incentive to waste generators to encourage the

reduction of wastes and would help reduce the potential for

environmental harm. CMA does not believe that a waste-end tax
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would be an incentive to "midnight dumpers". The costs to

comply with RCRA regulations greatly exceed the impact of

CMA's proposed $3.00 a ton tax on waste disposed.

c. A Feedstock Fee Bears No
Relationship to the Problem

Fees levied against basic raw materials of the

chemical industry would be related only indirectly to the

source, extent, or nature of the problems they are intended to

solve. A tax on hazardous waste, however, is directly related

to the key problem which must be addressed: that of improper

disposal of hazardous wastes and the clean up and containment

of those wastes.

d. The Necessary Data Base for a Waste-End
Tax is Available, But the Data Base for
an S. 1480--Type Feedstock Fee is Not

Considerable expenditures would be necessary to

develop sources to implement such a system. On the other

hand, the recordkeeping and reporting requirements of RCRA

Sections 3001 and 3004 have been finalized, and provide a very

suitable basis for the type of hazardous waste tax on waste

generators for those hazardous wastes disposed of according

to RCRA regulations. A relatively simple reporting and tax

payment form, to be developed by the Department of the Treasury,

would be the only additional form required.

CMA has put considerable effort into drafting a

workable waste-end tax mechanism, which is described in detail
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beginning on page 54. We urge you to adopt a tax on hazardous

waste in place of S. 1480's feedstock approach.

3. Change Joint and Several Liability
to Apportioned Liability

S. 1480 would impose onerous and punitive liability

on owners, operators, generators and transporters. Any such

person would be strictly, jointly and severally liable for the

discharge, release or disposal of a hazardous substance.

Joint and several liabilty -- making one defendant

pay for the wrongs of all other defendants regardless of

responsibility -- is inequitable. It is especially unjust

considering that industry fees will provide the primary means

of financing for the fund. Imposition of joint and several

liability in the face of an industry-based fund is simply the

use of an additional funding mechanism. The purpose is to tap

the "deep pockets" of industry regardless of fault and siphon

more money into the fund.

That joint and several liability is viewed as another

funding device was made graphically clear by Assistant Attorney

General James W. Moorman in his April 15 testimony before the

Committee on Environment and Public Works. Page 9 of his

testimony states that "a Superfund will probably not be

successfully replenished without a strong liability provision

Without-replenishment, the Superfund will not achieve

the degree of success intended because the Fund will not have

as much money." He further said that the "central purpose of
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the various Superfund proposals is to provide the government

with the funds for cleaning up releases of hazardous substances"

and that the "Fund will simply not be replenished adequately"

without such liability. The entire thrust of Mr. Moorman's

testimony is not whether joint and several liability is fair

or proper but rather that it is needed to "replenish" the

fund.

Instead of joint and several liability CMA urges

that the principle of apportioned liability be substituted in

its place. This would require each person to bear the fair

share of his contribution to the problem rather than being

forced to pay in many cases for damages that he did not cause.

As we explain more fully in our written testimony, we do not

believe that the apportionment and contribution provisions of

S. 1480, as currently drafted, are adequate to solve the

problem.

In addition to the reasons I have outlined above and

in our written testimony, there is another compelling reason

not to impose joint and several liability in S. 1480. The

usual justification for this type of liability is to ease

proof problems for individual, resource-poor plaintiffs. But

under S. 1480, a resource-rich, governmental entity -- the

Fund itself -- will typically be the plaintiff, suing to

recover money for claims it has already paid out to injured

individuals. In this context, the imposition of joint and

several liability is especially arbitrary.
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4. Preempt Overlapping State Funds

S. 1480 would establish a $4.1 billion fund financed

primarily by industry fees. The bill makes no provision,

however, for preemption of overlapping state funds. This

leaves the door open for a proliferation of state funding

schemes in this area. Consequently a product could be hit

with a fee at both the federal level and the state level to

pay for the same class of incidents.

Preemption is necessary to avoid costly and burdensome

duplicate fee payments at the state level. We urge you to

provide for federal preemption of overlapping state funds,

except to the extent used to raise money for matching purposes

under this legislation.

5. Limit the Discretion of the Administrator
to Spend Funds Without Justification

S. 1480 would give the federal government virtually

unchecked authority to take whatever actions it deems necessary

with regard to the release of a hazardous substance. The

almost unlimited remedial actions authorized by the bill

provide the government with a blank check to go far beyond

what is actually needed to abate the harm. Moreover, anyone

held liable under S. 1480 has no opportunity to contest the

technical or economic reasonableness of the government's

decision.
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This broad authority is especially troublesome given

the zero-discharge philosophy of S. 1480. The bill's essential

thrust is to regulate every last molecule of a release rather

than developing sensible criteria for determining under what

conditions or in what amounts a substance may in fact be

hazardous. It is the zero-discharge mentality of the authors

of S. 1480 that has blown the fund and the size of the problem

out of all proportion.

We urge you to place rational limits on the government's

authority. Such limits include restricting the Administrator's

response action to sites which present a substantial danger; a

requirement that he adopt the least-cost alternative; and a

provision allowing a liable party to contest the reasonableness

of the actions taken. We especially urge you to reject the

zero-discharge approach of S. 1480.

E. SUMMARY OF REQUESTED COMMITTEE ACTION

First, we urge you to reduce the level of funding to

a more reasonable amount. Rather than $4.1 billion over six

years as envisioned in S. 1480, we believe that a much smaller

fund is adequate to address the problem.

Second, we urge you to adopt a three hundred million

dollar cap on the fund to prevent unneeded revenue collection.

Third, we urge you to adjust the ratio between

industry fees and federal appropriations. Instead of S. 1480's

present scheme of seven industry dollars to every one federal
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dollar, we believe that a 50-50 breakdown is a more equitable

funding formula.

Fourth, we urge you to adopt a waste-end tax in place

of S. 1480's front-end feedstock approach. A waste-end fee

has far greater correlation to the problems being addressed.

Fifth, we urge you to change Joint and several

liability to apportioned liability. Joint and several liability,

which in the context of S. 1480 is little more than an additional

funding mechanism, is unjust and is punitive.

Sixth, we urge you to provide for federal preemption

of overlapping state funds, except to the extent used to raise

money for matching purposes under this legislation. Preemption

is necessary to avoid costly and burdensome duplicate fee

payments at the state level.

Seventh, we urge you to place-rational limits on the

unbounded discretion of the government to spend funds without

justification. The zero-discharge approach and the overbroad

release into the environment concept should be rejected.
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II. WHAT IS WRONG WITH S. 1480 AND HOW IT SHOULD BE CHANGED

A. THE SCOPE OF S. 1480 AND HOW IT SHOULD BE CHANGED

Examination of the various provisions of S. 1480

shows that the coverage of the bill is exceedingly broad.

Furthermore, the vagueness of its provisions make its scope

unpredictable, and, therefore, compliance difficult. The

scope of the legislation is perhaps most objectionable with

regard to the type of incidents covered, the zero-discharge

approach, vid the excessive discretion given to the federal

government to order or undertake clean-up actions.

The release concept. Unlike H.R. 7020, the bill

reported by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign

Commerce, the Senate bill fails to restrict the scope of the

Superfund legislation to releases from inactive hazardous

waste sites. Instead, various required or permitted con-

sequences and actions under the bill are triggered by any

discharge, release, or disposal of a hazardous substance.-/

These three terms, defined in the bill or by reference to

other laws,?/ jointly describe the "release concept," a

concept which contributes significantly to the breadth of

the bill. The term "release" is the broadest of the three

i/ See, e.g., Sections 3(a)(3); 3(c); 3(d) of S. 1480.

2 See Sections 2(b)(1), (3) and (16).
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terms, and illustrates the dimensions of covez--e contemplated

in this bill. It means:

"(A) any spilling, leaking, pumping,
pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging,
injecting, escaping, leaching, or dumping
into the environment, or

"(B) any other release into the environment
which presents or may present a substantial
danger to the public health or welfare or the
environment."

Taken together these three terms include almost every conceivable

activity or occurrence from the beginning of the manufacturing

process to the final disposal of the resulting waste. The

specific exclusion from the definition of "release" for the

"normal field application of fertilizer" in itself makes clear

the virtually limitless scope of the release concept.

With regard to the notification provisions of the

bill, only releases of "hazardous substances" from "facilities"

or "sites" must be reported. However, the definitions of

"hazardous substances" and "facility" are as broad as the

release concept and provide little practical limitation on the

scope of the bill. in addition to covering every substance

listed in almost every conceivable legislative source,

"hazardous substance" includes:

"(G) any element, substance, compound,
or mixture, including disease-causing agents,
which after release into the environment and
upon exposure, ingestion, inhalation, or
assimilation into any organism, either directly
from the environment or indirectly by ingestion
through food chains, will or may reasonably
be anticipated to cause death, disease,
behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic
mutation, physiological malfunctions (including
malfunctions in reproduction) or physical
deformations, in such organisms or their
offspring."
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The operation of these definitions will impose on such a wide

variety of persons a duty to notify -- enforced by criminal

penalties -- that its breadth will swamp the notification

system and threaten constitutional principles of adequate

notice in criminal statutes.

The drafters have provided an exclusion from this

notification requirement for federally permitted releases and

have thus addressed one of the more troublesome aspects of the

bill as introduced. Now at least a company will not be re-

quired to provide a notice relating to every continuous and

periodic emission into the air or discharge into the water

which is expressly permitted by a federal permit or regula-

tion. But the exclusion for federally permitted releases

addresses only part of the problem created by this notifica-

tion provision. Only a small portion of the releases covered

by the bill and swept into the notice provision will be

exempted under the permitting procedures of federal environ-

mental laws. The virtually limitless reach of coverage

would appear to put every business and every individual at

risk, and subject to prosecution, for failure to live up to

the letter of the law. There is no requirement that the

release of the hazardous substance cause or threaten injury.

Nor is there a requirement that it be of a threshold report-

able quantity as provided for in Section 311 of the Clean

Water Act. If the substance is a hazardous substance either

specifically listed or within the catchall provision, and if
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it has been released into the environment, then notification

must be provided. For example, the release of a hazardous

substance from a facility may well include the emissions from

the painting of a building, the irrigation of a field by

spraying from a pipe or truck, the fluoridation of water, or

any of the other myriad of human activities which involve the

"release" from a structure, installation, or equipment of a

hazardous substance. Only limited relief is provided by the

fact that criminal penalties are not imposed on persons who

fail to provide notice of the release of "catchall" substances

described in Section 2(b)(13)(g). The government will either

be buried in an avalanche of paper so that the provision

becomes meaningless, or every business and individual will be

subject to the enforcement whims of EPA.

The overbreadth caused by the release concept as to

the notification provisions of Section 3 also applies to the

Administrator's response authority under that same section.

In some ways the release concept is even broader with regard

to this authority, since the government's emergency response

authority under Section 3(c)(1) includes not only hazardous

substances, but "pollutants" and "contaminants" as well.

The zero-discharge approach. The breadth of the

release concept, with its application to a virtually limitless

field of substances, is made doubly sweeping by the "zero

discharge" approach. As presently drafted, the notification

and response provisions of S. 1480 can be triggered by the
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release of an infinitesimal amount of a substance. This

raises serious possibilities of manifest unfairness and gross

misallocation of scarce economic resources.

The shortcomings of a zero-discharge approach have

been clearly illustrated in the recent Supreme Court case of

Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO v. American Petroleum

Institute, 48 U.S.L.W. 5022 (July 2, 1980), in which the Court

invalidated the benzene standard of the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA). Benzene is dealt with there

as a suspected carcinogen. In February 1978, OSHA issued a

permanent standard specifying a permissible exposure limit of

one part of benzene per one million parts of air. The Fifth

Circuit Court of Appeals struck down the standard on the

grounds, inter alia, that OSHA had not shown that the new

benzene exposure limit was reasonably necessary or appropriate

to provide safe or healthful employment, and the Supreme Court

affirmed. The Court rejected OSHA's position that there is no

safe level of exposure to a carcinogen and that the burden is

on industry to demonstrate a safe level of exposure.

The benzene case illustrates prevailing judicial

discomfort with a zero-discharge approach to regulation of

hazardous substances. The prevailing judicial discomfort is,

of course, not binding on Congress; rather it shows the dif-

ficulty of working out. any zero-discharge concept in the face

of circumstances which fail to show any actual risk. A far

better approach is that adopted by Congress in Section 6 of
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the Toxic Substances Control Act, where after lengthy delibera-

tions, an "unreasonable risk" test was imposed as the necessary

trigger for any regulatory action. At the very least, the

Administrator's action should only be deemed reasonable when

supported by hard evidence that the amount of the release

acted upon poses a substantial danger to human health or the

environment. Finally, a further benefit of discarding the

zero-discharge approach will be to redefine within more

realistic boundaries the scope of the hazardous substance

disposal issue facing this country. Estimates based not on

imperceptible trace amounts, but rather on amounts posing a

real risk, will provide a much better focus on the true nature

of the problem.

Governmental discretion to take response action.

Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of the scope of S. 1480 is

that it gives the government excessively broad discretion to

take response actions. Since this discretion is contemplated

in conjunction with the release concept and zero-discharge

approach, the scope of the bill is virtually limitless.

Under Section 3(b) the Administrator is authorized

to establish and enforce such control or removal or remedial

action requirements as he deems appropriate to protect the

public health, welfare and the environment for any facility or

site at which hazardous substances are stored, treated or

disposed of, if such facility or site is not in compliance

with a permit or accorded interim status under Subtitle C of

0-0 0-80-16
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RCRA. Enforcement is to be carried out under Section 3008 of

RCRA and Section 309 of the Clean Water Act. Under this

authority EPA would be authorized to adopt regulations and

issue orders on the basis of no prescribed statutory standard

other than that the A~inistrator deems the regulation or

order to be "appropriate" to protect the public health,

welfare or the environment. The provision is not limited

to those who own cr operate a facility or site. Failure

of a person to comply with an order under this provision

will give rise to the very substantial penalties of Section

3008 of RCRA and Section 309 of the Clean Water Act.

It is important to understand that the "requirements"

of RCRA and the Clean Water Act which are enforced under

Sections 3008 and 309, respectively, are those which have been

established explicitly in those acts or which have been adopted

in accordance with statuto, standards set forth in those

acts. Section 3(b) of S. 1480. contains no such standards or

limitations. The authority in this section to "establish"

requirements arguably contemplates rulemaking, but the provision

does not so provide nor is it so limited. It would appear to

be within the scope of this provision for the Administrator to

"establish" a requirement and order compliance with respect to

a particular facility based on what he deems to be "appropriate"

and to enforce that requirement by use of the broad range of

sanctions in RCRA and the Clean Water Act. It is not clear on

what basis, if at all, the recipient of such an order could
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challenge or object to the Administrator's determination, in

spite of the fact that the order could apparently be issued to

any person who has ever contributed waste to an inactive

hazardous waste site, and require that person to undertake

complete responsibility for cleanup and control.

Section 3(c) authorizes the President to take removal

and remedial actions with respect to the release of a hazardous

substance. As in the case of orders under Section 3(b), there

is virtually no statutory standard by which the President's

action under Section 3(c)(1) may be judged, since it is based

upon his judgment as to what is necessary to protect the

public health, welfare or the environment.

Standing by itself this provision would raise

substantial questions of governmental power and the use of

public resources. This virtually unlimited authority to take

removal or remedial actions would almost certainly result in

substantial impingements upon the lives and livelihood of

citizens. The scope of this provision is made particularly

troublesome, however, by reason of the fact that under Section

4(a)(1)(A) the owner or operator of a facility, and any person

who has arranged for the disposal of hazardous substances at a

hazardous waste site, would be liable for all costs of removal

or remedial action incurred by the President. The President

would thus have broad authority to incur removal and remedial

expenses and to obtain reimbursement from any person who is

liable under Section 4(a).
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The proper scope of S. 1480. The Senate legislation,

like the House legislation, should focus on the real problem

in the hazardous substances area: inactive hazardous waste

sites. Realistic standards must be devised specifying the

amount of a release necessary to trigger responsive action;

and such amounts should be based not on unfounded speculation,

but on reasonable evidence of substantial endangerment to

health or the environment. Furthermore, the drafters of

S. 1480 should consider a "site priority" system to help

.insure that the fund will not be unnecessarily depleted and

that administrative action focus on those sites with the

greatest potential for harm. All steps should be taken to

insure that existing law is rigorously enforced. Step-up of

investigative and enforcement capacities of federal and state

governments with regard to disposal site practices should

continue to be an administrative priority. Finally, there is

a need to address promptly the problems of current and future

siting of hazardous waste storage facilities. CMA completely

shares the concerns expressed by EPA Administrator Costle and

other ranking EPA officials with regard to mounting local

opposition to the location of hazardous waste management

facilities. If national policy on future siting needs is not

promptly addressed, complications in the full implementation

of RCRA and potentials for increases in "midnight dumping" are

all too clear.
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B. THE LIABILITY PROVISIONS OF S. 1480
ARE OVERBROAD AND PUNITIVE

1. Summary of the Statutory Scheme

S. 1480 would impose an unprecedented federal scheme

of strict, joint and several liability on the widest conceivable

range of potential defendants. Subject to extremely limited

defenses of act of God or act of war, Section 4(a) of the bill

would impose such liability for any release if a hazardous

substance (not just waste), pollutant or contaminant (neither

of which is defined), on four broad categories of persons:

(1) present owners or operators of the vessel or facility

from which the release occurred; (2) owners or operators at

the time of the release; (3) generators who arrange for

offsite disposal; and (4) transporters.

The categories of damages recoverable under the bill

are no less broad than the categories of liable persons, and

include cleanup costs, damages to real or personal property or

natural resources, loss of income or earning capacity, medical

expenses, and even loss of tax and other government revenue.

The applicable standard of proof for recovery of medical

expenses under Section 4(c) is a substantial relaxation of the

common law evidentiary standards which have evolved over many

hundreds of years.

Section 4(f) of S. 1480 allows defendants who are

not "significant" contributors to a discharge to attempt to

prove apportionment, but this is expressly not permitted until
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after liability is established in the first instance and

payment of claims is made.

Although Section 4(i) of the bill purports to allow

indemnification or other hold-harmless agreements under limited

circumstances, the practical effect of the section would be to

prohibit virtually all of them.

Finally, Section 4(n)(5) expressly allows double

recovery of damages for the same incident, under S. 1480 and

under any other provision of state or federal law.

2. Inadvisability of Creating a Federal Toxic Tort

The substance and detail of the liability provisions-

of S. 1480 raise substantial questions in themselves. A more

basic question is raised, however, as to the need, advisability

and appropriateness of creating a federal toxic tort.

The liability provisions are primarily intended not

to compensate injuries resulting from wrongful behavior, but

rather to serve regulatory and funding purposes. One of the

most serious objections to the liability scheme of S. 1480 as

envisioned by its proponents is its complete disregard for the

time-tested rationale of the common law tort system. Dean Prosser

has written that "[the purpose of the law of torts is to

adjust . . . losses, and to afford compensation for injuries

sustained by one person as the result of the conduct of another."!/

_ W. Prosser, the Law of Torts at 6, quoting Wright,
Introduction to the Law of Torts, 8 Camb. L.J. 238 (1944).
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The liability provisions of S. 1480 may serve these

goals, but only incidentally. Rather, the proponents of the

legislation have expressly acknowledged that the primary

rationale for the liability scheme is to regulate industry by

creating a massive economic impact through the device of

damages judgments, and to raise vast revenues for the fund --

which is already primarily financed by industry ab initio.

The Senate Report on S. 1480 states that the first

major concern of S. 1430 is to "provide incentive for maximum

care in handling hazardous substances and for minimizing the

effects of any releases by establishing strict liability for

responsible parties for cleanup costs, mitigation, and third-

pa::ty damages." The report goes on to state that "Strict

1..ability, the foundation of S. 1480, assures that those who

benefit financially from a commercial activity internalize the

health and environmental costs of that activity into the costs

of doing business."- Not only will the liability provisions

force industry to internalize costs, the report argues, but

they will also have a strong deterrent effect -- presumably on

any improper disposal of hazardous wastes.?/ The report

assumes that by raising the spectre of huge private damages

awards, industry will make every effort to insure "proper"

handling, transportation and disposal of hazardous substances.

2/ S. Rep. No. 96-848, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. at 12 and

13 (July 11, 1980).

SId. at 15.
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The liability provisions may have some deterrent

effect, but whatever minimal benefits can possibly flow from

this approach are greatly outweighed by the harshly punitive

nature of the legislation. The result of S. 1480 will be to

penalize industry merely for doing business. This is starkly

illustrated by the internal paradox of the legislation: the

avowed purpose of deterrence is to insure "proper" handling,

transportation and disposal methods, and yet the sole

justification for strict liability is to allocate risks in

society when the highest possible degree of due care cannot

guarantee safety. The liability scheme of S. 1480 is a

blunderbuss, back-door attempt to regulate industry practices,

creating glaring inequities while accomplishing nothing that

could not be better achieved by less draconian measures.

The second primary purpose of the liability scheme

is to provide the fund with substantial infusions of cash,

resulting from actions brought against industry. In his

April 15 testimony before the Senate Committee on Environment

and Public Works, Assistant Attorney General James W. Moorman

stated (page 9): ' Superfund will probably not be successfully

.replenished without a strong liability provision ...

Without replenishment, the Superfund will not achieve the

degree of success intended because the Fund will not have as

much money." S. 1480 therefore levies a double tax on industry:

first, through imposition of a fee system that calls for approxi-

mately 85 percent of the fund's cash pool to be provided by
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industry; and second, through replenishment of the fund sub-

stantially by recovery from industry of moneys expended through

the mechanism of strict, joint and several liability. The

punitive nature of this scheme is obvious, and any compliance

with the traditional goals of the tort system is incidental.

State tort law is clearly adequate to compensate

individuals harmed by a hazardous substance incident. State

law, in both its common and statutory form, has proved to be a

flexible and dynamic means of coping with the myriad factual

and legal problems which may arise in litigation in this area.

As the Senate report on S. 1480 acknowledges,- a plaintiff

seeking recovery of damages from exposure to hazardous substances

has an abundance of common law theories fropm which to choose:

strict liability (including the Rylands v. Fletcher test and

the "abnormally dangerous activities" test of the Restatement

(2d) of Torts); trespass; nuisance; negligence; and negligence

per se. The Restatement test, or similar versions of it, has

been applied under a strict liability theory to the storage of

phosphate slime; storagA of natural gas; the escape of fluoride

fumes into the atmosphere; the escape of gasoline from an under-

ground storage tank; and to the inhalation of toxic gas vapors.?/

S. Rep. No. 96-848, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. at 14, 33f/98o).

2/ See, respectively, Cities Service Co. v. States, 312
.So.2d 799 (Fla. App. 1975); McLane v. Northwest Natural Gas Co.,
467 P.2d 635 (Ore. 1970); Dutton v. Rocky Mountain Phosphates,
438 P.2d 674 (Mont. 1968); Yommer v. McKenzie, 257 A.2d 138
(Md. 1969); Luthringer v. Moore, 190 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1948).
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The Senate Report, however, asserts that state tort

law is inadequate. As authority for this proposition, it

relies on a report prepared by the Environmental Law Institute

under the supervision of the Congressional Research Service of

the Library of Congress for the Senate Committee- on Environment

and Public Works (96th Cong., 2d Sess.) entitled "Six Case

Studies of Compensation for Toxic Substances Pollution:

Alabama, California, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, and

Texas'""(June 1980) (The "ELI report" or "report"). This

report, which focuses on hazardous waste incidents arising in

the six states listed, purports to demonstrate the need for a

federal toxic tort by documenting the inadequacy of private

damages recovery under state law. Specifically, the report

concludes that (1) legal theories available under state law

are inadequate for redressing toxic substance-related harms;

(2) seeking compensation for pollution-related injuries is

cumbersome, time-consuming, and expensive; and (3) compensation,

if recovered at all by the injured parties in litigation or

settlement, is generally inadequate. See pp. xii-xv of the

report. The report goes on to make the general conclusion

that the inadequacy of state law in the six states analyzed

may be typical of state law in general.

The ELI report is seriously flawed by unscholarly,

incomplete legal analysis and unsupported, conclusory state-

ments. Many of the citations relied on are either outdated

or irrelevant, and misstatements of law are not infrequent.
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Furthermore, as the authors of the report implicitly acknowl-

edge, the information base'relied on is grossly inadequate

to support the sweeping generalizations made in the report.

For example, on page 2 the authors concede that it is difficult

to generalize from the six incidents analysed in the report as

to the adequacy of state law as a whole, and yet proceed to do

so. And on page 3, the reader is told "to assume that source

reliability and time constraints qualify all assertions of

fact that have not been legally adjudicated."

Where the authors of the report have attempted to

document their-conclusions in some sort of detailed way,

frequently the assumptions upon which their analytical

techniques are premised are totally invalid. A typical

analytical technique used by the authors to prove state law's

ineffectiveness in providing full damages compensation is to

compare the sizes of the suits instituted with the amount of

ultimate recovery. That this is a woefully misleading way of

evaluating the adequacy of existing state remedies is illustrated

by the following example. In Alabama, with regard to the PCB

contamination of Weiss Lake, the summary indicates no reported

acute medical damages, no reported latent medical damages, but

$1.6 billion in damages claims filed against the defendant.

See report, pages 15-16. The mere filing of a massive damages

suit by a creative plaintiff, unaccompanied by proof of harm,

does not in itself prove that harm. Thareport's recitation

of the relatively small settlement amounts hardly constitutes
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proof (or even persuasive evidence) of the inadequacies of

state remedies, when in fact the claims themselves may have

been totally unfounded and any settlement made, ultimately

generous.

The deficiencies noted above by themselves render

the validity of the report's conclusions suspect. Ironically,

however, perhaps the most damning evidence lies in the blatant

inconsistency between the authors' analysis and their

conclusions: the authors have incongruously juxtaposed an

analysis suggesting broad bases for recovery under state law

with conclusory assertions as to the inadequacy of state law.

This is particularly true with respect to the analyses of

California and New Jersey law: as the report shows, both

states provide broad avenues of recovery under both common and

statutory law. Much of the conflict in the report between

analysis and conclusion may reflect the fact that the desire

of the authors to prove a point overrode the natural consequences

of their legal analysis: that creation of a federal toxic

tort would not only be unwise, but unnecessary.

Two major criticisms of the state law system made by

the ELI report are the difficulty of proving causation and the

cost of litigation. The argument that these practical (as

opposed to theoretical) problems of litigation may sometimes

bar full redress has some surface appeal, and is no doubt true

in scattered instances. But the argument hardly leads inexorably

to the conclusion that some type of federal legislation will
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solve these problems. Proof and cost barriers are not unique

to the area of hazardous wastes, but rather pervade the entire

legal system. Passage of unprecedented federal legislation

will not ipso facto banish them to the past.

Furthermore, state legal systems, free to experiment

without the burden of overlapping federal law,-/ have adopted

and will continue to devise mechanisms which greatly lessen

such burdens on plaintiffs. Some states have lowered the

quantum of proof necessary to establish causation, either by

statute or through case law.?/ Some have effectively

abolished the defense of intervening cause.-/ Some courts

have adopted the principle of joint and several liability,

even where the independent acts of polluters cause similar or

I/ One is reminded of the famous words of Mr. Justice
Brandeis: "It is one of the happy incidents of the federal
system that a single courageous state may, if its citizens
choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic
experiments without risk to the rest of the country." New
York State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932)
(Brandeis, J., dissenting).

2_/ For example, in California an injured plaintiff need only
establish a reasonable or "preponderance of the evidence"
causal connection between the injury and the defendant's act.
See report, pp. 173-74. Many courts now accept circumstantial
erdence to establish causation, and do not require the exclusion
of all other possible causative factors. E.q., Watson v.
Great Lakes Pipeline Co., 182 N.W.2d 314, 318 (S.D. 1970);
Food Machinery & Chemical Corp. v. Leader, 294 F.2d 377 (9th
Cir. 1961).

1/ K.2., Hagy v. Allied Chemical & Dye Corp., 265 P.2d 86
Cal. 1953).
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cumulative injury.- As discussed more fully below, merely

because some states have found joint and several liability

appropriate has no bearing on its appropriateness under federal

law, particularly where it is tied, as in S. 1480, to an indus-

try fee system. With regard to cost, California permits court

appointment and compensation of experts and their services; and

contingency fee and class action arrangements will undoubtedly

become popular as specific precedent regarding hazardous waste

pollution becomes more widespread, and the public and the legal

profession become more aware of the existing adequacy of remedies

under state law.

Congress has shown restraint in creating private

federal tort actions. Establishment of a federal toxic tort

is clearly unnecessary; it is also unwise. Even in areas

intensively regulated by federal statutes, both Congress and

the courts have. concluded that it would be unwise and

inappropriate to establish a scheme-of federal private tort

liability. The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the

Safety Appliances Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act,

the Federal Aviation Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Clean

Air Act are just a few of the federal statutes which establish

comprehensive programs of federal controls but for which

Congress deemed it inappropriate to establish private causes

I/ E.g., Michie v. Great Lakes Steel Division, 495 F.2d
213 (6th Cir.), cert. denied 419 U.S. 997 (1974); Maddux v.
Donaldson, 108 N.W.2d 33 (Mich. 1961); Borel v. Fibreboard
Paper Products Corp., 493 F.2d 1076 (5th Cir. 1973); Landers
v. East Texas Salt Water Disposal Co., 248 S.W.2d 731 (Tex.
1952).
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of action beyond those available under state common law. On

the limited occasions when Congress has created private federal

actions for damages, the focus has been in two areas: first,

those which have significant interstate impact and are thus

beyond the effective reach of state law, such as consumer

protection, antitrust, and securities regulation; or else

those which present novel and unique risks of harm with which

state law is totally inadequate to deal, such as nuclear

incidents. "Toxic torts" fall into neither of these categories,

and indeed are demonstrably susceptible to adequate state law

remedies.

Creation of a private federal tort action would

further aggravate the crisis for the federal courts. Past

Congressional restraint in this area reflects a perception of

the effectiveness of state remedies together with a reluctance

to intrude into areas traditionally regulated by the state.

It also shows a reluctance to impose on the federal judiciary

the added burdens of duplicating the state common or statutory

law of torts. Creation of a federal tort cause of action for

injuries caused by any release of a hazardous substance or by

hazardous waste would seriously aggravate the existing congestion

in the federal courts at a time when reform movements are

attempting to limit federal causes of action, such as those

arising from diversity jurisdiction, which merely duplicate

state law remedies.

The current caseload of the federal judiciary, which

has been described by former Attorney General Bell and others
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as a "crisis in the courts," has been viewed with concern by a

number of prominent jurists and legislators. As recently as

March of this year, in his Annual Report on the State of the

Judiciary, Mr. Chief Justice Burger remarked:

"A striking change in the work of the
federal courts in recent years is the tremendous
increase in cases filed, along with the
novelty and complexity of questions presented.
In 1970 there were 317 cases for each district
judge. In 1980 we estimate that the figure
will be approximately 400 cases. Filings in
the courts of appeals have doubled in the
past ten years. We can see that measured by
the case filings per judgeship. The impact
of 152 new federal judges in the omnibus bill
last year will soon be wiped out.

"The quality of the performance of the
courts is bound to suffer with this-overload."1_/

The House Committee on the Judiciary, which held hearings on

this "crisis," suggested the following: ". . . (T]he state

court system must be accorded a respected role in the American

judicial system. They are ready, willing, and able to provide

needed relief to the Federal system."'/ Resort to federal

statutes creating private causes of action is clearly undesirable

where state common and statutory law provides an existing and

comprehensive system of compensation.

_ 66 A.B.A. Journal 297 (March, 1980) (emphasis added).

2/ H. Rep. No. 95-893, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. at 2 (1978).
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3. The Specific Liability Provisions of S. 1480

With these general objections in mind, attention is

directed to specific analysis of some of the more egregious

aspects of the Section 4 liability provisions of S. 1480 not

addressed above.

Hazardous substance, pollutant, contaminant. The

bill creates strict, joint and several liability for a release

of a "hazardous substance." The definition of "hazardous

substance" in Section 2(13) is, as Senators Domenici, Bentsen

and Baker observe in the Senate report at p. 120, "exceedingly

broad and brings too wide an array of business under the

umbrella of engaging in an 'ultrahazardous activity' ..

Furthermore, the bill does not define "pollutant" or

"contaminant," even by reference to other legislation. Under

these circumstances, the bill represents a gross aberration

from the established principle that legislation should be

--drawn with specificity so that those affected know they are

affected and can mold their behavior accordingly. This

principle, of course, applies with equal force to the concepts

of strict liability and joint and several liability.

Joint and several liability. The conjunction of a

joint and several liability scheme with an industry-financed

fund is grossly inequitable and could cause serious economic

dislocation among the leaders of industry. The drafters of

S. 1480 are clearly looking to supposed "deep-pocket"

corporations to take care of all the costs of hazardous

69-9 0-80-17
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substance damage, regardless of proof of harm or culpability.

This may be a convenient way for government to "replenish" the

fund, in Assistant Attorney General Moorman's phrase, but it

is hardly fair.

Mr. Moorman points out, correctly, in his April 15

testimony that courts .cting under state law have applied

joint and several liability to hazardous waste incidents. But

he fails to discuss the crucial differences between a state

tort law scheme and S. 1480 that make its application under

the proposed federal legislation inappropriate and unfair.

First, under state common law much stricter evidentiary

standards, particularly with regard to proof of causation, are

reqAired than would be necessary under-S. 1480, even as to

multiple source polluters. Under the lax evidentiary standards

of S. 1480, on the other hand, an entirely innocent generator

perceived to be a "deep pocket" could easily be held liable

for a massive damages claim. Second, states have not used a

joint and several liability scheme to replenish compensation

funds financed by industry: and yet, this is exactly what

S. 1480 proposes. The inequity of this scheme is compounded

by the fact that S. 1480 does not create any "quality-control"

mechanism on the proper expenditure of money from the fund.

In other words, an expenditure could be entirely wasteful or

ineffective, but the fund will be replenished anyway.

The drafters have apparently tried to modify some of

the more drastic inequities of a joint and several liability
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scheme by providing for apportionment and contribution in

Section 4(f), but they have merely created more confusion

while failing to eliminate the unfairness. For example, the

burden of proof to distinguish harm or show apportionment is

placed on the defendant, who must also show that his contribution

to an injury was.,not a "significant" factor. "Significant" is

not defined. "Significant" contributors who can nevertheless

show apportionment are not aided by the subsection: they

remain jointly and severally liable for the total amount of

damages.

In addition, Section 4(f)(3)'s provision that

determinations of apportionment or contribution shall not

occur until after determination of liability and claims

payments to claimants clearly undercuts the overriding

purpose of apportionment: to avoid the necessity for

innocent defendants to incur massive financial obligations,

which may or may not be reduced in the future.

Our final objection to these provisions has its

source in Section 3(a)(4)(A), which precludes any limitation

of (or defenses to) liability as to any person who fails to

comply with the notification provisions of that subsection.

Given the excessive vagueness and self-incriminating aspects

of the notification provisions, it is unfair to prohibit

limitations and defenses to liability, at the very least

without a prior determination that the defendant in question

was in fact obligated to comply.
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Liability for Medical Expenses. Although the drafters

of S. 1480 have modified the language of Section 4(c) on more

than one occasion,!/ it still violates all rules of evidence

by eliminating any need-for the plaintiff to trace the cause

of his injury to the conduct of the defendant. A plaintiff

need only show that his injury or disease could have been

caused, or contributed to, by a particular substance in the

environment, and that he was exposed to such substance which

also happened to be found in a discharge or release which the

defendant caused or to which he contributed even the smallest

amount. The bill does not even state that the plaintiff must

show a likelihood of exposure to the defendant's particular

release. In short, every injury or disease which is arguably

related to substances in the environment (including substances

in consumer products) would create liability on the part of

those who release or introduce those substances into the

environment. As Senator Simpson points out in the Senate

report at p. 116, the effect of this section is "to simply

brush off on the floor many of the rules of evidence which

have been so closely crafted and observed in our procedural

life as lawyers."

The effect of the medical expenses provision is to

convert industry into a catch-all insurer for many injuries or

diseases traceable to nothing more specific than the environment

I/ See remarks of Senator Stafford in Senate report at
pp. 108-115.
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of the twentieth century. The difference between the chemical

industry and other insurers, however, is clear: industry will

not receive any premiums. On the contrary, it pays a premium,

in the form of the industry-based fee system, and receives

increased liability in return.

Retroactivity. As originally drawn, S. 1480 in

effect applied retroactivity to conduct that took place before

the date of enactment and that was reasonable at the time.

The harsh unfairness of this scheme was obvious, and indeed

the drafters have attempted to ameliorate the situation in

sections 4(n)(1) and 4(n)(3). However, to quote Senators

Domenici, Bentsen and Baker, "(t]he issue of applying the new

standards retroactively remains a troubling one." Senate

report at p. 120. For example, a claimant could still recover

full damages under section 4(n)(1) of S. 1480 as to completed

conduct at the time of enactment, as long as the alleged

damages occurred after the date of enactment. -Furthermore,

section 4(n)(3) is only a partial limitation of retroactivity,

since the effective date is January 1, 1977 instead of the

date of enactment.

The proper limits of liability under S. 1480. The

drafters of H.R. 7020, the Superfund legislation reported by

the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, have wisely

decided that creation of a federal private damages scheme is

unnecessary and unworkable and have struck such provisions from

the text of that bill. We urge the Senate to do the same to
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S. 1480. We advocate that, as in H.R. 7020, S. 1480 be limited

to strict liability to the Administrator for clean-up costs.

Furthermore, liability should be apportioned instead of joint

and several. Finally, the bill should provide for more defenses

than act of God and act of war.- At the very least Section

4(a)(1) should provide for a third-party defense, shielding

a defendant from liability when an intervening act of a third

party, or the willfulness or gross negligence of the plaintiff,

is the proximate cause of the alleged injuries. To quote

Senators Domenici, -Bentsen and Baker (Senate report at p. 120):

"The only available defenses under the bill
are an Act of God or an Act of War. As a
consequence, what S. 1480 does is to simply
throw out negligence and nuisance as legal
concepts relating to the ongoing activities
of America's entire industrial base.

"The effects of such a doctrine are
clear. For example, in the case of a mining
operation where certain chemicals are used in
the extraction process, the owner or operator
of that mine would have no defenses available
to him if an unidentified third party unconnected
to his operation, came onto the mine site and
mishandled those chemicals. He would find

o Section 2(15)(B) provides that where a generator arranges
r offsite transport, he "shall not be considered to cause or

contribute to any discharge or release during such transportation
which resulted from circumstances or conditions beyond his
control." Whether this provision is intended to have any
effect on such a generator's liability is unclear, since there
is no "caused or contributed"-standard in Section 4, except
with reference to evidentiary standards in proof of liability
for medical expenses in Section 4(c). In any event, a generator
would face the heavy burden of proving that a release under
these circumstances resulted solely from circumstances beyond
his control. The subtle gradations of "causation" cannot be
reduced to such yes or no absolutes.
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himself facing a barrage of suits in which he
was being hed [sic] strictly liable for all
of the damages regardless of whether or not
he had any control over the situation.u

The basic premise of S. 1480 appears to be that

regulatory programs established under existing environmental

laws have failed to discourage releases of hazardous substances

into the environment. S. 1480, however, by attempting to

regulate hazardous substances through creation of a massive

federal liability scheme, seeks to shift the problem wholesale

to the federal courts. This is no less than an abdication of

what is essentially an executive branch responsibility. The

result will be to plunge the country into a storm of toxics

litigation where the competing interests will be increasingly

polarized. S. 1480 may be of great benefit to lawyers, and it

may be uniquely in the adversary tradition of American culture;

but it is a highly unfair and inefficient method of regulation

in which society as a whole will lose.

C. THE FEES IMPOSED UNDER S. 1480

ARE EXCESSIVE AND INAPPROPRIATE

1. Summary of Funding Scheme

S. 1480 would establish a $4.1 billion federal fund

constituted primarily from industry fees. These fees would be

levied on the basic raw materials of the chemical industry.

More than $3.5 billion would be raised through assessments on

primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw-materials and crude oil.
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2. Economic Impact

The potential adverse economic effect of the large

fees imposed in S. 1480 has not been adequately addressed.

The Administration did prepare an Economic Impact Study of its

proposed Superfund legislation, which containedamuchsaller

fee than that to be imposed under S. 1480. This study justified

an industry fee on the basis that companies could pass the

burden of the fee on to customers and that the overall infla-

tionaijiiimpact would be negligible because the fee is small in

comparison to GNP. The Administration's analysis, however, is

in error and certainly would not support the much larger fee

system contained in S. 1480.

Inflationary impact. First, the additive inflationary

impact of primary industry price increases has not been recognized.

The argument that industry will be able to pass along fees

imposed under such legislation is no justification. It ignores

the inflationary impact which results from the additive effect

of price increases by primary industries being passed on

through vari",'s value-added manufacturing steps until they

reach the-ultimate consumer.

Cost pass-through is not assured. Second, the

ability of individual companies to pass the fee through is not

assured. Those who subscribe to the concept of industry

funding contend that the fee will not be inequitable or burden-

some for individual companies because it can always be passed

on. This assumption ignores basic economic reality. Price is
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determined in the marketplace and not just by cost. The

ability to pass through a fee depends on the strength of

demand and the alternatives available to purchasers. Pass-

through could be impossible in a number of specific instances.

The chemical industry is experiencing inflationary cost

increases, declining production, profit margin erosion, and

requests from the President of the United States for pricing

restraint.

Under these circumstances, the chemical industry is

not at all confident that cost pass-through can or should be

achieved.

The chemical industry is already in a slump. The

chemical industry is currently in a severe slump. Predictions

by analysts and the industry itself indicate that the slump

will extend into 1981. The large fees proposed in S. 1480

would exacerbate this situation.

Production has fallen from an index of 217.7 in

January of 1980 to 209.7 in May of 1980. There have been sig-

nificant declines in production, operating rates, and shipments

of most chemical products and man-made fibers. Declines of

25-30 percent in second quarter 1980 earnings are common

throughout the industry. Most companies predict further de-

clines and significantly lower earnings for 1980 compared to

1979.
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Employment declined 16,000 in June and is down

20,000 from the high points of January, March and April.

There was a sharp drop in productivity (physical output for

work hour) during the spring of 1980. The index was 192.8

(1967 = 100) which is one percent below April and one percent

below May of 1979. Plastics, which is one of the fastest

growing sectors of the chemical industry, has been especially

hard hit. Polyester sales were down 43 percent from a year ago

May. Epoxies were down 26 percent, phenolics down 27 percent,

low density polyethylene down 29 percent, polypropylene down

21 percent, polystyrene down 31 percent, and polyvinylchloride

down 36 percent for an average decline of 29 percent for all

these plastics. Return on equity for chemical and allied

products was 15.4 percent in the fourth quarter of 1979

which is slightly lower than the 15.7 percent for all manu-

facturing and significantly less than the 18 percent for

non-durables of which chemicals is one sector.

We would also mention that burdens imposed on the

industry by Superfund should not be considered in isolation.

Additional costs will also result from decontrol of natural

gas and oil prices. These materials provide the industry not

only with energy, but also with raw materials. Innovation and

new product development are pparently declining because of

the Toxic Substances Control'Act. Five to ten percent of

investment is now going into pollution abatement equipment.
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National industrial growth rates of the future continue to be

depressed by the flow of U.S. dollars to the oil-rich countries.

Fees could diminish the export capabilities of the

industry. The most serious long-term problem the industry

faces, however, is where, and on what economic base, its

competition will grow. This is the same pattern seen in the

difficulties of the other basic U.S. industries. Production

of chemicals by foreign governments is likely to be the single

greatest problem the industry faces. About 40 percent of a

number of basic petrochemicals produced outside the U.S. are

made in government-owned facilities. Within five years Eastern

Europe's chemical makers will produce 28 percent of world

chemical production. Western European production will have

dropped to the same percentage and the U.S. producer's share

will decline to 24 percent.

Even without the additional costs of Superfund,

international chemical markets will be increasingly competi-

tive. Oil-rich countries are just coming into production of

petrochemicals, most of which will be channeled into export

markets including that of the United States. Most OPEC

countries have made it clear that they will make products i

from oil and gas, and not continue to supply other countries

with these products for raw material use. Mexico will

dedicate 10 percent of its oil and gas production to petro-

chemical output.
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3. An Industry-Based Fee System Raises Serious
Constitutional and Policy Objections

CMA is aware of the political considerations which

argue in favor of an idustry-based fee system, and we have

stated that if the Senate is unw..lling to accept a fund com-

prised primarily of appropriations, then at the very least it

should adopt a 50-50 system -- a much fairer funding formula

than the 85 percent contribution currently called for in

S. 1480. Nevertheless, we believe that the concept of an

industry-based fee system seriously undermines fundamental

constitutional principles.

The fund would be used to cover certain costs of

abating the harmful effects of hazardous substances. Although

the purposes for which expenditures from the fund are permitted

are limited to conform to various conditions described below,

two things about the fund are clear: (i) it could be used to

remedy the effects of the past industrial activities that were

consistent with the best handling practices at the time, and

(ii) it could be used to remedy situations for which the

individual feepayer or the group as a whole had no responsibility

whatsoever.

In our view the funding of abatement and other costs

relating to hazardous substances by imposing fees on certain

segments of the chemical industry would raise very substantial

constitutional questions under the due process clause of the

Fifth Amendment. In large part a fund operated and financed
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in this way would impose upon a specified class of commercial

enterprises liability for abatement and related costs attrib-

utable to sites for which no responsible party is able to

pay. The proposals would thus create a retroactive liability

for eventsrwhich have occurred in the past and for which the

enterprises bearing the liability have no causal responsibility

whatever.

Recent decisions by the Supreme Court have closely

scrutinized the imposition of industry-based fees to satisfy

claims that arise from a more narrow causal relationship. See

Usery v. Turner Elkhorn Mining Company, 428 U.S. 1 (1976)

(upholding the Black Lung Benefits Act). Where such a scheme

has been upheld, it has been constitutionally justified as a

rational allocation to producers of an "actual, measurable

cost of (their] business." 428 U.S. at 19. Furthermore,

unlike in the present case, it has occurred in the employer-

employee relationship, over which Congress has exercised

traditionally broad powers. The constitutionality is doubtful,

however, where the damages for which charges are imposed are

not costs of the operator's business. 428 U.S. at 24-25.

Fee payments for fixed expenditures at sites unrelated to the

individual payer's conduct cannot be said to satisfy this

causal nexus. Nor can it satisfy even an industry nexus,

since EPA has indentified over 17 industries as contributors

to the haxardous substance disposal problem.
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Imposing fees on the chemical industry to clean up

hazards created possibly years ago by commercial users of

chemicals and other products is reminiscent of the Railroad

Retirement Act scheme declared unconstitutional by the Supreme

Court in Railroad Retirement Board v. Alton, 295 U.S. 330

(1935). In Alton the Court declared:

"The provision is not only retroactive in
that it resurrects for new burdens transactions
long since past and closed; but as to some of
the railr6ad companies it constitutes a naked
appropriation of private property upon the
basis of transactions with which the owners of
the property were never connected. Thus the
Act denies due process of law by taking the -
property of one and bestowing it upon another."
295 U.S. at 349-50.._/

These principals of constitutional law are not

technical legal matters for the exclusive consideration of

courts and lawyers: rather they reflect basic principals of

fairness and equity which, while constituting mandatory legal

norms, also elicit on sober reflection voluntary allegiance

and support. To impose liability on the chemical industry in

this case would be analogous to imposing upon current coal

miners the cost of abating pollution caused, not by coal's

production, but by its use in other industries such as steel

or utilities. Some chemicals are toxic, and when mishandled

cause injury to persons and the environment. However, a

I/ As the Supreme Court observed in U , the entire Court
agreed that this portion of the Railroad Retirement Act was
unconstitutional. 428 U.S. at 19 n.13.
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scheme that imposes liability on producers of a substance that

causes harm when mishandled by others raises serious constitu-

tional questions under the leading Supreme Court cases on the

subject.

Finally, it is worth noting that the principles of

due process reflected in the Supreme Court's Usery opinion are

also embodied in the constitutional proscriptions against

bills of attainder and ex post facto laws (U.S. Const. art. I,

9). These constitutional prohibitions reflect two basic

vaj.ues which are threatened by proposed S. 1480: that legisla-

tion shall not (i) impose new penalties for past conduct nor

(ii) impose burdens on a narrow class of persons without

judicial process.

Both the bill of attainder and ex post facto concepts

directly limit Congressional action which in the bill of

attainder indentifies individuals in a narrowly drawn class

and inflicts upon them some punishment-(see, I...0 United States

v. Nixon, 433 U.S. 425 (1977)), and in an ex post facto law

"punishes as a crime an act previously committed, which was

innocent when done...." Dobert-v. Florida, 432 U.S. 282, 292

(1977). Although the Superfund provisions of S. 1480 may not

technically come within the somewhat narrow historical concepts

of a bill of attainder or an ex post facto law, United States

v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 303, 321 (1946) (Frankfurter, J., concurring

opinion), it is clear that they are in conflict with the broad

standard of fairness written into the Constitution in the due
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process clause as interpreted and applied by the Supreme

Court.

D. A WASTE-END TAX SHOULD BE SUBSTITUTED
FOR THE FEEDSTOCK FEE

1. The Advantage of a Waste-End
Tax Over a Feedstock Fee

If Congress is determined to impose a fee on indus-

try to pay for the costs of a "Superfund", we believe the fee

should be a tax placed on hazardous waste. The tax would be

collected on each dry weight ton of hazardous waste generated

and delivered to a hazardous waste disposal facility for final

disposal.

A waste-end tax is superior to a feedstock fee for

the following reasons:

A feedstock fee is inequitable. The feedstock fee

as proposed in S. 1480 would primarily effect 15 major,

petrochemical-based companies. It is estimated that 40 percent

of the products these manufacturers produce, which would be

charged 90 percent of the fees under S. 1480, do not result in

the generation of hazardous waste at all. Moreover, it has

not been demonstrated that the feedstock fees can be passed on

to downstream product users. In all cases, the result would

be inequitable distribution of Superfund costs. On the other

hand, a tax on hazardous wastes affects all hazardous waste

generators, thereby creating a broad tax base without unduly

burdening any specific industrial category.
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A feedstock fee fails to provide incentives to

improve management of hazardous wastes. Placing a fee on

feedstocks does not provide an incentive to reduce hazardous

waste generation. A Superfund tax on hazardous wastes, however,

would provide an additional economic incentive to waste

generators to encourage the reduction of wastes and would help

reduce the potential for environmental harm. CMA does not

believe that a waste-end tax would be an incentive to "midnight

dumpers". The costs to comply with RCRA regulations greatly

exceed the impact of CMA's proposed $3.00 a ton tax on waste

disposed.

A feedstock fee bears no relationship to the problem.

Fees levied against basic raw materials of the chemical industry

would be related only indirectly to the source, extent, or

nature of the problems they are intended to solve. A tax on

hazardous waste, however, is directly related to the key

problem which must be addressed: that of improper disposal of

hazardous wastes and the clean up and containment of those

wastes. -

The data base necessary to assess and collect a

feedstock fee is not currently in place. A waste-end tax

structure would present no unusual administrative problems.

The adminsitration of most taxes and fees, including the

feedstock fee now contained in S. 1480, depends to a large

extent on voluntary compliance, coupled with a system of

penalties for non-compliance. Both the feedstock fee and

69-M0O-90.-18
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the waste-end tax would be subject to the administrative and

collection provisions of Subtitle F of the Internal Revenue

Code. In both cases, the filing of returns would be required

on a frequent, perhaps a quarterly, basis. In the case of the

feedstock fee, the chemical manufacturing companies and petroleum

companies would form almost the entire pool of taxpayers, and

less than 100 companies would pay about 90 percent of the

total fees. Although a waste-end tax would involve a more

extensive pool of taxpayers, probably numbering several

thousand, the greatest portion of a waste-end fee would be

collected from large manufacturing companies.

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act provides

for a system of accounting for the disposal of hazardous

wastes and requires generators of hazardous waste, as well as

operators of hazardous waste disposal facilities, to file

reports with the EPA. A waste-end tax could easily be imposed

using the RCRA accounting and reporting system as its base, so

that there would not be duplicative record-keeping by the

persons subject to the waste-end tax.

Under RCRA, a manufacturing company that disposes of

its own waste on its own premises must keep records of the

hazardous wastes disposed of. A company that disposes of its

waste at an independently operated disposal facility must

prepare a manifest that provides a record of the waste and

transmit copies of that manifest to all persons who then
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handle the waste. The operator of the disposal facility

receives a copy of the manifest.

The waste-end tax can easily be computed simply by

transposing the information maintained for RCRA purposes to a

tax return. The copies of manifests received by operators of

disposal facilities will provide a check on the compliance

with the law of small generators of waste.

Contrasted with a waste-end tax structure, a fee on

feedstocks will require burdensome new records to be maintained

by taxpayers and will require an administrative mechanism to

avoid taxing a feedstock more than once.

2. Specific Discussion of CMA's Waste-End Tax

Basic considerations. There are several basic

considerations which must be addressed in the process of

developing a workable tax on hazardous wastes.

The first consideration should be the definition of

a "hazardous waste." The problem of old'dumpsites is caused

by "hazardous wastes" which were buried years ago. Although

not everyone agrees on the definition of "hazardous waste,"

the RCRA Regulations promulgated in May 1980 have listed

numerous substances, waste streams and characteristics which

are now defined as "hazardous." These Regulations provide the

basis for a waste-end tax system.

In addition, there are several large volume, low

toxicity waste streams which should be treated separately from
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the RCRA regulated wastes and not be subject to a Superfund tax.

Examples of such wastes are: the aqueous portions of large

volume, low toxicity waste streams, mining and milling wastes,

fly ash, bottom ash, drilling fluids, and certain agricultural

wastes among others. The risks that these wastes pose to human

health and the environment are usually minimal.

A tax imposed on hazardous waste would encourage

reuse and recycling, and sound waste management, including

reduced waste generation and waste destruction. Moreover, the

Superfund tax should focus on wastes that are truly hazardous.

It should accommodate all generators in an equitable manner,

such as by statutory exclusion where appropriate or by a lower

tax based on relative degree of hazard. For those industries

which generate large volume waste streams with some hazardous

waste constituents, listed by the RCRA Regulations, an

apportioned tax could be calculated.

The second important consideration involves the

selection of factors needed to develop a waste-end tax.

Depending on the alternative selected, the tax should rely on

only those factors which can be readily accounted for and

consistently measured. Suggested tax mechanisms have been

based on: the volume of all listed wastes generated; the

volume of all listed wastes received at disposal facilities;

and the dry weight volume of both these alternatives. The

factors chosen must also address a related problem -- adminis-

tration. A mechanism for tracking any of these suggested
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alternatives must be already in place or capable of quick

implementation.

Based on evaluations of these alternatives and

considering administrative complexity, the recommended system

would be to place a tax on RCRA regulated hazardous waste

generation, with certain statutory exemptions. The tax would

be assessed on the generated hazardous wastes which are disposed

of at a hazardous waste disposal facility as defined in EPA's

RCRA regulations. Such disposal facilities would include

secure landfills, land treatment, surface impoundments used as

disposal sites, and deep injection wells, but would not include

waste treatment facilities., recycling facilities or incinerators.

The data base for such a tax system has already been established

in the final RCRA regulations, Section 3002 and 3004 Record

and Reporting requirements. The Department of the Treasury

would develop a tax reporting form, utilizing this existing

data base, from which a Superfund hazardous waste tax payment

would be made.

The exemptions to the waste tax would be specific,

and would have the dual effect of initially exempting high

volume/low hazard wastes, and taxing only hazardous wastes

which are "disposed" in the context of the final RCRA

regulations. Specific statutory language would direct the

development and incorporation of the degree of hazard concept

into the tax on hazardous waste disposal within a two year

period.
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Another consideration is the immediate generation of

funds for emergency actions on failing dumpsites. One method

would be to provide for a loan program through the Treasury

Department if the fund is inadequate at any point in the

four year program. Such loans could not exceed one year's

revenue in any given year and the Secretary of the Treasury

would prescribe the rules and regulations for such borrowing.

Operation of a waste-end response fund. The

Department of the Treasury would be authorized to establish a

Response Fund. The Fund would be administered by the President

and the Secretary of the Treasury. Components of the Fund

would be taxes collected on waste disposal, moneys recovered

on behalf of the Fund, Congressionally appropriated money and

interest received from the investment of Fund money.

The total amount which may be collected in taxes

shall not exceed $50 million for fiscal year 1981, $75 million

for fiscal year 1982, $75 million for fiscal year 1983 and

$100 million for 1984. The authorized appropriations for the

following fiscal years would be: 1981 - $50 million, 1982 -

$75 million, 1983 - $75 million, 1984 - $100 million. Based

on the data taken from the EPA Background Documents used to

-prepare RCRA regulations, estimates were made on the impact

of a waste-end tax on manufacturing industries. The data

indicate that approximately 97 percent of the taxes would

come from the following industrial categories:
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Chemical 88%

Paper 3.5%

Petroleum 3.0%

Secondary
Metals 2.5%

97.0%
These estimates are based on 1) an assumed 3.6 percent annual

growth rate, 2) 25 million metric tons of taxable waste per

year, and 3) an initial tax of $3.00 per metric ton.

The Secretary of the Treasury would cease imposition

of taxes whenever the unobligated balance of the fund exceeds

three hundred million dollars. The Secretary would resume

imposition of taxes whenever the balance falls below one

hundred million dollars.

In order to distribute the costs as broadly as

possible among those who generate hazardous wastes while

minimizing the burden of collection and encouraging treat-

ment, reuse and recycling of hazardous wastes, a tax would be

collected on all hazardous wastes received at, and which will

remain at, hazardous waste disposal facilities. Each generator

of hazardous wastes listed in Appendix I will pay a tax for

each dry weight ton of hazardous wastes generated, delivered

to, and remaining at, a hazardous waste disposal facility.

Such hazardous waste disposal facilities shall include secure

landfills, land treatment, surface impoundments used as disposal

facilities, underground injection, and any other facility where

hazardous wastes will remain after facility closure. Taxes
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will not be assessed on any hazardous waste which after gene-

ration is either treated (and thereby rendered either non-

hazardous or such that it no longer meets the listing descrip-

tion) at any permitted (including interim permitted) hazardous

waste treatment facility (as defined in 40 CFR Part 260.10)

or is reused or recycled. The list of hazardous wastes in

Appendix I should be reviewed annually by Congress based on

changes made to the list of hazardous wastes regulated by

EPA under Section 3001 of RCRA. The following materials

will not be considered hazardous wastes for the purpose

of the tax:

(A) Domestic sewage;

(B) Any mixture of domestic sewage and other wastes that

pass through a sewez system to a publicly owned

treatment works;

(C) Industrial discharges regulated under Section 402 of

the Clean Water Act;

(D) Source, special nuclear or by-product material as

defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

42 U.S.C. 2011 et. sea;

(E) Materials-subjected to in situ mining techniques

which are not removed from the ground as part of the

extraction process;

(F) Household waste defined to mean any waste

material (including garbage, trash and sanitary

wastes in septic tanks) derived from households
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(including single and multiple residences, hotels

and motels);

(G) Wastes generated by any of the following and which

are returned to the soil as fertilizers --

(1) The growing and harvesting of agricultural

crops;

(2) The raising of animals, including animal manure;

(H) Mining overburden returned to the mine site and

waste generated by beneficiation of ore;

(I) Fly ash waste, bottom ash waste, slag waste, and

flue gas emission control waste generated primarily

from the combustion of coal or other fossil fuels;

(J) Drilling fluids, produced waters, and other wastes

associated with the exploration, development, or

production of crude oil, natural gas or geothermal

energy; and

(K) Any other waste excluded by regulation or act of

Congress.

For the first year, the tax imposed on all hazardous

wastes listed in Appendix I received at, and which will remain

at, hazardous waste disposal facilities after such hazardous

waste facility closed in accordance with Subtitle C of the

Solid Waste Disposal Act, will be $3 per dry weight ton. In

succeeding years, the Secretary of the Treasury in consulta-

tion with the EPA Administrator may recommend modifications

of the tax based on projections of hazardous waste to be
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disposed in that calendar year. The tax will be paid semi-

annually or at a frequency to be determined by the Secretary

of the Treasury, based on a form provided by the Department

of the Treasury, utilizing the information collected and

submitted to EPA pursuant to Sections 3002 and 3004 of RCRA.

The information contained on the form should include:

o The amount, in dry weight tons, of each hazardous

waste listed in Appendix I disposed of at a hazardous

waste disposal facility (as identified by the

Environmental Protection Agency Handling Code at 40

CFR Part 265, Appendix I, Table 2 - Part 3, "Disposal")

(45 C.F.R. 33253).

The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate will collect the

taxes under provisions of Subtitle F of the Internal Revenue

Code of 1954. The Secretary of the Treasury may invest excess

Fund monies in interest-bearing, ventures of the United States.

If at any time Fund monies are inadequate to meet the obliga-

tions of this statute, the Secretary of the Treasury may loan

the Fund an amount equal to one year's revenue, subject to terms

and conditions prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Within two years after the tax is first initiated,

the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency,

after consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury, will

submit a report on the tax system to Congress. Opportunity
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will be provided for public review and-comment- The report

should include:

o A summary of past expenditures from the Fund; and

o A brief description of all projects and their current

status, specifically listing completed operations

and cases.

Two years after the tax is first initiated the

Department of the Treasury, with the assistance of EPA, will

publish a tiered tax system reflecting the relative degree of

hazard, including, for example, such factors as migration

potential, persistence, bioaccumulation potential, toxicity

and the potential for adverse environmental effects. EPA's

background documents used to list wastes under Section 3001-

contain the rudiments of a simple degree of hazard system and

reference these relative hazards. This information could be

used with the additional information provided by the generator's

annual report to devise a workable, tiered tax system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Doctor.
As was the case previously, and as it is our practice, we will hear

from each member of the panel before we ask questions individ-
ually.

Senator CtuYFKE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask one question here?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Of course, you may.
Senator CHAFER. What are the parameters under which this

committee can work?
For instance, Dr. Fernandez addressed the joint and several lia-

bility situation. Is that within the purview of this committee, or
are we restricted to the fees or tax?

Senator MoyNuiH . I don't want to give an answer to a question
of that kind without the advice of counsel, but my position would
be to say that we are here to discuss the question of tax or fee, as
you wish. That clearly is our responsibility.

I think that it would be case that with respect to establishing a
criterion of liability, that originates with the Committee on Envi-
ronment and Public Works, or other committees. That would be my
judgment.

Senator CHAF. I am not critical of Dr. Fernandez's testimony
at all. I am just trying to get the ground rules, because we are not
the recipients of referrals too often.
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It is my understanding, and if I am wrong on that I would like
the staff to correct me, that we deal solely with the fee or the tax
aspec.

Senator MoyNmAN. I can state to my friend, Senator Chafee,
that that is the purpose for which this hearing is convened. We are
prepared to entertain observations from persons on whatever issues
they wish, but they ought to know that we are concerned here with
the question of tax or fee.

Senator CArn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MoYNnHAN. Is that agreeable to the committee?
Senator RoTH. Mr. Chairman, I would like t- make the point

that in determining the size of the fee, I think we also have some
responsibility as to the basis of that liability, and to what extent
certain actions would bring the fund.

I don't have the expertise either, in all candor, but I would not
want to tend to limit the authority of this committee until we had
some expert advice on that.

Senator MoYNIHAN. The committee is not so limited by anything
that I have said, and as I have made the point earlier on, we are
holding a formal hearing, but this bill has not been referred to the
committee. This has yet to be negotiated. I

On the House side, the Ways and Means Committee chose not to
make changes in the liability provisions, but had to take into
consideration what those provisions were in order to make a judg-
ment of whether the financing was adequate, which of course we
will do.

But let us not delay our witnesses.
Mr. Hanneman.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. HANNEMAN, DIRECTOR, GOVERN-
MENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, NATIONAL SOLID WASTES MAN.
AGEMENT ASSOCIATION
Mr. HANknEAN. thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee.
The National Solid Wastes Management Association appreciates

this opportunity to share with the committee our thoughts on two
specific portions of the bill you are considering today.

First the portion of the bill that was only touched upon earlier
this morning by Mr. Sunley, Mr. Costle, and Mr. Davis, and that is
the necessity for retaining th6 postclosure liability fund created in
section 5(k) as an essential step in 'creating the addtional capacity
of hazardous waste management facilities required under the new
Federal regulatory program and, second, the desirability of retain-
ing the broad-based fee mechanism to fund any superfund as con-
tained in the version of S. 1480 approved-by the Committee on
Environment and Public Works.

The National Solid Wastes Management Association represents
the leatling private fi-ms engaged in the proper management of
this Nation's wastes, residential, commercial, and more to the point
today, industrial. We have been working constructively with com-
mittees of the Congress for the past decade to design the Federal
solid waste management program. We are proud of our part in
helping to fashion the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976, and the bill introduced by Senator Randolph, S. 1325, to

(
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create a postclosure liability fund; which has been incorporated by
the Environment and Public Works Subcommittee into S. 1480.

The postclosure sections of the legislation are designed to provide
the solution to onq aspect of the "financial responsibility" require-
ments for facilities which will be permitted under the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act. This is a separate and distinct
purpose to that of the general superfund which, in the main,
addresses problems of existing and past disposal practices. It is
essential that the postlosure sections of the bill be retained, hope-
fully as written and unanimously accepted by the Environment
and Public Works Committee.

The most compelling reason why we feel the Congress should
create a postclosure liability fund is that with the additional quan-
tities of hazardous wastes which will be subject to regulation under
RCRA, this country will need in the very near future 50 to 60
additional regional, commercial hazardous waste sites and special-
ized facilities for proper treatment, storage and disposal of hazard-
ous waste.

Companies need now to begin to develop those facilities. They
are expensive, and they require some lead time for construction.
But development of these facilities is being stymied by public oppo-
sition, the "not in the backyard" syndrome mentioned earlier by
Senator Durenberger. Everyone agrees the sites are needed, but no
one wants one nearby.

If we don't have sufficient sites, however, it is back to the real
hazard of-hazardous wastes, which is the mismanagement of haz-
ardous wastes. If we are going to solve our problem with hazardous
wastes, we need more than laws and regulations. We need more
capacity and this fund offers an incentive to the creation of that
capacity. -

The postclosure liability fund which we envision would be fa-
shioned very much like an insurance program. Participating com-
panies would pay fees similar to an insurance premium into the
fund, and would in return call upon the fund to satisfy liabilities
incurred by the facility.

No one really knows how large a fund will be required. We
believe that the likelihood of releases from RCRA-permitted facili-
ties in the future will be much, much lower than has been our
experience in the past with facilities not so regulated. But no one
can issue an ironclad guarantee that they won't have problems,
and if they did, the insurance industry would be willing to insure
those risks, which they are not willing to do.

The Envirhment and Public Works Committee proposed a $200
million fund to be replenished by adjustment of the fee schedule if
necessary so that the fund remained at $200 million. The EPA was
directed by terms of S.1480 to conduct a 3-year study on the ade-
quacy of the amount so that Congress might examine the question
of the size of the fund in the future.

It should be very clear that while the Federal undertakes the
responsibility for managing the fund, all moneys which are in the
fund are generated by a special from operators of RCRA-permitted
disposal facilities. This is entirely fair and appropriate and would
pose only a very slight additional burden on our industry which we
are fully prepared to accept. The fee would be less than $1 per ton.
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Let me turn quickly now my attention tothe funding mechanism
of the larger superfund. The Environment and Public Works Com-
mittee approved a broad-based schedule fee for this fund. If this
committee is to create a superfund, we strongly recommend that
this broad-based fee approh, as embodied in S. 1480, be adopted.

Administrator Costle well expressed this morning, and docu-
mented the reasons for the fee being placed early in the production
phase. Such fee, as he explained, would have a minimal increase in
prices.

One alternative considered by the Environment and Public
Works Committee was to assess the fee at the point of disposal
rather than the broad fee on industries who produce roducts
which become hazardous wastes. The Environment and Public
Works Committee opposed a disposal tax because of the dislocation
which a fee on disposal would create.

We strongly second that judgment and urge you to accept the
mechanism contained in the present bill. Combined with the other
significant increases in disposal costs which will soon hit waste
generators who are called upon to comply with the new set of
F eral regulations which go into effect in November, this huge
incrmental increase, perhaps as much as 50 percent over the
present disposal charge, could pose a serious obstacle to willing
compliance with the regulatory program upon which success of this
program is largely predicated. A more broadly based fee would
cushion the shock of raising the funds necessary for a superfund.

We appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning and will
be happy to respond to questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hanneman follows:]
STATEMENT OF RImAR L. HAxNNEA, DIREC , GovEmm AND PuBJc

A mams, NATIONAL SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT AssOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Richard L. Hanneman
and I am Director of Government and Public Affairs for the National Solid Wastes
Management Association. NSWMA appreciates this opprtunity to share with the
Committee our thoughts on two specific portions of the bill which you are consider-
ing toda. the necessity for retaining the post-closure liability fund created in
Section 5(k) as an essential step in crating the additional capacity of hazardous
waste management facilities required under the new federal regulatory program
and the desirability of retaining the broad-based fee mechanism to fund any Super-
fund as contained in the version of S. 1480 approved by the Committee on Environ-
ment and Public Works.

NWMA has been working constructively with committees of Congress for the
past decade to design the federal solid waste management program. We are proud of
our part in helping fasMon the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976.
We are also proud of our role in developing in this Congress, the bill S. 1325 to
create a post-closue liability fund, which a been incorporated into S. 1480.

The post-closure sections of the legislation are designed to provide the solution to
one aspect of the "financial responsibility" requirements for facilities which will be
permitted under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. This is a separate
and distinct purpose to that of the general Superfund which, in the main, addresses
problems of existing and past disposal practices. It Is essential that the post-closure
sections of the bill be retained, hopefully as written by and unanimously accepted
by the Environment and Public Works Committee.

Meaningful insurance coverage for waste disposal facilities is not available today,especially in the post-closure period. And only those who would oppose construction
of thes facilities altogether would suggest that the insurance mechanism is inap-
propriate to. thee liabilities. The post-closure liability fund would supple-
ment the e ing Waste management program c ated by RCRA. As part
of that program, EPA requires "financial respgiblity" in the form of available
lquid assets or insurance up to a fixed amount during the period of facility oper-
ation and accumulation of a trust fund sufficiently large to meet all anticipated

/
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expenses of proper facility closure and routine monitoring and maintenance for 30
years following closure. NSWMA supports the concept of "financial responsibility"
because it provides necessary assurances to facility neighbors and the public at
large and also because it creates an incentive to manage facilities in a manner
which minimizes risks.

By their very nature, however, EPA's regulations will fall short in two respects:
they cannot guarantee resources above and beyond the minimum "financial respon-
sibility" requirement during the operating life of a facility and they cannot assure
the existence of any funds to satisfy unanticipated claims after operations cease and
a facility has been closed.

To protect the public in these cases, Senator Randolph introduced S. 1325 to
create a post-closure liability fund to pay damages greater than $5 million-the
figure EPA was using at that time to represent an operator's "financial responsibili.
ty'--and pay all damages from closed RCRA facilities. Thus, operators would be
required, in effect, to buy supplemental "insurance" without the limits of available
commercial insurance during facility operation and perpetual coverage in the post-closure period.The Environment and Public Works Committee adopted Senator Randolph's rec-
ommendations in the post-closure period and these are embodied in S. 1480.

During the past several years, commercial insurance companies have struggled
with the question of "non-sudden" coverage-that is, protection for damages caused
by slow, gradual escapes of hazardous substances from a facility. Operators have
had no difficulty in obtaining conventional "sudden" insurance for their facilities to
cover, for example, explosions and fires. Now the insurance industry has given
indication that/ "non-sudden" coverage, in limited amounts, is becoming available
for hazardous waste disposal operations, but only on a "claims made" basis. Only
those claims received while the policy is in effect are insured. No insurance compa-
ny has come forward with an "occurrence" basis policy for non-sudden events, the
type of insurance that would provide protection for the public in perpetuity. This
post-closure fund provides that protection.

This lerds to the most compelling reason why we feel that the Congress should
create a national post-closure liability fund. With the vast additional quantities of
hazardous wastes which will be subject to regulation for the first time under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, this country will need, in the very near
future, 50-60 additional regional commercial hazardous waste sites and specialized
facilities for proper treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous wastes. Companies
need to begin developing these facilities now. They are expensive and they require
3-5 years for development and construction.

Development of these facilities, however, is being stymied by public opposition to
these sites-the "not-in-my-backyard" syndrome. Everyone agrees the sites are
needed; no one wants one nearby. But consider the alternative. If sufficient facilities
are not available to manage bwzardous wastes properly, it's back to the real hazard
in hazardous wastes-mismanagement. In all of the attention which we have given
to hazardous wastes in the paste several years, the one clear lesson is that the
biggest hazard on hazardous wastes is not the wastes themselves, but in how they
are managed. If we are going to solve our "problem" with hazardous wastes, we
need more than laws and regulations, we need many new modem treatment and
disposal facilities. Creation of a post-closure liability fund offers part of the solution
to this problem. Without question, the enormous amounts of publicity which past
mismanagement practices have received in the media have reinforced the "not-in-
my-backyard" syndrome. Citizens reading of the confusion and delays at Love Canal
where it has been difficult to assign responsibility, where municipal agencies lack
resouces, and where state and federal agencies quarrel over the types and amounts
of assistance to be made available, only reinforce this public aversion to having a
hazardous waste facility in their neighborhood. Assurance that funds are readily
available to clean up and restore problem facilities and to pay all legitimate claimsfor property damage or personal injury, will reinforce public confidence which will
also grow as a result of the strength and regulatory program created in RCRA.

We feel a national fund is necessary to insure financial capacity to meet any
problems from RCRA-permitted hazardous waste facilities. No mechanism exists
today to permit responsible parties to manage the present and perpetual liabilities
associated with such facilities. For operating facilities only limited insurance cover-
age is posMse and, for closed sites, no insurance to available or likely to become
available. The post-closure liability fund which we envision would be fashioned very
much like an insurance program. Participating companies would pay fees similar to
insurance premiums to the fund and would, in return, call upon the fund to satisfy
liabilities incurred by the facility.
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No on. really knows how large a fund will be required. We believe that the
likelihood of releases from RCRA.permitted facilities will be much, much lower than
has been our experience in the past with facilities which have not been held to highregulatory stadrd. But, no one can issue an ironclad guarantee that regulated
facilities Will be without problem. If we could, insurance companies would be more
than happy to insure these risks and the Environmentand Public Works Committee
would not have seen fit to create thispost-closure liability fund. The Committee has
proposed a $200 million fund which would be replenished by upward adjustments of
the fee schedule, if necessary, so that funds would always be available to satisfyjudgments. The $200 million level was approved by the Environment and Public
Works Committee with a proviso that EPA conduct a 3-year study on the adequacy
of this amount so that the Congress might reexamine this question in several years.
This is entirely reasonable. It is unlikely that this fund will be required for many
years. Thus, there is no immediate need to be exact in determining the amount of
the fund. What is needed immediately is assurance that the fund will be created
and to begin accumulating its reserves. Two hundred million dollars would be an
appropriate initial target.

itrshould be very clear that while the federal government undertakes the respon-
sibility for managing this fund, all monies which are in the fund are generated by a
special fee on operators of RCRA-permitted disposal facilities. This is entirely fair
and appropriate and would pose only a very slight additional burden on our mnus-
try which we are fully prepared to accept. The fee would be less than $1 per ton.

Let me now turn my attention to the funding mechanism for the larger Super-
fund. The Environment and Public Works Committee has a approved a broad-based
fee schedule for this fund. If this Committee is to create a Superfund, we strongly
recommend that this broad-based fee approach, as embodied in the present S. 1480,
be adopted.

One alternative considered by the Environment and Public Works Committee was
to assess the fee at the point of disposal rather than the broad fee on industries who
produce products which become hazardous wastes. The Environment and Public
Works Committee opposed a disposal tax because of the dislocations which a fee at
disposal would create. We strongly second that judgment and urge you to accept the
mechanism contained in the present bill. In order to generate $4.1bion over the
next six years with a tax at disposal, the incremental cost would be at least $10 per
metric ton. Combined with the other significant increases in disposal costs which
will soon hit waste generators who are called upon to comply with the new set of
federal regulations which go into effect in November, this huge incremental in-
crease could pose a serious obstacle to willing compliance with the regulatory
program, upon which success of this pram is largely predicated. A more broadly
based fee would cushion the shock of racing the funds necessary for a Superfund.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before your Committee today and topresent our perspective on this important bill and urge your speedy action so that
the beneficial effects of this program can begin early in 1981 rather than await a
complete re-hearing and drawn out legislative proceeding. in the next Congress.

Thank you. *
Senator MoYNiAN. You are very generous, Mr. Hanneman.
I observe that each of our witnesses has prepared testimony and

we very much appreciate that. That will be put in the record, and
if you summarize it, or as Dr. Fernandez did, if you skip about, the
whole of your testimony will be there in any event.

Now, Mr. Branscum, on behalf of the Society of Plastics Industry.

STATEMENT OF GENE BRANSCUM, DIRECTOR, THE SOCIETY OF
THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC., PRESIDENT OF GOTTA CORP.-
Mr. BANSCUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee.
I am also president of Gott Corp. in Winfield, Kans. I appear this

morning on behalf of the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., a
1,400 member trade association representing raw material suppli-
ers, machinery manufacturers, and processors of plastic products. I
am director of SPI and a member of its executive committee.

In addition to the statement -which I am making on behalf of
SPI, I have been asked to submit to hearing record a written
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statement by the Flexible Packaging Association, representing an-
other important segment of plastics processing industry.

Senator MOYNmHAN. We will be happy to include that in the
record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Branscum follows:]

69-0= 0-80-19
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STATEMENT OF

T. E. (Gene) BRANSCUM, PRESIDENT

GOTT CORPORATION

ON BEHALF OF

THE SOCIETY OF THE PLASTICS INDUSTRY, INC.

Good morning. I am Gene Branscum, President of the

Gott Corporation, Winfield, Kansas. I appear this morning on

behalf of The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.,*/ a 1400

member trade association representing raw material suppliers,

machinery manufacturers, and processors of plastic products. -

I am a Director of SPI and a member of its Executive Commit-

tee.

SPI's membership includes thope companies that manu-

facture plastic resins from petrochemical feedstocks. But,

two-thirds of our members are processors of plastics products.

Most are small manufacturers with half having fewer than 100

employees. I suppose this makes Gott Corporation a fairly

large processor. We have 350 employees and last year did

$16 million in business.

Gott is a manufacturer of insulated containers. We

make metal containers, but plastics are our principal mate-

/ The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI) is a Cor-poration organized under the Not-for-Profit Corporation Law ofthe State of New York. Its 1400 member companies and indi-
viduals and 49 operating units include those who supply raw
materials, process or manufacture plastics or plastics prod-
ucts; engineer or construct molds or similar accessory equip-ment for the plastics industry; and engage in the manufacture
of machinery used to make plastics products or materials ofall types. SPI is the major national trade association of theplastics industry. The majority of its members are the pro-
cessors and converters of plastic resins into end productswhich represent 75% of the dollar volume sales of plastics in
this country.
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rial. Our markets include consumer products, such as picnic

coolers and drink dispensers, as well as industrial insulated

containers for use in oil fields and other outdoor work loca-

tions. Gott markets in all 50 states and over 35 foreign

countries. The fastest growing part of our business is in ex-

ports, last year accounting for 15% of sales.

The principal interest of the plastics industry in

S. 1480 and other Osuperfund" proposals stems from our com-

plete dependence upon petochemical feedstocks for raw mate-

rials. Any proposal or action that would potentially affect

the price of feedstocks is of concern to us. There are as-

pects of S. 1480 that concern SPI, such as the size and scope

of the fund, but I leave that to others who are closer to the

problem to discuss. Of particular concern to SPI is the fi-

nancing mechanism of the bill because of the negative effect

it will have upon the nearly 800 plastics processors within

our association.

The legislation before you would establish over a six-

year period a $4 billion fund, $2.3 billion of which would be

raised from fees on petrochemical feedstocks. The Senate Com-

mittee on Environment and Public Works stated in its report on

S. 1480 that it had rejected a waste-end fee because *such a

system would have significantly increased government paper-
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work in the industry." In advocating instead a fee on chemi-

cal raw materials the committee said, "because a fee on feed-

stocks can be passed on to customers, it does not single out

the chemical industry's profits as its source of revenue."

The presumption is that all affected companies downstream from

-the feedstock producer which pays the original fee will in

turn pass on their increased costs to their customers, with

the ultimate tab being paid by the consumer of the finished

product.
The Committee's report states that a fund abased only

on appropriations would not be in the public interest. Tax-

payers too often are asked to remedy problems they do not help

create." Ironically, if the pass-through theory of fees on

industry works as envisioned by the authors of S. 1480, the

taxpayer they claim to be protecting will end up paying the

cost anyway. But, what if we as customers of the chemical

companies are unable to pass through the additional costs

brought on by a superfund, as is sure to be the case regarding

plastics processors?

Like the taxpayer, the bill's supporters claim they

seek to protect, the plastics processor is being asked to rem-

edy a problem it did not help create. Let's use Gott Corpora-

tion as an example.
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We are processors of high-density polyethylene resin.

High and low-density polyethylene- together account for nearly

one-third of all plastics produced in this country. We do

note have not, and never expect to contribute to the hazardous

waste problem S. 1480 seeks to correct. The same can be said

for most processors of plastic products. Plastics are by

their nature inert and while some plastics processors do handle

some hazardous substances, the vast majority do not. Why,

then, should all of us be saddled with higher costs?

Supporters of S. 1480 claim there will be no inequity

resulting from the industry fee because any additional costs

can be passed on to our customers, just as our raw materials

suppliers will be passing on their increased costs resulting

from the feedstock fee. This is wrong.

S. 1480 calls for an initial fee of $3.88 per short-

ton on ethylene, the feedstock from which high-density poly-

ethylene is derived. Our best estimate is that this would

translate into about a half cent per pound increase in the

cost of our raw materials. In the reality of the marketplace,

it could easily reach one cent per pound, or 2% of our cost.

This may not seem like much, but raw materials account

for 55% of my company's cost of doing business. The average

processor's profit is slightly under 4%. If we were simply
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competing with other domestic plastic processors, perhaps we

could all safely raise our prices. But, this is not the case.

For Gott Corporation, our competitors include manufacturers of

metal insulated containers who will not have a comparable cost

increase in raw material. A 2% price raise would place us at a

serious disadvantage in the marketplace at home as well as

abroad. Our foreign competitors, whether they manufacture

metal or plastic containers, would find themselves at a con-

venient advantage. Thus, that 1-2% resin price increase

may likely have to be absorbed and further reduce the already

slim profit margins for processors.

This circumstance is not unique to my company. Most

of my fellow processors are competing in markets where the

competition includes products made from other raw materials

like steel, aluminum, glass and paper. We continue to be com-

petitive but it is getting tougher. It is difficult for us to

believe in the equity of yet another price rise increase to

solve a problem to which we do not contribute.

Mr. BRANSCUM. Their position is generally parallel to ours, and
we have provided copies to the staff prior to the meeting this
morning.

Senator MoYNiAN. We appreciate that, sir.
Mr. BRANSCUM. SPI's membership includes companies that man-

ufacture plastic resins from petrochemical feedstocks. But, two-
thirds of our members are processors of plastic products. Most are
small manufacturers, in fact, over half have less than 100 employ-
ees. I suppose that that would make our company a fairly large
processor. We have about 350 employees, and do about $16 million
in sales.

We happen to manufacture insulated containers. We also make
metal containers, but plastics are our principal materials. Our
markets include such consumer products as picnic chests and drink
dispensers, as well as the industrial insulated container for use in
oil fields and other outdoor work locations.

Gott markets in 50 States and over 35 foreign countries last year.
In fact, the fastest growing part of our business is in exports, and
last year accounted for 15 percent of our sales.

The principal interest of the plastics industry in S. 1480 and
other superfund proposals stems from our complete dependence on
petrochemical feedstocks for raw materials. Any proposal or action
that would potentially affect the price of feedstocks is of serious
concern to us.
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There are aspects of S. 1480 that concern SPI, such as the size
and scope of the fund, but I will leave that to others who are closer
to the problem to discuss that. Of particular concern to SPI is the
financing mechanism of the bill because of the negative effect it
will have on the nearly 800 plastics processors within our associ-
ation.

The legislation before you would establish over a 6-year period a
$4 billion fund, $2.3 billion of which would be raised from fees on
petrochemical feedstocks. The Senate Committee on Environment
and Public Works stated in its report on S. 1480 that it had
rejected a waste-end fee because "such a system would have signifi-
cantly increased Government paperwork in the industry."

In advocating a fee on chemical raw materials, the comittee said:
"Because a fee on feedstocks can be passed on to customers, it does
not single out the chemical industry s profits as its source of reve-
nue."y

The presumption is that all affected companies downstream from
the feedstock producer which pays the original fee will in turn pass
on their increased costs to their customers, with the ultimate tab
being paid by the consumer of the finished product.

The committee's report states that a fund "based only on appro-
priations would not be in the public interest. Taxpayers too often
are asked to remedy problems they do not help create."

Ironically, if the pass-through theory of fees on industry works as
envisioned by the authors of S. 1480, the taxpayer they claim to be
protecting will end up paying the cost anyway. But, what if we as
customers of the chemical companies are unable to pass through
the additional costs brought on by a superfund, as is sure to be the
case regarding plastics processors.

Like the taxpayer, the bill's supporters claim they seek to pro-
tect, the plastics processor is being asked to remedy a problem it
did not help create. Let's use Gott Corp. as an example.

We are processors of high-density polyethylene resin. High- and
low-density polyethylene together account for nearly one-third of
all plastics produced in this country. We do not, have not, and
never expect to contribute to the hazardous waste problem S. 1480
seeks to correct. The same can be said for most processors of plastic
products.

Plastics are by their nature inert and while some plastics proces-
sors do handle some hazardous substances, the vast majority do
not. Why, then, should all of us be saddled with higher costs?

Supporters of S. 1480 claim there will be no inequity resulting
from the industry fee because any additional costs can be passed on
to our customers, just as our raw materials suppliers will be pass-
ing on their increased costs resulting from the feedstock fee. This is
wrong.

S. 1480 calls for an initial fee of $3.88 per short-ton on ethylene,
the feedstock from which high-density polyethylene is derived. Our
best estimate is that this-would translate into about a half-cent per
pound increase in the cost of our raw materials. In the reality of
the marketplace, it could easily reach 1 cent per pound, or 2
percent of our cost.

This may not seem like much, but raw materials account for 55
percent of my company's cost of doing business. The average
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processor's profit is slightly under 4 percent. If we were simply
competing with other domestic plastic processors, perhaps we could
all safely raise our prices. But this is not the case.

For Gott Corp., our competitors include manufacturers of metal
insulated containers who will not have a comparable cost increase
in raw material. A 2-percent price raise would place us at a serious
disadvantage in the marketplace at home as well as abroad.

Our foreign competitors, whether they manufacture metal or
plastic containers, would find themselves at a convenient advan-
tage. Thus, the 1- to 2-percent resin price increase may likely have
to be absorbed and further reduce the already slim profit margins
for processors.

This circumstance is not unique to my company. Most of my
fellow processors are competing in markets where the competition
includes products made from other raw materials like steel, alumi-
num, glass, and paper. We continue to be competitive but it is
getting tougher. It is difficult for us to believe in the equity of yet
another price increase to solve a problem to which we do not
contribute.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Mr. Branscum.
I would not want to pick a point, but the Government is contin-

ually distorting prices in one way or another in these fields. The
petroleum basis of much of your feedstock, your raw material for
many years was well below world prices because we kept low prices
here. This gave the chemical industry an advantage overseas which
was much protested in the common market, for example. The
assertion was made that producers in Europe had to pay world
prices for oil, whereas in the United States they were paying a
Government-controlled price, and a very low one. So it goes up and
it does down. The result is often difficult to ascertain.

Mr. Ellison, on behalf of the Synthetic-Organic Chemical Manu-
facturers Association. Before you say another word, please explain
that.

STATEMENT OF DONALD ELLISON, MANAGER, GOVERNMENT
AND INDUSTRY RELATIONS, VIRGINIA CHEMICALS, INC., ON
BEHALF OF SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICAL MANUFACTUR-
ERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Mr. EwsoN. I shall in my testimony.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Donald Ellison,

manager for government and industry relations at Virginia Chemi-
cals. I am pleased to appear before you today on behalf of the small
business community of the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufac-
turers Association, known as SOCMA.

SOCMA is a nonprofit trade association composed of 107 manu-
facturers of organic chemicals. Members produce some 5,000 prod-
ucts, including everything from pesticides intermediates to flame
retardants, and from perfume materials to intermediates for artifi-
cial penicillin.

Over half of SOCMA's members have annual sales under $50
million. For our industry, those are small companies. I should
emphasize that SOCMA believes that a bill that is well structured
for the entire chemical industry will be good for smaller compa-
nies. However, we are concerned that the small companies must be
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kept in mind. Unless the particular problems we face are consid-
ered, an otherwise good bill could be very bad, indeed.

The financing of the fund is complex. As proposed, money would
be paid out of the fund to compensate injured parties and to pay
for cleanup efforts. Revenues would come into the fund through
the fee system and through Federal subrogation of victim's
claims-where people are compensated by the funds, the Govern-
ment would take over their claims. Thus the liability elements of
the bill become deeply involved in this committee's consideration of
the size, scope, and uses of the fund.

In this oral presentation, I will address only one issue, whether
the liability provisions of S. 1480 should be applied retroactively.

Although the bill applies only to damage suffered after January
1977, it imposes liability on disposal conduct of past years or even
decades. We think this is a mistake. Applying the liability provi-
sions to past conduct is a poor liability policy and a poor approach
to financing the fund.

According to the Environment and Public Works Committee
report, the goal of strict liability is to provide incentives for careful
disposal of wastes. However, even if such incentives are a good way
to control future practices, past disposal conduct cannot be changed
by such incentives.

In fact, retroactive imposition of strict liability is contrary to the
expressed goal of properly spreading disposal costs. The Environ-
ment and Public Works Committee report emphasizes, and I quote:
"The most desirable system of loss distribution is one in which the
prices of goods accurately reflect their full costs to society."

Under the proposed language, the price of today's goods will bear
not only the costs of present disposal practices, but also the costs
associated with past goods. Thus, the bill violates its own principle
by imposing more than the "full cost of goods to society." It is
therefore clear that the bill's approach misallocates the cost bur-
dens, it is a bad financing scheme.

Thus, it is clear that policy considerations do not require impos-
ing liability retroactivity. This is fortunate because, if enacted, this
liability scheme could threaten the existence of small companies.

Let me emphasize that small companies are not reluctant to be
responsible for any damage that we cause. If we make mistakes, we
should bear the appropriate costs of those mistakes. What we
object to and cannot afford is being responsible for mistakes which
others made.

Many small companies, ours is one, try to succeed by doing our
job with exceptional care. The environmental area is no exception
to this approach. We cannot survive if we must pay for the mis-
takes of other companies.

No matter how much care a small company takes and how little
waste it generates, the bill imposes the threat of huge liability,.
Small companies have often disposed of wastes in small, easily
traced barrels. In contrast, tank cars full of waste, which have been
emptied, cannot readily be traced. We even face the prospect of
being accused of liability when our labeled barrels are used by
other firms.

Without large legal departments, small companies would be in-
viting targets for plaintiffs using joint and several liability. Small
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companies would often be unable to bear the costs of legal defense,
let alone the costs of seeking subsequent apportionment from other
firms. A small company that contributes a modest amount to a
disposal site should not have to risk bearing the costs of the whole
site.

If we must face liability stemming from past as well as future
disposal, there is no guarantee that insurance will be available.
Senators Domenici, Bentsen, and Baker have recognized this prob-
lem in a statement quoted in my written submission.

Of course, even if insurance is available to small companies,
trying to pass on the double costs of insuring against liability from
past as well as present production may put many small firms in
precarious financial shape. Small companies are particularly
threatened by this double pass-through problem because of low
profit margins and competitive conditions.

Fortunately, the Environment and Public Works Committee has
left unresolved the question of retroactive application of the liabili-
ty scheme. This committee has an opportunity to adhere to the
policy goals of the bill while avoiding paying for past disposal

ractices through undue burdens on firms, particularly small

While SOCMA does not approve of the liability scheme in gener-
al, its retroactive application to past disposal practices is particu-
larly unjustified and should certainly be deleted.

I would be ha py to answer any questions.
[The prepared-statement of Mr. Ellison follows:]
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION

OF

DONALD ELLISON

ON BEHALF OF

THE SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Cosuittee, my name is

Donald Ellison and I am pleased to be able to appear before you and

try to help in your effort to design sound hazardous-waste-site

legislation. I am Manager for Government and Industry Relations,

at Virginia Chemicals Inc. Today, I am appear ing as a member of

the Small Business Committee of the Synthetic Organic Chemical

Manufacturers Association ("SOCHA').

'SOCMA is a non-profLt trade association comprised of 107

manufacturers of organic chemicals, over half of which are com-

panies with annual sales under $50 million. The members of SOCHA

produce more than 5,000 distinct synthetic organic products. Most

of these products are intermediates and finished chemicals for

industrial use. They include dyes, pigments, flavor and perfume

materials, surface active reagents, fire retardants, plasticizers,

rubber processing chemicals, and medicinals. The products of the

organic chemical industry are essential to many other industries,

including agriculture, textile, paper, steel, automobiles, rubber

and ink.

I appear before the Committee to stress the particular

concerns which smaller chemical companies have with the proposed

"'Superfund legislation. The Small Business Committee of SOCHA

I/ A list of SOCHA member companies is attached as an Appendix.
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beliees that legislation that is well structured for the entire

chemical industry will also be good for smaller companies. However,

we are concerned that the industry is too often thought of as composed

of a few giant companies. Unless you carefully keep in mind the

many smaller companies -- and the particular problems we face -

an otherwise good bill could be very bad indeed.

We feel that it is important to take care that small com-

panies are not unintentionally and unfairly burdened by Superfund

legislation. In general, small companies are critical to the

American economy. The President, the Congress and our national

political parties have recognized repeatedly the important role

which small companies play in every industry.

In the chemical industry, small companies are important.

More than seventy-five percent of the establishments in the industry

employ less than fifty workers. Indeed, ninety-six percent of
2 /

all chemical firms have sales of less than $30 million per year.

Sill chemical companies, when put together, employ tens of thousands

of workers and contribute billions of dollars to the GNP. Perhaps

most importantly, small companies have been responsible for a very

significant share of innovation in the industry -- both in terms

of new products and production methods.

/ =Impact of TSCA Proposed Premanufacturing Notification Require-
ments" prepared by A.D. Little, Inc., for EPA's Office of Plan-
ning and Evaluation (December 1978), at 11-16.'

2/ "Analysis of Options for Definition of Small Business and Esti-
mated Cost of the Initial Section 8(a) Reporting Requirements"
prepared for EPA by A.D. Little, Inc., (November 1977) at 14.
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The financing of the fund is complex. As proposed, money

would be paid out of the fund to compensate injured parties and

to pay for cleanup efforts. Revenue would come into the fund through

the fee system and through federal subrogation of victim's claims --

where people are compensated by the fund the government would take

over their claims. Thus, the liability elements become deeply

involved in this Comittee's consideration of the size, scope and

uses of the fund.

In discussing the liability scheme, and related pro-

visions, of S. 1480, I will make two major points. In particular,

the proposal is unfair and unduly burdensome, and it is not

necessary.

Before I get into the specifics of those problems, let

me make a general point. Small companies are not reluctant to

be responsible for any damage that we cause. If we make mistakes,

we should bear the appropriate costs of those mistakes. What we

find objectionable is being held responsible for mistakes which

others have made. Many small companies -- ours is one -- try to

succeed by doing our job with exceptional care. The environmental

area is no exception to this approach. As I hope my specific points

will make clear, the burdensome, unfair .and unnecessary provisions

now before the Committee make it very likely that we will have to

bear the costs of future mistakes by other companies and by government

decision makers as well as mistakes made by our whole society --

industry, government, technical, and public sectors alike --- in

the past. We'll pay for our mistakes, but smaller companies cannot

survive if we must bear the costs of other peoples' mistakes as well.
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(1) The liability provisions are unfair and unduly
burdensome.

The bill imposes liability with the broadest possible

sweep. Anyone involved in the disposal of a hazardous substance

-- no matter how tenuous the relationship or how small the amount

contributed -- can be liable under the bill's Joint, s several,

and strict liability. The bill also alters causation requirements

opening the door to rampant litigation.

The report of the Environment and Public Works Committee i/l
takes solace in various examples of other strict liability schemes.

Of course, each example relates to a relatively narrow type of

damage -- for example, damages attributable to Alaska pipeline

oil. This bill applies strict liability to any release of any

hazardous substance. The Price-Anderson Act may have imposed

strict liability for some nuclear incidents, but it also recognized

the difficulties of coping with the potential damages by estab-

lishing special insurance provisions and limiting liability to a

level which critics have long argued is very low. The Price-Anderson

Act is cited as precedent for S. 1480's strict liability, but I can

find nothing in S. 1480 that offers small companies any federal

insurance for the liability imposed or offers limits on the extent

of the liability strictly imposed. The examples cited would be

more persuasive if they were adhered to more thoroughly.

Of course, none of the precedents for strict liability

cited in the report involves strict liability for actions taken

.j/ 8. Rep. 96-848, July Il, 1980, at 34-36.
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years or decades ago. As I will explain later, there is good

reason for this -- the cited policy rationales for strict liability

simply do not apply when the regulated behavior is in the past.

No matter how much care a small company devotes to waste

disposal in the future, or devoted in the past, and no matter

how small its contribution was to a waste site, it can be faced

with total liability for damages. We won't even have full protec-

tion of the long established rules of evidence.

Proponents will say that we can use the apportionment

or contribution provisions. They are not much help. We cannot

resist liability under those provisions. All a small company

can do is wait until it is "held liable" and then try to qualify

for apportionment. To qualify for apportionment, we have to

distinguish our contribution from othersy this is the same burden

which has been called "cumbersome, time-consuming and expensive"

when applied to injured parties. Moreover, the bill doesn't

even define what level of contribution makes one a "significant

factor" in a discharge. Although a small company may have

contributed only a few barrels to a largo site, we may be more

likely than big contributors to be stuck with the cost. First

of all, many small companies dispose of materials in identi-

fiable barrels. Companies with larger disposal requirements often

use tank cars; our barrels can be found and identified, but once

the tank car is empty that is almost impossible. Thus, small com-

panies take a big chance -- they may be the only easily identified

contributor. Because barrels are often reused -- without removing

company labels -- we could even be charged with liability for
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other firms' waste. Of course, there is also the risk of contributing

a small amount and being the only financially solvent party.

Even if identification and solvency problems don't nail the

little companies, litigation strategy may finish us. Consider the

choices of an injured party where a little company contributed,

say, five percent of the waste at a site and an unidentified

big company contributed 95 percent. If you were the lawyer for

the injured person, would you search to identify the big company?

Of course not. You'd sue the smaller company -- which lacks

the big legal department ready to defend the case -- and let

the small company worry about collecting from the other fellows

(assuming they can meet the criteria of section 4(f)(1)). These

various problems make small companies fear strict, joint, and

several liability.

Because S. 1480 rushes into imposing strict, joint, and

several liability, companies, and particular small companies,

may face grave problems. Senators Domenici, Bentsen and Baker
I/

put the problem aptly:

In general, the development and appli-
cation of such concepts as strict liability,
ultrahazardous activities, and joint and
several liability to extensive third party
damages take place over an extended time
frame. During this period, asset risk
assessment and insurance probabilities
can be developed. Decisions can be made
in an orderly manner. One result of
S. 1480 is that it accelerates the
development and application of these
complex concepts. In doing so, it pre-
vents the private sector decision-making
process from being able to assess its
liability risks.

I/ Additional views annexed to the Committee Report at 121-122.
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Consequently, it would appear that
private sector decisions will have to be
made on the worst case that might result
from passage of the bill. That case
w~uld bee (1) the 4efendant faces liti-
gation brought by the Federal government
(2) he is one of a few or the single
defendant in a case where the release was
largely caused by another operators (3) the
more significant contributor is insolvent;
(4) actions beyond his reasonable control
caused the release, precluding hJs use
of the defenses available under S. 1480
(Act of God and Act of war)l (5) large
third party damages are at issue, and
(6) joint and several liability in
S. 1480 expose the defendant to the
possibility of paying for all of the
damages.

Under this scenario, the elements of
this bill will push the decision-maker
in directions that will likely lead to
adverse consequences for the national
economy. Small companies may be forced
to close because insurance will be
unavailable or too costly. Middle-
sized companies will not likely risk
their assets for new ventures when
faced with these liabilities at exist-
ing facilities. (Emphasis added.)

The liability provisions, as they now stand, almost guarantee thati/
the innocent will be punished for the sins of the guilty. If

S. 1480's liability measures are approved, small, environmentally

careful, profitable firms - innocents -- will confront grave

financial risks which will be virtually impossible to insure. The

bill, as now written, permits insolvent firms, careless firms whose

waste cannot be traced to them, and big firms whose capability to

defend themselves in court deters suits to expect small companies

1/ Perhaps this is intended by some proponents, see Committee
Report at 121.

69-039 0-80-20
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to bear disproportionate liability. Congress surely would not

intend such a result.

The causation provisions of the bill open the door to

huge medical and rehabilitation costs. Although the bill limits

the use of the changes in the rules of evidence to recovery

for medical and rehabilitation costs, its practical implications

have not been fully analyzed. though the Environment and Public

Works Committee report mouths respect for the courts and their

procedures, can we really expect that the jury hearing evidence,

which Congress says it may consider only for medical costs,

not to apply the evidence elsewhere in the case? While I'm

not a lawyer, common sense tells me that you can't show the

jury a study for one purpose and hope it will be ignored for other

purposes.

Thus, although the changes in the rules of evidence may

appear to be limited to certain costs, they cannot reasonably be

expected to work that way when used. Just as this tampering with

rules may cause results far beyond Congressional intent, other

areas of civil procedure may be gravely disrupted. Senator Simpson

has noted that "such areas of civil procedure as roes judicata,

collateral estoppel, conflict of laws, and bar and merger have

been wholly overlooked in the CEnvironment and Public Works]
1/

committee's efforts to fashion this new federal remedy." Common

sense suggests that all these issues of civil procedure would

confront small chemical companies with an incredible leg.l mess.

1/ Minority views annexed to the Committee Report at 117. (Emphasis
added.)
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Just as the report accompanying the bill cites examples

of other statutes in discussing the strict liability provisions,

so does it cite "precedents" in addressing causation. Of course,

no example is offered that includes (1) strict liability, (2) joint

and several liability, (3) relaxed proof requirements, and (4) was

applicable to past as well as future conduct. This is the multiple

threat which chemical companies fear and to which small companies

are particularly vulnerable.

(2) The most onerous provisions are not necessary.

Fortunately, many of the most troublesome provisions of

the bill as it is drafted are not necessary or Justified by the

rationales offered by advocates.

There is great concern about the hazards of abandoned

waste sites. SOCMA joins Congress and the public-at-large in this

concern. But, we are very troubled that these concerns are being

used by people who wish to go beyond them. Neither strict

liability, joint and several liability, nor changes in the rules

of evidence are needed to provide for the containment and cleanup

of abandoned sites. The measures are being linked together only

so that advocates of these extra provisions can take advantage

of the concern about releases from historic disposal sites.

Moreover, an important distinction between past conduct

and future conduct is missed in analyses such as the Environment

and Public Works Committee report on S. 1480. The rationales for

strict liability and the industry fee may be valid for the future,

but they do not have any application to past conduct. In a number
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of ways, the expressed goals of the bill do not conform to its

language as drafted.

For example, the report accompanying the bill states

that the "liability scheme essentially codifies the common law

liability standard applicable in came@ involving hazardous sub-
1/

stances and materials.- Let me assurc the Committee that we

would not be here with grave concerns if the bill did no more than
"codify" the existing common law. The same report, only a few

pages before describing the bill as mere codification, claims that

without the bill's liability provisions,
victims of hazardous chemicals face a
difficult burden in seeking redress
through the courts.

The legal mechanisms in the States
studied are generally inadequate for re-
dressing toxic substances-related harms,
and traditional tort law presents substan-
tial barriers to recovery.

seeking compensation for pollution-related
injuries is usually cumbersome, time-consuming
and expensive.

The S. 1480 liability scheme can hardly be characterized -- in

any fair sense -- as codification of coon law.

More important, however, the policy rationales offered

for strict liability have no application to strict liability im-

posed for past conduct. The report states that the bill "provides

_/ p. 31.
2/ pp. 13-14.
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incentives to all involved with hazardous substances to assure that

such substances ar handled with the utmost of care." It ex-

plains that the "liability standard in intended to induce potentially2/
liable persons to voluntarily mitigate damages.... - In enumerating

"policy considerations," the report explains that strict liability

is intended to encourage "that person -- whether a generator, trans-

porter or disposer of hazardous substances -- to eliminate as many

risks as possible." Explaining the economic underpinnings of

its scheme, it states:

Strict liability is, in effect, a
method of allocating resources through
choice in the market place. The most
desirable system of loss distribution is
one in which the prices of goods accurately
reflect their full costs to society.

These rationales have no application to past conduct.

Strict liability cannot retroactively change the onduct of past

decades -- incentives to control risks may influence future prac-

tices but can never change behavior 5, 10 or 25 years in the past.

The allocation of resources of the past cannot be changed. In

fact, strict liability for past disposal conduct violates the

report's principle that the best system is one in which goods most

accurately reflect their full social costs. Under the proposed

language, today's goods will bear an undue burden -- the costs

1.1 p. 31.

/ p. 31.

a. p. 33.

4/ p. 34.
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of their proper disposal (which they should bear according to.

the report's principle) and also the costs of disposal associated

with past goods. They end up bearing more than their true social

costs. imposing strict liability on future disposal would create

all the desired incentives, imposing strict liability on the

past violates the very principle offered as its rationale.

Similarly, imposing a fee on today's feedstocks to

pay for costs of nast practices violates the same principle.

If the fund is used to pay for the costs of past as well as present

disposal practices, it will internalize" more than the true social

costs of today's goods. By their advocates own criterion, the fee

and liability schemes are unfair and not necessary.

Thus, if one wants to address the problem of historical

practices, funds should be appropriated for that purpose. Perhaps,

strict liability has a justification for future waste disposal,

but certainly not for the past. Fortunately, the propriety of

retroactivity was left "unresolved" by the Environment and Public

Works Committee. It can now be seen clearly that the new liability

standard should not and need not be imposed retroactively.

If the Congress wishes to consider changing the rules

of evidence, it need not act urgently. What'may be urgent is

action to contain and cleanup waste sites. Changes in proof re-

quirements have no relationship to that effort. As has been2/
suggested, a Commission should study the various proposed changes

1/ Senators Domenici, Bentsen and Baker at 120.

2/ Id.



in proof requirement. before Congress acts. Quidelines or a model

code for state adoption would permit changes without risking stif-

fling development of more advanced common law at the state level.

Thorough study must be made before tampering with the delicate

balance struck by the burden of going forward, the burden of

proof, and various presumptions.

In closing, there is a choice. Congress can hurry through

considering the many implications of this incredibly broad bill --

risking grave injury to the industry, and small companies in

particular, and gambling on changes in legal rules that have not

been given adequate consideration. In the alternative, Congress

can choose a less sweeping measure that speaks to the real con-

cerns of its constituents. The public asks for protection from

waste sites. Small chemical companies ask for protection from

overarching liability provisions, written without small firms

in mind, that would place them in financial peril. Both concerns

can be satisifed if Congress opts for a sound, moderate course.

I am confident .that choices are available which offer the opportunity

to draft wise legislation.

I/ Senator Simpson, at 117.
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SOCHA MEMBERSHIP LIST

ACTIVE MEMBERS

ACETO INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CORP.
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORP,
AMERICAN COLOR & CHEMICAL CORP.
AMERICAN CYANAMID CO.
AMERICAN HOECHST CORP.
ARAPAHOE CHEMICALS, INC.
BASF WYANDOTE CORP.
BERNCOLORS-POUGHKEEPSIE, INC.
BIDDL3 SAWYER CORP.
BOFORS LAKEWAY, INC.
BORDEN CHEMICAL CO.
BUFFALO COLOR CORP.
CAREY INDUSTRIES, INC.
CARROLL PRODUCTS, INC.
CELANESE CORP.
CHATTEM,: INC.
CHEMISPHERE CORP.
CHETAN CO., INC..
CIBA-GETGY CORP.
CP CHEMICALS, INC.
CROMPTON & KNOWLES CORP.
DAY-GLO COLOR CORP.
DEGUSSA CORP.
DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.
DRAKE CHEMICALS, INC.
DREW CHEMICAL CORP.
DU PONT DR NEMOURS & CO., Z.I
DYE SPECIALTIES, INC.
EAST SHORE CHEMICAL CO. INC.
EM INDUSTRIES, INC.
EMERY INDUSTRIES, INC.
EVANS CHEMETICS
FABRICOLOR, INC.
FAIRMOUNT CHEMICAL CO., INC.
FIRST CHEMICAL CORP.
FIRST STATE CHEMICAL CO.
FNC CORP.
OAF CORP.
GANE'S CHEMICAL WORKS, INC.
HEXCEL - SPECIALTY CHEMICALS
HILTON-DAVIS CHEMICAL CO., THE
HOOKER CHEMICALS & PLASTICS CORP.
HUMPHREY CHEMICAL CO., THE
ICI AMERICAS, INC.
INMONT CORP.
INTERNATIONAL MINERALS & CHEMICAL CC
KOHNSTAMM, H. & CO., INC.
KOPPERS CO., INC.

LOCTITE CORP.
LONZA, INC.
M & T CHEMICALS, INC.
MALLINCKRODT, INC.
MARTIN MARIETTA CHEMICALS
MILLIKEN CHEMICAL
MINEREC CORP.
MOBAY CHEMICAL CORP.
MONSANTO CO.
MOONEY CHEMICALS, INC.
MORTON CHEMICAL CO.
MUSKEGON CHEMICAL CO., INC.
NICKSTADT-MOELLER, INC.
OLIN CORP.
OXIRASZ INTERNATIONAL
PASSAIC COLOR & CHEMICAL CORP.
Pbn;WALT CORP.
PFISTER CHEMICAL, INC.
PHILLIPS CHEMICAL CO.
POLAROID CORP.
POLYMER APPLICATIONS, INC.
PPG INDUSTRIES
PROCTOR CHMICXL CO., INQ.
REILLY TAR & CHEMICAL CORP.
RSA CORP.
RHOnE-;POULENC, INC.
SALSBURY LABORATORIES
SAMDOZ COLORS & CHEMICALS
SAYTECH, INC.
SCHOLLER BROTHERS, INC.
SHEAWI tWILLIAMS CHEMICALS
SOLUOL CHEMICAL CO., INC.
SOUTHLAD FINE CHEMICALS
STANDARD CHLORINE CHEMICAL CO., INC.
STAFFER CHEMICAL CO.
SUN CHEMICAL CORP.
SYNAt.oOY CORP.
THIOKOL/SPECIALTT CHEMICALS DIV.
TONS RIVER CHEMICAL CORP.
UNION tARBIDE CORP.
UPJOEN CO., THE
VIRGINIA CHEMICALS, INC.
WHITE CHEMICAL CORP.
WITCO CHEMICAL CORP.
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ASSOCIATE MNKSRS

ATLANTA CHEMICAL CO., INC.
BRETON ASSOCIATES, INC.
DAIMICHISIM COLOR & CHEMICALS, INC.
DELPHI MARKtING SERVICES, INC.
NEAZL M. DRAPER G ASSOCIATES
E1VIwXNkkVTAL RESEARCH A TECHNOLOGY, INC.
FANI0OD CHEICAL, INC.
R.W. GRUFF & CO., INC.
I TERNATIOAL, DYISTUI S CORP.
K=NEDY & KLIH, INC.
CHARLES H. KLINE & CO., INC.
KOCH CHE ICAL CO.
LUMMS CO.-, THE
MwiERCHE4 CO.
HOWARD L. MINCKLER & ASSOCIATES
MONKWY-RUMSEY
MONTEDISON USA, XIC.
SUBURBAN CHEMICAL CO.
WILSON DYE & CHEMICAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Senator MoYNmAN. We thank you, and we will be going to
questions after we have heard from our last witness, Mr. Christian
Hansen, on behalf of the New Jersey chemical industry.

Senator Bradley, would you welcome Mr. Hansen.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to

welcome Mr. Hansen. We have met in New Jersey. The chemical
industry in New Jersey is one of the most productive in the coun-
try. It is no longer No. 1 in quantity, it is about No. 3 at this stage;
we are certainly, along with Delaware, the oldest.

I think,, the New Jersey chemical industry has been extremely
cooperative with the State authorities in coming to recognize and
trying to rectify the very serious problem that we are dealing with
today.

I am glad to have you here.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTIAN A. HANSEN, PRESIDENT, LINDEN
CHEMICALS AND PLASTICS, INC., ON BEHALF OF THE NEW
JERSEY CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
Mr. HAusz. As the Senator said, I am here today in my role as

chairman of the Chemical Industry Council of New Jersey, and I
would like to thank you for allowing us time to express our con-
cerns in regard to S. 1480.

The 65-member companies of our council are opposed to S. 1480
as it is currently written.

Perhaps because New Jersey, as Senator Bradley has pointed
out, is one of the Nation's oldest chemical producing States, and
one of the largest chemical producing States, we have more of a
hazardous -waste disposal problem and orphan dumpsite problems
than most States. We also feel that this fact gives us a good idea
about how to begin to solve the problem.

I'would like to emphasize that in our view the major problems
are orphan dumpsite and sitings for future hazardous waste dispos-
al operations.

I would like to set the record straight, about tue chemical indus-
try and hazardous waste disposal. Many people erroneously believe
that the chemical industry is responsible for the vast majority of
hazardous wastes. That simply is not true. The EPA has indicated
that there are 16 industry groups contributing to the hazardous
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waste disposal problem. Tables I and II in my testimony that you
have demonstrate that 15 other industry groups contribute more to
the problem than does the entire chemical industry.

In New Jersey, we estimate that chemical companies represent
only about 15 percent of the 10,000 hazardous waste generators,
and perhaps one third of the volume.

So in a very basic sense, we feel that S. 1480 by taxing chemical
producers and not hazardous waste generators and disposers over-
looks those responsible for the hazardous waste problem. Any tax
plan on industry should be based on the amount of hazardous
waste generated, and reported under a hazardous waste manifest
system such as we have in New Jersey with the full force of law.

Our specific disagreement with the bill fall into-four general
categories.

First, the CIC of New Jersey feels that the scope of the bill is
much too broad. As introduced, the bill's release concept given a
depth to the bill which would seem to have no limit. Table III
attached to my written statement sets forth several specific
requirements under S. 1480 that are already controlled by existing
laws and regulations.

Senator Bradley, this is in response to your request for informa-
tion the other day.

S. 1480 would confuse the existing situation. The problem we
need to address is that of abandoned dumpsites. All of the recent
examples of hazardous waste disposal problems have dealt with
these orphaned sites and facilities. S. 1480 will be more effective,
and will do more immediate good if it addressed itself simply to the
issue of orphan sites, and promptly.

Second, S. 1480 establishes joint, several and strict liability for
anyone contributing to the release of hazardous substances from
waste dumpsites or chemical spills. This portion of the bill does not
make any attempt at apportioning liability. If a company was
responsible for only 1 percent of a material in a hazardous waste
dumpsite, and no other contributor could be identified, that known
company would be liable for any and all damage suits. We find this
very unfair.

Third, we find the funding for S. 1480 excessive. The total of $4.1
billion, and industry's of $3.5 billion is far in excess of what is
reasonable or even needed. The Chemical Manufacturers Associ-
ation's State Waste Management Survey indicates that the EPA
has greatly exaggerated the projected cost of cleaning up problem
sites. Instead of the $3 to $6 million per site quoted by EPA, the
CMA data estimates an average cost of only $1 million, or a total
cost of less than $400 million for the country.

Fourth, our industry is worried about S. 1480's impact on New
Jersey's unique'position. Our State now taxes the chemical indus-
try $7 million per year to deal with the abandoned dumpsites and
chemical spills. This not only places the State's chemical industry
at a competitive disadvantage with other regions, but if S. 1480 is
passed it will force our chemical companies to pay twice for the
same purpose.

We feel that since New Jersey has 10 percent of the Nation's
chemical sales, and will be taxed accordingly, there should be a
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guarantee in the bill that an equitable share of funds be returnedto New Jersey to cleanup abandoned sites.
With these objections to S. 1480 in mind, let me assure the

Senators on this committee that our industry is not stonewalling
the concept in the legislation. We vigorously support legislation
which will equitably and fairly deal with the hazardous waste
abandoned dumpsite problem.

As responsible industry leaders, we recognize our role and will
assume our fair share of responsibility for cleaning abandoned
dumpsites in New Jersey.

As we informed Senator Bradley, we support the scope and liabil-
ity provisions of H.R. 7020 and the fimancing provision as amended
by the bill's sponsor, Congressman Florio of New Jersey. We be-
lieve that it is fair legislation and gets on with the immediate
problem.

A detailed statement is attached and I thank you for the oppor-
tunity to delivery this summary of our testimony. I certainly would
welcome any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hansen follows:]
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or
TEST!IO~tY

PRESENTED TO THE
U. S. SENATE FINANCE COSITTEE

ON
S-1480

PRESENTED Bt,
CHRISTIAN A. HANSEN

THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY COUNCIL O NEW JRS!

Mr. Chairman, members of the Comittee, I am Chris Hansen, President of Linden

Chemicals and Plastics in Edison, Ne Jersey. I am here today in my role as Chairman

of The Chemical Industry Council of New Jersey and I'd like to thank you for allowing

a to express our concerns in regard to S-1480.

For reasons which I will soon delineate, the 65 member companies of our Council

are opposed to S-1480 as it is currently written.

Perhaps because New Jersey is the nation's second leading chemical producer

(next to Texas) we have more of a hazardous waste disposal problem than most states.

We also feel that this fact gives us a good idea about how to begin to solve the prob-

lems.

First, I'd like to set the record straight about the chemical industry and hazardous

waste disposal. Many people eroneously believe that the chemical industry is responsible

for the vast majority of hazardous wastes. The E.P.A. has indicated that there are 16

industry groups contributing to the hazardous waste disposal problem. Combined, the 15

other industry groups contribute more to the problem than does the entire chemical industry.

(See tables I and II in my written statement). In New Jersey we estimate that chemical

companies represent only 15 percent of the 10,000 hazardous waste generators and perhaps

1/3 of the volume.

So in a very basic sense, we feel S-1480, by taxing chemical producers and not

hazardous waste disposers, overlooks those directly responsible for the hazardous waste

problem. Any tax plan on industry should be based on the amount of hazardous waste

generated; and reported under a hazardous vaste manifest system such as we have in

New Jersey. ,
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Our specific disagreements with the bill fall into four general categories.

First., the chemical industry feels that the scope of the bill Is much too brad.

As introdoed, the bill's "release concept" gave a depth to the bill which would sees

to haVe no limit. Table III attached to my written statement sets forth several specific

requirements under 8-1490 that are already controlled by existing lava and regulations.

%tie problem we need to address in that of abandoned dump sites. All of the recent

examples of hazardous waste disposal problem have dealt with these orphaned sites and

facilities. 8-1480 would do more immediate good if it addressed itself only to this

issue.

Second. 8-1480 establishes joint several and strict," liability for a contrib-

uting to the release of hazardous substances from waste dum sites of chemical spills.

Neither does this portion of the bill make any attempt at apportioning liability. If a

company was responsible for only I percent of the material in a hazardous waste dump,

and no other contributor could be identified, that known company would be liable for

any and all damage suits. We find this very unfair.

Third, we feel the funding for 8-1480 in excessive. The total of $4.1 billion

and industries' share of $3.5 billion is far in excess of what is reasonable or even

needed. The Qiemical Manufacturers Association's (CmA) State Waste Disposal Management

Survey indicates that the EPA has greatly exagerated the projected costs of cleaning-up

problem sites. Instead of the $3 to $6 million per site quoted by EPA, the CMA data

estimates an average cost of only $1 million.

Fourth, our industry is worried about S-1480's impact on New Jersey's unique

position. Our state now taxes the chemical industry $7 million per year to deal with

abandoned chemical sites and chemical spills. This not only places our state's chemical

industry at a oompetitive disadvantage to other regions, but if S-1480 is passed it will

force our chemical companies to pay twice for the same purpose.

We feel that since New Jersey has 10 percent of the nation's chemical sales, and

will be taxed accordingly, there should be a guarantee in the bill that an equitable share

of funds be returned to New Jersey to clean-up abandoned sites.
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With these objections to s-1480 in mind, let me assure the Senators on this

Committee that our industry is not *stonewalling" the concept in the legislation.

We vigorously support legislation which will equitably and fairly deal with the has-

ardous waste disposal problem. As responsible industry leaders, we recognize our role

and will assume our fair share of the responsibility for cleaning-up orphaned dump

sites.

As we infomed Senator Bradley, we support the scope and liability provisions

in HR7020 and the financing provision as amended by the bill's sponsor, Congressman

Florio of New Jersey.

A detailed statement is attached and I thank you for the opportunity to deliver

this Sumnary of our testimony and would welcome any questions.

B,
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Outline Of The Chemical Industry Council's Position

On Hazardous Waste Management

I. Introduction

The Chemical Industry Council of New Jersey (CIC) supports a Federal
program to solve the "orphan dump site" problem. All industries
responsible for off-site disposal of hazardous waste and general
revenues should finance the costs.

The N.J. CIC has been actively involved with N.J. DEP and the
Governor's Hazardous Waste Advisory Commission in solving the off-
site hazardous waste disposal problem.

we desire to continue working with concerned legislators and govern-
ment officials to resolve the hazardous waste disposal problems
through plans which will not cripple industry.

We support federal legislation to relieve New Jersey's industries of
an unfair burden in the cost of cleaning up hazardous waste dumping
sites.

II. Status of the Chemical Industry in New Jersey's Economy

o 130,000 employees statewide;

o 16% of all New Jersey's manufacturing employees:

o Production in excess of $10 billion annually;

o 10% of nation's chemical and chemical product output;

o Now second in production to Texas after being the
nation's leader for many years;

o Over 1,100 production and research plants and

facilities statewide;

o Over $3 billion in capital investment since 1950:

o However, $10-15 billion would have been invested if
New. Jersey had grown at the national rate:

o New Jersey chemical industry is functioning under a
competitive disadvantage:

- Higher energy costs than the South,

- More stringent environmental regulations,

(Over)
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- Higher taxes than the-South,

- Labor and construction costs are still relatively
high.

III. Hazardous Waste Yr<,blem in New Jersey

A. Orphan dump sites and illegal dumping are the major hazardous
waste disposal problems in New Jersey.

B. EPA has indicated that there are 16 industry groups contributing
to the hazardous waste disposal problem. Combined, the 15 other
industry groups contribute more to the problem than does the
entire chemical industry (see attachments).

C. N.J. DEP estimates there are potentially 10,000 hazardous waste
generators in the state. The CIC estimates that the chemical
industry represents less than 15% of those generators and
perhaps one-third of the volume.

D. The Chemical Control Corp. at Elizabeth was not a part of the
chemical industry and would have paid no taxes under S1480 or
any other proposed legislation.

E. The Eckert Congressional survey determined that 94% of hazardous O
waste disposed of by 53 large chemical companies was disposed of
"on-site."

F. The final disposition of 99.4% of all waste is known to the 53
large chemical companies involved.

G. Poor operation of properly licensed disposal facilities has been
directly responsible for New Jersey's serious disposal problems.

H. N.J. DEP estimates that there are 720,000 tons of hazardous waste
generated annually in state, and 95,000 tons generated out of
state which comes into the state for disposal. Of these 815,000
total tons:

1) 320,000 tons are disposed of by generators on-site in

state,

2) 382,000 tons are disposed of off-site in state,

3) 113,000 tons are disposed of off-site out of state.

IV. CIC Efforts on Hazardous Waste Problem

o The industry has provided assistance during the last few years to
help solve problems arising from hazardous waste disposal sites

- Provided lab teams,
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In Elizabeth, CIC organized programs which resulted in
voluntary removal of 10,000 drums by generators before
the fire at no cost to the state,

- gave emergency support at the Elizabeth Chemical Control
site clean-up.

" Helped DEP develop a hazardous substance survey. Strongly sup-
portive of the needed improvement in the hazardous waste
Manifest System;

o Worked as members of, and supported Governor Byrne's Hazardous
Waste Advisory Commission;

o Has supported an equitable system of taxation based on hazardous
waste generation to help finance the needed solutions.

V. New Jersey's Hazardous Waste Problems And Programs As They Relate To

Federal Hazardous Waste Clean-Up Legislation

A. N.J. concern is containment/clean-up of abandoned sites;

- Need is for funds.

B. N.J. has taken lead and has passed legislation taxing chemical
and petroleum industry for funds to address abandoned sites
and spills;

1) Current legislation taxes chemical industry $7 M/yr. with
pressure to raise to $10 M;

- rate can be doubled if needed.

2) Tax is on fair market value of hazardous chemicals;

- has no relationship to hazardous waste generation,

- tax burden falls mostly on N.J. chemical industry
rather than broad industrial group which generated
waste,

- Out of state generators who have significantly contrib-
uted to the abandoned site problem are exempted from
taxation.

3) CIC continues to work with legislature and administration to
arrive at more equitable and workable legislation;

- supporting funding of a strike force to pursue illegal
dumpers.

C. While obtaining the benefit of funding clean-up of abandoned sites,
the substantial tax burden places N.J. chemical industry at a further
competitive disadvantage to other regions -- principally the Gulf.

I a I n--RM 01
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D. N.J. CIC supports federal legislation funding clean-up of abandoned
sites which would eliminate or reduce the need for state taxation.

VI. Financing

A. Impact of S1480 on New Jersey's Unique Position

1) Will it be another legislative layer on top of existing N.J.
regulations? If.so, it continues N.J. chemical industry at
an economic disadvantage.

2) Will it provide that N.J. gets its fair share or at least a
return of what it pays into the fund? Otherwise, N.J.
industry in addition to paying its way on the state level
will be in the position of subsidizing clean-up in other
states.

B. Excessive Funding Levels in S1480

The bill creates a $4.1 billion set up over a six-year period with
87.5% of the money coming from fees on industry and 12.5% from
general appropriations. Thus industry will pay ca. $3.6 billion
over a six-year period or approximately $600 million per year.

*Two-thirds of the amount credited to the fund in any fiscal year
is to be used only for removal costs and "certain governmental
costs." The other one-third may be used for third party claims
(see Legal, below). This funding is far in excess of the demon-
strated need. It could result in increased bureaucracy and would
be inflationary. There is also some question that the approximately
$400 million per year available for removal costs and clean-up could
be efficiently deployed with the available resources. This fund is
in excess of what EPA or industry estimates would be required or
could be spent constructively.

VII. egal Aspects

A. Liability

S1480 would establish "joint, several and strict" liability for
anyone contributing to the release of hazardous substances from
waste dump sites of chemical spills. Thus if no other causer or
contributor could be identified or is financially capable, any
single contributor could be held liable for the entire clean-up
cost and for nearly every expense even remotely connected with a
hazardous release including:

- all claimed out-of-pocket medical expenses
- natural resource and property damage
- loss of income or profits (such as rental income or

commodities lost such as produce)
- lost livestock, fish or agricultural products
- capital loss (buildings, vessels or machinery)
- payment of expert witnesses
- health studies
- diagnostic examinations
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The only defenses are an Act of God or an Act of War. The bill
does .iot require apportionment of liability. Thus any single
person (company) which caused only a portion of the damages
could be held responsible for all costs.

In addition to this punitive approach to liability, S1480
establishes legal procedures which expose industry to in-
calculable financial liability. Because of its liability
features, S1480 will lead to considerable legal entanglements
and lawsuits.

VIII. Other Major Problem Areas With S1480

A. Scope

Very broad and addresses all "releases" or "threats of releases"
from any facility of an substance "which may present... danger
to the public." Rather than creating a mechanism to respond to
old and abandoned dump sites, this sweeping "release" concept
would conflict with, confuse and duplicate much of the Federal
air, water and waste legislation and regulations now existing.

B. Broad Definition of Hazardous Substance

Hazardous substance is very broadly defined and extends coverage
far beyond what is needed or desirable. Virtually any substance
could be included.

C. Disinceiltive for U.S. Investment

S1480 will discourage U.S. chemical industry from investing in
new domestic production capacity. It could lead to escalation
of off-shore investment to avoid the onerous liability provisions
thereby affecting employment and balance of trade.

D. Inflationary Impact

The $4.1 billion fund is bound to have an excessive inflationary
impact on the economy.

E. Burden of Proof in Personal Injury Claims

S1480 completely revises existing law on proof of personal injury
claims. The burden of proof is placed on the defendant to show
that the "releases" did not cause injuries or illnesses which the
plaintiff alleges he/she suffered. This is blatantly unfair.

JX. Summary and Conclusions

A. New Jersey chemical industry is extremely important to the economy
of the State.
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B. Because of many factors, New Jersey is often a non-competitive
state in which to operate compared to the Gulf states or overseas
operations. We need help

C. Federal legislation should provide New Jersey an equitable share
of the funds to clean up our state's sites.

D. We believe that apportionment of liability is equitable and should
avoid legal entanglements.

E. We prefer simple legislation dealing with just orphan dump sites
that will proceed through the legislative and legal processes
smoothly so that we can begin the enormous task of orphan dump
site clean-up quickly.
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Table I

From 1977 EPA Study:

Million TPY

Organic Chemicals 11.7
Primary metals 9.0
Electroplating 4.1
Inorganic Chemicals 4.0
Textiles 1.9
Petroleum Refining 1.8
Rubber & Plastics .O-
His. (paints, pharmaceuticals,

etc.) 1.0

34.5
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ATTACHlENT

Table 2

Data From 1978 EPA Study "Cost of Complying with Hazardous Waste Regulations"
(Uses proposed RCRA definition of "Hazardous Waste")

Industries Million Metric Tons

Electronic Components Mfg. 0.07
Blectroplating & Metal Finishing 0.64
Inorganic Chemicals 3.0
Leather Tanning & Finishing 0.17
Metal Smelting & Refining 13.9
Organic Chemicals 10.9
Paint & Allied Products 0.1
Pesticides 0.7
Petroleum Refining 1.5
Petroleum Re-refining 0.07
Pharmaceuticals 0.07
Rubber Products 0.05
Specialty Machinery Mfg. 0.07
Storage & Primary Batteries 0.15
Textiles 1.7
Plastics 0.9

34.0
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EXAMPLES OF DUPLICATIONS OF EXISTING LAWS BY REQUIREMKWTS IN S-1480

MANDATED BY S-1480

1. Spills or discharges of hazardous
chemicals from on-shore facilities or
vessels, trucks, or rail onto or into
navigable waterways. This includes
swamps, creeks or mud ponds or land
from which hazardous materials may
contaminate subsurface waters.

2. Discard or leak or spill of hazard-
ous materials onto public drinking
water systems or onto lard or ground-
water which may lead to drinking
water systems.

APPLICABLE STATUTE

1. Section 311 of Clean Water Act
40CFR Parts 116-119. At 117.23
"The Administrator may act to
mitigate the damage to the public
health or welfare caused by a dis-
charge and the cost shall be con-
sidered a cost incurred under
Section 311(c). Where a discharge
is excluded from this regulation
by 117.12(b)(3) the owner, operator,
or person in charge shall be liable
for any costs incurred in the remov-
al - in an action brought under
Section 309(b) of the Act."

1. (a) Public Law 93-633, Title 1 - Haz-
ardous Materials Transportation Act.
"to improve the regulatory and
enforcement authority to adequately
project against the risks to life
and property inherent in the trins-
portation of hazardous materials."
Section 110(a) provides for a civil
penalty of $10,000/day for each da,
of violation of any regulations
under this Act.

2. PL 93-523 Safe Drinking Water Act.
Title XIV Part D Emergency Powers
Sec. 1431 (a) "the Administrator --
may take such actions as he may deem
necessary to protect the health of
such persons" and Sec. 1431 (a) (2)
"may commence a civil action for
appropriate relief" Sec. 1449 (b)
"any person may-commence a civil
action on his own behalf against the
U. S. Gov. or any person (to the
extent permitted by the l1th Amend-
ment) who is alleged to be in vio-
lation of any requirement prescribed
under this title" Sec. 1431 (b)
"Any person who fails to comply with
Adm. Order under (a) (1) be fined up
to $5000 for each day violation
occurs."

(Over)
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TABLE 3 (coNTIuED)

MANDATED BY S-1480

2. (a) As above but from hazardous wastes
which are being stored or handled
or treated.

2.(b) Transportation of hazardous wastes
to a non-permitted facility i.e.,
under Sec. 3005 or discharges a
hazardous waste without permit.

3. Notification, containment or clean-up
of any chemical substance or mixtures
of chemical substances anywhere which
presents a substantial risk to health
or the environment.

4. Containment, clean-up, or operation
of unclosed hazardous wastes storage
or disposal sites.

APPLICABLE STATUTE

2. (a) PL 94-580 Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976 Subtitle G
Sec. 7003 "any hazardous waste
which is presenting an imminent and
substantial endangerment to health
or the environment the Administrator
may bring suit to stop such handling
of wastes or to take other action as
may be necessary" Sec. 3008 (2) "any
person in violation of any requirement
of this subtitle, the Administrator
shall give notice and after 30 days
may issue a compliance, order or may
commence civil action. If violator
fails to take corrective action, he
shall be liable for a civil penalty
of up to $25,000 for each day
of non-compliance."

2.(b) RCRA Sec. 3008 (d) "Any person etc."
upon conviction can be fined up to
$25,000 for each day of violation
imprisionment not to exceed one
year. $50,000 for each day on a
2nd offense."

3. PL 94-469 Toxic Substances Control
Act. Sec. 8(e) Administrator must
be informed Sec. (7) (a) Imminent
Hazards "may commence civil action
for both seizure and relief" and
Sec. (7) (f) "including disposal of
the chemical substance or mixture
or any combination of such activit-
ies which is likely to result in
such injury to health or the environ-
ment.

4. PL 94-580 RCRA Sec. 3010 (a) "Any
person owning or operating a storage
or disposal site for hazardous wast-q,
as defined under Sec. 3001,-must
notify the Administrator (or with
states having authorized hazardous
waste permit programs under Sec.
3006)" no later than 90 days after
promulgation of regulations under
Sec. 30U1 Sec. 3010 (b) "permits
for such activity shall take effect
6 months after promulgation of regu-
lations." Regulations under 40CFR
Part 265. Ground water monitoring.
Closure and post-closure.
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Senator MOYNmAN. We thank you, sir. We particularly thank
you for your tables I and II. Those provide useful information that
this committee needs.

Senator Roth.
Senator RoTH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the panel two

or three series of questions.
As I have listened to the testimony of the administration this

morning, and now the panel of industry representatives, it does
seem to me that there is at least some area of consensus.

First of all, I would say to the industry, I think there is a
consensus on the committee that we want to have some kind of
legislation adopted this year before we recess, or adjourn as thecase may -be.As I istened to the testimony, it seems to me that there is

general agreement that there needs to be some kind of Superfund
to cover the problems of hazardous disposal sites. Does anyone
disagree with that?

There is disagreement, perhaps, as to the amount, and how you
secure those funds, but there certainly is agreement that we should
create such a fund, and there seems to be agreement, at least on
the congressional and governmental side, that the Fund should be
at least somewhere between $1.4 and $1.6 billion, as I understand
the testimony.

Senator BRADLY. Is that for 4 years, Senator Roth?
Senator RomH. That is right. I recognize that the other was ibv a

longer period.
Where the broad disagreement comes, and the most controversial

issue, is the point raised-by Senator Bentsen and Senator Dole.
That is, for lack of a better term, the creation of a new Federal tort
liability. Is that the most controversial aspect of the Senate bill?

What is the reaction of the panel to that?
Mr. FuiSmAicz. I would react and say that there are two things

that are particularly controversial. The one you have indicated,
and the other in the scope of this legislation, which is best defied
by the definition of release of hazardous substances into the envi-
ronment, because what that does, in many cases, it supersedes the
existing legislation such as the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water
Act, RCRA, all of which are designed to deal with problems of that
nature.

Senator "r. With that modification, is there any disagreement
with my statement.

Mr. HAxszN. Senator, we have concern that by getting into areas
beyond the abandoned and orphan dumpsites, we will really be
slowing down the bill. I would add that as a concern of the New
Jersey group.

Senator RorH. Aain, if I understand the reason that S. 1480
goes up to its $4.6 billion-being for a longer period of time is part
of the answer-it is also to cover this, shall we say, third party
liability that individuals can go directly to Government for their
claims.

Senator BwADzy. It creates a Federal claim.
Senator ROTH. Roughly you have in that figure a $2 to $3 billion

additional amount to cover those potential individual claims.
Senator BRADLIY. No, $1.4 billion.
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Senator RoTn. Would that figure, in the judgment of industry, be
adequate to cover the new liability provided under S. 1480? Have
any of you taken a look at that aspect of the legislation?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I am not sure that I am clear what your ques-
tion is.

Senator Rom. S. 1480 creates a new type of liability, the Federal
tort liability if you want to call it that. Has any effort been made
on the part of industry to study what that potential exposure is, or
is it, as perhaps Senator Bentsen pointed out, very diffid-ult to
guestimate?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I think that that is correct. I think Senator
Bentsen was exactly right when he indicated that it is very diffi-
cult to estimate what the liability is going to be when you take into
consideration the broad definition of hazard, the broad definition of
release into the environment, which is encompassed in the Senate
bill. I know of no way that one could make that judgment.

Senator ROTH. So in your judgment, we are not in a position to
say whether or not the Fund we are establishing is adequate for
that purpose.

Mr. FERNANDEZ. If it is going to continue to have in it the
provisions of strict, joint, and several liability, the liability that
could be imposed on the individual companies is really basically
infinite. So I don't think that one can reasonably define it.

Senator Rom. In your testimony on behalf of the Chemical Man-
ufacturers Association, you say that the size of the S. 1480 Fund is
likely to have a negative effect on the domestic chemical industry
and the Nation's economy.

Now there has been some testimony by the administration to the
contrary. I think you heard me read earlier the section saying that
the economic impact is minimal. Under the administration's 4-year
$1.625 billion fund, the average price increases for final petrochem-
ical products would be less than 0.6 percent, and projected price
increases for inorganic chemicals and metals would average less 2
percent.

We are talking, admittedly, in S. 1480 of a larger figure. But I
wonder if you could be more precise as to why you make the
conclusion that this could have a negative effect on the domestic
chemical industry and the Nation's economy.

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I think that there has been testimony given
today here that suggests that we operate with rather narrow mar-
gins. We are not the companies that are making exorbitant profits.

As pointed out in the manufacture of chemical products, particu-
larly since the enormous increase in oil prices has occurred, the
proportion of our total manufacturing cost attributable to raw
materials is three or four times as high as it.was 10 years ago,
Senator.Therefore, a modest increase percentagewist in the raw material

feedstocks reflects itself as an important percentage of the total
manufacturing costs.

Mr. ELusoN. In our particular industry at Virginia Chemicals, as
an example, we have succeeded by using other people's waste prod-
ucts to compete competitively on both the domestic and interna-
tional markets.
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Needless to say, if we are penalized with a feedstock tax, that is
something that would make us less competitive as we would have
an additional cost that would make it harder for us to compete.

Senator Rom. Our chairman, I think, properly pointed out earli-
er that with the cost of oil going up this is changing the competi-
tive picture internationally. The American chemical industry is
already facing some difficult competitive problems because of the
fact that in the future you will be dealing with the world oil price.
Is that correct?

Mr. FwmANDEZ. Yes, sir.
Senator Ro . Having been very concerned recently as to what

happened to the automobile industry, I don't think that we should
overlook what the impact of any new legislation has cumulatively.
For that reason, I would urge you people, if you can, to submit
more specific facts that show what the impact would be on the
world competitive picture.

Thank you.
Senator MovrmAN. Thank you.
Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The problem I find with the testimony is that we have a real

problem here, and I am not sure that we are finding the solutions,
even though each of the speakers is in agreement that it is a
serious problem and they are anxious to find the solution.

For example, in Mr. Branscum's testimony, he indicates that
taxing the feedstocks puts his company, which is dealing with
plastics, in a noncompetitive position with alternate forms of raw
materials that are used to make competitive products.

Mr. BRANSCuM. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAm. Where does that leave us? What do you sug-

gest?
We have the suggestion, don't tax the feedstocks which are

passed along to the plastics processors. What should we do?
Mr. BRANSCUM. I think some suggestions earlier indicated that

there is a way to collect those necessary fees on the waste end, as
opposed to taxing the feedstocks at the front end. A very high
percentage of those feedstocks are used to make materials that
pose no threat so far-as hazardous waste, yet you are taxing all of
them.

Senator CHAF=. What would you suggest?
Do you mean taking the people who make the end product,

which in itself is hazardous, and we tax them in some manner?
Mr. BRANscuM. No. I think that we take those who dump what-

ever the hazardous waste may be, those that create it and dump it.
Senator CAF& . Of course they are not meant to dump under

the existing law, and they are not going to come forward and
identify themselves as illegal dumpers.

Mr. H~sm. If I may break in, Senator.
Senator Cmum. Yes. I am seeking guidance here.
Mr. HANsms. In New Jersey we presently have a feedstock tax to

generate funds to deal with abandoned dump sites, and chemical
spills. We have severe problems with that tax. We thought that it
would be a simple way to handle the problem, but it is not working
out that well.
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The direction in which we are moving in New Jersey, and I think
we are working with the State government to come up with an
effective way to deal with the problem, is to place a tax on the
generator of the hazardous waste, and to tax the person, the com-
pany, or whatever, that is actually producing that hazardous waste.

It does a couple of things. It puts the responsibility where it
belongs, on the person that is creating the problem. Second, it will
provide him an incentive to reduce the amount of waste he pro-
duces, and there are many ways to do that.

We are finding in New Jersey, as a result of the manifest system
which has been put into effect in our State on hazardous waste and
which will be going into effect nationwide as a result of the RCRA
Act, that taxing the hazardous waste generator is a feasible, viable,
and desirable way to go. It solves the problem that was mentioned
by the other gentleman.

Senator CHAFEE. We have had testimony, as you know, on the
tremendous difficulties in enforcing that. Actually in the Environ-
ment and Public Works Committee we had the people of New
Jersey in, and we looked at the New Jersey plan which is one of
the more vigorous plans in the country.

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I Was simply going to point out that in the full
text of the testimony which has been submitted to you by me
under the auspices of the Chemical Manufacturers Association,
there is set out the details of a workable waste-end tax.

This would not have been possible, as pointed out by Mr.
Hansen, a year ago, but the RCRA manifest system now requires
us to report regularly every pound of hazardous waste that we
produce. We must do that, and that is information that will be in
the hands of EPA. So the system is in place to do it, and it will be
Simple.

.IHANSEN. I would like to add one other comment to what has
been said.

By going in this direction, and using the RCRA manifest system
to provide the funds for a Superfund, you also can build in a
system of criminal and civil penalties for people not complying
with the tax on the disposal of their hazardous waste. You actually
have created a mechanism to handle the midnight dumper, which
we are all concerned about.

So I think the combination of an effective manifest system along
with the tax on those hazardous wastes as they are generated,
really provides a very fine answer to the problem.

Mr. ELLMON. If you will look at S. 1480 it taxes sulfuric acid, as
an example. Yet, in our particular company, we have approximate-
ly 100 tons per day of sulfur dioxide which is recovered from
smelter gas use. This would be considered a feestock and as such
we would be taxed for a recycled waste.

If the smelter gas was scrubbed to control the sulfur dioxide
emissions, there would be the generation of some 5 to 10 times the
amount per day of lime/SO2 sludge. So we are acting in an environ-
mentally conscientious manner yet we would be taxed under the
current system.

That is just one example.
Senator MoYNnwr. Under the proposed system.
Mr. ELLMON. Yes.
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Another example, we have 85,000 tons per year of sulfur which
we recover from crude petroleum stock. We use that for sulfur
dioxide and other sulfur chemicals. Again, under the proposed
system, we would be taxed.

We have some 20,000 to 40,000 tons per year of sodium formate
that would be taxed, and again this is recovered from a couple of
waste streams from another company.

We have cases one after the other like that where we would be
taxed under the proposed system, yet we are doing something that
RCRA is encouraging, and the manifest system would give you an
idea as to which compies produce the waste.

Senator CH"zm. My time is up. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HIANm N. I would like to respond to a couple of the

comments that were made-I think the administration witnesses
have more than adequately addressed it, but one of the concerns of
both the Environment and Public Works Committee and the ad-
ministration has been the avoidance of the system.

We have lobbied very hard for an effective manifest system, but
we don't want to create incentives for those who might otherwise
be inclined to avoid the system, to try to avoid the system. So we
would not want to burden the system with an additional large fee.

Also, I would remind you that EPA has received about 50,000
notifications of people engaged in the handling of wastes in their
notification system, and that represents a large number of people
to keep track of.

Senator MoYNnHN. Exactly.
Senator Bradley.
Senator BRAmDLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I said to Mr. Hansen the other day when we had a conversa-

tion, I was in the unique circumstance of having a member from
the industry come in and argue for more regulation with the
national manifest system.

Did you agree with that, Mr. Fernandez?
Mr. ImNANDEZ. Yes, I did.
Senator BRJu)D . Good.
Mr. FzmRAmz. I would not call that more regulation, however.
Senator BRADLEY. Dr. Fernandez, I think one of the questions

that the committee is going to have to address is the size of the
Fund. We have about $4.1 billion. If you eliminate the liability
components, which is about a third, you are left with about $2.6
billion.

Putting the liability on the side-I understand that it is difficult
to determine that. There are some insurance companies that are
insuring in the country now, Howard & Swann being one, on that
basis. We know that in some European companies, they do have
this type of insurance available. But it is sufficiently cloudy that I
prefer not to get into that discussion.

But we have heard testimony today, and in the Environment and
Public Works Committee from Senator Culver, from EPA, from
CRS, from the Office of Technology Assessment, all of which, if
anything, said that $2.6 billion was too little.

I was curious as to what evidence do you have for your
statement that you think it is, much too much to clean up the toxic
waste problem.
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Mr. FZRNANDEZ. We have included in the testimony data that
supports that, but let me address first the preliminary point which
I think has to be taken into account, and. that is, before one can
calculate the cost that is going to be required to accomplish this
job, we are going to have to ask ourselves what is the job we are
trying to accomplish.

It has been the contention of our industry that the job we are
trying to accomplish is to cleanup waste sites that are leaching into
the environment, and creating a health or environmental hazard,
and for which there is no party available to be responsible to do
something about it.

Under that definition, which in my judgment is the proble:a we
are trying to deal with, and is the problem that H.R. 7020 deals
with, the amount of money that is required, as we have indicated
again in the testimony, based on State surveys in which we worked
with and went into the various States, talked to the various envi-
ronmental agencies of the States-

Senator BRADLzY. Who is we?
Mr. F)RNANDEZ. We meaning the CMA and member companies

of the CMA.
Senator BRADLEY. You contacted each State government, eachdepartment?Mr. EANDEZ. Yes, we have, with the exception of three States.

Senator BRADLY. And all of that data is in your possession?
Mr. FENANDEZ. Yes.
Bear in mind that this is based on the definition that says what

the problem is, it is abandoned waste site where there is no respon-
sible party, and where there is indeed a demonstrated leakage out
of that site that is creating a hazard.

Under those circumstances, coupled with the fact that as chemi-
cal companies we have on our own premises disposal sites that we
monitor and look after, and we have some experience because over
the years if a site begins to leak we have had to deal with it. Under
those circumstances, we have firsthand knowledge of what it costs
to repair those sites.

We are not speculating, but it is on the basis of that that we
come up with the average of $1 million.

Senator BRADLEY. I suppose that the definition problem is also
important for the definition of site versus facility. If I understand
what you are saying, such things as a PCB dump into the Hudson
River, or the chemical contamination in the Great Lakes, or the
problem with the James River in Virginia, none of that would be
covered under a superfund for only sites. Is that correct?

Mr. FZRNANDEZ. I think we have to think in terms of pre- and
post-RCRA, and we have to think in terms of the authorities that
are already granted to the EPA under the Clean Water and the
Clean Air Acts. There are a number of those things where there is
already a remedy in the law to handle.

Senator BRALY. Let's take the Clean Water Act, section 311.
Are you saying that all the things that I mentioned would have to
be cleaned under the authority of section 311, and that is all?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. No. We are in favor of a fund that will deal
with the situation where there is not existing authority, and where
there is not clearly distinguishable parties.
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Senator BRADLzY. Could I ask one more question. I would also
like to put this to Mr. Fernandez.

Another issue here is what is the inflationary impact of the
Superfund. We have had studies from CBO that said that it is
minimal. Senator Roth hez mentioned a number of figures that
EPA gave today.

For the benefit of the committee, I wonder if you could show us
what is the analysis that yoa-have done to conclude that it would
have significant inflationary impact?

Mr. kERANDEZ. First of all, I did not use the word "significant."
Nonetheless, it will have an inflationary impact.

In my judgment, if we impose this fee, we are going to some-
where, somehow involve the American public with picking up a tab
in excess of $4 billion, but that is only the beginning because under
the liability provisions that are included in this proposed bill a
company may be subjected to considerably more damages than the
fee it pays into the fund. That is where you get into the problem of
trying to calculate what is the potential liability cost.

This bill has to be looked at in its total fabric,"in our judgment.
It is not possible to pick out one item and deal with it alone. You
start out with a concept of release into the environment, which is
very broad, that ripples into a definition of what is hazardous
substance, which is very broad.

It, in turn, ripples into giving the Administrator of the Fund
great authority, discretionary authority to use it as he sees fit, and
then establishes strict, joint, and several liability, which creates a
totally open-ended liability. It is on that basis that it becomes
inflationary.

Senator BRADum. Have you included an analysis of that in your
testimony?

Mr. FaRNDiz. There is not an analysis of that in the testimo-
ny, and I don't know that it can be in the testimony because, as it
has already been indicated, the impact of liability cannot be meas-
ured.

Senator BRAwY. Mr. Chairman, could I trouble the c0jimittee-
for one more question? .

Senator MoYNwAN. Certainly.
Senator BwwDy. Just another point that you made about the

U.S. competitive position, the increased costs that would be placed
on U.S. feedstocks with the tax. Yet, you have supported a fee on
generators and disposers.

In your judgment that fee could not be applied to importers, and
it certainly would be applied to the exporters of those products.

In your judgment is that fair to make them less competitive than
they were before the fee, the generators and disposers, and how is
that different simply in the equity circumstance from placing the
tax on the feedstocks?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I think the issue of where you place the fee,
whether you place it on the feedstock or whether you place it on
the generator of a hazardous waste, in and of itself is only impor-
tant in that the latter, the imposition of a fee on the generator of
hazardous waste, as Senator Danforth has pointed out, would be a
more logical way to edcourage all industry to make efforts to avoid
the generation of hazardous waste.
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I think that that is the reason for suggesting that as a more
logical way to go this route, particularly when there is a mecha-
nism for doing it readily.

Senator BRADLEY. So you would disagree with EPA when they
said that by placing it on the generator, which is at the end of
whole process, you give the generator an incentive to dump illega-
ly?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I have already said in my testimony that the
midnight dumper is reprehensible, and we ought to band every
effort to deal with those people in the harshest way. We would
encourage that. But, I really think that is something we are all in
agreement on.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator MOYNiHAN. Senator Danforth, before I turn to you, I am

going to have to depart for a moment, since I have some other
responsibility. Senator Roth is going to assume the chair and will
continue with our panels.

Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. I would like to break in on the last question.
First of all, I am not a member of the Environmental and Public

Works Committee, so I am not as familiar with the mechanics of
this as some other members of this committee are.

Why wouldn't a waste-end tax encourage the midnight dumper?
It would seem to me, for example, if you were to tax people for

putting out their garbage and having it collected, unscrupulous
persons would simply take their bag of garbage and put it in their
neighbor's yard.

Why is it that a waste-end tax would not necessarily encourage
the unscrupulous people-those who do not have a social con-
science, those who create situations such as this Valley of the
Drums, why wouldn't it just encourage them to go out and put
their waste somewhere where nobody would know abut it?

Mr. HANSEN. We have wrestled with this question in New Jersey,
and I will give you our feelings and experience on the matter,
Senator.

The midnight dumper, so to speak, has the incentive today of
doing that, of putting material in the sewer, or whatever, at mid-
night because it is costing him $50 or $100, or whatever to get rid
of a drum of material today. There is substantial incentive for his
actions today.

We think that it is very important to have a good manifest
system so that the Government knows who is generating hazardous
waste, where it is going, and how it has to be disposed of. I think
that is critical, and that is being put in place through the RCRA
Act.

We already have it in New Jersey, and it is operating, and it is
working. We think that the manifest system -should have civil and
criminal liability to go along with it. Audits can then be made of
what people are doing with their hazardous waste. We can tell who
should be generating some hazardous waste by virtue of what they
are doing.

There may be some controversy of whether hazardous waste is 1
percent or 5 percent, but the nature of the operation determines
whether hazardous waste is generated. An audit of operations will
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ascertain whether or not the wastes, by virtue of having a good
manifest system, are going to the proper places. Appropriate action
can be taken if it not.

The imposition of a tax on top of present costs will not make any
substantial difference on the incentives for the people who have
been in the Midnight dumping practice.

We think, furthermore, that that practice is a very small part of
the entire industry. It is done by only a few irresponsible people
who should be prosecuted. A hazardous waste tax would be borne
by the responsible element of industry who will be paying most of
the tax.

Senator DANFORTH. If the goal is to reduce undesirable activity
by furnishing economic incentives to do what is right, it would
seem that the waste-end tax may be counterproductive. It would
increase the cost on the desirable activities of bringing the product
to wherever you are supposed to bring it.

Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir, you are correct. That is the reason you
need the manifest system to go along with the tax. To have the tax
without an effective manifest system would not be good; you are
right.

Senator DANFORTH. Let me ask another question.
In Dr. Fernandez' statement, on page 8, there is i comment that

I am not sure I understand:
It is estimated that 40 percent of the products these manufacturers-that is the

15 petrochemical companies-produce which would be charged 90 percent of the
fees under S. 1480 do not result in the generation of hazardous waste at all.

I am not sure I understand the meaning of that. Do you mean by
that that of these feedstock products, a significant proportion of the
feedstock products, in turn, are converted into other products, or
are sold for a purpose which will not conceivably create a hazard-
ous waste. Is that what that means?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Let me, if I may, make sure that I give you a
correct answer. The short answer is yes.

Senator DANFORTH. As I understand it, for these feedstocks, let's
take feedstock A on which the tax would be imposed, when Mon-
santo sells this feedstock product, product A, 60 percent of that
would go to something that could conceivably cause a hazardous
waste, and 40 percent would not. Is that right?

Mr. FVRNANDEZ. That is correct.
I think a good example was pointed out by Mr. Branscum. If you

take ethylene, for example, and you convert it into polyethylene,
-which goes into a particular product, there is no hazardous waste

that is going to be generated.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you know at the time you make the sale

which purpose it is going to be used for, whether it is going to be in
-- the 40 percent or in the 60 percent?

Mr. FRNANDEZ. We don t always, but in some circumstances it
can be determined. If it is a large company which has multiple use
for the same basic material, we would not have any way of clearly
knowing exactly how it was going to be used, or how each pound
would be used.

Senator DANFOITH. Supposing that we were to proceed ahead
with this feedstock fee, would there be any way of concentrating
the -fee, or would it be advisable or inadvisable to administer the

69"39 0-80-"
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fee on that portion of the feedstock which would be used for poten-
tially hazardous products?

Mr. F INANzz. I think that this would set up a rather cumber-
some mechanism, and I have not thought about it in those terms.
SoI would have to think about it more carefully, Senator. But my
initial reaction is that it would be awkward to try to spell out
which pound of product was going to which end use.

So offhand, I don't think that it would be easy to accomplish
that.

Senator DANIoaw. Could I ask one more question?
Again, I am not as conversant with the industry as I should be,

but would it be possible to devise a system where the tax is im-
posed on the purchaser of the feedstock, and a credit is given when
the product is delivered to an approved waste disposal site?

I don't know, but-it would seem to me that if the tax is imposed
on somebody who could do something about the way the product is
used and disposed of, then if the product is disposed of in the
appropriate way there is a reward for that. But that would be more
sensible than simply imposing the tax on the product itself.

Mr. HANmnEAN. The fee, in the first place, is not a regulatory
measure. That is, hopefully, going to be addressed in our EPA
program with the manifest, and the addition of new sites that can
handle these waste. Rather it is a means to identify those indus-
tries that may have in the past, although certainly not presently
necessarily, contributed to the problem of these facilities that the
EPA map noted, and to fimd an easy way to aggregate a rather
large sum of money that can be used to clean these up.

it is really the macro-concern here, not an attempt to use the tax
system to direct waste here and there, that I think was behind the
thinking of the Environment and Public Works Committee.

Senator DANFORTH. With that kind of method, would that be
possible or not, the method that I described?

Mr. HANNEMAN. I think that it would be very complicated.
Mr. ELLISON. With RCRA where you have to register as a produc-

er of waste, and you have to register if you store it, and you have
to follow through the disposal process. RCRA takes care of most of
the concerns that you have.

Mr. HANNEMAN. There is one problem. There is a very signifi-
cant exemption of small businesses and small producers, and that
is the provision of the present regulation that those who generate
about 1.1 tons, or 1,000 kilograms of hazardous waste a month or
less are exempted from all ofthe requirements.

They don't have to take their waste into the manifest system at
all. They don't have to report that they are producing it. They
don't have to tell the waste hauler or the disposal facility operator
that they are giving him hazardous waste.

So they would be unable to claim any credit for proper manage-
ment.

Senator BmIADuY. Senator, just let me follow up there, and go
back to the topic you raised earlier on the recyclables, and why
they are in here, and maybe ask the panel to comment.

If this waste end-fee would not prevent dumping from continu-
ing, illegal dumping, I think that it would be logical to assume that
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it will not also prevent recycling. Indeed, it would encourage recy-
cling. Do you agree with that?

Mr. EusON. I am not quite sure. Please restate what you are
saying.

Senator BRADLEY. The panel testified that a fee at the end, waste
end fee, would not increase illegal dumping. Isn't that what you
said?

Mr. HANNEMAN. I would not associate myself with the other
panelists on that.

Senator BRADLEY. You think that it would?
Mr. HANNEMAN. I do think it would, and I have so testified.
Senator BRADLEY. If you are using the same logic at the begin-

ning, if you had that fee, then would it increase recycling?
Mr. ELLISON. Yes, it would encourage it. It would encourage more

recycling because you would have an additional incentive to make
sure that you have no generated hazardous waste.

Senator BRADLEY. Does the whole panel agree to that?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes.
Senator ROm. The Senator from Montana.
Senator BAUCUS. Gentlemen, I was here earlier, and I have a few

questions with respect to the effect this might have on internation-
al trade. I understand the importance of the feedstock fee.

My question goes to what percentage of feedstocks that are uti-
lized by American industry are imported, compared to the percent-
age produced here in the United States?

I ask the question because on some industries we impose fairly
strict environmental pollution standards, and that has an adverse
effect on domestic companies' ability to compete in international
trade. I am wondering if the same kind of problem applies here at
all.

Is it your judgment that it does apply?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. I think the problem applies, but just offhand I

don't think that I could answer your question with numbers. I
would be glad to try to provide that information.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

October 29, 1980

1. What percentage of feedstocks that are utilized by
American industry are imported compared to the percentage
produced here in the United States?

2. Have you identified some areas or some industries
that might be adversely affected?

(1) It has been estimated by the First Boston Corporation
that the cost of foreign oil going into petrochemicals was-
$2.8 billion in 1979. This was 14. of the total cost of
petrochemical raw materials used including those from domestic
natural gas ($8.7 billion) and domestic oil ($8.0 billion).

(2) Any new cost burden for the U.S. chemical industry will
definitely affect its exorts and domestic sales. The industry
exported $17.3 billion of its products in 1979, and, after accounting
for imports, provided a $9.8 billion contribution to the large
U.S. trade deficit of $24 billion. Obviously, the chemical
industry performance in overseas markets is an important prop
to the country's export objectives and the value of the dollar.

Added cost to the industry from the fee system and
liability settlements or Judgments are not similarly borne by
foreign competitors. The industry currently is in a financial
slump. Profit margins in selling costs are very small, sometimes
non-existent. The $7.3 billion of chemical imports present
severe competitive difficulties to a number of chemicals. Exports
are sold on a similarly small margin basis.

The prices at which chemicals are sold are not determined
in the marketplace by an increase in cost such as that imposed
by a fee system and liability. Prices are determined by what
the market will bear. The ability to pass new costs along is
limited by the competitive pricing. Very often a new cost cannot
be recovered in prices. Further, it is wrong to think
of average cost increases because they are in no way applicable
to the real situation. The difficulties occur on a product by
product basis with a wide variety of results. The averaging
process therefore ignores those cases where products will become
non-competitive while others can recover the new cost in pricing.

The market does not provide the producer higher prices
just because the costs-increase. The present U.S. chemical
industry strength in export markets will clearly be lessened
by the costs imposed by Superfund in addition to all the other
regulatory costs the industry now bears.
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Senator BAUCUS. Is it significant?
Mr. FERNANDEZ. It is meaningful, and it is selectively meaningful

in the sense that there could be a particular company who is
manufacturing a specialty/ chemical of some kind, and where he is
competing with a foreign producer. He would be at a distinct
disadvantage, and to tht particular company it could be quite
meaningful.

Senator BAUCUS. I wondering, off the top of your head, can you
identify some industries or some areas that might be adversely
affected? Do they come to mind at all?

Mr. ELusoN. Needless to say, the product area. It would be
cheaper to bring a product into the United States, not having to
pay feedstock, than produce it domestically and thus pay that tax.

senator BAUCUS. Which product?
Mr. ELLMON. If you have to pay on the part going into plastics,

and you can just automatically bring the plastics into the United
States, it puts the plastics industry at a disadvantage here in the
United States.

Mr. FERNANDEZ. I think that we can attempt to quantify that for
you. I just don't have that data available. I would say that it is
real, however.

Senator BAUCUS. If you would provide that information, I would
appreciate it because I think sometimes these areas as it affects the
cost of environmental controls on international trade is overlooked.

We are really in a position in our country's history where we are
trying to compete'more effectively in the international area. We
want to increase bur exports. We don't want to let this particular
problem be overlooked, if in fact it is a problem.

Apart from the! liability question, the strict liability, do you agree
generally that tis bill would not have any significant effect on
incentives or lack of incentives for industry to clean up?

It seems to ine that this bill is basically a transfer of cost.
Generally, most of the companies will pass on the costs here. I
understand that there is some dispute in that regard, but I under-
stand that generally most of the fees will be passed on as a busi-
ness cost, therefore, the consumers will ultimately bear the burden.

So apart from the strict liability provision, I am wondering if you
agree that b and large there is no incentive in this bill to encour-
age industry to clean up?

Mr. HAl s. That is true, in my opinion.
Mr. F"NANDEZ. I think, as we have discussed at some length

here, a fee based on the waste-end would provide that incentive,
but otherwise not.

Senator BAucus. If that is the case, do you have any suggestions
as to what amendments we might pass, or what changes we might
make to help us to have better disposal of the hazardous waste?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. With regard to better disposal, I think we have
in place today legislation that takes care of that. We don't need
new legislation to take care of how we are going to dispose of the
material in the future. We are now regulated from womb to tomb.

With regard to hazardous waste sites that are abandoned, I think
that is the issue that we are trying to deal with, and that is the
problem that we are trying to solve, and not how we are going to
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tions to deal with that.

Mr. HANsmN. The tax on the hazardous waste generation is what
we would suggest to provide an incentive to help reduce the gen-
eration of hazardous wastes and could possibly increase recycling.
It would provide some incentive for the reduction of the generation
of hazardous waste.

Senator BAUCUS. You are willing to put up with the administra-
tive regulatory nightmares?

Mr. ANnsN. We don't think it is an administrative nightmare,
but we are willing to put up with it.

Mr. FEmNANDEZ. It is already taken care of. The RCRA regula-
tions and the RCRA manifest system already require us to report
every pound of hazardous waste that we generate. It requires every
transporter to record that he has transported it. It requires every-
one who eventually disposes of it to report it. So the mechanism is
already in place.

Senator BAUCUS. Would you support a bill that raises the same
amount of revenue in the same period of time, but with individual
taxes on those companies which generate a certain quantity or
quality, or lack of quality of hazardous waste?

Mr. FtENANDEZ. I would not support that because as I have
already indicated, the sum of money that is indicated here is far in
excess of what we think is necessary to deal with the real problem,
far in excess.

Senator BAucus. What amount do you think is needed to take
care of the problem?

Mr. FERNANDEZ. Wa have indicated, and I have included in my
testimony, that a careful anaysis on a State-by-State basis, sug-
gests that the size of the problem that we are dealing with, with
sites that are a genuine hazards, is no more than in the order of
$400 million.

Senator BAUCUS. You would agree that instead of the system
that you have discussed, instead of an industry fee, a category fee,
you would place the tax or the fee on the individual producer as
long as we could do what is appropriate.

Mr. ~,FNANEZ. We definitely agree that there should be a fund.
Senator BAucus. You would welcome an EPA person to your

office who tried to measure the degree of toxicity in your company?
Mr. ELUsoN. EPA is already there.
Mr. HAN KN. It is already there, and we are reporting that.
Senator BAUCUS. You don't mind it?
Mr. EusoN. We mind it, but EPA is already there.
Senator BAucus. Thank you.
Senator Rom. Thank you.
I want to express my appreciation to the panel for sitting

through the lunch hour. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
I told the chairman that in the interest of time, to expedite these

hearings, that I would be happy to preside so that there would be
no break. So at this time I would like to call the next panel, which
will be composed of:

Mr. L. P. Haxby, on behalf of the American Petroleum Institute,
and Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Association, and Western Oil &
Gas Association; Mr. Donald W. McPhail, vice president, ARCO
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Chemical Co.; Mr. Max Levy, vice president, Columbia LNG Corp.,
on behalf of the American Gas Association; and Mr. Jerome J.
McGrath, president, Interstate Natural Gas Association of Amer-
ica.

We will proceed with this panel. I would appreciate it if each of
you would try to limit your remarks to 5 minutes, and your entire
statement will, of course, be included as part of the record.

We will start with Mr. Haxby, who is appearing on behalf of the
American Petroleum Institute.

You may proceed, Mr. Haxby.

STATEMENT OF L. P. HAXBY, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN PE-
TROLEUM INSTITUTE, ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL & GAS ASSOCI-
ATION, WESTERN OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION
Mr. HAXBY. Thank you, Senator Roth.
My name is L. P. Haxby, and I am the environmental manager

for Shell Oil Co., and today I am speaking on behalf of the Amaeri-
can Petroleum Institute, Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Association,
and Western Oil & Gas Association.

Gentlemen, our written testimony on S. 1480 has been submitted
outlining our views on this proposed legislation. In short, while we,
along with most of the industry business and others, agree that
enacting legislation is needed to cope with the abandoned hazard-
ous waste dumps problem, we see no need at this time for further
legislation on hazardous substances or oilspills.

Congressional action in 1978 on the Clean Water Act directed
EPA to conduct an intensive study on hazardous substance spills
and to report to you for further consideration. This study has not
yet been done. In the meantime, spills of both oil and hazardous
substances are covered by the Clean Water Act, and are being
reported, and the majority of them are being cleaned up by indus-
try.

S. 1480, however, attempts to embrace both abandoned dumps
and hazardous spills, and even possibly oil spills. This proposal sets
forth untried, new concepts of liability and judicial standards, cre-
ated under the poorly designed concept of releases to the environ-
ment, all to be covered by a trust fund generated by fees and
interest.

We believe that if the trust fund is to be created for management
of abandoned dump sites by imposition of industry fees and taxes,
we would prefer the tax system. But we do also believe, as many
others have expressed this morning, that such a tax should be
placed on the dry waste generated for disposal, rather than on
upstream crude oil, inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, and
petrochemical feedstocks, -thereby relating the tax directly to the
problem.

An administrative system to accomplish this will be in place
under RCRA by November 19, 1980, as has been discussed.

We do not believe the tax on crude oil, in organic chemicals, and
petrochemical feedstocks bear a relationship to abandoned dump
sites, and we think it an inequitable burden on the raw material
suppliers and their customers.

With regard to taxes we further would suggest, however, that
such taxes not be levied on an estimated basis but, rather, be paid
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after the taxable event. To reduce the recordkeeping burden we
would suggest the tax be paid within 15 days after each quarter.

But, as has been discussed in other testimony, fees or taxes are
not the only part of S. 1480 with which we have problems. The
overly broad definition of the term "released to the environment",
along with a lack of causal evidence for medical claims, coupled
with unlimited liabilit created by the joint and several language,
creates an unpredictable cost burden on industry.

Some of these unestimable costs may be retrievable from the
marketplace, but many will not, thereby adversely affecting the
viability of both large and small business.

The retroactive and strictly liability provisions of the bill as they
relate to generators and transporters of waste are of particular
concern. Een though amendments have attempted to restrict the
impact of this provision, it is patently a search for the deep pocket.
Thus the generator, transporter, site owner, and past site owner
can all be liable without fault. Such an unlimited liability we do
not believe that the insurance industry is prepared to provide
coverage for.

We have been asked to comment on the proposed amendments of
Senator Magnuson and Senator Gravel for an oil spill trust fund.
Addressing these proposals, we see the problem not specifically in
the trust fund but with the coupling of it with the similar problems
and activities. Our testimony explains past and current support for
such a fund that would preempt the multitude of State funds, but
points out that coupling with other funds is not favored for valid
reasons.

We urge this committee to become thoroughly familiar with the
onerous provisions of S. 1480 and to seek a new approach to man-
aging the critical public issue of abandoned dump sites that can
gain the support of all concerned. We suggest that legislation simi-
ar to H.R. 7020 reported by the House Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee, with fees placed on dry weight of waste
generated, would form a good starting point that could garnish
strong support from business and industry.

We thank you for the opportunity-to present our views on this
critically important question and we welcome questions on our
industry's position now or later.

Senator Rom. Thank you.
[Mr. Haxby's prepared statement follows:]
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American Petroleum Institute
2101 L Street, Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20037 4)

Summary for
Senate Finance Statement

of the
American Petroleum Institute

on S-1480

* The real issues is the abandoned hazardous waste
dump site problem. Superfund legislation should be confin-
ed to this problem, and not combined with hazardous substance
and/or oil spills.

e Hazardous substance and oil spills are already cover-
ed by existing legislation and clean up of such spills are
handled by industry.

* The proposed fees on petrochemical feedstacks, crude
oil and inorganic chemicals for use in cleaning up abandoned
dump sites are grossly inequitable.

* The logical fee is placed on dry waste generated for

disposal.

" The "fee" should be a tax, not a fee.

* The legislation should not create a federal liabili-
ty regime.

* S-1480 creates uninsurable liability since it imposes
strict, joint and several JiabiAtty that is unlimited.

e Off budget financing should not be used for financing
solutions to complex societal problems that require periodic
Congressional review.

* We recommend legislation similar to H.R. 7020 modi-
fied to (1) place the tax on the dry weight of waste genera-
ted and presented for disposal and (2) restriction of the
broad discretionary power given the Administrative Agency.
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American Petroleum Institute

Comments before the

Senate Finance Committee

Regarding S.1480

The American Petroleum Institute appreciates this opportunity

to comment on S.1480, now under consideration by your Committee.

The API is a national trade assojAation representing all sectors

of the domestic petroleum industry. Many of its member companies

also have extensive involvement in the chemical industry.

The public record shows that API has recognized the need for

separate legislation to deal with the serious problems arising

from oil spills, hazardous substance spills, and abandoned

hazardous waste disposal sites. We again state our resolve to

help solve the problems associated with the needs of each of

these three special situations.

API has considered the problems associated with hazardous

substances spills and abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites.

Like you, we would like to see these national issues resolved.

We, therefore, respectfully suggest that your Committee give

consideration to the following:

First, deal with the liability and compensation issues of

hazardous substance spills through separate legislation, but

only after the Environmental Protection Agency completes the

study of hazardous spills mandated by the 1978 amendments to the

Clean Water Act. This amendment directed EPA to conduct the

study and to report to Congress on "methods, mechanisms, and

procedures to create incentives to achieve a higher standard of
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care in all aspects of the management and movements of hazardous

substances." Congress, appropriately, asked EPA in this study

to consider limits on liability, liability for third-party

damage, penalties and fees, spill prevention plans, and relevant

practices in banking and the insurance industry. To enact

hazardous substance spill legislation without the benefit of this

study, which would scope and define the problem, is premature.

Second, deal with problems of abandoned waste disposal sites

through an amendment to the Resource Conservation-and Recovery

Act (RCRA). A dry weight waste-end basis fee would provide

effective incentives to recycle and reuse potential wastes. RCRA

in Section 3001 provides an existing administrative mechanism for

assessing unit charges at the time of waste disposal. Given the

urgency of the need, it would seem wise to build on existing

adr.iistrative instruments rather than create a whole new federal

reporting system.

The most pressing societal issues are addressed by those

sections of S.1480 which relates to abandoned waste disposal

sites. API has previously stated and continues to believe there

is a need for carefully drafted legislation that addresses the

problems posed by abandoned hazardous waste dumpsites. However,

as presently written S.1480 has serious defects with far-reaching

financial implications. S.1480's attempt to treat two special-

ized events, hazardous substances spills and abandoned hazardous

waste dumpsites, results in administrative tangles and gross
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inequities. Among the many defec-; of this bill are several that

fall within the jurisdiction of thLs committee. They are:

o funding, both source akid the method;

o uninsurability due to the application of three concepts

-- zero release,

-- strict, joint and several liability, and

-- lack of need to show causation; and

o off-budget financing.

Funding Source and Method

S.1480 would create a $4 billion fund over a period of

six years, with only one-eighth of the funds to come from

general appropriations. Fees would be imposed on crude oil#

petrochemical feedstocks and inorganic raw materials. This

structure is inequitable. There is no relationship whatsoever

between the problems associated with abandoned hazardous waste

dumpsites and the current use of these raw materials. The

inequity is made more burdensome by the imposition of a double

fee on the oil industry -- once on the crude oil itself and once

again on the feedstocks created from it. Feedstock fees are a

basically inequitable method of funding remedial programs for a

broad societal problem. They impose a penalty on use of raw

material rather than the production of wastes. Further, the

current wording of the bill imposes yet another charge on petro-

chemicals used in or as fuel. Methane for example# is used

widely as a fuel for both domestic and industrial purposes and
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fees such as those proposed simply drive heating and industrial

goods costs even higher, adding unnecessarily to inflation. We

do not believe that the fund income estimates included the extent

to which these raw materials are used as fuels. Therefore, we

believe that the estimated tax revenue will be even higher

than forecast; all this to solve a problem that has yet to be

defined.

Fees imposed on certain segments of industry Lar the pur-

pose of funding cleanup of abandoned hazardous waste sites

created by other segments raises substantial constitutional

questions under the due process clause of the fifth amendment. A

fund financed as proposed by S.1480 imposes upon a given business

enterprise retroactive liability for events which occurred in the

past and for which the enterprise may have had no causal respon-

sibility whatsoever. At the very least, any tax or fee system

should be levied on the activity that led to the problem -- the

production of wastes -- not on unrelated use of petrochemical

feedstocks and crude oil.

Taxing the generation of hazardous wastes would be more

equitable and have the salutary effect of discouraging those very

acts. It will stimulate recycling, reuse, and development of

techniques to avoid the creation of wastes in the first place.

By contrast, there is no social benefit in taxing petrochemicals,

which are used to produce hundreds of non-hazardous consumer

items. A typical example of the materials made from only one

feedstock is shown in Attachment A.
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If a trust fund is established for managing abandoned

hazardous waste dumpsites, we believe a tax system to be more

workable than a fee system. We strongly believe that the tax

should be placed on-the dry weight of waste generated for

disposal, rather than on petrochemical feedstocks, oil and

inorganic raw materials. Such taxes should be levied only after

the occurrence of the taxable event and paid within 15 days after

the ending of each fiscal. quarter.

Taxes paid on the dry weight of waste generated can easily

be assessed and after November 19, 1980, these wastes will

already be accounted for under Section 3001 of RCRA. The mani-

fest system created by these regulations provides an existing

system for administering this program in a non-duplicative

manner.

It is argued that the waste-generated tax would place

undue burden on high volume waste materials of low hazard. If,

however, they are indeed of low hazard, we suggest that they be

either exempted or reclassified as nonhazardous.

Uninsurability

S.1480's whole approach contains three basic concepts that,

taken together, create such astronomical risks as to make many

existing activities uninsurable. Should S.1480 pass in its

present form, we would expect to see a fundamental restructuring

of many industrial sectors wtih the smaller firms being forced

out of business and only those corporations who are able to self
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insure being able to continue. The three concepts are zero

release; strict, joint and several liability; and the lack of a

requirement to show a connection between an injury and the

actions of a defendant. Each of these is discussed below.

Release

-S.1480 introduces a "zero release" concept which

represents a fundamental departure from the approach adopted

by existing environmental law. It sets aside the technology

and health effects approach of the Clean Air Act, Clean

Water Act, and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

Under S.1480, any discharge or emission, even with those

that are federally approved, the President is authorized to

intervene and incur costs for remedial action. Sweeping

powers are granted the President and the"Administrator with

virtually no statutory standards to govern their actions.

Seldom does one see legislation proposed which attempts to

usurp all existing law and grant such uncontrolled power to

a single agency.

Since the term Orelease" would encompass all types of

movement of substances into the environment, liability c( tld

be imposed for a wide range of activities integral to the

normal functioning of the economy and daily life.

Liability

S.1480 provides that the liability of all persons who

caused or contributed to a release of a hazardous substance
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shall be joint and several. "Joint and several liability"

refers to a situation in which more than one person is found

to have caused or contributed to certain damages. The

"Joint" portion means that all such persons are together

liable for all of the damages involved. The severalf

portion means that each of such persons is liable for all

such damages. "Joint and several liability," then, means

that a party entitled to a recovery can recover the entire

amount of his damages from any one of the persons found to

have caused or contributed in some way, no matter how

minimally, to the damages in question.

The situation in which a number of unrelated generators

of hazardous waste coincidentally happen to contract with

the same hazardous waste disposal site operator is vastly

different from the situations which warrant Imposition of

joint and several liability. Yet, under S.1480, generators

would face joint and several liability, not because of any

fault of theirs but because of the acts of the disposal site

operator. The establishment of joint and several liability

is both grossly unfair and unnecessary for the achievement

of the purposes of the bill.

Although the impact of this liability has now been

somewhat reduced by the apportionment amendment, the

defendant may recover some of his costs only after liability

assignment is made and claims are already paid.
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The obvious intent of the sponsors of S.1480 is to

bring justice to parties injured by the mismanagement of

hazardous materials. To impose liability on one party for

the acts of another also leads to injustice. Careless law

is no less damaging than the careless dumping of hazardous

wastes. It is also important to assure that liability is

not imposed retroactively-on generators and handlers of

hazardous wastes located in third party disposal sites

unless there is some related causal action..

S.1480 places no limitation on the liability that might

be assessed against a generator or disposer of hazardous

waste. Unlimited liability is not-insurable. It is,

therefore, possible, particularly in'view of the joint and

several liability provisions and the strict liability

without fault provisions discussed above, that a party could

be bankrupted by the liability provisions of the bills.

Any legislation in this area should set a reasonable,

insurable limit to liability that would be equitable for

both generators and disposers of hazardous wastes. Prece-

dents for such a provision are found in Section 311 of the

Clean Water Act and in various, oil spill bills introduced

before Congress.

Causation

We believe it inappropriate to create a new federal

tort law without first identifying the problem to be

remedied.

U-M 0-0-28
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This bill would create such law for injuries resulting

from the release of hazardous substances. Thus, for the

first time, individuals would be able to bring a lawsuit

under federal law rather than under the common-or statutory

law of one of the states.

Our federal system is based on an allocation of respon-

sibilities between the federal government and the various

state governments. Historically, the establishment of

causes of action and liability for injuries resulting from

such an act as the release of a hazardous substances has

been left to the states. The creation of a federal cause of

action for injury from releases of hazardous substances

would constitute an unwarranted intrusion of the federal

government into an area which is traditionally relegated

to state law and which is of basic concern to the states and

their citizens. Further, there is no reason why a special

federal cause of action should be created for persons

injured by hazardous substances but not for persons injured,

say, by medical malpractice, an automobile accident or an

explosion at an oil refinery.

Only rarely, and under highly unusual and specialized

circumstances, has Congress deemed it appropriate to estab-

lish a federal cause of action for personal injuries. There

has not been, and indeed there could not be, any showing

that state common law is inadequate to deal with and appro-
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priately compensate for losses occasioned by injuries caused

by the release of hazardous substances into the environment.

Drains on the Fund and Off-budget Financing

S.1480 allows the trust fund to be used for a wide variety

of purposes in addition to cleanup and compensation costs. These

include epidemiologic and expert witness costs, research costs,

capital and income loss, medical expense, undefined and specula-

tive natural resource damage costs, as well as its assessment and

associated research costs, and state claims. Claims may be

presented to the person responsible but, if not settled in the

unreasonable time of 15 days, they may be paid by the fund.

Under these unrealistic rules and time constraints, it is

unlikely any claims could be paid by the person responsible and

this, along with the discretion allowed the Administrator, could

well be expected to place an inordinate and unnecessary drain on

the fund.

One of the greatest vices of all-this is that it is accom-

plished through an off-budget funding mechanism. S.1480 would

hide the commitment of substantial national resources, whether

collected as a fee or a tax, from the salutary public exposure

and scrutiny inherent in the normal budgetary process.

The fund further may be.znsed to assess long- and short-term

damage# cover the costs of restoration and replacement, and

provide up to $10 million dollars for research on natural

resource damage assessment, again an off-budget approach.

0
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Natural resource damage and its assessment are not yet well

defined by either technology or protocol. Nor does S.1480

provide advancement to this science since it fails to define what

is meant by natural resource damage. However, the bill is not

hesitant in allowing claims against individuals or use of the

fund for assessment of short- and long-term damage, restoration

and replacement, and further research. All again an off-budget

approach. We urge that payable damages for natural resources be

restricted to those of traditional economic import-ancep be solely

compensatory, and apply to damaged resources or financial losses

that are ascertainable, not speculative.

The sweeping changes in existing environmental law proposed

by S.1480, combined with its aggressive overlapping of other

basic environmental acts, can lead to an administrative and legal

nightmare. The reporting and notification requirements, combined

with record-keeping duties, foretell the growth of uncounted new

regulations to implement this proposal.

Such an administrative burden should not be taken lightly.

API has surveyed the environmental expenditures of its member

companies yearly. We have noted an alarming growth of adminis-

trative expenditures over the past 10 years. In 1969, our

members reported administrative, operating and maintenance

expenditures of $146 million. In 1978, they reported expendi-

tures of $1.497 billion for this category, a 10-fold increase.

The full report, from which these figures are taken, API Publi-

cation 4314, is attached. Such administrative cost burdens and

0
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uninsurable unlimited liability can affect the viability of

today's businesses, particularly if they are small in nature.

Oil Spill Cleanup, Liability and Compensation for Damages

API strongly objects to any attempts to combine oil spill

issues with those of abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites and

hazardous substances spills. We do not object to the concept of

federal legislation which addresses oil spills separately. If

such single-purpose legislation were proposed# we would look for

the inclusion of the following concepts:

o Pull preemption of state laws covering liability,

clean-up funds, civil penalties and equipment pools;

o responsiblity of the spiller for cleanup costs and

damages up to an insurable limit;

o Establishment of-a fund to pay for cleanup and damages

for spills in which there is no identifiable spiller and for

those costs that exceed a spiller's liability.

o Limits compensable damages to real economic losses;

o Limits uses of the fund to cleanup and compensation

only;

o Allows defenses to liabiltiy which recognize acts of God,

war and third parties; and

o Complements existing international-regines established

through ICO and industry supported organizations.

The character of petroleum movements, both crude and

product, is international and interstate in nature. Faced with
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proliferating state laws regarding oil spills, in which no two

states approached the issue the same way, the petroleum industry

has previously sought a uniform comprehensive federal regime.

Today, some members of our industry are now questioning the need

for such legislation.

Individual state -cleanup and compensation funds are in

place. Industry sponsored regimes that establish requirements

for insurance coverage and provide for compensation for losses

that exceed that coverage are in place. State taxes that feed

the small individual state funds are in place. The bottom

line isthat the protective mechanisms have been designed and

implemented. Finally, in those instances where accidents have

occurred that caused petroleum to be discharged to the marine

environment, the spillers have generally acted in a responsible

manner to clean up and compensate for losses.

The only areas not being adequately addressed are cleanup

and compensation for those instances where: (1) the spiller is

not identifiable or capable of paying for damages; or (2) a major

spill similar to the Bay of Campeche occurs. These instances can

easily be covered through adequate funding of the trust fund

established by Section 311 of the Clean Water Act.

Both Senators Gravel and Magnuson have proposed amendments

to S.1480 which would create an oil spill cleanup and compensation

regime that embraces most of the concepts endorsed by API.

Senator Gravel has proposed Amendment No. 1965 to S.1480.

There are two important areas where we differ with Senator
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Gravel's approach. The first involves his intention to combine

the'proposed aa-endment with S.1480. The Institute is quite

apprehensive about this approach. It is our fear that it will be

all too easy, at some future juncture, to tap the $200 million

oil spill fund for cleanup and compensation for losses caused

by abandoned hazardous waste dumps or spills of hazardous

substances. The petroleum industry has never tried to duck its

responsibility for oil spills. However, it will never willingly

accept an approach that has the potential of penalizing the

petroleum industry for the actions of others.

Secondly, Amendment No. 1965 would authorize payments of

$11,000,000 per year for research expenditures not related to

either cleanup or compensation for economic losses. If adopted,

these authorizations become precedents for other off-budget

financing proposals. It is our firm belief that all research

proposals should stand the same scrutiny of the budgetary

process as all proposed expenditures of federal funds. If

Congress and the Executive Branch together decide that these

research proposals warrant a high enough priority to be included

in appropriated funds, then so be it. We object to their being

included here.

Senator Magnuson's proposed Amendment No. 1953 also contains

two areas with which we have a disagreement. Like Senator

Gravel's amendment, we most strongly object to its attachment to

S.1480. The second concerns preemption. The only rationale for
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a federal oil spill cleanup and compensation regime such as is

being proposed is to avoid duplicating and conflicting require-

ments and to bring economies of scale to bear on the problem.

Senator Hagnuson's amendment would preempt states in the area of

funds and financial responsibility but would allow the states to

impose taxes on petroleum for the purpose of purchasing and

prepositioning containment and cleanup equipment and allow them

to set differing levels of liability.

It can be anticipated that these equipment pools will

most likely be located along side existing industry equipment

stockpiles and that mobilization contracts will be signed with

the same cleanup contractors now under contract to industry and

the U.S. Coast Guard. Allowing this provision to remain in

Amendment No. 1958 allows the states to create a redundant

capability whose costs will be borne by the consumer.

In addition, it seems inconsistent to preempt states in the

areas of establishing taxes'whose purpose is to finance cleanup

and compensation funds and financial responsibility requirements

but still allow them to set levels of liability that differ from

the federal regime. We strongly suggest that Amendment No. 1958

be modified to strengthen the preemption language to cover

cleanup equipment pools and liability laws.

S.1480, with or without oil spill provisions, is a poorly

conceived approach to solving a serious public problem. We urge

this committee to recognize the overly broad scope of S.1480 and
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its inequitable approach. We encourage you to seek a new

approach to managing the critical public issue of abandoned

hazardous waste dumps that will gain broad 'public and industry

support. We suggest that legislation similar to H.R.7020,

modified to (1) place the tax on the dry weight of waste gener-

ated and presented for disposal and (2) restrict the broad

discretionary power given the Administrative Agency# would

form a good starting point for your consideration.
I"
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Environmental Expenditures
Reported to API

TABLE I
SUMMARY TABULATION

(Millions of Dollars)

. YEAR
19 1870 171 172 173 1374 17 IS8 177 17 TOTAL

TABLE I - TOTAL EXPENDITtURES
I . r ................... 1231 $320 $571 $550 $737 1932 1,03.9 $1,216 S,188 S,349 18,133
2. WSa ................. 224 259 415 3?9 402 530 629 822 950 884 5,494
3. Land O ther ........... 60 101 91 100 150 456 336 383 194 1,871

TOTAL 4............... 455 1639 S1,087 $1,020 11,239 S1,612 12,124 $2,374 12,521 12,427 11S,498

TALE - CAPITAL EXPENDrTU Es
1. Air ................... $145 Si3 $391 S305 1436 $527 $601 S536 $339 $429. 13,890
2. Waier ................. 136 163 224 184 194 271 3S6 411 434 340 2,713
3. Land md odw .......... 34 57 51 52 97 396 269 184 89 1,229

TOTAL ............... 5281 1378 5672 SS40 1682 S895 31,353 11,216 $957 $858 $7,832

TABLE N - ADMINISTRATIVE, OPERATING, AND MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
1. Air ................... S 62 108 S143 S198 1251 1352 S389 S635 8792 S864 S3,794
2. Water ................. 84 92 115 187 201 249 262 401 502 532 2,695
3. LxWd d oe .......... 24 41 37 43 so 55 63 197 101 '611

TOTAL ............... 146 1224 1369 1422 S495 1651 $706 1,099 1,491 S.497 17,100

TABLE V - RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES
I. Air ................. S 24 1 31 S 1 $ 47 S 50 S S3 S 49 S 45 7 S 56 1 449
2. Water ................. 4 4 6 8 7 10 11 10 14 12 36
3. LM Mandother .......... 2 3 3 S 3 5 4. 2 4 31

TOTAL ............... S 28 S 37 S 46 5 58 S 62 S 66 S 65 S 59 S 73 S 72 S 566
II liI I I IIiul I I I
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Environmental Expenditures
Reported to API

TABLE II
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

(Millions of Dollars)

YEAR
196 1070 1171 1,72 1173 1974 1975 1975 1977 1978 TOTAL

1. AWL.
CapiWl ............... 5145 5181 5391 $305 5436 S527 5601 5536 $339 S429 $3,890
Admkisni ve, opemngn

&ma n e .a ..... 62 108 143 198 251 352 389 635 792 864 3,794
Rear d&deveko . 24 31 37 47 50 53 49 45 57 56 449

TOTAL ........... $231 5320 SS71 5550 1377 S932 S1,039 $1,216 51,188 51.349 58.133

2. WATER:
CapiW ................ 5136 S163 8224 5184 5194 5271 5356 5411 5434 5340 S2,713
Admiois oizes

& mantnmnce ....... 84 92 185 187 201 249 262 401 502 532 2,695
Rusesrch & dve4WpyU. 4 4 6 8 7 10 11 10 14 12 16

TOTAL ........... S224 5259 S41 5379 5402 5530 5629 5822 S950 5884 55,494

LAND AND OTHER:
Ca20 ................ S 34 S 57 S 5 5 52 S 97 5396 5269 5184 S 89 51,229
Admbive. operate

&maintenance ....... 24 41 37 43 50 5 63 97 101 611
Resrch & &dveopm . 2 3 3 S 3 S 4 2 4 31

TOTAL ........... 560 S101 S 91 S100 $150 S456 $336 $383 $194 51.871

4. A1R, WATER, LAND AND OTHER:
Caud ................ $281 5378 $672 5540 S682 S895 S1,353 51,216 5957 S858 $7,832
Adm saive, operate

&mainta ....... 146 224 369 422 495 651 706 1,099 1.491 1,497 7,100
Rerch A detlom 28 37 46 58 62 66 65 59 73 72 566

TOTAL ........... 5455 5639 51,087 51,020 S1,239 51,612 52,124 S2.374 52S21 S2,427 515,498
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Environmental Expenditures
Reported to API

TABLE III
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

"(Mlfilons of Dollars)

YEAR
1909 1970 1971 1973 197 1174 1975 1970 1977 1973 TOTAL

-1. Aft
ExpIlmocM &produCIoC. S 8 5 9 5 IS S 17 S 14 $27 S 59 S 85 S 68 S59 $361
T-,.wwo, .......... 2 3 3 3 10 22 37 30 26 20 161
M5ke ............. 5 S4 39 21 43 loS SS 36 IS 18 391
Mim.uf w .......... 130 IS 329 264 369 373 450 335 230 332 2,977

TOTAL ........... s145 $181 $391 s305 s436 s527 1601 5536 $339 $429 $3,390

2. WATER
ExOdoa& aIo c. S68 S 74 SI2 68 S 62 S 92 S117 S135 S187 $206 $1,091
Tra odoa ......... 4 11 20 16 22 37 $4 57 4S W 334
Nf,'kef ............. 3 I 10 14 17 19 25 16 13 13 143
mmagawft ........... 56 70 1 12 86 93 123 130 203 139 83 1,145

TOTAL ........... $136 $163 $224 S184 S194 $271 $356 S411 S434 S340 $2,713

3. LAND AND OTHER
Expkl A&prOducoa. $15 S 13 S 22 $ 27 $ 38 S 57 S 70 S 54 S 59 S $355
Trnsporauo ......... 4 6 8 9 37 322 188 106 is 691
Market ............. 10 11 14 8 6 4 3 3 4 63
MmnucIuri. S 27 7 8 16 13 8 21 8 113

TOTAL ........... S 34 S 57 S $52 S 97 S3% 5269 S184 S 89 S1.229

4. AIR, WATER LAND AND OTHER:
TOTAL ........... $281 S370

$672Ii $540I $682I $3I I r3$121 IIII i158 $733
$672 S540 S682 S895 S|,353 S1.216 S957- $858 $7,832 ,
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Environmental Exponditures
Reported to API

TABLE IV
ADMINISTRATIVE, OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES

(Millions of Dollars)

YEAR

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1076 TOTAL

1. AIR: -
E.xploration&production, 4 S 6 S 8 S 8 S 12 S 15S $20 S 21 S 28 S 32 S 154
Transportation .......... 6 6 3 4 3 7 16 11 12 68
Marketing ............. 2 8 13 is 21 43 34 24 30 29 219
ManufacturinS .......... 56 88 116 172 214 291 328 574 723 791 3,353

TOTAL ........... S 62 5108 5143 S193 S251 5352 5389 3635 $792 5864 $3,794

2. WATER:
Exploration&production S 42 S 16 -. 84 S 66 S 69 S 90 S 87 SIS S141 3154 3 864
Transporation .......... .3 18 21 Is 16 25 28 46 37 36 245
.Marketins ............. 4 3 S 6 7 8 11 13 13 22 92
Manufcturing .......... 35 55 75 100 109 126 136 227 311 320 1.494

TOTAL ........... S 84 S 92 S185 3187 $201 $249 3262 3401 502 3532 S2.695

3. LAND AND OTHER:
Exploration&production. S II S 16 S 16 S 20 S 24 3 29 S 27 3 31 S 38 S 212
Transportation .......... 4 5 9 8 8 8 14 128 24 208
Marketin ............. S 7 4 S 5 3 3 4 5 41
Manufacturing.......... 4 13 8 I0 13 Is 19 34 34 150

TOTAL ........... S 24 S 41 S 37 S 43 S 50 $ 55 S 63 S197 $101 S611

4. AIR, WATER, LAND AND OTHER:
TOTAL ........... 5146 S224 3369 S422 3495 3651 3706 51,09' 51,491 51.497 $7,100
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Environmental Expenditures
Reported to API

TABLE V
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES

(Millions of Dollars)

'EAR

1909 1970 1971 1972 1373 1974 1975 175 1977 iPS TOTAL

1. AIR:
Product ............... S II $ 20 S 2Z $ I S 19 S 18 S 15 S 18 $ 24 S 25 S 190
Process .............. 12 10 14 26 29 33 32 2S 30 28 239
Simpti% & ...... I 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 20

TOTAL ........... S 24 S 31 S 37 S 47 S 50 S 53 3 49 S 4S S $7 S 56 S 449

2. WATER:
Product ............... Si S 2 S 2 S 2 SI S 2 S 3 S 2 S4 S4 S 23
Process ................ 2 2 3 4 4 7 6 7 6 7 48
SAMPWV p tins.e...... 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 1 Is

TOTAL ........... S 4 S 4 S 6 S 8 S 7 S 10 S II S 10 $14 $12 S 16

3. LAND AND OTHER:
Produce ............... S 1 S II S 4
Process ................ s 2 s 1 1 2 S 2 2 . 2 S2 s3 17
Sampft&esin ...... 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 to

TOTAL S 2 S 3 S 3 5 5 S 3 S S S 4 S2 S4 131

4. AIR, WATER, LAND AND OTHER:
TOTAL ........... S 28 S 37 S 46 S 58 S 62 S66 S 65S 559 S173 S72 S566

Senator Rom. Mr. McPhail.

STATEMENT OF DONALD W. MePHAIL, VICE PRESIDENT, ARCO
CHEMICAL CO.

Mr. McPHAi. My name is Don McPhail, and I am vice president
of finance and planning of ARCO Chemical Co., a division of Atlan-
tic Richfield.

We appreciate this opportunity to discuss the funding aspect of
S. 1480 with you.

I want to emphasize two points at the outset: First Atlantic
Richfield recognizes the urgent need to identify, contain, and clean
up abandoned waste disposal sites.

Second, we believe the chemical industry as a whole should
contribute to the needed cost of the cleanup. As one member of this
industry, Atlantic Richfield supports congressional action to deal
with this problem. We stand ready to pay our fair share. However,
we cannot support the funding and liability provisions of S. 1480
because in our view these provisions are not equitable.

The fun "Stem must be broadly based and fair. The report
of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee makes
clear that the fund should work so that the price of produced goods
fully reflects their total cost to society, including environmental
costs.

The committee further states that the funding system should
provide, and I quote, "The best balance of equity, rapid implemen-
tation, legal defensibility, administrative simplicity, and a mini-
mum of any adverse, economic, and environmental impacts."
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We agree with these goals but the present funding system, par-
ticularly that for organic chemicals, does not achieve them. Ideally,
the fund should be based on hazardous wastes, taking into account
the degree of risk. This polluter-pays concept is the most equitable
approach. However, we recognize that it will take time to develop
such a system. To start the fund quickly we propose an interim
excise tax on the revenues from sales of, first, organic chemicals as
defined by Standard Industrial Classification Major Group 28,
chemical and allied products; second, specified inorganic elements
and compounds; finally, refined petroleum products. Our written
submission includes language to accomplish this.

Our excise tax is broadly based, equitable, and can be implement-
ed quickly, and will be simple to administer and enforce.

The funding scheme of S. 1480, on the other hand, is inequitable
in several respects. S. 1480 assumes that the fee can be passed
down from the initial stage of the chemical production cycle
through all of the subsequent stages. The committee hoped this
scheme would spread the cost broadly. We seriously question
whether passthrough will always occur. Passthrough will depend
upon competitive market conditions, relative technologies of specif-
ic petrochemical plants, and the general economic climate.

In today's depressed market we could not pass through the feed-
stock fee. Whenever passthrough does not occur, producers of
highly toxic chemicals such as those identified in the committee
report to have polluted Love Canal and other sites, would not
contribute to the fund.

Spreading the organic chemicals fee over the entire SIC code will
make certain that each stage of the production cycle will pay its
share. An excise tax on sales will also reflect the increase in value
throughout the production cycle.

A further example of S. 1480's inequity is that methane and
butane used as fuel are subjected to the feedstock fee. When
burned as fuel, these substances do not generate any hazardous
waste. And remember that natural gas is 98 percent methane and
only 5 percent is used for chemical feedstocks.

Our excise tax proposal is eas to administer and implement; tax
collection could start with the frt quarter following enactment. It
could use the existing tax enforcement structure. S. 1480 would
also require Treasury and EPA to promulgate regulations estab-
lishing a new reporting and accounting system. This would take a
good deal of time and could delay aban oned waste site cleanup.

I appreciate Senator Bradley's raising and bringing to your at-
tention the Atlantic Richfield proposal this morning. I would like
to clarify a number of responses that were made to questions.

In response to Mr. Sunley's remark regarding a tax credit, we
eliminated this provision from our tax proposal after our discus-
sions with Treasury indicated an implementation problem. Our
written submission to the committee reflects this change.

In addition, the number of collection points can be reduced dra-
matically and the burden on small companies reduced by exempt-
ing companies below a predetermined revenue levol.

In response to a question from Senator Chaffee, Mr. Sunley made
an assertion concerning chemical feedstock imports. Contrary to
Mr. Sunley's answer, only relatively small volumes of the primary
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petrochemicals identified in 1480 are imported. However, they are
imported in the form of downstream products, which therefore
would escape the feedstock fee.

This would add another burden on domestic manufacturers that
would not fall on their foriegn competitors. Our tax proposal would
subject most of these imports to the tax.

I want to assure the committee that contrary to Mr. Sunley's
comment, we are riot trying to delay the legislation but we feel
that our proposals are made in a constructive manner and, if
anything, will speed the legislation.

Let me just quickly summarize our position: Atlantic Richfield
Co. supports responsible and equitable legislation to deal with the
problem of abandoned waste sites. We cannot support the inequita-
le funding and liability provisions of S. 1480. A broad-based excise

tax should be adopted to initiate the fund quickly. Our proposal
would spread the cost over the appropriate substances and would
eliminate the inequities such as those concerning the fuel use of
methane or butane

The legislation should mandate the development of a waste-based
fee system weighted for the degree of hazard. The legislation
should cover abandoned waste sites only and, a person's liability
should be determined by the damages he causes and not his ability

tof k you for- your time.
Senator R. Thank you.
[Mr. McPhail's prepared statement follows:]

69-039 0-80-U
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TESTIMONY

OF

DONALD W. McPHAIL

VICE PRESIDENT

ARCO CHEMICAL COMPANY

o Atlantic Richfield Company supports responsible and
equitable legislation to deal with the problem of
abandoned waste sites

o We cannot support S.1480 because of the inequitable
funding and liability provisions

o A broad based excise tax should be adopted to initiate
the fund quickly. This tax would-spread the cost over
the appropriate substances and would eliminate inequities
such as those concerning the fuel use of methane and-butane

o The legislation should mandate the development of a waste
based fee system, weighted for degree of hazard

0 The legislation should cover abandoned waste sites only,
and a person's liability should be determined by the
damages he causes and not his ability to pay.
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ATLANTIC RICHFIELD STATEMENT

S. 1480

"ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACT"

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

Atlantic Richfield Company recognizes that waste

disposal sites, abandoned during past decades, pose especially

troubling environmental and health problems to society at large

and that some legislation should be enacted by Congress to

remedy those problems. Given our overall industry experience in

hydrocarbon production, petroleum refining, petrochemicals and

nonferrous metals mining and manufacturing, we believe we are

somewhat uniquely positioned to offer informed opinion as to the

appropriate means of redressing the problems American society has

incurred while enjoying the benefits of chemical technologies

brought to market over the past several decades.

We understand the sense of urgency that has compelled

the drafting and consideration of S. 1480 to date. We

understand the broad societal concern resultiy-g from recent

severe and troubling incidents. We are convinced, however,

that S. 1480 in its present form contains major funding and

liability inequities that must be corrected before legislation

of its kind becomes law.
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Atlantic Richfield's position is that any emergency

response fund should be based on the generation or disposal of

hazardous wastes, according to degree of hazard. Realizing

the time required to implement such a waste based fee system

properly, we have also proposed a two-year interim excise tax

on the sales of petroleum refiners, producers of specified

inorganic elements and compounds, and most organic chemical

companies as defined by Standard Industrial Classification

Major Group 28, "Chemicals and Allied Products." Our proposal

is contained in Attachment A.

The report issued by the Senate Committee on Environment

and Public Works (No. 96-848) to accompany S. 1480 makes clear

that the prices of produced goods should equitably reflect their

full costs to society, including environmental costs, and that

the funding mechanism for remedial legislation should operate

accordingly. Atlantic Richfield Company supports this concept

in principle. Unfortunately, the specific funding mechanism of

S. 1480, in our judgment, is seriously deficient in that: (1)

it does not mandate a fee system based on the generation or

disposal of hazardous wastes according to their degree of hazard,

and (2) its fee system imposes an inequitable, counterproductive

burden on the petrochemical industry, far in excess of its

relative contribution to the hazardous waste disposal problem.

The Environment and Public Works Committee report

contends that the funding mechanism proposed in S. 1480,

primarily fees to be levied on specified petrochemical feedstocks,
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represents "the best balance of equity, rapid implementation,

legal defensibility, administrative simplicity, and a minimum

of any adverse economic and environmental impacts (page 72)."

Respectfully, we beg to differ. The proposed fee system ignores

critical structural aspects of the chemical industry.

The petrochemical industry and the highly competitive

market in which it operates make it probable that in a

significant number of cases a fee on specified feedstocks will

not be able to be passed through completely, or at all times.

Since the nature of the petrochemical market is relatively

demand elastic -- that is, a percentage price increase will

reduce demand by a larger percentage -- and since both

excess production capacity and differing operating technologies

exist, some producers will probably be forced by market

conditions to absorb the fees in part or in toto, to retain

their market shares.

Passthrough, in sum, will always depend upon

competitive market considerations, relative technologies of

specific petrochemical plants and the general economic

climate.

The structure of the chemical industry is also important

in terms of what the industry produces. ff one considers the

list of 297 hazardoussubstances contained in Section 311 of the

Clean Water Act, it can be seen that only approximately 60

percent of primary petrochemical feedstocks--ethylene, propylene,

butadiene, benzene, xylene and toluenes--ultimately goes
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into the production of hazardous substances. It is clear

that substantial percentages of petrochemical feedstocks do

not end up as hazardous substances. Therefore, under S.

1480, a number of hazardous substances produced downstream

in the chemical industry could actually escape any fee.

This would constitute a major inequity as far as the stated

intention ofS. 1480 goes.

It should also be noted that S. 1480 provides no

incentives for downstream producers to minimize their generation

of hazardous wastes or to reduce the toxicity of their products.

While S. 1480 would create an emergency response

fund, the present funding mechanism is radically inequitable

given the actual production cycle of the chemical industry.

With respect to the treatment of methane and butane

(natural gas is 98 percent methane) in S. 1480, the Environment

and Public Works Committee Report clearly stipulates a fuel-use

exemption (page 71). But the actual language of S. 1480, Section

5(4)(f) leaves such an exemption vague and at the rulemaking

discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury in consultation with

the Administrator of EPA. This is clearly an oversight that

must be corrected.

If not corrected, the imposition of these fees will

cause severe inequities for fuel producers and fuel consumers

alike. It is the intent of S. 1480 to levy fees upon those

products that result in hazardous waste. When used as

fuels, methane and butane do not produce hazardous waste.
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An exemption from the fee for methane and butane when they

are used as fuel must be guaranteed, as a matter of equity.

For the reasons discussed thus far, Atlantic

Richfield has offered an alternative funding proposal along

the following lines:

First, the fund should ultimately be derived from

a waste based fee system, weighted according to degree of

hazard. We believe that all fees should be based ollthe

generation or disposal of hazardous wastes. We have drafted

our proposal, however, to accord with the definition of

hazardous substances in S. 1480, which includes, of course,

hazardous wastes. We recommend that definition be reconsidered,

given its unnecessarily broad scope. A focused waste-based

fee would provide effective incentives to recycle and reuse

what would otherwise be waste, and to put in place safe disposal

practices as soon as possible. Moreover, the cost of cleaning

up past, present and future problems would be spread broadly

among producers. Finally, such a fee would constitute a logical

extension of the prospective hazardous waste management system

mandated by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

Secondly, to initiate the fund quickly, an interim

excise tax should be imposed on the revenues from sales of:

(a) chemical manufacturers within Standard Industrial

Classification Major Group 28, "Chemical and Allied Products,"

with minor exceptions, (b) refined petroleum products and (c)

specified inorganic elements and compounds. Tax collection
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could start with the first quarter following enactment. An

excise tax approach would also use the existing tax enforcement

structure. S. 1480 would require Treasury and EPA to set up a

new reporting and accounting system that would require

additional regulations. This will take a good deal of time and

could well delay abandoned waste site cleanup.

Moreover, an excise tax would capture the appropriate

manufacturing base and allocate the financial burden equitably

across those manufacturers perceived by Congress and the

public to have substantial responsibility for hazardous waste

pollution.

Such an interim excise tax would also provide sufficient

time flexibility to actually put in place an equitable hazardous

waste based fee system, given the data base and administrative

apparatus that will have to be developed. In the proposal we

have submitted, the interim excise tax runs through fiscal

years 1981 and 1982.

Thirdly, we propose a fund total of approximately

$1.2 billion over its five year statutory life, 7S percent

financed by industry/25 percent by federal appropriations,

with the actual amount of industry's contribution to be directly

proportional to actual federal appropriations. In an era of

necessary fiscal restraint, the fundamentally societal nature of

the hazardous waste problem dictates that some fiscal control

be built into an emergency response fund, so that Congress can

effectively maintain some oversight through the annual

appropriations process.
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The proposal set forth in Attachment A would not only

mandate a shift to a hazardous substance based fee system (ideally,

a hazardous waste based fee system), but would also create a

fund of adequate dimensions in the near term by levying an excise

tax upon the sales of petroleum refiners, producers of specified

inorganic elements and compounds, and most importantly, upon the

sales of major organic chemical companies across the entire

chemical industry. This would equitably distribute the costs

of an emergency response fund according to the actual hazard and

value added at critical points in the production cycle. In

addition, unambiguous provisions for exemptions for fuel-use

and recycling would immediately provide rational incentives

to minimize the future social costs of chemical technologies --

ostensibly the intent of S. 1480.

In summary:

- Atlantic Richfield Company supports responsible

and equitable legislation to deal with the

problem of abandoned waste sites.

- We cannot support S. 1480 because of the

inequitable funding and liability provisions.

- A broadly based excise tax should be adopted

to initiate the fund quickly. This tax

would spread the cost over the appropriate

products and would eliminate inequities

such as those concerning the fuel use of

methane -and butane.

- The legislation should mandate the development

of a waste based fee system, weighted for

degree of hazard.

- The legislation should cover abandoned waste

sites only. A person's liability should be

determined by the damages he causes, and not

his ability to pay.

'I
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ATTACHMENT A

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD HAZARDOUS WASTE FEB PROPOSAL

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD HAZARDOUS WASTE FEE PROPOSAL

Atlantic Richfield Company recognizes the need to identify, contain and
clean up abandonedwaste disposal sites. Given our broad industry ex-
perience in petroleum, petrochemicals and mining, we believe we are
rather uniquely positioned to sfleak to the manner in which Congress
might proceed. In our judgment, the attached legislative proposal re-
presents a constructive, rational and equitable means of financing
"superfund" legislation now under consideration in both Houses.

Philosophically, we.believe that any fund should be based on the genera-

tion or disposal of hazardous wastes. However, we have drafted the
proposal to accord with the definition of hazardous substances in S.1480,
which includes, among other things, hazardous wastes. We recommend
this definition be reconsidered, given its unnecessarily broad scope.
A focused, waste-based fee-would provide effective incentives to recycle
and reuse what would otherwise be waste, and to put in place safe disposal
practices as soon as possible., Moreover, the cost of cleaning up past,
present and future problems would be spread broadly among producers of

these substances.

We recognize, however, that the data base and administrative apparatus
necessary ,to manage such a fund will take time to implement, but the prob-
lem requires immediate remedy. Therefore, we also propose a two-year
interim funding mechanism, financed by excise taxes levied upon revenues
derived from the sale of organic chemicals, specified inorganic elements
and compounds, and refined petroleum products.

In the case of organic chemicals, the interim excise tax would apply to

all chemical manufacturers within Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
Major Group 28 (with minor exceptions identified in the attached). Easy
to administer,this SIC code approach would include the appropriate manufac-

turing base and equitably allocate the burden across those industries
perceived by Congress and the public to be responsible in regards to the
problems of hazardous substance pollution.

Several additional points should be noted with respect to our proposal:

I
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Atlantic Richfield Hazardous Waste Fee Prooosal C(Cont'd)

(1) The aggregate size of the Fund would amount to l.2 billion.
Industry contributions would be tied to federal expenditures
on a three to one basis.

(2) Proper implementation of the proposed too-year interim trust
fuid raised-by excise taxes should entail amendment of subtitle
0 of the Internal Revenue Code; specifically, addition of a
new "Miscellaneous Excise Tax" category for "environmental re-
sponse," as well as procedural provisions inc-Tuding filing
requirements, amended returns, Interest and penalties, and re-
funds in case of overpayment.

(3) With regard to the fee system for hazardous substances, con-
sideration should be given- To credits, against federal fees
otherwise required, for fees paid into duplicative state hazar-
dous substance response funds.

(4) A fee exemption for the fuel use of methane and natural gas
liquids (i.e., ethane, propane and butanes) should be guaranteed.
When used as fuel, natural gas (methane) and natural gas liquids
are completely unrelated to hazardous waste generation, since

they generate no waste.

Our proposal is necessarily schematic. We would welcome the opportunity
to discuss its details and answer any questions you might have.

Attachment
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July 21, 1980

Section 5: Hazardous Substance Response Trust Fund

(a) Establishment of Fund:

There is hereby established in the Treasury of the United States a
Hazardous Substance Response Trust Fund (hereinafter referred to as
the "Fund"). The Fund shall be administered by the President and
the Secretar -of the Treasury (herinafter referred to as the "Sec-
retary") as specified in this section. The Fund may sue and be sued
in its own name.

(b) (I) The Fund shall be constituted from:

(A) al-i excise taxes collected pursuant to
subsection (c);

(8) all fees collected pursuant to subsection
(e);

(C) all monies received on behalf of the Fund
under section 6;

(0) amounts appropriated to the Fund pursuant
to paragraph (4) of this subsection;

(E) all monies transferred to the Fund under
section 9 (d) (4) of this Act;

(F) all interest received from the Investment
of monies held byfthe Fund.

(2) The total amount which may be imposed as excise taxes
under subsection (c) shall not exceed:

(A) $70,000,000 for fiscal year 1981, and

(8) $118,000,000 for fiscal year 1982.

(3) The total amount which may be collected as fees under
subsection (e) shall not exceed $237,000,000 for each
of the fiscal years 1983. through 1985.
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(4) There are authorized to be appropriated to the

Fund for the fiscal year:

(A) 1981, S24,000,000

(8) 1982, S40-,000,000

(C) 1983, and each fiscal year thereafter
through 1985, S79,000,000.

(c) Excise Tax

(1) beginning ninety days after the enactment of this
Act, and for fiscal years 1981 and 1982, the Sec-
retary shall promulgate regulations that shall
impose:

(A) on each person engaged in the production
of organic chemicals or specified inorganic
elements or compounds, an excise tax upon
the revenues derived annually from the sale
of such substances, and

(8) on each person engaged in the refining of
crude oil, or the Importation of refined
petroleum produces, an excise tax upon the
revenues derived annually from the sale of
such refined petroleum products.

Such excise taxes shall be imposed annually and on the basis of a
schedule of rates established by the Secretary at such a level as he
estimates necessary to recover the amounts specified in subsection
(W). The schedule shall be modified annually by tne Secretary in ac-
cordance with this subsection, and shall be adjusted to impose excise
taxes equitably among the substances subject to the excise tax during
the fiscal year.

(2) The organic chemicals subject to the excise tax
imposed under this subsection are those chemicals
and substances which are manufactured by one or
more persons or establishments designated by the
President as having a Stanaard Industrial Classi-
fication Code within MaJor Group 28 -- "Chemicals
and Allied Products" -- excluding those c-imicals
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and substances manufactured by persons and establisn-
ments having a Standard Industrial Classification_
Code for "Industrial Inorganic Chemicals' (Group No.
281) and "Miscellaneous Chemical Products" (Group No.
289) groups of manufacturing establishments.

(3) The specified inorganic elements and compounds sub-
ject to the excise tax imposed under this.subsection
are:

(A) arsenic and the weight percent of arsenic in
arsenic trioxide, camium, chromium and the
weight percent of chromium in chrmite, sodium
,dichromate, potasslum dichromate, lead and the
weight percent of lead in lead oxide, mercury,
the weight percent of barium in barium sulphide,
antimony and the-eight percent of antimony in
antimony trioxide and antimony sulfide, cobalt,
nickel, the weiglit percent of tin in stannic
chloride and stannous chloride;

(8) chlorine, the weight percent of flubrine in
hydrofluoric acid and bromine;

(C) the weight percent of hydrogen in phosphoric
acid, sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, or
nitric acid, and

(0) elemental phosphorous

(4) The Secretary shall define by regulation categories
of fivms or persons subject to excise taxes upon
revenues derived from the sale of specified Inor-
ganic elements and compounds.

.(S) The Secretary shall impose excise taxes Irrespectite
of whether individual substances are defined as a
"hazardous substance" under section 2 (b) (13) of
this Act.

(6) ,4o exise tax shall be imposed upon:

(A) any-quantity of organic chemical or.specified
/ Inorganic element or compound which ts used in

the/fertilizer production industry;

-iJ~.
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(8) any organic chemical or specified inorganic
element or compound which is produced or sold
as a result of the operationof pollution control
facilities, as defined in Section..169 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as amended.

(d) Amount of Excise Tax

(1) The aggregate amount of excise taxes imposed during
fiscal pears 1981 and 1982 pursuant to regulations
uncer subsection (c) with respect to revenues de-
mtved from the sale of organic chemicals shall not
exceed the lesser of:

(A) such amount as is necessary to produce
revenues equal to, for the fiscal year:

(1) 1981, $43,O00,O00,and
(11) 1982, S70,O00,O00;

(8) suOh amount as is necessary to produce
revenues equal to 180 percent of the
amounts:appropriated under section 5 (b)
(4) for the fiscal year concerned.

(2) The aggregate amount of the excise taxes imposed pursuant
to regulations under subsection (c) during fiscal years
1981 and 1982 with respect to the sale of specified In-
organic elements or compounds shall not exceed the lesser
of:

(A) such amount as is necessary to produce
revenues equal to, for the fiscal year:

(1) 1981, S14,000,000, and
(i1) 1982, 5.24,000,000;

(B) such amount as is necessary to produce
revenues equal to 60 percent of the amounts.
appropriated under section S (b) (4) for the
fiscal year concerned.
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(3) The aggregate amount of the excise taxes Imposed
pursuant to regulations uader subsection (c) dur-
Ing fiscal years 1981 and 1982 with respect to
the sale of refined pttroldum products shall not
exceed the lesser of:

(A) such amount as is necessary to produce
revenues equal to, for the fiscal year:

(1) 1981, $14,000,000, and
' (11) 1982, $24,000,000;

(8) such amount as Is necessary to produce
revenues equal to 60 percent of the amounts
appropriated under section 5 (b) (4) for
the fiscal year concerned.

(e) Hazardous SubstanceFees

(1) Within two years after the date of enactment of this
Act, the Administrator of the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency,:in consultation with the Secretarj,
shall promulgate regulations establishing a fee sys-
tem based upon the production manufacturee and im-
portation or generation and disposal of hazardous
substances. Such fee system shall, to the extent
practicable, be based upon, the degree of hazard and
the risk of ham to public health and the environ-
ment posed by various categories of hazardous sub-
stances.

Such fee system shall minimize administrative, regulatory
and reporting procedures by relying on existing or
readily obtainable information.

(2) Any such fees shall be established at appropriate levels
adequate to assure, to the extent reasonably possible, that:

(A) the costs imposed by such fees are spread as
broadly as possible throughout the economy;

(B) incentives for proper handling and disposal
of hazardous substances are maximized;

(C) disincentives for improper or illegal handling
and disposal of hazardous substances are maxi-
mized:
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(D) Incentives to promote resource recovery are
maximized, and

(E) fee exemptions for the fuel use of hazardous
substances otherwise subject to the fee are
provided.

(3) Aggregate funds collected under the hazardous substance
based fee system shall be limited to the lesser of:

(A) 237,000,000 for each of the fiscal years
1983 through 1985, or

(B) such amounts as are necessary to produce
revenues equal to 300 percent of the amounts
appropriated under section 5 (b) (4) for the
fiscal years 1983 through 1985.

(4) Within two years from the date of enactmont of this Act,
no further amounts shall be collected under the excise
tax system established under subsections (c) and (d),
irrespective of whether the hazardous substance based
fee system has been promulgated under this subsection.

(5) All excise taxes paid in excess of the amounts as de-
termined by subsections (c) and (d) shall be credited
against payments required under the hazardous substance
based fee system promulgated pursuant to this subsection.
To the extent that excise taxes paid are In excess of
those required under the hazardous substance based fee
system, they shall be refunded to the payor at the close
of the fiscal year 1983 to the extent in excess of that
required under the hazardous substance based fee system.

(6) There is authorized to be appropriated not more than
$1,000,000 to rain available until expended to carry
out this subsection.

/I

69-M6 0-80-25
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Atlantic Richfield Company
Amendments to S. 1480

Atlantic Richfield Company recognizes that waste disposal sites,

abandoned during past decades, pose especially troubling environ-

mental and health problems to society at large, and that some

legislation should be enacted by Congress to remedy those problems.

We understand the sense of urgency that has compelled the drafting

and consideration of S. 1480 to date. We cannot, however, support

S. 1480 in its present form -- in large part because the liability

scheme it proposes would assess damages according to ability to

pay, not according to actual responsibility.

We have, therefore, drafted language to amend liability-related

aspects of S. 1480 that are seriously inequitable (see attached).

These include:

(A) Apportionment. Liability should be apportioned according to

actual responsibility, without reference to ability to pay.

(B) Oil and Gas Production. "Releases" common and essential to

normal oil and gas production should be exempted. Tens of

thousands of abandoned wells, environmentally benign, should

not come under the retroactive purview of S. 1480.

(C) Natural Resource Liability. All relevant factors must be

identified and weighed prior to natural resource restoration

or rehabilitation. Procedures should be mandated to insure

proper evaluation of damages and remedies.

f
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(D) Financial Limits to Liability. So that companies can remain

insurable, and, therefore, able to plan effectively for

catastrophic "incidents," limits to liability must be

established.

(E) Identification of Hazardous Substancos. Substances should be

defined as "hazardous" only after scientific analysis, con-

ducted according to clear cut and consistent regulatory

procedures.

(F) Federally Permitted Releases. The definition of a federally

permitted release should be consistent with final RCRA permit

compliance as those permits are issued in fact.

(G) Defenses. Liability defenses should be commensurate with

established tort law, including traditional definitions of

an act of God and acts of third parties.

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss all our proposed

amendments as well as other aspects of S. 1480.

Attachment

(
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Attachment

ANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

S. 1480 AMENDMENTS

A. Liability

(1) Defenses

For S. 4(a), page 24, lines 17-21, substitute the following:

"Except where the person otherwise liable under this subsection can prove
that a discharge, release, or disposal was caused by (i) an act of God,
(ii) an act of war, (iii) negligence on the part of the Government of the
United States, or (iv) an act or omission of a third party if the defendant
establishes that he exercised due care with respect to the hazardous
substance concerned, taking into consideration the characteristics of such
hazardous substance, and nothwithstanding any other provision or rule of
law-"

With regard to definition of an act of God, on page 3, lines 3-5; delete:
"the effects of which could not have been prevented or avoided by the
exercise of due care or foresight."

Rationale: Such defenses are equitable and consistent with established
legal precendent. Furthermore, they will allow persons
exposed to the expanded liability under S. 1480 to remain in-
surable.

The term "act of God" is defined so narrowly as to virtually
eliminate it as a defense against liability. Almost any
activity can be challenged retrospectively on the groundA of
failure to exercise "due care or foresight."

(2) Apportionment

For S. 4(f)(1), page 31, lines 14-22, substitute the following:

"(A) In any case -where a person held liable under thi3 section establishes
that only a portion of the total costs described in subsection (a) are
attributable to a hazardous substance discharged, released, or disposed by
him, the liability of such person shall be limited to that portion of
damages to which such person contributed.

(B) To the extent apportionment is not established under subparagraph
(A), the court shall apportion the liability, to the maximum extent
practicable, among the parties, based upon evidence presented by the
parties as to their contributions.

(C) A person held under this section and whose liability has been limited
under (A) may seek indemnification from the Fund to the extent his payment
of claims under subsection (a) has exceeded his proportionate liability
under subparagraph (A)."
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Rationale: Where responsibility for the costs of damges can be legitt-
mtely apportioned among liable parties, equity dictates
such apportionments be made. In the event one or more
liable parties cannot met their apportioned liability,
equity dictates that the Fund, not the raining proportion-
ally liable parties, should defFiy said costs.

(3) Financial limits to liability

On page 40, after line 4, add the following:

B(o) The liability of a person under subsection (a) for a release shall not
exceed $50,000,000 unless the President can demonstrate that such release
was the result of willful negligence or willful misconduct within the
privity and knowledge of such person. Where the release is non-sudden,
gradual, or of a continuing nature the foregoing limit on liability applies
to all costs, expenses and damages under subsection (a) during the five
years following the date of notification of such release under
S.3(a)(3)(A). .The President is authorized to establish, with respect to
any clas or category of facilities, a maximum limit of liability of less
than $50,000,00 but not less than $8,000,=O0."

Rationale: Congress has repeatedly recognized that some financial limit
to strict, joint and several liability sst be provided to
potentially liable parties; see for example, the Price-Ander-
son Act, whiqh provides such a financial limit in the case
of a nuclear reactor incident. Companies must be able to
plan in some fashion for "catastrophic" incidents such as
hazardous substance releases particularly when those
releases may be non-sudden, gradual, or of a continuing
nature; a primry component of such planning is the ability
to remain insurable.

The financial limits suggested here are for example only,
though they are identical to those in S.311 of the Water
Act.

(B) Hazardous Substance Definition
(4) Subrogation

On page 77, line 15, delete "or any" and add a ".".

On page 77, line 25, delete "any law" and substitute "this Act".

Rationale: The Fund can only be subrogated to the extent it makes a
payment. The Fund can make a payment only for damages pursuant
to this law. Therefore, it can only be entitled by subrogation
to claims that a claimant has under thii-Act and were paid by
the Fund-not wnder 'any other law."

The language appears to permit the Fund, by subrogation to seek
indmmificatin pursuant to state liability law. The result would
be that a person who has a defense under this federal statute could
nonetheless be sued for indemfication by the Fund under a state
law which does not provide a ccqarable defense.

/,
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(S) Identification of 14zardo Substances

For S. 3(a)(2), page l4, lines 1-11, substitute the following:

"The President shall promlgate and revise as my be appropriate, regula-
tions designating as hazardous substances, in addition to those referred
to in section 2(b)(13)(A) through (E) of the Act, such elements and
compounds which, when discharged or released into the environment, present
substantial danger to the public health or the environment, and in such
regulations shall determine those quantities of such hazardous substances
the discharge or release of which would be harmful to the public health or
environment."

With regard to Section 2(bY 13(A) through (G); on page 8, line 21, change
"(F)" to "(E)".

Rationale: Defining hazardous substances unst entail thoroughgoing
regulatory procedures, consonant with rules of scientific
evidence, and risk analysis. Ill-defined, all-encompassing
definitions must be voided. Sections 2(b) (13) (A) through
(E) reflect established regulatory procedures. Section
3(a)(2) should ebody such procedures as well.

Moreover, petroleum, including crude oil and fractions
thereof, not otherwise specifically listed or designated as
hazardous substances under subparagraph (A) through (E) of
Section a(b)(13) should not be exposed to inclusion under
the catch-all subparagra-7F(F), since the language of lines
17-21, page 8, purports to exclude such petroleum specifically
from definition as a hazardous substance.

(6 Federal permitted releases

With respect to Section 2Cb)(181(f1, on page 12, lines 19-23; delete; 'when
such permit specifically identifies the hazardous substances ai-Wes such
substances subject to a standard of practice, control procedure or bioassay
limitation or condition, or other control on the hazardous substances in
such procedures."

Rationale: The definition of a "federally permitted release" should be
consistent with final RCA permit compliance as those permits
are issued in fact. Otherwise, the "federally permitted"
release concept cancels itself out.

(7) Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production

1. On page 13, after line 20, add the following subsection:

"(191 the term "injection associated with crude oil or natural gas
production" means (A) injection of fluids or other materials for the
purpose of stimulation or treating wells for the production of crude oil,
natural gas or water or wells for the injection of fluids or other
materials associated with the production of crude oil or natural gas, (D)
injection of fluids or other materials for the purpose of secondary, tertiary,

.,or other enhanced recovery of crude oil or natural gas, and CC) injection of
fluids or other materials which are brought to the surface in conjunction
with the production of crude oil or natural gas and which are reinjected."
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2. On page 15, line 4, after "release" insert "or an injection associated with
crude oil or natural gas production."

3. On page IS, line 11, after "release" insert "or an injection associated with
crude oil or natural gas production."

4. On page IS, line 18, after "release" insert "or an injection associated with
crude oil or natural gas production."

S. On page 16, line 5, after "release" insert "or an injection associated with
crude oil or natural gas production."

Rationale: S. 1480, as presently drafted and amended, covers a naber
of past and present facilities and "releases" common and
essential to oil and natural gas production operations which
pose no danger to the public health or environment.
Included are well stimulation and treatment activities intended
to improve the performance of crude oil and natural gas
production wells, water source wells, water disposal wells
and enhanced recovery injection wells. These activities
are not within the scope of the federal Underground Injection
Control (UIC) program. In some cases, a state or federal
permit (on federal lands), similar to a drilling permit, is
required; but in the vast majority of cases (thousands per
year) no permit is required. The stimulation or treatment
is of the zone of production or injection; and the treatment
fluids typically are either produced back, dissipated,
or become spent chemically.

Another type of activity included in S. 1480 is the injection
of fluids for enhanced crude oil or natural gas recovery.
This activity has been regulated for many years under
effective state permit programs. It would, however, cow
within the scope of the UIC program once it is finally
implemented. As of this writing, implementation of the
federal UIC program is one or two years away. EPA
standards for state programs were promulgated in June 1980,
but the states have up to 18 months to develop their
programs. Accordingly, the Bentsen amendment on "federally
permitted releases" would not cover active injection
operations during this interim period.

The other type of activity, related to the above, is the
reinjection of produced water not used in enhanced recovery.
Underground injection of produced water is generally into
deep, saltwater aquifiers located below any fresh water
zones. These operations have also been conducted for years
under effective state permit programs. As with enhanced
recovery injection, these operations would not come within
the purview of the Bentsen amendment on "federally permitted
releases."

/

/

Jr
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The retroactivity of S. 1480 creates special programs for
the types of situations described here. There are literally
tens of thousands of abandoned wells which were either
stimulated, treated, or used for injection. Will the owners
of all these facilities or their operators at some past
time(s) be required to comply with the notice, penalties
and liability provision? Consider the lack of danger posed
and the tremendous number of these facilities and operations;
such requirements would be not only impossible, but totally
unwarranted.

(C) Technical Amendments

(8) Natural Resources Liability

For S. 4(b), pages 27 and 28, line 25 and following, substitute:

"The President, or the authorized representative of any State, shall act on
behalf of the public as trustee of such natural resources to recover for
such damages. Sums recovered shall be available for use to restore,
rehabilitate, o& acquire the equivalent of such natural resources by the
appropriate agencies of the Federal Government or the State government.
Restoration, rehabilitation, or acquisition shall be contingent upon
findings of independent feasibility studies, conducted to identify those
appropriate remedial measures most likely to redress effectively the
natural resources damage under consideration on a cost/benefit basis. Such
studies shall take into account existing and anticipated restoration or re-
habilitation processes, engineering aspects, non-environmental impacts
(including energy requirements) and such other factors as the President or
the authorized State representative deems appropriate."

Rationale: intelligent redress of natural resource damage must be based
upon adequate analysis of many, sometimes competing,
considerations. All relevant factors must be identified and
weighed prior tQ restoration, rehabilitation or acquisition
decisions requiring sizable long-ter" commitments. Further-
more, scope of redress should be consistent with established
statutes; for example, the authority granted states under
the Safe flOinking Vatej.'Act.

Intelligent redress is often counter-intuitive. Oil spill
response procedures are a case in point, having evolved from
procedures that concentrated upon visible damage but in fact
entailed further environmental degradation to procedures and
decisions specifically designed to minimize total environ-
mental degradation.

To cite one important case: Without doubt, current develop-
ment of groundwater protection policy will undergo a similar
evolution among many options ranging from ro action (due to
state designations for aquifer usage), to containment,
treatment of additional treatment prior to use, cleanup of
entire aquifer, or alternate source.

Finally, equity dictates that natural resources damage
liability should not exceed the eventual cost of remedia-
tion.
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(9) Post Closure Liability Found

With regard to S. 5(k), pages 57-59; delete

Rationale: The national interest clearly dictates that the primary
problem of hazardous waste disposal facility sting ust be
remedied. Several recent studies have been conducted on
this problem: the EPA-contracted Siting of Hazardous Waste
Management Facilities and Public W1t1 (11/79)t t~e "
temar omiattt 3 Ud- (M.N. y - -31), and the GAO
report, How to D4pose of Hazrdous Waste - A Serious
Question-'$atX- dit0 - Answered. y-aT1 conclude that
as more wseswef-c led hazardous, as existing
facilities, unable to meet RCRA standards close, and as
wastes from inactive problem sites are redisposed, public
opposition to new sites will increase, jeopardizing the
entire hazardous waste regulatory effort.

Since post-closure provisions cannot be divorced from siting
considerations, it is surely premature to legislate and put
in place a post-closure liability fund, absent a siting
solution.

Rather, logic dictates that post-closure liability
provisions should be enacted in legislation that directly
addresses the siting problem.

(10) Notification

For S. 3(a)(4)(A), page 16, lines 16-25 through page 17, lines 1-3;
substitute the following:

"(4)(A) Within one hundred and eighty days after the enactment of this
Act, any person who owns or operates a facility or site at which hazardous
substances (other than as defined in section 2(b)(13)(G) of this Act) are
stored or disposed of, or any person who has generated said hazardous
substances stored at such facility or site hich is not in compliance with
a permit or accorded interim status under subtitle C of the Solid Waste
Disposal Act shall notify the Administrator of the Environmental
Protectn,.Agency of the existence of such facility or site, specifying the
amount and type of any hazardous substances to be found there, and any
known suspected, or likely discharges or releases of such substances from
such facility or site, to the extent such information is known or
reasonably determinable."

Rationale: Clearly, the intention of S. 3(a)(4)(A) is to provide for an
inventory of hazardous waste sites not discoverable under
existing RCRA regulations. Owners and operators of such
sites, however - and generators who contribute hazardous
substances to such sites - should be given some rational
criteria by which to furnish the data which will constitute
such a waste site inventory.

(11) Medical Evidence Relevancy Exclusion:

In S. 4(c)(2), page 29, line 11, add "or refute" so that line 11 reads
cautionn evidence tending to etablish or refute that the hazardous."
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Rationale: Statistical correlations, epidemiological studies, animal,
tissue culture studies, micro organism studies and
laboratory or toxicologic studies should be admitted
impartially by the court as evidence substantiating or
refuting causation. Evidence admissible for one but not the
other is illogical.

(1) Irrevocable Choice of Remedies

For S. 8(b), page 85, lines 18-25; substitute the following:

"(b) Any person who submits a claim or commences an action for removal
costs or damages pursuant to this Act shall be precluded from submitting a
claim or coamencing an action for the same removal costs or damages
pursuant to any otther State or Federal law. Any person who submits a
claim or coalences an action for removal costs or damages pursuant to any
other federal or State law shall be precluded from submitting a claim or
commencing an mtion for the se removal costs or damages as provided in
this Act."

Rationale: Clearly, the intention of 8(b) is to prevent a person from
collecting compensation for the same damages under S. 14P0
and any other Federal or State law. As now drafted,
however, S. 8(b) would not prevent a plaintiff from trying
to recover under one theory pursuant to state law and then
being unsuccessful, seeking to recover under another theory
pursuant to S. 1480.
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Atlantic Richfield Company
Suggested Changes to Amendment 1958

Section 2(11) - Definition of "Oil."

The definition is taken from 1311(a)(1) of The Clean Water Act.

It includes oil refuse and oil mixed with other wastes. Since

this is an amendment to S.1480,which covers wastes, the oil spill

fund's use should be limited to crude oil and petroleum products.

Otherwise, this fund could be tapped as an additional source of

money to clean up waste sites containing some oil. The oil

industry would pay for this clean up under S.1480 by the fee on

crude oil. Suggested definition:'"Oil" means petroleum, including

crude oil or any fraction or residue therefrom.

Section 5 - Damages

Only claims for "economic" losses should be covered by this

liberalized liability scheme. If not limited to economic losses,

a claim could be made under (2) for emotional distress, loss of

consortium or pain and suffering and under (6) for loss of the

psychic income derived from looking at a non-polluted beach.

Suggested change: p.11, line 10, insert "economic" before "loss."

The persons who have standing to raise claims should be spelled

out and limited. The limitation is important in order to avoid

speculative and remote damages. For example, under 5(a)(7) an
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airline serving beach resorts could file a claim for lost profits

because of pollution on a nearby beach. The way to avoid such

speculative damages is to require that the claimant must derive

at least a certain percentage (e.g., 25%) of his income from

activities which utilizethb property or natural resource.

The section on foreign claimants should be changed. It would

permit the Mexican government and/or Mexican residents to recover

from the fund although the U.S. government and residents have not

been able to collect from the Mexican government for damages

resulting from the Campeche Ixtoc I blowout. Special consideration

should be provided for Canadian residents damaged by TAPS oil

being transported from Valdez to a U.S. port.

Suggestedchange: Delete (b) on p.12 and substitute:

(b) A claim authorized by subsection (a) may be -

asserted.

(1) Under subparagraph (1), by any claimant:

Provided, that the owner or operator of

a vessel or facility involved in an incident

may assert such claim only if he can show that

he is entitled to a defense to liability under

Section 4(e)(i) or, if not entitled to such a

defense, that he is entitled to a limitation
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of liability under Section 4(b) and that he

has incurred costs in excess of that limitation,

(2) Under subparagraph (2), by any claimant if

he has suffered & personal injury;

(3) Under subparagraph (3), (4), and (5), by any

claimant if the property involved is owned or

leased, or the natural resource involved is

utilized, by the claimants

(4) Under subparagraph (5), by the President, or

the authorized representative of any State,

as trustee of the natural resources, provided

that the sums recovered be used to restore,

rehabilitate, or acquire the equivalent of

such natural resources by the appropriate

agencies of the Federal Government, or such

State;

(5) Under subparagraph (7), by any claimant if

he derives at least 25% of his profits or

earnings from activities which utilize the

property or natural resource;
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(6) Under subparagraphs (1) through (7), by any

resident of a foreign nation or by any foreign

nation if:

(a) The claiman~t is not otherwise compensated

for his loss, and

(b) Recovery is authorized by a treaty or an

executive agreement between the United States

and the foreign country involved. Provided,

however, that this condition shall not apply

where the claim is asserted by a resident of

Canada and where the discharge involves oil

that has been transported through the Trans-

Alaska Pipeline and loaded on a ship for trans-

portation from the Pipeline terminus to a port

in the United States and is discharged from the

ship prior to being brought ashore in that port.

Section 8(a) and_(b) - The Fund can only be subrogated to the

extent it makes a payment. The Fund can make a payment only

for damages pursuant to this law. Therefore, it can only be

entitled by subrogation to claims that a claimant has under

this Act and were paid by the Fund - not under "any other law."

The language appears to permit the Fund, by subrogation, to

seek indemnification purusant to state liability law. The

result would be that a person who has a defense under this

federal statute could nonetheless be sued for indemnification
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by the Fund under a state law which does not provide

a comparable defense.

Suggested change:

1. Page 19, line 14, delete "or any

other law."

2. Page 19, line 14, delete "any law"

and substitute "this Title."

Section 9(e)(3) - The insurance industry is extremely reluctant

to.write pollution coverage where direct action against insurers

is permitted. As a practical matter, where an action is

brought against an owner or operator and that owner or operator

is insured, the insurer will defend such owner or operator.

There is no reason to permit the insurer to be sued directly.

Section 11(c) - It would be more appropriate to give notice

in the area where the incident occurred. There is no way

to know where all claimants live. For example, the owners

of pleasure boats damaged by an oil spill may live in another

state.

Section 16 - Conforming Amendments

There are no conforming amendments to Section 311 of the Clean

Water Act. Insofar as 311 establishes defenses to liability,

and financial responsibility requirements with respect to oil

and authorizes the use of the 311(k) fund for removal of oil,

it must be amended to eliminate these overlaps with this

amendment.
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Senator ROTH. Mr. Levy.

STATEMENT OF MAX M. LEVY, VICE PRESIDENT, COLUMBIA
LNG CORP., APPEARING ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN GAS AS.
SOCIATION
Mr. LEVY. Thank you.
I am Max M. Levy, Sr., vice president of Columbia LNG Corp. of

Wilmington, Del. I am speaking today on behalf of the American
Gas Association. AGA represents nearly 300 natural gas distribu-
tion and transmission companies, serving over 160 million U.S.
consumers in all 50 States. Together these companies make nearly
85 percent of the Nation's natural gas sales.

We have prepared a detailed written statement which we would
like to have made a part of the record. I would like now to summa-
rize our position.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, we sympathize
with the victims of hazardous waste disposal accidents and we
understand their need for relief. However, we believe that this bill
must be amended in two ways to carry out the intent of the
Environment and Public Works Committee.

The committee's policy of exempting fuel use from the Superfund
tax and of exempting natural gas from the liability sections of the
bill are unfortunately not specifically set out in the bill. We believe
that these policies are correct, but they should be specified in the
bill and not left to any administrative discretion.

You heard earlier the support of this position by the Treasury
Department.

Let me deal with each of these provisions in more detail. On the
fuel use tax exemption, section 5 of the bill creates a fund to clean
up hazardous waste dumps and to compensate the victims of haz-
ardous waste spills. Most of the fund would come from a tax on
three types of substances, including primary petrochemicals. The
list of primary petrochemicals includes methane, the principal con-
stituent in natural gas, and butane, used in some plants producing
synthetic natural gas.

Although more than 95 percent of all methane is burned for fuel,
this bill taxes nearly 100 percent of all methane sold. Although 66
percent of butane is used for fuel and to make synthetic natural
gas, this bill also taxes all butane.

A bill designed to clean up hazardous waste problems, should tax
the source of the problem and not penalize the users of our clean-
est fuel. Further, the suppliers of feedstocks, not the suppliers of
fuel, should collect the tax. We urge you to expressly exclude fuels
from the Superfund tax. The definition of a "primary petrochemi-
cal" should be amended so that it is clear that the tax does not
apply to fuels.

Neither natural gas nor SNG are environmentally hazardous.
Natural gas is our cleanest fossil fuel. It emits almost no sulfur
oxides or particulates when burned, and its emissions of nitrogen
oxides are lower than any other fossil fuel. It is not a criteria
pollutant for stationary sources. The SNG processes produce no
h ous waste, only pipeline quality gas, water, and carbon diox-
ide,
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Because natural gas is a clean fuel, it is ironic that the Super-
fund's broad definition of "hazardous substances" could include
natural gas, LNG, and SNG.

We realize the drafters of this legislation had to develop a defini-
tion of "hazardous substances" broad enough to include both identi-
fied and yet unidentified dangerous chemicals, but the committee
also included, specifically, exceptions for substances that were not
covered. The committee s report specifically excludes natural gas,
LNG, and SNG. Where potential liability is so great, the statute
itself, and not just the report, should specify the substances that
are either included or excluded. Natural gas, LNG, and SNG
should not be inadvertently caught up in a definition of hazardous
substances. When used as fuel, they are not toxic.

Furthermore, the Department of Transportation regulates all
aspects of gas transmission and distribution under the Pipeline
Safety Act. The public and the environment are adequately protect-
ed by the watchfulness of Federal and State safety inspectors who
are experts at their business.

In many cases this Superfund bill could overlap with, or even
worse, conflict-with, the Pipeline Safety Act.

We strongly urge the committee to exempt natural gas, LNG,
and SNG from the definition of hazardous substance, and thus
remove the possibility of taxing those who use natural gas as a
fuel.

I will be pleased to answer your questions.
Senator ROH. Thank you.
[Mr. Levy's prepared statement follows:]

69-039 0-80-26
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TESTIMONY OF
MAX M. LEVY, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

COLUMBIA LNG CORPORATION
BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
AT HEARINGS ON S. 1480

THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACT
September 11, 1980

" The Environmental Emergency Response Act, popularly known as Superfund,
would help protect the public and the environment from unsafe hazardous
waste dumps. We sympathize with the victims of hazardous waste spills
and we understand their need for relief. To this end, Section 5 of the
Bill creates the Hazardous Substance Response Fund (the Fund) to clean
up hazardous waste dumps and to compensate the victims of hazardous
waste spills. Although we do not oppose the Fund's tax on the building
blocks of hazardous substances, we must protest that this section imposes
an unfair and unnecessary tax on natural gas consumers.

" Money for the Superfund is to come in part from the public treasury and
in part from a tax on three groups of substances, including primary
petrochemicals.
The list of primary petrochemicals includes methane, a principal consti-
tutent of pipeline quality natural gas, and butane, a principal material
(in some production processes) of pipeline quality synthetic natural gas
(SNG). Although over 97%', of all methane is burned for fuel, this Bill
taxes nearly 100% of all methane sold as if all methane were used as a
petrochemical feedstock. Although butane is used as a fuel and to make
some synthetic natural gas, this Bill taxes 100%-of all butane as if all
butane were used as as a feedstock.

" A Bill to clean up hazardous wastes should tax the source of the problem.
It should not tax fuels. Further, the suppliers of feedstoc~s, not
the suppliers of fuels, should collect the tax. We urge the Committee
to exclude fuels from the Superfund tax. The definition of a primary
petrochemical should be amended so that it is clear that the tax
does not apply to methane and butane when they are used as fuels or
used to make a fuel.

" This Bill will attempt to cleanup and safeguard present and future hazard-
ous waste sites. Because these dumps may store a multitude of potentially
dangerous chemicals, the drafters had to develop a broad definition of
hazardous substance that would include both identified and as yet unidenti-
fied dangerous chemicals. Although the Senate Environment and Public
Works Report on S. 1480 shows that the Committee excluded natural gas, LNG
and SNG from the definition of a hazardous substance, we believe that where
potential liability is so great, the statute itself (and not just the
Report) should set out all those substances that are either included in it
or excluded from it.

" Natural gas, LNG and SNG should not be inadvertently caught in the defini-
tion of a hazardous substance. Because natural gas, LNG and SNG, when used
as fuels, are not toxic substances and because the Pipeline Safety Act
already pervasively regulates natural gas transmission and protects both
the public and the environment, we urge the Committee to exclude natural
gas, LNG, and SNG from the definition of a hazardous substance.

I
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TESTIMONY OF

MAX M. LEVY, IONIOR VICE PRESIDENT

COLUMBI NG CORPORATION

BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

AT HEARING ON S. 1480

THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACT

September 11, 1980

Mr. Chairman:

I am Max M. Levy, Senior Vice President of Columbia LNG

Corporation. I am accompanied today by John Powell, Manager

of the Tax Department of the Washington Gas Light Company. I

am speaking today on behalf of the American Gas Association (A-G.A.).

A.G.A. represents nearly 300 natural gas distribution and trans-

mission companies serving over 160 million U.S. consumers in

all 50 states. These companies make nearly 85% of the nation's

natural gas utility sales.

Introduction

The Environmental Emergency Response Act, colloquially known as

Superfund, would help protect the public and the environment from

unsafe hazardous waste dumps. We sympathize with the victims

of hazardous waste spills and we understand their need for relief.

To this end, Section 5 of the Bill creates the Hazardous Substances

Response Fund (the Fund) to cleanup hazardous waste dumps and

to compensate the victims of hazaf ous waste spills. Although

we do not oppose the Fund's tax o the building blocks of hazardous
.*
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substances, we must protest that this section ioses an unfair

and unnecessary tax on natural gas consmats. Although part

of the Fund wilearns from the public treasuryk-the lion's

share of the Fund will come from a tax on three types of substances:

primary petrochemicals, inorganic raw material, "and-crude oil.

The list of primary petrochemicals includes methane, the

principal constituent of. pipeline quality natural gas, and

butane, a principal material (in some production processes) of

pipeline quality synthetic natural gas (B30). Although over

97% of all methane is burned for fuel, this Bill taxes nearly

100 of all methane sold as if all methane were used as a petro-

chemical feedstock. Although some butane is burned as a fuel

or used to make synthetic natural gas, this Bill taxes 1000 of

all butane as if all butane wore used as'a feedstock.
We believe that a Bill to cleanup hazardous wastes should tax

the source of the problem and not penalize our most environmentally
desireable fuel. Superfund should not tax fuels. Further, the
suppliers of feedstocks, not the suppliers of fuels, should collect
the tax. We urge the Comittee to exclude fuels from the tax.
The definition of a primary petrochemical should be amended so

Y/The following sums may be appropriated:

(A) $35 million in 1981;
(B) $75 million in 1982; and
(C) $100 million in every year from 1983 through 1986.

The Fund also includes sums spent on behalf of the Fund and
recovered under 16 of the Bill; sums recovered or collected
under 1311(b) (6) (B) of the Clean Water Act (CWA); half of all
appropriations (prior to passage to Superfund) under 1311(k)
of the CWA; all appropriations under 6504(b) of the CWA; and
interest earned on the Fund's investments. 15(b) (1) (B) through
().



that it is clear that the tax applies only to primary petrochemicals

that are used as feedstocks, and not to those used as fuels or

to produce fuels.

Superfund Should Not Tax Fuels

The drafters of S. 1480 intended to exclude fuels from the

Superfund tax.2/ In the Bill's own words, the tax should be

tailored to fall on:

those who may generate, distribute, transport, dispose,
or benefit from the use of hazardous substances while
minimizing the burden of collection, (so that) fees
shall be imposed early in the manufacturing cycle on
the basic elements and compounds from which hazardous
substances are generated. Y

Instead, the tax falls indiscriminately on both feedstocks and

our cleanest fossil fuel.-/ Methane is primarily and overwhelmingly

a fuel. Over 97% of all methane is used for fuel. Of the remainder,

nearly 2% is used to make fertilizer. That means that although

slightly less than 1% of all methane is actually used to make

2/The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee Report clearly
says that:

(a) number of provisions are included in the fee system
to assure an equitable fee which avoids unintended
economic impacts, including . . . exclusions from the
fees for primary petrochemicals and inorganic raw mater-
ials which are used as sources of fuel. ...

Report No. 96-848 at page 21 (July 11, 1980).

Later the Report says:

[tlo assure equity and encourage recycling and reuse,
primary petrochemicals or inorganic raw materials
are not subject to a fee to the extent they are used
as a source of fuel .

Id. at 71.

-/Section 5(c) (1).

4/Natural gas combustion produces virtually no sulfur oxides or
particulates. Its emissions of nitrogen oxides are lower than
any other fossil fuel. Methane is not photochemically reactive
(it does not cause smog) and it is not a criteria pollutant
for stationary sources under the Clean Air Act.
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-petrochemicals, over 98% of all methane is taxed.y- The Bill

also taxes 1001 of all butane although some SHG processes convert

butane to pipeline quality fuel. The SHG process produces no

pollutants -- only pipeline quality gas, water, and carbon dioxide.

Methane is taxed at $3.44 a short ton or 7.2€ a thousand

cubic feet. Our industry sold 20.546 trillion cubic feet of

natural gas in 1979. Although we realize that the Bill limits

our tax-liability, a straight tax on methane and-butaae penalizes

fuel consumersfi6
Under Section 5(f)(1)(A), the Secretary of the Treasury,

after consulting the Administrator of EPA, *y by rule reduce

the fee on portions.of primary.petrochemicals

used as A .source of fuel -or othbr energy when used
onsLte-or sold to other persons.

The meaning of this section is a little unclear becuase the

purpose of subparagraph (f) is "to provide suppliers an economic

incentive for recycling and reuse of primary petrochemicals." If

-/Section 5(e)(3) specifically exempts fertilizer production
from the tax.

-/We are- aware that Section 5(d)(1) limits our industry's con-
ceivable liability to $2,0 per short ton and to a portion of
the following sumst

$162 million in 19811
$338 million in 1982; and
$450 million in every year from 1983 through 1986.

Section 5_(c) (2) (A) also limits the fee to 2% of list price.
We are also aware that the proposed bill permits the Secretary
of the Treasury, after consulting the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, to lower the tax on methane
and butane after the first three years of taxation [Sec. 5(e)(l).
The Secretary may even reduce the fee to zero if he finds no
evidence of contamination, but he may not refund the tax if it
turns out that there has been no contamination from the taxed
substance. (Sec. 5(f)(2))
However, we want to make sure that the tax falls on feedstocks
and on the suppliers and users of feedstocks, and not on the
people who sell and use natural gas and SNG as fuels.
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the Secretary interprets his powers narrowly, natural gas and

SNG fuel users may not be able to get -an exemption from the

Superfund tax. We cannot rely on promises of relief. The statute

itself (rather than the Secretary's discretion) should limit the

tax to feedstocks and should ex-clude fuels.

Methane and Butane When Used As Fuels Are Not Toxic Substances

This Bill will attempt to cleanup and safeguard present

and future hazardous waste sites. Because these dumps may store

a multitude of potentially dangerous chemicals, the drafters had

to develop a defintion of hazardous substance that would include

both identified and as yet unidentified dangerous chemicals.

Thus, the definition of hazardous substance includes all the

substances that are specifically covered by Sections 311(b) and

307(a) of the Clean Water Act, by Section 3001 of the Solid Waste

Disposal Act, by Section 7 of the Toxic Substances Control Act,

by Section 112 of the Clean Air Act and any substances that are

specifically listed under Section 3(a)(2) of Superfund itself.

Needless to say, neither natural gas nor SNG is on any of these

lists. However, the definition of hazardous substanceoalso

includes a catchall section that may include both natural gas

and SNG. The catchall definition includes any element or substance,

which after release into the environment and upon exposure or

inhalation, will or may reasonably be anticipated to cause
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death.-/ It -i possible for natural gas to fall under the catchall

definition. Inclusion woul, be ironic because it is clear that

the drafters meant to exclude natural gas. The Senate Environment

and Public Works Conuittee Report says:

It is--also important to note that natural gas,
liquified natural gas (LNG), and high Btu synthetic
gas of pipeline quality (or mixtures of natural gas
and such synthetic gas) are not considered hazardous
substances within the purposes of S. 1480.V-

Although the Committee Report excludes natural gas, LNG

and SNG from the definition of a hazardous substa,?e, we believe

that where potential liability is so great, the statute itself

(and not just the Report) should set out all those substances

that are either included in it or excluded from it.-'-

Neither natural gas not-SNG should be inadvertently caught

in the definition of a hazardous substance. When natural gas is

used as a fuel it isnontoxic. Furthermore, stringent Departzent

of Transportation (DOT) regulations under the Pipeline Safety

Act of 1968, as amended,2/already protect the public and the

environment against natural gas transportation accidents. In

many cases, Superfund could overlap and conflict with the Pipeline

2/The complete text of Section 2 (b)(13)(G) on pages 7-8 is:

any element, substance, compound, or mixture, including
disease-causing agents, which after release into the
environment or indirectly by ingestion through food
chains, will or may reasonably be anticipated to cause
death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer,
genetic mutation, physiological malfunctions (including
malfunctions in reproduction) or physical deformations,
in such organisms or their offspring. The term does
not include petroleum, including crude oil and fractions
thereof which are not otherwise specifically listed
or designated as hazardous substances under subpara-
graphs (A) through (F) of this paragraph;

-/o2cit. 31.
-/49 U.S.C. 1671 et s
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Safety Act. To prevent jurisdictional conflicts with DOT's

pervasive safety regulations, we are urging that the definition

of hazardous substance be amended to exclude natural gas, SNG and LNG.

Recommendations

We urge this Committee to amend S. 1480 so that the statute

clearly shows that the tax does not fall on those who sell or use

natural gas and butane as a fuel or to make a fuel.

We also urge the Committee to specifically exclude natural

gas, LNG and SNG from the definition of a hazardous substance

so that they are not inadvertently included in the Bill. I will

be pleased to answer any of the Comfittee's questions.

Senator ROTH. Mr. McGrath.

STATEMENT OF JEROME J. McGRATH, PRESIDENT, INTERSTATE
NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. McGRATH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.

I am Jerome McGrath, president of the Interstate Natural Gas
Association of America. Our association represents virtually all of
the major interstate transporters of natural gas in the United
States. We account for approximately 90 percent of all natural gas
that is transported and sold in interstate commerce.

I join with Mr. Levy in the comments on the inclusion of meth-
ane in this bill. We truly believe it was an oversight on the part of
the architects of the bill and we believe it should be exemptedfrom
its coverage. The problem is that the bill identifies methane as one
of the primary petrochemicals excluding that portion used to make
ammonia.

Now, as Mr. Levy points out, methane is -the principal compo-
nent of natural gas. Well over 90 percent of natural gas is meth-
ane. Methane can be a feedstock and is used as a feedstock, but the
amount of such use is less than 3 percent nationally of all naturalgas used.

About 97 percent of all natural gas sold in the United States is
used as a fuel. And we just don't believe that the committee
intended to include that large amount under the bill.

Now, the bill establishes a fee on methane of $3.44 per ton. By
our estimates this translates into a figure of approximately 7 cents
per thousand cubic feet, which would be paid by the consumers
using natural gas, and would yield in excess of $1 billion a year for
the Fund. Of course the Fund is limited to the amount that can be
collected in a given year. And after 2 years this limit is $700
million.
- Now, of this total, revenue from primary petrochemicals is ex-
pected to yield $450 million a year. You can see just from natural
gas alone you would far exceed the goals of this bill in the fund.

Of paramount concern to us is that the fee or tax would be
applied to practically all methane. As Mr. Levy has pointed out,
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the Public Works Committee, recogizing what we feel to be a
clear error, in its report specificallyanoted that primary petrochem-
icals used as a fuel are not to be included under the bill. But
unfortunately that is not in the language of the statute-the bill,
rather. And we don't believe that we should leave that important a
matter out of the bill.

We feel that this committee in addressing the tax should clearly
exempt natural gas, methane, used as a fuel from the coverage of
S. 1480. We don't believe that it should be left to the discretion of
the Secretary of the Treasury to determine how much or what the
fee should be or how much gas should be included in the fee.

We were pleased to hear Mr. Sunley testify this morning that he
agrees it should not be left to the discretion of the Department but
it should be a policy matter determined by the Congress.

We for that reason believe that it is very important that an'
exemption be specifically granted from the fee coverage of this bill.

\ INGAA is submitting testimony tomorrow before the Senate Com-
merce Committee urging that exemption language be considered
there also in the nontax portion of the bill.

We are also concerned with the tax collection mechanism in the
bill. As reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee,
the supplier of these substances, that is, the person who produces,
manufactures, or imports the substance, would be responsible for
collecting the fee. If the fee does not apply to all uses of the
particular chemical, however, this approach becomes difficult, if
not impossible, to administer.

For example, natural gas is frequently sold to industrial users
who use part of the gas as feedstock and part as fuel. In this
situation the supplier would appear to be the producer of the gas,
which could either be the gas company or the individual well
owners, but neither the producers nor the gas company could rea-
sonably be expected to know how much of the gas supplied to the
user is subject to the fee and how much is not. I

In this situation the user, not the supplier of the gas, would most
easily know what quantity is subject to the tax and what quantity
is exempt. Compounding the problem is the fact that predominant-
ly natural gas from a number of different sources is commingled en
route to the ultimate users. Moreover, if the supplier is responsible
for collecting the fee, the question arises as to which party, the
supplier or the user, would be responsible for the accuracy of the
information.

The Ways and Means Committee, when considering H.R. 7020
and H.R. 85, remedied the situation in a direct and realistic
manner. When distinctions are to be made between taxable and
nontaxable uses of a primary petrochemical, the tax would be paid
directly by those companies or individuals actually using the petro-
chemical as a feedstock. We would urge that process be followed
here.

Mr. Chairman, I know my time has expired. I would like to
clarify one statement made in my prepared testimony submitted
yesterday. We made a calculation on the tax, which we believe is
tremendously inequitable and should not apply to methane, using
the data in the bill as reported out by the Public Works Commit-
tee. And in the bill as reported out a tax on a barrel of crude oil
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was 0.13 cents per barrel. We understand that the figure was
actually changed to 0.756 cents. But either way you slice it, the tax
on a Mcf of natural gas, as compared to the tax on crude oil is still
46 times greater on gas than it is on oil. And natural gas is the
cleanest, most environmentally acceptable fuel we have. We don't
think it should be in the bill in the first place, and we urge it be
exempted from the coverage of S. 1480.

Thank you.
[Mr. McGrath's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JEROME J. MCGRATH, PRESIDENT
INTERSTATE NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

ON S. 1480, THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACT
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

SEPTEMBER II, 1980

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, on behalf of the Interstate

Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA), I wish to express our appreciation

for this opportunity to present our views on S. 14J0, the Environmental Emergency

Response Act. INGAA is a national trade association which represents virtually

all the major interstate natural gas transmission companies in the United States.

At present, INGAA members account for approximately ninety percent of the natural

gas sold in interstate commerce.

A portion of S. 1480, as reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee,

grants the President and the Environmental Protection Agency broad authority

over the storage and handling of certain hazardous substances. INGAA Is deeply

concerned that application of these provisions to the natural gas industry could

create severe problems by overlapping and conflicting with the existing statutory

and regulatory framework that now governs the industry. We hope that these potential

conflicts will be resolved as the bill moves through the legislative process. I under-

stand, however, that the Finance Committee is focusing on that portion of the

bill which creates the Hazardous Substance Response Fund and the taxes or fees

levied to finance the fund. It Is these provisions that my testimony will address.

As reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee, S. 1480 creates

a Hazardous Substance Response Fund financed in part by government, but primarily

through fees or taxes Imposed on oil, Inorganic raw materials, and primary petrochemicals.

In structuring this mechanism the Committee intended to tax those substances

which are the bulgingg blocks" used to produce hazardous substances. The Committee's

report states:
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"In determining how industrial fees should be levied,

the Committee...approved a system which imposes

fees on the relatively few basic building blocks used

to make all hazardous products and wastes.! (Report

No. 96-848, p. 19)

S. 1480 identifies a number of primary petrochemicals which the Committee

believes meets this criterion including methane, (except that portion used to make

ammonia).

Methane is the principal component of natural gas. While exact concentrations

vary, well over 90% of most natural gas is methane. Methane can be a feedstock,

but less then 3% of natural gas sold nationally is used as a feedstock of any sort.

This amount falls below 2% after subtracting the quantity used to produce ammonia,

a use that is exempted from the fee. About 97% of natural gas sold is consumed

as a fuel. Over 45 million customers rely on gas fuel, including over 3 million busi-

nesses. S. 1480, as reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee,

establishes the fee imposed on methane at $3.44 per ton. By our estimates, this

translates Into a figure of approximately 70 per thousand cubic feet of gas. If

applied to all gas sold without limitation or any exemption, this fee which would

be paid by consumers, would yield in excess of one billion dollars a year. Of course

the fund is limited to the amount of money that can be collected in a given year.

After two years this limit is $700 million and of this total, revenue from primary

petrochemical is expected to yield $450 million a year. The bill, in Section 5(cX2XA)

would limit the fee to a maximum of 2% of the price of the petrochemical, but

It's unclear whether this limit applies to the price of gas at the wellhead, when

sold to the pipeline company or when sold to the industrial user.

INOAA's paramount concern is that the fee or tax might indeed be applied

to primary petrochemicals without any exemption being granted in instances where
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the primary petrochemical is used as a fuel rather than a feedstock. The Environment

and Public Works Committee In reporting the bill recognized the gow inequity that

would occur if fuel-related uses of the primary petrochemicals were subject to the

tax. The Committee report states

"To assure equity...prlmary petrochemicals or Inorganio

raw materials are not subject to the fee to the extent

they are used as a source of fueL" (Report No. 96-

848, p. 71.)

Despite this clear statement of Committee Intent, the language of S. 1480

as reported, does not contain this exclusion. Section 5(f) of the bill does permit

the Secretary of the Treasury, after consultation with the Administrator of EPA,

to reduce at his discretion the tax on the portion of primary petrochemicals and

Inorganic raw materials used as a fuel The Secretary is not, however, required

to make any reduction and there is no assurance that he will Implement the Committee's

intent. It is particularly ironic that under the current language of S. 1480 consumers

of natural a the cleanest and most environmentally acceptable fossil fuel available,

might be subject to a tax designed to affect users of substances that may be considered

environmentally threatening. If the fuel exemptions remains discretionary and

in fact the Secretary does not act to exclude fuel uses of methane from the fee,

then the revenue generated from methane alone will quickly exceed the amount

the fund is authorized to collect Given the limits placed on the size of the fund,

it seems apparent that the architects of the bill did not intend to tax non-feedstock

use of methane. The language of the bill, however, fails to carry this out, leaving

it to the discretion of the Secretary.

Mr. Chairman, INGAA strongly believes that S. 1480 must contain a clear,

statutory exemption from any tax or fee for primary petrochemicals that are used

for nonfeedstock purposes. We believe this exemption should encompass both petrochemicals

I-N.
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used as a fuel or to produce a fueL In some cases, primary petrochemicals such

as butane are converted to synthetic gas to supplement pipeline and distributor

natural gas supplies. Such uses should be exempt from the fee for the same reasons

that fuel uses should be exempt; that is, the petrochemical has not been employed

as a feedstock to generate the more complex hazardous chemicals toward which

this bill is directed.

We see no reason why this exemption should be a matter of administrative

or regulatory discretion. This approach would mean that the gas industry and our

customers would be faced with one or more years of uncertainty whie the regulatory

proceedings are completed and court challenges resolved. Furthermore, the issue

of whether the taxes should or should not apply Is a policy question that should be

decided by the Congress.

INGAA is also concerned with the tax collection mechanism in the bill. As

reported by the Environment and Public Works Committee, the "supplier" of these

substances, that is, the person who produces, manufacturers, or Imports the substance,

would be responsible for collecting the fee. If the fee does not apply to all uses

of the particular chemical, however, this approach becomes difficult, if not impossible,

to administer. For example, natural gas is frequently sold to industrial users who

use part of the gas as a feedstock and part as fueL In this situation, the "supplier"

would appear to be the producer of the gas, which could be either the gas company

or the individual well owners, but neither the producers nor the gas company could

reasonably be expected to know how much of the gas supplied to the user is subject

to the fee and how much is not. In this situation, the user, not the supplier of the

gas, would most easily know what quantity Is subject to the tax and what quantity

is exempt. Compounding the problem is the fact that predominantly natural gas

from a number of different sources is commingled en route to the ultimate users.

Moreover, if the supplier is responsible for collecting the fee, the question arises

as to which party, the supplier or the user, would be held responsible for the accuracy
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of the information. The Ways and Means Committee, when considering H.R. 7020

and H.R. 85, remedied the situation in a direct and realistic manner when distinctions

are to be made between taxable and non-taxable uses of a primary petrochemical,

the tax would be paid directly by those companies or individuals actually using

the petrochemical as a feedstock.

INGAA urges the Finance Committee to incorporate this approach in S. 1480.

The determination as to whether a given use of methane, butane, or any of the

other primary petrochemicals is subject to the tax can only be made at the consumer

level. Logically, the tax should be collected at this point as well. Imposition of

the tax at any other point in the chain of production or transportation would only

make administration of the tax more difficult.

Finally, the tax on methane is also inequitable relative to the tax on crude

oil. The fee schedule in S. 1480 provides for a tax on crude oil of 043 cents per

barrel and a tax on methane of $3.44 per ton which is the Btu equivalent of approximately

40 cents per barrel of oil or over 300 times greater than the tax on crude oil The

price difference thus created places natural gas at a competitive disadvantage

with crude oll at a time when national energy policy is directed toward reducing

crude oil imports.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, INGAA urges the Committee to exempt from the

fee or tax those primary petrochemicals consumed as a fuel or used to produce

a fuel. Second, we urge that the tax be applied at the point where the actual use

can best be determined: the point of use. Again Mr. Chairman, I thank the Committee

for this opportunity to appear and express our views on this matter.

Senator Roni. I am not a member of the Public Works Com-
mitte, but I understand there is some question in this area whether
or not it should be included. I think they are obviously acquainted
with your concern.

Mr. McPhail, I only have one brief question. First of all, I always
welcome new suggestions and ideas, and I think that is the purpose
of hearing witnesses.

My question to you is, Have you discussed your proposal with
other companies or other groups, and is there any broad support
for your approach?

Mr. McPHMn. I believe that we have discussed it with a number
of other companies, if I can consult with my associates here, as to
whether we have broad support.

Voic. We have discussed it.
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Mr. MCPHAIL. And I must say that we have not received broad
su port.Lenator ROTH. Senator Baucus.

Senator BAUCUS. I am not on the Public Works Committee
either. I am curious. To what degree have your suggestions been
made to the Environment and Public Works Committee? I under-
stand that committee has had about 11 hearings over the year.
And your points, are they raised here for the first time, or are
these points you have raised before that committee?

Mr. MCGRATH. If you are talking to us, Senator, we have dis-
cussed them at length with the various members of the Public
Works Committee and the staff, and it was our impression during
the course of the hearings that corrective language was to be
placed in the bill. Somewhere along the line that slipped and the
language that I quote in my testimony, quoting from the report of

the Public Works Committee, indicates that they intended to
exempt the fuel.

Senator BAUCUS. I see. You say the tax on gas is 46 times that of
the tax on crude oil on a Btu basis?

Mr. McGRATH. On oil.
Senator BAUCUS. That is on a Btu basis?
Mr. McGRATH. Yes, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Also, Mr. McPhail, in keeping with Arco's tradi-

tion to come up with new ideas, are you at all concerned with the
regulatory costa to be imposed upon IRS in administering the kind
of proposal you talk about? Because obviously they will have to
spend some time in determining who are the purchasers of the end
use product, et cetera. That is going to be a bit difficult, I think, to
administer, that is more government.

You know, we all say we don't want more government, we want
less government, and so forth.

Mr. McPHi. I don't think that is the essence of our proposa!. I
think the companies now classify their sales by SIC otgory, the
standard industrial classification category. And I believe that with

-the proper modification of a tax return, one could identify on the
proper line the sales that fall in this SIC category, multiply it by
the appropriate percentage, and identify the amount of tax that
would be collected by IRS and would be paid by the companies
along with wherever other payments go to IRS.

Senator BAUCUS. Could you tell me why it is that your proposal
has not received wide-based support in the industry, or other
people that you have consulted with? What is their objection?

Mr. HAXY. Would you like an answer from the petroleum indus-
try?

Senator BAucus. Whoever has the answer.
Mr. HAXBY. We commend Arco for innovative approaches here

and, among other things, for stimulating and coming to the same
conclusion we did that eventually a waste-end fee on waste gener-
ated is the proper place to put that. That is the point that Arco's
proposal arrives at.

It suggests a study to eventually end up there. I believe, I may be
wrong, but I first heard about the Arco proposal many months ago.
And at that time we were not as close to having a direct 5001
manifest system in place as we are today. November 19 occurs. So

69-0M 0--8027
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thal we now have an administrative system on the waste-end fee,
waste-end fee which probably was not there when Arco was origi-
nally conceiving their idea and came along with an excise tax on a
SIC category.

It is for that reason that our industry, representing API, doesn't
support the Arco proposal directly.

Mr. McPHAn. If I could comment.
I don't believe that Arco believes in the interim that the system

mechanism proposed by the API is as simple as it is claimed to be.
It is a system that is related primarily, as I understand, to the
volume of wastes produced and which will introduce no end of
discussion and controversy as to whether it is equitable to tax a
company that produces a large volume of low hazardous waste at
the same rate as a company that produces a small volume of high
hazardous waste.

I think it can be a complicated proposal. And we feel that in the
long run, although the most equitable approach is one of taxing the
waste and its degree of hazard, we recognize the impracticality of
doing that quickly. And we are trying to develop and present an
interim system that will not hold up the legislation but will get a
workable bill that can do the job that we are trying to do.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator Rom. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Let me say that I compliment Arco for trying

to think this problem through and coming up with a suggestion.
--And I think it indicates the right spirit and attitude of trying to

solve this very critical problem. The administration characterized
it a little differently this morning.

Senator MovmHNw. We finally got an unambiguous statement
out of the Treasury. [Laughter].

Mr. McPHmiL I was here.
Senator BRLEYu) . I suppose that you would argue strenuously

that that is not the purpose behind it but, rather, the purpose that
I stated, which was really to be helpful and creative.

Let me ask now, your proposal is divided up into 2-year and 4-
year funds. How many firms would be taxed in your 2-year and in
your 4-year funds?

Mr. McPHAm. Well, you were not here earlier when I commented
on a statement Mr. Sunley made which, if I could repeat my
comments, I think would answer the question you have just a-
dressed. It will take me just a minute to find them.

Senator BRADLEY. As far as I am concerned, I will take what you
said as fine.

Mr. McPHAm. The excise tax proposal has the advantage of being
adapted to whatever groups of companies the Congress decides is
appropriate because merely by establishing a cutoff point one can
tax all companies with sales in excess of $100 million, all compa-
nies with sales in excess of $50 million. It has the flexibility of
defining-the companies to whom, in terms of size, who would be
subject to the tax.

Senator BRawoiy. So you are leaving it up to Congress to decide
which companies would pay the tax and which companies would
not pay?

I
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Mr. McPHAm Well, a revenue cutoff of, say, $100 million would,
if I remembe correctly, include the top 125 chemical companies in
the United States.

Senator BRADLEY. And your 4-year fee, how long do you think it
would take before you had a manifest system in place that you
could actually use?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator, would you let me interrupt? I have
been summoned to the Treasury Department for New York City. I
want to say I have a most friendly relationship with the Treasury
Department. Would you have the kindness to take the chair?

Senator BRAwY. Yes, sir, I certainly would, and I wish you good
luck.

Mr. MCPHAIL The manifest system I believe will be in place
within a relatively short period of time. I think the complexities of
developing a fee system that properly apportions the fund to those
materials that are the most hazardous, or at least in proportion to
their degree of hazard.

Senator BRADLEY. In a short period of time. I mean the figure I
have is 5 years. Do you think it would be sooner than 5 years?

Mr. McPHAmL. I think it could be done sooner than 5 years.
Senator BRADLEY. Sooner than 2 years?
Mr. MCPHAIL. Probably not.
Senator BRADLY. Sooner than 3 years?
Mr. McPHai. You are pushing the lid.
Senator BRADLY. Well, I mean it has to be in place in 2 years

because that is when your 2-year fund expires. I think that is a
legitimate question.

Mr. McPHA We think if a firm target is set, if a firm goal is
set for the-.appropriate agency it can be done within a 2-year
period.

Senator BwLzy. And you don't think that puts a burden on
firms that would export?

Mr. MCPHAIL. Yes, sir, it would pat a burden on firms that
would export but I fimd it difficult to determine exactly how one
would avoid that problem. I think it would have the effect, though,
of helping our firm's domestic companies compete with imports
because the interim proposal that we have made will hit imports as
well as the domestic producer.

Senator BRwADLY. Thank you.
I think there was a question somebody raised, Senator Roth

mentioned to me, you wondered if natural gas was covered under
this.

Mr. MCGRATH. We wondered whether it was covered? No, it is
covered.

Senator BLEulY. Methane?
Mr. McGRATH. Yes, with the exception of-excluding that used

to make ammonia. But as I pointed out earlier, methane is the
principal constituent of natural gas and natural gas, as a fuel,
would be covered under the bill unless we get an exemption for
natural gas.

Senator BRwDLE. Seneator Roth, do you have any other ques-
tions?

I would like to thank you gentlemen. Sorry that I missed the
bulk of your testimony.
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Our next witnesses will be a panel consisting of Mr. George
Washington, Mr. Elvis Stahr, and Mr. Roy Midkiff.

Mr. Washington appears on behalf of the-Virginia Seafood Coun-
cil and the Virginia Watermans Association.

Mr. Stahr appears on behalf of the National Audubon Society,
and he is accompanied by Mr. A. Blakeman Early, the Washington
representative of the Sierra Club.

Mr. Midkiff is from Williamsburg, Va.
I would like to welcome you gentlemen to the committee.
Mr. EARLY. I Nwould like to inquire, Mr. Henry Rodriquez was

originally scheduled. Is he not here today?
Senator BRADLEY. I am told he canceled. If Mr. Rodriguez is

indeed in the room and has not canceled, please come forward.
There is an empty ch* at the table, and a microphone waiting.
All right, let's begin with Mr. George Washington.
Mr. Washington is not here? Is this a joke that staff has made?
All right, if Mr. Washington is not here, let's begin with Elvis

Stahr and Mr. Early.

STATEMENT OF ELVIS STAHR, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY,
ACCOMPANIED BY A. BLAKEMAN EARLY, WASHINGTON REP-
RESENTATIVE, SIERRA CLUB
Mr. STAHR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Elvis Stahr, senior counselor and past president of the

National Audubon Society. I am privileged today to present testi-
mony on S. 1480. With me is A. Blakeman Early of the Sierra Club.
But I wish to emphasize that we are submitting testimony on
behalf of Congress Watch, Environmental Action, the Environmen-
tal Defense Fund, Friends of the Earth, the National Audubon
Society, the National Wildlife Federation, the Natural Resources
Defense Council, the Sierra Club, and the Urban Environment
Conference, with a combined membership of more than 4 million
Americans.

We have a prepared statement which treats the nature of the
problem, the costs of the problem, the scope of the Fund, the
structure of the Fund, and the impact on industry of the fee. And I
appreciate the committee chairman's offer this morning to enter
that into the record for your later consideration.

[Mr. Stahr's prepared statement follows:]
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STAT{ENT ON BEHALF OF

CONGRESS WATCH, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION, THE ENVIRONMENTAL

DEFENSE FUND, FRIENDS OF THE EARTH, THE NATIONAL

AUDUBON SOCIETY, THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, THE

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, SIERRA CLUB, AND

THE URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL CONFERENCE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before you on behalf of nine

environmental organizations-- Congress Watch, Environmental Action, the

Environmental Defense Fund, Friends of the Earth, The National Audubon

Society, the National Wildlife Federation, the Natural Resources Defense

Council, Sierra Club, and the Urban Environment Conference -- to present

our views on the Environmental Emergency Response Act, S. 1480.1

Representing over 3.5 million members nationwide, these national

environmental organizations have long taken an active interest in protection

of the terrestrial and marine environment. They have testified on numerous

occasions before House and Senate Committees on the problems of oil spill

liability, the disposal, storage and treatment of hazardous wastes, and the

Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 ("TSCA"). In addition, these environmental

organizations have actively participated in the federal and state administrative

implementation of the hazardous waste regulatory program, and have challenged

EPA's delays in developing the regulatory framework.
2

After World War II, there was a dramatic increase in the use of modern

synthetic materials. Accompanying these new materials came huge numbers of

dangerous chemicals. The problems resulting from the mismanagement of these

chemicals now present a grave threat to the present and future health and

welfare of millions of Americans.

The Environmental Response Act (S. 1480) now before the Committee is a

response to those problems. We strongly support this legislation and urge

the Comittee to act promptly to ensure its passage this session.
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The Provisions of S. 1480 present a comprehensive program for the

clean-up and control of leaking waste dumps and chemical spills. The

legislation creates a six year $4.085 billion fund that is based primarily

on industry-based fees. Coupled with the fund is a strong liability system

that serves to encourage prompt clean-up. The liability system also provides

a fair, flexible, and non-regulatory method of correcting the poor management

practices of the past. Other key provisions allow limited compensation to

certain victims of selected toxic discharges. Together, these provisions

function to fill the gaps in existing law, correct past problems and prevent

future abuses.

I. The Problem of Hazardous Releases

Leaking dump sites, chemical spills, and hazardous chemical releases of

all kinds present a serious health hazard to the nation.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) estimates that 57 million

metric tons of hazardous wastes are produced annually in the United States
3

and that over 90 percent of it is disposed in environmentally unsound ways.

These wastes contaminate surface water and groundwater that serve as drinking

water supplies, destroy fish, wildlife and vegetation, and threaten public

safety.
4

Old hazardous waste dumps, the result of poor past management practices,

have created an enormous problem. An EPA report prepared by Fred C. Hart

Associates estimates that there are between 32,254 and 50,664 sites that
5

contain hazardous wastes. As of July 31, 1980, after inspecting only 1,287

of these sites, EPA found that 250 required remedial work.
6

The results of state hazardous waste site surveys confirm the seriousness

of the problem. New York State found 852 sites, 157 of which raise "substantial
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environmental and public health concerns.' 7 In New Jersey, the Department

of Environmental Protection found 248 potential hazardous waste sites.
8

And the State of Michigan reported that there were over 50,000 possible

sources of groundwater contamination. Pollution was confirmed at 268 sites

and expected at another 381.9

These pioneering states should be contended for their efforts; for

there are no traditional political rewards for finding these waste sites--

only bad press reviews. Nonetheless, some states are moving to reduce the

threats to their residents. This Committee has the opportunity to encourage

these and other states by acting favorably on S. 1480.

Unfortunately, due to limited resources, EPA has been unable to perform

extensive nationwide health studies on the health effects of these dumps.

However, EPA has made limited estimates. Testifying before the Senate Health

and Scientific Research Subcommittees, EPA estimated that 1.2 million

Americans may be exposed to health hazards as a result of living near 214

problem dumpsites.10

Holding ponds and lagoons that contain hazardous waste also pose a severe

problem. An EPA study in February 1980 revealed that there are over 12,878

such impoundments that are likely to contain hazardous substances. EPA

lacked the funds to inspect all these facilities but they found that thirty

percent of those visited not only lacked protective liners to prevent seepage,

but worse yet, they were located above usable groundwater supplies.1

Spills of hazardous materials orginating from plant sites, pipelines,

and transportation accidents, have resulted in contamination of drinking
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water, food products, livestock and wildlife. EPA catalogued 3,076 spills

of hazardous materials over the last two years.12 But because these spills

were only the ones that were voluntarily reported, the actual number could

be much higher. The Department of Transportation reported that between 1971

and 1978 transportation incidents alone accounted for over 78,000 hazardous

spills. They resulted in 5,271 injuries and 207 fatalities.
13

II. The Cost of Hazardous Material Releases

Because there is now no centralized reporting system for recording the

effects of hazardous releases, many of the figures are, of necessity, estimates

based on our best knowledge of past incidents. But even these estimates

demonstrate that the cost of these problems is immense.

The first estimate of the magnitude of the problem of leaking waste

sites alone was a report-prepared by Fred C. Hart Associates for EPA. The

Hart Report estimates that there were 1,209 to 2,207 sites that pose a significant

risk to human health and the environment. The costs for initial clean-up were

estimated at $3.6 million per site. The costs for a permanent remedy were

estimated at $25.9 million per site. This translates into a total cost for

initial clean-up of between $4.3 billion and $7.3 billion. The ultimate cost

for a oermanent remedy for these sites would be between $13.1 billion and

$22.1 billion.
14

EPA has provided another indication of what the total price tag for these

dump sites might be. In this February 1980 report of damages and threats

caused by hazardous material sites, EPA listed 250 sites which involve

ground water contamination, drinking water well closures, fish kills, property

I~
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damages from fires and explosions, and kidney disorders, cancer and death.

Although firm cost figures are not available for all these sites, the cost

of clean-up and damages for only 69 of these sites is computed by EPA to

total over $885 million.
15

The costs of other well-known pollution incidents illustrate the size

of the problem:

Kepone was discharged into the James River from 1966 to 1975. As a

result, claims against the company total over $20 million. The total cost

of clean-up is roughly $8 billion dollars. 16

The discharge of PCBs into the Hudson by General Electric has created

a problem that would cost more than $30 million.1
7

Direct losses of over $100 million resulted from the contamination of

cattle feed by PBBs in Michigan.1
8

In Hardeman County, Tennessee, about 300,000 drums of pesticide waste

were improperly disposed of by Velsicol Chemical Company. The clean-up cost

estimates range from $6 million to $165 million. Local citizens are suing

for $2.5 billion.
19

And, finally, the leaking waste dump in Love Canal has resulted in over

$12 million in lost property values and relocation, $10 million in clean-up

costs and over $15 billion in citizen suits.
20

Clearly, these figures outline the dimensions of the huge problems which

we as a nation must face up to. Unfortunately we must face this problem

at a time when the energy shortage and inflation are also pressing upon us.

But this problem will not go away. It will definitely get worse and become

more expensive to remedy in the future than it will be to act agredsively today.
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The Love Canal situation provides a classic illustration of the contrast.

It has been estimated that an investment of approximately $4 million at

the time Hooker was disposing of its chemicals would have prevented costs

which have exceeded $25,000,000 so far.
2 1

III. The Scope of S. 1480

Any discussion of the financial aspects of S. 1480 must al include

a consideration of the scope of the bill as well.

We strongly support the broad scope of S. 1480 as reported out of the

Committee on Environment and Public Works. We believe that the growing

catalogue of hazardous material releases demonstrates the need for legislation

to provide comprehensive coverage of all types of hazardous releases. This

broad coverage would give EPA the ability to respond quickly to contain the

problem-- regardless of the source.

The Interagency Task Force on Compensation and Liability after studying

the problem concluded that existing federal programs fall far short of a

comprehensive strategy for dealing with the damages caused by hazardous
22

materials. Current laws lack the strong legal authority to attach the

broad spectrum of problems that we face. There is also no available source

of funds for the expensive remedies needed to help solve hazardous chemical

contamination problems. Actions by State agencies are sometimes haphazard

and are hampered by the lack of funds. In many cases, States are unwilling

to assume the expense of clean-up without a matching Federal commitment; in

others, States have been unwilling to hold responsible major industries which

are economically significant. The States often lack the technical expertise

required to pursue chemical pollution lawsuits.23 Coupled with the fact that
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cxisting statutes do not provide adequate compensation for those affected by

chemical contamination, it is clear that existing systems of response and

compensation are not adequate to deal with the complex problem of contamination

by hazardous materials. 24 Until the development of S. 1480,

much of the Congressional focus had centered on creating the institutional

capability to clean-up the most hazardous spill and release incidents.

However, little focus had been brought to bear on how victims would be

compensated for the physical and economical affl,ictions they had suffered

from hazardous chemical materials exposure. Two studies have examined how

difficult it can be to recover damages from pollution incidents by means

of a civil law suit at comon law. 5  Both reviews concluded that this area

of case law simply does not meet the needs of many citizens, state and local

governments that have suffered from major and minor pollution incidents.

One of the studies conducted by the Interagency Task Force stated: "There

appear to be impediments to those remedies serving as full, adequate, and

consistent compensation mechanisms for personal injury for property recovery

damages sustained by a release of hazardous material." 26 This general

conclusion has been confirmed by both the Senate Environment and Public

Works Committee as well as the House Merchant Marine Committee with respect

to oil spill damages.27  The defendant in a civil law suit can use numerous

defenses such as contributory negligence, statute of limitations, and intervening

cause. In addition, the cost and length of litigation inhibits victims from

initiating a law suit. These latter problems are exacerbated by the often

technical nature of pollution litigation. The difficulty of demonstrating

the adverse health effects caused by environmental pollution frequently

results in damage awards that are limited to property damage or which only
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partially cover health injuries. All these factors combine to provide little

deterrence to polluters who often find that the consequences of polluting

are but a minor cost of doing business.

Recently, many of the watermen who fish the James River ended three

years of litigation with the Allied Chemical Corporation, accepting an out

of court settlement that was "reasonably" close to their losses. However,

the settlement was consummated only after the judge pressured an ending to

the three year war of attrition waged by Allied's top Richmond law firm which

produced 13,000 pages of pre-trail depositions and caused many would be watermen

to drop out of the suit. It is clear that modifications are needed to the

current common law to enable the victims of hazardous spills and releases to

end their subsidization of the activLties that cause such incidents.

S. 1480 provides a unique approach to the hazardous materials pollution

issue by providing a mechanism through which damages to victims may, in part,

be more predictably factored into the hazardous release and clean-up equation.

The provisions enabled the fund to pay victims directly as well as provide

funds for health studies and other technical information so rarely generated

in the hazardous material exposure incidents in the past. Yet the provisions

have key safeguards to ensure that the fund is not overwhelmed by victims'

claims so that sufficient funds are available for preventing or containing

the spread of health threatening releases. These provisions appear in the

form of limits to the total amount of damages for which the fund can compensate

innocent victims, as well as a limit on the types and extent of damages that

any individual victim might receive. Section six provides that no more than
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one-third of the total amount of funds available in the fund may be paid

out to compensate victims. Also, section 6(a)(3)(A) limits claims for out

of pocket medical expenses to those expenses incurred for six years following

discovery of exposure from a harmful discharge or release. Six(a)(3)(B) limits

claims for lost wages or personal income to 100% of the amount lost in the

first year following commencement of loss and 80% in the second year following

such loss. -

The liability provisions of section four are similarly balanced concerning

the liability of those who cause or contribute to the hazardous materials

spills or releases. While the provisions impose strict, joint and several

liability on the one hand, recoverable damages exclude compensation for pain

and suffering, loss of consortium, and mental anguish, normally the largest

portion of a damage claim at common law. Furthermore, the liability provisions

only apply to damages arising from releases of the specifically identified

hazardous substances in subsection 2(b)(13)(A) through (F) and not substances

which meet the criteria in subparagraph (a). We have serious reservations

about this provision, given the poor record EPA has had in listing substances

under these provisions. Other changes were made to cut back the scope of

the liability provisions. The point is that the refinements which have been

made balance the need to compensate actions with the need not to make businessmen

liable for all damages under all circumstances. The need to ensure that

damage to victims is internalized in the cost of disposing of hazardous

materials is balanced by the bill excluding the compensation of victims for

longer term damages and damages arising from other hazardous material handling

activities.
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IV. The Structure of the Fund

The environmental groups strongly support a fund based primarily on

industry fees. Only this type of fund can provide the guaranteed source of

income necessary to provide the amount of money needed to clean-up problem

sites. Without this industry-based fee, S. 1480 would be little more than

an authorization bill-- Congressional permission to ask O. and the Appropriations

Committee for money. In this era of concern for the balanced budget, we do

believe that it is unrealistic to expect that Congress and the Executive

branch will appropriate the funds necessary to address the problem.

With a problem of this magnitude, we believe that fiscal responsibility

dictates that a new funding source be used to supply the needed additional

money. We believe that a fee on the present producers of hazardous materials --

not the general taxpayer -- is the most equitable way to raise the additional

funds. The following arguments support our position:

1. A fee system is the closest Congress can come to teaching the

community responsible for creating the problem in the first place. We dispute

the position of the Chemical Manufacturerers Association that states:

"It is clearly inequitable to place the burden on today's

companies, stockholders, or customers for practices of yesterday's

industrial producers. The generators of today's hazardous wastes,

many of whom are handling their waste in acceptable ways, must not

bear the cost of past failures." 2 8

The facts are that the majority of firms producing wastes today also

produced wastes in the past. A survey conducted by the House Subcommittee on

Oversight and Investigations revealed that 85 percent of the nation's 53

largest chemical companies began generating hazardous waste more than 10
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years ago.

2. The fund will pay for damages and clean-up for present and future

sites -- not just the "past failures" and the "short-comings of yesterday's

producers." We believe that loopholes in present laws and lack of sufficient

funding for State hazardous waste programs may delay and frustrate effective

federal action.

3. When faced with similar situations in the past, Congress has decided

that presently operating industry should pay for the problems caused by past

industry practices and financially insolvent, currently operating firms.

Both the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act and the Black Lung

Benefits Revenue Act of 1977 create industry based funds that pay for past

problems.
30

4. An industry based fee creates a powerful incentive for the industry

to police itself, increase recycling, and reduce the generation of waste.

Because the size of the fee is linked to the size of the fund and the damage

incidents caused by a particular feedstock, it will be in industry's interest

to minimize incidents that could cause a large draw on the fund in order to

reduce their fee. This will cause industry to exercize increased care for

their wastes. The fee structure in S. 1480 also specifically provides credits

to industries that recycle or reduce their use of feedstocks which provides

additional incentives to industry to eliminate the problem of ,,azardous

waste at the source.

The fee system should be based on chemical feedstocks and selected

inorganic chemicals as proposed in S. 1480. We believe that the feedstock

approach outlined in S. 1480 presents the most workable, equitable system of

assessing fees.
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Because the fee is placed at the top of the production chain, the

integrated nature of the chemical industry broadly and efficiently distributes

the fee among all those who benefit. This also means that the consumer at

the bottom of this chain is not burdened by the fee.

The feedstock fee could be quickly implemented. Fewer than 700 known

large companies would be required to collect the fee. And because most of

the producers of feedstocks are large companies, the impact of the fee would

be minimal.

The feedstock is equitable. Some 31 of the 45 substances subject to

the fee are themselves designated as hazardous or are currently proposed

to be designated as hazardous. The remaining 14 substances are used to make

hazardous substances.
31

The environmental groups strongly support the present level of funding

of $4.085 billion over a six year period. But even this level will not be

adequate to deal with the problem. The fund created by S. 1480 may not be

adequate to remedy sites which are already known, much less those EPA has yet
32

to discover. For example, EPA is currently investigating some 5,790 sites.

Based on investigations of fewer than one-fifth of these sites, EPA has

determined that State or federal response actions are required at 111 sites

and that such actions are needed at another 231 sites. Using EPA estimates

of about $3 million needed per site for emergency response, this would mean

that over $1 billion would be needed the first year. But, unfortunately,

under the provisions of S. 1480 only $285 million will be available from

revenues and only two-thirds of that or $190 million will be available for

emergency responses; the remaining one-third is reserved for third party
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damages. Clearly, at this level of funding, only 63 of the known 342 EPA

problem sites could be worked on the first year. Given that EPA further

estimates that there are 50,000 sites that contain hazardous wastes that

have yet to be investigated, it appears that the level of funding contemplated

by the structure of S. 1480 is quite low indeed.
33

The strong liability provisions of S. 1480 will act as an incentive

to improve the standards of care. We are hopeful that the numbers of releases

of hazardous materials will diminish over time. It is important to note that

recovering the cost of clean-up and damages through these provisions serves

as sources of money to the fund that can be used in further clean-up actions.

And although it is clear to us that the present level of funding is barely

adequate to do the job, we recommend that experience gained from the operation

of the fund be used to make further adjustments to the size of the fund.

V. The Impact of the Fee on Industry

The environmental groups concur with the analysis of the impact of the

fee conducted by the U.S. EPA and the Congressional Budget Office. EPA said,

and the Congresssional Budget Office agreed that:

"The effect of the fees on prices and production volumes of

final products is small and the fees should at most have a very

small effect on GNP, the price level or unemployment."34

The chemical industry has done quite well during the last five years.

Its profit rate during the years 1975-1979 averaged 7.2 percent-- 38% higher

than the average rate for all manufacturing industries. 35 This relatively

high profit rate, coupled with an equally high rate of growth seems to indicate

that the fee would have little or no impact on industry. In a letter to the

69-039 0-80-28
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Environment and Public Works Committee Chairman, Jennings Randolph,

Environmental Protection Agency Administrator, Douglas Costle, said that

virtually all of the costs of the fee system would be passed onto consumers-

of products made from the chemical subject to the fee. He said that:

"In an industry with a historic annual average of six to

eight percent profits and equally high rates of growth, fees of less

than two percent will, at most, produce a slight reduction in the

rate of growth.",
36

There are additional factors that tend to soften the impact of the

fee on industry. First, because the fee is not indexed to inflation but

stays constant, the real dollar amount of the fee will drop as inflation

continues. Because the feedstock prices will rise with inflation, this

means that the fee will be a smaller and smaller percentage of the actual

selling price of the feedstock. Coupled with the fact that payments to the

fund can be deducted from taxes, it becomes clear that the final impact of

the fee on industry will be very small indeed.

VI. Conclusion

The environmental groups strongly support the provision of S. 1480.

We urge the Committee to act promptly to ensure its passage this session.

It is difficult to over-estimate the problem of hazardous waste sites

and toxic chemical spills. The provisions of S. 1480 offer a direct response

to this large and complex problem.

Only an industry-based fund can provide a reliable source of funds for

the clean-up effort. Fees should be assessed on chemical feedstocks. This

approval would equitably allocate the burden of the fee which at the same

time ensures minimal economic impact on either industry or the consumer.
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Studies demonstrate that victims under present common law have great

difficulty in recovering damages. Provisions of S. 1480 would provide

compensation to victims of hazardous waste releases. Yet these provisions

have safeguards that ensure the fund is not overwhelmed by victim claims.

The liability provisions enable both victims and the fund to ensure that those

who caused or contributed to the problems pay for them. -In addition, a strong

incentive is provided to prevent and contain future releases.

This limiting balanced approach is true with many other provisions in

S. 1480 providing adequate coverage while protecting the fund against

excessive depletion.

Comparing the size of the problem with the size of the fund, it becomes

--quite apparent that the fund is not adequate to deal with the sites we already

know about, much less those EPA has yet to discover. But rather than raise

the level of the fund now, we reconnend adjustments after a year of operation.

We urge the members of the Finance Committee to carefully consider this

important piece of environmental legislation and to act quickly to ensure

passage.

Thank you.
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Mr. SrAmR. Orally I would prefer in these few minutes to empha-
size yet again the overwhelming need for national legislation in
this area and just to outline the significant components we believe
should be included in such legislation.

Following World War II there began a dramatic increase in the
use of modern synthetic materials. Accompanying this came huge
numbers of dangerous chemicals. You and I both now recognize the
legacy of neglect that past hazardous chemical waste practices
have bequeathed to us. We have glimpses at least already of the
toll of known and potential human suffering and even death that
these practices can cause.

Those few States that have at great economic and political costs
made beginning efforts at least to identify and defuse these chemi-
cal time bombs deserve our respect and support. Judgments of the
overall scope of the problem are at best fragmentary and incom-
plete. What we do know can be said without emotionalism to be
frightening in its implications for human health and well-being,
not to mention the rest of the natural world.

Our prepared testimony provides details, most of which by now
are already familiar to you.

We hope and we are working to insure that existing Federal laws
such as the Resource Conservation and the Recovery Act and the
Toxic Substances Control Act will help prevent additions to our
present legacy. of neglect, but we still have that legacy, and exist-
ing law is not adequate to prevent its growth.

At an average rate of production of 77 billion pounds of hazard-
ous waste per year, about I pound per person per day of materials,
some of whose toxicity is measured in thousands of 1 pound or less,
we have quite a legacy to deal with.

With this history and with more intense seeking out of aban-
doned sites by Goverment agencies and concerned citizens it should
be no surprise if the list of known locations with polluted ground
waters, with lost property values, with moonscapes where wildlife
once flourished and even with confirmed or suspected human
health consequences grows with each passing week. And I haven't
yet mentioned the problem of spills, an equally critical problem
demanding attention by this legislation.

I did not come here, Mr. Chairman, to point fingers at culprits. I
do wish to emphasize we have a serious nationwide problem on our
hands and we need a national law and program to solve it. In our
view the burden of the solution should be shared.

An industry whose past practices have clearly contributed to the
problem should shoulder a major part of the burden. Society as a
whole, whose past neglect of the problem is equally clear, also has
an obligation to share in the cost of the solution.

The developing patchwork of State laws helps the States that
have them, but the past and present flow of chemical wastes has
not and does not respect State borders.

Certainly the full burden should not b forced upon the individu-
al victims, who have no part in creating the problem.

The problem is complex. Some of the issues have been thorny
and even novel. But the need is clear. And S. 1480 as now consti-
tuted provides a vehicle for solving much of the problem.
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I know you will consider very carefully the important facts and
principles set out in our prepared statement. We stand ready to
discuss specific matters with you here or with your staffs, but the
main message I would like to leave on behalf of all the organiza-
tions of whom I am authorized to speak is one of urgency. The time
of this Congress is running out. But the solution to this problem
can't be much longer delayed. That is a simple and practical fact.

Blake Early, Mr. Chairman, after the other panelists, has asked
me to ask you if he could have a few minutes to straighten out
some of the misinformation which he perceives as having been
submitted to the committee earlier in the testimony today.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you. Certainly. Would you like to do
that in writing or have the opportunity to address the committee?

Mr. EARLY. As long as we are missing at least one panelist-
Senator BRADLEy. You can be added as the fourth speaker.

STATEMENT OF ROY E. MIDKIFF, WATERFRONT RESORT
OWNER, WILLIAMSBURG, VA.

Mr. MIDKIFF. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
I am Roy Midkiff. I own a waterfront resort on the James River

at the mouth of the Chickahominy, near Williamsburg, Va.
In 1975, Life Science Products Co. and Allied Chemical Co. were

convicted of violation of Federal pollution laws by dumping kepone
waste into the James River. Governor Mills E. Godwin, Jr., then
decreed that there would be no fishing for consumption on the
lower James and its tributaries.

Almost overnight, I saw the loss of my family's 30 years of hard
work and sacrifice in our fishing-related businesses. Many other
small businessmen who share the James River and its tributaries
with the Allied Chemical Co. also sustained severe and often insur-
mountable losses.

For me, this week ends 5 years of expensive litigation with the
out-of-court settlement before Federal Judge Robert Merhige in
Richmond. I have requested this opportunity to make a statement
for the others concerning a disaster much less publicized than the
physical and ecological victims-the victims of economical losses
who must be considered-the workers, watermen, packers, and
various small businessmen of the seafood, tourist, and marine in-
dustries.

I would like to point out that the James River contamination,
unlike other accidental spills, was a flagrant and secretively pur-
poseful dumping. Also in this case, as in no other, the pollutant,
kepone, a ant and roach, and rat poison, was, to my knowledge,
produced solely by the defendants.

With the plea of nolle contendere, Allied's responsibility to the
private sector of the river community lessened. Why then, when
the burden of guilt is for firmly established, should the avenue of
liability to the individual and small businesses be so easily es-
caped?

Had a giant chemical company's property, resources and income
been so damaged, the hue and cry would have been heard through-
out the country. Would the small business community then be
asked, through its taxes, to help subsidize their losses? I fear that
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without a bill such as S. 1480 the answer is yes, unless we make it
unprofitable and unpopular to pollute.

The financial victims have a story to tell which I feel can be
most beneficial to these hearings.

In Virginia not one official of the Federal, State or local govern-
ment has ever once in 5 years offered to help with the exception of
Harry F. Byrd of Virginia. Had it been an equally destructive
natural disaster, such as earthquake or hurricane damage, would
we not then have had assistance?

In 1975 our waterfront was ringed by scull-and-crossbone-like
signs. Five ye&,s later little has changed; the ban, while being
more limited, is strictly enforced; the wording of the signs has
changed somewhat but they remain in evidence.

In many cases of businesses on our rivers the cost of fighting a
legal battle by producing family-kept books of mom-and-pop-type
partnerships was physically and financially too much.

The burden of proving losses was suddenly placed on these
people, and they were cast into the defensive by fancy legal foot-
work. Can the small businessman not remain small, or must this
important factor of American life be wiped out by the- giants ofindustry?

We respectfully request that this bill, although accepted by us as
imperative as it now stands, be dated to include the third-party
claims resulting from exposure prior to January 1976 and prior to
enactment-of the act. -

I carry messages from many remaining marina owners and sea-
food packers who have been affected. The messages are worded
differently, but the plea remains the same: Pass the Superfund-bill
so that this can't happen again.

Senator BPurnzy. Thank you very much, Mr. Midkiff, for your
statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Midkiff follows:]
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Sept. 11, 1980

Roy E. Midkiff
Rt. 1, Box 184
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

I am Roy Midkiff. I own a waterfront resort on the James River at
the mouth of the Chickahominy, near Williamsburg, Virginia.

In 1975 Life Science Products Company and Allied Chemical Company
were convicted of violation of Federal Pollution Laws-by dumping Kepone
waste into the James River. Gov. Mills E. Godwin, Jr. then decreed that
there would be no fishing for consumption on the lower James and its
tributaries.

Almost overnight, I saw the loss of my family's thirty years of hard
work and sacrifice in our fishing related businesses. Many other small
-business men who shared the James River and its tributaries with the
Allied Chemical Company, also sustained severe and often insurmountable
losses.

For me, this week ends five years of expensive litigation with the
out of court settlement before Federal Judge Robert Merhige in Richmond.
I have requested this opportunity to make a statement for the others
concerning a disaster much less publicized that the physical and ecological
victims. The victims of economical losses must be considered I the workers
watermen, packers, and various small business men of the seafood.tourist,
and marine industries.

I would like to point out that the James River contamination, unlike
other accidental spills, was a flagrant, and secretively puposeful dumping.
Also, in this case, as in no other, the pollutant, Kepone, a rat poison,
was , to my knowledge, produced solely hy the defendants.

With the plea of Nolle Contendre, Allied's responsibility to the
private sector of the River community lessened. Why, then, when the burden
of guilt is so firmly established, should the avenues of liability to the
individual and small businesses be so easily escaped?

Had a giant chemical company's property, resources and income been
so damaged, the hue and cry would have been heard throughout the country.
Would the small business community then be asked, through its taxes, to
help subsidize their losses? I fear that without a bill such as S-1480,
the answer is yes, unless we make it unprofitable and unpopular to pollute.

The finAncial victims have a story to tell which I feel can be most
beneficihl to these hearings.

In Virginia, not one official of the Federal, State or Local
government has ever once in five years offered to help. Had it been an
equally destructive natural disaster, such as earthquake or hurricane
damage, would we not .hen have had assistance ?

In 1975, our waterfront was ringed by scull and cross bone like
signs. Five years later, little has changed. The ban, while being more
limited, is strictly enforced. The wording of the signs has changed
somewhat, but they remain in evidence.

In many cases of businesses on our rivers, the cost of fighting a
legal battle by producing family kept books of Mon and Pop type partner-
ships, was physically and financially too much.

t The burden of proving losses was suddenly placed 0 n these people and
they were cast into the defensive by fancy legal footwork. Can the small
business man not remain small or must this important factor of American
life be wiped out by the giants of industry.

We respectively request that this bill although accepted by us as
imperative as it now stands, be dated to include third party-claims
resulting from exposure prior to Jan. of 1976 and priot to enactment of

-the Act.

I carry messages from many remaining Marina owners and Seafood
packers whO have been affected. The messages are worded differently but the
plea remains the same. Pass the Super Fund Bill so that this can't happen
again.
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Senator BRADLEY. I think Mr. Washington has arrived. We have
5 minutes for each of the witnesses. Please pull the microphone
close to your mouth and make sure that it is on.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, ON BEHALF OF THE

VIRGINIA SEAFOOD COUNCIL AND THE VIRGINIA WATER.
MAN'S ASSOCIATION
Mr. WASHmGTON. I am George Washington, legislative repre-

sentative of the Virginia Seafood Council and special representa-
tive of the organized watermen.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, the $500 million
seafood industry of Virginia, comprised of 14,000 watermen, buyers,
packers, and processors and marketers, greatly appreciate the op-
portunity to appear here today.

The protection of our Nation's waterways is, of course, of prime
consideration to us. We have long felt that just such a measure as
proposed here was needed. We do feel that none of this money for
these purposes should come from the public treasury but rather
from the offenders. If the offender is not held responsible for these
acts and made to suffer a degree that causes him to prevent them
in the first place, he has no incentive to do so, and we haven't
gained much.

People don't drive 55 miles an hour today to save gas; most of
them drive 55 to save the ticket and the associated fine.

Watermen in Virginia on several occasions have proposed legisla-
tion in the Virginia General Assembly that would require that no
more than 50 percent of any fine for polluting waterways could be
used for investigative and administrative purposes. Twenty-five
cents would go to replenishment of the natural resource and 25
percent of such fines to redress the economic loss.

Take, for instance, the much discussed kepone situation. Its pres-
ence caused the closing of a major river in Virginia to the taking of
seafood for human consumption. The estimated loss of revenue to
the industry in the first year alone was $8.3 million. The loss
continues now at an estimated annual rate of $3.5 million. Over a
5-ear period since this river has been closed, that represents over
$ million in losses to the seafood industry alone, and it still
continues.

The marine trades, marinas, and catchgrounds lost approximate-
ly $1.5 million the first year and their losses continue.

The company responsible for this was fined $13 million and made
a $5 million settlement with the State of Virginia, a total of only
$18 million. Except for $500,000 allocated to a special one-shot
marketing program, not 1 cent of this money has been spent on
cleanup or to replenish the natural environment or to redress the
economic loss or to provide relief for the many people affected.

Your measure must address .these serious inequities to be a fully
effective and protective program.

It is not printed in my statement, but I would like to make this
one statement about oil: The seafood industry considers oil, and oil
in our waters, about as toxic as any other chemical, because oil
kill marine life..

I would like to thank you very much for this opportunity. If you
have any questions, I would be happy to answer.

Senator Bamum. Thank you very much, Mr. Washington.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Washington follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

GEORGE C. WASHINGTON
LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE
VIRGINIA SEAFOOD COUNCIL

TO THE

U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

ON

SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

Mr. Chairman- members of the conittee, the seafood industry of

Virginia, comprised of the watermen, buyers, packers, processors
and marketers greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear here
today. The protection of our nation's waterways is of prime
consideration to us.
We have long felt that just such a measure as proposed here was
needed. We do feel however, that the money for these purposes
should not come from the public treasury, but rather from the
offenders. If the offender is not held responsible for these acts
and to a degree that causes his to prevent then in the first place,
then he has no incentive to do so, and we have not gained mach.
People do not drive 55 to save gas - most do so because they do not
want the ticket and associated fine.
VWatermen of Virginia, have on several occasions, proposed legislation
in the Virginia General Assembly that would require that no more than
30% of any fine for polluting waterways could be used for investigative
and administrative proposes, 25% would go to replenishment of the
natural resource and 25 of such fine to redress the eoonomio loss.
Take for instance, Kepone - its presence caused the closing of a
major river in Virginia to the taking of seafood for human consumption.
The estimated loss of revenue to the industry in the first year was
$8.3 million. The loss continues now at an estimated annual rate of
$3.3 million. Over a 5 year period that represents over $25 million
in losses to the seafood Industry alone - and it continues. The
marine trades, marinas and campgrounds lost approximately $1.4
million the first year. The company responsible for this was fined
$13 million and made a $5 million settlement with the state., a total
of only $18 million. Except for $300 thousand dollars allocated
to a special one-shot marketing program - not one cent of this
money has been spent on clean-up, to replenish the natural
environment, to redress the economic loss or to provide relief for
the many people affected.
Your measure mast address these serious inequieties to be a fully
protective and effective program.

Thank you very much, and if you have any questions, I will be
happy to anmr then.
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Senator BADLY. And now let's hear from Mr. Early.
Mr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF A. BLAKEMAN EARLY, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, THE SIERRA CLUB

In sitting through the hearings this morning, the subject of the
strict liability provisions received a considerable amount of discus-
sion. We did not comprehensively address this issue in our
testimony because we didn't think it was in the scope of the
Finance Committee jurisdiction.

I would like to comment just a couple of minutes on some of the
allegations with regard to some of these provisions. These provi-
sions, the liability provision in section 4 of S. 1480, do not create
open-ended liability; they were carefully crafted over many, many
doys of discussion during markups of the Environmental and
",blic Works Committee.

The liability provisions do not apply to permitted releases-those
are releases that are regulated pursuant to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act and other environmental acts-as was al-
leged this mor they only apply to the disposal of certain
specifically identified materials, materials that by rigorous regula-
tion have already been established as being hazardous. They spe-
cifically do not apply to materials that meet a certain criteria but
which Lave not been previously identified.

The damages, the so-called third-party claims, are very much
limited to what I would term as the basic necessities. These are
out-of-pocket medical expenses, lost wages for the first 2 years,
damage to natural resources when one's livelihood depends on it;
very, very basic losses. Damages cannot be awarded under the
strict liability sstem of S. 1480 for the so-called intangible losses,
pain and sufferng, loss of consortium, mental anguish, which are
traditionally what people associate with a big ticket civil lawsuit.

In sum, the liability provisions have been carefully crafted. They
represent a balance of doing something for the victim who, when
he has a loss, represents a loss to the gross national product just as
the loss in a lawsuit by a company.

Responding to a particular concern of Senator Durenberger
about public acceptance of hazardous waste facilities and the fact
there aren't adequate facilities today, I would urge the committee
to preserve these liability provisions in order to enhance public
acceptance of additional hazardous waste facilities.

The public is understandably at this point very paranoid about
the problem of hazardous waste disposal, and if they don't feel they
are going to be compensated under circumstances in which they
are injured, the public resistance to new facilities is going to grow
much, much larger.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, one parting comment on the issue of how
much is it going to cost, justto address the inactive waste site
problem:

The Chemical Manufacturers Association has said they feel the
costs are much inflated. I would urge the committee to examine
their materials very closely. Thus far, to my knowledge, CMA has
refused to reveal the data on which their statements have been
made. When the National Governors Association polled many of its
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State governments, many of the responsible officials had not been
contacted, to their knowledge, by CMA. This data needs to be, in
our view, examined more caremuy.

Thank you.
Senator BLDuZY. Thank you very much. I think that this testi-

mony has been very helpful because you have really been on the
cutting edge of this problem. I mean, you have experienced it; and
I think.that we should ask just a couple of questions so that we can
get irthe record some facts of each of your circumstances.

Let's begin with Mr. Midkiff. I would like to know how many
people originally joined you in seeking d g?

Mr. MinsKv. There were 12 at our original meeting. With the
lack of a lea& to help us decide, attorneys and-

Senator BwADLzy. Could you bring the microphone closer?
Mr. Mmxnm. With the -lack of a leader, we got together finally,

after a year after the initial closing of our river, and at that time,
in my office in Williamsburg, I met with 12 people, 12 different
facilities, different types-waterfront, restaurant, quite a few mari-
nas and two or three netters.

Senator B, Lzy. Did all 12 stay with you through the whole
process?

Mr. Mmini. No, sir. Most of them went out of business. Three
besides myself on the entire river, one of those was not at the
meeting, so I should say two others and myself from the original
meeting have finally settled. The others, either they went into
bankruptcy or have left the area.

Senator BRADLEY. They went into bankruptcy because of the
decline in business and the inability to handle the costs of the
litigation?

Mr. MmKwn. Yes; especially the latter. The costs right from the
beginning suggested that it would be terribly expensive.

Senator BwDLZY. Mr. Washington, do you have anything to add?
Mr. W OTON. Yes; I could say we had about 547, according

- to our marine resources people, of working watermen who did not
renew their licenses, and running into a number of them now, we
find that some of them had to go on welfare and a number of other
things.

These men did not have the money to prosecute through litiga-
tion; they were making livings, but they weren't making enoughmoney to hire a lawyer, particularly over a period of time. We are
talking about from the time they instituted suit to some beginning
settlements, has been over 5 years.

Senator BmwumLgy. Is that right, Mr. Midkiff?
Mr. Mm wn. Yes.
Mr. WAsmNGTON. Yes, 5 years in the courts.
Senator BRADLEY. Andif you hadn't settled, it would have been

lnge r?l r. Mm And I am the last. Six months ago the others

dropped out, so I am the last, and it has taken me 3 or 4 months
just to decide what to do from here.

Mr. WASmNGTON. Watermen can't stand 5 years without an
income.

Senator BRADLuY. That is a long time to wait for the fish to come
in. I
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Mr. WASHINGTON. The fish are there; that is the sad part of it.
That is another whole story we are fighting in another hearing.

Senator BRADLEy. Let me ask Mr. Midkiff, and to the extent Mr.
Washington can amplify I would ap reciate it: Did you have a
problem bearing the burden of proof that it was kepone as the
toxic agent that had caused the damages that you claim?

Mr. Mmmn . Well, the problem, they said-they didn't close the
river-Allied Chemical has made that statement, that they weren't
responsible for closing the river, the State closed the river, which is
a play on words. Kepone was a dreaded poison and they knew
better about the poison than anybody; they had done studies on
their product as they do with other products, and they knew this
was a disaster.

But the State stepped in and closed our river, and it is true.
Senator BRADLEY. And the chemical company said they weren't

liable because the State had closed the river?
Mr. MIDKIFF. That is right.
Senator BRADLEY. They would have been liable if the State had

left a poisoned river flow?
Mr. MIDMFl. Exaciy. As far as Allied is concerned, the river

would be open; they would not have closed it.
Senator BR"Lzy. Mr. Washington?
Mr. WASHMGTON. There was never a necessity for the burden of

proof of the agent, the agent being kepone. As Mr. Midkiff points
out, there hap been a tremendous wrangle about who is responsible
for the loss of the economic income: Allied, for putting it in there,
the State and EPA and FDA for closing the river. And this, again,
as I mentioned, bordering on the other-problem, where the toxicity
levels were determined to be far too low. They used a 1,000 per-
cent; the FDA here used a 1,000 percent safety factor, which arbi-
trarily just closed this particular river.

There are negotiations underway with them now to raise that
toxicity level to 1.3, and at that point almost everything in this
river is going to be acceptable. Nobody has determined that this
chemical yet has caused a cancer or an illness in a human being.

Senator BRDLEY. Do you have anything to add, Mr. Early?
Mr. EARLY. I would like to address the latter problem to which

Mr. Washington just addressed himself. We found in many circum-
stances-this is true in the Great Lakes as well-that consumers of
marine products are in opposition to the watermen who are taking
those products over what is a safe level of contamination.

The major reason for this conflict is true is because it is difficult
for the watermen to obtain compensation for their losses when, in
fact, a fishery is closed. Their only alternative is to light closure of
the fishery.

To me, it is a very unfortunate thing that you have consumers,
many of whom are members of the Sierra Club and other environ-
mental organizations, actually working in opposition to the water-
men, both of whom have been in essence damaged by a completely
different entity, namely the spiller.

In addition, we have had some discussions with one of the attor-
neys representing some of the watermen, and Mr. Washington has
mentioned some of the difficulties that have been engaged in just
in establishing exactly what the damages were.
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As I understand, about 13,000 pages of depositions and interroga-
tories have been taken in this litigation just to establish what the
damages were; and that has been over a 3-year period. It was very
obvious that Allied Chemial Co. was pursuing a policy of a war of
attrition in order to wear out its defendants.

Mr. STmm. Mr. Chairman, could I add a word on the burden of
proof?

Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. ST.4i. I think it could be said fairly in the kepone case, the

James River case, the agent responsible, kepone, was pretty clearly
responsible; and there wasn't much problem of buden of proof
there.

But suppose in addition to all the other problems of getting
compensation that you heard these witness testify about, there had
been a very serious question about what the responsible toxic agent
had been? Take, for example, the chemical .control warehouse in
New Jersey, which only last spring-finally burned up after they
had gotten a great many of the worst stuff out of there, a great
many tons of the worst agents out of it. They found dozens, literal-
ly dozens, of different kinds of toxic agents that had been stored
there and which were deteriorating and rusting and rotting and all
the rest.Imagine the problem on a person who was injured of proving
which agent did what and how much was there. Only the people
who put them there could possibly have such records.

Senator BRADLzY. I want to thank all four of you for your testi-
mony. I think it is a valuable addition to the record.

I would urge all of my colleagues to make sure they consider it
in the deliberations on this bill.

Thank you very much.
Our next and final panel consists of Mr. C. Kenneth Claunch,

Mr. Robert F. Mobbs, and Mr. C. D. Van Houweling.
Mr. Claunch is president of the Finish Engineering Co. in Erie,

Pa.; Mr. Mobbs is a member of the Council on Occupational and
Environmental Health, Massachusetts Medical Society; and Mr.
Van Houweling-is he here? How do you say that?

Mr. VAN HoUVlING. Van Houwelmg.
Senator BRADLEY. Who isn't here? Mr. Mobbs?

C. KENNETH CLAUNCH, PRESIDENT, FINISH ENGINEERING CO.,
ERIE, PA.; AND C. D. VAN HOUWELING, DIRECTOR, GOVERN-
MENTAL AFFAIRS, NATIONAL PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL, A
PANEL

STATEMENT OF C. KENNETH CLAUNCH, PRESIDENT, FINISH
ENGINEERING CO., ERIE, PA.

Mr. CLAUNCH. Thank you. You have a two-page outline of my
presentation that I am not going to read, but I would like it to be
entered in the record, please.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Claunch follows:]
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ONE INDUSTRY ANSWER

C. Kenneth Claunch
-'Tinish Engineering Company, Inc.

921 Greengarden Road
Erie, Pennsylvania 16501

-Gentlemen, I understand I have just minutes, so I will get right
to the point. In summary, I am here to urge action on an industry
technology that will stop nearly half of our future hazardous waste
horrors, such as the Love Canal and the Valley of the Drums in
Kentucky, that have been experienced in the past. Further, I will
urge industry Involvement with the Environmental Protection Agency
lf-finding basic solutions to hazardous waste problems. You are-
here to consider funding and other factors for the so-called
Superfund. How many billions of dollars is one of your questions.
These funds are for the cleaning up of the hazardous waste "sins
of the past", but there has been little consideration of tomorrow's
problems -- stopping future so-called "sins". Action appears to be
mandatory on solutions to these problems, otherwise there will be
many XEUTURE SUPRFUNDS.

I will briefly pesent our small industry's technology that can
LITERALLY CUT IN HALF the drums-of hazardous wastes that are buried
in the future. This is a very major technology that has been only
nominally used to date. Wide spread use will reduce the need for
the burial of hundreds of thousands of gallons of hazardous liquid
waste, and therefore, save a huge number of future health problems.

TechnoloQy

The technology is a STILL for waste solvent to recover solvents for
re-use. Here is an example of a contaminated solvent (Exhibit A,
one quart sample). Let me point out the magnitude of these industrial
solvents to the overall waste problem. This chart (Figure 1) shows
the distribution of organic waste in this country. A huge portion
of the liquids buried in drums is organic waste. You will note that
approximately 50 percent of these wastes are industrial solvents con-
taminated after being used for clean-up in plant manufacturing opera-
tions. In other words, this technology deals with a very large por-
tion of the overall problem. The Still does the following: It converts
this material (Exhibit A) into reusable solvent (Exhibit B, sample Jar)
and about this small amount of solid material, like this (Exhibit C,
small sample).

This straight forward and generally overlooked technology has recently
impressed a number of organizations, such as the American Electroplaters
Society, the Society of Plastic Engineers, and of considerable impact,

-69-09 0-80-29
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One Industry Answer - page 2

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) who concurs that it can
reduce the buried waste in this country by an amount approaching
50 percent.

Further, some 20 major manufacturers in the last two years have
been operating these Stills with the result of eliminating some
18,000 drums per year of hazardous waste that were previously
buried. In fact, recycling the same number of drums of expensive
industrial solvent which is derived from crude oil.

Action to Date

In 1976, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act was passed.
This Act (1980) basically tells people what NOT to do. There are
severe penalties. Industry is in ar quandry, in many cases, not
knowing an alternative. An unexpectedly large number of hazardous
dump sites have been found, necessitating Superfund type activities
due to wastes of the past.

Action Proposed

There must be POSITIVE action to eliminate these hazardous wastes in
the future. Legislation can only reduce the quantity of waste. New
technologies, such as we are discussing, are needed to eliminate most
hazardous wastes.

In the last few minutes you have had a mini-view of our industry's
Still. This technology can eliminate nearly half of the buried
wastes. There are, no doubt, other technologies that the excellence
of American industry can propose. But the chemical industry is diverse,
and coordinating the effort is unlikely without government involvement.
What is proposed is Industry involvement for POSITIVE solutions to these
problems, and this will require strong motivation in industry and push
by government.
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APPENDIX

For your information, the additional facts have been
Included:

1. Paper entitled: WASTE SOLVENT STILL, High ROI and

Solves Hazardous Waste Disposal Problem

2. March 1980 PLANT SERVICES magazine article reprint.

3. June 1980 PLATING AND SURFACE FINISHING magazine
article reprint.

4. Butler Mine Tunnel Incident fact sheet.

5. Biographical sketch on C. Kenneth Claunch.

6. CASE POINT Why Waste Still Technology?

7. Proposal to the Environmnetal Protection Agency
entitled "Objective."
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Finish Engineering Company, Inc.
921 Greengarden Road
Erie, Pennsylvania

WASTE SOLVENT STILL

High ROI and Solves Hazardous Waste Disposal Problem

INTRODUCTION

Due to new environmental laws and the increase in crude oil prices,
as a result of OPEC, the cost of all organics, including solvents, has
risen dramatically in recent years. For the smaller company, this has
been particularly-burdensome, since it is very difficult, as is usual
with a smaller company, to pass on these remarkable costs.

Referring to the table below, it is a fact that in 1973 (prior to OPEC),
typical solvent, in this case acetone, cost (net) about 30t a gallon,
composed of its purchase cost and disposal cost. The latter in those
days was a credit (1). These costs have risen to the range of $3.00
a gallon today, and it appears to be rapidly going to $5.00 a gallon.

Cost of Solvent

(This Example:

1973

Acetone, $ per Gallon)

1976 1980 (Feb) Projected

.35 1.35

(.05) (.20)
.30 1.05

We are, thus, approaching the day when the use of industrial (organic)
solvents is analogous to the use of lobster at home - 'A thing of the
past; too expensive'

Solvent recovery processes - usually an adaptation of distillatiov -
have been utilized for quite some time. But these processes have
been for high volume treatment of contaminated solvents. Basically,
these tend toward the 1,000 gallon/hour range and often involve frac-
tional distillation.

Experience and processes for treatment of smaller volumes of solvent
contamination have been lacking. With price increases and the enor-
mous disposal responsibilities facing us, recovery of solvent, for
the small volume user, needed attention. This piper outlines proven,
successful experiences and processes for smaller scale (one drum per
week to one drum per hour) solvent recovery, systems. These processes
are very economical, often having returns on investment, ROIs, in the
100 to 400 percent range.

During this presentation we will show you a
numbers of dollars in avoiding the purchase
even greater importance, a method to comply

way not only to save large
of new solvents, but of
with the new environmental

Purchase

Disposal

Net Cost

2.31

.66

2.97

3.15 - 4.20

.66 - 2.00

3.71 - 6.20
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laws on hazardous chemicals on which the EPA is currently issuing
regulations. Solvents contaminated with paint, grease, and other
miscellaneous materials are identified specifically by the EPA as
"hazardous materials"* and must be handled according to the new
strict laws. The 1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act makes
us liable for these materials cradle-to-grave on, apparently, a
"strict liability" basis (i.e., if there is a violation by others,
the generator is responsible 'no matter what he did right'!). What
makes this situation even more unique is that there are fines (to
$25,000/day) and a personal CRIMINAL liability!

Generally, organic liquid wastes fall into four categories. One, oil
sludges, represent about one-fourth of the total in this country and
are not particularly noxious. There is the category generally called
pasty miscellaneous organic chemicals, and these cover about one-third
of organic liquid wastes. These materials are by-products from organ-
ic synthesis, still bottoms, and the like. They are usually viscous,
high boilers, and often very toxic (e.g. Love Canal contained distil-
lation sludge from pesticide manufacture). The third major category,
industrial solvents, also represents about one-third-plus of the
wastes. We will be talking about these throughout this presentation.
The source of contaminated industrial solvents is many, many users -
small companies like yourselves, and generally used for wash-up oper-
ations. Chlorinated and nonhalogenated solvents are involved. They
are very expensive. Their costs are presently ranging from a rare
2.00 to as high as $12.00 per gallon. The fourth category of organic'iquid waste is of quite well known materials. These are pesticides,
rodenticides, PCBs, and other particularly noxious and/or well pub-
ltcized** toxic chemicals. This fourth category represents only 1 to
2 percent of the U.S. organic wastes total.

SOLVENT RECOVERY WITH STANDARD STILL

(Nominal rate: 4 drums/shift)

How it works:

This batch type solvent recovery technology is the not-new method of
differential distillation combined with recently developed techniques
to allow the controllable boiling and removal of valuable solvents
from residues that can range in viscosity up to 10,000 CPS.

Basically the still operates by heating contaminated solvents to form
vapors of pure solvents, condensing them outside the still to collect
a clear, purified solvent mixture. The difficult aspect of this oper-
ation is that the residue in the still is becoming more and more vis-
cous. The gist of the technology of this still is (1) to have instru-
ments that can readily alert the operator when the viscosity or thick-
ness of the residue in the still is beginning to increase. In lay

* Federal Register, Vol. 43, No. 243, p. 58957, 250.14 (a).
-* Publicity often increases the-perceived toxicity of a chemical,

which, in essence, makes it more toxic from a regulatory standpoint!
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terms, we want to continue to boil the material until the residue
is about the consistency of catsup and not go as far as the con-
sistency of peanut butter.

The viscosity instrument is quite simple and non-plugging (very,
very important when dealing with such thick medias). When the
material Is too thick, shut-down is automatic.

It Is also essential (2) to have a means of eliminating caking on
the heated wall. A patent pending device that, in essence, scrapes
the wall with a non-wearing, non-sparking razor-blade-like knife
every five seconds is utilized. Heat transfer coefficients of over
200 Btu/hr - ft' - OF can be maintained even to visc3sities of over
5,000 centipoise.

Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the still. (A) is the boiling cham-
ber into which the contaminated solvent is pumped. Heat is supplied
from a boiler at (E) to the steam jacket at (B. The internal scraper
Is indicated by (D). The vapors of solvent(s) exit the unit at the
top and are condensed by an air cooled or water cooled condenser (C)
filling the clean solvent drum to the left. The highly reliable con-
trols at (E) tell the operator that his viscosity is satisfactory.

In actual operation the operator does the following: Into an empty
still he pumps two 55-gallon drums of contaminated solvent. He turns
on the still an7-then can leave the area. The unit will boil and con-
dense one drum and shut itself off. When the operator returns, he
pumps in another drum of contaminated solvent and places an empty
clean drum under the condenser.- Again, he turns on the still and
leaves the area. Typically, this will continue until 10 drums have
been added and nine drums of clean solvent(s) recovered, a 90% re-
covery. The remaining one drum of residue is drained out the bottom
of the still into a sludge drum. This sludge can be disposed of by
EPA approved methods (e.g. certain land fills) or by processing it
in a manner to be discussed later in this presentation.

Economics

The return on investment from this process is often startling. If
a company has JUST one drum per day of contaminated solvent, the re-
turn on investment (ROI) will be approximately 100%, a one year pay-
out! It is very common that many users have ROIs of 200-400%. One
user in Indiana has been operating his still for 3 years at 28 gallons/
hour, 24 hours/day, 5 days/week. He processes 14,300 gallons/month
with a yield of 93%. Using a minimal cost of this ketone of $2.00+
per gallon, his savings currently amount to approximately 1/3 of a
million dollars! For a low 5-figure investment!

Another example is a still at GTE-Sylvania in Tennessee. See Figure 2.
This still is nearly 100% automatic, being fed from an underground tank
and the clear recovered solvent flows by gravity to another under-
ground tank -- labor input is nominal. The engineer in charge is
quoted as follows:
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"Our still extends the life of our acetone tremendously. With the
exception of losses through process evaporation and sludge collection,
we are able to use the same acetone for a minimum of six cycles. This
solvent life extension has decreased our cost per gallon from $t-.45 to
about 30t which includes our cost of operating the reclaimer.

"In addition to this bulk reclaiming operation, we are enjoying further
savings by reclaiming thousands of gallons of drummed acetone and al-
cohol collected during prior years. By reclaiming we return it to the
drum and use it over and over.

"The combination of savings, which in total exceed $50,000 a year, the
peace of mind from virtual independence from outside solvent availa-
bility, and our compliance with tough new hazardous waste disposal
standards makes in-house solvent reclaiming a great addition to our
operation."

SOLVENT RECOVERY WITH STEAM/IN SITU (IN DRUM) DISTILLATION

(Nominal Rate: one drum/shift)

How it works:

This process works by distilling the solvents directly out of the drum
to a condenser for collection. Leaving the material in its drum is a
real advantage since many drums cannot be pumped out completely (in
cases, not at all). Further, if the goal is to remove all solvents
(as in the case in this process), the final non-volatile material will
be a rock or sand-like 'mess' - best left in a disposable drum rather
than in processing equipment causing, perhaps, costly clean-up.

The distilling is done by a special method (patent pending) of steam
injection safely into the contaminated liquid or sludge in the drum.
As a result, the condensate is both water and solvent (in most cases
the solvent is immiscible in water, therefore, easily separated. If
the solvent is miscible with water -- very few are -- this process is
not applicable).

The drum of material can, of course, be the viscous residue from the
previously discussed (still) operation, or in the case of a very small
usage, from the user's process. This is to say, if a company only
has one drum per day or one drum per week, this process would be eco-
nomical and recommended.

The operating sequence is as follows: The drum is placed inside a
special insulated Cabinet. The band steam heater (part of the cabi-
net) is closed around the drum. A very special (but inexpensive)
steam sparger line is inserted into the drum through the smaller bung
opening in the top of the drum and connected by a flexible line to the
controlled steam line. The larger (2") bung opening is connected by a
flexible line that goes to the condenser. By simple temperature control
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the following occurs: The liquid is heated to the boiling temperature
by the steam Jacket, so called "dry heat." This temperature is the
azeotropic boiling point of the solvent-water mixture that will exist
inside the drum (due to-some water condensation in the drum). For
example, if the solvent was toluene (normal boiling point of 2310F)
the azeotropic boiling temperature is 1850F. It will always be less
than the boiling point of water, 212OF - no matter what solvent is in
the drum. This is a real advantage, allowing the recovery of even
high boilers, 300-400OF range, with Just steam.

When at this azeotropic boiling point, the steam to the sparger is
activated and the steam enters the liquid in the drum by the special
sparger. Two phenomena occur: (1) part of the steam strips the sol-
vent into vapor which exits the drum; and (2) of critical importance,
the steam, if properly sparged into the liquid, will cause heat trans-
fer into the whole mass rather than Just to localize areas of the sludge
causing caking and slowing of the heat transference which would nullify
the entire process.

This is the gist of this technology. To explain: The contaminated
solvent will start, perhaps, as fluid and become thicker and thicker
until it reaches an infinite viscosity (1), i.e. it ends up as a solid.
Thus, one-would ask how the heat is effectively transferred to this
extremely thick material towards the end of the process. The answer
is that the water, condensed due to earlier heat transfer (discussed
above), is the heat transfer media to the final solid contamination.
In a typical, properly operated situation, there will be about 10 gal-
lons of water in the drum at the end of the solvent stripping.

The steam and solvent vapor enter a condenser, similar to the condenser
on the still discussed earlier, and condenses. A simple two-layer sep-
aration tank removes the condensed water from the condensed liquid solvent.

At the end of the operation the temperature will rapidly rise from the
boiling temperature up to 212 0F, the boiling point of water, indicating
there is no solvent left. At this point, the steam to the sparger stops.
The dry heat (Jacket) continues until the water is boiled away.

After this operation, the drum is removed from the cabinet. The top of
the drum is cut off. The toxic, non-volatile contaminants, often looking
like rocks or sand, that remain are pulled out of the drum with the dis-
posable steam sparger. This solid material can be disposed of by sa?-,
legalmethods, usually directly to an approved land fill.

Figure 3 shows the solid residue from this process. This is a dramatic
picture, in that it represents the solid, non-volatile toxic materials
that originally (before both processes described herein) were contami-
nated -about 800 gallons of solvent! That is, the processes yielded
about 770 gallons of pure solvents and this 'rock'; good from a hazard-
ous wastes and an economic standpoint. The disposable sparger pipe can
be seem sticking out the top of this 'rock'. The bottom of the rock,
you will note, conforms to the inside of a 55-gallon drum, i.e. the
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bottom of the rock is 22" in diameter (to give the reader a dimen-
sional reference).

Economics:

The economics are very similar to the still discussed above. The
return on investment (ROI) ranges from 75 to 300%. Investment is
just at the 5-figure range.

Labor input required is essentially nominal since the operation is
automatic once the drum is put into the unit.

CONCLUSION

The 1976 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act states:

"(c) Materials - The Congress finds with respect to materials,
that --

"(1) millions of tons of recoverable material which could
be used are needlessly buried each year;

"(2) methods are available to separate usable materials
from solid waste; and

"(3) the recovery and conservation of such materials can
reduce the dependence of the United States on foreign
resources and reduce the deficit in its balance of
payments."

We have revealed in this presentatinn high viscosity distillation pro-
cesses that have the capability to recover materials just as Congress
dictated above. Distillation is rarely thought of as a waste treat-
ment process. But, in fact, it is one of the best, yielding recycla-
ble materials (as solvents, discussed herein) or clean liquid conden-
sates that can be incinerated without resultant toxic fly-ash-like
solids in the effluent gas. Distillation energy cost is minimal,
only about 2t to 3t per gallon, relative to the high value of the
recovered material and/or the high value of avoiding hazardous sol-
vents.

The specific processes discussed for industrial organics (solvents,
etc.) in drum quantities allow economical recovery and, also, waste
elimination for even the smallest company.



Figure 1: Flow Diagram, Standard Still

Figure 2: Photo of Still on Operation

Figure 3: Dramatic Picture Showing All the Non-Volatile,
Toxic Contamination from 800 Gallons of Waste
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(Patent applied for)

Figure 1

Diagram explains basic
cosity and temperature
scraper (D) are key to

still operation. Dual vis-
control (E) and internal wall
the process.
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RECOVERY

4 Yousc go to
conservstive, and cynic
estimates for rccover) 0
arc going to be efflue
recovered b. the equipr
goins to be downtime
cakulate downtime bel
your insestmcnt.
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RECYCUNG SOLVENT
Solvent recovery is

attractve for the small us
Kenneth Claunch. Fin
Co.. Erie. PA. With ot
companies generating
one drum of spent sol
contaminated solvent ia d
out of the drum. This ap

be careful, advantages of leaving the residue in a
al in rcv being dispoable drum and circumventing
Iuipmen Ther costly cleanup.
at streams not Distillation is accomplished by steam
ient and there s injection into the material in the drum.

You'e got to which is placed inside an insulated
fore )ou make cabinet. A steam sparSer line is inserted

into the drum and connaetd to a
controlled steam line. Another line gs
to the condenser. Dunng heating, says
Mr. Claunch. the steam and solvent
vapor enter a cotdensor. and are
separated. Afterwards, the drum is
removed from tb cabinet. the top of the
drum is cut off. and toxic. non-volatile
cotanunants are removed in rock-like
form from the dispoble steam sparger.
The solid waste shown in the photo on
this page is the remains of 800 gal of

CLAUNC solvent. About 770 lb of pure solvent was
yilded.

Mr. Clauneh decnbed a second
rT device, for large flows (four drums per
economically shift). that affords recovery in a still

er, according to which includes a razor-blade-like surface
ih Engineering taI crapePs the recovery chamber eve ry S
se process, for see to eliminate development of a cake on
approximately the heated walls. For botl systems, the
vent per shift, recovery rate is said to be nine barrels of
stilled directly pure solvent for every 10 barrels
proach has the processed One user, claims Mr

Claunch. has used the latter tem for 3
years and saved about 5330.000
processing 14.300 pl/month of ketone.
Invest nt in the distillation systems is
said to be in the low five-fiSure range.

SOLID WASTE

MWi f"aeW mui reei 0 tonbw SW
heaaow weso. 1PA's Kwt RMgu repons.

Because metal finishing wastes now
have been classified u hazardo,
companies generating, treating, storing.
or dumping must file reports with EPA.
which will then senfy recipt with the
assignment of an identification number
to keep track of hazardous-wale
handlers

Kurt Riegel. FPA's Office of Energy
and Environmental Technology, spelled
out the regulations during the soid-waste
session ofthe EPA AES conference Mr
Riegel ,aid 350,000 industrial
establishments believed to handle
hazardous waste would be contacted
directly) by EPA for the purposes. of

clasification During this contacting, a
bricf form must be filled out and returned
by the industrial user within 90 days of
promulgation of the definition% of
hazardous waste, to be contained in
Section 3001 of the RCRA regulations
Thew regulations were expected on April
30. but now the target date is May 16
Those who do not receive forms in the
mail can find them in the February 26
Federal Rvergorr or obtain them from
any of EPA's regional office. to %hith
the form% must be sent

Since the conlcrence. PASF has
learned that the following wastes have
been turned hiaardous il) wastewaler
treatment sludges from plating
operations. (2) spent plating bath
solution,,. 13) sludge from platIg tanks.
and (4) spent stopping and cleaning
solutions. his information %a, made
available by Gary 114etrich. Office of
solid Waste

Mr Dietrich added. -11S perception
ne've made As that all of thc-. arc going to

have vufficieni amounts. of pollutants to
be classified as- haiardous.

Generators with on-site diposal
facilities must prepare an additional
form. due 180 days after the May

regulations appear this is to notify F PA
that the) have a disposal site. whereupon
the agcnc %Ill allow them to continue
dumping under Interim Status Standards
JISS). to be delineated in the Ma.
publication though regulatios on
landfills are fonheoming this ill, Mr
)ierich says it ma% take 5 or 6 years to

write permits for disposal sites. dic to the
numerous applications that wit, ha.e to
be reviewed

I)uring the conference. Mr Riegel
pointed out that regulations
promulgated on Fcbruar) 26 stipulate
that generators must determine if their
wastes are hazardous, prepare a manifest
for shipping, and obey packaging rules of
the )ept ol Transporsation If the
generator within 55 days d.)s not receive
a copy of his manife%t fron the disposal-
site authority, he must noiif) E PA of this
failure within 45 days this is EPA's
assurance that waste is reaching a
disposal site The generator also will be
required to file annual reports about his
haardous-wasic activit) Transporters
are responsible for rtaiing copies of
manifests for . years, accepting only
properl) packaged wastes. and ckanig
up spills

Raep l firm PLATI AND SURFACE FWMI4IN,. June. IMO
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BUTLER MINE TUNNEL INCIDENT

(Pennsylvania's 'Love Canal')

PROBLEM Chemicals criminally dumped in 8" hole leading to
extensive mine structures beneath. 2MM gallons!
Testimony from dozens of contract-waste tank truck
drivers. July, 1979a 'solvent slick' in Susquehanna
River, 35 miles long. $MM already involved.

Xylenes, toluene, chlorinated hydrocarbons (excellent
solvents) are the major organics present; part of the
"dirty six" indicator chemicals.

Quoted (with permission)
James W. Chester, Regional Director
Pennsylvania Department of Environ-
mental Resources

SOLUTION Xylenes, toluene, and chlorinated hydrocarbons contami-
nated with paint sludge, chlorobenzene, and others
could EASILY have been separated to yield valuable ($2-
$4/gal.) solvent cuts of xylenes, toluene, etc., with
the still technology. That is, THE BUTLER INCIDEN( WAS
AVOIDABLE, TECHNICALLY AND ECONOMICALLY.

Quoted (with facts and knowledge)
C. Kenneth Claunch, President
Finish Engineering Company, Inc.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

C. Kenneth Claunch
Finish Engineering Company, Inc.

921 Greengarden Road
Erie, Pennsylvania 16501

Academic History

Villanova University (B.Sc. in 1955)
Received American Institute of Chemical Engineers Ziesburg Award
in 1955; American Chemical Society - Philadelphia Academic Award;
thesis presented at conference and published (TAPPI - Technical
Association, Pulp and Paper Industry) 1956

University of Notre Dame (M.Sc. 1956)
Recipient of Reilly Fellowship

Harvard University (1979)
Advanced Business Management Program

Industrial Experience

Co-founder of Calsicat Company, currently Calsicat Division of
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, a major supplier of chemical cata-
lysts. Research, development, and production of chemical cata-
lysts, marketing and corporate management. (13 years service)

Currently President of Finish Engineering Comrpany, supplier of solvent
recovery equipment, automatic decorating equipment, and pumps and
mixers. Current member of American Institute of Chemical Engineers
and the Society of Plastic Engineers. Holder of five patents plus
several pending. Author of a number of published articles and
technical presentations at national conferences. (12 years service)
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CASE POINT

WHY WASTE STILL TECHNOLOGY?

ACTION BY EPA

A. The technology is USA technically developed distil-
lation principles, operating on full scale use by
key, large USA firms, and successfully reclaiming
valuable solvents, alleviating potential corporate
and personal financial liabilities, and reducing
dependency on foreign oil supplies.

B. To save future lives by causing a very major re-
duction in toxic waste liquids going into the
ground or being partially incinerated.

C. To conserve and recover major resources, as is the
purpose of RCRA and as is stated by Congress in RCRA:

"(c) Materials - The Congress finds with respect
to materials, that -

"(1) millions of tons of recoverable material
which could be used are needlessly buried
each year;

"(2) methods are available to separate usable
materials from solid waste; and

"(3) the recovery and conservation of such
materials can reduce the dependence of
the United States on foreign resources
and reduce the deficit in its balance
of payments."

D. Fact: Waste Still technology has shown its valuable
contribution to satisfying RCRA specifications. Ex
ample: 13 drums of organic waste liquid converted to
12 drums of high grade solvent with one drum of residue
capable of disposal, incineration, or landfill.

E. To overcome, in this one major incidence, the typical
industry complaint that "EPA does not understand econom-
ics and causes excessive job losses."

69-0 0-80-30
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OBJECTIVE

The establishment of an educational and communicative
campaign by the EPA, via a Governmental/Industrial
Advisory Committee, disseminating known, developed
technology on the conversion of hazardous waste to
reusable products and affecting costs and liabilities
for hazardous waste disposals.

The Committee, through the auspicious of the EPA, would
thereby cast the EPA in the role of advisor.

A key target of technology dissemination would center
on improving use of developed distillation that has
tremendous toxic waste reduction and economic benefit.
Waste Solvent Still can convert contaminated solvents
into clear, reusable solvents (90-95% typical) and solids
or semi-solids (5-10%).

Mr. CLAUNCH. Mr. Chairman, I will be following an outline you
see to your right. I am here on a somewhat different approach to
this problem. The problem is hazardous waste, and I am approach-
ing it from quite a different angle.

I would like to urge very strongly legislation that would motivate
technical solutions, or technical answers, to stop the flow of hazard-
ous wastes into our environment.

I am a technical person with a chemical engineering background
and engineering in general.

We have talked about a superfund to clean up this country's past
sins. Regulations have recently been put out in the Resource Con-
servation Recovery Act. As you may know, there is no resource
recovery or conservation in those regulations, and little is antici-
pated. It tells people basically what not to do; it is somewhat
similar, in my opinion, to this country's energy problem; that some-
body has to get technical solutions to stopping the flow of hazard-
ous wastes.

I am under the impression that Washington generally believes
that you can legislate hazardous wastes out of existence. My tech-
nical view is that you cannot; you can reduce it, but you cannot
legislate it away. The reason for that is there are many, many
diverse industries involved in the development of waste materials.
There are many, many ways to simply dump the material, so to
speak, to cheat. The midnight dumper has been referred to.

Legislation alone will not stop hazardous waste, but technical
answers will; and I am here because myself and others in our
industry have seen that there apparently is little being done in
what obviously is a monstrous problem.

Senator Heinz earlier mentioned a report where the hazardous
waste problem is growing. The waste problem is growing not only
in their awareness of dumps but also in the amount of materials
going into the ground.

The way I ran into my position is as follows: Our industry has
developed a new technology that I am here to mention. It is basi-
cally a still. In fact, if nothing else, I am one of the only- witnesses
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to bring a hazardous waste with me. It is hazardous waste from a
company in New England.

Senator BRADLEY. Just keep it down there.
Mr. CLAUNCH. The material is defined as a hazardous waste. This

still is something like a moonshine still. You can see this is a
distribution of the sources of organic liquid waste in this country.
By the way, I think these data would be desirable for earlier
presentation.

You can see that the blue is oil sludge; the green is basically
byproducts from organic synthesis, and the red area, which repre-
sents 50 percent of the total, is industrial solvents-solvents that
industry used for cleaning up, whether it be grease, paint, oil, or
what have you. It is a monstrous amount of material, industrial
solvents.

The still that I refer to attacks that problem. Organic liquid
wastes represent almost all of the drums of liquid going into the
ground. The reason, unfortunately, is simple: The rest of the wastes
are water based and dissolve in rivers, so you don't have that
problem rather, we have the problem but it doesn't show up.

Our industry still basically takes this material that I exhibit and
converts it in that proportion to reusable solvent-the small rock
material. This example is all from one particular customer. That is
what the still does.

Distillation is very simple; it was probably invented by the
Greeks many years ago, but the technology has recently come to
play in our industry. I attempted to present thi3 to EPA, without
being able to get anybody to listen to me. Then I got my Congress-
man to make me an appointment. I did, in fact, get to present it to
one of the top people at EPA, and he concurred with the following:
That it does represent about half of the total problem; that the
process does, in fact, work; that the process could solve approach-
ing half of the hazardous liquid chemicals going into the ground.

But h2e said, "I-EPA-cannot work on this type of problem. We
are to regulate, not get involved in solutions."

Now, I don't go for that because I know there are lives to be
saved here, and my reaction was, "Fine, I will see if I can come
here and get you al1 to pass some legislation where they can work
on it, or somebody can work on it."

My approach, or my recommendation, here, is somewhat differ-
ent, because the actions to date have been, as was noted there,
what shouldn't be done. There has been cleanup of the sins of the
past with the superfund. There are severe penalties, financial and
personal. Basically, industry is in a heck of a quandry as to what to
do.

As an example, hazardous wastes can be put into approved land-
fdls; at the same time many people at EPA will tell you there will
be no approved landfills for liquid flowable hazardous waste. So
they are in a quandry.

What I propose is, because of the nature of this problem, the
Government is going to have to get involved. Yes, I agree with
cleaning up past sins with the superfund-type activities, and I
agree with regulations and manifest systems.

The Government is going to have to get involved in technical
answers and solutions to this type of problem.
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American industry can develop them, but the industries that
form an enormous quantity of the wastes are the middle-sized and
smaller industries. Government has to bring this further together.

I have further recommendations on how the Government can do
this, but that is the end of the presentation.

Mr. MOBBS. I guess I just came to clarify some previous testimo-
ny that I gave on June 23, 1954, when you were in grammar school,
I guess.

Senator BRALzy. June 24, 1954?
Mr. MOBBS. Yes, sir. That was testimony on the Miller amend-

-ment to the food and drug law. And there was a Snate hearing by,
I think, Labor and Public Welfare. At that time I was in medical
practice in Aberdeen, N.C., a little town where two big pesticide
mixing plants are located. And my niece died suddenly in convul-
sions, living adjacent to one of these plants. This is the year in
which lindane was introduced for widespread use. And it was
mixed with DDT and sulfur.

It is for cotton dust and use in other things. After her death I
found lindane had been released for widespread use without any-
body doing a breathing experiment on animals. And at the same
time it was being released for use in vaporizing devices in restau-
rants and homes. It is still used somewhat for this kind of use.

The other very interesting use made of it was in the planting
water of tobacco. And lindane at that time and for several years
contaminated tobacco grossly. -

You know lindane better today as the major chemical that is
buried in Love Canal. I bring this up to say that this committee
should pass strong legislation that would put the burden on indus-
try, particularly if industry has been negligent in being careful of
the public health. If they have ignored or minimized or expressed
or falsified data, then I think that they should bear major responsi-
bility for the financial care of waste dumps that have been created.

Now in 1954 I suggested that DDT, deldrin, and lindane were
carcinogenic. A professor of biochemistry, Dr. Erwin Shaguly, had
used lindane to produce cellular abnormalities in tissue culture. It
suggests a cancer-like change. The real interesting thing he did, he
overcame this effect by bathing the tissue in an osatall, one of your
B-vitamins that at that time he thought lindane interfered with.
'Senator BRADLEY. Was what?

Mr. MOBBS. Well, that lindane was the antimetabulite of. Now
industry has disputed this but I personally believe it true. And he
is about to work on the company.

I think the interesting thing was that in 1954 at a meeting like
this I suggested that cancer-causing chemicals or probably cancer-
causing chemicals be kept at zero content in food and also in
tobacco. I think I talked to Congressman DeLaney that night for
fear that somebody would sue me or shoot me for what I said. And
four years later he got that through as the DeLaney amendment
but it was applied only twice to pesticides, which are the major
contaminant that has occurred in food and maybe water.

The DeLaney amendment was applied on the cranberry scare in
1959. Cranberry was banned because it had a cancer-causing pesti-
cide. And the following year $8 million worth of milk was thrown
out in the Washington/Baltimore milkshed on Food and Drug
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orders. But then pressure was applied on the FDA to reinterpret
the DeLaney amendment. And never since has it been applied to
pesticides or herbicides or other incidental contaminants, although
they have been the major substances that are carcinogenic, that
have contaminated food.

Now at that meeting in 1954 somebody suggested that industry
should run with what they had and that it was improbable that
there would be an increase in cancer. And somebody told me to
come back in 20 years. Now it is now 26 years and I have tabulated
the increase in cancer that has occurred since that time by taking
the incidents of cancer, the deaths from cancer per 100,000 that
occurred in the year during the Second World War that DDT and
Lindane were produced, and applying that rate to the population of
the country that I got from the Census Bureau for each year since,
and subtracting that figure from the total cancer deaths that have
occurred by year.

It is perhaps of interest that more than 2 million people have
died, more than could have been anticipated at the time I made
that statement.

Now some will say that the deaths are due to tobacco but I
include tobacco as a substance that through the years has been
grossly contaminated, first with the substance that Monsanto is
worried about up in a northern State, lead arsenate that they
walked away from in the 1930's, was the first widely used pesticide
that contaminated crops and also tobacco; and then DDT, Deldrin,
Lindale, Toxafeen, and other substances up until now have always
contaminated tobacco.

I feel that industry has been a little lax. And Monsanto, for
example, owned that Woolven dumpsite that was on TV last night
and sold it in the 1930's-

Senator BLADLEY. The what dumpsite?
Mr. MoBms. Woolven, Mass., dumpsite. NBC, I think, had it on

last night. I have a copy of a letter and a fellow editor of the Tech
Review at MIT wrote to the FDC urging that we feel that Mon-
santo unduly tried to influence people with their ad last year on
TV where they said without chemicals life itself would be impossi-
ble. This is a gross oversimplification of the effect of chemicals.
And I have a copy of this letter that we sent.

I guess my time is up.
Senator BRADLEY. All right. Thank you very much.
Now Mr. Van Houweling.

STATEMENT OF C. D. VAN HOUWELING, DIRECTOR, GOVERN-
MENTAL AFFAIRS, NATIONAL PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL

Mr. VAN HOUwE NG. Mr. Chairman, I am happy to have this
opportunity to present the views of our National Pork Producers
Council who represent about 100,000 members, and to speak in
behalf of the Nation's over 400,000 pork producers.

We would like to present our views on the general principles of
establishing this fund for providing for liability, compensation,
cleanup, and emergency response For, hazArdous substances re-
leAed into the environment and the cleanup of inactive hazard
waste disposal sites. We note that the Senate Committee on Envi-
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Tonment and Public Works has completed an exhaustive study in
their report No. 96-848, dated July 11, 1980. We doubt that any
study we could- undertake could match the thoroughness of their
review and we therefore accept the committee's conclusion.

What I wish to do is to speak to the need for some relief for food
producers, especially pork producers. Prior to my employment with
the National Pork Producer's Council, I spent almost 12 years as
Director of the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine of the Food and
Drug Administration-FDA. As a result of that responsibility I had
a great deal of firsthand experience with the accidental contamina-
tion of poultry and livestock by toxic chemicals. In fact, I presented
a paper to the American Veterinary Medical Association in 1977
which briefly documented the many incidents up to that time of
food animals becoming contaminated from exposures to halogenat-
ed hydrocarbons such as dieldrin, hexachlorobenzene and the bi-
phenyls, both the polychlorinated-PCB and polybrominated bi-
phenyls-PBB, and to other chemicals.

In that paper I outlined the PBB incident in Michigan where the
companies involved had $50 million of insurance coverage which
was exhausted and there were $200 million worth of lawsuits pend-
ing. In this and other similar incidents the effect on individual
farmers and their families is absolutely catastrophic.

Approximately a year ago there was a large incident of PCB
contamination of hogs in Montana and some surrounding States. In
this case the PCB leaked from some electrical equipment in a meat
packing plant and contaminated feed that was fed to hogs. The
contaminated feed caused residues of PCB in hogs above the per-
missible level established by the FDA.

Large numbers of animals had to be sacrificed because they
could not be utilized for food. In addition to this, the entire market-
ing system was disrupted for some weeks after the discovery of the
problem. Before animals could be sent to slaughter, they had to be
tested to determine that they did not harbor violative residues. For
a period there was no market for swine in the whole area-meat
packers were refusing to buy until animals were shown to be
within the established tolerance.

Again the effect on individual producers was catastrophic. The
producers were innocent victims of an accident they could not have
avoided. Also they were pawns in the cumbersome governmental
operations attempting to deal with the problem after it was recog-
nized. I am glad to report that the Department of Agriculture is
giving attention to how these emergencies can be handled better in
the future.

In the paper I referred to earlier and which I'd like to have
included in the record, I discussed 15 individual incidents of chemi-
cal contamination of feed which led to extensive animal deaths or
to food contamination at levels that caused them to be considered
hazardous to public health. In either case, individual animal
owners suffer disastrous losses because if the anin-als become con-
taminated so that they are unacceptable for food use they have to
be sacrificed or retained for unrealistic times to allow the animals
to eliminate the residues. In some cases, as with the halogenated
hydrocarbons, the elimination is so slow that it is usually economi-
cally impossible.
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In addition to the 15 incidents described in the paper, I know
there have been additional incidents since that time. These will
continue to occur because there is no possible way to avoid all of
them. It is literally impossible to test all animal feed ingredients
before feeding them to animals. As a result there will be feed
contamination accidents which will lead to food animal contamina-
tions and the sacrificing of animals by individual owners who are
victims of a chain of events which they cannot always avoid. They
are at the end of the line and if their property has to be destroyed
and sacrificed for the benefit of the public health, they should be
eligible for compensation for their losses.

Because of this we are pleased that paragraphs (N) and (0) of
section 6(aX1) of the bill under consideration make it possible to
compensate an agricultural producer or processor. We strongly
support this provision of S. 1480 and urge its adoption.

I would be glad to also try to answer any questions if there are
some.

Senator BRADLzy. Thank you, Mr. Van Houweling.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Van Houweling follows:j
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NATIONAL PORK PRODUCERS COUNCIL

STATEMENT ON s-1480

TO

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1980

Submitted by:

C. D. Van Houweling, D.V.M.
Director of Government Affairs

STATEMENT ON S-1480 TO
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We are happy to have this opportunity to present the views of
the National Pork Producers Council, representing almost 100,000
members and to speak in behalf of the nation's over 400,000
pork producers.

We would like to present our views on the general principles of
establishing this fund for providing for liability, compensation,
cleanup, and emergency response for hazardous substances released
into the environment and the cleanup of inactive hazard waste
disposal sites. We note that the Senate Committee on Environment
and Public Works has completed an exhaustive study in their report
number 96-848, dated July 11, 1980. We doubt that any study we
could undertake could match the thoroughness of their review and
we therefore accept the committee's conclusion.

What I wish to do is speak to the need for some relief for food
producers, especially pork producers. Prior to my employment with
the National Pork Producers Council, I spent almost twelve years
as Director of the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine of the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). As a result of that responsibility I
had a great deal of first-hand experience with the accidental con-
tamination of poultry and livestock by toxic chemicals. In fact,
I presented a paper to the American Veterinary Medical Association
in 1977 which briefly documented the many incidents up to that
time of food animals becoming contaminated from exposures to
halogenated hydrocarbons such as dieldiin hexachlorobenzene and
the biphenyls, both the polychlorinated (PCB) and polybrominated
biphenyls (PBB), and to other chemicals. In that paper I outlined
the PBB incident in Michigan where the companies Involved had $50
million of insurance coverage which was exhausted and there were
$200 million worth of lawsuits pending. In this and other similar
incidents the effect on individual farmers and their families is
absolutely catastrophic.

Approximately a year ago there was a large incident of PCB contamin-
ation of hogs in Montana and some surrounding states. In this case
the PCB leaked from some electrical equipment in a meat packing
plant and contaminated feed that was fed to hogs. The contaminated
feed caused residues of PCB in hogs above the permissible level
established by the FDA. Large numbers of animals had to be sacri-
ficed because they could not be utilized for food. In addition to
this, the entire marketing system was disrupted for some weeks after
the discovery of the problem. Before animals could be sent to
slaughter, they had to be tested to determine that they did not
harbor violative residues. For a period there was no market for
s*'ine in the whole area--meat packers were refusing to buy until
animals were shown to be within the established tolerance.
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Again the effect on individual producers was catastrophic. The
producers were innocent victims of an accident they could not
have avoided. Also they were pawns in the-cumbersome governmental
operations attempting to deal with the problem after it was
recognized. I am glad to report that the Departent of Agriculture
is giving attention to how these emergencies can be handled better
in the future.

In the paper I referred to earlier and which I'd like to have
included in the record, I discussed fifteen individual incidents
of chemical contamination of feed which led to extensive animal
deaths or to food contamination at levels that caused them to
be considered hazardous to public health. In either case, indi-
vidual animal owners suffer disastrous losses because if the
animals become contaminated so that they are unacceptable for
food use they have to be sacrificed or retained for unrealistic
times to allow the animals to eliminate the residues. In some
cases, as with the halogenated hydrocarbons, the elimination is
so slow that it is usually economically impossible.

In addition to the fifteen incidents described in the paper, I
know there have been additional incidents since that time. These
will continue to occur because there is no possible way to avoid
all of them. It is literally impossible to test all animal feed
ingredients before feeding them to animals. As a result there
will be feed contamination accidents which will lead to food animal
contaminations and the sacrificing of animals by individual owners
who are victims of a chain of events which they cannot always
avoid. They are at the end of the line and if their property has
to be destroyed and sacrificed for the benefit of the public health,
they should be eligible for compensation for their losses.

Because of this we are pleased that paragraphs (N) and (0) of
section 6 (a) (1) of the bill under consider.ior. make it possible
to compensate an agricultural producer or processor. We strongly
support this provision of S-14 80 and urge its adoption.

If there are any questions which I might be able to answer, I will
be glad to do so.
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Role of the Food and Drug Administration Concerning
Chemical Contaminants in Animal Feeds
C. D. Van Hou,,eUins, DVM; William B. Bizler, VMD; John R. McDowel, DVM

SUMMARY
Chemical contamination of animal feeds and feed

ingredients is of concern to the Food and Drug Admin-
istration. Contamination by industrial chemicals such
as polychlorinated biphenyls and polybrominated biphe-
nyls: heavy metals such as lead. cadmium, and mercury;
and pesticides such as dieldrin and chlordane exemplify
the problem in feeds and the resulting problem of tissue
residues in human foods.

INDUSrtiAL chemicals are in our environment--our air,
water, food, and things we touch. Development and pro-
duction of synthetic organic chemicals has inc;ased
dramatically since World War It. About 30,000 organ,%
chemicals are controlled by the Environmental Protc-
tion Agency (EPAI under the Toxic Subetances Con rol
Act. and about 240.000 organic chemicals are listed in
the National Library of Medicine's Chern.Line and Tox-
Line data bases. ManY of these chemicals have become
essential to aur standard of living, and their production
contributes significantly to our national economy. They
are used in medicine, clothing, transportation, commu.
nications, recreational equipment, and other industrial
and consumer goods. Sales of these chemicals now ex-
ceed S1t0 billion yearly and represent 6% of our Grows
National Product. Almost 19 million workers are
employed by the chemical and chemical-dependent
industries. t
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Although we have enjoyed the extensive economic
and social benefits of these chemicals, we have not
realized the extent of the risks that may be associated
with them. For many of these chemicals, there is no
adequate method to evaluate the risk of low.level ex-
posure to them over a generation.

Several episodes of feed contamination by industrial
chemicals and their effects are described. Much of the
data was obtained from the investigation] files of the
Food and Drug Administration 1FDA), EPA, and the
US Department of Agriculture. as well as from commu-
nication with state laboratories.

Haloinated Hydrocarbons
Halogenated hydrocarbons accumulate or "biomag-

nify" in body fat. Dieldrin and hexachlorobenzena
(cal) are dramatic examples; they partition in the body
so that. for dieldrin, concentrations in fat are about 10
times the concentration in feed" and. for HCS, approx.
imately 25 to 30 times the concentration in feed In
growing chickens. Broiler chicken because of their
enormous food intake, demonstrate biomagnification. At
I day of age, a chicken eats 14% of its body weight
daily: this gradually decreases until, by market age (6-7
wk), the chicken is eating 5 to 6% of its body weight
daily. The range for swine feed intake is 8 to 4% and
for ruminants about 2.3% of body weight. regardless
of age.'

Polyclhorinated Biphenys
An example of the danger of uncontrolled chemical

contaminant is that of the halogenated hydrocarbons.
chiedy polychloriated biphenyls ( a). When this class
of chemicals was introduced in the 1930s. their toiciki-
was so little recognized that they were considered for
use as a substitute for chicle in chewing gum. Later

I153
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they were used in everything from electrical transform.
ers to carbonless copy paper, although there were few
if any agricultural uses for PcI. Millions of pounds of
rcz were produced and released into the environment
before scientists fly realized their toxic and persistent
nature. Fortunately, toxicology has grown more sophis-
ticated over the years. and today, the only remaining
approved use for PcB is for heat dissipation in electrical
transformers.

Despite restrictions imposed by the federal govern-
ment in the early 1970s to restrict the use of Pca to
electrical equipment. rce already had been released into
the environment, and high concentrations continue to
persist in the Great Lakes and other major bodies of
water in the United States.

Contamination of feed with Pca occurred as a series
of major incidents rather than as a single problem. Sev.
eral of the major feed contamination incidents and their
results are briefly outlined as follows:

1) The grinding of bakery products, including wrap-
pers that contained rcs. for use as animal feed was sus-
pected to have caused the contamination of poultry and
eggs in New York State, resulting in the loss of 146,000
chickens

2) The Pc residues in milk occurred because rca.
containing coatings were used as sealants on the inside
walls of silos containing silage to be fed to dairy cattle.
The Prc migrated to the silage, resulting in Pcu-contam-
inated milk in 12 states.

3) In 4 states, poultry and eggs became contam-
inated as a result of the leakage of rca heat-transfer fluid
during the pasteurization of rendered fish meal and meat
meal. Contaminated meals were used as components of
poultry and livestock feeds and caused the loss of
165.000 chickens, 76,000 eggs, and large quantities of
catfish, feed. and-processed eggs. turkeys, and chickens.

41 Use of spent rce transformer-fluid as a herbicide
spray was suspected to have caused contamination of
dairy cattle-grazing areas, thereby causing Pcs residues
in milk from these cattle.

Polybromindted Biphenyls
In the fall of 1973, polybrominated biphenyls (ea8),

intended as a fire retardant. were inadvertently mixed
with animal feed. There was a 7.month delay before
the toxic principle that was causing severe problems in
dairy herds was identified. Clinical signs included abor-
tions. breeding problems, weak calves, severe decline in
milk production. overgrown hoofs, and death.-' The con-
taminated feed was widely distributed in Michigan, re-
sulting in destruction of 30,000 cattle. 6,000 swine, nu-
merous sheep and poultry., several hundred tons of feed,
and several tons of dairy products. The total dollar loss
has not been determined, but $50 million of insurance
has been exhausted, some $200 million worth of lawsuits
are pending, and analytical expenses have totaled over
$660.000.

A number of public health issues have resulted from
this incident. Several epidemiologic investigations have
disclosed numerous ill effects among the human popula-
tion with the greatest exposures. chiefly farm families
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that produced much of their own food. Public health
authorities state that at least 25 years may have to
elapse Wefore the total effects on these families are un-
derstood fully.

The Michigan legislature has consideed funding
for further dairy herd depopulations. Although FDA
believes that the level of Pa found as tissue residues in
Michigan cattle is not a significant pubic health issue,
the Michigan population is apparently concerned about
any level of ear in human foods. Recommendations for
compensation made to the ,(-vernor of Michigan range
from $10 million to over $1 billion.

Such incidents may be almost catastrophic for an-
imal owners. Usually, however, :he animal aspects of
feed toxicosis are dwarfed by the food contamination
and human toxicity problems that result. Invariably,
feed contamination results in contamination of milk.
eggs, or meat. Food toxicologists immediately search
the literature for data on the contaminant or even chem-
ically related compounds from which to make the best
possible estimates of toxicity and allowable contamina-
tion. Estimates are immediately followed by further re-
quests for estimates of the levels of contamination in
feed and resultant contamination of food. Adequate
data to make these determinations are never available:
thus, the literature must be searched for every relevant
item of data that can serve as a basis for recommending
levels that can be allowed in feed without exceeding the
action level (a level at which FDA is able to take reg-
ulatory action) or temporary tolerance established for
food. Some variables that complicate these recommen-
dations include species of animal, nature of the contam-
inant, and propensity of the chemical to accumulate in
the body and special tissues such as fat. Precise data
can be generated only through costly and time-consum-
ing feeding studies. Retrospective epizootiologic data can
be somewhat useful but is usually not precise with re-
gard to time and level of exposure.

All of these procedures were employed in attempting
to deal with the Pea incident in Michigan. The FDA
sponsored a carefully planned and precisely implemented
study at the Ohio Agricultural Research and Develop-
ment Center that has produced some valuable data on
the toxicity of Pea in animals and the levels of contam-
ination in food that result when contaminated feed is
fed.'

Other Halogenated Hydrocarbons
HCB-In late December. 1972. the US Department

of Agriculture discovered HCS as a tissue residue in cattle
from Louisiana. (Further testing revealed HcB residues
in cattle from Texas. New Mexico, and California, but
these apreared ko be unrelated to the Louisiana inci-
dent.) investigation showed that an industrial plant was
discharging mca into a river: it also was dumping ma.
terials contaminated with Hco residues into a dump by
the river and was discharging peat amounts of HCO as
a stack emission. As a direct consequence, livestock (in.
cluding 20.000 cattle) in 5 counties in Louisiana had to
be quarantined. Financial losses were never determined.

Chlordne-In September, 1973, a national feed mill

f
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(an integrated poultry operation) voluntarily ordered
the destruction of 15,000 chickens known to contain
chlordane residues considerably higher than the action
level Investigation of this incident implicated a barrel
of phosphoric acid added to feed fats as a stabilizer. Be-
cause the contaminated feed fat had been shipped to
3 states, eventual losses included 1.4 million chickens
and 900,000 turkeys.

Dieldrin-In an incident involving dieldrin. painstak-
ing investigation helped determine the source of chemical
residues detected in chickens from a blg, integrated
broiler operation in Mississippi. The FDA field invm-
tigators took samples of all feed ingredients. They found
that vegetable oil used in the feed contained up to 3.7
ppm of dieldrin, more than 10 times the limit set by
EPA for feed oil ingredients. Tracing back through he
processing steps, investigators discovered that samples
taken from one particular broker contained from 0.34
to 33.2 ppm of dieldrin, or as much as 110 times the
EPA limit. This broker had been buying oil from re-
fineries. the oil was designated on the bills of lading
as for industrial use only, but the broker was selling it
without such a warning to a blender who in turn sold
it to chicken feed manufacturers. These low-grade oils,
called deodorizvr distillates, are the dregs of the refining
process. They t )ntain all the impurities removed from
the purified oils, including chlorinated hydrocarbons
such as dieldrin, endrin, and DOT.

Fortunately. agriculture is emerging from the age of
halogenated hydrocarbon pesticides. Because of the long
biological half.life of these chemicals, and because many
are potential carcinogens, the EPA has restricted the
marketing of many such pesticide,. The EPA has de-
veloped a program to replace them ith carbamates and
organophosphates, which are less pi rsistent and conse-
quently less of a threat to the environment,

Other Chemical Toxicants
Because of these recent experiences, it is evident that

FDA cannot restrict its concern about chemical contam-
ination of feeds to the halogenated hydrocarbons nor to
the classic toxicologic observations. Toxicology is rap-
idly developing beyond the study of overt clinical tox-
icosis. Today, it is concerned with toxicant residues in
foods as well as with teratogenicity, mutagenicity, car-
cinogenicity, and interference with antibody formation.

Pentachlorophenol iPCP)-The State of Michigan
was the focal point of a heretofore poorly recognized feed
toxicosis involving Pcp. The most dramatic syndrome
was caused by housing and feeding cattle in close con-
finement, with inadequate ventilation. Exposure was in-
creased by the use of rcP-treated lumber in the contruc-
tion of feed bunkers and pit silos.

Public health problems are enhanced by the presence
of dioxins in much of the currently-m-arketed rPc. The
public health implications of Pcp include population ex-
posure to dibenzodioxin and dibenzofuran contaminants
through use of rcp or treated lumber, possible presence
of these toxic contaminants in market milk, and their
presence in meat products.

Pesticides in Cottonseed-On Oct 20, 1975, FDA
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headquarters received notice that on September 22, the
Mississippi Department of Agriculture had acquired
samples of cottonseed meal from a shipment originating
in Mississippi. An alert state feed inspector believed the
cottonseed meal to be too dark and sampled it. An oil
mill began processing the cottonseed on September 9
and Aiished on September 27. Analytic results disclosed
numerous pesticides in the cottonseed meal. High con-
centratioi :.! captan were in the cottonseed hulls. and
pentachleronitrobenzene was in the cottonseed oil. An
estimated 1,530,560 lb of cottonseed meal was processed.
and 1,283.600 lb was shipped. The original bill of sale
by the processing plant contained a disclaimer. "Fertil-
izer Use Only," but on resale, a disclaimer was not
made by the broker or the salvage company. In Texa.
84,000 lb of adulterated cottonseed oil was seized. and
14 rail ,ars of animal feed and cottonseed products were
recalled. By November 18, a complaint for an injunction
charged the defendants with interstate commerce of
adulterated feed ingredients. Essentially, none of this
product was actually consumed by animals.

Paraquat-The University of Florida reported that
130 dairy cattle in a herd of 400 died of acute pesticide
toxicosis after eating feed cor.taining high concentrations
of paraquat herbicide in-October, 1974.

Molybdenum-Molybdenum is an essential element
in the nutrition of livestock, but the margin of safety
is narrow and is related to the levels of copper and sul-
fate ions in the feed. In February, 1975. a dairy received
feed containing magnesium oxide, which is routinely fed
to dairy cattle. In this case, the magnesium oxide had a
molybdenum contamination of several thousand parts
per million. The herd displayed typical signs of molyb-
denosis, and after 2 to 3 weeks, 95 cattle in a dairy herd
of 500 died. The balance of the herd had to be de.
stroyed because of a resulting severe mastitis.

Endrin-In the winter and early spring of 1975-
1976, widespread spraying for control of cutworms in
Oklahoma and Kansas resulted in many kills in catfish
ponds. Cattle also were reported lost from direct ex-
posure to the endrin or from eating recently sprayed
forage.

Phorate-Ninety-six cattle of a pen of 250 exposed
to the pesticide phorate died of acute toxicosis, but
other cattle in different areas of the same feedlot were
not exposed to the phorate. High concentrations of
phorate were found in a mineral mix in the feedlot. The
source of the phorate has not been determined, but sab-
otage was considered possible.

Lead Oxide-In November. 1973, a railroad trauspor-
tation company diverted a railroad gondola car from
food-transport use to a nonfood use as a carrier of lead
oxide. The car was then returned to food-carrier service
without appropriate cleaning. The car was loaded with
corn gluten meal, which was delivered to a dog food
company. Contamination of lead oxide in the dog food
ranged from 6 to 28,000 ppm. Many of the dogs fed the
contaminated feed became clinically ill, and a number of
dogs died. As a consequence. a recall of the dog food
was instituted.

IlsS
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Control of Feed Contaminants
The poultry Industry has apparently taken the lead

in establishing quality control programs for purchased
feed ingredients. Feed formulations for the 31A billion
broiler chickens and more than 100 million turkeys
raised annually frequently utilize animal protein and
high-energy fats. After experiencing several enormous
loses, the poultry industry has taken steps to prevent
contaminated ingredients from being incorporated into
rations. The largest integrated operators have their own
quality control program. In Virginia. several smaller
producers have banded together to establish a laboratory
facility, which began operating at an annual cost of
$0,000 a year. Member producers may submit feed
ingredient samples every week for analysis.

The FDA does not have a field force of investigators
to trace incidents of animal feed toxicoses. Conse-
quently, the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine (BVM) re-
lies upon FDA inspectors to acquire samples for feed
investigations. All samples are obtained as official sam-
ples and are handled in ,uch a way that they can be
introduced as evidence in regulatory proceedings by
FDA. if necessary.

The BVM and regional veterinarians, with the assis-
tance of veterinary toxicologists and epidemiologists in
Rockville and Beltsville, Md, have investigated cases of
serious feed contamination. In addition, under contract
with BVM, Iowa State Diagnostic Laboratory furnishes
toxicologists and-p jdriologsts to supplement the FDA
staff. This "Toxicology Ready Group" is on standby for
emergency calls. In the event that a "new" chemical or
toxic principle is identified, and adequate data on the
chemical are not available (as in the case of Pn, the
Iowa Diagnostic Laborstory also will develop toxicologic
information as soon as possible. Toxicologic and feeding
studies routinely are conducted at the Laboratory.

The BVM recognizes that FDA may see only a small
fraction of animal intoxications. Furthermore, we cannot
restrict our-attention to intoxications that result from
contaminated feed, but we must be interested in all an-
imal toxicoses that may result in the contamination of
human food.

The problem of feed toxicoses is of vital concern to
FDA. Congress has given FDA a mandate to ensure
that "food for man and other animals" is free of adulter-
ants that could be hazardous to the health of animals
and human beings. We are attempting to discharge this
responsibility with limited resources.

lv esponsibility for animal feed safety is as.
signed to the Division of Animal Feeds. The function of
dealing with feed contamination problems is performed
mainly by the Division's Animal Feed Safety Branch.

This branch provides veterinary medical and toxicologic
support in matters of feed contamination caused not
only by pesticides, heavy metals, and industrial chem.
icais. but alao by bacteria, fungi, viruses, radiation, poi-
sonous plants, and drugs.

The BVM is currently considering the establishment
of a reporting system for better communication between
FDA and diagnostic laboratories around the country.
Such a system might include a "hot line" between state
diagnostic laboratories and FDA so that the agency will
learn about feed poisoning incidents quickly. Often FDA
does not hear of contamination incidents until several
months after the initial impact. By that time. it is
usually too late for effective evaluation of the problem.

Failure to discover a case of feed contamination
quickly is caused partly by communication problems and
partly by lags in scientic knowledge. In an early re-
view, the signs may seem to resemble commonly known
diseases, and appropriate officials may not be notified of
the problem for some time. In addition. when unknown
factors are involved, it is difficult to pinpoint the cause
so that the source of the contamination can be traced.

Practitioners should not consider feed toxicoses as
rare occurrences. A suspected feed-induced toxicosis
should be reported at once to state authorities, the
nearest FDA Regional Office, or directly to BVM. We
also advise livestock producers to be on the lookout for
feed contamination and to call for assistance when a
case is suspected. Follow.up action can be taken only
when suspected cases are reported promptly.

There is no absolute guarantee on feed safety. In.
dustry. state agencies, and FDA all contribute to the
safety program for feeds. The practicing veterinarian
also is becoming more involved in feed safety programs.
The cooperation of all these groups is needed to ensure
greater service in the growing area of problems of live-
stock and poultry health.
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Senator BwiLzy. I would like to ask Mr. Claunch, you are a
businessman and part of your business is this process that you
have shown to us today, is that right?

Mr. CLAuNCH. Yes, sir.
Senator BRaizy. Many industrial firms across the country have

a problem of free treatment of liquid waste and ultimately much
more severe restrictions. Why aren't they knocking down your door
if you can take very toxic wastes and turn it into pure water?

Mr. CLAuNcH. They are.
Senator-BwDLzy. They are?
Mr. CLAuNCH. Yes, sir.
Senator BDLzy. That is good.
Mr. CLAutcH. But our country's problem is a little bigger

than-
Senator Bwwizv. Let me then follow that up. You said that the

problem was when you went to EPA that they said they were in
the business of regulating and not in the business of cleaning up?

Mr. CLAUtcr-I. That was the gist. I went to EPA and said: Here is
the technology. I basically felt a moral obligation to other people-
because I read about other things being done, dumps and so forth.
And his answer, there were three gentlemen there, was that he
concurred with everything; that they are involved with regulation;
that Congress, I can t remember the exact words, but Congress, by
laws, tells them they must not get involved in a specific technologi-
cal area.

I argued that because there are areas they get involved in-
Senator BRADLEY. OK. Now let me ask you, you can do the job

and you are being approached by large numbers of people?
Mr. CLAUNCH. Large to us, sir, which is very significant, yes, sir.
Senator BwADnzy. You are saying this is your own process?
Mr. CLAtmcH. No, it is our industry's.
Senator BRADLEY. So othe: firms have the same process?
Mr. CAu tcH. Yes, sir.
Senator BRADLEY. Do you detect that the reason other firms are

going to this process is cost? Would a tax incentive for pollution
control equipment assist us, assist this process?

Mr. CLAUNCH. I know it is under consideration. It would assist it
greatly. I detect that firms aren't rushing to this or other processes
because, in my own opinion, they don't believe the hazardous waste
laws are really going to become implemented in November. Affd I
am not really sure I think so either. The law is so burdensome at
this point I think there would be great difficulty. But I don't think
anybody takes it seriously at this point. In fact, the customers, the
companies that are dealing with us, are the more reliable, well-
known type of firms that have people to study it. But in any case
that is my opinion.

I don't think anybody believes there is really going to be pres-
sure to not continue doing what they have seen in the past. I know
there is going to be because I have done enough reading.

Senator Bmiumz. Well, I think you have got a very interesting
product. And I would hope that we could facilitate and encourage
not necessarily your product but the industry to do this.
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Mr. CLAUNCH. But keep in mind there are other areas different
than this that can solve this problem if Government would get
involved. I can name some.

Senator BRADLEY. That provides little guidance here. Most people
come to this committee and say "Government, don't get involved."
I mean, what do you want the Government to do, provide tax
incentives? What else?

Mr. CLAUNCH. If I take what the EPA says literally-that they
can't get involved in specific solutions-then I would say, as I did
earlier, that we should pass a law, legislation, amendment, what
have you, to do something along the following lines: I would pro-
pose an industrial committee of technical business people to review
basic, I don't mean individual little processes, but basic processes.
This is* one, incineration is another, I could name a couple more.
That committee would have the power to allocate funds to do
research and development, and stand up to promote these as solu-
tions. You are not going to eliminate tomorrow's Love Canal just
by taking care of the one that you know of. That is what I would
propose: An industry committee that had the power to allocate
funds, and basically the power to help EPA.

Senator BRADiEY. I would thank Mr. Mobbs and Mr. Van
Houweling for the testimony.

This concludes the hearing this morning. We- will reconvene
tomorrow at 10 a.m. I want to tell you that I had a few questions
for you that we might submit to you in writing. The majority
leadership is calling me.

[Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the hearing adjourned, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Friday, September 12, 1980.]
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE
ACT

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
CacMMr'rEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Bill Bradley,
acting chairman, presiding.

Present: Senators Bradley, Roth, Danforth, and Durenberger.
Senator BRADLEY. The committee will come to order.
This is the second day of hearings on section V of S. 1480, the

Environmental Emergency Response Act.
Yesterday we heard testimony from the administration, from the

chemical industry, from the oil industry, from several victims, and
from other interested parties. I felt that yesterday's testimony was
extremely positive in the sense of being enlightening, and I hope
that today's testimony will be similar in nature, for, as we said
yesterday, and I would like to just reiterate this point, we have
ticking out there in this country a toxic timebomb and it is against
that clock that we are racing here in the Congress this year to get
a superfund bill out before we adjourn. It is absolutely essential. If
there is one responsibility of Government, it is to protect public
health.

This bill addresses a very clear threat to public health. In my
home State of New Jersey we have had a very vivid demonstration
of the dangers of toxic wastes and toxic waste dunps in the Chemi-
cal Control fire, which only reminded people that Love Canal is not
alone. In fact, in my State--yesterday we had a map here that
demonstrates where nontoxic sites were-New Jersey was the only
State that was red, covered with red dots. New Jersey has 233 toxic
waste sites.

Now, I don't happen to think that the problem is unique to New
Jersey. The map yesterday showed red dots across the country. I
think there will be'a lot more red dots when the environmental
departments of various States look more carefully and deal with
this problem. That is why this is not a small matter, not a political
matter, in a sense, but it is a matter of highest trust for public
servants to try to address in a responsible way.

I think the committee hearing yesterday dealt with that in a
responsible way. I think we all want to get a bill out. We are going
to have some disagreements over the particular provisions in the
bill, but I think that it is absolutely critical that we move on it this
year.

(475)
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I know that Senator Roth is here. I suppose that if there is
another State that is red, it is Deleware. Deleware and New Jersey
happen to be those two States which had a chemical industry long
before, shall we say, Texas was even in the Union, although Texas
is now No. 1 in the chemical iaidustry.

So without any further comment, I would like to ask if Senator
Roth wants to make a statement?

Senator Ro'H. No.
Senator BmrxnvL. Thank you. Let's begin with the first panel of

witnesses.
Today we will have, I think, three panels that will be able to

focus on this issue from different perspectives than we had yester-
da I know all of them will treat it with equal seriousness.

The first panel is Nolan W. Hancock and John Brown. Nolan
Hancock is the director, citizenship-legislative department, Oil,
Chemical & Atomic Workers International Union. John Brown is
legislative director, International Union of Operating Engineers,
and a former New Jersey resident.

I would like to welcome you both to the committee. The normal
rule of the committee is that we give each of you 5 minutes to
make your presentation, and then we will ask questions afterward,
so that we can try to move through the very distinguished list of
witnesses.

So, if you could summarize, that would be helpful to the commit-
tee.

Mr. Hancock?

PANEL: NOLAN W. HANCOCK, DIRECTOR, CITIZENSHIP-LEGIS.
LATIVE DEPARTMENT, OIL, CHEMICAL & ATOMIC WORKERS
INTERNATIONAL UNION; AND JOHN BROWN, LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERATING ENGI.
NEERS

STATEMENT OF NOLAN W. HANCOCK, CITIZENSHIP-LEGISLA.
TIVE DIRECTOR, OIL, CHEMICAL & ATOMIC WORKERS IN.
TERNATIONAL UNION, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. FRANK COL.
LINS, WASHINGTON LEGISLATIVE OFFICE; AND JOHNNY
VICKNAIR, SAFETY CHAIRMAN, UNION SAFETY COMMITTEE,
LOCAL 4-447, DESTREHAN, LA.
Mr. HANCOCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senators. I am

accompanied today by Dr. Frank Collins, of our Washington legisla-
tive office, and by Mr. Johnny Vicknair, safety and health chair-
man of OCAW Local 4-447, from the Good Hope Refinery group in
Good Hope, La. I will be sharing my time this morning with Mr.
Vicknair.

OCAW strongly supports S. 148ti and recommends to the commit-
tee that the bill will be reported out without substantial change.
The points that we want to make in this hearing are contained in
our written statement.

Environmental emergencies are a growing problem because of
the rapid expansion of the chemical industry. Love Canal is the
result of long past dumping. Dumping of toxic materials continue
on a large and unfortunately increasing scale.
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This morning we have a witness who will testify about dumping,
which is continuing at the present time by his employers refinery
in Louisiana. Mr. Vicknair?

STATEMENT OF JOHNNY VICKNAIR, SAFETY CHAIRMAN, UNION
SAFETY COMMITTEE, LOCAL 4-447, OIL, CHEMICAL & ATOMIC
WORKERS INTERNATIONAL UNION
Mr. VicKNA=. Thank you, Mr. Hancock.
My name is Johnny Vicknair. As you say, Good Hope Refinery is

located in Good Hope, La. It is a known polluter. Most of the
polluting and toxic waste dumping is done on the sly. I have
personally followed Good Hope Refmery trucks to dumping sites.
On or about August 15, 1980, sludge was removed from the treat-
ment area and dumped onto some federally owned property known
as the Bonnet C Spillway, which leads to Lake Pontchartrain.
It was dumped in an area where people picnic and launch their
fishing boats. There is extensive commercial fishing for crab and
shrimp in the immediate area.

The sludge, taken from the bottom of the settlement pond at
Good Hope Refinery, has a strong, rotten-egg odor. After observing
this dumping taking place, Charles Robichaux and I notified the
State department of natural resources and called for an investiga-
tion. Charles Robichaux is president of Good Hope Citizens Associ-
ation, next to the Good Hope Refinery.

The analysis of this sludge done or the department of natural
resources showed nigh concentrations of most priority pollutant
metals. A copy of the report will be submitted for the record.
Arsenic levels wer. 7 times over the recommended standard; chro-
mium levels were 15 times over, and lead levels were 8 times over
the standard.

We have also seen Good Hope dump spent catalyst at the Kenner
Landfill, without running any tests to determine if it were hazard-
ous. Kenner Landfill is supposed to receive only nontoxic dirt.

The dumping of the catalyst has been done mainly at night. The
department of natural resources was also notified, and levels of
lead 500 times over the standard, levels of chronmium 10 times
over the standard, and levels of arsenic 200 times over the recom-
mended standard were detected in laboratory tests conducted for
the State department of natural resources. Those results will also
be submitted to the committee.

About 3 years ago, a supervisor at Good Hope Refinery ordered a
man named Bill Crespo to release some 20,00 gallons of caustic
into the swamp. He told his supervisor that people were crawfish-
ing in this area and he was worried about the effect this chemical
would have on them. But the supervisor insisted that he do what
he was told. The operator notified the State and the news media.
For doing this he was suspended from work at Good Hope.

Several days prior to this incident, a driver carrying a load of
this spent caustic died when he was overcome by fumes while
unloading this product at a harzardous waste dump. I believe that
the load of caustic was from Good Hope Refinery.

Good Hope is not the only major polluter in south Louisiana, but
is is the one we know about and which we believe to be the worst.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my testimony.
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Senator BRADLEY. Does that conclude your comments, Mr. Han-
cock?

Mr. HA~cocx. Yes.
Senator Bwwzy. Mr. Brown?

STATEMENT OF JOHN BROWN, ON BEHALF OF J. C. TURNER,
GENERAL PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF OPERAT-
ING ENGINEERS, AFL-CIO
Mr. BRowN. Mr. Chairman, I am here in place of J. C. Turner,

general president of the Operating Engineers. He was supposed to
testify this morning and he was called out of town this morning.

Our testimony includes support of the bill. But I would just like
to read a part of it, rather than go through the whole 8 or 9 pages
of testimony, at your request, just the beginning statement, and
then maybe get into some remarks maybe as to how we feel as far
as not only the bill is concerned but also what should be done.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, let me express my
appreciation for being given the opportunity to appear before you today.

My name is J. C. Turner and I am general president of the International Union of
Operating Engineers, AFL-CIO, representing over 420,000 members who operate a
wide variety of machines, equipment, and systems in the mining, construction,
manufacturing, transportation, and public employee fields.

Our members are employed in construction work where their jurisdiction gives
them the operation of allconstruction equipment regardless of motive power, and in
industries which supply materials or service to the construction industry, such as
equipment repair shops, material yards, stone quarries, gravel pits, field engineers
and survey teams.

They are also employed in surface mining, dredging, oil and petrochemial indus-
tries, as well as most manufacturing industries.

Members of this international union are also employed by industrial and commer-
cial establishments, hcpitals and Federal, State, and local governments as station-
ary engineers and maintenance employees. Members working in this sector operate
and repair a variety of equipment, such as boilers, engines, pumps, compressors, and
generators to provide heat, electricity, process steam, refrigeration, air-conditioning,
potable water, waste-water treatment, compressed air, and other services as re-
quired by their employer or the general public.

With our members employed in these many diverse fields, the International
Union of Operating Engineers has established an excellent reputation with, and
earned the respect of, employees, employers, ,government, and the community. It is
from this aspect that we would like to thank you for the chance to speak to this
committee, express our views, and offer our support for S. 1480, the "Environmental
Emergency Response Act--Superfund Bill."

Our statement then continues, which has been presented to the
committee, Mr. Chairman. But I think what I would like to say-I
find it amazing, not only before this committee but also even my

- background as a trade unionist since the Second World War, that
we now talk about the same need to correct our hazardous waste
coming from our chemical industry, that we don't recognize that
need as we did the need to do away with our outhouses. It is
amang, when we talk about an idustrial nation beginning to
recogize, at least the Government, that an industrial nation pro-
duces industrial waste. It has been there long before, my God,
Senator, the Second World War, and it picked up then; and if you
look at the problems that we have had-and the Senator in his
opening remarks referred to our-own State of New Jersey-and I
served in that State not only as an operating engineer working in a
brewery, working with ammonia, CO, you name the toxics that we
had to deal with, from benzene all the way down-but I found not
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only the harm they might have done, but also many times the good
that they did do to keep people like myself working.

I entered as a stationary engineer, as a business agent, who had
260 plants under his jurisdiction and just about every type of
industry that you could possibly have going into our own marsh-
land, Senator, up in the State of New Jersey, and going down to
areas like Burlington.

And fertilizer plays a great part in our agriculture, such as the
tomatoes and green beans and the squash that we use in the area.

To say that we don't need a super fund is almost the same as
saying that we did not need a highway fund; and while you might
think I am talking about apples and oranges, you look at what the
highway fund has done for this country.

We have produced the greatest highway system the world has
ever seen, only because we recognized that a revolving fund will
produce something, that there is a continuous payout of moneys
either to construct something or to be liable and to take care of
something.

And I think it is on this basis that we recognize the need that if
we are to grow as an industrial nation, then I think both industry
and labor and management have to recognze, or I should say,
labor maii Government, have to recognize, that there are certain
protections that have to be afforded the working people and the
consumer.

There is no question-you have just heard testimony about it-
the horrendous accidents that might have been done by some
people who are irresponsible, or maybe because there has been no
other way, maybe because Government has not provided another
way, for these companies to get rid of their wastes.

Surely we recognize, for God's sake, that when we have your own
waste treatment facilities for human waste, is there any difference
between human waste and, we will say, industrial waste, except
that we didn't recognize, I think, soon enough, that we had to
create something to take care of it.

And a lot of people are saying-when I say "a lot," 57 or 58
percent of the population out there is laying the blame on the
Government, Federal, State, and local, then maybe it is our back-
yard. And what you people are trying to do today is to say, "Yes,
something has to be done."

And I think we recognize as an international union, to protect
our members and any worker and any consumer, that if we are
going to grow as a nation and if we are going to have industrial
waste, then we have to protect our people. But I do not say that we
have to lay the blame or the causes of that situation just on one
industry. I don't think, as a business agent, in fairness, that I
would say all the blame has to be laid to the chemical industry;
and before anybody thinks that I might be up here shilling for the
chemical industry, I respectfully ask you to get into my back-
ground as a business agent, as a worker, as the secretary-treasurer
of the universal AFL-CIO, and my statements made not only
before State bodies, but also previous statements made before both
congressional Houses.

I only speak respectfully to you, that what has to be done should
be done to protect our people. But I also say if we are to continue
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as a nation, as an industrial nation, then I say that in fairness to
both sides of the aisle that we turn around and produce some type
of a fund that will protect our people, whether it be in the cleanup
area, the searching out of these sites, the workers who handle the
product that might be protected in compensation, and also those
who might not kow about it, such as in the horrendous case of
Love Canal, that brought this about.

The Senator so ably spoke on what happened in Elizabeth. My
God all mighty, you can go anywhere in certain areas of New
Jersey-and I traveled that State as a business agent-and see
some of the horrors, and see ;ome of the things that were done,
and I don't know whether it was in those days a lack of technology
or just irresponsible actions of both industry and maybe labor who
knew it was going on.

And then you hear statements like were brought forth here
today which say, "Yes, it is there; it is being done; but yet-nothing
is being done about it." And then I think it is at that point that we
should lay our cards on the table and say, if there is industrial
waste out there-and we are an industrial waste nation--and if we
are to continue to exist, then we must do something. And I don't
think this country can exist as an industrial nation or as a nation
if we hive to go on depending upon other nations to supply us, as
we are supplied with our oil from OPEC, because we will not
recognize the need of coal and gasification plants and are only
getting around to that need.

If we don't recognize that need, then I think we will soon drop
down as a nation, or at least a nation that can protect its citizens
with the right to protection that we are entitled to; I think we will
cease to exist as a world power.

And I think it is on that basis that we do recognize that both
Houses are now into developing some type of legislation that is
sorely needed; but I think-and I would say again-that we should
look at all aspects of this legislation, and in fairness that if indus-
try is at fault, let's lay that cross on industry's back and say, "We
cleaned it up; now you have got to clean it up."

And then I say to Government, if it is necessary to have that
fund and if that fund has to be supported, regardless of where that
support comes from, or where that cost comes from, then that cost
should be laid out to both industry and the Federal Government.
Something has to be done, for God's sake, in order to survive and
keep our jobs, and our people will know what the troubles are,
Senator, because we know our unemployment rate probably runs
higher; and we are a little bit scared, sometimes, of the Environ-
mental Agency. There are no two ways about it.

We have seen some good acts perpetuated and the intent of
Congress has been abused by regulations." One only has to look at
what has happened where we have dams being constructed to
produce water, and power being shut down for very small rea-
sons-if I can be cute about it. But yes, we support your ideas, and
I think we support the intent of Congress to create, you know, to
protect our workers. But we also say look at the overall picture and
what is good for this country, rather than trying to place the blame
on this one or that one.

[The prepared statement of the preceding panel follows:]
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TwsnoNY OF JOHNNY VICKNAIR, SAMrY DIREoo, UNION SAmY COMMITTEE, LOCAL
4-447, Ol, CHEMICAL & AToMIc WORKERS INTKRNATION AL UNION, DzmT&HEAN, LA.

Good Hope Refinery is a known polluter. Most of th3 polluting and toxic waste
dumping is done on the sly. I have personally followed 9ood Hope Refinery trucks
to dumping sites. On or about- August 15, 1980 sludge was remnved from the
meatment area and dumped into some Federally owned property known as the
Bonnet Carre Spillway, which leads to Lake Ponchartrain. It was dumped in an
area where people picnic and launch their fishing boats. There is titensive commer-
cial fishing or crab and shrimp in the immediate area.

The sludge, taken from the bottom of the settlement pond at Good Hope Refinery,
has a strong rotten egg odor. After observing this dumping taking place, Charles
Robichaux and I notified the State Dept. of Natural Resources and called for an
investigation. Charles Robichaux is President of the Good-Hope Citizens Association
next to the Good Hope Refineow

The analysis of this sludge one for the Dept. of Natural Resources showed "high
concentrations" of "most priority pollutant metals." A copy of the report will be
submitted for the record. Arsenic levels were 7 times over te recommended stand.
ard, chromium levels were 15 times over, and lead levels were 8 times over the
standard.

We have also seen Good Hope dump spent catalyst at the Kenner Land Fill,
without running any tests to determine if it was hazardous. Kenner landfill is
supposed to receive only non-toxic dirt. The dumping of the catalyst has been done
mainly at night. The Dept. of Natural Resources was also notified, and levels of lead
500 times over the standard, levels of chromium 10 times over the standard, and
levels of arsenic 200 times over the recommended standard were detected in labora-
tory tests conducted for the state Dept. of Natural Resources. Those resulted will also
be submitted to the Committee.

About 3 years ago a supervisor of Good Hope Refinery ordered Bill Crespo to
release some 20,000 gallons of caustic into the swamp. He told his own supervisor
that people were crawfishing in this area and was worried about the effect this
chemical would have on them. But the supervisor insisted that he do what he was
told. The operator notified the State and the news media. For doing this he was
suspended from working at Good Hope.

Several days prior to this incident a driver carrying a load of this spent caustic
died when he was overcome by fumes while unloading this product at a hazardous
waste dump. We believe that the load of caustic was from Good Hope Refinery.

Good Hope is not the only major polluter in South Louisiana but it is the one we
know about and which we believe to be the worst.

Thank you for this opportunity to present my testimony.

LEVELS OF POLLUTANTS FROM GOOD HOPE REFINERY SLUDGE DUMPED IN BONNET CARRE SPILLWAY
AND KENNER LANDFILL WHICH FEEDS INTO LAKE PONCHARTRAIN, COMPARED TO LOUISIANA
STANDARDS
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The statement makes the following points:
1. Environmental emergencies are a growing problem because of the rapid expan-

sion of the chemical industry.

i
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2. The central purpose of S. 1480 is to internalize the costs of toxic materials
dumping and spils.

3. The limited financial resources of the victims require the revision of prompt
paymens for out-of-pocket loses sustained, an providedby 8. l48(.

4. Ile limited financial resources of the vi often hamper their damage suits
1tors of hazardous dumping and spill. Paid legal assistance as

increases the likelihood of the victims receiving fair settlement.
of their damage suits.

5. The a bility of statistical taedical evidence in damage suits is required
because rigorous proof of the relation between cause and effect is hard to establish
even where it is nearly certain that the disease was caused by the given toxic
material.

6. The original size of the Fund is unimportant as the costs to industry will
ultimately be determined by the pay-outs from the fund.

7. Industry should pay the predominant contribution to the Fund because equity
demands that costs should fall on the purchasers of final products rather than the
taxpayti'ngpublic.

8. St liability is fair because no damage would have been sustained by anyone,
absent the dumping and spllage

9. The same proposition holds for joint and several liability.
10. The assessment of the fees to the Fund against the manufacturers of the

original chemical building blocks avoid enormous paperwork by letting ordinary
market processes accomplish pass-throughs to the final toxic materials generators.

SrAnMwrNT or NOLAN W. HANCOCK, CmZzNSHtP-LaOLATmW DiazcRoa, OIL,
C tmizcAL & ATOMIC WORKERS INTEiNATIONAL UNION

The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union is vitally concerned
with the objectives of S. 1480, the Environmental Emergency Response bill. Our
membership works in the middle of some of the problem industries: petroleum,
chemical and mining OCAW is well known for its long eight to reduce exposure of
workers to toxic exposures on the job.

Besides workplace exposures, our members are vitally concerned with the dump-
ing and spills of toxic materials. Most of these workers live in the industrial areas
surrounding their workplaces where many of the spills take place and where many
of the toxic waste dumps are located.

OCAW strongly supports S. 1480 and recommends to this Committee that the bill
be reported out without substantial change.

That the passage of this Act is sorely needed is graphically illustrated by the
difficulties of both the Federal and New York State Governments ree ondinq to the
environmental emergency of Love Canal. The weaknesses of the existing legislation
is also shown by the plight of the Love Canal victims, the so-cafled third parties, in
obtaining redress for their losses.

Loveanal is the story of an old abandoned dump. Since the time that this dump
was started, the manufacture of toxic chemicals and their inevitable waste by-
products has more than quadrupled. The chemical industry continues to grow at an
accelerating pace. It is clear that the nation will be confronted by many more crises
like Love Canal and that environmental emergencies will multiply unless remedial
steps are taken.

Love Canal presents us with a new kind of situation, one on which the legal
responsibilities of the polluters under tort law are unclear. To the polluters, the
consqtwnces of toxic materials dumping and spills ae external costs not appearing
on the company books These external costs are borne by the rest of society,
including particularly the individual victims.

To internalize the costs of dumping and spills adds not one cent to the value of
the products of the manufacturer. The internalization of presently external costs
will te strongly resisted by the industry as adding to product costs without direct
economic return.

What emerges. is that the prices of many market commodities do not represent.
the total cot (internal plus external) of production. In effect, the public (the taxpa,-
ers and the victims) s subsdizin the production of toxic materials and toxic
wastes. That is to say, the market price of materials, such as polychlorobiphenyls
(PCB), does not include such externalized costs as cleaning up the Hudson River.

The internalization of the presently externalized csof toxic substances will
have two desirable effect& First, the market price will bear the true costs of
production without public subsidy. Secondarily and even more importantly, the
internalization of environmental costs I1 provide manufacturers with a strong
incentive to minimize careless dumping and spills o'foxic materials. At the present

f
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time, the manufacturers are getting a free ride on the public with respect to these
environmental costs. The arguments of the Chemical Manufacturers Association
(CMA) and other industry voices against S. 1480 add up to an attempt to continue
their favorable situation as long as possible.

To the affected individuals, the so-called third parties, the provisions of S. 1480
are significant steps forward. The legal situatim, of the victims, in all practical
respects parallels that of OCAW in representing workers in occupational and envi-
ronmental health matters.

We are up against the very considerable technical and financial resources of large
companies. These give them a large advantage at every point in legal proceedings.
The companies have technical personnel with full knowledge of the identity and
toxicological properties of the substances to which the workers are exposed. The
union has no such full knowledge. To develop the necessary expertise about the
science and technology of the problem in order to properly represent the workers
often requires outside help that our slender financial resources make it difficult to
obtain. Generally we must rely on our own overworked technical staff members
inhouse. The same inequality of financial resources obtained when we are confront-
ed by a long succession of judicial or quasi-judicial processes. Under these conditions
we can afford to carry only the most important cases to the final conclusion.

The individuals affected by an environmental emergency are in a worse situation
than the workers represented by OCAW. They are generally people of modest
means and without technical or legal expertise. It is next to impossible for them to
obtain an adequate hearing in the lowest court with little hope of appealing adverse
decisions.

S. 1480 takes two important steps toward remedying this inequity.
First, the Fund can pay promptly and directly to the victims out-of-pocket medical

expenses and lost wages with some limitations without resort to the Courts. This
means that the victim can be paid when the money is needed instead of receiving
Court awards years later (if by chance the victim is successful).

The second is that the Fund can assist the individual to recover more complete
damages in a torts court. Particularly important is that the fund will pay the
expenses of expert witnesses whose testimony is often essential to the case. Needless
to say, the employment of expert witnesses and high-priced legal counsel is normal-
ly far beyond the means of most victims of environmental emergencies.

One of the major difficulties encountered by OCAW is representing workers in
health and safety actions is the requirement of proof of an immediate and direct
connection between exposures to toxic materials and the worker's disease. Industrial
diseases often develop years after the exposure. A gven disease may have a complex
etiology and be caused by any one of a number of factors. Unequivocal proof of a
direct relation between cause and effect is often simply not possible. However,
statistical medical evidence may indicate that there is a high probability that the
disease has been caused by the exposure to a given toxic material.

The Courts are beginning to accept the statistical presumption of cause in a
number of areas, including workers' compensation. Section 4(c) of S. 1480 takes an
important step forward in specifically authorizing the admission of statistical medi-
cal and scientific studies as evidence in Couit liability cases. Without this provision,
the Court could bar the admission of any statistical presumptive evidence. Without
admissable statistical evidence a toxic materials dumper can evade responsibility
even though there is a dramatic increase in environmental disease in the communi-
ty surrounding the dump.

The size of the Fund, $4,085 billion over six years (less pay-outs) deserves some
comment. It has been argued that this constitutes an enormous tax on the chemical
industry and that the amount collected is too large. It turns out however that the
amount initially collected by the Fund is not too important. The Fund is actually
only a revolving fund.

The final levels of the fees collected will be adjusted so that the fees collected in
future years will just balance the estimated pay-outs from the Fund to cover costs of
environmental emergency responses (less damags collected by the Fund) plus the
costs of third party assistance. The chemical industry can minimize the fees collect-
ed by handling dumping in ways which will minimize environmental harm and to
reduce the number of accidental spills through better technology.

The breakdown of the contributions to the fund is 87.5 percent in fees from the
chemical industry and 12.5 percent in appropriations from the Government from
general tax revenues. This apprtionment of costs is in some question. The question
boils down to how much the buyers of tho products of the industry should pay as
against the taxpaying public. This is a question of ethical values rather than strict
economics.
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In principle, the external costs of any industry should be completely internalized
so that the customers of the industry would pay full costs without any invisible
subsidy by the public. On thte basis, it can be urged that the full costs of the Fund
should be borne by the chemical industry.

The public does derive some minimum benefit from the Fund in the assurance
that environmental emergencies will be more speedily cleaned up and the assurance
that the victims of the environmental emergencies wl more readily obtain compen-
sation for the harm done to them. The pro viion of one-eighth funding by the public
appears to be a generous contribution for this assurance.

The principle of strict liability for the consequences of toxic materials dumping
and spills, as provided by S. 1480, s extremely important. Toxic materials dumping
and spillages which harm the surrounding community are generally the results of
-careless acts. However, negligence is often difficult to prove and this can bar the
victim's recovery of damages in a Court of law. In addition, harm to the community
can occur without overt negligence if the state of scientific knowledge has not
developed to the point of identifying the toxic properties of the material at the time
of dumping or spillage.

The question involved in strict liability is this: Who should pay for the damages,
the public and innocent victims or the persons who created the toxic exposure in
quest of profits?

No advantage has accrued to the public and the victims from the manufacture of
the toxic materials, except in the most general and indirect way. The advantage to
the manufacturing company has been direct and real. Except for the acts of the
company, whether negligent or not, no harm would have been sustained by anyone.
In the choice of whom is to pay for the damage, it seems clear that in fairness the
company should be 100 percent liable.

The same considerations apply to the question of joint and serveral liability as
provided in S. 1480. Here in the case of common dumping, by several companies
some of the perpetrators may be no longer in existence or they may be insolvent.
The question of equity is again who should pay for the damage, the public and the
victims or the remaining perpetrators who can be successfully sued? Again it is
clear that the public andthe victims are both completely innocent of causing the
harm and that the damages should be paid in full by the companies whose acts
contributed to the environmental.harm rather than to put the costs on to the public
and the victims.

it is noted that the fees to establish the Fund are derived from the manufacturers
of just 46 basic building blocks that are the origin of all manufacturing of hazardous
products and wastes, rather than being levied irectly on the generators of the toxic
substances. The purpose of this procedure is to reduce the bureaucracy and the
paper work. There are fewer than 1000 manufacturers of the basic building blocks
and more than 260,000 generators of toxic substances, much more than this if
subcontractors are also counted.

The administrative advantages of the procedure assessing the few manufacturers
of the original building block of the toxic products and wastes. The fees are passed
through to the manufacturers of the final products by ordinary market processes.
This requires no additional burden of paperwork by industry. The incentives to
avoid careless dumpng and spillages come, not through the passed-through fees
which are low and uniform, but through the greater accountablifity under S. 1480 in
damage suits for environmental harms committed.

In conclusion, OCAW strongly supports S. 1480 as an effective measure addressing
the serious problems of environmental emergencies created by toxic materials
dumping and spillage.

SUPPLEMINTAL STATEMENT BY NOLAN W. HANCOCK, CITIZENSHIP- LEisLATIV
DIRECTOR, OIL, CHEMICAL & ATOMIC WomKR INTERNATIONAL UNION

On Friday the 12th of September we gave our oral testimony in favor of S. 1480. I
was assisted by Dr. Frank Collins, OCAW Consultant, and Johnny Vicknair, Union
Safety Director at Good Hope Refinery in Good Hope, Louisiana. Mr. Vicknair is an
active member of OCAW Local 4-447. We thought that a detailed exposition of the
problems that our members and citizens of Good Hope have faced in trying to clean
up Good Hope Refinery would serve as a valuable illustration of the extent of the
problems of hazardous waste disposal, the need for more vigorous controli of hazard-
ous waste generation and disposal, and of the need for a "superfund" to ensure that
old waste dumps are cleaned up and new dumps are properly controlled.

OCAW is the largest union in the petrochemical industry. Of our 180,000 active
members, 90,000 are chemical and allied workers and 60,000 oil refinery workers.
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Our union has been in the forefront of struggles to pass and implement the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act of 1970.

The following testimony will demonstrate that there is a tremendous reservoir of
concern about the problems of hazardous waste in our union. Good Hope is not the
only refinery or chemical plant in the country which illegally dumps hazardous
waste but we believe it is typical of the industry as a whole. The reason for
presenting extended testimony about the problems at Good Hope is that members of
OCAW Local 4-447 have engaged in a protracted struggle, in alliance with commu-
nity groups, to stop Good Hope from fouling the swamps and bayous and lakes and
rivers of the lovely State of Louisiana. Our union members hunt and fish in the
swamps, they eat the crabs, crayfish and shrimp for which the New Orleans area is
justly renowned. Their relatives, friends and neighbors work in the expanding
tourist and fishing industries of the area which are being ruined by petrochemical
air and water pollution.

As the largest union in the industry we believe it is the duty of the industry to
properly handle their waste. We know the technological capability exists to carry
out this mission.

In our discussion of the Good Hope case we will draw on evidence from a variety
of sources: testimony from public hearings, newspaper articles, and letters from

eo ple and organizations whose existence is threatened by Good Hop Refinery. We
eel that Good Hope and similar plants have already laid the groundwork for a new

and more serious Love Canal, a new Minimata in the lower Mississippi basin.
Dr. Robert H. Harris, in his pioneering report on water quality in the lower

Mississippi Valley ("The Implication of Cancer-Causing Substances in Mississippi
River Water", Environmental Defense Fund, 1974) pointed out that over a million
people draw their drinking water from the lower Mississippi and its tributaries. His
study suggested that there was "a significant relationship between cancer
mortality... and drinking water obtained from the Mississippi River".

If anything, the situation is worse today. The hazardous wastes from 150 major
petrochemical plants from St. Francisville, 80 miles downriver to the Gulf refinery
below New Orleans infiltrate the lower Mississippi. The recent spill of 12.5 tons of
pentachlorophenol or PCP into the Mississippi River shipping channel contaminated
more than 400 square miles of rich fishing waters in the Mississippi River estuary.
("NASA Probe Led to N.O. Water Report', Lake Charles American Press, August 4,
1980.) Our experience with Good Hope is only a microcosm of a much larger
problem in southern Louisiana, the nation, and thoroughout the industrialized
world. (Baton Rouge Enterprise, July 81, 1980, "Waste Dumping Endangers Baton
Rouge Drinking Water".)

Our supplemental testimony will concentrate on the illegal and uncontrolled
dumping of toxic wastes, but we must emphasize that it is impossible to separate"water pollution", "air pollution" and "hazardous waste" problems into neatly
defined packages.

As far as the public authorities are concerned, Good Hope effluents containing
high levels of arsenic, lead, and zinc are not a problem becaue effluent limitations
imposed on Good Hope Refinery by the Water Pollution Control Division of the
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources do not test for those substances (see
Table A, p. 12). When that same arsenic, lead, and zinc sank to the bottom of the
Good Hope settling pond, incorporated itself into the bottom sludge, was dredged up,
loaded onto a truck, and dumped next to a picnic-boat launch area at Bonnet Carre
spillway, it was still not a problem of concern to the public authorities. It only
became a "public" problem when Johnny Vicknair and Charles Robichaux saw the
dumping take place (see Vicknair oral testimony of Sept. 12), took pictures of it
(Exhibit 1) and called an inspector from the Division of Hazardous Wastes of the
Department of Natural Resources The Division of Hazardous Wastes had laboratory
tests run on the sludge which showed 37 parts per million (ppm) of arsenic, 44 ppm
of lead, and 136 ppm of zinc (Exhibit 2). Good Hope is pumping millions of gallons of
effluent contaminated with heavy metals into the swamps, but we would not have
found that out if we had limited our definition of the problem to one of "water
pollution". - -

Similarly, when a "reversal" occurs and several tons of spent catal get blown
out the Good Hope Refinery stacks and dusts the Village of Good Hope Refinery
stacks and dusts the Village of Good Hope with chemical snow, it is considered an
-"air pollution" problem. Apparently no state agency analyzed the spent catalyst as
an 'air pollution" problem. When the spent catalyst is "scattered about' the
Kenner landfill (supposed to be limited to non-toxic wastes) and "inhaled by dump-
site workers, truckers, and every passing motorist", it became a "hazardous waste"
problem (Exhibit 8, p. 2). Laboratory analysis showed that the waste (including
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spent catalyst) contained 1000 ppm of arsenic, 51 ppm of chromium, and up to 2767
ppm of lead. These levels are, respectively, 200, 10, and 557 times the standard.

Our testimony will be organized Into the folio, st.ons:
A. A Short Pollution History of Good Hope Refinery (with an aside on working

conditions).
B. The EPA and Good Hope-A Record of Total Inaction.
C. The Louisiana Department of Natural Resources: Granting Good Hope Refin-

erya License to Pollute.
. The Dumping of Hazardous Wastes.

E. Good Hope and Intimidation: a Problem of Moral Pollution?
All our assertions will be meticulously documented, in order to leave no doubt in

the Committee's mind as to the seriousness of the problems created by Good Hope
Refinery.

A. POLLUTION HISTORY OF GOOD HOPS REFINERY

Exhibit 4 by Ned Gauthreaux, President of Local 4-447 of the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers Union, offers a short history of the activities of Good Hope refinery
against the environment and people both inside and outside the plant since 1974.
Ile record b Ned Gauthreaux constituted the written part of his testimony beforea June 5, 118 EPA hearing on whether or not to renew a waste water discharge
permit for Good Hope refinery. His testimony concentrates on water pollution, non-
compliance, with documentation requirements for hazardous waste disposal (the"manifest" stem) instituted by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) of 1976 noise pollution, occupational health and safety (Exhibit 5). Through-
out the available documentary record, compiled mostly from sparse and inadequate
government inspection and citizen complaint reports, there runs the same thread of
corporate disregard for health, lives, and property by the Good Hope Refinery.

B. THE KPA AND GOOD HOPE-A RECORD OF TOTAL INACTION

At the Halnville, Louisiana, hearing of June 5, 1980, 14 people testified against
renewing a discharge permit for Good Hope Refinery, and 3 people testified in favor:
Sam LeBlanc and Michael Crow, lawyers with the law firm of Adams & Reese, New
Orleans, representing Good Hope refineries, and Ralph Waters, Vice President of
URS, environmental consultants for Good Hop. The remaining witnesses consti-
tuted a cross-section of local public opinion: Ned Gauthreaux, a chemical worker
and president of OCAW Local 4-447, and amalgamated local with 1,800 members;
Johnny Vicknair, a refinery worker and Union Safety Director at Good Hope;
Charles Robichaux, a former refinery worker, a resident of the town of Good Hope,
and President of the Concerned Citizens of Good Hope; Mrs. Charles Robichaux, a
resident of Good Hope; Lynn Himel, a laboratory employee at Good Hope; Mr.
Lionel Himel, a Good Hope resident; Mr. Rene Elfer, a former employee of Good
Hope and a steward of OCAW Local 4-447; Mr. Charles Andrews, a resident of Good
Hope; Mr. Kenneth Loque, a lab technician at Good Hope refinery; Mr. Byron St.
Pe, a worker at Good Hope; Mr. Teryl Schexnayder, a Good Hope worker; Mr. M. L.
Cambre, President of the St. Charles Environmental Council; and Mr. Cornell
Tramon Tanna, Jr., a birdwatcher and hiker who lives in Metairie, a suburb of New
Orleans. (See the transcript of the oral testimony, pp 80-53, EPA hearing regardng
the Good Hope refinery effluent permit, Hahnville, LA, June 5, 1980.) The testimo-
ny is self-explanatory. What is remarkable is that people working for Good Hope
refinery would testify against granting a discharge permit at the risk of on-the-job
harassment or dismissal. Perhaps the testimony of Mr. Kenneth Loque is repre-
sentative of the workers' point of view: "I have got a family; I have got a wife and
three kids and I am dependent upon my salary at Good Hope refinery to make a
living. But I will say this: I had rather give it up, if Good Hope refinery cannot be a
ood employer and good neighbor to the citizens of the community. I want my little
y tobe able to hunt and fish 4ust like I did."
Mrs. Charles Robichaux testified: "I am the mother of eight children. I have to

watch frequent nose bleeds from my children, headaches and everything .... 0
(brings in a sample from a drainage ditch twenty feet from a residence home, which
smelled like the sample Johnny Vicknair showed the Committee on Friday the 12thof Sept.) "I have something here that I would like for you all to smell that came
from a drainage ditch 20 feet from a home, where 5 children are sick from it....
would you like to smell it? .... because we all might die. I can truly tell you this
is causing our oldest citizens and our children to become ill. We would like to know
why, that we as human beings, have to suffer like this .... You have laws. You
protect the rabbits, you protect the deer, you protect the endangered species, but

gonee it, we are human beings, our lives have to be protected."
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Predictably- the lawyers blamed the environmental violations on factors external
to Good Hope management such as sabotage and the extensive use of "sour" crude
as a feedst6ck. Mr. John Stanley, president and owner of Good Hope refinery, was
p resent but declined an Invitation by one of the witnesses to testify in his own
behalf. Predictably, Good Hope's environmental consultant sketched out the compa-
ny's plans for bigger and better waste water treatment plants in the near future,
claiming that compliance was Just around the corner.

ThePA response to the near-unanimous criticism of Good Hope refinery by the
witnesses has been total silence. Several telephone calls to the Region 6 office in
Dallas have been unable to elicit an kind of EPA action or even promises to think
about talking some action against U! Hope, such as withdrawing the discharge
permit. No one in the office, including Tripper Cronkite, an EPA attorney present
at the Hahnville hearing, seemed to know how EPA would go about withdrawing or
refusing to renew the discharge permit. -I

The inaction of the U.S. EPA Dallas office deserves Congressional investigation.
The branch office of EPA responded to one letter written by M. L. Cambre, Presi-
dent of St. Charles Environmental Council but three subsequent letters went unan-
swered. EPA appears to be completely uninterested in cleaning up the situation at
Good Hope refinery (Exhibit 6).

C. THE LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES: GRANTING GOOD HOPE A
LICENSE TO POLLUTE

In late June 1980 the Louisiana Attorney General's office and Good Hope refinery
entered into an agreement which fined Good Hope an unprecedented $2T,000, ias a
result of violations of the environmental laws of the State of Louisiana" up to and
including Dec. 31, 1979. The agreement specified that Good Hope refinery pay the
fine over 10 months at $25,000 a month to acquit itself of all claims against it by the
State of Louisiana up to that point. This is supposed to be the largest fine ever
levied against a company in the Southeast over environmental violations. According
to the settlement agreement Good Hope is supposed to pay $100 for each violation of
the parameters specified in the agreement. Monitoring was supposed to be accom-
plished by the company itself-a situation equivalent to asking motorists to turn
themselves in to the police when they exceed the speed limit.

An oddity of this agreement is that the copy of the Settlement Agreement at the
Department of Natural Resources' Water Pollution Control Division is not a signedX
copy, so we are not sure on what date the agreement was signed or indeed if the
copy in the Department files is the genuine document. For all we know there could
be another document somewhere which constitutes the real signed agreement.

The Settlement Agreement contains a passage in which Good Hope "denies that it
is or has been in violation of any valid environmental regulations' (P. 3, Settlement
Agreement) and that, if in fact, it was or had been in violation, such violations were
caused "by the actions of third parties not controlled by it" such As "the weather,
acts of God, labor strikes, or sabotage". Under the "settlement Agreement" the
State of Louisiana "does expressly release and forever discharge Good Hope Refiner-
ies, Inc. from any and all claims or damages arisig out of or in any way connected
with violations of the environmental laws of the State of Louisiana ... for violation
occurring on or before Dec. 31, 1979." This raises the question whether or not other
parties besides the State of Louisiana are precluded from suing for damages.

What has been the effect of the Settlement Agreement on Good Hope as a
polluter? Has the level of pollution been cut back?

A partial answer is provided by the daily effluent test results for the period from
June 29 through July 311 1980 (Exhibit 7). These results showed 58 violations of the
"Settlement Agreement' and Good Hope paid a fine of $5,800 in addition to the
$25,000 monthly fine payable under the Agreement.

The issue is complicated by the fact that the company provided itself with several
loopholes with the Agreement or in fact simply neglected to comply with certain
provisions.

Loophole No. 1: No monitoring is done on weekends.-Though Good Hope is
required to meet "daily average and "daily maximum" parameters under the
Settlement Agreement (see Settlement Agreement, "interim Limitations and Moni-
toring Requirements", 3 tables covering the periods June 29-Sept. 30, 1980; Oct. 1-
Dec. 31, 1980; and Jan. 1-Mar. 31, 1980). The test results reported for the period
June 29-July 31, 1980, covered only 5 days a week, ignoring the weekends. It is
reasonable to assume that there would be weekend effluents to be measured since
the refinery runs 7 days a week, and that the unmeasured effluents could be dirtier
than the effluents that are monitored.

Loophole No. 2. Monitoring does not report "daily average" results as required-
The 'test results' report violations of the "daily maximum" permit limits only and
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does not include the "daily average" results. Thus there is no way of knowing what
the total outflow of pollutants s for each of the 12 parameters measured. Since
sampling occurred for only 20 of the 38 days of the period under consideration,

N beginning June 29 and ending July 31. and since "daily average" figures were not
included, Good Hope in effect reported on only 240 of the legally required 788,
parameters for those 33 days.

By simple extrapolation, it is likely that if Good Hope had reported on the
weekends and had also reported figures for "daily average" as well as "daily
maximum" concentrations, the number of violated parameters could have exceeded
150. The extra fines assessed (at $100 per violated parameter) might then have been
over $15,000 instead of a mere $5,800.

Loophole No. 8: Heavy metals are not monitored.-Another loo hole not immedi-
ately obvious in the Settlement Agreement is the fact that the effluent parameters
do not cover heavy metals, with the exception of chromates and hexachromates.
Lead and arsenic, both recognized hazardous heavy metals, are present in the
sludge of the settling ponds at levels many times over the standards of the State
Department of Natural Resources' Hazardous Wastes Management Division's "Ana-
lytical Operating Procedures Manual" as Mr. Vicknair pointed out in his oral
testimony of Sept. 12. As a result, it is impossible to know what many of the long-
term effects of effluent discharge into the surrounding swamps are likely to be
regarding the quantity and quality of the fish, shrimp, crawfish, crabs, and human
life in the bayous and lakes and rivers of the area. The one certain conclusion to be
drawn is that the effect will not be positive.

Loophole No. 4: hines do not reflect the severity of the violation.-A final loophole
in the Settlement Agreement is the fact that the fine per violated parameter does
not depend on tle extent of the violation. In the 2nd week of Jully, for example,
according to the reports (Exhibit 6) parameters for "daily maximum concentrations
under the Settlements Agreement were exceeded by as much as 6 times; sulfide
limits were 12 times the limit, and total suspended solids and chemical oxygen
demand were 2 to 3 times the recommended limit. The effect is the same as if a
person doing 20 miles per hour in a 15 mph zone were fined the same amount as a
person driving 150 miles per hour.

Despite the mildness of the Settlement Agreement in disciplining Good Hope, the
company was already applying for a revision of the wastewater discharge permit.
Whether the application for a revised discharge permit occurred before or after the
Settlement Agreement is impossible to determine using the available documents,
because as we pointed out before, the copy of the Settlement Agreement in the files
of the Water Pollution Control Division of the Louisiana Department of Natural
Resources is not a signed copy.

According to Exhibit 8, the company intends to increase the permitted discharge
parameters when the company moves its effluent waste discharge in from near
Bayou LaBranche to the Mississippi.

Table A comparies the effluent pollutant limitations now in efect with the values
that would be allowed under the new permit applied for by Good Hope refinery on
June 17, 1980.

TABLE A.-A COMPARISON OF EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS NOW IN EFFECT AND APPLIED FOR BY GOOD
HOPE REFINERY

PIaaeef Da aap t&/da Da maiw /a./y
in effect' Ap* for In effect' IAW for

BOOs .......................................................................................................... 245 1716 540 3,199
TSS4 ............................................................................................................ 415 1421 725 2,228
03 ...................... 1 .................................................................................... 3,575 12,411 7,600 23,918

ON an &M M ............................................................................................. 173 517 325 970
Pheno .......................................................................................................... 1.8 11.5 3.5 23.6
A m lonia ...................................................................................................... 120 958 180 2,108
SU fides ........................................................................................................ 1.4 9.3 2.9 20.8
Chromium .................................................................................................... 4.8 28.1 8.6 48.0
Hexavakle t chro im ................................................................................... 0.30 1.79 0.5 3.8

'From "Akdhodbzation to Dbchawp Uide the Ntiona Potlht5 Ochawp Einiiaion Syteii (NPD(S)," Permit No. LA0052051, June 23. 1978.• ~fblt 8.

STowm -o blo* o' n wm demand
N-ith-e nw perm app* W by Good Hp Renery is Ad by the State di Loxi , bga sacW Web in the ~ e b

irnassi 5 1o 10 es.
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Good Hope refinery is now falling to comply with presently established limits to
toxic substance discharges. They apply for a new permit establishing new and
higher limits which they ma be able to meet. If the State grants the now permit, it
will be tantamount to the State changing the regulations to accomodate the Good
Hope refinerty, in effect condoning the present practices of the company.

There does not seem to be any recourse for the citizens of Louisiana. The pollu-
tion limits are raised. If they are not met, the company pays a few thousands of
dollars in fines. This may be cheaper than cleaning up the wastes, encouraging the
company to go on polluting.

THE DUMPING OF HAZARDOUS WASTES WITHOUT A VISIBLE SOLUTION

The average water table of the lower Mississippi basin is about 18 inches below
the surface, so that anything that is watersoluble is guaranteed to end up sooner or
later in Lake Pontchartrain, the Mississippi River, and ultimately in the Gulf of
Mexico. As a result, burying or spreading any hazardous waste will sooner or later
poison the surrounding water. This is one reason why most New Orleans area
cemeteries "bury" people in crypts above the ground. Clearly the same applies to
hazardous wastes.

In this section we would like to recount a few incidents about hazardous wastes
and to present some conclusions about the present effectiveness of governmental
and private entities to control the problem, based on some Good Hope refinery
examples. What the examples demonstrate is that Good Hope management displays
a contempt for environmental regulations governing hazardous waste. It also shows
that they are quite prepared to defame and discipline those who protest its policies,
particularly if they are Good Hope employees. For example:

Item No. 1-On April 21, 1978 Billy Crespo, 2201 3rd St., Kenner, LA 70062,
(Phone: 504/721-1233), a worker at Good Hope, was told to open a valve and release
20,000 gallons of very toxic "spent caustic" into the ground near the Mississippi
River because the company "didn't have enough money" (they said) to truck the
waste to a waste disposal facility, Crespo was fired when he refused to dump the
waste a second time and called a newspaper and governmental inspection agency in
protest. Action by OCAW Local 4-447 later enabled him to get his job back.

Exhibit 9 gives two newspaper clippings which describe Crespo's problems with
Good Hope management. I could not find out the dates of the clippings, but the are
in late April or early May, 1978. One of the clippings is from the New Orleans
Times-Picayune, the other from other local newspapers published in late April or
early May, 1978.

Item No. 2--Good Hope has been dumping waste, mainly spent catalyst, at the
Kenner Landfill. Inspector L. M. Lasserre from the Division of Hazardous Wastes of
the Department of Natural Resources, inspected the waste on Feb. 2, 1980. Exhibit
10 is a copy of his inspection report. The anaylsis of the sludge at the Kenner
landfill submitted to the Department of Natural Resources by Enviro-Med Laborato-
ries of Baton Rouge showed "high concentrations of most of the priority pollutant
heavy metals" (Exhibit 11). The Kenner landfill is supposed to receive only non-
hazardous waste. Exhibit 12 contains a newspaper account of the illegal dumping.

On May 16, 1980 the Office of Environmental Affairs of the Department of
Natural Resources addressed a letter to Good Hope refinery requesting that the
spent catalyst from Good Hope refinery no longer be dumped at the Kenner landfill
as it was toxic and might cause "serious or irreversible damage to human health at
the present DSI land at Kenner. Good Hope refinery was ordered to cease and
desist from dumping catalyst and to clean up the catalyst it had dumped within ten
working days and to submit manifests recording satisfactory disposal. (Exhibit 3).
The second part of this same notification letter complain that Good Hope had
discarded a truckload of laboratory sample bottles at the Arcola Sanitary Landfill in
Tangipahoa Parish; had discarded asbestos piping and insulation, painting wastes,
and cooling water blowdown.

Item No. 3--On or about August 14 or 15, 1980, Johnny Vicknair and George
Robichaux followed a truck from Good Hope refinery to where it had been loaded
with refinery sludge from the Good Hope settling pond. Robichaux and Vicknair
followed the truck to where it dumped its load onto some property owned by the
Army Corps of Engineers on the Bonnet Carre spillway leading into Lake Pontchar-
train, in a boat launching area where people picnic and fish. The sludge had a
strong rotten egg odor. After taking pictures of the dumping (Exhibit 1), the two
men notified the Division of Hazardous Waste Management of the Louisiana Natu-
ral Resources Commission, which collected a sample for analysis (see Exhibit 2 for
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the results). The analysis showed "high concentrations" of "most priority pollutant
metals", with chromium levels 15 times over the recommended standard, lead levels
8 times over the standard, and arsenic levels 7 times over the recommended stand-
ard. It is likely that the dumn observed by Vicknair and Robichaux was not the
only dumping conducted by = Hope. It is also likely that some of the poisonous
heavy metal they dumped will end up in people who ate crab, shrimp, and fish
from Lake Pontchartrain, the Mississippi, or the Gulf, or drank water from the
Mississippi River.

Why are the hazardous waste control programs so weak? Clearly they are de-
signed to fail; clearly industry has too much influence in setting them up. David
Dodson, writing this summer in the Baton Rouge Enterprise (Exhibit 13), pointed
out that the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources, supposed to watch over
industrial waste disposal, has only 5 inspectors to check for violations at the
thousands of dumps and legally registered hazardous waste disposal sites. According
to an article ;.n the Baton Rouge Enterprise (Exhibit 14), operating permits had been
granted to only 2 of 180 estimated producers, handlers, and disposers of hazardous
waste, and only half of the 85 positions allocated by the state to the environmental
affairs office have been filled.

In conclusion, Good Hope refinery has been selected as the subject of this testi-
mony because OCAW has a great deal of information about its environmental
abuse. Good Hope refinery, however, is but one example among many plants that
could have been chosen to illustrate this testimony.

The public has a great deal of concern about the issues addressed by S. 1480. The
testimony given by Johnny Vicknair on September 12, 1980 has attracted nation-
wide attention. The news story in the New Orleans Times-Picayune (Exhibit 15) is
an example of this interest.

OCAW considers that hazardous waste dumping and spill is, in effect, a "ticking
time bomb" as has been previously observed by others. It is essential that S. 1480 be
legislated into law during this session of Congress.
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Exhibit 1

Photographs of Sludge Dumping at Bonnet Carre Spillway
(Taken by Johnny Vicknair, August 14 or 15, 1980)

A

Truck dumping Good Hope settling pond
sludge near boat launch and picnic area.
Look carefully at the truck bed--Good Hope
first loads a little light-colored river sand
in the bottom so the dark brown sticky
sludge won't stick to the bed, or perhaps to
partically conceal the fact that It is dumping
sludge.

69-C 0-80-82
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B

Truck driving away after dumping sludge.
Note ugly appearance of sludge.
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C

Picnic area and public boat launch. If you
look carefully at center of picture you can
see dump truck with red and white cab which
was in snapshot B.
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D

Army Corps of Engineers office as seen
behind sludge dump Aug. 14 or 15, 1980,
about a mile from Bonnet Carre Spillway
boat launch and picnic area pictured in snap-
shots A-C. This site is about 2 city blocks
from the river on the south.
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XNALITICAL REPORT

GOCDJJC)PE REFINERY

To

Mr. Frank H. Ashby
Secretary

* Louisiana Department of Natural Resources

.0

September 5, .1980

By

ENVIRO-MED LABORATORIES, INC.

Paton Rouge, LA 70S06 Ruston, LA 71270

Oo
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ABS.TRACT "

m.ost priority pollulat metal's were detected in high

Cmict-ntrat ion$ from the sludge sample analy:ed. Throe volatile

Oriwnics were also. dcetacled from the sample.

RES'-ILTS Xi~. DISCUSSION~
6 6

Analysis of the sludge sample from. Good H1pue Refinery

indicated high concentration of several of the priority pollutant
r.eta!s.

The only metal oi ie 13 not detected was mercury. Zinc

was detected in the highest concentration (136.029 ppm) followed

by chror.Jur, and anti.iony Tahle I.

Three (3) volatile organics were detected (Tnble 1) from

the sample. Ethylben:ene had the highest concentration (3.S ppm)

of the three detected. .No other volatiles were detected.
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TABLE I ANALYTIAL DATA FROM'

GO'DHOPE REFI NERY SLUIJC;E SAMPLE

Parar.v er (ppm)

Ant inony

Arseni c

Beryl I i um

Ca dn. i um

Chromium

Copper

Lead

Mercury

Nic)ke1

Selenium

Silver

Tha3lium

Zinc

Benzene

Ethy2 benzene

Toluene

Site
Good.pe Refiner),
62..1

36. ;8

1.36

0. 740

7.8. 716 \

28.409

44.23

<0.002

48.0.0

4G.'00

l.S66.

3.73

136.029

-0.6

5 .*S

2.8
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,~h ~. Exhbiit

X A. "A .,' . DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES I. JIM POKV.R

OFFICE OF F;N% IitlO~.vi'Y %L, AWTAIR5

Kiva 16, 1980

CW1'JlFIED .4]L - RETtURN RECEIPT XLQU.S'FED (5605238)

Co'rld Uo,le Rc.f;,,.ry.

P. 0. Drajwr 537
Good 1;ope, la. 70079

CePnt ]I.,,n

Re: Good Hope Refinery ID Waste Streams No. GD-316-10: and an
urojdcntified laboratory waste. Notice of Vielation: Act No. 449
R.S. 30:1137 (A) and (B). Specifically: Trarsporting and
Disposing of a ha Ardous waste (spent catalyst) to A non-
secure di.gposal site; and failure to ,'eclare a hazardous waste
(laboratory enraple bottles and contents) on the Notificatiun form.

I. On the X8arter of Spent Catalyst.

This Department received Good Hope Refinery'v Notification form on 11/1/19,
:;,0n ";hich "'.ttc ct'.-.. 316 10 -.%is li.:t,'d as I ,-ndar "!'z tee of Care." (n I/l/ Pl, O
Hr. Thoras Keyse's correspondence to Mr. Frank Elvin changed the Degree of Care
of the spent catalyst to 2, therefore, automatically requiring your company to
dispose of this material in an approved Class I, hazardous waste facility.

On February 21, 1980, representatives of this agency personally called on
Hr. Elvin and explained that waste streams listed under this Degree of Care (2)
could no longer be disposed of at the DSI sanitary landfill in Kenner which was
the disposal facility currently being used by Good Hope Refinery.

This Depart nor handed its policy in rp.rd to.our Yaste stream ?3l6-]l
and rewards the £s,;i' aLNv as toxic due to inheren-h .avy metal conmentrattins.
We are aware of o urcon ants'(RS) correspondence of April 15, 1980 which lists
several metallic cor.ponants as non-hazardous, after testing by Extraction Prrr-.dure
40 CFR Part 250 Subpart A(250.13d). Since you have attempted to deregulate this
waste by follewiog f:ciera) test procedures, )our attention is hereby dir-cted te
the attached page 143, of EFA's tiwst ctitrint waste rvjmulation ruodelines, in which
EPA specifically stalks that "the Fxtracllon Prort-dure fails to take into acrcou1,nt
sts h facctors an conct.ntration of texitci its. and the qu,11.11ity of such wasti-s.i'at ,d
which rotild have a hiat ing on t.he h.z.i.rdoi ,-,,c;" of t, ,..v. i L .al dj spi .-d.

r.o. soX 4406s . BAATON HOtM.C. LOUIIANA 7.b04 . PHTONr. 504/342-1tS
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This Department further believes that the inherent high concentrations of
thaoe metals (^ee the attached Departmental laboratory report' by Enviro,Med Lnbs),
and the lack of manatement demonstrated by the negligent inner of disposal by '
Ccgid Hope, may cause serious or irreversible damage to human health at the present
DSI landfill. Our investigaLors have frequently observed that this fine particu-
late material, which averages 80 microns in size, is scattered about the dumpsite,
used as roadbed filler, easily becomes airborne or fugitive, and is consequently
inhaled by dumpsite workers, truckers, and every motorist passing within the
vicinity of the dumpsite on Highway 61 at )enner, La.

Since Good Hope Refinery has not considered the probability of airborne
pollution by this waste, and under the guidelines of Louisiana's Environmental
Affairs Act, Act 449, R.S. 30:1072, Good Hope Refinery is hereby ordered to cease
disposal of this waste stream in any manner, other than that provided for hazardous
wastes. Good Hope Refinery is also hereby ordered to retrieve all of the caralytic
fines previously dumped at the DSI landfill in Kenner and. properly dispoqe of ame
at an approved hazardous wastq disposal site, Pithiei&.(lO).workingays of receipt
of this order. Manifests recording this disposa,'Islh~l be forwarded to this office
promptly, and Good Hope Refinery will notify this agency when cean-up Is complete,
so that investigators may determine if all contaminants have been rcinoved.

1I. On the Matter of Waste Laboratory Sample Bottles.

Oi or about May 8, 1980, a truckload of laboratory sample bottles with Identi-
fying labels from Good Hope Refinery were discarded at the Arcola Sanitary Landfill
in Tangipahoa parish. Some of these bottles were intact and the liquid contents

-are being completely analyzed by this Department, however, preliminary tests indi-
cate that the contents are hazardous under Category III A.1, Ignitabilit, relative
to Louisiana's rules and regulations governing hazardous wastes.

Since Hr. Frank Elvin neglected to list laboratory wastes on the Notif1ication
form of 11/1/79,. Good Hope Refinery has therefore violated the rples specific to
the Notification procedure, and agaln concerning the improper disposal of hazardous
wastes.

This Department must consequently order that Good Hope seriously review the
Notification as submitted and prepare an addendum listing al refinery hazardous
wastes not heretofore previously declared. Your attention is also referred to
the omission from this form of 11/1/79 of:

1. Discarded asbestos piping and vessel insulation.
2. Cooling water blowdown.
3. Painting wastes such as containers, rags, or solvents.
4. Condensation or precipitation that is in contact with stored products

suchas le.aded gasoline, etc. -

Good Hope Refinery must take imnediste steps to resolve both problems pre-
viously discussed above, and you are reminded that continued negligence relative
to these obligations to the State of Louisiana will result In legal actions by
this agency against your firm.

$incgrely,,

B.',JIH PORTER
0sistant Secretary
Office of Environmental Affairs

LNL:Jcp
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Exhibit 4

Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
International Union

ST. OIl LOCAL WO. 44. 0. Ox N06
PWOW1S 164712 1 095?CRHAN. LA. 10047

REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS AT GOOD HOPE REFINERY:
TESTIMONY AGAINST RENEWAL OF THE EFFLUENT PERMIT,
June 5, 1980, ST. CHARLES PARISH, HAHNVILLE, LA.

Good Hope refinery in Good Hope, Louisiana is one of the most polluting
refineries in. the State of Louisiana, according to officials at the Attorney
General's office and at the Department of Natural'Resources. The problems,
particularly in the area of water pollution, are compounded by the fact that
the refinery discharges waste into essentially stagnant swamp water rather
than into the relatively fast-moving Mississippi. As a result, environmental
authorities have required higher effluent discharge standards for Good Hope
than for other nearby refineries and chemical plants.
WATER POLLUTION:

Good Hope has a consistent record of disregiarding environmental standards
for water, air, and noise Dollution. The record, on file at the Oepar~iefit of
Natural Resources and at the state Attorney General's office, begins in July 24,
1974, when Good Hope first applied for a permit with the Louisiana Stream Control
Commission to discharge polluted water. Despite Good-Hope's pious homilies:"Good
Hope Refineries recognizes its responsibility to the State and to the Community
to provide for a safe environment"--- it is clear from the record that this was
never the intention of Good Hope's management. On Oct. 25, 1974 the Stream
Control Commission approved Good Hope's discharge permit, and already by May 8, 1975
the Commission was complaining that the refinery had yet to submit required
reports on the water quality of its discharges. A letter from field biologist
T. L. Bradley(Sept. 30, 1975) reported that the refinery was discharging water
with a temperature of 149OF rather than the 95°F required by the standard; that
there was a high amount of hydrogen sulfide in. the water; and a larqe amount of
both floating and emulsified oil in the refinery discharge. In addition several
local people had complained about the odor of the water in the area, particularly
after heavy rains, covering the lawns of some local residents with oil.

Despite the fact that the company claims it cannot comply with demands of
state water pollution regulations, it was expanding its production from a 30,000
barrel/yr. operation to 75,000 barrels, with plans for future expansion. In a
letter to the Louisiana Stream Control Commission, dated March 31, 1977, the
company begged off from complying with the water pollution laws because it had
entered into Chapter XI Reorganization proceedings under the U. S. Bankruptcy
Act. To this day the lawyer handling the lawsuit against Good Hope for the
Attorney General's office doubts that the State will be able to make its charges
stick and force Good Hope to clean up because of Title XI proceedinqs.Four years
after the first complaint by the Stream Control Commission that Good Hope was
failing to live up its obligations to control water pollution, the situation
appeared to be getting worse rather than better, partly because of failure to
Install control equipment, and partly because the company was investing in
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roductive capacity faster than It was keeping up with the new pollution causedthe increase in production. A letter from Ronald L. Smith, a biologist withDivision of Water Pollution Control of the Louisiana Wilde Life and Fisheries.Commission reads like. a broken record: -
"On March 6, 1979, 1 visited the Good Hope Refinery and observedthe effluent coming from their facility. Effluent water quality seems tobe much worse than my last visit to the area. Strong odors of sulfides and phenolsare ,emnating from the water and the color is very black with oil sheans

present. Ditch banks of the ditches leading to Airline Highway(located out-
side of Good Hope premises) are coated with oil and dead vegetation. Numerous
locations in these ditches have logs partially obstructing flow which haveaccumulated oil and grease several inches thick upstream."
"Citizens in the area are very upset and discouraged with the situation
there and complained to me that something should be done to stop thisproblem.... In addition I will provide you with photographs of the current
situation for your consideration."

According to our thmbers who work at the New Hope refinery, a number ofother individuals and groups have complained about the water pollution,
Including:

1. Charles Robichaux, resident of Good Hope and President of the Coalition
of Citizens of Good Hope. Mr. Robichaux has been keeping extensive
records on air, noise, and water pollution-of all kinds coming from
the refinery, and actually sent a large packet into 60 Minutes.He
also has a series of-photographs of various pollution incidents
at the refinery. I haven't seen his file.-

2. 14. L. Cambre of the St. Charles Environmental Council, 402 Marino,
Norco, LA 70079, has written more than one protest letter to theEnvironmental Protection Agency(EPA) over fires, waste oil, and
pirate dumping of caustic wastes into the canals and bayous near
Good Hope.Also president of Bonnet Carrie Hunt Club.3. A number of our members have witnesseddumping of Good Hope's causticwastes, and one who was ordered to do it was fired when he told the
news mdia. about it. Local I adowne• , urer1, "ant' I ISlherman
have c6mplatn, d that there are fewer fish and &ant .n che
area, and that many of the animals trapped in the area in thelast 5 years have evidence of skin disease and damaged fur.4.Before the discharge permit for Good Hope Refinery expired onMarch 31, 1980, 200 people from New Sarpy in St. Charles
Parish signed a petition against renewing the permit. Our
members feel that many more signatures could have been
collected If more time had been available

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH WASTE DOCLrIENTATION AS RES.IRED UNDE,{ THE
RE1SOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT OF L'I/"

An examination 3F thousands of waste man'stfests at te
Department of Natural Resources in Baton Rouge disclosed that Good
Hope Refinery had not submitted a single waste manifest(an official
document describing the identity and amounts of hazardous wastes)
since the requirement became mandatory on Jan. 1, 1980. So there is
no way to keep track of Good Hope's hazardous wastes as required
under the RCRA law of 1976. If the law had been complied with, Good
Hope should have mailed a copy of the waste anifest to the
Department of Natural Resources, leaving copies with waste
transporters and with the hazardous waste disposal facility. For
all the public knows, all these hazardous wastes are being dumped
into the river or the swamps, as of mid-April 1980.
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NOISE POLLUTION

On Oct. 25, 1979 the Office of Health Services and Environmental Quality
of the Department of Health and Human Resources submitted a report on noise
In the vicinity of the Good Hope Refinery to H. Glen Kent, staff attorney of
the Oepartment of Justice of the State of Louisiana. Naturally the continuous
noise was worst nearest the refinery. Good Hope has installed about 40 "temporary"
air compressors. Right next to the compressors, near a steam leak', a noise
reading of 114 decibels on the A scale(dBA) was recorded. Near the closest
houses the readings were between 68 and 74 dBA, except when trucks were passing
b or train whistles were blowing. Inside the enclosed porch of one house
the level was down to "only" 68 dBA.According to the inspector, the "temporary"
compressors would remain in place at least 6 months.These high levels ofexposure to noise will guanantee that a certain number of people
hiave her- hearing permanently damaged and will make them prone
to increased heart disease and other stress-related diseases.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY PROBLEMS
Good Hope Ret~nery s lack ot respect for the life and property

of its neigho ra and those affected by air and water pollution isnot confined to the public. As the enclosed report by Sharon Itaya,MD shows, there is an extremely high accident rate at Good Hope.
In 1978 there were 59 lost-time accidents(in which at least a dayof work was missed by the injured party), which resulted in about 800lost workdays. This total doesn't include the number of accidentswhich were too minor to result in time away from work. Hlost. of theseinjuries were from burfhs or eye injuries. Workers at Good Hope areunder permanent pressure just to stay alive and well on the job.

Inspection data from the O,:cupational Safety and H,,alth •Administration show that a number of workers were exposd to a |-avel
of benzene in 1979 several times the mandatory level of 10 partsper million, averaged over an 8 hour day. Wffther any o: the exposedworkers, all of whom are in thei.r 20s and 30s, have begun to show
signs of leukemia or other diseases associated with exp,,sure tobenzene is unknown to the Union at the present time, rs the refinerymedical contractor has refused to let Dr. Itaya see the results of
company-sponsored medical screening.

In credibly high levels of noise have been recorded in theworkplace, of between 92 to 98 decibels averaged over ' 8-hour
day. The company was supposed to abate those levels b- 'ebruary1980 but no evidence of an attempt to comply has been forthcoming.
The level of noise some workers are exposed to guarantees that 10to 15 percent of them will become totally deaf if they continue towork for the rest of their working life under such conditions.

RECOMMENDATIONS OF LOCAL 4-447 OF THE OIL, CHEMICAL AND ATOMIC

At the present time there are about 160 hourly workers operaztingthe Good Hope Refinery, and about 400 construction workers bu81dinga whole new refinery within the refinery. We, the 160 members of OCAWare afraid for our ives and for the lives of our children, our.
spouses and neighbors. In most .cases unions take the position thatthe most important thing is to keep the plant running, to preserve
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our jobs, our livelihood, our way of live. But Good Hope Refinery
is so dangerous, so uncontrolled, that we, the members of OCAW Local
4-447 would rather see the discharge permit denied and the refinery
shut down forever than to see it continue to poison this community.
For workers and citizens of the area Good Hope has become the principle
obstacle to a civilized life-style, and we believe that if Good Vope
and its greedy owner Jack Stanley find it impossible to obey the
laws of the land they had better shut up shop.

The situation has gone far beyond the physical poisoning of the
environment and the workplace. We are now witnessinqa series of
threat to the moral environment. Rucors' enerated by maligemeit
have it that anyone forking at Good Hope who wants to testify at
-public hearings, to exercise their right guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion and the laws of the land to protest the outrageous -ad
poisoning of the area surrounding Good Hope will be fired or
disciplined in some unspecified way. If is is at all necessary, we
would like to call Hr. Stanley's attention to. Section 507(a)
of Public L w 92-500, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, under
whose auspices this evening's hearing is being held. This section
states, in part, that "no person shall fire or in any other discriminat,
oaaainst any employee by reason of the fact that such employee
#.,has f1ed...anyproceedings resulting from the administration
or enforcement of the provisions of this Act."

On May 21 Good Hope sent an official memorandum to all its employees
signed by the manager of industrial relations. In demanding the"cooperation and loyalty of all its employees" Mr. Deutsch stated
in writing that "Any actions or statements made by employeds against
the Company's interests which expose the Compang to. public contempt
and/or ridicule or damages its business reputation or interferes
with its ability to ex and and grow shall be considered as disloyalty."
If people can't criticIze their boss in public, in a public forum,if they have to operate in an atmosphere of threats and fear and
intimidation, what is the meaning of freedom in America? What does
it mean at oo d Hope Refinery? Must people give Up their constitution-
ally guaranteed freedoms in order to earn a living?
These are no idle threats that Good Hope is brandishing at its
employees. Rane Elfer, a no. 1 operator at Good Hope, was terminated
on May 30th after writing a letter which was published in the Times-
Picayune rebutting false statements by Good Hope about alleged -
sabotage of-company fthilitids. Johnny Vicknair, union safety and
health chairman at Good Hope, has been threatened with losing his
job on several ocasions, because of his intense activities in
health and safety.

We sincerely hope that Good Hope will change its ways, but so far
we haven't seen much. So until further evidence of compliance with
the laws of the land and simple good citizenship, we recommend that
the discharge permit be denied.

Ned Gauthreaux, President"/7
Local 4-447, Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Vorkers International Union
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EXh [bit 5

Iloport by Shwron Itnya, M.D.

REPORT ON 1IEALT11 IhA'\RDS
AT GOODiHOPE REFINERY

Coodhope refinery in Now Orleans employs approximately
120 men with an average age of 27-28 years. The workforce is
all male, and about 7-8% Black.

In 1978, Health and Safety Chairman, John Vicknair, became
concerned with health hazards at Goodhope and called for an OS11A
inspection. Specifically, Mr. Vicknair noted problems with benzene
and noise exposures. Mr. Stanley, company manager, agreed to
abatement of the problems if' the federal regulatory agency was
not called in. The OSHA complaint was withdrawn; it was reinstated
shortly thereafter when no changes in the working conditions was
forthcoming. The OSH1A complaint was first filed in 1978; at
the beginning of 1979, the company claimed that it would not be
able to maintain its insurance policy and would be shutdown if
the OSHA inspectors cited the company. The complaint was withdrawn
in February of 1979, but was resubmittecf in March 1979. In the
meantime,.the company got a "high-risk" policy from Lloyd's of
London.

PROBLEMS AT GOODUdOF.
1. Safety

Goodhope refinery has had problems with safety in the past.
In 1977, there were 40 lost time injuries reported, with 249 lost
work days from occupational injuries. In 1978, there were 59 lost-
time injuries or illnesses, with about 6400 lost manhours. Most
of these reported injuries were from burns or eye injuries; there
were also reports of workers developing respiratory problems from
chemical exposures. The fire and explosion hazards continue to,
exist, according to Mr. Vicknair and supported by the evidence from
the reported injuries. OSHA cited .the company in the past on a
number of safety procedural citations after a sewer explosion
2. Health

A. Benzene: From the OSHA inspection in 1979, it was discovers
that workers are being exposed to benzene levels as high as 73 and
55 ppm., well in excess of even the coiling levels of the current
benzene standard. Mr. Vicknair, in conjunction with the company
engineers, designed a quench pot system to decrease the amount of
benzene released to the air; however, no measurements have been
taken after the institution of this system to guarantee that the
benzene overexposures have been abated. OSIIA cited the company on
21 counts following that inspection, including many citations for
poor practices handling benzene. Shortly thereafter, the company
instituted a medical surveillance puotcam for 47 workers with
benzene exposures. The company does not have its own medical
capability; it subcontracted the work to an outside lab,
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West Paine Labs of Baton Rouge. This lab ran urine, blood,
and audiometric tests on the workers. In February 1980, Mr.
Vicknair had all 47 workers sign medical release authorization
forms for the release of this medical information to a Union
doctor, Dr. Sharon Itaya, for review. None of the workers
tested were told the results of their tests. To date, none
of the tests have been released to Dr. Itaya as authorized.

! B. Noise: The EPA monitored for noise levels outside
the gates of Goodhope in the past because of neighborhood
complaints; levels of up to 114 db. were found. In its
investigation, OSHA measured noise exposures of 92-98 db.,
time-w6ighted average over an 8 hour workday. The company
was cited for these levels and was given an abatement date
of 2/80. To date, no action to reduce the noise levels has
been forthcoming. Goodhope appealed the OSHA citations
but neglected to appropriately post the appeal notices and
the subseqtmt hearing notices; because of this, the contest
of the citations was thrown out*

C. Other exposures: Last year, two people were overcome
by hydrogen sulfide fumes; one worker reportedly has lung problems
which have been attributed by his physician to occupational
exposure to sulfur dioxide. Neighbors to the refinery complain
of nausea and nosebleeds from expires to sulfurous fumes.

There are also extensive exposures to catalyst dust And to
organic lead.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. If conditions in the workplace have not changed from
what they were during the OSHA citations, OSHA should be called
back in for another inspection.

2. The International Union, in conjunction with the
local leaders, Mr. Gail Simmons, Mr. Carey Simoneaux, Mr. John-
VLcknair, and the local representatives, Mr. Jim Roan and Mr. Jim
Bergeron, will be seeking remedies for the practice of the company
of withholding medical information on the workforce.

3. We will also be working in conjunction with community
and environmental groups to guarantee the health and safety
of the surrounding community as well as that of the workers in
the plant.

Sharon Itaya, M.D.
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'ST. CHARLE3 ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL ' ExhibitO

402 Marino
Noreo, La. 70079

'N Jamuary 8,.1979

Kr. Howard 0. Bergman
Director, Storeemest Divislom (6AE)
Esvirosmestal Protection Agency
Region VI
1201 Elm Street
Dallas, Texas 75270
Dear Mr. Bergman,

In May of last year, I wrote a lbtter to your agaeny opposing

a NPDES Permit #LA0052051 by Good Hope aeriseries, Ine., because
we were sot satisfied with the vast performances of this company.
Six months have elapsed since the permit was issued ad conditions
have gotten worse. After reeeiviug several conlaints about water

quality, I personally traced pollution coming from the plants out-
fall easal lto drainage canals & wetlands in the area. We believe
from our observatioss that the water conditions with visible traces

•of oil far exceeds permit effluent lizatitioms. We have also had
reports of caustic released lato drainage canals. Our fear Is that
these pollutants will soon reach Lake Poutehartrais aud cause harm
to this valuable lake.

We would also like to resort that eheuisal wastes are beisg

" disposed of Is.landfills In wetlands on the East bank of our Parish
North of US 61. Conditions of these landfills have Cotten serious
in our Parish and action must be taken soon to sroteet these wetlavis
and also to prot~et the water quality of Lake Postehartrais. Some

old landfills are already advertised as eommersial sites. We feel
there are dasgers involved is developing these landfills as was the
Love Canal site Is Xew York. We also fool that there Is sot enough

sonitoring& supervision of these landfills to adquatoly porteet
people let alone fish & wildlife. We ask your assistance in these
matters.

Yours truly,

M.L. Camlore, President
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JAN 25 1979
Mr. M1. L. Camabre
Presi dent
St. Charles Environmental. Council
402 Marino
Norco, Louisiana 70029
Re: Good Rope Refineries, Inc.

NPDES Permit No. LA0052051

Dear Wr, Caibre:

As you know in June1978 the Environmental Protection Agency issued a
permit to Good Hope Refineries, .Inc. which establishes federal control
over the discharge of pollutants from that facility. A copy of which
Is attached fnr your information.

It is our policy to work closely with state agencies on water pollution
matters in order to wost efficiently utilize our resources and to avoid
duplication of effort. Ile have therefore discussed the latter with th'.
Louisiana Streami Control Cor. nission and the State Attorney Ceneral's
office. It is our understanding that the Louisiana Stream Control
Cor.ilssion referred this case to the State Attorney .General last Au ust
and will be taking appropriate follow up-action on this problem.

Pertaining to your concern for the dumping of chemical wastes Into local
landfills, the information supplied in your letter and subsequent con-
versation with Dave Olschewsky of our staff, is being Investigated further.
We anticipate that a representative of E.P.A. will conduct an inspection
to gather facts. As tie situation developes and a decision is made, we
will inform you.

Your concern for the environment Is greatly appreciated. Should you
hav any further nuastions along these ,,att.-rs ples. contact ether
Mark Potts or Dave Olschewsy at the above address or at (214) i67-2735.

Sincerely,

James E. Stiabing, Chief

Engineering 3 Evaluation Branch (6AEE)

Enclosure

cc: Louisiana Stream Control Commission

La Attorney General Office - tew Orleans
Attention Mr. nick Trov

69-9 0-80-38
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ST. CHARLES ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
402 Marine

Norco, La. 70079

March 23, 1980

M. Dauma Duttoa
Euviroumeatal Protectie Agemoy
R.;i.o 6
1201 Elm Stroit
Dallas, Texas ?7'70 RezPerui?, LA 00520
Dear Me Dutten,

We are requestiug that your agency conduct a public hearing
before re.ue.wim permit #LA 00o205q t, Coed Hope Rofineries. We
epptsed the original permit opplicatlo because we felt that based
*a their past perforianco that they would not comply with the terms
.1' the perlit. This has proved te be the emse aid your records on Good
Hope Refiaery show that they are net cerplyleg. I reviewed an admix--
istrative order by your agency on their vlolatiaws sad it wes ex.
tetailve. We feel that costinued rielatiess will have se effect oa
wetlands li the area, ruie Bayeu La Sraoche sad haye an adverse
effect oe Lake Pentchartral. We reel that a public hearing in our
Perish will ellaw the public to brlvg pressure to bear en Oeod Hope
Refixeries that will make them comply with the cenditioss of the
,.r.it. Tnty layve sot shows a willixgaesste be a good eivghbor a-d
have alienated a let of the ceRIiinity against thou by their actions.
Industry has rospiisibilitles to residents of areas adjacent to
their sperations to operate In a safe & clean msaer. There are many
problems associated with Good Hope aeflaorias. We feel that action
is noeded and we request your agency to call a Iublic hearing se
this permit ad take i dlate steps against 3 oed Hope Reflories.

Yoer tr y.

JI.L. .aibro, Prosident
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Y ST. CIIAITJ S hi".'R0IIARIITAL COUicIL

402 Marino

Noreo, La. ?0079
X3,y 13, 1908

Hs. Carol Youn. Re:Perait Lu8B52051
Eavironauetal rotootlon Ageme Oood Hope Rofiveries,Iua1.
Permits Branch (6AEP) Reglou V toat Offiao Drawer 537
First Int'l Blig., 1201 ls:St. Oood Hopep-La. 70079
Dallas, T 'xaa 75270

Dear Hs Youmv,

We are not at all uatisfioa writh the way the applieant operates

this faillty. Their pant ana present record indloatos very lUttla

if vny treatment of wastes prior to (Leohargivg into eanals an

Bayous In the area. Waste oil is very evienot in the swamps aaaoent

to the-refinory. A major fire occurred in th# area who* this wasto

oil caught fire. Rocontly an o.ployee want to the news meoala for

ref aing an order to release caustic Into adjaeout swamps ani

drainage eauals. We strongly resonnemi that your ageuey lvestigage

ths sito before approval of any HPD9S$ autborizatioU.

Bayou Lafrauoh, is protected as a seonie stream undor an act

paneod by the Louisiana Legislature. While the Bayou nay be ohks-

itied for secondary tontmat roaroation? it Opties into Lake Pout-

¢hartrain which Is olaasifled for primary ooutpat recreation. We

hop* that your agency looks carefully Into this matter.

,7'ouri truly,

fl.L. Mbro, .Preaidtb

VI
E 7E1978

MAY 1 71978

6AEP

t
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ST. "CHARr.- ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL

Nerce, La. 700?9

Jute .- 1980

ELv1reovmotal Preteotie Ageucy
Public Heariig - 3aed Hope 3efiueries NDP3 Permit
Hs'3*i1le, La.

Oeut~q~e.:

We have bee grylvg for several years to rot Oo.d lispe Rftieerios

to 03NplIY wit existle lam% avd live withla the guidollies of the

NDPS pertlb. ". eppoeed the issuance of the irieliau permit,

Lt 305051 is May of 1978 beoause we were ast satisfied with

the disohorgos frm Good Hope Refinery. 0& dedaenday ,of this week,
r agals checked the caals & ditchos id aid arouAd Geod Hope 2efidary.

and fSUAd them to bs it deplorable ceeditio ax.. I Walknd t'* I.xlaad
coaftl frwr, US 61 to the ICRR aAlf feund the ca*a1 Completely devoid
%f aeriae lif-. I then Ftlleed the ca*al alesg the 3I track to the
rear Af the 0eid H~p. property to be our* ef the source of pvllutle.

This caval is ales i dscleornlo caditia. It tiuld ssom that tne

-iix surcn -)f pillotiva Is fria Seod Hip* ,Refierias. Recs4t data
that I have si*2 xivwe t'iea ti bt i vlal&tIme of r.ne per-it so

suiereus sccations. I have a picture takea frem US 61 u'Aero the

island canal crosses udder the highway and cepties ite the 2irlia.

cxadn thoo i4to Bayou La Bratcho asd lit* Lake Pentclhartraio. This

cacAl xanews simu of beleg badly polluted mith oil and other nubstc.Cs/

The picture shiwx that the water lillei that are nermolly very greed
at 4-his timm of tho yoor aro yollew. I picked o©te ifu these iiilo-s
sad fouud this letter tv b ii ;reat q1;Pn'%iry blow t'e lil 3 at V'S
pou4t. I 'have brought these for ytur iAf~cru'Aria. I nI, t'k ustir
%mriple that I would oak ytu to ataly24. It i a CV'psoite saNple tJ*A24
frot dix several p*it argued tho are,

Recently, I stteid-id a u-etisi that shoums haot federal & state
agencies art istarevted it the wotlanda if cur area as well ai preasryvlg
wttar qusliy. Lake Po-,clhrtrtdn is a4 isparraAt fiuhory resource far

cem, arcial nx well am rocr¢atioel ues. 4e must -ivse %ure tiat Iews 3ro
sboyod if we r* 'so protect tuoso val7,ble resources. We a. L.'iuv

• ~.-.
,A Cot ". .o p-

dc
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Exhlblt 7?

Af t .ol DOAKK ( RIC( OU& ATWo

UfS CO(.PAINY
gFonwerly 0S.'Foreal mAd Colt&% kc)

3501 NOATH CAUSEWAY BOULEVARD
METAIRIE. LOUISIANA 10002

TEL. o504j8374

August 14, 1980

P4w VO~
04100 1o0M$Ak, o ,cso
%A,.$#Gto'4 OC
C.AL&AS"Alltf

VL.A'.A$ Ol'f

1&e 0 0k ANS
SA WA I aO
CnCIoo
CAIMOC

tailED VOOOW

Mr. Mo Garcia
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Office of Environmental Affairs
Division of Water Pollution Control'.
P. 0. Box 44066
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Dear Mr. Garcia:

Subject: Good Hope Refineries, Inc.
Good Hope Refinery Effluent Monitoring Results
URS Job No. 450-11-93

On behalf of Good Hope Refineries, Inc., we are submitting daily effluent
test results for the period June 29, 1980 through July 31, 1980. During
this period there were 58 parameter violations recorded. Permit violations
are noted on the test result forms. In accordance with Good Hope's agreement
with the State, payment of $5,800 is required.

Good Hope has wired the State $5,800
$25,000 installment payment. Due to
the Impression the $25,000 lnstallmer
tons payment by the 15th of the month
Installment payments are due by the
ments are due by the 15th of the moni

along with their regularly scheduled
a misunderstanding, Good Hope was under

nt payment was due along with the viola-
th. We have advised Good Hope that
Lst of the month, while violation pay-
th.

Sincerely,

URS COMPANY

Vincent C. Provenza, P.E.
Manager, New Orleans Division

VCP:jk
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• OQsl!;JAIVA ULI'/%.iWLIlT 01' IJAIURA. HIR:0UHCrS -. FjHC4: ('OOO 1OiE NE'JN£RI:S, iNC.
OFFICE Of' IhVIHOR'lENrAL AFFAIRS - GOOD 116PE RLFINERY

,UBJECT: TEST RESULTS FOR WEEK ENDING 7/5/80 JUL 15 1'- EN,0rsi '''°I.

0AT~ .

Flow - ,GD

PERMIT LIN1
DAILY MAX.

N/A

6-29 6-30 7-1 7-2

2.1 1.7 1.0 2.0

7-3

2.0

7-4

1.5

1 J

..XN. 6 6.9 16.8 6.8 6.6 7.0 6.8 6.1
(Continuous) MAX. 9 7.3 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.6 7.5 7.
SOD0 - lbs./day 1,050 880 719 782 701
(5 .k. con .) 1310

'J j p , . , jp. . .. . . - -
TSS - lbs./day 1,208 ,217 649 902 434
(5 wk. comp.) 912 ,

COD - lbs./day 9801 7,805 ,941 4,715 8.075 6,379
(s wk. comp.)

OIL & GREASE
lbs./day 398 173 22 51 96 17
(5 wk. GRAB)

PHENOL lbs./day 9.6 4.9 2.2 1.6 3.3 4.7
(5 wk. comp.)

7JUPONZA as N lbs./day 857 683 625 334 1,009 852(S wk. comp.)

TOTAL C - lbs./day 19.5 .3.5 / 0.8 /

HEX Cr - lbs./day 1.6 .16 .16
(3 wk. come .) ._._._.1_.6_

ZINC -0 /. 1 0.04 / 0.06 / I
(3 yR._comp) wk. 7.0_49"_2. 58 3.

SULFIDE - lbs./day 0.4 7.0 4.9 2.1 5.8 3.3
_(5 wk._GRAB)_____________

OESa DH.Ofl 24 hr. Effluent ComB. 6.7 7.1 6.9 6.7 7.6

I

7.2 1I

DATE

7.1rEs, S PH,-on 24 hr. Effluent Como. 6.7 6.9 6.7 7.6
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LOUISIANA DEPARTMENT OF MAIWAL SO I;RC6b rROX GOO HOPE R'ICNERIES, INC:
OrrICE 07 T.NIOC4LW^L OF| "TL 2 1 j&fGOOD HOPE REFINERY

SUBJECT. TEST RESULTS kOR W= ENDING 7/ OiILT ENT (001)I 1, \

PE4ILT LIMITS

..... DAILY MAX. 7-6 7-7 7-8 7-9 . 7-106 7-11 7-1

Flow - NOD N/A 1.5 2.1 2.1 .50 2.9 0.0 2.2

HI. 6 7.3 7.2 7.7 7.8 Power Put at

(Continuous) MAX. 9 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.2 sample shed

BOO - lbs./day
(5 wSk. comp.) 1310 295 359 590 117 438

TSS - lbs./day
(5 wk. comp.) 912 799 889 616 202 960

COD - lbs./day 9801 7,208 7,011 6,864 1,638 6,912
(5 wk. comp.)

OIL & GREASE 42 24 98 21 146
lbs./day • 398

(S Wk. GRAB)

PHENOL - lbs./day 9.6 3.4 12.0 39 1.7 3.1
(5 wk. coap.) --..

ANHONIA as N lbs./day 857 586 393 273 176" 984
(5 wk. coup.) 5

TOTAL Cr - lbs./day 19.5 .62 1.2 1.2
(3 wk. coop.) . _ ... ........ ___

HEX Cr " lbs./day 1.6 .12 .17 .17 .04 .24
(3. w. osp.)

sINC Ng/1 .20 .06 .0"
(3 wk. comp.)

SUFIDE - ls./day "" 8.4 3.6 2.1 2.1 .36 3.8
Wy wk. GRAB)

orES, pH on 24 he. Effluent Comp. 7.. 7.2 7.117.8 7.6 - .A -' ..

D'.. . .;. ... .-...- 
~~~~~~~~. . . ... .. .... '", . :"..".." :........ 
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- : -SI 1S1 MII S I O1h( W K LIUING " IU . U/VU

DATE'

Flow - MCD

pH
(Continuous)

SOD- lbs./d
5/wk. comp.)

PERMIT LIMITS
DAILY I1AX.

N/A

111N. '6

1310

7/13

2.9
•------ -

power
0hed

10,388

........ on i.i rI.U LT (001)

7/14

3.31

)ut at

7659

7/15

4.32

sample

6894

7/16

3.4

6.5
7.2

812

7/17

2.5

6.7
7.0

781

7/18

3.0

6.7
7.4

TSS - Ibs./day 912
(5 wk. c. 1_) 2646 2678 3351 1425 1055

COD - ibs./da; 9801
C5 wk. comp.9 1 33,908 25,756 25,941 10,146 5,850

Ibs./day 398
(5 wk. GRAB) . 386 576 248 133

PHENOL - lbs./day 9.6(5 wk. comp.) 47 11 8.0 7.5 7.0

AN.MOIA as N lbs./day 857
(5 wk. comp.) 1250 773 1153 705 443

TOTAL Cr - lbs./day 19.5
(3 wk. comp.) 12.3 23.8 8.6

HEX Cr - lbs./day 1.6
(3 wk. comp.) .25 .28 .36 .29 0.21

ZINC mg/l
(3 wk. comp.) 1 .15 .14 0.1-

SULFIDE - lbs./day 8.4
(5 wk. GRAB) 78 52 115 37 21

11 0 I my- , ua I.mf W 4

NOTES:

o , - .. . .. ..
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0i IA)U)SJAIA DEPARTMENT OF HAIUtAL RlESOURCES
or"ICE OF SWVIRON4EN"AL ArFAiRS

FRCE41 GOO DOPE RETIRES, INC.
GOOD IIOPP REFINERY

SUB3ECTs TZST RESULTS FOR W1EK ENDING 7/26/80 ON E .UFT (001)

* -PERMIT LIMITS
DAILY MAX. 7/20 7/21 7/22 7/23 7/2. 7/25 71

Flow - MGD N/A 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.4 2.7 2.3 2.

HN. 6 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.8 6.8 6

(Contin .us) MAX. 9 7.3 7.3 _.0 7. 7.2 7.2 7

BODS - lbs./day 575 482 1,121 1,134 1,45C
(S Qk. cop.) 1310 - - -

TsS - lb's./day - 1,500 1,832 1,356 1,672 2,408
5 wk. comp. 912 _____ --

OD - lbs./day 9801
(5 wk. . 7,0.30 890 6 129 76

OIL & GFAE 113 138 116 223 87
lbs./day 398
(S wk. GRAS)

PHENOL lbs./day 9.6 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.2 7.0
(5 wk. cop. . - .-.

A xomzA as w lbs./day 857 4 3 416 338 764

(5 vk. copl.) - - -

TOTAL Cr - lbs./day 19.5 2.5 4.1 3.9
(3 wk. c€omp.-

HEX Cr - lbs./day 1.6 .25 .24 .24 .20 .22
(3 wk. emp.) . ... _..

ZINC 09/11 .08 .18 .16
3vk. coop.) .. .. ... .. .

SULFIDE - lbs./day 8.4 42 16 8.2 7.8 17.0
(S Wk. GRAS __ -- I. ---I

mOmtES vH on 24 Hr. Effluent Comp. 6.7 7.3 6.8 6.5 7.2' 6.8

_____% -. J~v nn 'irri

URS.COMPANY

-- - , - I -- 66 7 7.3 6es (
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t T: 1I.1 l:tlSULIS iOR Io I.rK I,:D]ING 8/2180

DATE'
PERMIT LIMIS

DAILY 1IAX. 7/27 7/28

011 LIFLULIIT (001)

7/97/30~71 8/18Ai
F_ _ - MGD - /A 1.87 1.83 1.15 .53 2.9

JpNH6 samp1 ng equip pent d maged

(Continuous) --y coiruct-,'
B O - 1 b s ./ d a yBOO(/wk. c .) 1310 13104 3102 2448 211 21

TSS- lbs./day 912 89 1368 1219 258 1411( s wk. c o m p : .... Ie ."o - 2 9 s 1 1

COO - lbs./day 9801
(5 wk. comp.1 26 442 12 342 9,984 2,024 22,176OIL & "GA'AS'E-'...

lbs./day 398
(S wk. GRAB) 147 166 74 28 22

PHENOL - lbs./day 9.6
(5 wk. comp.) 5.1 4.5 4.3 2.1 5.9

AMMONIA as N lbs./doy 857
(5 wk. comp.) 1326 1110 739 114 890

7OTAL Cr - lbs./day 19.5
(3 wk. comp.) 1.2 1.3

HEX Cr - lbs./day 176
(3 wk. camp.) 0.16 .15 .10 .04 .17

ZINC - rq1 I
(3 wk. corp.) 1 .79 .03

SULFIDE - lbs./day 8.4 .6 14.19.
(5 wk. GRA) -.

NOTES:
hr 1'' -~'~1

?-L -) (' I. I
', o -.-. o •
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Exhibit 8

URS COUJPAIIY
(F..smwy i*'?S F'veas meO i.uSC'i. ,IOC)

3501 NOTII C AUSEU' AY FOU, EVARD)
METAIRIr.. LOUISIANA 10002

June 17, 1980

0 AN..', CA V
C- .,

.I r°t

C4 A.

0.5 ,kuA£4

Mr. J. Dale Givens, Administrator
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources
Water Pollution Control Division
P. O. Box 440066
Bolon Rouge, Louisiana 70804

Dear Mr. Givens:

Subject: Good Hope Refineries, Inc.
Good Hope Refinery
Revision to Wastewater Discharge Permit
URS Job: 450-11-93

We are submitting a formal application to revise the wastewater discharge permit for
the Good Hope Refinery located in Good Hope, Louisiana. We are requesting a
modification to the effluent limits and location of the discharge point for treatment
plant effluent.

We are proposing a staged construction project for the expansion at the Good Hope
Refinery. The requestedeffluent limits correspond to BPT limits for the operational
capacities of units at the refinery expected as of January 1, 1981 and March 31, 1981.

We also propose to relocate the discharge of the main treatment plant from the
adjacent water quality limited swamps to the Mississippi River. The discharge
location is shown on the attached plot plan. Nonprocess area stormwater runoff will
discharge to drainage ditches adjacent to the property.

If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me.

Sincerely,

URS COMPANY

Vincent C. Provenza, P.E.

Manager, New Orleans Division

ST:lm
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INTRODUCTION

Good Hope Refineries, Inc. requests a modification to its existing waste-
water discharge permit. The modification will incoporate both a proposed
expansion proqram and a relocation of the wastewater effluent discharge
point. The proposed expansion includes a staged construction program, with
completion dates scheduled for January 1, 1981. and March 31, 1981, and will
result in an increase in both wastewater flows and effluent limits. The
effluent limits applicable to-the expanded refinery are based on EPA OPT
(best practicable control technology) guidelines and are listed below.

Pourds/Day* moll*
Parameter Daily Avg. Daily Max. Daily Avg. Daily Hiax.

BOD 1167.7 i775 , 2104.0 A3198.6) \65 (92) 117 (166)
TSS 934.4 1420.9 1464.71(2227.6) 52 (74) 81 (116)
COD 8165.2 2410.6 \ 15737.1123918.1) 453(646) 874 (1245)
Oil & Grease 340.3 (517.20 638.01(969.7) 19 (27) 35(50)
Phenolic Compounds 7.5(11.50) 15.45 23.64) 0.42(0.60) 0.86(1.23)
NH3 as N 626.5 (958.2) 1378.4( 108.1) /35 (50) 77 (110)Sulfides 6. 06' 9.26) 13.57 20.76) 10.34(0.48) 0.75 1.08)

Chromium (Total) 18.38j28.11) 31.33 47.91) 1.02(1.46) 1.74(2.49)
Chromium (VI) 1.17(1.79) 2.51 3.83).. ' 0.06(0.09) 0.14(0.20)
• The specified limits corr d to operation al-acities as of January 1, 1981.
The effluent limits corresponding to the operational capacity as of March 31,
1981 are indicated in parentheses.

Concurrent with the proposed expansion, the Refinery proposes to relocate the
effluent from the wastewater treatment plant from the water quality limited
swamps to the Mississippi River at Mile 125.0.
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Exhibit 9

1 - IIV~umw' o Was te
, -. I ' .

Told"F1 by,. il" *'W oz." r .A"¥', I
GOOD HOPE (UPI) -A worker foran Chlstiaesd. "ThlslsfnolconsldeWe .-

;:'oil, recliner Wednesday said, he has a polutacL (0w) discharge permit aUows'•
dumped- 20,000 gallons, of.,caustic' us to discthatfas much as for million.'
cheMIcan LAto the waters leading to Back'- gallona d. . .. • . ....
Water Swamp, something he feels could . "eoil re come
damage the area's crawfish popu.aUon.,,,. fire by the Louisiaa Stream Control'.-

Bob Crespo, 21;said he has discharged.. Conmu.Lsslon for 'soation o another,
thetreated chemicalsnear the MisLslppi discharge perrlt,;is located about five'-.
.River: sce: last Friday,. when "h . muespstreamfromBackWaterSwamp, "

cm=pany stopped disposWg o its liquid .whcbs a thrive g area for crawfish.
..wasteytruc.--. . . ., :Bob ..Le.eu, a spokesman for the'-

T"" d Url d 's i s t' t - com m isson , ,said C respo's co m plaint*:

God Hope 1plant~sald tacemcls e "ol~edsussed at ft panel's next!
c6Mnletlyharmles4s. . , "' '" ,ti,. ... , . '

' There is n harm tothenv;ntnt," ."We are cl & A ' "thlS complaint,"
LeFleur said.

1(efinery Off'cia s :151.
Solution at Good Hope':;

By ANDREW S.DUET JR. , holds a legal dscharge permit for.l
.(tnme.P cVU.,rvf,,etv "::" backwater discharge of treated.

*:GOOD HOPE, La. - Officials of affluent.
( 1od0pe Refinery Wednesday denied Christianson safd the average dis-"
4arges by an employee that the facili- charge of the treated caustic was about
t is discharging large amounts of- 50 gallons per day and posed no danger

c stl I.a into backwaters near the to area residents. He said that the plant
Vant. • ?. ,., .. ' -was constantly monitoring the dis.
%Bob LFledr, secretary of the Loulsi- charge and complaints arose from a

O a Stream Control Commission said lack of understanding or new pr6ce-' Ie'nvestigation will begin as soon as dures for the treatment of the effluenL
4sslble on allegations the company "We're not trying to slip anything
failed to comply with a permit from through the back door," said Christian-
'Mle commission. He said action will be son. "The plant is meeting all legal re-
taken against the refinery for failure to quirements and we are conducting a
maintain an implementation schedule controlled release of discharge and are
for a separate discharge permiL using constant monitoring to .protect,
,All Crespo. a plant employee, said the public."

lPriday under orders he released a
large amount of caustic.and was order..
31to do the saine job Wednesday when'
he refused and protested to his
s pervisor. I.
""You can walk to the discharge ared

k behind the plant and see dead birds and
I animals along with a stench and green:

turn in the water," Crespo said. "Peo-'
iey unt and fish in the area and It.
rakes ine want to cry to see what Is

I oina into tie waler."
4Ted Christlanspn,.asslstant plant

i. manager, said the refinery was in com-
p pllance with all state and federal water

;cI. ntrol requirements and currently
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Exhibit 10 Loy Ho. .5
District _ !

DEPARIMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

IIA/AR)US WASIL RLGULATION

CITIZENS' COMPLAINT RECORD

Complaint Received:

BY: L. M. Lasserre

TIME:

DATE: 2/20/80

Location Directions:

Disposal Service, Inc., Ilwy. 61

(Airline) Across frcH. 84 Ltimber

Kenner. St. Charles Parish

ASSIGNED TO: L, __L.a}serre

REMARKS:

COMPLAINANT: Willie Fontenot. Attorney General's Office.

ADDRESS: PARISII: PHONE: 925-4120

Generating Firm

COMPLAINT SOURCE

Good Uope.ft_ j'jes
Waste Transport Company ScinneauxIru king Co. odJjop .4-6566 Ext. 242)

Waste Disposal Site

Other

Disposal Service, Inc., 7110 Mistletoe St., Metairie, La. 70003

Address

Other Agencies Previously Contacted

NATURE OF COMPLAINT

SludQes are beinq dumped in sanitary landfill.

INVESTIGATORS PRELIMINARY COMPLAINT ASSESSMENT AND SITE DESCRIPTION
(nefe to another Agency it applicable_

(Us* teatches ii necesmary)

end person notsfied)

Visited this site on 2/21/80. The gray dust resembles cement kiln dust and
is being dumped on the entrance roadway near the Airline entrance, to the rear of
the dump property. It's composition is not known at this time. Oily or black
sludges have been dumped intennitteitly throughout the landfilled area, and are
bulIozed or spread with any excavated, or "mucked" soils that are being hauled to
the area. The darkly stained "mcked" soils are sometimes the only evidence that
sludges have been dumped within the landfill. Slides were taken of some fresh
sludge piles, however, Chemical or refinery odors are also persistent to the stained
landfilled materials. Approximately 40 miscellaneous empty chemical or product
barrels were photographed at one site on the landfill.

Telephone
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-Exibit 11

ANALYTTCAL R)-1RT SI ,N M.,1 L

AND (0DIOP1: RLFJNI;RY

D)EPAR'YMFN'r OF NAiIRAL RIESOUX'ES

To

.Mr. Bill jiughes

Department of Ntilra Resoulrces

1a) 8, 1980

By:

'N\'I l.O - 'lD }.AIBOIRA''(.R! I S.

1012 S. Acadian Thruway
Baton Rougze LA 70806

INC.

414 W. California
Ruston, ).A 73270
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.>, I~iiilil -N 11 ki lli ll i ,i It III

4 414 %. (AIIIiI'K IA Hkt',IO(, I aliIO IA A M' .75? i16l(,U

1012 .A N C l) X I II H IWAV • I-A IMX I14it;L.. I 1AN'I AIA 7i(I 6 - 5 0 ,4.3.4314

lK. RA.S3,IND D. CA KiAN V. e i ,i;cnl
l~lll' I. !!X;-'ll% Im., ]())IN T. V;+I I. ' iec Pirp-ihnt

PA . .. fl K i K t1 %0%* J. iAUCKIMA . MlaiiWI. mitia nt'up OfrI.te

May 8, 1980

'4r. Bill Hughes
Chief, Enforc.;ent Division
Ila:.ardous Waste Division
Department of Natural Resources
P. 0. Box 44396
.. ,iton Rouge, LA 70S04

Dear Mr. lughbcs:

Four sar:ples were brought to ijiviro-Md Laboratories,
Inc. by the Departrent of Natural RJsources pers.onne.1 for
metals analysis on March 13, I980. These sa;:,pes ;,cre from
the DSI landfill and Coodhone Refinery.

These samples were treated in. two different ,ays
before analysis. First, they were digested using the Tntvrim
Method for-the analysis of Elemental Priority Pollutants in
Sludge (FMAL.- Cincinnati, December, 1978). Using this
digestion procedure, then u,ai)'.ijig the s.,,aiple gi-.es an
indication of the Pietals that are in the sample. Second,
the Leachate Test outlined in the December 18, 1978, Federal
Register -was performed and analysis of the ]eachate ijidl'cafted
Oi)e leat-hing effect of metals through the soil.

Analysis of the digested samples indicated a high
concentration of most of the priority pollutant heavy metals
as compared to very low concentration detected in the leachate.
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This ;eC-'o s to indicate the ;&talS are tl;uIe blt" are )lot
leaching at a \€.ry rapid rate.

J;,cli,,lod in this report are the data sheets fj'rn both
types of sr".ple preparation aind a copy of thbe sani:ple r.para-
tioen porcedures.

If you have further questions, please contact us.

s;;,cerely, -

Ray)ion C.- rvr.afny
Vice Pir- si "'cnt

nwk

FiC! os.ures

69-0 0-80-34
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Exhibit 12

ly 1110 ANFIbSON
Advocate Stuff Writer

ThomasS ,%Srap Meta I in cSntlandvltle
h.s hreei issued a ntlice of violation for
allegedly giving lhianrdnu. waSte to a Iocal
man to use, a flill on private, propee ty near
usker.

Mennwhfl, PN)l has Issued a .simlar
elflii to Inol ilope Ilefinery in Good

Inip for dumpi haiardoims waste at a
sanitary landfill. The waste, which
clainls arsellc and lead, wa.s then befog
us, ed as fill on the site's rods where it
becomes airuorm -ind is breathed by
mnnrists on Airline highway in Kenner,
DNR said

NtOh ronpanies, were ordered to clean
Up thi w.A.te-,.

The nio.trx oi vinla tiou were Iwo of four
Issued hy the department of Natural
[lesomtr es In firms 1as( moatih in
connection with allegRd Industrial
pollI!ion.

In Ihe no Ice to Thomas.. D1NR .sa.s it had
previously rejected a reMjest hy Tilmas
to dispnse of waste asrl in a sanlt;ory
landfill bcaits the ash is haardouq.

'The notice say. N.K. l)unbar cnaMled
DNIt and said Tlinhms had placved two
dump I ruck In.,ds of Ihe l t on has prnipxrty
near Greenwood Park in Baker as fill.
asuring lni the wastes "were innocuous
and could cause no environmental
dnage "

RNIt sid Ihi waste is "liahle to caue
fires through retained heat from
proce s.,Z" and alO is 1ott" because it
cnnlains high 'nnrvntral ions of cadmium,
chromini anl tie.

11111 Thoni.s. president of lhe scrap
metal romnion.y, said the material was
removed from 1he Iunhar proper tyearlier
this Week..

lie saiid "it's not s bad ,s what they fell
you" and addld thatlmIte ron anmiy Is
having its own analys.t dlone.

In lic Good Hnp- ease. wastes
ontaining as much as 1.000 parts per

million to ars,.niv and 2.76A ppm of lead
were living dumped at I)S1 sanitary
landfill norlh i .i Kenner ralher than at a
haiar,:%ots wah' -i le, according ts PNR.

Scueaux iTvkitig Co. of Iles,'rve was
cited hem transpr.lion of these wastes
wItlooil elilyaig PINIt it was handling

The iourlh citalion wenl to Gulf Con,
OalsIvanaiag ia I iltlAles, whl'h a l hlgedly
has ,ern lhirlia ring ardic and metallic
waelle stilres ilt the |laycu "*'arci.qst,
dr-mnats,,lvsmz Qmilljm( a ,'rmil_.

I
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THE COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER OF 13ATON ROUGE

JULY'31'AUGUST C, .98O

Despite Assurances

Hazardous Wastes Flowing As
Sa Of icials Move Slowly
By DAVID DODSON

Despite new laws and assurances
from top officials that something
would get done, the state is only very
slowly, perhaps even reluctantly,
addressing the problem posed by
hazardous industrial waste.

The Louisiana Department of
Natural Resources, which is supposed
to be the watchdog over industrial
waste disposal, has assigned only five
inspectors to check for violations at
the thousarls of waste sites identified
in the state so far, and haLs not referred
a single case on an active site for
investigation and possible prosecution
by the attorney gcneral's office.

Out of the .fr-ted 180 producers,
handlers and4 !Rposers of hazardous
wastes supposed to be licensed by the
state, Wnlit'o o aii~t rmits have
bM~pccwiso far. Anot YIMare
sitting on des.s'Tsire department's
environmental affairs office,
according to Jim Porter, head of that
office.

Of the remainder, most are 'on
schedule" for pocessing, Porter said.
although he could not say how many
operators haven't yet notified the state
that they're in business.

Only about half of the 3)5 positions
alloted by the state to the
environmental affairs office have ben
filled, Porter said. The federal
government esti'nates the stare would
need 70 employees in the air quality
section -alone "'jot. to bring the
program up to date," an EPA offidal

.in Washington said this week.
But -he dipartracnt apparently has

no intention of asking for more
personneL And when Assistant
Deputy Secretary Jim Hutchison
tcstifite before the Natural Resources

Comm
consol
enviro
office,
the to
means
program

Att

Of
and

ittee two years ago about
idation of all ihe state's
mental programs into one
he even suggeste-d a reduction in
al number of employees as a
of saving money on the overall

sM..
he time, Hutchison went so far

180 Waste Producers
Disposers, Only 2

Have Permits
as to say the committee should not
recommend adding any additional
lawyers to the attorney general's
environmental protection section,
since the depOrtment "couldn't
possibly refer any cases to the AG for
another two years."

The department further rocked
state environmentalists last week by
granting a contract to Ned Cole's
Research Associate- Inc. to search out
ani identify the estimated 10,000 or

more dump sites in the state by car
rather than the accepted EPA method
of aerial detection.

Cole, whose acceped bid of
.$227,000 was $4,810 more'than the
aerial survey and $14,600 more than
the lowest bidder, also holds a big
chunk of another $830,000 contract
for developing the state's hazardous
waste program and has partkipated in
three other projects for DNR.

Dr.Jack Hill, a civil engineer at LSU
who helped develop one of the other
pans, said he was disappointed the
department chose to give Cole the
nney to make a "windshield survey,"
but added he ws "not about to let this
thing drop."

Hial said he would seek alternative
funding sources to finance an aerial -
survey of the state.

"There's no way to make an accurate
count of all the pits, ponds and Lgoons
by riding around in a car," Hill said.
"From here to Slidell is one big pine.

Coaisfiad ox Page 9
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tree. The only way to find a lot ol tho.e
sites would be from the air."

The aerial approach has another
advantage, he said, in that it "freezes"
the state at the time tile photographs
are taken. Comparison with
photographs from subsequent
flyovers would give thedepartmnent an
instant record of how many new sites
had been opened and how many old
ones had been filled in or alter-d.

"The Department of Natural
Resources is not developing any long-
tern plans to deal with hazardous
wastes. They're taking a shot-in-the-
dark approach," he said.

P otter agreed that the state is "ju...t
fighting fires" with its current level of
staffing, but said the most important
thing now is not to jump in and start
filing reports on violations, but rather
"to get permits to all the operators."

The only cases referred for action to
the attorney general's office havebeen
made on 14 abandoned waste sites.

"No, we have not referred any
issues other than those abandoned
sites" Porter said. "There's a lot of
talk about violations, but the big thing
is to get the operators permitted right
now.

Porter admitted there "probably are
several violations" being committed
by companies other than the 180 on
DNR's punch list of producers,
handlers and disposers. "We have
another list of about 500 different
types of industry we have questions
about." he'said. "[kt those 180 handle
about 90 percent of the hazardous
wastes."

Some environmentalists expressed
eocern last week that even if DNK
getes all the operator permits
processed, it doesn't mean the
department will do anything
ncaningftil in the areas of
environmental protect ion.

"Take the case of Rollins
Environmental Services," one
environmentalist who works for the
state said. -The department h.As not
cven asked Rollins for information
about what's going in those pits (in
North Baton Rouge) or what they've
keen Putting in those pits all thesw
years. As far as l can tell, some of those
pits were never lined with anythine."

Porter said the department was cold
by Rollins that it had a list of all
dumpings at the site since operations
began, but DNR has so far rxt asked to
see it. A Rollins spokesman said
Tuesday Porter could see the list but
not the general public. "It's highly
confidential." he said.

"We know that what goes in those
pits is hazai'dois. That's not the
question:" Porter said. "' we're not so.
concerned with what goes in them as
what's migrating out of them."

Porter was somewhat red-f.wced a
few weeks ago after' telling the
Environmental Control Commission
that only three railroad tank cars full
of hazardous wastes had been dumped
at the Rollins site. A subsequent check
by his department put the number of.
tank cars at 1, and a source close to an
investigation of several dump sites
said the actual number may be as high
as 30.

But Porter said he was not
particularly concerned about the tank
cars.

"We had people out there to
observe some of the tank cars going
in,' he said. "That material could have
been dumped directly into one of the
ponds. lnstea' "the tank cars were
topied off wit.. sludge before the cars
were put in the concrete-lined pits. I
think all that steel and concrete
should provide an extra measure of
protection."

Porter also said he was not aware
that heavy-duty electrical
transformers (containing poly-
chlorinated biphenyls. PCBs) or the

Ierbi, es 2,A1) and 2,4,$T had Il.cn
dmmnped at the site. In combination,
the herbicides make up tlhe
controversial Agent Orange. After
checking, Porter said the
trailsformers and barrels of herbkide
had been incinerated on the Rollins
site at some time in the past.

Another source at the state h-vel
said both the transformers ,4nd the
herhicidcs had been Iuried rather than
incincrated.

A Rollins spokesman said Tuesly
that without even checking company
records, he could say with certainty
that 2,4.D and 2,4,5,T had never been
dumped at the site.

"I know those herbicides haven't
been dumped," he said, "and the
transformers were decontaminatd,
not incinerated. You rinse out the
transformer with a solvent. The
solvent is incinerated and then the
transformer is buried."

Another engineer at LSI s i,
DNR's record as a watchdog leaves

something to te desired. "I'ie
midnight dumping still ocurs.
Injection wells are washing out after
heavy rains. Ponds near the river are
leaching right through the levees
whenever the water gets high. There
are supposed to be fences and si,4,s
around all the dump sites, They're just
not there."
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By DAVID DODSON
A truck pulls out of one of the large

industrial plants in north Baton Rouge
and crawls up Highway 19 to the
M ississippi state line. It's taking a load
of hazardous petrochemical sludge to a
dump site near Centerville. •

It reaches its destination and
belches a cargo of black slime into a pit
on top of a hill. Part of L.Amisiana's
hazardous waste problem has just
b,:en exported to another state, never
to return. Maybe.

Ait investigator from the Louisiiana
attorney general's environmental
section visits the site. What he finds is
a thick, black sheen of goo oozing out
of the pit and nanning off into a nearby
stream, the headwaters of
Thompson's Creek. A strong chemical
odor rises up from the ground.

The investigator talks to a local
farmer. He says it is not unusual for
barrels full of the sticky, black waste to
fall from the trucks and cover the
roadside.

Worst of all, sore of the sickening
stuff could be finding its way, slowly
but surely, into the underground
aquifer .sremn from which Baton
Rouge pumps 53 million gallons of
drinking water each day.

Frightening as it iniy sound, that
scenario is played out daily in
hazaardous waste dumps, not only in
Mississippi, hut in a number of other
places much closer to home.

le ptoslx-t of hazardous wastes
contaminating Baton Rouge's.
renmrkably pore water is immediate
enough that the Capital Area
Groundwart'r Conservation
Commission has already taken steps to
prevent it.

By vote of commission members,
Director Alcee N. Turcan Jr.
petitioned the lnvironnental
Protection Agency recently to declare
the city's underground aquif'r the
"sole or primacy source of driiiking
water:" extending it at lest some
protection frtm surface pollution.

L. 13

If EPA grants the request, which
will take at least two years.- any
fiderally-financed or .assisted projects
in the area Will have to pass close
scrutiny as to "any activities that
might contaminate the aquifer,"
Turtan said.

The label won't do anything about
protecting the water supply from
hazardous wastes dumped by private
enterprises, Turcan admitted. "but t
will highlight the.senshtivity of the
aquifer as our sole source of drinking
water and it will. cioplasizt tc
necessity of protecting it from
contamination."

The implications of hazLrdons.
wastes contaminating the nine layers
of sand ckep benC3th the surface are
staggering. "Oncc an aqu ifer systemi is
contaminated, it's finished," Turcan
said. "You can't clean it up." The only
alternative source of drinking water is
the Mississippi River.

The crystal clear water Raton Rotoge
pumps from the sands beneath the city
fills as rain on an area which takcs in
roughly all the Florida parishes and
extends northward al'out 30 miles into
southern Mississippi.

Wastes from any one of the dump
sites in that area--which empkoy thrcv
or more feet of "impermeable" clay to
retard the migration of chemicals-.
could conceivably find their way into
our water.

"One thing you've got to remember
Is that lhcce's no s-'ch thing a%
imprmeable clay. Even concrete isl't
.irnj tueabk1," Turcan scid. T7hercs
io way to predict wli'n or if the wv.tvS
would ever rwih the iaquifer, h said,
but it has alrv-.idy hapeim'-d elshvlere,

In Mount Holly, New Jersey,
stientiLts finind h.tnifuil oraic
chemicals in lrinit:ing watt.rwlls."
Tests at nearly Burlnt Fly Itog, a
l.,c.,rdus w.,wate dillip shl.,.UVd toil.
,prea%4.', tar and PI'l!s (l-slychlor•
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inated bipheftyls, known to cause
cancer in mai) in the wells. Another
drinking water aquifer in New Jersty
was. Contaminated with vjx)xy resins,
vinylene, tylene at)d naphrhalerii .

The story in parts of California was
much the same. Wells in tile San
Joaquin Valley, in 1.athrop and
Riverside, pr(iiced water containing
heavy metals and both "'iCE
(trichloroethylene) and DBCP (di-
bromochloropropane).

Three different well systems n.ar
Niagara Fvls in the vicinity of the
Love Canal dump site have been shut
down due to contamination, an EPA
report notes.Still other areas reported'
sulfuric acid sludge, solvents,'

pesticiiI.-s, inorganic cl Oitit41 .Aak
heavy metals in the watt-i.

"1 don't want to scare anybl'y in't "
thinking we have contamination (n
our drinking water)," Turcan said,
"but I don't want the contamination,
either."

"Prevention is the best cure," said
Robert Mason of EPA's hazardous
wastc site control branch. Otily
better methods of waste disposal will
protect the two-thirds of the country
which gets its drinking water from
underground aquifers.

Bt prevention custs a lot of money.
"When you're in an economy like

ours, there's great competitive
pressure. You dispose of wastes as
cheaply as you can. I f you're spending a
lot (if money on disposing wastes
properly and your competitor -is
dumping his on the side of the road, he
can put you out of business," he said.

The answi~r, Mason believes, is for.1
government "to'develop the proper I
incentives. It. has to make landfilling
prohibitively cxpensivc. That's
already happening."

It should also mandate, Mason said, ,
that industry include tle cost of Waste
disx)sal in its overall operating
expenses. "And then, of course, some
methods may grow more cost-
effective as time goes on-things like
incineration, recycling, land farming
and deep well injection."

Up until recently, there were no
laws or regulations governing
industrial waste disposal. IEven now,
the companies who produce the
hazardous materials say they are not
liable for whatever damages those
products might cause once the disposal
trick leaves their gates.

For his part, Turcan does not seem
interested in laying blame.

"All I'm saying is, let's don't go to
sleep yet," he said. "Let's take some
action now to ensure we don't become
another California or New jersey."
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Now Orlonns Times-Picayuno
(Front Vagc Story)

by Mary It. Ilcffron

POLLUTED. SLUDGE DUBIPED INTO SPILLWAY, WITNESS SAYS

Good Hope Refinery has dumped sludge contaminated with heavy
metals in the Bonnet Carre Spillway, a Destrehan man told a
Senate Finance Comittee hearing in Washington D. C. Friday.

But refinery spokesmen in New Orleans, in response to the
testimony, denied the sludge was contaminated and said the
dumping was part of a major expansion of the refinery water
treatment system that had been approved by the Louisiana
Department of Natural Resources. They said the fill was
requested by the Army Corps of Engineers.

And they said the man who testified before.the committee,
Johnny Vicknair, is a disgruntled Good Hope Refinery
employee who was suspended after a kerosene bomb incident
during the recent strike at the plant:

There are apparent discrepancies in what federal and state
officials say Good Hope told them about where the sludge came
from. Good Hope said the sludge is from an enlargement of
its water purification settlement pond aimed at curbing
pollution from the refinery. The Corps of Engineers, however,
say Good Hope reported the sludge was dredged from a reservoir
used for fire fighting and that the sludge is river sediment.

Vicknair, safety director of Local 4-447 of the Oil, Chemical
and Atomic Workers International Union, told the committee that
on Aug.. 15-he followed a Good Hope truck to the spillway, which
carries Mississippi River flood waters into Lake Pontchartrain,
and witnessed the dumping in an area populated with fisherman and
picnickers.

An analysis-of the sludge showed high concentrations of arsenic,
chromium, and lead,hc said.

Vicknair told the Senate Finance Committee, which was hearing
testimony from proponents of a government "superfund" to begin
cleanup of toxic chemical wastes, that the company continues to
dump despite being fined because "it's cheaper to pay the fine
.than it is to buy the chemicals and install the treatment
facilities."

"I worked there, and I don't want to see him(the refinery)
closed." said Vicknair. "But if he can't clean up his act#
he should be shut down." Vicknair brought with him a plastic
jug of effluent water from the refinery and offered Senator
Bill Bradley, D. N. J., the acting committee chairman, a whiff.
Bradley was visibly repulsed by the odor.

Two spokesmen with the Department of Natural Resources' Hazardous
Waste Management Division, contacted a few hours after Vicknair's
statements in Washington, at first said the agency had not yet
received results of the spillway sludge samples taken last month.
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But reached by telephone at his Baton Rouge home, the
division's Frank Dautriel later said a member of Vicknair's
union had reviewed files in the agency's office Thursday and
might have come across results of the Good Hope samples,
though Dautriel said he had not seen the results.

Sam A. LeBlanc II, a lawyer who is a spokesman for Good Hope
Refinery, said the refinery's testing of the sludge was
incomplete, but the preliminary results show it's mud and
clay-Charles Robichaux, president of the Good Hope Citizens
Association, said he first contacted the Department of Natural
Resources when he noticed trucks leaving the refinery with the
sludge. Robichaux said he also witnessed dumping in the spillway.'
Vicknair told the Senate Finance Committee that Robichaux could
verify his testimony.

LeBlanc and Good Hope spokeswoman Rosemary James both said
that the Department of Natural Resources and the Army Corps of
Engineers were aware of the August sludge dumping in the spillway,
which is about 30 miles upriver from New Orleans.

LeBlanc said the sludge resulted from dredging of a Good Hope
settlement pond that was being enlarged to increase its water
-purification capacity in connection with a separate agreement
with the Department of Natural Resources.

The refinery last month paid the state $5,800 for 58 separate
violations of water pollution standards- violations the
company said should stop when modifications to its anti-.
pollution equipment are completed Oct. 1. In addition, Good
Hope is making $25,000 monthly installment payments to the state
as a result of a $250,000 settlement in connection with a separate
water pollution case.

LeBlanc said enlarging the settlement pond was one of the ongoing
modifications required by the state to abate pollution and that
the department agreed to the violations of its rules- and the
payments- during the modifications.

"The Corps of Engineers had asked for fill," LeBlanc said.
"They wanted thisThey knew what it was, and they thanked us
for it."

Bruce Sossaman of the Corps of Engineers said Good Hope told
the Corps the sludge was from the enlargement of a Good Hope
fire-fighting reservoir that was required by the refinery's
insurer.

"We were told it was done for insurance purposes and they had to
enlarge the reservoir and that an analysis had been run and it.
(sludge) was composed of river sediment."'

"We're going to have to do some further checking and
see that analysis.. .or run our own aalysis" of the
sludge, Sossaman said.

St. Charles Parish President Kevin Friloux said when
he checked on this dumping, "I was told by Good Hope and
had it confirmed by the Corps of Engineers that the Corps of
Engineers had requested it."

The -sludge was used for landfill around the Corps' spillway
office and along the south edge of the spillway, Sossaman
said.
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TwrImONY Or J. C. Tuamw, G uaRL PmW rN, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
OPERATING EwOmNms, AFLI-CO

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, let me express my
appreciation for being given the opportunity to appear before you today.

My name is J. C. Turner and I am General President of the International Union
of Operate engineers, AFL-CIO, representing over 420,000 members who operate
a wide variety of machines, equipment and systems in the mining, construction,
manufacturing, transportation and public employee fields. Our members are em-
ployed in construction work where their jurisdiction gives them the operation of all
construction equipment regardless of motive power, and in industries which supply
materials or service to the construction industry; such as, equipment repair shops,
material yards, stone quarries, gravel pits, field engineers and survey teams Theyare also employed in surface mining, dredging, oil and petrochemical industries, as
well as most manufacturing industries. Members of this International Union are
also employed by industrial and commercial establishments, hospitals, and federal,
state and local governments as stationary engineers and maintenance employees.
Members working in this sector operate and repair a variety of equipment such as
boilers, engines, pumps, compressors and generators to provide heat, electricity,
process steam, reigeration, ear conditioning, potable water, waste water treatment,
compressed air and other services as required by their employer or the general
public.

With our members employed in these many diverse fields, the Intenational Union
of Operating Edgineers has established an excellent reputation with, and earned the
respect of, employees, employers, government and the community. It is from this
aspect that we would like to thank you for the chance to speak to this Committee,
express our views, and offer our support for S. 1480, the Environmental Emergency
Response Act (Superfund Bill).

For the past few years, Congress, organized labor and the press have worked
diligently to alert and inform the public regarding the urgent problems our Nation
faces from hazardous chemical contaminants and pollutants. We are now much

.more aware of the consequences we face from the disposal of hazardous chemicals in
the environment; such as, the risk of contamination of our ground waters, which
supply 96 percent of the drinking water for our country's rural areas and 40 percent
of the irigation water. We are also aware that 90 percent of the residents of the
State of Michigan have carried body burdens of PBB, which is a chemical fire
retardant. We hve seen the James River and its abundance of marine life suffer
massive contamination from the chemical kepone, as well as the much-publicized
fate of the residents of the Love Canal area. No region of the country has been
found to be free of at least one serious incident of long-term damage attributable to
airborne toxics. As the list of known sites needing cleanup grows and we begin to
catalogue the grim statistics of toxic poison damage, we will see whether the
d ge has been done to our air, to our surface water or to our ground water, and
what the losses have been to our Nation, our economy and environment, and most
imprtantly, What injuries have been suffered by our people.

The sources of these toxic materials include industrial accidents, intentional
releases through smokestacks and discharge pipes, and seeps from abandoned
dumps. We must realize that the American people will not, and should not, stand by
while their environment is being destroyed.

In a recent ABC-Harris poll, a majority of Americans indicated that the dumping
of toxic chemicals is a "very serious problem" facing the country today. Rightysix

rcent of our citizens believe that we should "give this problem of toxic chemical
umps and spills a very high priority for federal action." The most startling re-

sponse to this poll is that while only 23 percent of the people polled blamed the
chemical companies which have dumped toxic wastes for the problems we are now
facing, 51 percent blamed either the federal, state or local governments for not
enforcing safety standards and for allowing improper chemical dumping practices to
continue.

The International Union of'Operating Engineers, which has long been a pioneer
in the field of safety, is especially proud of our history of trying to provide a safe
working and living environment for Americans. We have. brought our safety mes-
sag to the lunch boxes and tailgates of our workers. We strm safety at community
gathering, union meetings, and conferences and workshops around the country. We
know tt our members and their famiies as well as all Americans, support a
clean environment and a safe workplace. The American public has made its choice
clear-the desire to leave for its children a clean, healthy and safe environment; not
a country dotted with hidden chemical dumping grounds to be unearthed by future
generations. -

I' /
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What we would like to discuss with you now is the job that needs to be done,
when can it be accomplished, how much will it cost, and finally, how will we do it.

THE JOB THAT NEEDS TO B9 DONE

There are about 50,000 different chemicals manufactured in the United States,
however, only a relatively small number of these chemicals have been designated by
the federal government as hazardous under one or more of the federal regulatory
statues, such as the Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act. These designated
chemicals are the only ones which would be affected by the Superfund Bill.

Recently, the Justice Department went to court to seek an injunction to stop
twelve chemical and oil companies from unloading any further chemical wastes into
two dumps that the government believed pose an imminent danger to the public
health and the environment. Previously, suits had been filed against the operators
of the dump sites, however, this is the first time the government has been able to
collect sufficient evidence to include in the suit the companies that were actually
generating the wastes. Unless the Superfund Bill is passed, the federal government
will have to take each individual dump site case to court separately in order to stop
harmful dumping and establish corrective action.

We all know about the horror stories of Love Canal, however, what we do not
know is how many more "Love Canals" are buried in our backwards, perhaps at this
moment seeping countless dangerous chemicals into our neighbors. Conserva-
tive estimates are that there are hundreds of these abandoned chemical dumps
around the country, while other estimates suggest that perhaps there are thou-
sands. Even one Love Canal is one too many. If the Superfund Bill is passed, we will
have the money on hand to begin cleanup immediately-as soon as a waste disposal
site is found to be hazardous, or in the event of an oil or chemical spill which needs
to be cleaned up. Without this funding, it sometimes takes many years of litigation
by citizens or the federal government to force cleanup of an extremely dangerous
and hazardous site.

In order for the Superfund to be the most effective, the International Union of
Operating Engineers suggests that the Bill must also protect the workers who
initially mine or extract the basic elements used to produce these hazardous sub-
stances, as well as the workers engaged in the production and handling of such
substances. In this way, the known hazardous chemical products can be tracked
from the initial mining process all the way through the production, use and disposal
cycles.

WHEN CAN IT BE ACOMPLISHED, HOW MUCH WILL IT COST

No one can know how long it will take to rid our country of the accumulated
wastes of many years, however, the sooner we begin the cleanup process, the sooner
our country will once again be safe and healthy. The fist step is the passage of the
Environmental Emergency Response Act, which would create a Fund which would
reach $1.7 billion after 3 years. Two-thirds of that amount would be used to cover
governmental costs of emergency action and long-term remedy of hazardous sub-
stances in the environment, while one-third of the Fund would be available for third
party damages resulting from contamination incidents. It is estimated that $8
million could be raised annually, $100 million of that amount to come from federal
appropriations, $700 million to come from industrial fees.

The Fund would collect 75 percent of its monies in the form of fees levied on oil,
inorganic and petrochemical raw materials, which are the building blocks of most
poisonous chemicals and hazardous wastes, with the remaining 25 percent to be
appropriated by the federal government. The Fund could be phased in over a three
year period, starting with industry contributions of $250 million in the first year
$525 million in the second year, and $700 million in the third year. The total
number of companies expected to participate in the Fund would be nearly 1000. The
fees would be imped early in the industrial and commercial chain of production,
so that costs could be passed along evenly to all industrial sectors which produce or
use hazardous substances or wastes. In an effort to make the fees fair, the actual
rates could be based on production volumes. After the first three years, the rates
could be periodically adjusted by the public rule making process to raise the money
necessary to meet Fund needs.

HOW WILL WE DO IT

As I mentioned, the passage of the Superfund Bill will be the first and most
important step we can take towards making our Nation and its citizens free from
the effects of hazardous chemical spills and leaks. Specifically, the Fund would
cover three types of payments-removal, remedy and losses, resulting from a haz-
ardous substances release, regardless of whether it was a spill or a disposal site
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leak a release from a permitted facility or as a result of using a pesticide. Removal
would cover emergency actions, including temporary water supplies and housing
relocation. Remedy would cover longer term cleanup of the hazardous substance and
the stopping of further contamination. The remedy provision would also cover
permanent relocation expenses and alternate water supplies. Losses covered wouldinclude: outof-pocket medical expenses; compensation for lost wage; 90 percent of
the costs of removal and remedy (states would pay 10 percent; ca ital loss or
income loss incurred due to the destruction of agricultural products, fish or seafood,
or natural resources; and costs of expert witness fees, health studies, and diagnostic
examinations.

CONCLUSIONS

We have let past mistakes go uncorrected long enough. We can no longer put off
until tomorrow what must be done today. We can not wait for future generations of
Americans to clean up the chemical catastrophes that were made in our generation.
The International Uion of Operating Engineers think the time for positive action
on the problem of hazardous substances is now; the American people think the time
for action is now; and I think that this Con should act now- ysa "No" to
future Love Canal fiascos, and saying "Yes" to the Environmental Emergency _
Response Act.

Again, I would like to thank the members of this Committee for the opportunity
to speak to you today and express the views of the International Union of Operating
Engineers.

Senator BRum. Thank you for your testimony. Senator Roth.
* Senator Rom. I, too, would like to thank you for your helpful

testimony. And I would say that I think you have painted the
picture very well. I for one believe that we need a super fund bill. I
think we need it now. I don't think we can delay the cleanup.

I also think we can accomplish it in a way that will meet the
needs and not hurt the industry or jobs within that industry. And I
think that should be our goal. I am very hopeful that we can get
something out before we recess. And I think it important that we
do it even though we are coming back apparently immediately
afterward.

I have no questions except to thank you for your help and
testimony. -

Senator Bwwmy. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. No questions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRiLzy. I would like to ask just a few questions. Yester-

day we had very enlightening testimony I thought. You do repre-
sent the chemical workers, is that correct?

Mr. HANCOCK. That is correct.
Senator BRAJJY. And atomic workers and oil workers?
Mr. HANCOCK. Yes.
Senator BRAnm. And you have stated today you strongly sup-

port S. 1480.
Mr. HANCOCK. Yes.
Senator BRmADL . Yesterday the chemical industry strongly op-

posed S. 1480, and yet it is your membership that is actually in
numbers much more exposed to this than anyone else in the coun-

- try?
Mr. HANCOCK. That is correct.
Senator Bw vwu . Now, why do you think there is that difference

and why do you support this?
Mr. HANCOCK. We believe that the super fund bill under S. 1480

sets up the correct procedure for handling the finances for cleaning
up the dumping situations across the country. We believe that it is
going to take the type of bill that is outlined in S. 1480 rather than
the one that the chemical companies support.
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We have a difference of opinion there. I would like to have Mr.
Collins also respond.

Mr. CouuNs. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. Would you identify yourself for the record.
Mr. CowiNs. Dr. Frank Collins, OCAW consultant. We have a

close identification with the problems. In general the people who
reported yesterday are corporate officers not in contact with the
wastes. Our people work in the plants handling the materials.
Their families often live in the immediate vicinity of the dumps.

And, therefore, the members and their families are directly in-
volved not just moneywise but in terms of actual exposure to the
sort of chemicals and wastes that are found in this bottle, which
you are invited to take a whiff of, which the State of Louisiana had
analyzed and found that the metals in here are many times the
allowed levels that are allowed to be dumped.

That is why this union, with as close identification with the
chemical industry as it has, supports S. 1480.

Senator BRADLEY. To your knowledge has any one of your mem-
bers ever instituted a suit against any entity or individual to
recover for damages due to toxic wastes?

Mr. COLuNS. We have somewhere like 180,000 members. It is a
large union. And I would not be able to state positively that some-
body-Dr. Berman would like to fill in on that. Dr. Berman.

Mr. BERMAN. My name is Dan Berman and I work in the OCAW
health and safety department. Now in Tyler, Tex., for example, we
had about 150 members working in an asbestos plant where they_
took the asbestos and they just dumped it in an open dump.

And scores of those people sued Pittsburgh Corning, and they
sued the Government for not informing them about the dangers of
asbestos and they sued, and they sued the asbestos industry's asso-
ciation in Johns Manville. So, we are very involved in those suits
around the asbestos issue.

Senator BRADLEY. What has been the experience of those suits?
Mr. BERMAN. We won the suit. It was about a $16 million judg-

ment. And we have many, many compensation cases to open the
chemical.

Senator BRADLEY. How long did the suit take until you were
awarded the compensation?

Mr. BMAN. Years. I do not know exactly how long. I would say
4 years. But it was only possible to sue because we could not sue,
actually we could not sue Pittsburgh. We did not win the suit
against Pittsburgh Corning, which was the employer, because our
people worked for Pittsburgh Corning and all they could get was
workers' compensation, but we could sue third parties.

Mr. BROWN. In your own home State you will find there have
been suits incurred by workers around the Johns Manville plants
in Summerset County in that lower end going toward Trenton. We
have had numerous complaints over the years, even then when I
was the secretary/treasurer where we spoke before the State legis-
lature on the many problems with the asbestos workers.

And, of course, the petrochemical industry-and the reason I
started out in my testimony was because of the involvement of the
operating engineers. As I stated, even in our own home State we
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are involved in not only chemical plants but just about every type
of industry you would want.

I think there is no question about Elizabeth and the-people-that
would have to live within that region and would have to go on with
the fumes. The abuse was there. I don't think anybody can deny it.

Senator BwxLzy. Let me ask each of you a question, and try to
be brief in your answer. This bill, S. 1480, is financed seven-eighths
by the chemical industry and one-eighth by the taxpayer. Do you
think that is the proper apportionment of financial responsibility?

Mr. Cou S. I will answer that question. There are several par-
ties involved here. There is the public as a whole, there is the
innocent victims, and there are the perpetrators of the dumping of
the waste that caused the difficulty in the first place.

If there was no dumping, there would be no suits, no damage.
The bill apportions in the original fund seven-eighths of the contri-
butions to the fund from the chemical industry, one-eighth is pro-
vided by the taxpayers, meaning the rest of the people of the
United States.

The bill is a light fee on the whole chemical industry beginning
with the building blocks from which the toxic chemicals are made.
The bill goes further, and it seeks to internalize the costs by having
the people who actually do the dumping pay the costs.
- At the present time, without the bill, the costs fall on the taxpay-
ers, the general taxpayers who must pay to clean up the toxic
dumps. And we have seen at Love Canal the difficulties that are
involved in the legal situation, of seeking to place the blame on the
responsible parties.
._,Hooker Chemical was very hard to get hooked to pay the ex-
penses of their own acts taking place many years before. What will
happen in the absence of this legislation is that time and time
again the taxpayers and the innocent victims will wind up paying
the costs in terms of money and in terms of their health.

Mr. Vic NAm. Mr. Chairman, if I might, one thing I would like
to mention to you is that I brought this sample of water all the
way from Louisiana and I would appreciate if you would smell it, if
a couple of you or all Senators would take a nice little smell. This
is supposed to be refined water. This is the effluent water leaving
the plant.

Good Hope Refineries, last month there was a settlement for
litigation during the last 6 years, from 1974 to 1980, in which Good
Hope Refinery was in violation with the State and the Federal
EPA. He was operating under a chapter 11 bankruptcy. He made a
settlement for $260,000 for 6 years of polluting.

They issued him a temporary permit. They also raised the limita-
tions to where he could more easily meet them, OK? Last month
that same water that you are looking at there, he was fined on 58
different violations, OK? That is 58 different violations that he was
fined on.

Senator DuRwmuG . I can smell it over here.
Mr. VicKNAm. If me or you get caught reckless driving or driving

while intoxicated, or whatever and we end up with 58 violations in
one, month, you know as well as I do we would not get a license
again.

Senator BRDLrzy. You would be in jail.
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Mr. VICKNAIR. The point 'is he is still operating right now. He
has never been issued his permanent permit yet. He is still under
temporary. And the citizens as well as the union at some point has
been involved in trying to control this. We are not asking to shut
the plant down.

But this man has to be made to comply. They are charging him
$100 right now presently on each violation; $5,800 is a small fine to
pay per month to pollute. It is cheaper to pollute than what it is to
add the chemicals and do the treating facilities that you need to do
to this water before turning it loose. You come out cheaper in the
long run by polluting.

And somewhere along the line, that is why we believe in this bill
_to be set up is because that is going to insure and encourage these
companies that the time for all this toxic waste and everything has
to stop and we got to start cleaning up this place because sooner or
later we are all going to just vanish from the face of the Earth.

The water table down there for one thing is 18 inches below the
ground. This stuff is not going to go away. It will always be there.

Mr. BROWN. Senator, isn't this the basic problem that we found
not only as far as toxic waste but even with OSHA; that it is
cheaper to violate the law than do something about it and maybe
put in the facilities that we need?

Here is a living example of paying a fine day in and day out, and
maybe at the end, because the product itself is well worth it, that it
is a hell of a lot cheaper to pollute the atmosphere or the waters
than to actually construct something and put something together
and handle the waste treatments that are coming out of that plant.

I think this is why we support this congressional intent of the
super fund.

Senator BRADLEY. I want to thank the panel for their testimony.
Senator Durenberger.

Senator DURENBERGER. No questions.
Senator BRADLEY. I appreciate your taking the time. Your testi-

mony is very valuable. And it will be in the record as it was
presented as well as your full statements.

Mr. BERMAN. Enter that into the record.
Senator BRADLEY. Do you want to take this?
Mr. VICKNAIR. We will dispose of it I guess because I hate to

pollute your nice environment out here.
Mr. HANCOCK. You did ask the question about anyone suing the

companies. We do have a newspaper article with a September 9
date. I will leave that with you.

Senator BRADLz. Thank you.
Our next panel consists of George Watson, president, the Ferro

Alloys Association; John Wright, executive vice President, St. Joe
Minerals Corp., and president, St. Joe Lead Co.; R. M. Cooperman,
executive director, Independent Zinc Alloyers Association; and
Dennis Brendel, vice president, environmental affairs safety,
Bunker Hill Co.

I would like to welcome you to the committee. The normal proce-
dure is for each of you to be given 5 minutes to make your state-
ment or to summarize your statement if it is longer than that. And
then the committee will probe with questions. So, let's begin with
Mr. Watson. -
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STATEMENTS OF GEORGE WATSON, PRESIDENT, THE FERRO
ALLOYS ASSOCIATION; JOHN A. WRIGHT, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, ST. JOE MINERALS CORP., AND PRESIDENT ST.
JOE LEAD CO.; DENNIS F. BRENDEL, VICE PRESIDENT, ENVI-
RONMENTAL AFFAIRS-SAFETY, BUNKER HILL CO.; AND GARY
E. WELCH; ALVAN SAGE; AL GATE; AND EDWIN STEEGER A
PANEL

STATEMENT OF GEORGE WATSON, ACCOMPANIED BY AL GATE,
VICE PRESIDENT, GENERAL MANAGER, GLOBE METALLURGI-
CAL DIVISION, INTERLAKE, INC.
Mr. WATSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am George Watson, president of the Ferro Alloys Association. I

have with me Mr. Gate, vice president of Interlake, and general
manager of their Globe Metallurgical Division. It is particularly
important to note that he has been in the chromium and ferro-
chrome business for the last- 40 years and is knowledgeable on
chromium and all the problems associated with it.

We are here neither to advocate nor to contest S. 1480, but
rather to address the taxing portion of that bill which contains
inequities that should be the concern of this committee. We have
submitted to the committee a complete statement on the chromite
and superfund legislation which we ask to be put into the record.

Senator BDLEY. Without objection, it will be placed in the
record.

Mr. WATSON. Thank you.
The proposed legislation would impose a fee on chromite, a natu-

rally occurring mineral that is used principally for the production
of ferrochrome. Ferrochrome, whether produced by our industry or
imported directly, largely from the Republic of South Africa, is
used in the production of alloy steels, stainless steels, and superal-
loys.

In fact, they cannot be made without it. Chromite is also used by
the refractory and chemical industries. Since the metallurgical use
of chromite is not hazardous, a superfund fee on that use of chro-
mite is completely unjustified and would cause substantial harm to
the import-beset ferrochrome and specialty steel industries.

Chromite, a natural occurring mineral in itself, is not hazardous
nor is ferrochrome produced from chromite. Nor are any of the
wastes associated with ferrochrome production as such wastes pose
no hazard to drinking water supplies.

Ferrochromium is converted to stainless and specialty steels con-
taining up to 35 percent chromium, which are considered so clean
that, for example, they are the materials from which we produce
surgical instruments and prosthetic devices implanted within
human bodies, that we plant within our jaws and bodies. And
chromium is what gives them resistance to corrosion and makes
them compatible wit our flesh and bone.'

The only type of chromium which is hazardous is the hexavalent
form. This form does not occur naturally and is not found in
chromite. The hexavalent form is only created in significant quan-
tities when chromite is chemically transformed by special processes
at very high temperatures by the chemical industry.

The taxing of the raw material, chromite, is furthermore a dis-
criminatory action since the product, ferrochrome, is not taxed.
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This will cause increased imports of ferrochrome which already
have captured over 50'percent of the market.

In recent years these import pressures have reduced the domes-
tic industry from 10 to 4 plants. Imports of the major ferrochrome
product, high carbon ferrochrome, in the first 6 months of this year
are almost equal to domestic consumption (Imp. 169,430-Cons.
173,684 tons.)

This, coupled with the effect of the current recession, has result-
ed in the enforced shutdown of two of the existing four plants and
curtailed operation in the other two. This has resulted in the layoff
of approximately 75 percent of the work force. We feel a tax on
ferrochrome would exacerbate an already bad situation.

A simple, straightforward, and fair solution to this problem, and
a solution that will not jeopardize environmental programs nor
weaken the intent of the act, is to amend the act by inserting after
the word "chromite" wherever it appears the phrase, " exclud-
ing that portion used to make ferrochrome * * *."

This amendment will support the needs of an important industry
and help assure the continuing domestic production of a metal
essential to our economy and national security.

[The prepared-statement of George A. Watson follows:]

STATEMENT BY GEORGE A. WATSON, PRESIDENT, THE FERROALLOYS ASSOCIATION

We are here neither to advocate nor to contest S. 1480, but rather to address the
taxing portion of that bill which contains inequities that should be the concern of
this Committee. We have submitted to the Committee a complete statement on
"Chromite and Superfund Legislation" which we ask to be put into the record.

The proposed legislation would impose a fee on chromite, a naturally occurring
mineral that is used principally for the production of ferrochrome. Ferrochrome,
whether produced by our industry or imported directly-largely from the Republic
of South Africa-is used in the production of alloy steels, stainless steels and
superalloys. Chromite is also used by the refractory and chemical industries. Since
the metallurgical use of chromite is not hazardous, a Superfund fee on that use of
chromite is completely unjustified and would cause substantial harm to the import-
beset ferrochrome and specialty steel industries.

Chromite, in itself, is not hazardous nor is ferrochrome produced from chromite.
Nor are any of the wastes associated with ferrochrome production as such wastes
pose no hazard to drinking water supplies. Ferrochromium is converted to stainless
and specialty steels containing up to 35 percent chromium, which are considered so"clean" that, for example, they are the materials from which we produce surgical
instruments and prosthetic devices implanted within human bodies for medical
purposes.

The only type of chromium which is hazardous is the hexavalent form. This form
does not occur naturally, and is not found in chromite. The hexavalent form is only
created in significant quantities when chromite is chemically transformed by special
processes at very high temperatures by the chemical industry.

The taxing of the raw material, chromite is, furthermore, a discriminatory action
since the product, ferrochrome, is not taxed. This will cause increased imports of
ferrochrome which already have captured over fifty percent of the market. In recent
years, these import pressures have reduced the domestic industry from ten to four
plants. Imports of the major ferrochrome product-high-carbon ferrochrome-in the
first six months of this year are almost equal to domestic consumption (Imp.
169,430--Cons. 173,684 Tons). This coupled with the effect of the current recession,
has resulted in the enforced shut-down of two of the existing four plants and
curtailed operation in the other two. This has resulted in the layoff of approximate-
ly 75 percent of the work force.

A simple, straightforward and fair solution to this problem-and a solution that
will not Jeopardize environmental programs nor weaken the intent of the Act, is to
amend the Act by inserting after the word, "chromite", wherever it appears, the
phrase, "... .excluding that portion used to make ferrochrome, . .. "

69-039 O-80-35
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This amendment will support the needs of an important industry and help assure
the continuing domestic production of a metal essential. to our economy andnation.
al security.

CHROMITE AND BUPWUND LEGISLATION

The "Superfund" legislation presently before the Congress would impose the
special Superfund fee on the substance "chromite" in all its forms and whatever its
uses. Chromite is a raw material used by the metallurgical, refractory and chemical
industries and obtained entirely from foreign sources. The use of chromite by the
metallurgical industry is for the production of ferrochrome--an essential ingredient
for stainless steel and superalloy production. Since this metallurgical use of chro-
mite is not hazardous, a Superfund fee on that use of chromnite both is completely
unjustified and would cause substantial harm to the import-beset ferrochrome and
specialty steel industries.

Both the House and Senate bills have included various substances on their "Su-
perfund list" because those substances are deemed to meet specific criteria of
hazardousness. Attachment 1, "Chromium--Saint or Sinner," explains in detail
what chromite is and how it is processed and used. As that document makes clear,
chromite itself is not hazardous either directly or indirectly under any of those
criteria.

The only form in which chromium is hazardous under thcee legislative criteria is
in the hexavalent stage, which is only created in significant quantity when chromite
is chemically transformed by special processes and at very high temperatures by the
chemical industry. When used metalurgically, chromite ii simply not hazardous,
either itself or in combination with other materials with which it comes into
contact; and, further, the metallurgical processing of chromite does not result in
either hazardous products or hazardous wastes. In its metallurgical form, it is
incorporated in stainless and specialty steels, which are not, only not toxic but which
are considered so "clean" that, for example, they are tho material from which we
produce surgical instruments and prosthetic devices implanted within human bodies
for medical purposes.

The reasons why metallurgically-employed chromite should not be included in the
Superfund legislation are explained in detail in the Ferroalloys Association paper of
August 27, 1979, submitted to EPA (Attachment 2). As Attachment 1 demonstrates,
EPA's much-delayed response of June 5, 1980 (Attachment 3) does not at all rebut
this conclusion. The plain fact is that no public purpose is served by including
metallurgical chromite (that is, chromite used to make ferrochrome) in this legisla-
tion.

On the contrary, that inclusion is harmful in a number of ways. It unfairly taxes
a substance. Likewise, it inaccurately labels the substance "hazardous"-imposing
on it a stigma that is both presently harmful and can be expected to subject the
substance to nmny pointless and unfair burdens in the future.

Further, that inclusion will cause substantial economic harm to both the U.S.
ferrochrome and specialty steel industries, each of which has been beset by import
competition to the degree that the specialty steel industry recently has been and the
high carbon ferrochrome industry currently is the recipient of Escape Clause import
relief order by the President. Indeed, even with that relief, imports devastating the
beleagured U.S. high carbon ferrochrome industry are currently greater than U.S.
production and are currently capturing some 90 percent of reported U.S. consump-
tion, with the balance going into swollen inventories. (Documents pertaining to-the
President's order of Escape Clause relief for the high carbon Ferrochrome industry
the major grade of ferrochrome, are Attachment 4.) Imposing significant additional
costs of these two essential American industries to which their vigorous foreign
competitors are not subject is certainly not in the public interest (and can be
expected to deal a crippling blow to an emerging, but fragile export trade in these
products).

The only solution to this problem is one that eliminates this pointless inclusion of
a non-hazardous use of a substance in the bill. Foitunately, that solution is straight-
forward and simple: to amend the legislation by inserting after the word "chromite"
the phrase "excluding that portion used to make ferrochrome."

ATrACHMZNTr 1
CHROMIUM-SAMT OR SINN=R

Is chromium harmful to our health and well-being? Should chromium be stigma-
tized as "hazardous" in all ita forms, including chromite which occurs abundantly as
an important natural resource? The answer, as the following paragraphs will show,
is clearly "no."
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Chromium is the 24th element in the periodic table that in pure form is a silvery
white, hard metal, slightly lighter than iron, melts at 3300"F and is found in natu -e
as a complex oxide called chromite. Its principal use is as an alloy with iron, nickel
and/or cobalt in stainless steels and superalloys which could not be made without
chromium.

The mineral chromite is the only commercial source of chromium and is found in
nature in various compositional forms, in which the Cr*O, content of chromite may
vary from 15 to 64 percent. Commercial ores range from 27 to 55 percent CriOs.
World resources total about 36 billion tons of commercial grade ore with over 90
percent of it located in the Republic of South Africa and Zimbabwe. The United
States p only small marginal deposits that are too low grade to mine under
present conditions.

All the chromium in chromite exists in the trivalent (Cr') state that can only be
cn to the metallic state (Cro) by reduction processes or to the hexavalent state
(Cr') by applying strong oxidizing agents at high temperatures to produce dichro-
mates and chromates. The chemical industry use for chromite is about 20 percent of
the total usage with another 20 percent for refractories and 60 percent for metallur-
gican applications.Chromite, as it occurs naturally, is not hazardous in any form, nor is it hazardous
if spilled or otherwise disseminated, nor does it increase the hazard potential of
other substances. The only hazardous form of chromium is the hexavalent state
produced by chemical processes from chromite. The refractory and metallurgical
processes employing chromite as the basic raw material do not generate more than
trace amounts of the toxic hexavalent form of chromium in any step of the process-
es nor in anY wastes associated with the processes. Only those forms of chromium
associated with the chemical industry represent a real hazard.
Metallurgical uses of chromite

Chromite is the basic raw material for the production of various grades of ferro-
chrome and ferrochrome silicon used, in turn, by the steel and foundry industries to
produce alloyed irons and steels, stainless steels and superalloys. These materials
containing chromium find wide use in industry, in consumer products, in food
processing and in healthand medical care products because of the particular bene-
fits derived from the use of chromium.

Chromium is added to irons and steels in small amounts-up to 2 percent-to
increase strength and hardenability such as in the new high strength low alloy
steels, in gear and shaftirg steels and in high strength iron castings. In somewhat
larger concentration-up to 5 percent-chromium imparts wear and heat resistance
in such products as bearings for autos and grates for coal fired equipment. In even
greater concentrations-from 10 to 35 percent-chromium is unique in providing
corrosion and oxidation resistance over a wide temperature range to irons and steels
and also to superalloys containing little if any iron. There is no known substitute
for chromium in these alloys and no substitutes for these materials in their many
im ortant uses in our country.

Siess steels and superalloys are essential for electric power generation, espe-
cially nuclear power, for refineries to process petroleum and for chemical plants
producing a wide range of essential products. Jet engines for aircraft cannot be built
without chromium containing stainless steels and superalloys. New and rapidly
expanding technologies, such as pollution control, coal gasification, synfuel, geother-
mal energy and water purification demand the use of stainless steels for their
success. Further, stainless steel with the properties which chromium imparts to it is
essential for dairies and milk delivery systems, food processing plants, public kitch-
ens, medical, surgical and dental equipment and in-truments and prosthetic devices
to replace and rebuild teeth and bones. Likewise, for our military establishment,
metallurgical chromium is essential in materials for space, for nuclear weapons, jet
turbine engines, armor plate, etc.; and, without chromium we could not defend our
country nor afford to engage in conflict with a country equipped with chromium
bearing products. In short, without metallurgical chromium, life as we know it
today would not exist.
The safety of the metallurgical use of chromite

Chromium from chromite is hazardous only when it is transformed from the
trivalent form in which it is found in chromite in nature to the hexavalent forms.
This transformation can only occur chemically by reaction with strong oxidizing
agents at the high temperatures associated with red heat. This transformation
occurs when the chemical industry processes chromite into various chemical prod-
ucts commonly produced by that industry. (In fact, the two major chemicals so
produced which contain hexavalent chromium, sodium dichromate and potassium
dichromate, are themselves expressly included in the Superfund legislation.) By
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contrast, only traces of hexavalent chromium have ever been found in the metallur-
gical use of chromite, either in the production of ferrochrome from chromite or in
the use of ferrochrome by th-steel maker.

High carbon ferrochrome (the dominant gade of ferrochrome) is made from
chromite by carbon reduction in a submerged-arc furnace wherein chromite and a
reducing agent (carbon) are continuously fed into the furnace around and between
the electrodes. Waste products from ferrochrome production are slags from the
reduction process and dusts or sludges from the cleaning devices that remove the
dust from the gases (largely C0 2) emitted from the furnace. Slap are a vitrified
material frequently sold for road ballast. Ferrochrome is used in the production of
iron and steel either by adding it directly to ladles of molten iron or steel or by
adding it to the metallic charge of materials to the iron or steel making furnaces. In
these iron and steel making processes over 90 percent of the chromium added is
alloyed into the iron or steel with most of the lost material found in the slags
formed by the processes.

When the Ferroalloys Association objected to the inclusion of chromite used in
the production of ferrochrome in the Superfund legislation, EPA's reply (Attach-
ment 8) made only three specific responses to the assertion that metallurgically-
used chromite is not hazardous. Two of these (in the first two paragraphs on page 2
of the response) apply only to the chemical industry's use of chromite, and these
cannot support the inclusion of metallurgically-used chromite in the legislation.

The third (at the bottom of the first page of the response) asserted that "the
presence of mineral acids and oxidizing agents in disposal sites may result in the
ready transformation" of metallic and trivalent chromium into hexavalent chromi-
um. This is chemically inaccurate since hexavalent chromium can only be formed at
high temperatures and under industrial-type conditions which simply do not occur
at these disposal sites. Thus, directly contrary to EPA's assertion, the application of
acids and oxidizing agents to ferrochrome dusts and sludges at disposal sites cannot
result in any creation of hexavalent chromium-whether these acids and oxidizing
agents occur naturally in the soil, in rain or in ground water or result from the
application of man-made substances such as sulphuric acid.

In view of the foregoing scientific facts, there is no reason to include chromite
when used to produce ferrochrome in the Superfund legislation.

ATrACHMENT 2
PROPOSED FEES TO ESTABLISH A "SUPERFUND" SHOULD NOT BE APPLIED ON CHROMITE

AND CHROMIUM

The Ferroalloys Association, representing all the domestic producers of chromium
metal and chromium ferroalloys, 1 is deeply concerned that proposed legislation
creating a "Superfund" would impose an unfair and unwarranted cost on its
member companies, their customers-the specialty steel industry-and the general
public. This legislation would impose fees on various oil, petrochemical and inorgan-
ic chemical feed stocks to provide a system of response, liability and compensation
for releases of hazardous substances and hazardous wastes.

Section 606(f)(3XA) of the AcTministration's bills S. 1341 and H.R. 4566 specifically
names chromium and chromite as hazardous materials subject to a fee of 2 per ton
of chromium. We state unequivocally that chromium as a metal-either pure or in
alloyed form-and chromite-the naturally occuring mineral-are not hazardous in
such forms. In fact, surgical tools, human body bone replacements and certain
dentures contain considerable amounts of chromium because chromium imparts
resistance to chemical and organic attack and is not toxic to animal or human
organism. Furthermore, they do not increase the hazard potential of other materials
nor are they hazardous if spilled. We support these statements in the following
discussion.

Chromite is a naturally occurring mineral that is not considered toxic nor hazard-
ous, and is widely distributed throughout the world frequently occuring in deposits
so massive that if hazardousto any de ould make vast areas of the earth
uninhabitable. The major use for the mineral chromite is for electrometallurgical
production of ferrochromium, ferrosilicon chromium and chromium metal-materi-
als not considered toxic or hazardous. Chromite is used also for the production of
refractory materials for metallurgical furnaces and for the manufacture of chromi-
um chemicals used as pigments, dyes, tanning materials and chromium plating.

Chromite, the mineral, always occurs with chromium in the trivalent state (Cr1).
The metallurgical products produced from chromite contain Cr in the metallic and

I See attachment I for information-on ferroalloys and the Association.
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"Zero" valence state (Cr) in products such as ferrochromium, ferrosilicon chromium
or chromium metal. The toxic or hazardous forms of chromium occur when chromi-
um is changed by a chemical process to the hexavalent state (Cr 6) inproducts such
as chromic oxide, sodium dichromate and potassium dichromate.

A fee on chromite or chromium in the metallic state would be contrary to the
intent of the proposed legislation to impose a fee on producers or shippers of
hazardous materials. Such a fee would also put a severe economic penalty on the
users of chromite for the production of primary metallic chromium products, and,
when and if passed on to the consumers of these products-the specialty steel
industry in particular-would cause an unwarranted cost increase that could not be
reflected in their prices because imports of such steels would not be assessed the fee.

Inasmuch as the case for the exemption of chromite and chromium in metallic
state rests on the toxicity question, the following direct qUOte from "Chromium"
published by the National Academy of Sciences, Chapter 7, "Effects of Chromium
Compounds on Human Health" is relevant."Chromium as a metal is biologically inert and does not produce toxic or other
harmful effects in man or laboratory animals."

"The chief health problems associated with chromium-are related to hexavalent
chromium compounds, which are irritant and corrosive and may be absorbed by
ingestion, through the skin and by inhalation."

Results from animal tests of chromium effects are summarized in Chapter 8 of the
same book.

'Thus, the systemic toxic effect of chromium on animals depends on the valence
of the chromium. Trivalent chromium (Cr+3) is poorly absorbed and has a low degree
of toxicity. Hexavalent chromium (Cr 6) is irritating and corrosive to the mucous
membranes, is absorbed more readily and is highly toxic when introduced system-
ically."

The Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, on page 11 in its report
"Chromium 1977" offers the following statement on toxicity.

"Chromium has been found in all plants in extremely small quantities, except
those growing in soils formed from ferromagnesian rocks. Data obtained through
1972 suggests that chromium is essential to plant growth and point to possible areas
of chromium deficiency.

On the other hand, there is some evidence that high concentrations of chromium
may be responsible for poor plant growth in certain areas, and addition of chromi-
um as a trace element to the soils in deficient areas has proved beneficial to some
-plants' growth.

Chromium is reported to be one of the least toxic of trace metals for man;
however, it has been stated to be potentially carcinogenic to animals under man-
induced dietary .conditions. The major concern with chromium in animal and
human health is a deficiency rather than excess. Chromium's biologic effects de-
pends on the compound in which it is present. Trivalent chromium is neither
irritating nor corrosive. All known biologic interactions of chromium chemicals
result in reduction to the trivalent form. There are no known toxic symptoms as a
consequence of excessive dietary intake of chromium nor harmful effects from the
chromium in ambient air. The known harmful effects from the chromium in amb"
ent air. The known harmful effects of chromium in man are attributable principally
to the hexavalent form."

Further references on this subject are included in the attached bibiliography
noted as Attachment Il.

Chromium in the metallic state, whether as a chromium ferroalloy or metal (from
30 to 100 percent Cr) or as an element in stainless steels and superalloys, is not
toxic or hazardous. To declare chromium as toxic or hazardous when in the metallic
form flies in the face of massive evidence to the contrary. There is nothing in the
medical literature to indict chromium metal in any way and much to support its
value for the tools and artifacts used in medical applications.

For these reasons, it is evident that if inorganic feed stock materials are selected
for "Superfund" fee assessment, the list should ot include naturally occurring
chromite or the metallic derivatives from chromite, such as ferrochrome, ferrosili-
con chrome, chromium metal or other products containing metallic chromium such
as stainless steel and superalloys. Specifically, only those quantities of chromium in
chemical compounds involving hexavalent chromium should be assessed the fee.

We suggest that the word chromite be eliminated from the bills and the reference
made to read "and the equivalent weight of chromium in chromic acid, sodium
dichromate, and potassium dichromate or any other chromium compound with
chromium in the hexavalent state (Cr+l)."

Enclosures.
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ATrACHMENT I

CHROMIUM FERROALLOYS AND METAL

Ferroalloys are metallic alloys of iron and one or more other elements usually
metals such as chromium, silicon and manganese. They are used almost entirely to
introduce the desired alloying element, such as chromium, into steel and iron-
during the production process. Chromium ferroalloys are necessary for the produc-
tion of stainless steels and superalloys because chromium imparts resistance to
corrosion and high-temperatures in such important materials. Chromium also in-
creases the strength, hardenabflity and resistance to abrasion in many other steels
and iron castings.

Chromium metal produced by aluminothervmic or electrolytic processes contains
over 99 percent chromium and is used largely in the production of nickel and cobalt
base superalloys wherein chromium imparts i-esistance to high temperatures 6nd
oxidation.

THE FZRROALLOYS AM1CIATION

Formed in 1971, The Ferroalloys Association represents all the domestic produc-
ers of chromium, manganese and silicon fe:roalloys and engages in all lawful
activites to promote the general welfare of the member producers. The following
listing of companies and plants producing chromium ferroalloys and metal fully
support the purpose of this communication:
Company and plant

Chromium Mining & Smelting Corp., Woodstock, Tenn.
Interlake, Inc., Beverly, Ohio.
Macalloy, Inc. Charleston, S.C.
SKW Alloys Inc., Calvert City, Ky. and Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Satralloy, Inc., Steubenville, Ohio.
Shieldalloy Corp., Newfield, N.J.
Union Carbide Corp., Alloy, W. Va. and Marietta, Ohio.

ATTACHMENT II

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR TOXICOLOGY OF CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, "Documentation of
the Threshold Limit Values for Substances in Workroom Air," 3rd Edition, 1971.

Browning, E., "Toxicity of Industrial Metals," 2nd Edition, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 196.
Elkins, H. B., "The Chemistry of Industrial Toxicology," 2nd Edition, John Wiley

and Sons, Inc.
Hamilton, A. and Hardy, H. L., "Industrial Toxicology," 3rd Edition, Publishing

Sciences Group, Inc., 1974.
National Academy of Sciences, "Chromium," Medical and Biologic Effects of

Environmental Pollutants Series, 1974.
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, "Criteria for a Recom-

mended Standard... Occupational Exposure to Chromium (VI)," U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975.

Sittig, M., "Toxic Metals Pollution Control and Worker Protection," Noyes Data
Corporation, 1976.

Udy, M. J., "Chromium-Vol. I--Chemistry of Chromium and Its Compounds,"
ACS Monograph Series, Reinhold Publishing Corp., 1956.

U.S. EPA, "Quality Criteria for Water," July, 1976.

ATACHMzNT 3
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,

Washington, D.C., June 5,1980.
Mr. GEORGE A. WATSON,
President, The Ferroalloys Association,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. WATSON: I am responding to the concerns you have raised about the
applicabiity and effects of the Administration's propose Superfund legislation on
the ferroalloys industry. Specifically, you have questioned the basis for designating
chromite and chromium for fee collection, and the ability of the ferroalloys indus-
tries to pass the fee on by increasing prices. We have taken these concerns into
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account in preparing a document entitled the "Superfund Fee System As It Affects
the Metal Smelting and Refining Industry", a copy of which is enclosed.

Your first concern appears to result from a misunderstanding of the basis for fee
collection under the proposed legislation. The designation of these materials for fee
collection in the Administration s proposal was not based upon a finding that the
materials themselves are hazardous. Rather, it was based upon a finding that these
materials are the precursors to a large number of substances which satisfy the
following criteria: (1) a number of materials derived from chromium and chromite
are inherently hazardous to public health and the environment; (2) a number of
materials derived from chromium and chromite are hazardous if spilled; (3) the
transformation of chromite and chromium into intermediates and products results
in the generation of hazardous wastes; (4) some forms are capable of increasing the
hazard potential of other materials; and (5) the materials are produced in nationally
significant quantities. In addition, your statement that chromium, chromite and
certain ferroalloys are not hazardous under neutral conditions does not invalidate
our finding. The presence of mineral acids and oxidizing agents in disposal sites
may result in the ready transformation of Cr and Cr*3 to Cr '.1 2 3

The EPA National Interim Primary Drinking Water Standard is presently based
on total chromium. The National Academy of Sciences study recommended that
EPA consider setting the chromium limit in terms of hexavalent chromium.1 Even
if EPA were to carry out this recommendation, chromium and chromite would still
satisfy our designation criteria because many hexavalent intermediates and prod-
ucts are produced from these materials and the waste streams resulting from
chromite and chromium transformation processes frequently contain chromium in
the hexavalent form.

You also state that these materials do not increase the hazard potential of other
materials. While we agree with this statement, please note that designation criteria
4 says "some forms are capable of increasing the hazard potential of other materi-
als."' Such forms include chromic acid, dichromates, halochromates, and peroxychro-
mates. Some of these are commercially produced, others may be formed as byprod-
ucts or wastes in manufacturing processes or upon reaction with other chemicals in
disposal sites.

Sour second concern relates to the economic impact of imposing fees on chromite.
You state that a fee "would cause an unwarranted cost increase that could not be
reflected in their prices because imports of such steels would not be assessed the
fee." The principle reason for designating multiple forms of an element of concern
was to address competitive effects. Thus chromium and sodium and potassium
dichromate are listed in addition to their precursor, chromite, because they are
imported in significant amounts. While a provision of the Administration's proposed
bill prevents double payment, importers of designated raw materials must pay the
same fee as domestic producers. With respect to the designated materials them-
selves, there would be not adverse economic effects because all producers would pay
the fee and could pass it along in the form of higher prices. For domestic producers
of intermediate and final products, there would be adverse economic affects since
imported intermediate and final products, such as ferroalloys, would not be subject
to fee collection.-

The fees are limited in the bills to 2% of list price or $5/ton, whichever is less, so
that the adverse economic impacts of the worst case, where the fees cannot be
passed on, are extremely limited.

EPA designated intermediate forms of elements if they satisfied a minimum of 3
of the 4 criteria, and were imported in large amounts. Since ferroalloys were judged
only to meet 2 of the criteria, they were not designated.

If you are aware of any forms of chromium which satisfy the necessary number of
criteria and are imported in significant amounts, please let us know, so that we
might review them. We would also welcome any comments you might have on our
draft metal smelting and refining paper.

I hope this has addressed each of your concerns. If you have any questions please
contact me or Marc Tipermas of my staff at 755-9680.

Sincerely,
SwzP T. DAVIS,

Associate Assistant Administrator.
Enclosure.

':Drinking Water and Health, Part 1," National Academy of Sciences, 1978, pg. V-44, 49.
"'Advanced Inorganic Chemistry," Cotton and Wilkenson, 1962, p. 682.
'A Case Study of Hazardous Wastes in Class I Landfills," EPA Office of Research and

Development, June 1978, see especially pg. 15 and table II.
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ATTACHMENT 4
OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY

THE WITr HousE, November 2, 1978.
Memorandum for the special representative for trade negotiations.
Subject: Determination under section 202(a) of the Trade Act; high carbon ferrochro-

mium.
Pursuant to Section 202(bXl) of the Trade Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-618, 88 Stat. 1978),

I have determined the action I will take with respect to the report of the United
States International Trade Commission (USITC) dated September 6, 1978, concern-
ing the results of its investigation, as requested by the House Ways and Means
Committee, of the domestic industry producing ferrochromium, containing over 3
percent by weight of carbon, provided for in Item 607.31 of the Tariff Schedules of
the United States.

After considering all relevant aspects of the case, including those set forth in
Section 202(c) of the Trade Act of 1974, I have determined to provide import relief
for the domestic industry. Relief should be granted in the form of an increased tariff
of 4 cents on any high carbon ferrochromium entering the United States at less
than a value of 38 percent per pound for the following reasons:

1. The domestic industry is currently operating at unprofitable levels. Even the
most competitive domestic firm (which supplies over half of all domestic production)
is operating with substantial losses due to the price and volume of import competi-
tion this year.

2. Other importing countries have protected their producers. The European Com-
munity has established minimum prices for high carbon ferrochromium imports.
The Japanese market does not appear to be fully open. The U.S. industry thus bears
virtually all of the burden of adjustment during the current period of world overca-
pacity (the U.S., Japan, and EC constitute 90 percent of the free world high carbon
ferrochrome market).

3. The additional duty on HCF would raise sufficiently the U.S. import price,
minimizing the likelihood that the EC minimttm import price and Japan's duty paid
import price would divert HCF exports to the United States. This would provide the
principal domestic producer with the opportunity to operate at a reasonable rate of
return.

4. The recommended relief would not be inflationary. Market prices would be
restored to levels assuring a fair return after imports have unduly depressed prices.

This determination is to be published in the Federal Register.
JIMMY CARTER.

TEMPORARY DUTY INCREASE ON THE IMPORTATION INTO THE UNITED STATES OF CER-
TAIN HIGH-CARBON FERROCHROMIUM BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION

1. Pursuant to section 201(dXl) of the Trade Act of 1974 (the Trade Act) (19 U.S.C.
2251(dXl)), the United States International Trade Commission (USITC) on Septem-
ber 5, 1978, reported to the President (USITC Report 201-35) the results of its
investigation under section 201(bXl) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2251(bX1)). The
USITC determined that ferrochromium, containing over 3 percent by weight of
carbon, provided for in item 607.31 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States
(TSUS) (19 U.S.C. 1202) is being imported into the United States in such increased
quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury to the domestic industry
producing an article like or directly competitive with the imported article. The
USITC recommended the imposition of tariff increases on the column 1 rate of 30
percent ad valorem in the first year declining to 20 percent ad valorem in the fif.h
year of relief.

2. On November 2, 1978, pursuant to section 202(bXl) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C.
2252(bXl)), and after taking into account the considerations specified in section
202(c) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2252(c)), I determined to remedy the injury found
to exist by the USITC through the proclamation of a temporary duty increase
different from that recommended by the USITC. In accordance with section 203(bXl)
of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2253(bX)), I transmitted a report to the Congress setting
forth my determination and intention to proclaim a temporary duty increase and
stating the reasons why my decision differed from the action recommended by theUsIT=
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3. Section 203(eXl) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2253(eXl)O requires that import
relief be proclaimed and take effect within 15 days after the import relief- determi-
nation date.

4. Pursuant to section 203(aXl) of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2253(aXl)), I am
providing import relief through the temporary increase of import duty on ferrochro-
mium, containing over 3 percent by weight of carbon, valued less than 38 cents per
pound, as hereinafter proclaimed.

Now, therefore, I, Jimmy Carter, President of the United States of America,
acting under the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the statutes of the
United States, including General Headnote 4 of the TSUS (19 U.S.C. 1202), sections
203 and 604 of the Trade Act (19 U.S.C. 2253 and 2483), and in accordance with
Articles I and XIX of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATI) (61 Stat.
(pt. 5) A 12 and 61 Stat. (pt. 5) A 58: 8 UST (pt. 2) 1786), do proclaim that-

(1) Part I of Schedule XX to the GATT is modified to conform to the actions taken
in the Annex to this proclamation.

(2) Subpart A, part 2 of the Appendix to the TSUS is modified as set forth in the
Annex to this proclamation.

(2) Subpart A, part 2 of the Appendix to the TSUS is modified as set forth in the
Annex to this proclamation.

(3) This proclamation shall be effective as to those articles entered, or withdrawn
from warehouse, for consumption on or after November 17, 1978, and before the
close of November 16, 1981, unless the period of its effectiveness is earlier expressly
modified or terminated.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand this fifteenth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-eight, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the two hundred and third.

JIMMY CARTER.

ANNEX

Subpart A, part 2 of the Appendix to the TSUS is modified by inserting in
numerical sequence the following new provision:

Rates of d*Ec
1 2

923.18 .......................... Ferrochromium, containing 4.625 cents per 4.625 cents per On or before Nov. 15,
over 3 percent by weight poWd o chromium pound on chromium 1981.
of carbon, valued less than content content
38 cents per pound,
provided for in item 607.31.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Watson.
Now Mr. John A. Wright.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. WRIGHT
Mr. WRIGHr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am the chief operating officer for St. Joe for its lead, zinc, and

iron ore operations, which are located primarily in the States of
New York, Pennsylvania, and Missouri.

In concept St. Joe does endorse legislation for cleanup of inactive
and abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites that do pose a clear
threat to human health. We do not believe there are any sound
environmental reasons for inclusion of zinc, zinc oxide, or lead in
the list of inorganic chemicals subject to Superfund taxation.

St. Joe is concerned with several provisions of this Senate bill.
Specifically, it appears to us that the Superfund will be financed by
fees on certain commodities roduced by a relatively small number
of companies. The fund its..f supposedly will be used to pay for
cleanup and damages resulting from the releases of all substances
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designated as hazardous under the bill, without regard to whether
the companies paying for the Superftind produce the particular
hazardous substance which caused the identified problem.

Finally, we are concerned with provisions of the Senate bill
which would allow Superfund fees to be reduced in the case of
recycled materials.

Zinc and lead are essential metals of modern society. Fees im-
posed by the Superfund legislation would, in essence, place new
taxes on certain segments of these industries. Given the extremely
low risk associated with zinc and lead production and related
waste, and the extremely high recovery and recycling ratio ob-
tained by the lead industry, such a new tax on lead or zinc metal
would be inequitable, unfair, and does not appropriately belong at
any Superfund legislation.

In addition to the numerous environmental reasons, as articulat-
ed in our written comments, for excluding zinc from the purview of
Senate bill 1480, we believe that an equally important considera-
tion is the present status of the domestic zinc industry. Briefly, 10
years ago the United States produced over 1 million tons of zinc
metal a year. Today it produces half that amount.

Eleven domestic zinc smelters have been closed since 1969, many
of them justifiable due to environmental considerations.

Last year our own company had to shut down its plant outside
Pittsburgh, Pa., laying off permanently 1,800 employees.

Only- 1 of these plants, of the 11 plants that shut down, was
replaced by a modern plant.

A decade ago this country was dependent on foreign sources for
only 20 percent of its zinc metal needs. It is now 50 percent
dependent.

At this time I would like to offer several important observations
based upon St. Joe's experience in respect to our industry's ability
to pass extraordinary costs through to customers.

Proponents of Superfund legislation assert that it will have vir-
tually no adverse impact on domestic producers because associated
costs can be passed on. Such statements indicate a serious and
naive lack of understanding of three basic facts.

Zinc and lead are internationally traded commodities. U.S. pro-
ducers do not unilaterally determine prices for these materials, but
rather prices are determined by worldwide supply and demand.
Given this international status, it is almost certain that U.S. pro-
ducers will not be able to pass on Superfund costs to the consum-
ers.

The United States imposes fewer restrictions and lower tariffs on
imports than virtually any other industrialized nation. In periods
of declining worldwide demand, excess foreign production of zinc
and lead, much of which is subsidized for export by foreign coun-
tries, flows into the U.S. market, forcing price reductions, inven-
tory buildups and production cutbacks by U.S. producers.

The current version of Senate bill 1480 seeks to require that
suppliers of inorganic raw materials collect a fee on behalf of the
fund. The language totally ignores the mechanics necessary to
accomplish this task. As time goes on the fund no doubt will begin
to recognize the financial burdens of specific industries.
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Suppliers assessing the fee would find a new bureaucratic maze
of certificates and other exemptions to the seemingly simple job of
fee collection.

The bill also assumes fee collection expenses will be borne by the
individual suppliers, which is hard to bear.

In conclusion, I will note that St. Joe has prepared written
testimony setting forth in greater detail our concerns in respect to
this bill. But I urge that this committee seriously reconsider Senate
bill 1480 and not create an impossible burden for American indus-
try.

The prepared statement of John A. Wright follows:]
STATEMENT OF JOHN A. WRIGHT, PRESIDENT OF ST. JOE LEAD CO., AND EXECUTIVE

VICE PRESIDENT OF ST. JOE MINERALS CORP.

SUMMARY OF MAJOR POINTS

I. St. Joe supports the concept of Superfund but believes it should be limited to
inactive and abandoned sites.

II. St. Joe is concerned that a small number of companies will finance the Fund
but the Fund will pay for damages without regard to whether the companies paying
for the fund bear any responsibility for or produce any of the substances causing the
damages.

M. St. Joe believes zinc, zinc oxide and lead should be exempted from the
Superfund fees.

A. Risks associated with zinc and lead production wastes are extremely low.
B. Zinc and zinc oxide are not inherently toxic.
C. All aspects of zinc and lead industry are already subject to stringent environ-

mental and health and safety regulations.
D. U.S. zinc industry is severely depressed with prices well below 1975 recession

levels and not much above 1977 levels when the entire U.S. zinc industry incurred a
before-tax loss.

E. Demand for lead is declining and prices have dropped 31 percent in the last ten
months. The U.S. lead industry also faces severe EPA ard OSHA regulations which
threaten to close down a large part of the industry.

IV. St. Joe is concerned that lead and zinc producers will not be able to pass on
Superfund costs to consumers.

A. Lead and zinc are internationally traded and prices are determined by world-
wide supply and demand factors-not by U.S. producers.

B. U.S. lead and zinc producers compete directly in the U.S. market with foreign
producers and could be forced to absorb Superfund fees in order to remain competi-
tive with foreign producers, many of whom are heavily subsidized.

C. Imports always exert considerable pressure on US. lead and zinc prices and in
periods of declining demand, such as now, that pressure intensifies.

V. St. Joe believes that there are numerous problems created by the recycling
provisions and recommends further study.

A. There are no studies to support reduced Superfund fees for recycled materials.
B. Significant recycling is already occurring in the case of a few inorganic materi-

als and- further government subsidies are unnecessary and inappropriate.
C. Importers could claim materials are recycled and escape the Superfund fees.
D. Congress would be delegating its taxing authority to the Treasury Department.
VI. St. Joe supports provisions allowing reduced fees for sulfuric acid produced

solely as a result of pollution controls.
A. Although included in the recycling section, incorrectly we believe, this provi-

sion should be retained elsewhere in the bill if the Committee decides to delete the
recycling provisions.

. St. Joe already sells sulfuric acid at $10/ton loss and imposition of Superfund
fees would increase that loss.

VII. St. Joe believes that companies paying the Superfund fees will also incur
significant paperwork costs over and above the payment of the fees.

STATE MN

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen, Good morning. My name is John A. Wright. I am
President of St. Joe Lead Company and Executive Vice President of St. oe Miner-
als Corporation. Here with me today are Gary E. Welch, Director of Environmental
Planning for St. Joe Minerals Corporation, and Alvan H. Sage, Vice President-
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Planng, St. Joe Lead Company. We are here today to testify in respect of Senate
Bill 1480, the Environmental Emergency Response Act.

I should like to note that, in concept, St. Joe does endorse legislation to provide
authorization for cleanup of inactive and abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites
that do pose a clear threat to human health. We are concerned, however, in respect
of certain provisions of S. 1480 and appreciate this opportunity to articulate these
concerns. Specifically, St. Joe believes that zinc, zinc oxide and lead do not pose
significant and substantial environmental risks of the type that is to be addressed
by S. 1480 and therefore should be excluded from the list of inorganic raw materialsunder Section 5(d)4 of the proposed legislation. Additionally, we are concerned with
provisions in S. 1480 which would allow Superfund fees to be reduced in the case of
recycled materials. Lastly, by way of a general comment, it would apar to us that
Superfund will be financed by fees on certain commodities producedby a relatively
small number of companies while the fund itself will be used to pay for cleanup and
damages resulting from releases of any substance designated hazardous under the
bill without regard to whether the companies paying for the Superfund produce the
particular hazardous substance which has caused the problem or are in any way
resP;nsible for that problem.

Byway of background, St. Joe Minerals Corporation is a diversified natural
resources company with mining and metallurgical facilities located in various
states. Principal products from St. Joe's operations include lead, zinc, coal, off and
gas, and iron ore pellets.

To properly place in perspective St. Joe's interest in S. 1480, I would like, at thistime, to briefly describe St. Joe's position in the zinc and lead industries. During
1978 andprior to closure of St. Joe s zinc smelter at Monaca, Pennsylvania, app roX-
mately 335,000 short tons of zinc were produced from mines active in the United
States. Of this total, St. Joe's mines in upper New York State produced approxi-
mately 75,000 short tons. During this same year, 1978, St. Joe produced at its zinc
smelter in Monaca, Pennsylvania, approximately 164,000 tons of zinc equivalent as
zinc metal, zinc oxide and zinc dust. During 1978 United States production was
approximately 33 percent. In terms of consumption, during 1978 domestic consump-
tion of slab zinc amounted to approximately 1,158,000 tons. St. Joe supply to this
consumption amounted to approximately 15 percent. In respect of lead, during 1978
St. Joe mined and smelted approximately 230,000 tons of lead. This total is approxi-
mately 38 percent of domestic mine lead production and approximately 15 percent
of domestic consumption of refined lead which, during 1978, amounted to approxi-
mately 1,579,000 tons.

As noted above, in November, 1979, St. Joe, faced with depressed zinc prices,
accelerating feed costs, and excessive environmental expenditures, announced the
shutdown of its Monaca, Pennsylvania, zinc smelter. Further,in- April 1980 the
corporation announced the deferral until 1982 of plans concerning a possible new
smelter. That decision was largely attributable to the continued depression of the
world zinc industry. Recently, however, the discovery of a high-grade zinc deposit in
northern New York State will permit St. Joe to reactivate a portion of its zinc
smelting operations-up to about 25 percent of the former capacity. Reactivation of
the Monaca smelter will provide a market for most of the currently planned output
of St. Joe's zinc mines, will facilitate the economic disposition of zinc bearing
materials remaining in the plant from previous operations and will allow St. Joe to
pursue its commitment to seek a long-term position as a zinc producer.

Having been in the zinc business from 1930 through 1979, having gone through
the traumatic experience of closing, for economic reasons, a producing zinc facility
and, now, seeking to reenter the zinc market, has provided St. Joe with an unusual
perspective regarding the industry and the nature of its problems. We would like to
share some of our experience with this committee focusing in particular on how a
Superfund fee could aggravate already serious, industry-wide economic problems.

By way of background, St. Joe and total domestic mine and smelter lead and zinc
production and consumption including production from secondary sources are shown
inExhibit A attached toithis statement. Using the production statistics just cited
and assuming that the fee schedule proposed in S. 1480 had applied during 1978, St.
Joe would have been liable for payments to the Superfund amounting to approxi-
mately one and a half million dollars at the established fee rate of $2.66 per short
ton up to a maximum of approximately four million dollars assuming the higher $10
per short ton fee would apply. Because these fees are not insignificant and because
St. Joe feels there is an absence of sound reasons for including zinc, zinc oxide and
lead, we believe these commodities should be exempted from taxation under Super-
fund legilation. Our reasoning follows.

Zinc is not inherently a toxic element. Zinc is instead a biological trace element
essential 1"or humans, animals, and plante. The essentiality of zinc for maicroorgan-
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isms was first shown as early as 1869. Ferty years later, approximately 1910, zinc
was shown to be essential for plants. Since 1910, zinc's essentiality has been shown
for animals and zinc deficiency was first documented as occurring in man during
the early 1960's. Recently considerable data has been developed inciting that zinc
is involved as a necessary co-factor in the operation of at least 50 enzyme systems.
New discoveries on the beneficial role of zinc in human health and disease is
proceeding at a rapid and accelerating pace. A paper articulating the toxicology of
zinc prepared by Dr. Donald Lynam, Manager of Environmental Health, of the
International Lead Zinc Research Organization, is appended to this statement as
Exhibit B. St. Joe believes, based upon information as summarized by Dr. Lynam,
that zinc cannot be shown to be toxic to man or animal and therefore should not be
included in the list of substances to be taxed under S. 1480.

St. Joe recognizes that the concern of S. 1480 is not limited to the toxic nature of
specific chemicals or commodities but includes the ultimate disposition of wastes
associated with the production of the named commodities. Recognizing our time
limitations here we will not go into detail in respect of zinc production and its
associated waste streams. We will note, however, that in respect of zinc production
residues, EPA, in its listing of "hazardous wastes" under Title C of the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, was only able to identify three zinc production
wastes as potentially hazardous:

a. Sludge from treatment of process waste waters and/or acid plant blowdown.
b. Electrolytic anode slimes/sludges, and
c. Cadmium plant leach residue.
In respect of two of these "wastes," we would note that they are not wastes but

rather process residuals which contain valuable metals (gold, silver, copper, lead).
Accordingly, these are materials which are sold for retreatment to recover these
values. In respect of the third "waste," we would note that this is a waste of recent
origin (created by EPA regulations) and is or will be managed in EPA RCRA.
permitted disposal facilities.

We have been informed that EPA has detected zinc at unknown concentrations
and in the presence of unspecified other substances at a number of hazardous waste

-disposal sites where, EPA says, damages (mainly natural resources) have occurred.
As an example, EPA reportedly refers to a site in New Hanover County, North
Carolina, where a particularly destructive release has occurred and where the zinc
present in the site has made the groundwater unfit for human consumption.

There is a reference to this site in a recent Congressional Research Service (CRS)
study. We feel this Committee should be aware of the pertinent language from theCRS study concerning this site:

"The Flemington landfill ... in New Hanover County, North Carolina ... has
accepted municipal as well as industrial wastes since 1972..."

"Waste material disposed of ... has leached into the groundwater ... and has
contaminated the aquifer to such an extent that the water ... has been rendered
hazardous for human consumption..."

"The following chemical have been detected in the residential wells at levels
sufficient to affect adversely human health .and the environment: tetrachloroethy-
lene, benzene, vinyl chloride, trichloroethylene and 1,2-dichloroethane, all carcino-
gens, as well as methylene chloride and lead. In addition, the presence of chlorides,
dichlorophenol, chlorobenzene, iron, manganese, phenol and zinc, have rendered the
water unfit for human consumption due to extreme bad taste or odor."

Reference: ("Resource Losses from Surface Water, Groundwater, and Atmospheric
Contamination: A Catalog," prepared by the Congressional Research Service in
March 1980 for the Committee on Environment and Public Works. U.S. Senate).

To characterize zinc as that substance rendering groundwater near the New
Hanover County Flemington landfill "unfit for human consumption" when faced
with the confirmed presence of several known or suspect carcinogens and the
confirmed presence of substances--dichlorophenol, phenol and iron-known to far
more acutely affect odor and taste than does zinc hardly seems to us to represent a
fair and unbiased appraisal. Certainly based upon information as summarized in the
CRS report, we would be reluctant to conclude that zinc present in the groundwater
at the Flemington landfill constitutes an "especially destructive release." Rather,
based upon information available at present, we would wonder if the Flemington
incident even superficially supports imposition of a Superfund fee on zinc.

Based upon the foregoing we feel there is no sound environmental reason for
singling out zinc as a commodity to be taxed under S. 1480. For these same reasons
we feel there is even less reason to include zinc oxide on the Superfund list. Here
we would note that, at present, zinc oxide is produced primarily by the so-called
"French" zinc oxide production process. French zinc oxide (60 percent of 1979 U.S.
zinc oxide production) is produced by distillation and subsequent oxidation of pri-
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mary zinc metal. Since the starting point for French zinc oxide production is virgin
zinc metal, there are few associated residues and, perhaps more important, no
residues which are not reprocessed for zinc recovery. I would also note that zinc
oxide is an important pharmaceutical commodity. Given that the French zinc oxide
is no different than the toxicology of zinc we fail to find significant environmental-
justification for inclusion of zinc oxide as a commodity tobe taxed under S. 1480.
- While there are sound environmental reasons for excluding zinc and zinc oxide
from the purview of S. 1480, we believe an equally important consideration is the
present status of the domestic zinc industry. Zinc is a modern metal, vital to our
nation's welfare as evidenced by the government's own stockpile target of approxi-
mately 1.5 million tons. Zinc's main uses are in galvanizing (to protect steel from
corrosion), die casting (where usage has been declining as a result of decreased
usage in automobiles), and as an alloy for brass production. In terms of production
tonnage, zinc is the fourth most important metal ranking behind steel, aluminum
and copper. The following is a brief review of what has happened in the domestic
zinc industry in the last decade:

(a) Ten years ago the United States produced over I million tons of zinc metal a
year. It now produces just half that amount, about 500,000 tons a year.

(b) Eleven domestic zinc smelters have been closed since 1969. Only one of these
was replaced by a modern plant and only one new plant has been opened since 1969.
In 1969 this country had 14 zinc smelters. As of August 1980, it had 6 (including the
partial reactivation of St. Joe's Monaca facility in late 1980).

(c) In the last nine months the closure of two zinc smelters has resulted in the loss
of approximately 43 percent of this country's zinc metal production capacity. Addi-
tionally, about 2,200 jobs have been lost and a further drain on the nation s trade
balance has occurred amounting to approximately 150 million dollars a year.

(d) During the last decade overseas zinc metal production has increased by about
25 percent as new smelters mainly in Europe and Japan have been constructed.

-(e) Foreign production of zinc ores has also increased in the same time period by
approximately 18 percent while U.S. production had declined approximately 15
percent.

() A decade ago this country was dependent on foreign sources for 20 to 25
percent of its zinc metal. It is now 50 percent dependent.

(g) The price of zinc metal is currently 35V2 to 37 cents per pound. During 1975,
a recession year, the price was 39 cents per pound.

(h) Today s zinc metal price is about the same as in 1977 (35 cents per pound). In
1977 U.S. zinc producers collectively suffered a before-tax loss despite a 20-percent
increase in consumption over 1975 levels.

At this time I would like to offer several important observations based upon St.
Joe's experience in respect- of our industry's ability to passextraordinary costs
through to consumers. Proponents of Superfund legislation have asserted that it will
have virtually no adverse impact on domestic producers who must pay the fees
because, they say, the costs can be passed on to consumers. Such statements indi-
cate a serious lack of understanding of two very basic facts.

First, many of the inorganic raw materials on which a fee would be imposed
under Superfund legislation are internationally traded commodities. This means
that U.S. producers do not unilaterally determine prices for these materials, rather
they are determined by worldwide supply and demand factors. It is, therefore, not at
all certain that U.S. producers of internationally traded inorganic materials will be
able to pass on Superfund costs to the consumers. What is certain is this: If
Superfund legislation imposes costs on U.S. producers that are not equally imposed
on foreign importers to the U.S., then an economic advantage for foreign producers
will inevitably result.-

Second, it is no secret that the U.S. imposes fewer restrictions and lower tariffs on
imports than virtually any other industrialized nation. In periods of declining
worldwide demand, therefore excess foreign production, much of which is subsidized
for export, flows into the U.S. market, forcing price reductions, inventory buildups
and production cutbacks by U.S. producers attempting to retain their market share.
In these circumstances, which are not at all unusual, the costs imposed on domestic
producers by the Superfund legislation could mean the difference between a profit
and a loss.

One final observation in respect of zinc. The current version of S. 1480 seeks to
require that suppliers of inorganic raw materials collect a fee on behalf of the Fund.
In the case of zinc, this language totally ignores the realities of the marketplace and
the mechanics necessary to accomplish this task. Suppliers assessing the fee will no
doubt find a new bureaucratic maze of certificates and other exceptions to the
seemingly simple job of fee collection. The bill also assumes fee collection expenses,
which we believe will prove to be costly, will be borne by the individual suppliers. I
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am reminded of the motor fuel tax bureaucracy which in some states has grown so
large that administrative expenses are barely covered by the tax. The frail financial
condition of the domestic zinc industry makes the burden of fee collection a further
serious consideration.

Riht now the United States does not have the zinc mining or smelting capacity
required to meet current or anticipated future domestic zinc demands. Despite the
inherent dangers of relying on foreign metal production, the United States contin-
ues to export its zinc industry. In 1970 legislation was enacted, entitled the Mining
and Minerals Policy Act of 1970. The stated objective being "to foster and encourage
private enterlse n ... the development of economically sound and stable domes-
tic mining, mmerals, metal and mineral reclamation industries . . . " In the face of
this very noble declaration the government has proceeded to adopt legislation which
has had catastrophic impacts on the domestic zinc industry. S. 1480 would impose a
cost that would be more than another straw on the camel's back. For environmental
and economic reasons, we do not feel this cost is justified.

In respect of lead we would note that it is an essential metal of modern society.
Some of lead's many uses include battery manufacture, cable sheathing, solder, type
metal, piping, ammunition and anti-knock gasoline compounds. Lead in most of its
applications is easily recovered and reclaimed. In fact, the U.S. lead industry exhib-
its the highest ratio of reclaimed (secondary) to virgin (primary) production of any
of the common nonferrous metals.

RATIO OF SECONDARY TO PRIMARY PRODUCTION-1979
[In ftus of sW tons]

Metwl Lead Copp i fm wiinu

Primnary production .................................................................................................. . 638 1,892 562 5,023
Secondary production .............................................................................................. . 879 551 33 1,595

Total ........................................................................................................... ,517 2,443 595 6,618
Percent of total from secondary .............................................................................. 57.9 22.6 5.6 24.1

Sowt d American Bureao Mea Stastis non-lfous m data 1979.

The fees to be imposed under Superfund legislation would, in essence, place a new
tax on certain segments of the lead industry. Given the extremely high recovery
and recirculation ratio attained by the lead industry and the low degree of risk
associated with lead production related waste products, such a new tax on lead
metal would be inequitable, inherently unfair and does not appropriately belong in
any Superfund legislation.

The production of primary refined lead follows the general sequence: mining,
milling, smelting and refining. Associated lead values contained in materials and
products for these operations would be (approximately): mined or-5 percent; con-
centrates from milling-75 percent; bullion from smelting-98 percent; and refined
lead-99.99 + percent. Associated waste products are: mill (concentrator) tails-less
than 0.2 percent lead and smelter slag-3 percent lead. Lead concentrator tailings
and smelter slags are inert, innocuous materials and there have never been any
demonstrated hazard to human health or the environment associated with handling
and disposal of these materials.

Again we note the concern of S. 1480 to include the ultimate dispositon of wastes
associated with the production of named commodities. Here again we refer to EPA's
own listing of hazardous wastes under RCRA where we find listed for lead produc-
tion only two such wastes:

(a) Surface impoundment solids contained in and dredged from surface impound-
ments at primary lead smelting facilities, and

(b) Emission control dust/sludge from secondary lead smelting.
Both of these materials, because of contained lead values, are, to the best of St.

Joe's knowledge, 100 percent recirculated within the associated production oper-
ation.

Turning now to the status of the domestic lead industry. Lead is a vital material,
as evidenced by the Government's current stockpile target of 1,100,000 tons.

In general terms, the lead metal market recovered from the 1975 recession and
demand was very strong in 1977-78. However, demand beg.n to weaken in 1979.Specifically:

(a) U.S. lead shipments have fallen precipitously in the last year.
(b) In June, 1980, stocks at U.S. plants were five times higher than in 1977 (a very

good year) and exceeded 1975 recession yearTevels.
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(c) U.S. lead prices have dropped by 31 percent in-the last ten months from a high
of 61 cents per pound in October 1979, to 42 cents per pound today.

(d) Most forecasters predict a continued decline in demand for lead products. If
forecasts are correct, there will be even greater pressure to further lower lead metal
prices.

(e) Thus far the lead industry's environmental expenditures have been moderate,
but EPA recently promulgated an ambient air lead standard which the industry
lacks the technology to meet. Similarly, OSHA has promulgated unrealistic and
extremely costly in-plant lead standards. Combined, the EPA and OSHA lead stand-
ards threaten to close down a large part of the American lead industry.,

The arguments raised in respect of the zinc industry's inability to pass through
extraordinary costs and the impact of the fee collection provisions of S. 1480 also
apply to lead. Again, the bill ignores the reality of the marketplace and the mechan-
ics of accomplishing the fee collection task.

Lead mining and-smelting industry materials are generally characterized by large
volumes and low toxicity. Waste products associated with the lead industry are fully
regulated under existing federal (Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Resource Conser-
vation and Recovery Act, Mine Safety and Health Act, and Occupational Safety and
Health Act) and state laws.

Because the lead industry is already fully regulated, because lead metal recovery
is already high and for other reasons as listed above, it would be inappropriate to
levy a fee on lead under any Superfund legislation.

Turning now to St. Joe's third concern in respect of proposed S. 1480.
Section 5(f) provides that the Superfund fees may be reduced or eliminated in

order to provide an economic incentive for recycling. We strongly urge that the
Finance Committee delete this section and instead provide for a study to determine
whether Superfund fees should be used for this purpose. This is the position taken
by the Ways and Means Committee when it considered a similar provision in H.R.
7020. There are a number of reasons why this issue should be studied further.

First, a February 1979, Treasury Department Study (Federal Tax Policy and
Recycling of Solid Waste Materials) provides little in the way of support for addi-
tional recycling incentives. In the Executive Summary, Treasury concluded:

"... the benefits from additional recycling do not justify a Federal subsidy if the
objective is to promote the best use of all scarce resources, including labor, capital,
and the natural endowment."

"... altering market signals by Federal subsidies to promote recycling would
cause more social costs to be incurred in additional recycling than the costs saved
through reduced virgin materials consumption and reduced waste disposal."

Second, Section 8002Q) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act called for the establish-
ment of the Resource Conservation Committee (ROC) to perform an in-depth study
of recycling. In its July 1979 final report to the President, the RCC unanimously
recommended against the adoption of any new recycling subsidies. Specifically, the
RCC report states:

"Although the Committee found that subsidies could be effective in promoting
resource conservation, it does not recommend subsidies at this time, primarily
because of the costs involved."

"Subsidies also disrupt normal market operations nd in some cases may encour-
age levels of recycling that could cost more to subsidize than they return in bene-
fits."

Third, significant recycling is already occurring in the case of a number of
inorganic materials subject to the Superfund fee. For example, recycled lead ac-
counts for well over 50 percent of total U.S. lead production; recycled antimony,
over 60 percent of U.S. production; and recycled nickel, about 53 percent of U.S.
production. Clearly, sufficient market incentives for recycling already exist, and any
further incentives would be unnecessary and inappropriate. In fact, in the case of
lead, St. Joe estimates that almost all lead which can be physical recovered
(primarily from batteries) is being recovered and recycled. Additional Superfund

incentives" are unlikely to result in more lead being recovered but would create a
significant disparity in the U.S. market between primary and recycled lead produc-
ers.

Fourth, Section 5() could be interpreted as permitting Superfund fees to be
reduced on imported inorganic materials derived from recycled materials. The prob-
lem arises from the wording of the Section which would provide to "suppliers" an
economic incentive for recycling. "Suppliers" is defined to include importers, as well
as domestic producers. In many cases, it is virtually impossible to distinguish

-between inorganic raw materials derived from recycled materials as opposed to
those derived from virgin materials. To escape payment of a Superfund fee, it can
beasoned- that importers would claim that the inorganic raw materials being
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imported care derived from recycled materials. Verification of such a claim would
be imposible. The reduction or elimination of fees on imported inorganic raw
materials on the unverifiable grounds that they are derived from recycled materials
would further erode the ability of U.S. producers to remain competitive with foreign
producers, many of whom receive substantial subsidies from their governments, and
risk even greater dependence on unreliable foreign suppliers for our mineral needs.

Fifth, if additional recycling incentives are to be adopted, despite Treasury and
ROC recommendations to the contrary, then those incentives should apply to allrecyclable commodities, not just to those few covered by Superfund legislation.

Sixth, by allowing Treasury to adjust Superfunds, fees, Congress is delegating its
taxing authority.

Lastly, any scheme to use the Superfund fees to encourage recycling should be
based on a thorough study of the specific commodities affected. For example, are
there physical limitations to recycling? Will the "incentive" provided result in
greater recycling? Will the marketplace bear additional production of a given com-
modity? Does the marketplace already provide sufficient incentives to recycling.--

In sum, recycling is a very complex issue, and the studies performed to date
recommend further study of the issue before any new incentives are adopted. We
urge this Committee to delete Section 5(f) and provide for a study along the lines of
that recommended by the Ways and Means Committee.

Although we have serious concerns with several specific provisions of S. 1480,
there are embodied in the bill certain principles which we feel should logically be
incorporated in any Superfund legislation. Specifically:

(a) Section 6(f) of the bill provides that sulfuric acid produced from air pollution
control facilities may not be subject to any fees. Assessing a Superfund fee on air
pollution control related sulfuric acid production would be a considerable deterrent
to anyone considering this as an alternative to increased ca ture of otherwise
emitted sulfur dioxide. St. Joe's own experience would indicate that costs associated
with production of sulfuric acid from our Herculaneum, Mo. lead smelter exceed the
acid selling price by up to $10 for every ton of acid produced.

(b) Section 5(e) of the bill provides that after three years the Secretary of the
Treasury may review fund expenditures and adjust fees to better reflect actual
experience. In principle St. Joe would endorse this periodic adjustment. We would
note, however, that in iur opinion the first readjustment should not occur for 5
rather than 3 years and that the review and possible adjustment should be manda-
tory (shall) not discretionary (may).

In conclusion we would thank the Committee for this opportunity to present our
views in respect of S. 1480.

EXHIBrr A

U.S. ZINC AND LEAD METAL STATISTICS
fkM this of owl Won

Lew lox
1918 1919 19718 1919

Pro ti ................................................................................................................ ,4 3 1,520 5 0 593
m a y .......................................................................................................... 626 641 481 579

Seco day ............. ................ ..................................................................... 847 819 13 14
Im ports ................................................................................................................... 248 213 681 581
Re orted .............................................................................................. 1,519 1,497 1,158 1,103
Mine prodUcho ....l............. .................................................... 589 586 334 291
St Joe ie prod cti .................................................................... . . ....... 240 224 119 143
St Joe mine p d td ........................................................................................... 245 244 45 28

Souc. kuricau 8MW o Meti m Suabsbic

Rzviw OF ZINC Toxicrrv By DONALD R. LYNAM, PH. D., MANAGER, ENVIRON-
MEmTAL HALTm, INTERNATIONAL LwD ZINC RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, INC.

SUMMARY
Zinc is an essential trace element for humans, animals and plants. The essential-

ity of zinc for micro-organisms was first shown in 1869. Forty years later, zinc was
shown to be essential for plants. Since then its essentiality has been shown for
animals, and zinc deficiency was first suspected to occur in man in 1961. Data

69-039 0--80-36
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indicate that zinc may be involved as a necessary cofactor in at least 50 enzymes.
New discoveries on the beneficial role of zinc in human health and disease is
proceeding at a rapid pace.

Concern about zinc in human metabolism is not related to excessive human
exposure but to zinc deficiencies. The National Academy of Sciences Food Nutrition
Board has recommended minimum dietary allowances of 3-5 mg/day for infants, 10
mg/day for children, 15 mg/day for adolescents and adults, 20 mg/day for pregnant
women and 25 mg/day for lactating women.

Limitations for zinc in drinking water are based on esthetics such as taste and
appearance rather than toxicity. Zinc is a substance of very low toxicity. It appears
unlikely that long term or chronic ingestion of excessive zinc in humans is associat-
ed with adverse health effects.

"- " INTRODUCTION

Zinc is estimated to compose 0.004 percent of the earth's crust, at a coiicentration
of 70 ppm. It is used in a number of ways to produce useful products, including
rubber tires, motor oils, lubricants, die-casting alloys, galvanizing, brass products,
paint pigments, plastics, pharmaceuticals, algicides, mildewcides, ceramics, batter-
ies, television tubes, fluorescent lamps, and nutritive supplements. --

New discoveries of the beneficial role of zinc in human health and disease is
proceeding at a rapid pace. Zinc is an essential element for human metabolism and
is found in every human tissue and tissue fluid. The major concern relating to zinc
toxicity is not an excess of zinc but a zinc deficiency. The Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Academy of Sciences has recommended a minimum dietary allow-
ance for zinc for adults of 15 mg/day. In addition to the human need, animals and
plants require sufficient amounts of zinc.

This review of zinc relies on other reviews including:
1. "Zinc," by the Subcommittee on Zinc, Committee of Medical and Biologic

Effects of Environmental Pollutants, National Academy of Sciences, National
Search Council, 1979. This comprehensive and up-to-date review includes 1,826
references.

2. "Zinc-Biochemistry, Physiology, Toxicology- and Pathology" by Professor Bert
Valle, Harvard Medical School. Prepared for International Lead Zinc Research
Organization, Inc., 1968. This comprehensive literature contains approximately
1,3 references.

3. "Zinc Metabolism: Current Aspects in Health and Disease," Proceedings of a
Symposium, November 11-12, 1976, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Edited by G. J.
Brewer and Ananda S. Prasad. A. R. Liss, Inc. Publisher. This book contains 21
original papers plus discussion and 499 references.

4. "Trace Elements in Human Health and Disease: Zinc and Copper," Volume 1,
Edited by Ananda S. Prasad and D. Oberleas, July, 1976, Academic Press. This book
contains 22 papers on zinc.
Zinc in human health

A. Biologically essential.-The role of zinc in health and disease is an exciting
area involving new discoveries at a rapid pace. Zinc is a biologically essential
element found in every human tissue and tissue fluid. The biological essentiality of
zinc was first demonstrated for micro-organisms in 1869 by Raulin but that it played
a role in human health was not suspected. Of the trace transition elements, the
concentration of zinc in the body is second only to iron. Muscle and bone contain
approximately 90 percent of the total body zinc, but the highest concentration is
found in endocrine glands, particularly the gonadal system and in sensory receptors,
notably the retina of the eyes.

Without zinc, proteirq synthesis does not proceed normally, and cell division
appears to be abnormal

B. Zinc deficiency in humans.-Zinc deficiency in humans is commonly associated
with abnormalities " systems in which rapid cell division occurs; therefore, growth
retardation, hypog6nadism, and abnormalities of the gastrointestinal tract are
common ailment. Zinc also appears to be particularly important for growth and
development in utero and in early life.

It is now recognized that zinc deficiency occurs particularly in people who derive
much of their protein from plant sources. Prasad is credited with initiating the
knowledge of zinc in health and disease in human beings in 1961 when he suggested
that a-dwarfed, anemic, and hypogonal young Iranian villager of 23 years of age
might be zinc deficient in 1961. Halsted and Prasad studied 11 individuals in Iran
during 1961 and reported the results. Prasad, upon leaving Iran, found many
patients with the same syndrome among farmers from the Nile Delta in Egypt. He
and his associates were able to study extensively a considerable number of dwarfs
and found biochemical and metabolic evidence of zinc deficiency. Treatment with
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zinc resulted in dramatic increases in growth and sexual maturation. The cause of
the zinc deficiency was explained by the fact that the binding of zinc, making it
unavailable, took place both from the high concentration of phytate in the major
food staple of unleavened bread and the high level of fiber in the villagers diets.
Since very little animal protein was consumed, the daily intake of available zinc
was severely limited.

A rather recent report of apparent zinc deficiency in middle-class children from
Denver indicates that the problem of zinc deficiency is more widespread han had
been assumed. The observations by Hambidge revealed that some middle and upper
income children with poor growth have low hair concentrations of zinc. Taste acuity
of some of the children was also impaired. When given zinc, the children demon-
strated improved taste, appetite and growth. A retrospective assessment of the diets
suggested that the causes of the apparent zinc deficiency were poor eating habits.
The consumption of meat was small and milk was the major source of animal
protein.

In another study, 49 percent of children selected for short stature in a group of
Project Head Start children had low zinc levels in hair.

Sandstead in a report on "Zinc Nutrition in the United States," states that: "If
the estimate of the usual dietary availability of zinc is accurate, the findings suggest
that some infants, pregnant women, teenage and college women, institutionalized
individuals and some living on low income diets have a marginal to deficient intake
of zinc. It seems reasonable to presume that some of these people may be adversely
affected by their marginal zinc status, especially if they experience unusual stress
as may occur with disease or trauma."

In addition to growth retardation, hypogonadism, and distorted taste and smell,
zinc deficiency seems to be related to poor wound healing, the infant skin disorder
called acrodermatitis enteropathica (AE), sickle cell disease, and perhaps rheuma-
toid arthritis.

Studies on the role of zinc in accelerating wound healing have produced conflict-
ing results. However, the Subcommittee on Zinc of the National Academy of Sci-
ences concludes: "These results suggest that zinc aids wound healing in zinc-defi-
cient states, but not in states where zinc is adequate."

In 1973, decreased levels of serum zinc were noted in an infant with acrodermati-
tis enteropathica (AE), and after oral treatment with zinc sulfate a complete remis-
sion of these severe symptoms occurred. AE may begin as what seems to be a diaper
rash but the rash thickens, spreads to the legs, face and other parts of the body.
Gastrointestinal manifestations include severe, often chronic diarrhea, malabsorp-
tion, steatorrhea and lactose intolerance. The dramatic alleviation of this condition
with oral zinc sulfate has been confirmed by other studies and today, zinc has
become the treatment of choice for AE.

Prasad and colleagues have reported that zinc deficiency was a complicating
factor in patients with sickle cell disease. Brewer has reported beneficial effects
from the use of pharmacological doses of zinc in the treatment of sickle cell anemia.

Simkin has presented results of a study indicating that zinc has a beneficial effect
for persons with rheumatoid arthritis: However, additional investigations are
needed to confirm or refute this finding.

C Recommended dietary allowance for zinc.-The Food and Nutrition Board of
the National Academy of Sciences included zinc in the list of recommended dietary
allowances (RDA) for humans in 1974. The recommended daily dietary allowances
are as follows:

Infants (1 year of age)-3-5 mg zinc.
Children (1-10 years of age)- 10 mg zinc.
Adolescents and adults-15 mg zinc.
Pregnant-20 mg zinc.
Lactating-26 mg zinc. --
At least one study has shown that supplementing an infant milk formula with

zinc increased the growth of male infants by age 6 months. Zinc requirements for
pregnancy and lactation have not been extensively studied. However, the possibility
of zinc deficiency occurring in human pregnancy has been of particular concern
because zinc deficiency in rats has been shown to cause congenital malformations.

Seafoods in general and shell fish (especially oysters) and crustracea contain
particularly large amounts of zinc. One serving of oysters will more than provide
the adult daily zinc requirement. Other foods which contain high amounts of zinc
are roasts, steak, liver, and gelatin, as well as bread, cereals, peas, beans, lentils and
rice.
Toxicity of zinc

A. Human--acute toxicity.-Zinc is a substance of very low toxicity. Zinc toxico-
sis may occur only when very high doses overwhelm the homeostatic mechanisms
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controlling zinc uptake and excretion. Reports suggest that 600 mg to 1 g or more of
zinc may eigested on a daily basis with no adverse effects. Ten or more grams
taken as an oral dose may produce gastrointestinal distress including nausea, vomit-
ing and diarrhea. Zinc salts act as gastrointestinal irritants and although the illness
is acute, it is transitory. These observations of acute toxicity have not been rigorous-
ly studied under controlled conditions nor confirmed experimentally.

b. Humans-chronic toxicity.--Chronic zinc toxicosis in humans is even less well
documented than is acute toxicosis. The National Academy of Sciences Subcommit-
tee on Zinc states "Whether long term or chronic ingestion of excessive zinc in
humans is associated with adverse health effects is debatable."
Zinc in plants

A. Terrestrial plants.-Zinc is becoming increasingly important as a crop nutrient
throughout the world. Zinc was proved essential to plant life in 1926. Because of the
small amounts of zinc needed by crops, zinc is classified as a m-cronutrient. In the
United States, zinc deficiency of one or more crops occurs in more than 40 states.
Zinc deficiency is now the most common micronutrient deficiency in the U.S. The
use of' zinc fertilizer to improve crop growth is now well established.

TheJ National Academy of Sciences Subcommittee explains that "although it is
possible for zinc toxicity to be a problem to plants, zinc deficiency in plants is far
mor likely than toxicosis."

For additional reading, the publication "Zinc in Crop Nutrition" published by the
International Lead Zinc Research Organization, Inc. and Zinc Institute, Inc., is
recommended.

B. Aquatic plants.-Trace amounts of zinc are also essential for the development
and normal growth of aquatic plants. Aquatic plants can accumulate more zinc by
absorption that metabolic activity requires. Zinc concentrations in plants vary sea-
sonally and the variability is probably due to differences in availability and content
of zinc in water as well as growth rate, nutrients, and water temperature. Excessive
levels of zinc can cause toxicosis in aquatic plants.
Zinc in animals

Zinc's presence in the diet of animals is essential, and must be supplied almost
continuously. Insufficient zinc in the animal diet results in decreased food intake
and retardation of growth. Zinc deficiency in mammals was not recognized until
1955 when the disease was seen in pigs an4 was called parakeratosis, indicating
changes in the skin and lining of the gullet. Zinc supplements to the diet induce
prompt recovery. Most animals tend to tolerate zinc in diet up to 1,000 ppm without
adverse effects, provided that adequate amounts of copper and iron are available.
Drinking water standards for zinc

Standards for drinking water quality for zinc are not based on toxicity but are
based primarily on esthetics such as taste and appearance. The drinking water
standard adopted by EPA and the World Health Organization is 5 mg zinc per liter
of water (mg/1). Zinc may be tasted in water (bitter or astringent taste) only when it
reaches levels in excess of the drinking water standard. At 30-40 mg/1 the water
becomes cloudy and at 40 mg/1 a metallic taste is imparted. The concentration
range at which zinc in water acts as an emetic is 675-2280 mg/1. The fact that zinc
salts in very high doses causes the acute, but transitory gastrointestinal irritation
prevents more severe systemic effects from occurring.

The levels at which zinc is found in drinking water are not considered to be
detrimental to human health. In an EPA nationwide survey of water quality in
1962, none of the 591 samples exceeded 4 mg/l.
Air quality levels

There are no known ambient air quality standard for zinc for the general popula-
tion for any country. The levels of zinc in the ambient air in the U.S., as recorded
by the National Air Sampling Network, are generally less than 1 microgram of
zinc/cubic meter of air (ug/m 3 ).

For occupational exposures, the present OSHA Standard for zinc oxide fume is 5
mg/m 3 . This level prevents the occurrence of the transitory, fully reversible condi-
tion referred to as metal fume fever and also called "zinc shakes," shelterr shakes,"
or "brass chills." Zinc dust is treated only as an inert nuisance dust by OSHA with
an accompanying limit of 15 mg/m 3 . The standard for zinc chloride fume, the only
other zinc compound for which OSHA has a limit, is 1 mg/ms.

COMMERCIAL USES OF SOME SPECIFIC ZINC COMPOUNDS

Zinc dust-paints.
Zinc oxide-paint pigments, pharmaceuticals, photoconductivity, rubber tires.
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Zinc sulfate-flotation reagent, rayon hardener, micronutrient.
Zinc chloride-flux for galvanizing baths, wood preservative, dry cell batteries,

disinfectant, printing mordant, and aid for mercerizing cotton.
Zinc sufide-paint pigments, phosphor in TV tubes and fluorescent lamps.
Zinc chromate-wood preservative, algicide, paint primer on metal surfaces.
Zinc carbonate-animal nutritive supplement.
Zinc borates-fire retardants and insecticides.
Zinc acetate-astringent and antiseptic, glaze for porcelain.
Zinc silicate-phosphor in TV screens.
Zinc fluosilicate-laundry sour, concrete hardener, and wood-preservative.
Zinc cyanide-electroplating baths and medical purposes.
Zinc nitrate-mordant in dyeing.
Zinc phosphate-dental cements.
Zinc phosphide-rat and mouse poisons.
Zinc permanganate-antiseptic and astringent.
Zinc peroxide-deodorant, astringent, and antiseptic.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Wright.
We will now hear from Mr. R. M. Cooperman.

STATEMENT OF R. M. COOPERMAN
Mr. COOPERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will read an extract of my statement and ask the statement be

placed in the record.
I am executive director of the Independent Zinc Alloyers Associ-

ation, with offices at 900 17th Street NW., Washington, D.C., 20006.
Independent zinc alloyers process the highest grade of slab zinc,

special high grade, into several zinc alloys which are sold to the
castings and forgings market. Zinc alloy is used in automobiles,
trucks, marine motors, computers, plumbing products, electrical
equipment, and thousands of consumer products.

Slab zinc is the first metal form of zinc resulting from smelting
zinc ores or concentrates.

Independent zinc alloyers are small businesses, and for the most
part family founded and family owned. There are approximately
25-30 zinc alloyers in the United States who process between
250,000 and 300,000 tons of slab zinc each year. Because U.S. pro-
duction companies can provide only 45 percent of the zinc required
each year in the United States, independent alloyers must buy
almost all of their zinc from foreign sources.

The Independent Zinc Alloyers Association represents 70 percent
to 75 percent of the Nation's production capacity of zinc alloy sold
on the domestic market.

The production of zinc alloy is a capital intensive business and
the greatest part of the alloyers' cost is special high grade slab
zinc. Slab zinc is traded on world markets and so the alloyers can
be subjected to wide swings in the price of their chief raw material.

Because domestic producers also make and sell zinc alloy in the
U.S. market and generally can do so at a smaller margin than the
alloyers, the zinc alloyers must be competitive in their price with
the U.S. producers who have their own raw material readily at
hand.

Consequently, independent alloyers operate at a narrow margin
that can be affected by even a small increase in taxes, or imposi-
tion of a fee, on imported metal. The fee proposed either will be
passed on to independent alloyers or hi some cases paid directly
where independent alloyers are importers of record.
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Because of the intense competition, not only among alloyers but
between alloyers and producers, increased costs of any consequence
cannot be passed through to our customers.

Furthermore, the zinc alloy industry, which has lost over 40
percent of its market to competing materials over the last 6 years,
may not survive the consequences of being labeled, unfairly, a
hazardous material. Some alloyers are in the process of spending
hundreds of thousands of dollars to find new applications for zinc
alloys to expand the market for slab zinc.

The Senate may feel that the initial proposed fee is of small
consequence on a per-ton basis. However, there are additional fac-
tors of quite large consequence. Slab zinc, the only form of zinc
used by independent alloyers and subject to the proposed fee is not
listed anywhere as a hazardous or toxic material.

While certain zinc compounds are cited in section 311 of the
Clean Water Act with respect to marine spills, "Zinc and com-
pounds" are cited as priority toxic pollutants in section 307(A) of
the Clean Water Act. The listing of zinc here does not per se label
zinc as toxic.

EPA, in adopting limitations upon effluents involving zinc must
look at the zinc content of effluents on an industry-by-industry
basis before adopting effluent restrictions for zinc or zinc bearing
substances.

Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, EPA clearly
classified two forms of waste from primary production of zinc and
three zinc compounds of zinc as hazardous. None of these occur in
the zinc alloy process.

Furthermore, under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the primary
drinking water standards intended by Congress for the protection
of public health do -not include zinc. Secondary drinking water
guidelines designed to protect the esthetics of drinking water, for
example, odor, taste, et cetera, are not mandatory, and here zinc is
included with iron, sulphates, chlorides, and others.

Zinc, incidentally carries a much higher acceptable level in these
standards than does iron. We feel this is strong evidence that
Congress in earlier deliberations on environmental legislation did
not consider all zinc toxic, and that S. 1480 labels all zinc hazard-
ous without the careful consideration given to this metal in earlier
legislation.

There are several economic consequences from this. For example,
one executive of a member company has pointed out to me the
following possible consequences of including slab zinc as a hazard-
ous material.

Workers at his plant can require hazardous pay for handling slab
zinc; drivers of his trucks can demand hazardous pay for transport-
ing slab zinc or zinc alloys; the costly marketing program of his
company to improve technology and to develop new applications of
zinc, which has been predicated in part on the fact that a zinc alloy
is a nonhazardous, nonpolluting material, can be destroyed with
the consequence that efforts to improve the circumstances of a
seriously disabled industry will be lost.

Mr. Chairman, I have here some examples of the promotion of
that marketing program. I would like to ask they be included in
the record.
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Senator Bwuzy. They will.
(The information referred to follows:]

El HIrrs To TzmONY

ENERGY SAVING, POLLUTION-FRE BENEFITS

Fast, pollution-free, low energy melting makes ZA materials preferred by foundry-
men. ZA alloys are cast at relatively low temperatures (850-1100"F) and, therefore,
require less energy to melt. Heat treating costs can be saved because ZA materials
obtain maximum strength in the as-cast condition and stress relief annealing is notrequired.There are no melting fumes and smoky fluxing and degassing practices are not

required. Melting and handling of ZA alloys is virtually pollution free.
Alloy Zn-llAl is a general-purpose alloy with the best combination of castability

and mechanical properties. Tensile strength (sand cast) is 40,000 to 45,000 psi and
can be about 25 percent higher when the alloy is cast in permanent molds. Hard-
ness is competitive with the conventional casting metals. These alloys offer excel-
lent fluidity for thin-walled castings, they are pollution-free during melting and
pouring, and they melt at lower temperatures, thus requiring less energy and
increasing the life of crucibles.

THE ATTRACTION

The original zinc-aluminum alloy developed for sand casting and general foundry
use was introduced in the later 1960s as [LZRO-12 by the International Lead Zinc
Research Organization. Aluminum content was 12 percent, which was subsequently
reduced to approximately 11 percent to improve impact properties.

This alloy has been used in the U.S. and Canada for a variety of castings. While
the alloy proved that a market for zinc foundry alloys existed, the 11 percent-Al
alloy was competing against established alloy systems in which several alloys were
offered, each having specific properties or characteristics designed to meet various
engineering requirements. Needed were additional grades to form a similar family
of zinc-based alloys that, as a group, could offer different combinations of properties.
Today, after several years of development and market research, three zinc foundry
alloys are available to supply a broad spectrum of casting requirements.

Enerpy savings associated with the zinc foundry alloys provide substantial bene-
fits which permit these materials to challenge the economics of conventional found-
ry alloys. Gravity casting of zinc requires only about one-fourth the energy needed
for iron, about one-half that for bronze, and about trfourths that for aluminum.

The zinc alloys are clean to work with in thef dry because they require no
secondary operations at the melt furnace such as fl tidng or degassing. (Aluminum,
for example, requires degassing to eliminate porosi in the cast parts.) Zinc pro-
duces no fumes since its vaporization point is about 1600" F.

Mr. COOPERMAN. We believe we understand S. 1480, and the logic
behind it, to redress truly grevious wrongs to the environment
done over the years. We ask that the Senate Finance Committee in
its wisdom accomplish its purpose without sweeping in a segment
of industry that is not and has not been involved in generating
toxic or hazardous waste through either the use of a raw material,
slab zinc, or the production of its product, zinc alloy.

We request respectfully that this committee exclude slab zinc
from the requirement of a contribution to the hazardous substance
r esp se fund.

Takyou.
[The prepared statement of Richard M. Cooperman follows:]

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. COOPERMAN, ExEUTIvE DIRECTOR, INDEPENDENT ZINC

ALLOYRS ASsOCiATION, INc.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

Independent zinc alloyers are family-founded and family-owned small businesses.
The 30 independent zinc alloyers in the United States process between 250,000

and 300,000 tons of slab zinc each year.
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Independent zinc alloyers must buy most of their slab zinc from foreign sources

since U.S. producers can supply only 40 percent of domestic slab zinc needs.
Independent alloyers compete intensively amongst themselves and with U.S. zinc

producers who also make and sell alloy.
Slab zinc is 85 percent of the cost of zinc alloy for independent alloyers and

narrow margins prohibit pass-along of any cost increment.
Slab zinc is the generic form of zinc produced from smelting ores and concen-

trates.
Slab zinc is not named as a hazardous or toxic waste.
Production of zinc alloy does not result in toxic or hazardous waste.
The zinc alloy industry has lost over 40 percent of its market in the last six years.
Costly marketing programs, predicated partly on the nonpolluting qualities of zinc

alloy, Will be destroyed and hundreds of thousands of dollars in market expansion
efforts lost.

Prayer: Exclude slab zinc from the requirement of a contribution to the Fund.

STATEMENT

My name is Richard M. Cooperman. I am Executive Director of the Independent
Zinc Alloyers Association, with offices at 900 17th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.,
20006.

Independent zinc alloyers process the highest grade of slab zinc, Special High
Grade, into several zinc alloys which are sold to the castings and forgings market.
Zinc alloy is used in automobiles, trucks, marine motors, computers, plumbing
products, electrical equipment, and thousands of consumer products.

Slab zinc is the first metal form of zinc resulting from smelting, zinc ores or
concentrates.

Independent zinc alloyers are small businesses, and for the most part family
founded and family owned. There are approximately 25 to 30 zinc alloyers in the
United States who process between 250,000 and 300,000 tons of slab zinc each year.
Because U.S. production companies can provide only 45 percent of the zinc required
each year in the United States, independent alloyers must buy almost all of their
zinc from foreign sources.

The Irdependent Zinc Alloyers Association represents 70 to 75 percent of the
nation's production capacity of zinc alloy sold on the domestic market.

The production of zinc alloy is a capital intensive business and the greatest part
of the alloyers' cost is special high grade slab zinc. Slab zinc is traded on world
markets and so the alloyers can be subjected to wide swings in the price of their
chief raw material. Because domestic producers also make and sell zinc alloy in the
U.S. market and generally can do so at a smaller margin than the alloyers, the zinc
alloyers must be competitive in their price with the U.S. producers who have their
own raw material readily at hand. Consequently, independent alloyers operate at a
narrow margin that can be affected by even a small increase in taxes (or imposition
of a fee) on imported metal. The fee proposed either will be passed on to independ-
ent alloyers or in some cases paid directly where independent alloyers are importers
of record.

Because of the intense competition, not only amongst alloyers but between al-
loyers and producers, increased costs of any consequence cannot be passed through
to our customers.

Furthermore, the zinc alloy industry, which has lost over 40 percent of its market
to competing materials over the last six years may not survive the consequences of
being labeled unfairly a hazardous material. Some alloyers are in the process of
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to find new applications for zinc alloys to
expand the market for slab zinc.

The Senate may feel that the initial proposed fee is of small consequence on a per
ton basis. However, there are additional factors of quite large consequence. Slab
zinc, the only form of zine subject to the proposed fee used by independent alloyers,
is not listed anywhere es a hazardous or toxic material.

While certain zinc compounds are cited in Section 311 of the Clean Water Act
with respect to marine spills, "Zinc and compounds" are cited as priority toxic
pollutants in Section 307(a) of the Clean Water Act. The listivT of zinc here does not
per se label zinc as toxic. EPA, in adopting limitations upon effluents involving zinc
must look at the zinc content of effluents on an industry-by-industry basis before
adopting effluent restrictions.

Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, EPA clearly classified two
forms of waste from primary production of zinc and three zinc compounds of zinc as
hazardous. None of these occur in the zinc alloying process.

Furthermore, under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the primary drinking water
standards intended by Congress for the protection of public health do not include
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zinc. Secondary drinking water guidelines designed to protect the aesthetics of
drinking water, e.g., odor, taste, etc., are not mandatory, and here zinc is included
with iron, sulphates, chlorides, and others. (Zinc, incidentally carriers a much
higher acceptable level in these standards than does iron). We feel this is strong
evidence that Congress in earlier deliberations on environmental legislation did not
consider all zinc toxic, and that S. 1480 labels all zinc hazardous without the careful
consideration given to this metal in earlier legislation.

There are severe economic consequences from this.
For example, one executive of a member company has pointed out to be the

following possible consequences of including slab zinc as a hazardous material:
Workers at his plant can require hazardous pay for handling slab zinc;
Drivers of his trucks can demand hazardous pay for transporting slab zinc or

zinc alloys;
The costly marketing program of his company to improve technology and.to

develop new applications of zinc, which has been predicated in part on the fact
that a zinc alloy is a nonhazardous, nonpolluting material, can be destroyed,
with the consequence that efforts to improve the circumstances of a seriously
disabled industry will be lost.

It is not possible at this -time to calculate what these additional costs might
become.

Let me reiterate, we believe we understand S. 1480 and the logic behind it to
redress truly grievous wrongs to the environment done over many years. We do not
dispute this logic. We do ask that the Senate Finance Committee in its wisdom
accomplish its purpose without sweeping in a segment of an industry that is not and
has not been involved in generating toxic or hazardous waste through either the use
of a raw material, slab zinc, or the production of its product, zinc alloy.

We request respectfully that this Committee exclude Slab Zinc from the require-
ment of a contribution to the Hazardous Substance Response Fund.

Senator BRADIZY. Thank you.
We will now hear from Dr. Dennis F. Brendel, vice president of

environmental affairs-safety, Bunker Hill Co., Kellogg, Idaho. Wel-
come.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS F. BRENDEL
Mr. BRENDn. Thank you, sir.
I am the vice president of environmental affairs and safety for

the Bunker Hill Co. in Kellogg, Idaho. We are a subsidiary of Gulf
Resources and Chemical Corp. of Houston, Tex. Bunker Pill pro-
duces 18 percent of the Nation's primary lead and refined zinc. The
company would be materially harmed and the Nation's supply of
these materials would be adversely affected if this legislation is

While I support the intended goal of S. 1480 to clean up hazard-
ous waste spills and abandoned waste sites, I am opposed to the
present bill.

The inclusion of lead and zinc on the list of materials to be taxed
is a prime example of materials which make little contribution to
the problem of hazardous waste spills or abandoned waste dumps
and is being taxed heavily to provide a fund to correct problem
caused by others.

At present all emissions ana discharges from Bunker Hill's facili-
ties are regulated by the EPA under the Clean Air Act, the Clean
Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and in
addition we are also regulated by the Mine Safety and Health Act,
the Occupational Safety and Health Act, all of which are placing
enormous financial burdens on the company.

On June 2, 1980, the Environmental Protection Agency published
a short report on the economic impact of the super fund on the
copper, lead and zinc industry. This report stated: "'The super fund
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tax would impose little adverse impact on the lead and zinc indus-
try." This is simply not true for several reasons.

First, EPA's analysis makes no mention of the fact that Bunker
Hill and other lead and zinc producers have been struggling to
meet capital expenditures demanded by numerous existing EPA
and OSHA regulations.

For example, from 1973 to 1979 the Bunker Hill spent 51 percent
of its available capital on pollution control equipment.

Second, EPA's analysis seriously underestimated the impact on
companies such as Bunker Hill. The analysis indicated that had
the fund been in existence in 1979, Bunker Hill would have paid
13.4 percent of its net earnings into the fund, assuming a net
earning of $14 million.

The fact is that Bunker Hill would have had to have paid 24
percent of its net earnings into the super fund from an actual net
earnings of $7.8 million. This is on top of the 51 percent that we
are already expending toward pollution control equipment.

In poor economic years such as 1977 and 1978, the company
would not have been able to pay the super fund tax from net
earnings. There were no net earnings. Those were loss years.

When one examines all the present laws and regulations on the
books regulating the lead and zinc industry you quickly come to
the conclusion that eventually they add up to a serious threat to a
company's survival.

EPA also fails to note that the lead and zinc industry is seriously
depressed and has suffered serious economic decline. For example,
as pointed out by St. Joe Minerals, 10 years ago the United States
produced 1 million tons of zinc metal a year. Today it is a half a
million tons, while imports at the same time have risen from a
quarter million tons to nearly 600,000 tons.

In 1969 this country had 14 zinc refineries, and today there are
only four or five.

Another concern is, wouldn't companies such as Bunker Hill be
able to pas& forward the costs of the super fund on to consumers or
would they be able to pass the costs of super fund backwards to the
mines? The answer to both is no, for Bunker Hill operates in the
international market and is unable to pass these costs forward if it
intends to remain competitive with the rest of the industry.

And it is unable to purchase concentrate for its smelting of ores.
It would be unable to pass these costs backwards, for the mines
would not wish to sell their ores to the company at those costs.

In short, EPA's economic analysis seriously underestimated the
impact of super fund on the lead and zinc industry, and Bunker
Hill in particular.

In Bunker Hill's opinion the super fund raises other substantial
questions; some being constitutional. Senate bill 1480 delegates to
the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the EPA Ad-
ministrator, the authority to set taxes. The constitution says the
Congress has the power to levy and collect taxes.

At this point we do not believe that Congress should attempt to
delegate this authority, that if Bunker Hill can be assessed a tax in
some years of a half a million dollars and in other years up to $3
million, we think this is a very large variance for a company to be
able to determine what its bill might be in the following years.
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We are also concerned about the recycling of raw materials.
When materials are imported to the United States, it is virtually
impossible to determine whether they are primary materials,
newly produced materials, or they are recycled materials.

We feel that importers would evade the tax by simply sending
their recycled materials to this company. And in the United States
on the domestic production we see no reason why recycled material
would be exempted from the tax where primary production would
pay the full brunt of the tax burden.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
present this statement.

[The prepared statement of Dennis F. Brendel follows:]
STATEMENT OF DR. DENNs F. BRENDEL, VICE PRESIDENT, THE BUNKER HILL Co.

SUMMARY OF MR PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Lead and zinc should not be on the list of materials subject to the superfund
tax.

2. Because the tax rate is high and is based on production, not ability to pay, the
superfund tax would have a severe adverse effect on companies such as Bunker Hill
and would be harmful to U.S. lead and zinc production.

3. The superfund tax raises substantial constitutional questions.
4. The tort liability provisions of the bill are excessively harsh and punitive.
5. No tax distinction should be drawn between primary and recycled lead produc-

tion.

STATEMENT

My Name is Dr. Dennis F. Brendel. I am Vice President, Environmental and
Safety, of The Bunker Hill Company, Kellogg, Idaho. Bunker Hill, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Gulf Resources and Chemical Corporation, produces 18 percent of the
Nation's primary lead and refined zinc. These materials are subject to the tax
proposed by Section 5(dX4) of S. 1480 to create a Federal fund to clean up hazardous
spills and abandoned waste dumps. Bunker Hill would be materially harmed and
the Nation's supply of these important materials would be adversely affected if this
legislation becomes law. While Bunker Hill supports a Federal effort to clean up
hazardous sills and abandoned waste sites, it is opposed to the present bill for the
following reasons.
I. Lead and zinc do not belong on the list of materials of be taxed

S. 1480 selects a group of materials that are said to be the "building blocks" for
hazardous wastes and then imposes a tax on the sale of these materials to create a
fund for cleaning up hazardous spills and abandoned waste dumps (S. Rept. No. 96-
848, p. 19). Such an approach to the clean-up problem is highly inequitable and,
contrary to the claims of the bill's supporters, &Znot impose fees solely on those
responsible for spills and improper dumping.

The inclusion of lead and zinc on the list of materials to be taxed is a prime
instance in which materials that make no significant contribution to thd ills that S.
1480 is aimed at, and that are produced by com * es that have not been shown to
beguilty of an significant spills or improper dumping, are being taxed heavily to
build up a fun to correct problems caused by others, many if not most of whom will

pa n tax.
pA I have stated, lead and zinc do not contribute to the two areas of principal

concern of S. 1480, spills of hazardous materials and abandoned waste dumps. For
example, lead and zinc ores, mined from the ground, arrive at the smelter site in an
insoluble form. During the smelting process, all emissions and discharges or disposal
of wastes are completely regulated by EPA under the Clean Air Act, the Clean
Water Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. Bunker Hill's proc-
essed metals leave the smelter site in the form of bars. In the case of lead, for
example, the metal is delivered -principally to battery plants. The lead in most
batteries Is eventually recycled by secondary lead smelters, whose wastes are also
subject to strict EPA controls. Hence, lead is not a contributor to the hazardous spill
problems addressed by S. 1480 and does not contribute materially to the prob em
*ed by abandoned waste dumps. And while the report of the Environment and
Public Worls Committee accompanying S. 1480 is replete with references to spilling
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and dumping problems caused by chemicals, nothing in that report implicates
lead-or zinc-as contributors to such problems.

Moreover, lfad and zinc are not feedstocks for the organic chemical industry.
Lead and zinc are not components of PCBs, dioxins, or other highly toxic chemicals
mentioned throughout the Committee report. Lead and zinc are not carcinogens.
There is, in short, no justification for imposing a tax on lead and zinc production to
remedy what is overwhelmingly a chemical industry problem.

The Committee report asserts that the superfund tax is equitable, and notes that
taxpayerss too often are asked to remedy problems they do not help create" (p. 19).

This is precisely why lead and zinc should not be included in the superfund tax. A
tax on lead and zinc production to finance the clean up of hazardous chemicals is
inequitable and arbitrary and should not be approved by the Finance Committee.
II. The proposed tax would have a severe and adverse impact on domestic lead and

zinc production
The premise of the tax proposed by S. 1480 seems to be that producers would

merely pass the tax through as an increased cost, and thus the end users of
hazardous substances would rightfully be the ultimate contributors to the clean up
fund. For the lead and zinc industry, there is no reason to believe that such a cost
pass-through would be possible. One reason why this is so is that lead and zinc are
internationally traded commodities who prices are determined by international
supply and demand factors.

Indeed, on June 2, 1980, EPA issued a short report entitled "Impact of the
Proposed Superfund Fee-System Upon Earnings and Cash Position: Co paper, Lead,
Zinc, and Chlorine" which shows on its face that the domestic lead and zinc
industry would be adversely affected by the prop tax. Thus, while asserting its
belief that at some date in the future the costs of superfund could be passed forward
to consumers, EPA conceded that at present "metal producers may not be able to
pass the costs on to consumers because capacity is fixed and the price is determined
by the level of demand" (p. 2). The inabi ity to pass costs through is of critical
concern, for the superfund tax is based on production, not bility to pay, and
companies such as Bunker Hill that are large producers but do not earn large
profit, will be seriously damaged by the tax. Indeed, EPA's report acknowledges
that "it is possible that a marginal mine or smelter could close prematurely as a
result of the fee," that in some years "some companies would not have been able to
pay the fees out of cash generated from their operations," and that the possibility of
shutdowns "cannot be ruled out" (pp. 2, 3, and 4).

Moreover, EPA's economic analysis contains serious omissions and errors. First, it
makes no mention of the fact that Bunker Hill and other lead and zinc producers
have been struggling to meet the capital expenditures demanded by numerous
existing EPA and OSHA regulations. For example, in the period from 1973 to 1979,
Bunker Hill allocated nearly $20 million, or 51 percent, of its available capital to
installation of EPA required pollution control equipment. The domestic lead and
zinc industry is already adversely affected by costs imposed by a host of Federal
regulations, and an additional environmental tax would only further erode the
industry's economic position.

Second, the analysis seriously underestimates the impact on individual lead and
zinc producers by relying on financial data taken from 10-K reports filed by parent
corporations. In most cases, including Bunker Hill's, the parent corporations are
widely diversified, with individual lead and zinc subsidiaries functioning on a profit-
center basis. The analysis should have examined only the economics of the lead and
zinc segments of the parent corporations' overall business.

Third, the data used to evaluate the impact of the superfund tax on Bunker Hill
is simply incorrect. The analysis indicated that if the tax had been in effect in 1979,
Bunker Hill would have paid 13.4 percent of its net earnings into the fund, assum-
ing $14 million as Bunker Hill's 1979 after-tax earning. The fact is, however, that
$14 million was the company's before tax earnings. Its actual 1979 after-tax earn-
ings amounted to just $7.8 million, and thus Bunker Hill's contribution would have
been fully 24 percent of net earnings had the tax been in effect in 1979. In bad
economic years such as 1977 and 1978, the Company would not have been able to
pay the superfund tax from net earnings. Hence, superfund would obviously consti-
tute a very serious threat to the Company's survival.

Fourth, EPA fails to note that the American lead and zinc industry is severely
depressed and has suffered serious economic decline in recent years. For example,
ten years ago the United States produced over one million tons of zinc metal while
it now produces only half that amount. Conversely, foreign slab zinc imports more
than doubled in that period, increasing from 270,000 tons in 1970 to 580,000 tons in
1979. In 1969, this country had 14 zinc smelters, and the alarming fact is that today
only six of those 14 are still in business.
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In short, the economic analysis seriously underestimates the impact of the super-
fund tax on the continued viability of the domestic lead and zinc industry. This
Committee should require a complete and independent economic analysis prior to
taking action on this bill.
III. The superfund tax raises substantial constitutional questions

Section 5(dX4) of the bill establishes the tax rate beginning in fiscal year 1981 for
all listed materials including lead and zinc. Section 5(cX2), however, delegates to the
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation with the Administrator of EPA, the
authority to set the tax in subsequent years. This provision raises substantial
constitutional questions concerning the Federal taxing power.

By Article I, Section 8, clause 1 of the Constitution, it is Congress that has the
"Power to lay and collect Taxes." In National Cable Television Ass'n v. United
States, 415 U.S. 336, 340 (1974), the Supreme Court invalidated a "fee" system
imposed by the FCC, finding that under the Constitution taxationin is a legs ative
function and Con ... is the sole organ for levying taxes." The delegation of
authority to the Treasury Department to establish the level of the superfund tax
after 1981 involves fundamental Constitutional issues, and should be carefully re-
viewed by this Committee.
IV The bill proposes an excessively punitive new Federal tort law for toxic sub-

stances which should be rejected by the committee
S. 1480 would not only impose an extremely harsh tax, but also contains language

that drastically modifies existing tort law in a way that results in punishing
companies even when they are not at fault. The legislation declares that the
manufacture, use and transport of certain hazardous substances are ultra-hazardous
activities, and makes the manufacturer, user and transporter of such substances
strictly liable in tort for any damage that might result from an accident involving
those substances.

I am fully aware that the law already deems certain activities to be ultra-
hazardous and in certain areas imposes strict liability in tort. However, this has not
come about suddenly through legislation, but instead has developed over many
years in an evolutionary manner.

No urgent reasons have been shown for the radical change in tort law that S.
1480 would bring about, and such a change, like the superfund tax itself, would be
damaging to companies such as Bunker Hill that are not large profit earners and
are not in a position to pay for damage they did not cause. Moreover, subjecting
such companies to strict liability in tort couldin fact favor the creation of monopo-
lies if the potential liability proves so great that a company would not be able to
insure against it or could obtain insurance only at an excessively high premium
rate. The result could be that only the largest corporations could stay in the
business of manufacturing the list of substances contained in the legislation.

If, however, Congress is bent on punishing industry by passing a law such as this
one it should be careful to make the effective date some years in the future so that
both manufacturers and their insurers would have a chance to develop plans cover-
ingsuch exposure.

me add two further points.
First, I am surprised that Congress would create a new Federal cause of action at

a time when Congress is looking for ways to relieve the congestion in the Federal
courts.

Second, while the tqrt law portion of this legislation contains provisions for
contribution against joiht tort-feasors, nothing is said concerning defenses available
to them. For example, in some states contributory negligence is a defense to strict
liability, and there is no reason why such a defense should not be made available in
the present legislation.
V. There should be no difference in the tax rate for primary and secondary lead

production
Section 5(f) of S. 1480 authorizes the Treasury Department to reduce the tax on

recycled raw materials in order to provide suppliers an economic incentive for
recycling and reuse. While a tax advantage to encourage recycling may be a worth-
while policy for some materials, there is no *ustification for a tax distinction
between the primary and secondary production of lead.

The fact is that the secondary production of lead, principally from the rclIof
batteries, presently accounts For well over half of all U.S. lead production. The
economic incentives for lead recycling are already well established, and a tax-based
disparity between prices of primary and secondary lead is inappropriate.

Moreover, inasmuch as recycled lead is indistinguishable from the virgin materi-
al, a lower tax on recycled lead would lead to abuses in the area of imports. The

(
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U.S. is a net importer of lead, and while the bill would subject imports to the
superfund tax there would be no practical way to verify claims that imported lead
has been recycled and thus should be taxed at the lower rate. The result would be a
further competitive disadvantage for domestic primary lead production, with no
improvement in recling which is already at maximum levels.

In conclusion, I thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee to
present Bunker Hill's views concerning the proposed superfund legislation.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Brendel, for your
testimony. And I think we have covered all four of the gentlemen
who wanted to testify.

Senator Danforth?
Senator Durenberger?
No questions?
I just have one question. I suppose it goes to the question of zinc.

And maybe you can help me out. I do not understand the basis for
the assertion that zinc is not a hazardous substance.

Let me just read several reasons why. Zinc and many zinc com-
pounds are already designated hazardous substances under five
existing Federal laws. Zinc itself was found toxic by Congress in

M197-in amendments to the Clean Water Act. Zinc has been found
in 27 waste sites where damages have occurred and is suspected in
another 22 sites.

Refining of zinc ores generated 262,000 tons of hazardous wastes
containing lead, arsenic, cadmium and zinc in 1977 alone. And this
is just part of the reason that zinc is presently included.

Now maybe there is new evidence that I do not know about. And
that is why I would like you to place in the record now for the
committee's consideration any evidence that you have that would
counter the facts that were just read.

Mr. WRIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I have with me today Mr. Gary
Welch, director of environmental control for St. Joe. I would like
him to address your question.

Mr. WELCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If you have a copy of St. Joe's written testimony, you will find

described one of the incidents that you referred to where zinc has
allegedly been found in a hazardous waste disposal site. This is
found on page 6 of our written comments.

I think it important to note that apparently the source of that
information was a report by the Congressional Research Service,

~affid I think it particularly enlightening to read the language of
what the Senate report actually said.

It said in describing the Flemington land fill in New Hanover
County, N.C., that:

The following chemicals have been detected in-residential wells at levels sufficient
to affect adversely human health and the environment: tetrachloroethylene; ben-
zene; vinyl chloride; trichloroethylene and 1-2, dichloroethane, all cminogens, as
well as methylene chloride and lead.

In addition, the presence of chloride, dichlorophenol, chlorobenzene, iron, manga-
nese, phenol and zinc, have rendered the water unfit for human consumption due to
extreme bad taste or odor.

The number of substances I referred to there I think you can
-.--well recognize-

Senator BRA Ey. Most of which I don't know. /
M. -WELH. Well, certain -of them are confirmed carcinogens,

certain of them are suspect carcinogens. Phenols impart consider-
able odor and taste to water. Zinc imparts taste to water in concen-
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trations above 40 milligrams per liter, more than eight times the
drinking water standard.

Now to implicate zinc as being the problem here in this location
we think is extending the matter a little bit too far. We are trying
to track down the source documents for other incidents-

Senator BRADLEY. That are listed in the record?
Mr. WELCH. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. You say this is one of the 27 waste sites that I

mentioned?
Mr. WELCH. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. And that the evidence is less than conclusive

that zinc is the sole cause?
Mr. WELCH. We think so.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, I would tend to agree with you on this

particular example. There is no doubt about that.
Fine. Could you possibly explain the reason why zinc is included

as a hazardous substance in the five Federal laws?
Mr. WELCH. Yes, there are certain zinc compounds, notably zinc

peroxide, zinc ammonium nitrate, which are corrosive and power-
ful oxidizers. The zinc peroxide behaves very much like the perox-
ide that you buy in the drug store to cleanse wounds. And that is
very much what it is used for.

It and other zinc substances first appeared in the DOT regula-
tions, which is one of the five laws that you would be referring to,
as a hazardous substance, for the reason of its corrosivity and the
fact that it should not be combined with other things or other
chemicals or elements in which it could act as an oxidizer, possibly
creating an explosive hazard.

Senator BRADLEY. So you don't disagree that some zinc and zinc
compounds are toxic?

Mr. WELCH. I would disagree on zinc. There are some zinc com-
pounds-

Senator BRADLEY. Zinc compounds?
Mr. WELCH. Zinc compounds.
Senator BRADLEY. Is zinc included as toxic then?
Mr. WELCH. Zinc itself is not.
Senator BRADLEY. Is not? It is not included in any of the five

laws?
Mr. WELCH. Under Section 311 of the Clean Water Act it is

identified as "zinc and zinc compounds."
Senator BRADLEY. OK. Well, I do not have any more questions for

the panel. I think that your testimony has been very helpful.
Would you like to add anything, Mr. Cooperman?

Mr. CooPERhAN. May I, please?
Senator BRADLEY. Sure. Certainly.
Mr. CooPERm . It may be an oversimplification, but the last

reference that my colleagues from St. Joe have made is really the
heart of the problem. The listing of zinc as such in the Clean
Water Act undergoes somevariation. EPA, in adopting limitations
upon effluents involving zinc, must look at the zinc contents and
effluents of it on an industry-by-industry basis.

Before they adopt the effluent restrictions they are looking at
the metalic compounds.
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The thrust of our testimony as independent zinc alloyers is that
zinc, the generic form after the ore, is slab zinc, and as such it is
not listed as a hazardous or toxic waste. That is the material with
which we must deal. And nothing that we produce in zinc alloy is
either hazardous or toxic, and is nowhere named such.

And it is the reason why we have asked that slab zinc, which is
the.chunk of metal that you would recognize after the ore and
concentrate stage, be exempted from the fund.

I think it may be a semantic problem and a bit of an over-
simplification, but slab zinc itself as used in alloying, and as used
in galvanizing, has no reference in any of the acts, EPA or the
DOT act, as either hazardous or toxic.

Senator BRADLEY. So you are requesting that we eliminate zinc
and-

Mr. WRIGHT. Zinc oxide and lead.
Senator BRADLEY. Lead and zinc oxide? If we did eliminate those

items, then there would be an increased tax on other inorganic
chemicals.

Mr. WRIGHT. That is right. But, Mr. Chairman, you are sort of
halfway pregnant already because a lot of metals have already
been excluded from the act.

Penator BRADLEY. I cannot understand you. -
r. WRIGHT. A lot of metals have already been taken off the list,

such as copper and, I believe, two of the other nonferrous metals.
What we object to really is the shotgun approach to the periodic
table--.-

Senator BRADLEY. I am sorry but I do not understand you.
Mr. WRIGHT. The shotgun approach. And to do this thing right,

and I acknowledge a need for it, it should be looked at from the
standpoint of what really produces the toxic waste. And the slab
zinc or the zinc oxide, the lead and metal or copper or any other
metal is not solely used in the production of toxic wastes. It is a
very small part of the total industry. And the total industry should
not be taxed in total for it.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you know of any-and I am not a chemist
here, so this might be a very elementary question-but do you
know of any copper compound that is toxic.

Mr. WELCH. In general most metals, iron, zinc, lead, copper,
cadmium, would be toxic to certain things at certain doses. How
one differentiates on chemical species when you find the zinc in
water, as an example, you really cannot do that. The zinc is there
or the copper is there or the iron is there.

You may also find sulfates there, chlorides--
Senator BRADLEY. The reason I asked the question is if you do

not put it on the feedstock level, but rather place the fee on each
hazardous chemical product or waste, the argument then is thdt
instead of having 46 substances you have multiplied the number of
products that would be liable for a fee by a dramatic proportion
and necessitated an enormously complicated administrative mecha-
nism that the super fund would have to follow.

I think you have made some interesting points, however. So my
question on copper is, you stated-that copper was exempted, and
my question was, well, does that mean that downstream copper
does not combine to produce a toxic substance whereas zinc down-
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stream does combine to produce a toxic substance? And that is the
thrust behind my question.

Mr. WELCH. I do not think that is correct. There is obviously
toxic compounds of anything. If you combine anything with ar-
senic, you have a toxic compound. There are certainly copper ar-
senates, there are zinc arsenates and there are other arsenates.
And any of them are going to be toxic. They are going to be toxic
because of the arsenic, not necessarily because of the zinc or the
copper or the lead.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much for your testimony. I
think it has been helpful. We will, I am sure, consider it.

Our next witness list is actually a panel, but we have had a
request from the one Governor who is going to testify, that he be
allowed to make his presentation alone and then be joined by other
members of the panel for their presentations and questions.

So as a Senatorial and gubernatorial courtesy, we will grant that
request of the Governor of Missouri, Joe Teasdale. Welcome to the
committee. Please feel free to make your presentation and then
you will be joined for presentations by other important attorneys,
general and environmental protection people from other States.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH TEASDALE, GOVERNOR, STATE
OF MISSOURI, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
ASSOCIATION
Governor TEASDALE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
I appear on behalf of the National Goverwors' Association. And I

speak as the Governor of Missouri. I will try to summarize a
subject that is not conducive to summarization or generalization.

It is my judgment that the question of the public health dangers
from hazardous waste is a national problem. I am sure you are
hearing testimony from many regions of the Nation. Missouri, for
example, in the center of our country, is one of the largest chemi-
cal-producing States in America.

For example, each year in our State approximately 1.2 to 1.4
million tons of hazardous wastes are produced. In 1977 when I was
in my first year as Governor, the Department of Natural Resources
and I put together a piece of legislation which, happily, passed that
year. However, it did not become effective until July of this year.

In effect, without going into all the provisions in that bill, Mis-
souri moved ahead in preventing future problems of hazardous
wastes. We can now regulate hazardous waste and we can now
conduct public hearings before permits are granted for hazardous
waste sites.

I am here today to talk chiefly about a problem that is mush-
rooming in Missouri. In October 1979 about 60 known hazardous
waste sites were presented to the State by the EPA. We divided up
the list and we studied those sites.

In the last few months, we have received daily reports of newly
discovered dump sites from a toll free telephone hotline which we
have established in Missouri. These new sites are not located in
any one region of our State but have been discovered through our
State.

69-03 0-80-37
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Fcr example, I have personally been to Aurora in southwest
Missouri where dioxin, one of the most deadly chemicals produce,
has been found.

The other day I was in St. Louis County where hundreds of
barrels of chemicals have been found which are feared to contain
another potentially cancer-causing chemical known as PCB's. I
think, Senator, you, from Jefferson County, know that area.

We also have a number of hazardous waste sites at Morse Mill in
Jefferson County at which we fear cancer-causing chemicals have
been dumped.

But yesterday, to go back to the freshest recollection I have,
right next to a creek, in St. Louis County, there were dumped--and
we still do not know precisely how many-but at least 100 or more
barrels of cancer-causing materials. These materials could, if left
unattended, could end up contaminating that creek. That creek
feeds a stream, a stream, which feeds a river from which millions
of Missourians in the St. Louis County area take their watersupply.That is just one case. We have 95 or 96 known hazardous waste

sites right now in Missouri. Many of them, perhaps most of them,
are likely to contain some harmful toxic chemical. The public
health ramifications need not be dramatized here.

The point is that Missouri needs the money, provided by the
hazardous waster superfund. Missouri needs the ability to quickly
clean up these sites. We do not have that money. -

I called a special session of the Missouri General Assembly. I
made the judgment about 2 or 3 months ago, before it had even
mushroomed to the great proportions I am now describing, I was in
Macon, Mo., in northcentral and northeastern Missouri and the
people there are up in arms about a proposed hazardous waste
disposal site -there for hazardous waste. Near Kirksville in north-
central or northeast Missouri the people are up in arms about the
same problem.

It is the same all over our State. The people are afraid. They are
up in arms. Rightfully so.

The other day for dramatic effect, a number of people came to
the rotunda in our capitol and gave me 50,000 new petitions,
urging the banning of the burial of any toxic chemicals or hazard-
ous wastes in any part of our State.

They presented the petitions in a baby's coffim, symbolizing the
fear of people around our'State.

I am not exaggerating. The problem has mushroomed. In my
judgment public confidence does not exist in the Government s
ability to prevent public health hazards caused by this situation.

So I wholeheartedly support the superfund concept. I was told
that one site in Missouri, known to contain dangerous, hazardous
wastes. It up would, cost an astronomical amount to clean up. I
believe it was $100 million for one site.

In the bill I proposed in the special session I am asking for atax
on industry that would only produce $2 million. That is just
enough to take care of the sites we know pose the most serious
problem.

I could go on and on, but I can tell you as Governor of a
Midwestern State that the problem is real, dangerous, in the minds
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of the public very frightening. In Missouri, with our hazardous
waste law, we are ahead of many States. Our special session is
right now working on legislation to provide more community input,
and taxes on the industry. I think that will be a productive session.

But I am worried about the 95 sites and the sites that we are
going to discover every day which contain poisonous dangerous
chemicals. We do not have the means to clean them up. We want
to clean them up. And the Superfund legislation is exactly what I
think this Nation needs.

And I know, speaking again for our State, that we need it very
much. We' are again a major producer of chemicals in Missouri.

But speaking again for the National Governors' Conference, I
want to also add my judgment that it certainly is a national
problem. And with that, I say I appreciate the chance to be here to
speak on behalf of the Governors, but in particular speaking as a
Governor of a state in the Midwest that I think has a very severe
problem and needs immediate attention.

[The prepared statement of the Honorable Joseph P. Teasdale
follows:]

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH P. TEASDALE, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI
As Governor of Missouri and on behalf of the National Governors' Association, I

welcome this opportunity to share with you Missouri's experience with hazardous
wastes and our critical need for federal assistance in cleaning up abandoned and
uncontrolled hazardous waste sites and spil1. These hearings are timely in that
Missouri is now in the midst of a Special S ion of the legislature which I called to
consider proposals to strengthen our Hazardous Waste Management Law. I think
our law is a good one, but the people of Missouri are demanding an even better one.
At the same time we have painfully discovered that the state's resources are
inadequate to deal with the accumulated mistakes of the jet.

Public awareness increased dramatically in Missouri during 1971 when waste oil
containing dioxin was spread on the surface of three (3) show horse arenas and one
farm for dust control. Numerous animal deaths and several cases of human illness
triggered lengthy state and federal investigations which finally determined that the
dioxin was a waste byproduct resulting from the manufacture of hexachloraphene.

A study in 1975 and 1976 concluded that approximately one million metric tons of
hazardous waste were produced each year m Missouri. Current studies show that
the total is between 1.2 and 1.4 million tons. In 1977 the Missouri General Assembly
passed a Hazardous Waste Management Law modeled on the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act's concept of tracking hazardous waste from generation to disposal.
The law became effective, this year and we are now in the process of registering
generators and transporters of hazardous waste-.. As in most states, the most diffi-
cult part of implementing our law will be finding suitable locations for hazardous
waste disposal.

Presently, we are working on the management of existing and future wastes.
Increased public awareness has led to almost daily reports of other abandoned or
uncontrolled sites. (I would refer you to "Hazardous Waste Emergencies in Missouri:
Report to the Governor September 1980" Appendicies I and 11.)

These sites were discovered prior to our beginning a formal search operation. The
list of sites which we must check out has already exceeded our response capabilities.
I am fearful that within the next few months we will discover thousands of tons of
hazardous waste scattered throughout the Missouri countryside. These sites will
req.uiredetailed laboratory analysis, processing and clean-up. The citizens of
Mssouri are afraid. Afraid of finding poisonous wastes such as dioxin and PCB's in
their streams and water supplies.

A few examples of typical sites will give you an idea of the magnitude or our
problem:

(1) In 1977 the Missouri Department of Natural Resources took action to close the
Conservation Chemical Company site in Kansas City (No. 25 on list and map).
Monitoring by the EPA inmates that organic chemical contamination of the
groundwater has occurred. The clean-up cost could easily exceed two million dollars($2,000,0O0).
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(2) In early fall of 1979 a disgruntled former employee of (Syntex) Corporation in
Verona, Missouri, informed the EPA of the existence , a burial site in remote
Barry County. This site supposedly contained waste • material contaminated with
dioxin. An investigation by the Missouri DNR and the EPA confirmed the presence
of one huncred and fifty (150) drums of waste material contaminated with dioxin.
Because of the highly toxic nature of dioxin, extreme.safety measures had to be
employed.

Approximately one million dollars ($1,000,000) has already been spent in partially
opening the site and verifying the presence of dioxin. The estimated cost of complete
clean-up is an additional four million dollars ($4,000,000).

(3) Potentially one of the most expensive clean-up jobs could be the Westlake
Landfill in St. Louis County. Prior to 1974, this landfill accepted a large variety of
sludge and liquid industrial waste. This old landfill is p 1ssibly contaminating the
groundwater in the Missouri River floodplain. It is estimated that at least one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) is needed to conduct a thorough groundwater
study to determine whether contamination has occurred or is occurring. The cost of
cleaning up the site is unknown but estimates have ranged from ten to one hundred
million dollars ($10-$100 million).

The number of spills reported in Missouri involving hazardous materials has risen
from seventy-one (71) in 1971 to six hundred and forty-eight (648) during 1978. The
most publicized incident occurred in January of 1979, when dioxin contaminated
chemicals were spilled in Sturgeon. The clean-up is still not completed and residents
of the area have filed lawsuits totaling eight hundred million dollars ($800 million).

It is clear that a massive emergency response and clean-up effort is essential and
the costs threaten to overwhelm the state's available resources. I am here to
personally request a state-federal partnership to solve this problem. A problem
which is clearly national in both its scope and consequences.

I support the basic concepts of S. 1480 including a "Superfund" supported by
production fees levied on the basic petrochemical, raw materials and crude oils used
in the manufacture of the most hazardous substances. I agree that the states should
bear some financial responsibility for clean-up of spills and hazardous waste sites
but I feel that the state's share should be no more than ten percent (10%).

We are moving to strengthen our response and clean-up efforts, but the examples
which I cited above clearly indicate that the extensive nature of the problem
exceeds our ability to deal with it exclusively our own. I also support the compre-
hensive approach of S. 1480 which includes the clean-up of waste sites and spills and
provides compensation to proven victims for medical expenses, crop damage and
other harms incurred.

The magnitude and pervasive nature of the problem fully justifies the four point
one billion dollar ($4.1 billion) fund prop= in S. 1480. Anything less will be
insufficient to protect the public health. It is difficult to estimate the total cost but
in Missouri alone, clean-up costs could be several hundred million dollars. Compen-
sation for damage could require a similar amount.

I urge you to act favorably on S.1480 as soon as possible. The grave problems we
now face are the results of thirty (30) years of national neglect. We can no longer
plead ignorance of the massive public health consequences of this prolonged neglect.

As President Franklin Roosevelt said in another time of crisis, 'Governments can
err . . . but divine justice weighs the sins of the cold-blooded and the sins of the
warm-hearted on different scales. Better the occasional faults of a government that
lives in a spirit of charity than the consistent omissions of a government frozen- in
the ice of its own indifference."

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Governor. You heard
the bell. In the Finance Committee that means time is up.

Governor TEABDALE. I didn't know what the bell meant.
Senator BRADLEY. So we would like to hold questions until we

have had the testimony of the rest of the panel. So would you
please remain at the table.

I would like to welcome to the committee Jerry Fitzgerald Eng-
lish, the commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protec-
tion in New Jersey; Alexander Grannis, vice chairman, Committee
on Environment and Natural Resources and assemblyman from
the State of New York; John Degnan, attorney general of New
Jersey; and Ruth Kretschmer, supervisor, Du Page County, I.
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I would like to welcome all of you to the committee. I think we
can learn something from the experience each of you has had.
Certainly in New Jersey we have had in operation a minifund-it
is not a super fund-for several years.

Let's begin with the testimony of Ms. English. I understand that
you have provided for the committee visual aids here, which I will
pass down to my colleagues.
PANEL: JERRY FITZGERALD ENGLISH, COMMISSIONER, NEW

JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION;
ALEXANDER GRANNIS, VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON EN.
VIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND ASSEMBLYMAN
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK; RUTH KRETSCHMER, SU-
PERVISOR, DU PAGE COUNTY, ILL.; AND JOHN DEGNAN, AT-
TORNEY GENERAL OF NEW JERSEY, ON BEHALF OF THE NA.
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL

STATEMENT OF JERRY FITZGERALD ENGLISH
Ms. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to offer these photographs, which probably will tell

the story as dramatically as any of the testimony you are going to
hear from any of us today abut those of us who are in fact
administering a cleanup fund And so, therefore, I thank the com-
mittee for this opportunity to address you.

New Jersey was the first State in the Union to pass a spill fund
compensation fund. And so we have been operating under it and
amending it since 1977.

In January of this year we realized we had to expand our man-
date beyond the active, ongoing chemical discharges to cover clean-
ing up hazardous waste sites throughout the State that were or-
phaned or abandoned prior to the effective date of the act in 1977.
This funding for the cleanup of abandoned sites is, however, limit-
ed or capped

By our statute the Department may spend only $3 million per
year and $1.5 million on any one dumpeite.

Significantly, the Department's brief experience in cleaning up
abandoned chemical dumps demonstrates the vast magnitude of
this problem. And while our recovery teams have expeditiously
cleaned up approximately 18 sites throughout the State, removing
between 3 and 4 million gallons of liquid chemicals and 43 million
pounds of hazardous solids, major dumpsites remain essentially
untouched because of our own act's arbitrary and willfully low
spending cap.

Contrary to certain representations that I have heard repeatedly
in the public debate on the Superfund, New Jersey's experience
conclusively demonstrates that environmentally hazardous and not
unique or uncommon dump sites will cost $5 to $10 million per site
to clean u.

The infamous Elizabeth Fired Chemical Controlled situation
which, as I am certain all of you will recall, took the opportunity to
blow up on the eve of Earth Day, which did make a point, in any
event our estimates at this point will be that that site will cost $11
million and up by the time we finally plant a tree there.

I want to go on to talk to you, however, because I think you
should hear the case histories of those other sites that I have yet to
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deal with, and that obviously the funds that are going to take to
clean them up will dwarf the present funding level of our State's
fund or I submit of any State's fund.

First I want to talk to you about a place called Burnt Fly Bog,
and that is located in Monmouth County in our State. That dump-
site has disspoiled at least 15 contiguous acres of once pristine
wetlands. Four leaking lagoons on site are filled with waste sol-
vents contaminated with PB s, heavy metals, and other toxic or-
ganic chemicals.

So far more than 155 gallon drums containing unknown chemi-
cals have been located at the bog dump.

The location is particularly noteworthy, but I submit will be
more and more the type found and that the Governor has testified
to because the sites at the head waters of a potable water aquifer
capable of producing I trillion gallons of drinking water for resi-
dents of New Jersey. The cost of cleaning up this site is even
beyond our present capability to estimate.

A second multimillion dollar cleanup is confronting my Depart-
ment in Logan Township. And there are pictures that I have given
to you of that site. The depths of that lagoon are anywhere from 50
to 100 feet. It contains upward of 15 million gallons of waste
control contaminated, organic chemicals, heavy metals, PCB's;
posing an imminent danger to irreplacable national resources.

Both a major ground aquifer and a Delaware River estuary are
threatened by a failure of the lagoon dike, which could break at
any time.

And lastly, I bring to 'our attention, in a place close top the Pine
Lands, and you also deal with that in terms of your appropriations,
it is 21 miles of Monmouth and Ocean Counties, five of which of
these sites are situated in the Township of Plumstead, and that
will become another name famous in the literature of this unhappy
legacy. It is a sleepy pastural looking place. And our investigation
has determined that one company disposed of its chemical wastes
at these dumps for over 27 years, between 1945 and 1971.

They dumped in streams and buried drums in farmlands chemi-
cals already in the ground water used as the sole drinking source
by this entire region of the State. They include tiulene, benzine,
and methylene chloride; all highly toxic and potentially carcino-genic.The costs again we have to estimate but at this point it is $7
million and-going up. It is almost impossible to talk about what the
costs of decontaminat'.m the ground water will be, if in fact it is as
badly off as we think it is.

I have talked about three sites in New Jersey. I have 200 to go.
In summary then on this point, I think it clear that while we

have the personnel in our Department, highly trained and profes-
sional, we have as a matter of fact I think some contractors from
St. Louis, we have the expertise to do something about this. We are
doing it.

But we understand the costs, and-they are prohibitive we submit
by any one subnational jurisdiction.

I understand, and if I might comment in advance, Mr. Chairman,
about testimony that you have heard yesterday-from distinguished
representatives of the chemical industry from our State, who have
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worked with our State by the way very cooperatively, and I am
hopefid they will continue to assist the Federal Government in the
way they have assisted us, but nonetheless you should be aware of
the fact that the New Jersey spill compensation tax is not on
feedstock.

It is on the 300 elements that have already been discussed by
EPA, and that is the way they are set forth, as contrary to the
method which was testified to.

I also understand there was some discussion about waste-end
approaches to financing. And we submit that those again are not
the proper way of doing it. Beginning at the beginning with the
generators and following through with the manifest system is a
system that we have tested, found to be capable of audit, and is, I
submit to you, a Federal sample that you should use because we
have used it and it works.

Moving on--
Senator BRADLEY. We have had two bells now.
MAl. ENGLSH. Two bells?
Senator BRADLEY. I am sure we will get time for questions to

follow up and give you an opportunity to make all of the points, as
well as you can submit a full statement for the record.

[The prepared statement of Jerry Fitzgerald English follows:]
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TRANSCRIPT OF ORAL TESTIMONY

COMMISSIONER JERRY FITZGERALD ENGLISH

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON S. 1480 *SUPERFUND"

SEPTEMBER 12, 1980

Mr. Chaiman, as you know, my Department has been administering a State
Spill Fund since April 1977. This was the first such state statute passed
in the nation. In January of 1980 the Spill Compensation Act was amended
to expand DEP's mandate beyond the active, ongoing chemical discharges to
cover cleaning up hazardous waste sites throughout the State that were
"orphaned" or Nabandoned prior to the effective da-%e of the Act in 1977.
This funding for cleanup of abandoned sites is, howsver, limited or capped
by our statute; the Department may only spend $3 million in any given year
and $1.5 million on any one dump site per year.

Significantly, the Department's brief experience in cleaning up. abandoned
chemical dumps, demonstrates the vast magnitude of this problem. While the
DEP's recovery teams have expeditiously cleaned up approximately 18 sites
throughout the State removing between 3 and 4 million gallons of liquid
chemicals and 43 million pounds of hazardous solids, major dump sites
remain essentially untouched because of the Act's arbitrary and woefully
low spending caps. Contrary tocertain representations I have heard repeat-
edly in the public debate on the Superfund issue, New Jersey's experience
conclusively demonstrates that environmentally hazardous (not unique or
uncommon) dump sites will cost 5 to 10 million dollars to clean up. The
infamous Chemical Control situation has been just about cleaned up at a
cost to the Fund of over $11 million. That Is for 60,000 barrels on a 3
acre site. Let me share with you Just three other, less infamous, examples
from my State which exemplify these staggering cleanup costs that dwarf
the State's present funding capabilities and demonstrate the need for i
federal role for all states.

First, the dump situated in what is called the Burnt Fly Bog is so extensive
that it has despoiled as least 15 contiguous acres of once pristine wetlands.
Four leaking lagoons on site are filled with waste solvents contaminated
with PCBs, heavy metals and other toxic organic materials. So far, more
than 100 55-gallon drums containing unknown chemicals have been located at
the Bog dump. The location of the Burnt Fly Bog site is particularly note-
worthy since it sits at the headwaters of a potable water acquifer capable
of producing a trillion gallons of drinking water for the residents of New
Jersey. The cost of cleaning up he site is beyond our present'capability to
estimate.

A second multi-million dollar cleanup is confronting my Department in Logan
Township, where a waste lagoon having depths estimated at anywhere from 50
to 100 feet, contains upwards of 15 million gallons of waste petroleum con-
taminated with organic chemicals, heavy metals and PCB's posing an imminent
hazard to irreplaceable natural resources. Both a major groundwater acquifer
and the Delaware River estuary are threatened by a failure of the lagoon
dike, which could occur at any time.
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Lastly, I will bring to your attention the seven separate dump sites recently
discovered across 21 miles of Monmouth and Ocean counties, five of which are
situated in the township of Plumstead--a sleepy pastoral looking place. Our
investigation has determined that one company disposed of its chemical wastes
at these dumps for over twenty-seven years, between 1945 and 1971. They dumped
in streams or buried drums in farm lands. Chemicals already in the groundwater
used as the sole drinking water source by this entire region of the State,
include Toulene, Benzene and Methelyne Chloride, all highly toxic and poten-
tially carcinogenic. Removal of the buried drums and contaminated soils at
the several dump sites will undoubtedly exceed 7 million dollars before de-
contamination of groundwater is even begun on a large scale basis. The ground-
water decontamination costs are impossible to estimate.

That's three--I've 200 to go.

In summary, then, on this point it is clear that while New Jersey DEP has the
personnel, contractors and expertise to defuse these ticking time bombs, the
prohibitive high cost of undertaking cleanup will prevent adequate protection
of the public health and safety, unless Superfund with adequate funding levels
is enacted this year. For your information, our experience indicates that the
$1 million per site cleanup estimate given to you by the Chemical Manufacturers
Association is at best grossly unrealistic. The EPA estimate of a $4 million
average is closer to our own experience and causes us to strongly support the
$4.1 billion level of this fund as a sensible Congressional reaction to the
realities of cleanup costs.

I understand there has been some testimony from Chris Hansen of the New Jersey
Chemical Industry Council regarding our State tax system. You should be aware
that our tax is not a feedstock tax, but a tax on some 300 specific substances
classified as ha'a-rdous by EPA. (It is true that we have been discussing a
waste-end tax, but only because the current scheme, suggested by the Industry,
is generating a fraction of the revenue projected by Industry.) We have a
manifest system which we are concerned might be disrupted by such a tax. We
are certain the Federal manifest envisioned by RCRA would not be capable of
meshing with such a tax for at least 5 years. It ts unrealistic to base a
tax on an untried administrative system. Indeed, such a tax may serve to
provide an incentive to avoid the manifest program. This is one of our major
concerns with this proposal.

I will note for the Committee that the New Jersey program also covers spills
of oil and hazardous substances. We receive about 2000 reports of spills each
year, 600 of which are handled directly by our 100-person spill response group.

New Jersey has testified on numerous occasions that Federal Superfund legislation
must not pre-empt effective State programs. New Jersey's Spill Compensation
and Control Act is an effective means of providing an effective source of
funding for cleanup activities at contaminated sites. Federal Superfund must
not disrupt State programs which are in place and provide a level of protec-
tion and a means of financing timely response to hazardous waste s-ituations.
Federal Superfund legislation must be designed to work with and supplement
effective State programs at the same time that it provides relief to citizens
of states which have no statutes on the books to deal with abandoned hazardous
waste dumpsites.

I
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Under our State program, I can commit substantial financial resources within
hours of the discovery of a hazardous waste problem, thereby providing the
maximum protection of public health and safety. Any preemption scheme which
results in a less timely and efficient response does not have my sup ort and
certainly does not merit yours. I have not seen.a preemption proposal which
I can support. In sum, our State has not waited on this critical issue--we
passed a statute, in concert with the chemical industry--we have been in the
business of cleanup and know that it is a problem that expertise, technology
and funding can solve.
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Summary

Congress must pass a Superfund law this session. The effort
should not be allowed to fail in the search for a bill that
will completely satisfy all competing interest groups. State
funds are not adequate to the needs of dealing with abandoned
hazardous waste sites and chemical dumping incidents. Further-
more, otate legislatures are holding back on funding adequate
State remedial laws because they are anticipating Superfund,
and because they prefer not to burden taxpayers or local indus-
try out of fear of harming the State's competitive economic
position.

A less than "ideal" Superfund law is better than none. It is
preferable for Congress to pass such a law and amend it later
than to let another session slip by.

New.Jersey supports S. 1480 as reported out by the Committee on
Environment and Public Works. The dilution of victim compensa-
tion, while regrettable, is acceptable on the basi.3 of the need
to secure passage of a Superfund bill, and the need to emphasize
availability of the Fund monies for the vital tasks of cleanup
and remedial work that can prevent future damages.

The New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection's experi-
ence in cleaning up hazardous waste disposal sites suggests
very high costs in this endeavor. In a drum-dump type of situa-
tion, these can run $50 to $150 per 55-gallon drum, and up to
$650 per barrel if each must be analyzed for unknown contents.
The cleanup of burial sites and contaminated aquifers is in its
technological infancy, and costs of this type of work can only
be estimated until Superfund is passed and the country begins
accumulating experience dealing with hazardous waste sites.
There is, however, hope that cleanup costs will come down as a
market for cleanup expertise and technology develops - another
good argument for passing Superfund now.

The fee system that would be established under Section 5.of S.
1480 is a reasonable solution to the tricky problem of setting
up a revenue mechanism for supporting the Superfund. It is not
a perfect solution, but the search for an illusory absolute
equity should not be allowed to thwart passage of Superfud this
year.
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Remarks by J.F. English, Commissioner, Page 2
N.J. Department of Environmental Protection

- It is difficult to predict in advance what levels of fee
collection, on which chemicals, will most accurately balance
revenues collected from a particular industry segment with
the claims against the Superfund attributable to that segment.
The drafters of Section 5 have sensibly written into the bill
feedback mechanisms that will result in adjustment of fees to
reflect claims experience. Our experience in New Jersey,
described in a separate submission to the Committee which
details the mechanism of the tax that supports our Spill
Cospensation Fund, indicates that fee revenues are likely
to differ from projections. It makes sense to resolve dis-
putes over equity in the fee system after collection experience
indicates what actual revenues will be.

- New Jersey supports the basic principle of the funding formula
in S. 1480, which would place 7/8ths of the cost on the indus-
tries principally responsible for the creation of hazardous
substances. The Department of Environmental Protection believes
this is fair, because the generating industries were in the pastessentially uncaring about the effects of their wastes. There
is also Congressional precedent, in the Abandoned Mine Reclama-,
tion Fund set up under the Surface MIning Control and Reclama-
tion Acf'of 1976 (P.L. 95-87).

- The Department of Environmental Protection opposes preemption
of state laws and programs by a federal Superfund law. States
that have exiting spill and hazardous substance incident
response programs will need some source of funds to maintain
their independent response capabilities, even if most cleanup
costs are eventually paid for by Superfund. This Is especially
Important in the initial years after passage of Superfund.
There will be inevitable "shakeout" problems in gearing up thefederal program; it would be very unwise to preempt functioning
state laws until Congress is certain that the replacement isfunctioning adequately. If Congress wishes to avoid double
taxation on hazardous substances, one possible solution is a
deduction from the federal Superfund tax for taxes paid to a
State spill compensation fund.
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Chairman Long, members of the Committee, my name is
Jerry Fitzgerald English, and I am Commissioner of the New
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection. I appreciate
the opportunity to present the Department's views on one of
the most important pieces of legislation before the Congress -
the Superfund bill, which is before you in the form of
Senate Bill 1480.

I don't know how much can be added to the voluminous
testimony already accumulated by the Senate and House as to
the need for Superfund. The problems and the need are well
known, even if exact costs of dealing with chemical spills,
hazardous waste disposal sites are not. What I want to
impress upon you first is the sense of urgency we feel in
the States as the election season draws near and the clock
starts to run out on the 96th Congress. We have seen this
legislation, or its forerunners, die in every Congress since
1975. We don't want to see it die again. We need the money
for cleanup, perhaps more badly than ever before. It isn't
necessarily that there are more dumps, more leaking impoundments,
more buried drums than ever before. Rather, our instruments
are more sensitive, our analyses more sophisticated, and so
we are now able to detect pollution in places where it would
have gone undetected previously . Having been brought to an
awareness of the dumping problem by incidents like Love Canal,
Chemical Control, the Valley of the Drums and countless smaller
cases, we have become much more aggressive in our efforts to
locate and appraise the dangers posed by neglected hazardous
waste disposal sites. And the public, which perceives itself
as practically besieged by an invisible host of subtle poisons,
silently working their way into the water supply and the environ-
ment, is increasingly adamant that government do something about
the situation. But state legislatures, under pressure to respond
to this demand, face not only the absolute constraints of tight
budgets in a time of economic trouble - they also must consider
the adverse effects on the State's competitive economic position
should they attempt to "go it alone" on funding hazardous waste
cleanups, which were created through interstate commerce in many
instances.

The very pendency of the Superfund legislation itself acts
as a retardant on independent State action. "Why," asks the
prudent state legislator, "should we tax our own citizens or
industries, perhaps undercutting our economic position, if Congress
is going to take care of the whole problem, and probably preempt
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the States as well?" The result, predictably, is stopgap legis-
lation, partial measures, perhaps no action at all. The nation
does not need another two years of this. And, I say that as
the representative of a State which probably has the most
comprehensive program for responding to oil spills, chemical
spills and discharges from hazardous waste and toxic chemical
disposal sites. Under our Spill Compensation and Control Act,
which has been in effect since April of 1977, we have been
responding to and cleaning up oil spills and chemical spill
incidents for over three years. Last year Governor Byrne and
the NJ Legislature amended that act giving the Department of
Environmental Protection enhanced powers to intervene at dangerous
sites, such as Chemical Control, that represent a significant
potential for serious contamination of the environment. We were
also given the authority to use the State Spill Compensation Fund
for remedial work or cleanup at abandoned hazardous waste
disposal sites, whidh is to say,-places where hazardous substances
were disposed of before April 1977, the effective date of the
original Spill statute. In this, however, the legislature elected
to tread carefully. We are limited to spending no more than $3
million per year on these so-called "ancient" sites, no more than
$1.5 million per year per site. I have to tell you that, as we
sit here today, we have already committed virtually every penny
of the $3 million available to us for FY 1981, and there are still
other sites waiting in line. With regard to sites of more recent
vintage - like Chemical Control - the law establishes no similar
fixed limits. However, the cleanup at Chemical Control, which has
already cost the State Spill Compensation Fund almost $10 million
before the site is finally decontaminated. Between that and other
incur costs roughly equivalent to the present balance in the Fund,
damage claims - to say nothing of the effect of unanticipated spill
incidents - means that we are rapidly approaching a situation which,
under our law, will require escalation of the tax on oil and N
chemicals that supports the Spill Compensation Fund, in order to
prevent the Fund's depletion.

One of the best aspects of Superfund is that it spreads the
revenue base to a great number of industries and puts no one state
at a competitive disadvantage. Furthermore, it will provide for
the establishment of national priorities in the cleanup of sites
and allow monies to be channeled to where they are needed most,
first, irrespective of state boundaries.

So I urge you to pass a Superfund law this session, so that
all the work that has gone into the bills will not be lost. We
may not get a perfect bill, one that will resolve all the multitude
of issues that swirl around any piece of legislation as complicated
as this. Our experience with our own Spill legislation suggests
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that any law you pass will need correction and fine-tuning as
problems develop and are perceived. But Congress can take care
of them in future sessions; it is vital to get law on the books
now.

My meaning will, I think, become more clear in the
remainder of my remarks, in which I will concentrate on the
two matters in which I understand this committee has the most
interests the revenue-raising system and the preemption of State
laws and programs.

We support S-1480 as reported out by the Committee on
Environment and Public Works. We recognize it as the product
of perhaps inevitable compromises, for the bill started its
legislative history with a promise of full and complete compensation
for every person damaged or injured by a release of hazardous
substances, and it is now something less than that. The justifi-
cation for these compromises is perfectly clear: if the Superfund
is saddled with too many compensation claims on behalf of people
who have sustained damage to their health or property, there may
not be sufficient money to pay for the cleanup and other remedial
efforts that will prevent future harm. The Committee should be
clear on the meaning of these compromises. Every category of
injury left outside the coverage of the Superfund scheme represents
victims who are left to their remedies against the persons
responsible for their exposure to harmful substances. Those
remedies are uncertain and elusive at best, even with the plaintiff-
assisting presumptions and evidentiary rules set out in Section
4(c) of S-1480. Those provisions will be of little help where the
liable party cannot be identified or has gone out of business.

The dilution of victim-compensation provisions in this legis-
lation can be accepted on the basis of the need to secure passage
of the bill, in order to provide funds for necessary cleanup work.
But the issue of victim compensation will remain for future Congresses.

The bill represents one aspect, but perhaps the most critical,
of a question as old as the industrial revolution, the great
unspoken issue of an,, ongoing national debate over the risks and
benefits of industries that generate hazardous substances, in parti-
cular, the synthetic chemicals industry: is it fair, is it just,
that some individuals bear the burden of injuries caused by
industries whose benefits are generally shared? Do the benefits
generated by those industries justify the burdens they place on
others? Increasingly, with respect to exposure to harmful chemicals,
the answer we hear from the public is, "not me. Don't expext me to
tolerate noxious fumes, carcinogens in my drinking water, strange
chemicals in my food." The questions of the proper allocation of
risks and benefits associated with chemical wastes and chemical
products are frustrating ones. The numbers of chemicals are large;
there are still many things about chemical exposure that are not
well understood by science; our economic system has become heavily
dependent on synthetics; and technology is ever-changing. One
hardly knows at times whether to sink into despair or to be optimistic.
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On the one hand, we have glimpsed the beginnings of what could
be a truly frightening situation: the pervasive destruction of
groundwater supplies by the myriad of abandoned dump sites
dotting the landscape. On the other hand, there is cause for
hope: recently, for example, there has come news of a method
for destroying PCB's, previously thought to be virtually indestructi~e
except by expensive high-temperature incineration.

The uncertainty factor is one of the reasons why the passage
of Superfund legislation should not await the development of better
estimates of the cost of cleaning up the nation's abandoned waste
sites. Experience suggests the information can only be developed
by actually doing cleanup work. Our experience at Chemical Control
and other sites indicates that in a drum-dump type of situation
cleanup costs run between $50 and $150 per barrel - and up to
$650 for barrels containing unknown materials which must be
analyzed for their contents., But we would not have known this
without actually getting into the cleanup business and developing
the background in it. We still do not know what kinds of costs we
will face in undertaking remedial action or cleanup at sites where
wastes have been buried or allowed to percolate deep into the ground.
The technology, the training of personnel, and the development of
equipment and facilities for defusing these toxic timebombs are
still in their infancy - yet another reason for passing a
Superfund bill: we have to start funnelling money into site cleanup
and remedial work in order to attract private investment into
research and development necessary in th long run to bring the
cost of cleanup down. You will recall, for example, the Fred Hart
Associates study commissioned by EPA last year which concluded it
might take thirty to fifty billion dollars to render permanently
safe the then-identified toxic dumping sites. That is a formidable
price tag, to say the least, even if spread out over a number of
years. We can but hope that the cost will come down as we better
learn how to deal with these sites.

In a similar vein, I would like to suggest that passage
of S-1480 not be unduly delayed while you attempt to smooth out
all the kinks in the fee mechanisms. From our reading of the present
draft, the authors of Section 5 have taken extraordinary pains to
try to develop a fee system that will fairly distribute the costs
of the Superfund scheme and yet be reasonably easy to administer.
That system would impose a fee on the suppliers of 46 basic chemical
raw materials from which most other chemicals, including those
designated as toxic or hazardous, are made. By placing the fee at
the head end of the manufacturing process, the drafters hope to
spread thq cost most evenly among those who manufacture and use
chemical p ducts and to minimize anti-competitive effects. It is
not a perfect system. One of the most cogent criticisms we have
heard levelled at it, for example, is that it allows to go completely
untaxed certain industries that generate hazardous wastes in the
course of processing initially innocuous materials - principally
the minerals extracting and processing industries, such as coal and

N
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steel.., My response to such criticisms is to suggest the addition
of a fee on hazardous waste, but that Congress sould not lose
so much time hammering it out as miss passing Superfund this year.

The drafters themselves are obviously aware that the fee
mechanism will need refinement, and to that end they have designed
in not one but several feedback mechanisms intended to bring
fee collections into rough balance with claims experience. Under
paragraph 5(c)(2)(A) the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to
modify the fee schedule annually, and under subsection 5(e) he is
coiamanded to make those adjustments so as to achieve taxation
proportional to claims, experience both as 4mong the three classes
of materials taxed (primarily petrochemicals, inorganic raw materials,
and crude oil) and among each of the individual materials taxed.
There are provisions for reducing the fee or dropping it altogether
on substances that do not figure in compensable incidents [Sec. 5(e)
(2)(A) and (B)], and for excluding from taxation industrial categories
whose products or wastes do not figure in hazardous substance releases
[5(e)(2)(C)]. There are incentives for recycling, reclamation and
pollution control [5(f)(1)21. And, finally, EPA and the Secretary of
the Treasury are directed to report back to Congress after four years
with relevant statistical information and recommendations for
making the fee system even more equitable.

This strikes me as an eminently reasonable approach, especially
since there are likely to be a few unexpected developments when the
federal government starts collecting the fees. Let me give you an
illustration drawn from our experience under New Jersey's Spill
Compensation and-Control Act.

We have in New Jersey a tax or fee on petroleum products and
other hazardous substances, which supports the Spill Compensation
Fund. The Fund is my Department's source of money when we are
required under the law to clean up spills of oil, hazardous
chemicals or wastes, and, to the extent of the $3 million per year
authorized by the legislature, abandoned hazardous waste disposal
sites. The Fund also compensates third party claimants for damages
sustained as a result of oil or hazardous substance discharges.

The Spill Compensation and Control Tax is described in
considerable detail in a briefing document prepared by my staff
which I am submitting to the Committee separately. These are the
essentials:

As it initially became effective on April 1, 1977, the Spill
Tax was levied at the rate of one cent per barrel (or barrel
equivalent, for non-liquids) on transfers of "hazardous substances"
between so-called "major facilities" and/or vessels. "Hazardous
substances" qs defined in our law included petroleum and petroleum
products, as well as the almost 300 chemicals on the list of hazar-
dous substances designated by EPA under Section 311 of the Clean'
Water Act. The legislature made a deliberate decision to limit
the class of taxpaying facilities to only the more substantial
refineries and chemical plants; "major facility" was defined in
terms of storage capacity in excess of 400,000 gallons.

" 0-80-88
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In this form, the tax brought in revenues of about $6.4
million per year. It soon became apparent that there was a basic
inequity in the way the Spill Act functioned, however, with respect
to the relationship between taxpayers and claims. Most of the
revenue, an estimated 90 percent, was being raised from the transfer
Of oil7 Most of the payouts from the Fund, on the other hand, were
on account of spills of toxic chemicals. The oil industry complained-)
that this was unfair, and the leaders of the chemical industry in
New Jersey pretty much had to agree with-them. In 1979, in response
to widespread public concern about chemical dumping problems such
as those at Love Canal and at Chemical Control in Elizabeth, NJ,
legislation was introduced to amend the Spill Compensation and
Control Act so as to allow the Department of Environmental Protection
increased flexibility in responding to such incidents. This bill
was also used as the vehicle for-amendments intended to redress the
perceived imbalance between the oil and chemical industries' respective
contributions. The "major facility" threshold for chemical facilities
was reduced to 50,000 gallons storage capacity; for chemicals, a
taxable transfer became any movement into or out of a major facility,
whether or not another major facility or a vessel was involved; and
the rate of tax was changed to the greater of one cent per barrel or
0.4 percent of fair market value.

On the basis of the sketchy data available, our Treasury
Department estimated these changes~would bring in about $6 million
a year in addition to the half million or so contributed by the
chemical industry under the original tax formula. Chemical industry ':
leaders, on the other hand, projected tax revenues far in excess
of that amount, and were so concerned about it that they successfully
lobbied for an amendment to the bill that placed a cap of $7 million
per year on the amount of tax revenue that can be collected on
account of hazardous chemical transfers. The amended tax scheme
went into effect on April 1, 1980, and as it turns out, initial
returns from April, May and June indicate the new formula is bringing
in only about half of what was anticipated by us, or somewhere
between $3 million and $4 million per year. Nor was that the only
unexpected fallout from the Spill Act overhaul. The amendments
also expanded the definition of "hazardous substances" so as to
include EPA's list of toxic pollutants under Section 307 of the
Clean Water Act. Among the substances on that list were several
precious or semi-precious metals, including silver and copper. It
soon developed that this would cause the Spill Tax to fall with
unanticipated, and unintended, harshness on certain industries
engaged in reclaiming these metals from wastes. A further amendment
of the Spill Act, signed into law last month, was needed to prevent
that unwanted result.

The point of this discourse is simply to suggest that in
establishing a novel fee system like the one proposed in S-1480 the
Congress is likely to create some unforeseen and unwanted consequences,
but these can be corrected by subsequent legislation. The main thing
is to get a bill enacted; it can be modified later in the light of
experience. Revenue projections are likely to be off; the figures
obtained from actual collections are far more reliable.
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Finally, to those who would like to see this legislation
bog down in an extended argument over what is and is not a "fair"
system of taxation to support the Superfund, let me reply that no
mathematically fair system (even if it could be administered) is
really possible. There is an argument which holds that it is
unfair to tax an industry, or some segment of industry, in order to pay
for spills or environmental damage caused by the actions of others.
But taken to its logical conclusion, this would mean not enacting a
Superfund law at all, since every discharger or releaser of a
hazardous substance or waste should be responsible for the costs
and damages created. The reality is that the liable party cannotalways be found, or made to pay - hence the need for Superfund,
which is in the nature of an insurance program. It bears remembering
that no tax and no insurance scheme is ever really fair, in the sense
that everyone gets out of it in exact proportion to what they put in.Most taxes are "unfair" in that sense: childless people pay taxesto support schools; gambling taxes support senior citizens; andrevenues from alcohol and tobacco are used for just about anything.Similarly, insurance schemes of necessity involve arbitrary classifi-
cations that are "unfair" to some: drivers in big cities payhigh car insurance rates even though individually they may be gooddrivers. What is to be avoided is gross inequity - a situationwhere grossly disparate taxes are levied on taxpayers whom mostpeople would judge to be in similar circumstances - but only that;of necessity, tax systems contain somewhat arbitrary classifications,
and you will have done your job if you set up a fee system that isroughly equitable. The feedback mechanismd in S-1480 afford a good
hope of achieving that.

There is, however, one basic philosophic argument about theSuperfund fee system which I would like to address before movingon to the subject of preemption. That is the question of whether
it is fair to tax the industrial operators of today to pay for
cleaning up disposal sites that were created in years past. It isour position that it is. For one thing, the industries that willbe called upon to pay the Superfund fees are dominated bycorporations that were not created yesterday. We have found theirnames on drums of chemicals in burial sites 15, 20 and 30 years old:and if they were not the companies that actually buried the materials,often as not, they were the ones that made them. We may not be able

to hold them individually liable in legal actions, because of thepassage of time, because the law may have sanctioned improper disposal,
or because the connection between manufacturer and disposer was simplytoo tenuous. But through the Superfund fee the chemical industry canbe held collectively responsible, as it should be. Society as awhole may have behaved irresponsibly and without foresight in itswaste disposal practices, but with respect to hazardous waste and inparticular, toxic chemicals, if there was anyone who should have Warnedus it was the manufacturing chemists. They, after all, worked withthese materials day after day; knew, even years ago, that many wereat least accutely toxic and should not be part of anyone's watersupply. An entire industry chose to look the other way.
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An important principle is at stake here. Industries must

be made to understand that just because a harmful activity is
not prescribed by explicit statutes they are somehow justified
in proceeding with that activity and will be perpetually insulated
from blame or cost. Actually, the common law has long served
to make just this point, as one can readily observe by tracing the
development of products liability case law and statutes. But the G
intractable aspects of the toxic and hazardous waste problem -
the massive damages, the long latency period of groundwater
pollution and diseas3 emergency, the ubiquitousness of chemicals
in our economy - make it ill-suited to resolution by the processes
of the common law. So we look to Congress.

There is legislative precedent for taxing the chemical
industry to pay for the disposal "sins of the past." In the
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1976 (PL 95-87)
Congress placed a tax on strip-mined coal to pay for the restoration
of abandoned mining areas. In the legislative history of the act
it is stated that "The burden of paying for reclamation is rightfully
assessed against the coal industry. The bill (H.R. 2) adopts the
principle that the coal industry, and by extension the consumers
of coal, must bear the responsibility for supporting special
rehabilitation programs to recover and reclaim areas which have been
severely impacted in the past by coal mining operations."

I turn, at last, to the subject of preemption of State laws ,0
and programs. This is a matter that has deeply concerned us since
the introduction of the earliest "Superfund" bills. I am aware that
the present draft of S-1480 is explicitly non-preemptive, but the
amendments placed on the table by Senator Gravel and Senator Magnuson,
intended to add oil spill coverage to S-1480, do contain preemption
language.

Preemption by a federal Superfund law has always caused us
severe misgivings. We opposed it three years ago and we oppose it now.
My Department presently includes a staff who have responsibility for
managing a spill and hazardous waste site cleanup program that will
spend anywhere from $10 million to $20 million in the coming year.

I'm very proud of my staff, and the program we have built in
New Jersey has been instrumental in preventing disasters, large and
small. It fills a critical need. Congress should not dismantle a
working, effective program so vital to the protection of public health
unless it is sure of replacing it with something better.

Of course, it does not appear - so far at least - that it is the
intention in any of the Superfund bills (S-1480, and HR 85 and HR 702f
to force the States completely out of the response and cleanup businesS.
S-1480, in particular, comtemplates delegation of administration of
certain functions to States with "approved programs." The mechanisms
for accomplishing this would be contracts with states in conformity
with the revised National Contengency Plan for the Removal of Oil and
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Hazardous Substances. This assumes some level of state funding to
establish the capability to execute the contract and a state's
ability to meet the 10% matching requirement for cleanup costs.

In any discussion of preemption it is important to point out
that the language is critical; some ways of drafting it are much
worse than others. The formula used in Sen. Magnuson's amendment,
which is virtually the same as that in the House oil-spill bill,
H.R. 85, prohibits the creation of duplicative funds "the purpose
of which is to pay compensation for any loss which may be compensated
under this title." The effect of this kind of language we have
termed "swiss-cheese preemption," because it would shoot holes in
State laws only to the extent incidents or damages are comensable
under the federal law, leaving the rest intact. For example, under
Sen. Magnuson's amendment as wel_1 as H.R. 85 the kinds of discharges
covered are oil spills into surface waters. New Jersey's law has
broader geographic coverage; it includes spills into groundwater, and
so to that extent it would remain effective even after enactment
of the federal law.

Even that kind of preemption troubles us, mainly because we
foresee difficulties of administration and coordination arising
over "grey-area" questions concerning what things are, or are not,
covered under the federal law. However, the language in Senator
Gravel's amendment threatens far worse: by precluding States from
collecting "fees upon oil for purposes of financing activities
related to the cleanup of discharges and the payment of damages
caused by discharges" [emphasis added] the Gravel amendment could
prevent the States from filling gaps beyond the coverage of the
federal law. Above all, Congress should not take away protections
already built into state laws and replace them with nothing!

We are talking so far about preemption provisions in oil-spill
liability proposals, but the arguments would be much the same
concerning hazardous substances.

In previous testimony before Congressional committees
New Jersey hae advanced the proposition of "preemption by atrophy
rather than operation of law." That is, given the establishment of
an effective, well-functioning. Superfund under federal auspices the
individual states can be expected to reduce or eliminate their own
state fund laws or to modify them so as to mesh with the federal system.
The state funds would cend to be utilized only when actually needed.
This makes good sense: why should any state want to impose economic
burdens on its own ta):payers if federal compensation schemes are
sufficient? If, on the other hand, they are not, or if a state wants
to give greater protection to its citizens, should it be denied
that right?

The "pieemption by atrophy" concept also raises a related
issue regarding preemption: phasing. If Congress' ultimate judgment
is to preempt the States in some fashion, you must take care not to
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do it before the federal program is well established and operating
smoothly. As with any new program, there is bound to be a shake-
out period while the agencies charged with administering the law
write regulations, staff up and develop procedures. Unexpected
problems in the law will generally emerge within the first year
after it takes effect, and these may call for legislative modifi- ,
cation. Nor can you dismiss the possibility of a legal challenge "-

to the law or to regulations adopted under the law that would
bring the program to a screeching halt. Virtually every major
regulation adopted by the Environmental Protection Agency has been
the subject of a lawsuit; there is no reason to suppose the Super-
fund lawi would be different. The very same interest groups who urge
you now to preempt the States will be the ones suing tomorrow. To
preempt the States until all such matters are settled risks stripping
people now adequately protected by state laws of those protections
before you can be sure of an adequitte substitute. At the very
least, then, the effective date of any preemption provision should
be deferred until two or three years after enactment.

_ There is, of course, merit in some of the arguments advanced
by the proponents of preemption. One of the best is that it is
unfair for an industry to be taxed twice to pay for cleaning up
spills or hazardous substance sites, once by federal government
and once by the state. I believe this could be simply taken care of
by allowing a deduction on the federal tax for spill compensation-
type taxes paid to a state. The IRS already does it with the
income tax, and it should be simple to administer. If there is
concern that the states would try to siphon off too much revenue
that would otherwise go to the Superfund, then a limit can be
imposed on state collections. But you don't need to prohibit state
compensation funds entirely.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I thank you for the
opportunity to present our views, and welcome your questions.
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New Jersey's Spill Compensation and Control Act, originally enacted1 in
1977, is a comprehensive statute covering-discherges of oil end chemicals into
surface fnd ground waters, and onto land. With the passage of a recent
amendment signed into law on January 23, 1980, the Spill Act underwent a signi-
ficant expansion of coverage to include abandoned hazardous waste disposal sites
and certain other "ancient" source discharges that pro-dated the original act;
also, 'the Department of Environmental Protection's powers to act against
"threatened" discharges - eg., abandoned drums - were clarified. The Spill Act
impopes strict liability upon dischargers, not only for cleanup and removal costs,
but/ also for third party economic damages. The New Jersey Spill Compensation

ued, established under the Act, is available to pay for cleanup costs incurred by
t a Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and to compensate third party

economic damages resulting from discharges, in cases where the liable dischargers
/cannot be identified or made to pay.

The major revenue source for the New Jersey Spill Compensation Fund ("the
Fund") is the Spill Compensation and Control Tax ("Spill Tax") authorized by

*.' Section 9 of the Spill Act, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h. In the original enactment this
tax was levied at the rate of 14 per barrel (or barrel equivalent) of "Vzardous
substances" transferred to a so-called "major facility" and/or a vessel. "Haz-
ardous substances" refers to a list of substances designated by DEP, after public
hearing; it includes petroleum and petroleum products, as well as a number of
chemical elements and compounds (currently numbering about 400), and is supposed
to be "consistent to. the maximum extent possible" with the list of5 hazardous
substances adopted by U.S. EPA under Section 311 of the Clean Water Act.

Under the original law, a "transfer" was defined as onloialTf-or offloading:

(a) between major facilities and vessels, or vice versa; or
(b) from vessel to vessel; or 6
(c) from major facility to major facility.

Tax at the rate of 11 per barrel was )evied on all such transfers except where a
substance had been previously taxed. Thus, if crude oil transferred from a
tanker to a refinery had incurred Spill Tax, tax would not be levied on a barrel of

.gasoline made from that crude when transfered from the refinery to another "major
facility". Transfers to non-major facilities were not taxed at all.
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A "major facility" was defined in the original law as virtually any facility
used to refine, produce, store, hold, transfer, process or transport hae rdous
substances, and having total storage capacity of 400,000 gallons or more. The
legislature's purposes in limiting the class of taxpaying facilities to relatively
large ones were both political and pragmatic: the legislature wanted to avoid
subjecting small businesses, especially gas stations, to the burdens that come with
"major facility" status; and for ease of administration wanted to limit the number
of taxpaying facilities to a relative few. Economically, this was regarded as an
equitable arrangement since the major facilities would pass the impact of the
tax along to their customers, diffusing the burden throughout the State's economy.
With respect to oil, the theory pretty well accorded with reality. Since New
Jersey has no domestic sources of petroleum, all of its oil arrives from out-of-
state, and most of it enters through a major-facility.

As of January 1980, about [0 major facilities had registered with the State
Division of Taxation, the losency responsible for administering the taxation pro-
visions of the Spill Act. Registration with the Division is required within 20
days after the first table transfer involving a major facility, and it remains
effective thereafter. Tax returns must be filed monthly except where the
Director of the Division allows quarterly filing (allowed in the case of smaller-
volume facilities). Although about 100 facilities had registered, only about 70
were regular taxpayers; the rest reported infrequent taxable transfers.

Prior to April 1, 1980, wher the revised taxation provisions of the amended
Spill Act took effect, collections of the Spill Tax were running at about $6.4
million per year. In the first 27 months of the Spill Act's operation, approxi-
mately $13.9 million were collected, representing a taxable transfer of 139 million
barrels of hazardous substances.

Fairly early in the Act's operAtion a disparity between the sources of the
Fund's revenues and the objects of its disbursements came to be perceived by the
major taxpayers, the oil companies. it appeared that about 90% of the taxes
collected were derived from petroleum transfers; only about 10% came from levies on
other hazardous substances, i.e., chemicals. On the other hand, better than 90Z of
the Fund's disbursements ($1.9 millio 12for cleanup costs through June 30, 1979)
were on account of spills of chemicals.

It is not possible to pin down the accuracy of the estimated 90-10 split on
the Fund's revenue base. Until the recent amendment the Division of Taxation's
return forms did not distinguish between "petroleum" and "other hazardous sub-
stances". The estimate was arrived at by looking at the product mix of taxpaying
facilities and determining what percentages were devoted to petroleum and which to
chemicals. Bitt while the exactness of the 90-10 estimate can be questioned, the
general situation that it represents has not been, either by the oil industry or
the chemical industry in New Jersey.

This perceived inequity resulted in the 1979 amendment which, among other
things, made major changes in the Spill Act's taxation provisions. These are
discussed shortly. There had been one earlier change in the Spill Act \since itst
original enactment in 1977: an amendment passed at the request of public storage
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terminal operators shifting the burden for paying taxes from the terminal lerator
to the "owner" of the hazardous substances transferred to the terminal. The
main reason asserted by the terminal operators for seeking the change was not to
relieve themselves of a tax burden, since they could pass that on to the customer
in any case. It was mainly to avoid the paperwork burden of keeping records,
collecting the tax and filing the returns. Storage terminals operators rent tank
space. They do not necessarily keep track of what the customer puts in and takes
out of a tank; they do not need to. Having to pay the tax would have required them
to start keeping records of transfers as well as of tank usage.

The major purpose of the recent changes in Section 9 of the Spill Act was to
increase the ahare of tax being paid by chemical companies, to put them on some-
thing like parity with the -oil company taxpayers. This was deemed especially
critical by the oil companies in light of the legislature's intention to make up to
$3 million per year available fcsz cleaning up abandoned hazardous waste sites and
other "ancient so ue" problems - situations perceived as the chemical industry's
legacy, not oil's.

Expansion of the revenue base for the non-petroleum component of the Spill Tax
was accomplished by:

(a) Expansion of the taxpaying class by reducing the "major facility"
threshold for 8eaical facilities from 400,000 gallons storage capacity to
50,000 gallons.

(b) Expansion of the category of taxable transfers by defining them, in
the case of hazardous substances other than petroleum, as any transfer into or
out of a major facility, not just transfers to vessels or other major
facilitilg. (However, the bar against taxing the same barrel twice
remains.)

(c) A change in the tax rate applied to transfers of non-petroleum
chemicals. The ney, rate is the greater of 14 per barrel or 0.4% of fair
market value (FKV).

Finally, the amendment effectively expanded the category of taxable hazardous
substances, since DEP is nov required to include on its list of hazardous sub-
stances not only the EPA Section 311 lih but also the list of toxtc pollutants
under Section 307 of the Clean Water Act.

Thus the Spill Compensation and Control Tax is now really two taxes one on
transfers of petroleum and another on non-petroleum hazardous substances
(chemicals). Both feed a unitary Spill Compensation Fund; however, the amended
Spill Act includes feedback mechanisms designed to keep the collections from oil
and chemicals roughly proportional to the claims experience attributable to each
industry. One such mechanism provides that in the event of a major oil spill that
results in claims exceeding the balance of the Fund, the oil tax can be raised to
as much as 41 per barrel. A similar escalaly applies in the event of a major
chemical incident or series of incidents. Finally, if the Fund's claims
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experience over the long run indicates claims on account of chemical incidents
exceed 70% of total claims, then the chemical tax can beq2 increased until the
imbalance between oil and chemical revenue flow is redressed.

It is not yet fully known how much additional revenue the revised tax on
chemicals will produce. The amended tax on transfers of non-petroleum hazardous
substances took effect on April 1, 1980. During development of the recent amend-
ments the Treasury Department estimated that about $6 million per year in addi-
tional revenues would become collectible from the chemical industry. Industry
representatives claimed the new provisions would bring in far more than that, and
they lobbied successfully for the insertion of a $7 million per year limitation on
the amount of revenue that can be collected from the chemical component of the
Spill Tax. On the basis of early returns (Oril, May and June of 1980) it appears
that additional revenues on account of the chemical component of the Spill Tax are
running below projections. Figures for those months imply an annual collection
rate of about an additional $3.4 million on top of the underlying $6.4 million per
year that was being brought in under the old system. This would imply tax revenues
of about $9.8 million for FY 1981 if present collection rates continue through June
1981.

Another expected development that has so far failed to materialize is the sub-
stantial expansion of the taxpaying class. The organized chemical groups active in
the state wanted the chemical tax to be applicable to all transfers of hazardous
substances, not just those involving "major facilities". The Treasury department
did not favor .this because it would have created too many taxpayers to be policed.
However, the change from a 400,000 gallon to a 50,000 gallon threshold was
expected to expand the class of regular taxpayers far beyond the previous 70 or so.
50,000 gallons is a volume considerably smaller than a squash court, and a recent
study by the N.J. Department of Labor and Industry estimated the number of signi-
ficant chemical manufacturing plants in New Jersey at about 900. However, only
about two dozen additional taxpayers have registered since the first of April.

It i possible that the unexpectedly low additional revenues stem from
ignorance of the tax on the part of some facility operators. The Division of
Taxation is planning an effort to seek out and notify operators who should be
paying the tax.

The change in the chemical tax raises some questions about valuation in
determining "fair market value". If a taxable transfer involves a sale, there t
no problem; the statute equates FMV to invoice price plus transportation cost.
If no sale occurs at the point of transfer (as would be the case if a company-owned
facility transfers to another owned by the same firm), then FMV must be computed by
looking to prevailing commodity prices. This could be a source of disputes.

A further amendment to the Spill Act was signed into law in August. Its
intent was to give relief to recyclers of certain precious metals, including silver
and copper, on whom the amended Spill Tax would have fallen with unexpected harsh-
ness. Instead of being taxed on the high fair market value of the precious metals,
facilities handling such materials will be tAxed at the basic rate of 11 per
barrel transferred, as under the original act.
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To summarize the collection experience under New Jersey's Spill Compensation
and Control Act in the first three years and three months of operation (April 1,
1977 through June 30, 1980), the figures are as follovs: Collections of Spill Tax
totalled about $20.75 million. Added to this as revenue to the Spill Compensation
Fund were approximately $95 thousand in penalties and interest, and $3 million
earned on investment of principal in the fund. This is balanced against expendi-
tures from the fund totalling about $9.08 million, of which $6.73 million repre-
sents direct costs of cleanup efforts undertaken by the Department of Environmental
Protection, $1.69 million represents general costs of administration by DEP, the
Division of Taxation and the Administrator of the Spill Compensation Fund. The
remainder went for O~cellaneous expenses, including research grants authorized
under the Spill Act. The balance in the Fund as of June 30, 1980, stood at
$14.76 million.
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NOTES

1. L. 1976, c. 141, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11 et seq. (1977 ed.)

2. L. 1979, c. 346

3. See N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11g (1979 ad.)

4. L. 1976, c. 141, Sec. 9(b), N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h(b) (1979 ed.)

5. L. 1976, c. 141, Sec. 3(j), N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.llb(j) (1979 ed.) The new
amendment requires DEP's list not only to be consistent with but also to
include both the EPA Section 311 list and the list of toxic pollutants under
Section 307 of the Clean Water Act. L. 1979, c. 346, Sec. 1, N.J.S.A.
58:10-23dlb(k) (1980 ed.)

6. L. 1976, c. 141, Sec. 3(r), N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11(r) (1979 ed.)

7. H.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h(a) and (b) (1979 ed.)

8. N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11b(k) (1979 ed.)

9. 400,000 gallons is the equivalent of the volume of a cube approximately 38
feet on a side - about 3.5 times the volume of a standard handball or racquet-
ball court. Few gasoline stations have a storage capacity greater than 50,000
gallons.

10. Administration of the Spill Compensation and Control Act is split between
three agencies of State government. DEP administers the environmental pro-
tection aspects, including the designation of "hazardous substances," enforce-
ment of the prohibition against discharges, and the cleanup and removal of
spilled hazardous substances. The Division of Taxation administers the Spill
Tax. Responsibility for managing the Fund, and authorizing disbursements from
it, rests with the Administrator of the Spill Compensation Fund, an officer
appointed and supervised by the State Treasurer. The Administrator also
manages the adjustment of damage claims. See N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11J (1980
ed.). The split in authority between DEP and the Administrator has proven a
source of some administrative difficulties when the agencies differed on
interpretation of the Act. This led to the agencies facing one other in court
in an unreported N.J. case, State DEP v. Ventron Corporation (Ch. Div., Bergen
Cty., 1979).

11. N.J.S.A. 58:10-2.311h(c)(2) (1979 ed.)

12. Source for statistics on Spill Tax revenues: Annual Reports of the
Administrator of the N.J. Spill Compensation Fund

13. L. 1979, c. 6.

14. L. 1979, c. 346, Sec. 4, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11f(d) (1980 ed.)

15. Id., Sec. 1, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11b(k) (1980 ed.) r
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•16. Id., Sec. 1, N.J.S.A. 5810-23.11b(s) (1980 ed.)

17. Id., Sec. 6, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h(b) (1980 ed.)

18. Id., Sec. 1, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11b(k) (1980 ed.)

19. Id., Sec. 6, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h(b) (1980 ed.)

20. Id., See. 6, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11h(i) (1980 ed.)

21. Id., Sec. 1, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11b(i) (1980 ed.)

22. L. 1980, c. 73, See. 3, N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11(b)

23. N.J.S.A. 58:10-23.11o(3) and (5). Research grants are funded out of interest
earned by the Fund.

Senator BRADLY. I think we want to move along now. Thank
you. Now Mr. Grannis.

STATEMENT OF ALEXANDER GRANNIS, VICE CHAIRMAN, COM-
MITTEE ON ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ASSEMBLYMAN FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Mr. GRwis. Mr. Chairman, I am appearing here today not only

on behalf .of the State Assembly in New York where I chair a
subcommittee on toxic and hazardous substances but also on behalf
of the National Conference of State Legislatures, which is the
offical representative of the 7,500 members of the State legislatures
throughout the country.

You started your statement today, Senator Bradley, with a senti-
ment with which we concur in most hearted, that there is a
pressing need for a bill like the Superfund bill, and the need is
now. The examples of Love Canal-and certainly New York would
love to be in the position of not having the notoriety of being the
home of the Love Canal-but it points up the national problem.

The cost of Love Canal to us so far at the State level is approxi-
mately $40 million. Hooker Chemical, which was the primary de-
positor of wastes in that site over the past years, has contributed
virtually nothing so far. And I think a number of us are not
terribly optimistic about the outcome of the lawsuit which New
York State has filed against Hooker for covering those costs, but
that lawsuit is going on.

It is a very expensive proposition. We have not really cleaned up
that site with the $40 million. We have bought the homes of the
people that were living nearby. That is an ongoing cost to us.

But a number of States have recognized the problems of expo-
sures to and improper practices of disposal of toxic wastes in the
past.

Forty-eight States now have various kinds of legislation on their
books to deal with the problems. Some States have come up with
money for these programs, such as New York and New Jersey;
other States have done likewise. The overall costs of cleaning up
these sites, and Federal EPA estimates there are approximatey
2,000 sites in the country that are of primary concern, is going to
run into the hundreds and millions of dollars.
. And those are just the inactive sites. We are not even talking

about the broader nature of the problem, which the Senate bill 1480
addresses, which is the release of hazardous materials at all levels,
not just from inactive sites but into the air, water, and ground and
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from spills as well. So there is a substantial need to have a big
fund to do the job that is necessary to clean up and protect the
people of this country from the hazards of exposure to toxic materi-
als.

There are also other kinds of problems. The ground water con-
tamination problem. We have spent half a millick. dollarss just
trying to determine the size of the ground water contamination
problem on Long Island, which is a special need for us because of
our 3 million residents that live on Long Island and depend on a
sole source ground water aquifer for their drinking water. Just
monitoring those sites to-fid out what the problem is has already
cost us half a million dollars to reach the.point of trying to correct
the problems that we have discovered already on Long Island.

Michigan has discovered over 300, nearly 200 sites of ground
water contamination for different wells throughout the State. The
cost of cleaning that up, the Michigan authorities estimate, is
between $22 and $70 million. Obviously some of those costs are
going to have to be borne by the people of Michigan. I think that
the overall responsibility for the problems of toxics are best ad-
dressed on a national scale by a bill such as S. 1480.

The comparable measure in the House, H.R. 7020, which has
received also a great deal of attention, we don't think is sufficient.
It doesn't cover spills and discharges other than those from inac-
tive sites. The size of that fund is substantially smaller than that
contained in the Senate bill. It is not as comprehensive in nature.
It won't cover many of the other kinds of problems which are
addressed in our overall statement which we have submitted to
you, such as problems of livestock contamination. Michigan has
spent millions of dollars already in buying up livestock which has
been contaminated through feed which was laced with PBB's. I
think the figure so far is $20 million.

These kinds of problems are paramount. And other people here
have discussed and I am sure you know from your own records of
these kinds of problems.

The fmal point we would like to make other than the overall
statement is the question of the oil spill fund which is addressed by
the two amendments, primary amendments to your bill from Sena-
tor Gravel and Magnuson. We are tremendously concerned about
the efforts in those amendments to preempt existing State funds
and State programs for dealing with oil spills.

New York is one of 18 coastal States that already has an oil spill
program. We have a record. We have a fund that we know how to
use. And our fund covers administrative costs which the funds that
are being discussed in your bill, at least in these two amendments
would not cover, administrative costs which are present whether or
not we know who caused the spill. If we know who caused the spill,
the costs of cleanup can be borne by that person.

But we still have State adminstrative costs. And our fund covers
that. It is funded by a 1-cent-per-barrel tax on oil. It hasn't been a
terribly burdensome tax because we have had very little lobbying
effort to repeal that tax. We have a $7 million fund. For dealing
with the small problems we have been able to use our fund, which
in the last year we had 70 spills which we covered at a cost of $1
million. Including the administrative costs, that leaves us $6 mil-
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lion We can handle the small spills under our own funds. And the
States I don't think want their existing off spills funds reempted
by a Federal law. They know how to work those funds. Those funds
could tie in effectively with the Federal fuid if that is to be the
case. The small spills we can deal with.

It is the big spills, the multistate spills, the spills that have
catastrophic ramifications as major ground water contamination
might have where we could go to a Federal fund. We would ask
that these amendments, to the extent that they would preempt our
local funds, not be accepted and that we be allowed to, as the
States have been encouraged in the past in the environmental
cleanup funds, to develop our own resources and our own capabili-
ties for dealing with our own problems.

And to the extent that we cannot cope with those, to then move
into a dependence on a Federal fund.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Grannis follows:]
STATEMENT OF ASSEMBLYMAN ALEXANDER B. GRANrNis ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL

CONFERENCE OF STATE LoisLA nmuS AND THE NEw YORK STATE ASSEMBLY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Pete Grannis, Assemblyman
with the New York State Assembly. I am here today on behalf of the National
Conference of State Legislatures, an official representative of the nation's 7,500
state lawmakers and on behalf of the New York State Assembly, where I chair the
Environmental Conservation Committee's Subcommittee on Toxic and Hazardous
Substances. I would like to thank the members of this committee for allowing me to
share our views on S. 1480, the Environmental Emergency Response Act and on the
two proposed amendments addressing oil spill liability and compensation schemes.

I do not intend to devote my statement today to the horrors of Love Canal with
which by now, we are all well acquainted. Rather, I will point to New York's Love
Canal as an incident which has-served to raise our nation's consciousness to the
critical need for a joint industry/government (federal, state and local) effort to

Develop and implement a framejwork within which we can work to solve our
nation s hazardous waste problems. I fear that New York's Love Canal and Ken-
tucky's Valley of the Drums are only an initial indication of the need for a program
broad in scope and of sufficient funding to correct the legacy of toxic chemicals in
our environment.

There is no question that problems associated with hazardous substances, both
from direct release and from in-ground disposal sites underly the main health
concerns which face our nation today. On behalf of NCSL and the New York State
Assembly, I am pleased that these problems are not recognized as being national in
scope and warranting a national solution. We believe that enactment of S. 1480 as
approved by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee will provide a
significant framework for the remedy of hazardous substance emergencies.

I will begin by addressing the size of the proposed fund under S. 1480. It is my
understanding that the Environmental Emergency Response Act authorizes a fund
in the amount of $4 billion to be collected by fees and appropriations over a 6 year
period. Two-thirds of the fund balance *n any one year would be reserved for clean-
up and remedial actions, restoration of natural resources and various studies and
surveys, with one-third of each year's balance to be reserved for the compensation of
third party damages.

NCSL and the New York State Assembly firmly believe that the fund size and
breadth are critically needed in order to deal with the number and complexity of
hazardous substance problems which have already been identified.

Clean-up and remedy of abandoned sites alone -will cause a substantial drain on
the fund. According to a 1979 study, the Environmental Protection Agency esti-
mates that there are between30,000 and 50,000 inactive hazardous waste sites; 1,200
to 2,000 of which have the potential of posing a risk to public health. EPA has also
estimated that clean-up of these sites will average $2 million per site. In a recent
letter to Congress, the Chemical Manufacturers Association references their own
study and admits that clean-up and containment will average $1 million per site: In
my own state of New York, irrespective of the $40 million spent to date on the Love
Canal sites, survey results indicate that there may be as many as 700 more sites
with potential dangers. The New York survey and analysis of these sites alone is
expected to run in the neighborhood of $0.5 million. I could go on with similar
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figures for other states, but I believe the point is obvious-no matter whose figures
are used, the cost of remedying inactive hazardous waste disposal sites alone could
run into the hundreds of millions of dollars.

While in the past, national attention has been primarily focused on emergencies
at inactive hazardous waste sites, the perils of other hazardous substance release
situations should not be underestimated. We believe that any federal legislation to
remedy the nation's hazardous substance emergencies, must address all releases
into air, water and ground. Any legislative proposal short of that, we feel, will be
merely an ineffective band-aid solution. For that reason, we strongly support the
comprehensive nature of S. 1480.

A problem which has reached critical proportion is that of groundwater contami-
nation. On Long Island, groundwater contamination is being monitored by the New
York Department of Environmental Conservation at a cost of over $0.5 million and
we have n~t idea of the costs which ma be required to remedy the many problems
which threaten the vital water supply for Long Island's nearly 3 million residents.
In Michigan, a 1980 study identified 268 sites where groundwater is known to have
been contaminated and 381 sites where ground water is suspected to have been
contaminated. The Michigan Department of Natural Resources estimates that it
would cost $22 to $77 million just to determine the extent of contamination; the
total bill for remedial action would be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. New
York and Michigan are not facing this problem alone, many states have identified
groundwater contamination as a critical problem. Other than cases in which
groundwater contamination is caused by inactive hazardous waste sites discharges,
H.R. 7020 would provide no means of remedying the problem.

Another problem with no remedy under H.R. 7020, is the contamination of live-
stock by hazardous substances. In 1973, PBB's contaminated cattle feed in Michigan.
Approximately 5 million cattle, swine, sheep, goats and poultry had to be destroyed.
Economic loss alone reached a level of $100 million. Since 1977 the State of Michi-
gan has been buying, with general revenues, livestock contaminated with PBB
above a certain level This effort has cost the state of Michigan's Department of
Agriculture over $20 million to date.

I will stop here, far short of relating- the thousands of accounts of hazardous
substance crises facing each of our 50 states. While a recent survey completed by
NCSL concludes that 48 states have recognized their responsibility to address and
rectify hazardous substance problems by enacting appropriate leislation, state fi-
nancial resources fall far short of those needed to provide comprehensive solutions.
It is for that reason that NCSL and the New York State Assembly seek your
support for the comprehensive solution we feel S. 1480 would provide. Furthermore,
in our opinion, a $4 billion fund is absolutely necessary if we are to adequately
address the magnitude of hazardous substance problems of which we are today
aware.

Let me now turn my attention to the two amendments proposed by Senators
Gravel and Magnuson which would establish a comprehensive system of liability
and compensation for the clean-up and damages of oil spills. NCL has followed
closely the years of congressional debate on this subject. NCSL's concern has not
changed. We feel strongly that federal laws must respect individual state's solutions
to environmental problems. States should be responsible for developing and manag-
ing their own oil spill programs, particularly in cases where states have taken the
lead, in the absence of federal legislation, and have efficient and effective programs
already in place. We oppose any efforts to establish a federal law preempting the
states from determining their own programs, funding mechanisms, and liability
limits.

Allow me to be more specific. A January 1980 study by the Congressional Re-
search Service highlights oil spill liability statutes of 18 coastal states. The point
here is that at least 18 states have identified oil spills as a significant problem, and
have acted to establish programs and mechanisms which allow the state to effective-
ly deal with the problem. Funding mechanisms for state clean-up activities vary
from state to state. Six states (Alaska, Florida, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey and
New York) have funds which are financed by fees or taxes on oil. The maximum tax
on oil imposed by any state is 2 cents per barrel in Florida. Other states finance
their oil spill funds by state appropriation or through the collection of fines and
penalties. In my own state of New York, we have established an oil fund for clean-
up, containment, restoration and compensation for economic loss, based on a 1 cent
per barrel fee. As of March 31, 1980 our fund balance was over $7 million.

Let me take a moment to acquaint you with our fund operation, over the past
fiscal year. Unlike the proposed amendments which address oil pollution in naviga-
ble waters, our New York law addresses oil pollution of both navigable and ground
waters. Our fund covers state administrative expenses as well. Last year New York
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received reports of approximately 1,600 spills-400 spills into groundwaters and
1200 spills surface waters.'Of the 400 groundwater spills, 200 were remedied by
the spiller and 40 were cleaned up by the state through the use of the fund. Of the
1,200 surface water spills, 1,000 were remedied by the spiller and 80 by .the state.
The remainder of the reported spills are either still undergoing clean-up procedures
or were of such a magnitude that clean-up was unnecessary. Costs for the 70 spills
amounted to approximately 1 million dollars which was immediately available from
the state fund. In addition, some $40,000 was awarded to claimants to the state
fund. Thus in one year the fund provided more than $1 million for oil spill clean-up
and compensation in New York State.

An important function of our oil spill fund is the availability of financing for the
administration of the oil spill program. Whether the state or the stiller undertake
clean-up activities, state administrative oversight is necessary. In New York as in
other states, spill assessment and monitoring activities require trained personnel.
Even when the-spiller undertakes clean-up responsibilities, state personnel mast be
present to assure that proper techniques are employed and to assure that adequate
mitigation efforts ran in excess of $700,000. Again, the state fund assumed the costs.

The point which I wish to make is that in the pastyear, New York's oil spill fund
has enabled the state to clean up more than 70 spil1 totaling $1 million and to
compensate for damages in the amount of $40,000 without pursuing funds from the
federal government and without draining state general revenue coffers.

NCSL and the New York State Assembly support a congressional effort to com-
bine several federal laws and to thereby establish a single comprehensive statute to
deal with liability, compensation for damages, and clean-up costs caused by oil
spills. We, however, urge the committee to assure that state oil spill programs,
which currently are operated in accordance with the National Contingency Plan
called for under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, not be preempted by any
federal program.In support of our position, I wish to raise the following points for consideration by
the committee:

(1) preemption of state oil spill funds is contrary to the underlying intent of most
environmental protection laws and moreover is contrary to the theme of the pro-
posed "Superfund" bills. States historically have been encouraged to develop capa-
bilities to address environmental problems. Remedy is sought first from responsible
parties then from states and only as a last resort from the federal government.

(2) Senator Magnuson's amendment precludes states from establishing funds
except for the purchase and prepositioning of oil discharge clean-up equipment. We
question the rationale of precluding actual clean-up operations while sanctioning
equipment purchase. In the case of New York, 1 cent per barrel is sufficient to allow
the state to perform both functions.

(3) By preempting existing state funds, New York would be made to bear the
administrative costs of clean-up procedures, which are presently financed by the
fund.

(4) If it is the intent of these amendments to encourage state clean-up efforts with
future reimbursement as a claimant under the fund, then we point out that reim-
bursement and appeals procedures outlined by Senator Gravel could necessitate an
immediate state outlay and a delay of up to 9 months for reimbursement.

In conclusion, we urge the committee to insure that any oil spill program respect
individual state solutions to their own environmental problems. Most states do not
want a federal law ending those state programs already proven effective. State and
local agencies should be encouraged to develop the capability to Orovide immediate
response -to the many small spills, thereby freeing up limited federal personnel to
tend to major incidents.

In closing, I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to speak to the
importance of the legislation before you. The National Conference of State Legisla-
tures and the New York State Assembly stand ready to assist your committee and
the federal government in seeking the proper solutions to these critical national
problems.

Senator BftDum. Thank -you very much, Mr. Grannis.
We will now hear from John Degnan, the attorney general of the

State of New Jersey.

STATEMENT OF JOHN DEGNAN, ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
STATE OF NEW JERSEY, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS GENERAL
Mr. DmN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

69-9 0-80-9
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I appear here both in my capacity of attorney general of New
Jersey and as a representative of the National Association of Attor-
neys General.

I don't detail any further for this committee the magnitude of
the problem in New Jersey. I think Commissioner English has
already done a good job of that. I will tell you though, as the
Senator has noted, that it has been the subject of intensive atten-
tion on the part of the government in the State of New Jersey over
the past 3 years both from my perspective in terms of trying to
impose civil liability on the owners of land, for example in the
Meadowlands, a 40-acre site of ecologically sensitive land which is
contaminated by mercury in the groundbreaking Bentron suit, and
in criminal liability where some of the first indictments- or
common law nuisance theories have prevailed and the trial courts
have sustained in the appellate courts of New Jersey against toxic
wastes disposal facilities.

The one site which Commissioner English mentioned, which I
would like to talk about for a second, is Chem Control because I
think it serves as a kind of paradigm of the kind of problems which
we face in New Jersey and which I know my colleagues, particular-
ly those in the Northeast with whom I have discussed the problem
at great length, recently are facing. We now have in New Jersey a
spill compensation statute which allows the State Department of
Environmental Protection to move into clean up a site in advance
of a spill. But that was not always the case. And it is not always
the case now in other jurisdictions.

We had to rely in New Jersey for a time on a clumsy court
action seeking the appointment of a receiver for Chem Control
facility, and the operation of that facility for a period while the
assets were mobilized under the receiver. It was while that time-
consuming court action was going on that the fire erupted at that
site. On the basis of that experience alone I think it is critical that
the State jurisdictions have the power created by the Compensation
Act, which is reflected in Senate bill 1480.

I would also add that I think the attorneys generals of the
various States ought to have authority to seek remedial action
where toxic waste hazards present an imminent hazard to the
public safety.

I would like to take just a moment-I submitted a statement and
I am sure it will get the committee's attention-to address a point
that I know was raised yesterday in testimony before this commit-
tee on the part of the chemical industry, and that is that this bill
represents a radical departure from existing law in seeking to
impose liability on a strict and on the joint and several basis
against generators, haulers, and disposers of toxic wastes. In our
view under New Jersey law that simply is not the case. And I
suspect that it is not the case around the country.

The liability imposed by your bill is not a radical departure from
either judicial decisions which have been developing over the last
two decades which extend liability on a strict basis, or from statu-
tory developments which embody that judicial development in
terms of public policy in our state.

I had the good fortune to clerk for a supreme court justice in
New Jersey, Justice John Francis who wrote the first case, which
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began the development of the law on product liability: Peningson
(?) v. Bloomfeld Motors in 1962.; And essentially the court adopted a
broad view public policy basis that the imposition of costs for
personal injuries flowing from the manufacture of an automobile
ought to be imposed on the manufacture of that automobile where
the costs could most fairly be spread out among all the consumers
of the automobile, and in fact be insured against by the producer.

I think that that. kind of development is reflected in a recent
appellate case, which I think you might want to know about, which
imposes a liability for the manufacturer of a machine on its succes-
sor in interest of the original manufacturing company which had
done the design work some 20 years before. That machine was sold
by the predecessor in interest company, whose interest was later
bought out by the successor. But the court held, and I think fairly,
so, that the successor in interest on an enterprise liability theory,
ought to be the one held liable for the defect in design which
resulted in personal injuries to the consumer of that machine.

That kind of development in the judiciary is reflected dramati-
cally in the Spill Compensation Act in New Jersey where both
strict and joint and several liabilities are imposed against those
responsible for the release of hazardous wastes. And I think it
reflects a public policy determination in our State which is a
reasonable one, that that is where the costs of the burden ought to
be imposed.

Finally I think that the theory which is embodied in that statute
underlies the action which my office brought in the Bentron suit,
which is a case I alluded to earlier involving 40 acres in the New
Jersey Meadowlands not too far from Manhattan which have a
very serious mercury contamination problem. There six successor
owners of those properties were joined by us as defendants in the
action.

Had we chosen, as the manufacturer suggested, to join only one
of those, of course that defendant could have enjoined the others.
And we don't have the discretion to determine who might be the
defendant in that suit because the defendants can join each other.

In any event we tried to impose on a common law theory a
liability which was both strict and joint and several.

In the trial court decision, which although under appeal, is the
ruling law in the state at the moment, the court did discriminate.
It acted sensibly I think and imposed joint and several liability
against two of the defendants and only single liability against the
other two of the defendants.

What I think that goes to point out is that the kind of remedy
which you are structuring in your bill is one which combined with
proper use of its discretion and factfinding on the part of the
judicial body, will result in the imposition of liability which is
generally fair and which reflects a public policy to impose the cost
at that level.

On that basis I thank you again for letting me be here this
morning to try to impress upon you the importance of this bill to
New Jersey and to my colleague jurisdictions. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Degnan follows:]
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REMARKS BY JOHN J. DEGNAN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, STATE OF NEw JERSEY

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is John Degnan, and I am
Attorney General of the State of New Jersey. I appreciate the opportunity to
present the views of the National Association of Attorneys General on one of the
most important pieces of legislation before the Congress, the Superfund bill, which
is before you in the form of Senate Bill 1480.

The problems of toxic waste disposal are exploding, in some cases literally, all
around us. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that only 10 per-
cent of approximately 11 billion pounds of toxic waste generated each year in this
country is disposed of properly in an "environmentally sound manner.' The statis-
tics are sobering: a pound of poisonous waste generated every day for every person
in the United States. Although the impact on human health and safety and the
damage inflicted on property and the environment are difficult to quantify, some
horrifying facts have been determined. According to the EPA, of 645 dumps sur-
veyed so far, 100 pose a serious threat to the health and safety of about 600,000
people. With as many as 50,000 dumps scattered around the country, millions of
people are likely threatened with potentially devasting health problems. Our duty is
to frame a program to clean up these disposal sites as quickly as possible.

To help defray the cost of clean-up of abandoned toxic waste sites, Congress is
now considering legislation which would establish a national superfund. Consistent
with other federal environmental protection states, this legislation would give the
states primary responsibility for enforcing environmental quality standards.

In most states this responsibility falls on the Attorney General as the Chief Legal
Officer for the Environment Agencies. Because of their role, and the increasing
public awareness of toxic waste problems, the Attorneys General have carefully
considered over the past 13 months whether the proposed Superfund legislation
would significantly enhance state enforcement in this area. After careful study and
discussion, the National Association of Attorneys General has concluded that the
Congress should enact Superfund Legislation which should: Provide direct funding
to State Attorneys General for enforcement of toxic waste laws; confers specific
authority on State Attorneys General to take remedial action when disposal sites
pose an "imminent hazard' to public health or safety; impose strict liability for
producers and disposers of toxic waste; impose liability for past and present owners
as well as lessees for abandoned disposal sites and require the reporting of the
discovery of such sites immediately to the Superfund Administrator; establish no
statute of limitations for civil liability; provide a tremble damage remedy for inten-
tional violations; prohibit use of tax dollars to finance the superfund; require clean-
up of sites before compensation is awarded for private property damage; include
coverage of oil spill clean-up.

In the remainder of my testimony, I would like to highlight the reasons why these
provisions are necessary to an effective Superfund Bill.

A. Direct funding for State attorneys general.-The mechanics of the Superfund
Legislation will require litigation as a major facet of the overall program and direct
involvement by State Attorneys General will significantly enhance effective enforce-
ment. The Attorneys General would bring the States' Police powers, quick reaction
time, and an understanding of local interests and problems to this effort. Litigation
support is expensive, though. These cases will require well-trained lawyers, skilled
investigators, and expert witnesses. State legislatures cannot be counted upon to
appropriate sufficient funds to meet these necessary costs. Thus, the Association
urges Congress to authorize EPA to disperse annually $25 to $30 million to the
State Attorneys General for enforcement purposes.

Furthermore, the Association believes that, as has been true with federally spon-
sored programs in the medicaid fraud and antitrust areas, the amount of money
recovered in damages will far exceed any federal appropriation. Absent direct
funding, the States' ability to litigate will be severely hindered.

B. Imminent hazard authority.-In 1976 Congress enacted the Resource Conserva-
tion and Recovery Act (RCRA) authorizing the federal government to take remedial
action when a toxic waste disposal site posed an "imminent hazard" to public health
safety. We believe that this authority should also be specifically conferred on State
Attorneys General who are the officials most closely involved with environmental
litigation in their states and perhaps most uniquely able to respond to such an
immediate crisis.

In terms of federal expenditures and federal authority, State Attorneys General
have been overlooked as a valuable enforcement tool in the toxic waste area. Since
litigation continues to be the most effective method of closing sites that pose an
immediate danger to the public and of recovering damages from those who have
harmed the environment, the addition of State Attorneys General to the enforce-
ment effort would significantly augment the current capabilties of EPA. Some State
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Attorneys General have already initiated significant enforcement actions. Suits filed
in Michigan, Illinois, New York, California, as well as my own State of New Jersey
are a tribute to ingenious use of scarce resources and, often, limited statutory
authority. In some cases, the basis for litigation has been little more than common
law public nuisance authority, although several states including New Jersey have
substantially stronger statutory authority. The magnitude of the problems associat-
ed with toxic waste disposal and the lack of sufficient enforcement tools require
federal statutory support.

C. Strict liability.-The Association believes that a federal standard of liability is
necessary to avoid legal entanglements arising from conflicting state laws. That
standard should be strict liability and should apply to all provisions of the Act. The
handling of toxic substances is an inherently ultrahazardous activity that involves a
risk of serious harm to the public and cannot be eliminated completely even
through application of the most stringent precautions. Without an absolutely clear
standard of strict liability, problems of proof with regard to proportionate liability
will inevitably occur and seriously hamper effective enforcement. Furthermore,
imposition of strict liability will have significant deterrent effects for those who
generate toxic waste. The Association supports an exemption from strict liability
only when the disposal was specifically directed by an authorized Governmental
Authorit.

D. Liability for abandoned site&-The Association believes that past and present
owners as well as lessees should be liable for damage occurring at an abandoned
chemical dump site. Seeking relief against the present owner is not always appropri-
ate since the present owner may be completely unrelated to the prior dumping. The
only way to ensure effective enforcement is to impose liability on all parties poten-
tially responsible for the abandoned site and to determine which owner or lessee is
actually responsible through appropriate investigations.

E. Statute of limitations for civil liability.-The Association believes that any
statute of limitations for civil liability is inappropriate and opposes its inclusion in
the Act. It is impossible to establish a distinct time period in which one can identify
all the problems which have occurred or will occur from improper disposal. We
cannot permit a statute of limitations to bar the clean-up of such sites under the
Act.

If Congress believes a statute of limitations is necessary, we urie that it begin to
run only upon passage of the Act or upon the discovery that a site poses a health
hazard, whichever occurs later. Regardless of the approach selected, the protection
of those who may have been harmed by improper disposal of toxic waste requires
that legal action against those responsible be made possible.

F. Treble damages.-The Association believes that treble damages, analogous to
those in the federal antitrust laws, should be a remedy in cases of intentional
violations. Treble damages will provide an effective deterrent to improper dis-osal
and will insure that those responsible for disposal problems will be induced to
comply with official requests to clean-up the site. Since the actual discharger has
the greatest knowledge of a particular waste problem, it seems appropriate, where
possible, to have those responsible either clean the site or contract or cLean-up with
someone else.

G. Financing the superfund.-The Association believes that tax dollars should not
be used to finance the superfund. Rather, the chemical, petroleum, and other
companies who are responsible for creating toxic waste problems should pay for
clean-up through a system of user fees. Taxpayer subsidies would have the unfair
result of forcing those most likely to suffer personal health and property damages to
bear the additional cost of clean-up.

H. Regional disposal site&-This Association believes that federal, state, and local
officials should initiate a cooperative effort to establish adequate regional waste
disposal sites which will minimize the dangers posed by the long-haul transportation
of these materials. The Association believes that it is unsound public policy to
transport at a high risk to public health thousands of gallons of extremely toxic
material across country simply because no other waste disposal site is available. The
sites currently designated or disposal are Ling filled quickly and in a few years
will no longer have the capacity to handle the waste generate in this country. The
need for regional disposal sites is immediate.

I. Compensation for personal and propery damages.-The Association believes
that compensation for people who suffer private property damage and could seek
relief through civil litigation must be deferred until adequate funds exist for both
clean-up and compensation.

J. Coverage of oil spills.-The Association believes that since the Oil Companies
will make significant contributions to the superfund and since oil spills do, in fact,
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cause environmental damage, oil spills should be included in a single comprehensive
bill.

My own state of New Jersey has been an active center of chemical manufacturing
since the inception of the industry. New Jersey has embarked on an ambitious
program to identify and clean-up the contamination caused by the improper and
illegal dumping practices of the past. We have established a comprehensive State
Spill Fund, a Criminal Strike Force to apprehend and prosecute illegal dumpers, a
manifest system to track hazardous waste from point of origin to point of disposal, a
program of rigorous weekly inspections of all hazardous waste management facili-
ties in the State and finally we are working to establish a program to site, license
and operate new environmentally -sound hazardous waste management facilities.

Our experience has shown that the magnitude and complexity of the toxic and
hazardous waste problems mandates a comprehensive Congressional response. It is
imperative that Con res6 act now, by passing S. 1480 during this .Congress, to
supplement the existing successful state programs and establish a viable federal
program to address this most urgent national crisis, which daily threatens our
environment and the public health of our citizens.

Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Now we will hear from Ruth Kretschmer. Welcome to the

committee.

STATEMENT OF RUTH KRETSCHMER, SUPERVISOR, Du PAGE
COUNTY, ILL.

Ms. KRETSCHMER. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I am Ruth Kretschmer, supervisor from Du Page County, Ill. I'm

here today as a representative of the National Association of Coun-
ties-NAo-and the National League of Cities. Together our orga-
nizations represent almost 20,000 local governments across the
country. We are concerned, as we assume you are, that the health
and safety of our constituents is being threatened by chemical time
bombs which frequently go off without warning and whose effects
may not be felt for many years. As a result, we welcome this
opportunity to appear before this committee.

As the units of government closest to the people, and the official
entities people turn to first when there is a problem, we are frank-
ly scared. Each month the list of communities affected by the
discovery of a hazardous waste site grows. Each new site discovered
adds to the already enormous costs, both financial and human,
which this problem has generated. Failure to act will only com-
pound the problem and increase tremendously the cost of the inevi-
table solution.

I will not repeat the litany of statistics you have heard during
the last da and a half of hearings. However, one item is worth
repeating. The EPA's estimate of the cost of cleanup of sites which
pose an imminent danger to public health carries an initial price
tag of $3 to $6 billion. The cost of ultimate remedies not including
victim-compensation could range as high as $44 billion.

We share the skepticism concerning EPA's estimates. However,
our concern is a little different from that you may have heard from
industry. In our experience with EPA, particularly in the clean
water area, we have found their estimates to be consistently less
than the ultimate costs. As a result, we feel that the EPA's cost
estimates in this area may be quite conservative when compared to
what will really be required.

Whatever the ultimate costs of remedying this problem, a secure
and predictable source of financing is essential. I think that you
would agree that Federal appropriations from general revenues
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does not meet the basic criteria of secure and predictable. A fee, or
tax, on the feed-stocks and raw materials which go into making
hazardous substances does meet this criteria. The concept of the
fee, or tax, is simple and equitable. Those sections of industry, and
clearly we the consumers who benefit from these products, should
bear the responsibility for paying for the side effects generated by
these products.

We do not feel that the imposition of the fee on an industrywide
basis penalizes companies which have acted responsibly or "bails
out" companies which have acted irresponsibly. Those companies
which have not exercised proper care in the past can still be held
liable for their past practices and be made to compensate the fund
for its expenditures.

If the resources of the fund are not to be depleted, a comprehen-
sive liability scheme must remain an integral component of a
hazardous response fund. As a result, we have endorsed the con-
cept of joint, several and strict liability for those parties who cause
or contribute to a release of hazardous substances. We understand
that some local goverments that owned or operated disposal sites
containing hazardous substances will thereby be brought under the
strict liability scheme. But we have agreed that all responsible
parties should share in this liability, including generators, trans-
porters, and disposers of hazardous substances.

It seems inequitable to us to single out owners and operators to
impose strict liability, as some have proposed, while holding gener-
ators, transporters and disposers to a lesser standard of liability.
Owners or operators of sites, who are sometimes local governments,
would thereby be forced to bear the entire liability burden in cases
where they have exercised at least as much care as the generators,
transporters and disposers.

A dual standard of liability seems to us a reversal of established
concepts of strict liability. Many States recognize that all parties

- engaged in ultrahazardous activities are responsible for subsequent
harm caused by those activities, regardless of the level of care
exrised Nor -cn--parties-engaged-in-utod activities
shield themselves from liability by use of an independent contrac-
tor.

The practical effect of a dual liability standard would be perni-
cious. For sites owned by local governments, either the Federal
Government would have to pursue them to recover all Federal
costs or the Federal Government would have to absorb the costs. In
the former case, many financially strapped local governments
would not be able to pay the costs, resulting in default judgments.
In both cases, Federal response funds would be depleted at a more
rapid rate, leaving fewer resources to deal with abandoned sites
where no liable parties can be identified.

We do, however, support the provision which would allow any
person who can demonstrate that their contribution to a release
was not significant to have their liability reduced in proportion.
We feel that this provision will protect those companies that fear
that the discovery of a single barrel of their product at a site will
make them liable for the entire costs of cleaning up that site,
without doing damage to the concept of joint, strict and several
liability.
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In addition to the support for the liability scheme contained in S.
1480 we also generally support the uses to which the fund can be
put. We are particularly concerned that health studies remain an
allowable claim against the fund. In many cases determinations of
what the appropriate response to a release or spill should be is
dependent on studies demonstrating the effects of a spill or release.
Without this information, effective action can be greatly con-
strained.

An example of this problem is occurring at this moment in
Shelby County, Tenn. Shelby Count is looking at two sites in
particular. At one of the sites, there have been a great number of
health complaints without any documented release at the nearby
site.

Senator BRADLEY. Ms. Kretschmer, I think that we should go to
the questions in order to make sure that we have time. Your
statement will be placed in the record as read and as written.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Kretschmer follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. RUTH KRETSCHMER, SUPERVISOR, Du PAGE COUNTY, ILL.

I'm Ruth Kretschmer, Supervisor from Du Page County, Illinois. I'm here today
as a representative of the National Association of Counties (NACo) I and the Nation-
al League of Cities. Together our organizations represent almost 20,000 local govern-
ments across the country. We are concerned, as we assume you are, that the health
and safety of our constituents is being threatened by chemical time bombs which
frequently go off without warning and whose effects may not be felt for many years.
As a result, we welcome this opportunity to appear before this Committee.

As the units of government closest to the people, and the official entities people
. turn to first when there is a problem, we are frankly scared. Each month the list of

communities affected by the discovery of a hazardous waste site grows. Each new
site discovered adds to the already enormous costs, both financial and human, which
this problem has generated. Failure to act will only compound the problem and
increase tremendously the cost of the inevitable solution.

I will not repeat the litinay of statistics you have heard during the last day and a
half of hearings. However, one item is worth repeating. The EPA's estimate of the

-ots-of clean-up of sites which pose an imminent danger to public health carries an
initial price tag of three to six billion dollars. The cost of ultimate remedies not
including victim compensation could range as high as forty-four billion dollars. Weshare the skeptisism concerning EPAour-oncen is a little
i ferent-from that you may have -r& from industry. n our experience with EPA,

particularly in the clean water area, we have found their estimates to be consistent-
y less than the ultimate costs. As a result, we feel that the EPA's cost estimates in

this area may be quite conservative when compared to what will really be required.
Whatever the ultimate costs of remedying this problem, a secure and predictable

source of financing is essential. I think that you would agree that Fedral appropri-
ations from general revenues does not meet the basic criteria of secure and predict-
able. A fee, or tax, on the feed-stocks and raw materials which go into making
hazardous substances does meet this criteria. The concept of the fee, or tax, is
simple and equitable. Those sections of industry, and clearly we the consumers who
benefit-from the-s products, should bear the responsibility for paying for the side
effects generated by these products. We do not feel that the imposition of the fee on
an industry-wide basis penalizes companies which have acted responsibly or "bails
out" companies which have acted irresponsibly. Those companies which have not
exercised proper care in the past can still be held liable for their past practices and
be made to compensate the fund for its expenditures.

If the resources of the fund are not to be depleted, a comprehensive liability
scheme must remain an intergral component of a hazardous response fund. As a
result, we have endorsed the concept of joint, several and strict liability for those
parties who cause or contribute to a release of hazardous substances. We under-
stand that some local governments that owned or operated disposal sites containing

IThe National Association of Counties, (NACo) was founded in 1935 as the national spokes-
man for counties, to serve as a liaison between county governments and other levels of govern-
ment, and to improve the public understanding of the role of counties in the federal system.
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hazardous substances will thereby be brought under the strict liability scheme. But
we have agreed that all responsible parties should share in this liability, including
generators, transporters and disposers of hazardous substances.

It seems inequitable to us to single out owners and operators to impose strict
liability, as some have proposed, while holding generators, transporters and dispos-
ers to a lesser standard of liability. Owners or operators of sites, who are sometimes
local governments, would thereby be forced to bear the entire liability burden in
cases where they have exercised at least as much care as the generators, transport-
ers and disposers.

A dual standard of liability seems to us a reversal of established conCepts of strict
liability. Many states recognize that all parties engaged in ultrahazardous activities
are responsible for subsequent harm caused by those activities, regardless of the
level of care exercised. Nor can parties engaged in ultrahazardous activities shield
themselves from liability by use of an independent contractor.

The practical effect of a dual liability standard would be pernicious. For sites
owned by local governments, either the federal government would have to pursue
them to recover all federal costs or the federal government would have to absorb
the costs. In the former case, many financially-strapped local governments would
not be able to pay the costs, resulting in default judgements. In both cases, federal
response funds would be depleted at a more rapid rate, leaving fewer resources to
deal with abandoned sites where no liable parties can be identified.

We do, however, support the provision which would allow any person who can
demonstrate that their contribution to a release was not significant to have their
liability reduced in proportion. We feel that this provision will protect those compa-
nies that fear that the discovery of a single barrel of their pro~iuct at a site will
make them liable for the entire costs of cleaning up that site, without doing damage
to the concept of joint, strict and several liability.

In addition to the support for the liability-scheme contained in S-1480 we also
generally support the uses to which the fund can be put. We are particularly
concerned that health studies remain an allowable claim against the fund. In many
cases determinations of what the appropriate response to a release or spill should be
is dependent on studies demonstrating the effects of a spill or release. Without this
information, effective action can be greatly constrained. An example of this problem
is occurring at this moment in Shelby County, Tennessee. Shelby County is looking
at two sites in particular. At one of the sites, there has been a documented release,
but few health complaints from any of the nearby residents. At the second site,
there have been a great number of health complaints without any documented
release at the nearby site. Clearly further extensive study, beyond the financial
means of the affected county, will be required in this case.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of brevity, I would like to make one final point, and
then join my fellow panelists in answering questions. Without passage of this bill,
local governments will face the justified demands of their citizens for remedial
action. The costs of such action, as previously noted, are beyond the means of
virtually all local governments, even when acting in cooperation with the states.
Even where the local government has not owned or operated a site, demands will be
made on that government. New Hanover County, North Carolina recently faced just
such a situation. In their case, the only county involvement with a site which ended
up contaminating nearby wells was to grant the operator a franchise to collect and
dispose of solid waste, not hazardous waste, in the county. However, following the
contamination, the county was sued by the Justice Department along with the
operator and site owner. The main effect of this action has not been to clean up the
site or to compensate the victims. The main effect has been to keep employed the
lawyers of the area.

We do not expect this to be an isolated case. Unless S-1480 is passed, clean-up of
these sites will have to await the outcome of time consuming and expensive litiga-
tion. Not only will local tax dollars be spent to defend local governments from the
demands of their own citizens, but the hazards in question will continue unabated.
At least under this proposal the threat to public health and safety will be removed
and then the search for the liable parties will begin. Local governments will not
escape liability under this bill. Where we have acted improperly or recklessly, we
will be expected to pay our rightful share of the costs.

In summary, the National Association of Counties and the National League of
Cities strongly support 8-1480. We appreciate the opportunity to speak on this issue
and I am prepared to answer any questions you might have.

Senator BwwDzy. And we will pursue some of these points in
questions.
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For the purpose of questions I would like to limit it to 10 minutes
per round. Let us begin with Senator Danforth.

Senator DA uFoRTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I would like to address a question to all of you. And it might take

a little bit of time to unwind the question. But it is basically
whether because of the joint responsibilities of the Federal Govern-
ment and State governments we are in the process of trying to bail
out a leaking boat which will continue to fill up with water as
quickly as we bail it out.

The bill that is before us provides a superfund for the purpose of
cleaning up spill sites, dump sites and the kind of thing that has
been portrayed in this very interesting picturebook from New
Jersey where barrels have been left in the woods or in junk yards.

And in the bill that is before us we have a sunset provision. 1986
this is supposed to come to an end. But I am wondering if we are in
a situation and increasingly getting ourselves into a situation
where there isn't going to be any end to clearing up abandoned
sites, the sort of situation where barrels were left in the woods and
in junk yards and so forth.

Governor Teasdale pointed out a couple of interesting things in
his comments. One was that in the State of Missouri alone, some
1.2 million to 1.4 million tons of hazardous wastes are being pro-
duced each year. Well, I take it that that is not going to decline
either in Missouri or anywhere else. Hazardous wastes are going to
continue to be produced.

The second thing that he pointed out was that the people of
Missouri are up in arms. Fifty thousand signatures appeared on
petitions that were presented and rallies are being held. But that
does not have to do with existing sites. That has to do with a public
furor over the creation of new sites for disposing of hazardous
wastes, of hazardous material.

Now we have a law in our State which provides, as Governor
Teasdale pointed out, for public hearings as to waste disposal sites.
And my concern and my question to you is: Will we ever be in a
position politically at the State level where approved sites will be
available for disposing of hazardous wastes particularly if we have
licensing requirements and particularly if we have requirements
for notice and public hearing and particularly where those who
perform the licensing function are appointed by the Governor, who
is by his very nature an elected official, and he is a politically
sensitive individual?

In other words, aren't we getting ourselves into a situation where
forever we are going to have midnight dumping and forever we are
going to have barrels left in the woods and discovered and where
there will be no sunset of this bill? And the problem is going to get
worse and worse. And practically from our standpoint, as we pro-
ceed with drafting this bill, is there anything that we can write
into it which would assist you as people at the State level in
making the tough political decisions so that approved harzardous
waste sites will become politically feasible and will not become the
subject of the sort of furor that Governor Tesdale mentioned in his
testimony?

We went through a process in our State which lasted, it seems
like an eternity in trying to find sites for a prison. And I think
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everybody will concede that you have to have prisons. And yet for
every community that was designated as a possible prison site it
became a kind of public cause. No, we don't want a prison site in
our community. Now we are going through the same sort of situa-
tion with respect to hazardous wastes in northern Missouri, where
nobody wants them. And if every time something is suggested or
land is acquired, if it has to be licensed by State officials, if you are
going to have 50,000 petitions presented in Jefferson City and if
you are going to have public rallies and the like are we ever going
to get to the end of this situation or is what we are talking about
simply an open-ended fund where Uncle continually shells out
money over and over again to try to solve a problem which, be-
cause it is becoming more politically sensitive and because of the
licensing and the notice requirements and what not that is now
required at the State level, is going to get harder to solve rather
than easier?

Governor TEADAL. Well, Senator, I would make two points.
First of all, there is merit in much of what you say but when I
think of the 40-year history of dumping in Missouri, I think first of
all we have to address the need to take the most obvious sites that
pose a danger and do something about them.

For example, I mentioned to you the site discovered near Aurora
in southwest Missouri. I believe that the experts can substantiate
that there is enough dioxin, at Verona, near Aurora, to kill 2
million people.

Another example that we have, and I would like to submit and
leave this with the committee, another example of the site is the
West Lake land fill in St. Louis County. That site with that toxic
chemical. Although we don't know for sure, it could contaminate
the ground water in the Missouri River flood plain.

In your law, you can write in some reasonable provision by
which the States can provide for the Federal Government a list of
sites which are most obvious and impose the most real and present
danger. You ask if dumping will ever go away. Probably not, but
the law that you mention in the State does set up pretty good
regulations. And the special legislation being considered by the
special session provides for even tougher regulations to prevent
really dangerous toxic materials from being dumped.

Senator DAFORH. Could I just interrupt at that point? You
know much more about the Missouri law than I do but I don't
understand how that is going to be the case because there are
licensing requirements, are there not?

Governor TsDAu. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. But the licensing is done by somebody who is

appointed by you?
Governor TEASDALE. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. And you are an elected official?
Governor. TEASDALE. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. And there is a procedure for public notice

and public hearing?
Governor TEASDALE. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. Are you going to be able-and I am not

singling you out as one Governor; I am just saying you, as a
politician, as an elected person-are you going to be able to with-
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stand the heat from people who come from their communities and
say, "Put it somewhere else?"

Are we ever under these licensing procedures going to have a
safe place for disposing of hazardous wastes?

Governor TEASDALE. Senator, the answer to that question lies
more in the hands of science.

Senator DANFORTH. Politics, I would say, not science.
Governor TEASDALE. Well, I would like to add the hope of all of

us that a solution can be attained with tax incentives and with
ways to put proper pressure, legitimate pressure and incentive on
industry to find out ways to dispose of wastes without putting them
in the ground, such as recycling, and incineration. I understand
from scientists and persons more expert in this field than I, that in
the future, hazardous wastes, whether dioxines or PCB's or other
wastes of our industrial age, can be disposed of without burying
them in the ground.

Again, my testimony was not more to the future of finding sites
like the problem of finding prisons. I think our law and the pro-
posed amendments will put us in a position to make those judg-
ments. I am more interested in what are we going to do about the
landfills of dangerous materials in St. Louis County, in Jefferson
County, and in southwest Missouri.

Senator DANFORTH. I am interested in that, too, but what I am
concerned about is, are we setting in motion a process where illicit
disposal of waste is going to be even more attractive in the future
than it has been in the past?

Governor TFASDALE. I don't think so. I think criminal penalties
can be added to the law. I think, again, science can help, and I
understand is in a position to help. I am more interested, again as
Governor, in the fact that for 40 years in our State and probably in
our country, we have allowed this unregulated method of hazard-
ous waste sites to develop.

I think the first priority is to, on a reasonal basis, remove the
public health danger and then go on to the question of how you
regulate and prevent in the future.

Senator DANFORTH. Well, can you tell me how hazardous waste
sites have been licensed in Missouri, approved of, by the State of
Missouri under our hazardous waste law?

Governor TEASDALE. The law only went into effect in July of this
year, Senator, and we haven't had time to even test that.

Senator DANFORTH. I thought you called a special session to
strengthen it?

Governor TFADALE. We did, and a moratorium has been placed
on the granting of any permits until the special session is over.

Senator DANFORTH. But how are we ever going to dispose of 1.2
million to 1.4 million tons of hazardous wastes if you are not giving
permits to any place where one can be safely disposed?

Governor TEASDALE. Hazardous wastes do not mean that all of it
would constitute a public health problem. Hazardous wastes in-
clude-and Fred Lafser is here, if you want to go into categories-
hazardous wastes, as defined in Missouri's law, include a wide
variety of wastes. The kind of hazardous waste that I am speaking
about and the kind of waste that people are fearful of are those
that are called poisonous or toxic.
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I think we are in a position to limit toxic or poisonous or danger-
ous wastes. I think we have to be, and I think we have to find
different ways of. disposing of it than putting it in the ground,
which, as you say, may eventually contaminate the water, for
example.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you have a way in Missouri?
Governor TASDALE. Well, there are ways under our law of regu-

lating that, and the question of what to do with poisonous chemi-
cals is a separate question from the cleanup question.

Senator DANFoRTH. Thank you.
I would ask the question of everybody in the panel.
Senator BRADLEY. We will let the other panel members respond

after Senator Durenberger questions.
Senator DURENBERGER. I would be happy to let them respond to

that question, because this is the same line of questioning that I
wanted to suggest. I guess it is our responsibility here to look at
the tax that is generating the Superfund. But the secondary ques-
tion with regard to the tax is whether or not it is going to be
money spent wisely, and I think Jack is putting his finger on that
issue, as several of you have in your testimony.

There is an obvious concern. You know I come from another do-
gooder State like Missouri, with the same kinds of problems, a

tate that is always trying to get out ahead of these problems; and
yet, you know, it is very clear to us that the solution should be at
the State and local levels, and that the ultimate solution is not just
in cleaning up old waste sites but it is getting out ahead of thedispo salproblem.

nd Aet we have lived in our community with the fact that you
people are also promoting industry for very good reasons; you need
the tax base; and every time there is an environmental issue that
comes up in a county or a city in my State, and most cities around
this country, it is an issue of are we going to injure our tax base by
coming down too hard on the environment?

The solid waste act that was passed here, or wherever it was a
couple of years ago, creates nothing but controversy in my State.
The rural counties don't want metropolitan wastes. The suburban
counties don't want the stuff shipped out from the city. Why
should we open up umpteen acres in our county?

There is a good illustration here in Ruth's testimony about this
county in North Carolina. You know, all we did was issue a fran-
chise for a solid waste site; you know, what has that got to do with
anyhing else?

Well, there is some governmental responsibility to be discharged
in this area.

So, with that little added dimension, if it is helpful, I would like
to see the rest of the panelists address Jack's questions.

Mr. DEGNAN. Senator, I would like to make a suggestion, in
response to your specific request, by pointing out something that
we are doing in New Jersey.

Commissioner English had an advisory council formed by the
Governor which recently reported, and after which a bill has been
introduced into the legislature which will set up a hazardous man-
agement corporation, which will have a siting power, and effective-
ly take it away from local control and put it into the body of an
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administrative agency, perhaps with gubernatorial appointments,
but with specifically designed standards so that the denial of a
siting permit could be appealed to the court and reviewed on the
basis of its conformance to that standard.

This committee might consider, although not having given it
much thought, the availability of the assets in the fund to a partic-
ular State on its adopting a statutory scheme which would allow it
to assume its fair share of treating toxic wastes.

The technology is available.
Senator DANFORTH. I think that is a good idea and we could do

that.
Mr. DEGNAN. I think it is a good idea.
Senator DANFORTH. We could cohsider any expenditure from the

Superfund to a State which does have in place a method of dispos-
ing of hazardous wastes. -

Senator BRADLEY. I think that is an outstanding idea, particular-
ly if we allowed the States that do have such a law in place to
receive a greater proportion of the fund.

Mr. DEGNAN. I might suggest you will be generating by that just
the kind of political pressure which might get it passed by the
State legislature and signed by our Governor; and if you combine
that with strict enforcement--

Senator DANFORTH. General, it is not-do you call yourself gener-
al? When I was attorney general I refused to do so.

Mr. DEGNAN. I don't, although I am getting used to it.
Senator DANFORTH. My kids named our dog "General." But let

me ask you this: It would have to be conditioned, would it not, not
just on passing a law, because Missouri has a law, but also there
would have to be actual disposal sites which have been approved of.

The problem that I see with these licensing laws, just intuitively
and seeing what is happening in Missouri, is that immediately,
once you have this process, it is ultimately responsible to elected
officials for approving of hazardous waste sites, and nothing is
going to be approved. We are going to have the same sort of
moratorium we have now in Missouri, where absolutely nothing is
done to create safe disposal sites.

Mr. DEGNAN. I think, if you impose solne standards by which
that law was reviewed on the part of a Federal agency to insure
compliance, that it provides a meaningful opportunity to get li-
censed facility sites, and if you also pass this bill, which imposes a
very generous obligation on the part of generators, we might see
the same kind of energy which government and industry are dedi-
cating toward either opposing or proposing this bill, Senator, dedi-
cated to the passage of a meaningful bill at the State level.

Ms. KRETSCHMER. Mr. Chairman, I think, Senator, you have
really posed two questions; the first being how to make a hazard-
ous landfill site, or even a conventional landfill site, palatable to
elected officials, enabling them to vote for it; and if I had the
answer to that, I think I would have the wisdom of Solomon.

I don't think there is an answer, except really doing a lot of
groundwork with your constituents, and then having elected offi-
cials having the guts to fight, to vote for something they know they
should vote for.
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In Du Page County we have done that. We are the owners of two
landfills right now. One is in my district and I hear about it all the
time, but we have been successful at it. It has been a worrysome
feature for us. We are doing it. It has to be done. We are an urban
county and everything has to go someplace.

The second question now posed is, is the Federal Government
stepping into something that they are going to be into from now
until eternity with this bill? And I don't think so. As a matter of
fact, I think this bill is part of the solution rather than part of the
problem, because it does put the responsibility not only on the
landfill owner and operator, but it also puts the responsibility on
the manufacturer, the consumer, the transporter, and so on down
the line.

So we see this as a step forward because I think chemical and
other companies that manufacture hazardous wastes will now rec-
ognize they have seven-eighths of the responsibility of any prob-
lems that arise. We think this bill is part of the answer, is part of
the solution.

Senator BRADLEY. I would like to hear from Commissioner Eng-
lish and then I want to address your question.

Ms. ENGLISH. I appreciate the type of furor you are talking
about. I live in a community that will not accept a senior citizens'
home.

Moving on, what we are talking about is what is already in
place, and the legacy that we have; and we have got to have some
way to clean it up, and it costs money. That is what we are talking
about; and it has to be a responsible amount, and that is what we
have all been talking about this morning.

Will it ever be over? In terms of those finite, abandoned sites,
hopefully in some predictable period of time; that is when RICRA
comes into effect as to the ongoing activities.

When you add to that an ongoing capability not only on the
State level through a hazardous waste management corporation-
New York already has a quasilegislative, quasijudicial group that
has that kind of siting ability-I think there has to be the next
point, and that is the ongoing surveillance. You know, the public is
pretty conscious about this situation right now. So we have one
situation in our State called Rollins; it is a modern facility; but we
have continuing and ongoing public participation there about what
they can do next. Can they bury PCB's?

The public comes in and the folks are getting much more sophis-
ticated. So that is part of the system. This is no longer something
that can be dealt with by a junkyard dog mentality or those kinds
of expenses. This is expensive technology and it is something that
we have to license in that way and have very trained personnel.

Moving on, I don't think that any of the chemical corporations
that have come here before you are disinterested in this issue, and
most of them want to dispose properly of as much hazardous
wastes as they can on their own sites, which also has to be some-
thing that is regulated.

But we have 15 commercial sites in our State and 24 onsite
operations that are going on now, so, yes, it can be done.
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The political side of it, frankly, comes down to this: What will
the costs be if we don't take care of it now? And I submit those are
far in excess.

Senator DANFORTH. What do you think of the Degnan amend-
ment?

Ms. ENGLISH. The Degnan amendment? He had not checked with
me about it first.

Senator BRADLEY. Let me interrupt there, to inform the Senator
that the Dnan amendment is unnecessary, because it is already a
part of S. 1480, and I read from the bill:

The President shall not use any money in the fund unless the State in which the
facility or site is located first provides adequate assurance that such State will
assure the availability of a hazardous waste disposal facility acceptable to the
Administrator and in compliance with the requirements of subtitle (c) of the Solid
Waste Disposal Act for any necessary offsite storage, destruction, treatment or
secure disposition of hazardous substances.

If you would like to strengthen that, I for one would welcome
that effort, Senator.

Senator DANFORTH. I am going to consult with Attorney General
Degnan as to strengthening the words.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger, any questions?
Senator DURENBERGER. No questions.
Senator BRADLEY. No questions? Have we heard from everbody?
Mr. GRANNIS. Senator, I didn't get a chance to answer Senator

Danforth's question. I think the answer, at least from our experi-
ence in New York and from some of the experiences of other States
in the country, and it is not meant to be a flip answer, but to your
overall question, no and yes are the two answers:

No; it is not open ended and, yes; we will have a finite solution
in the end.

The number of sites, as Commissioner English said, is finite, and
we will be able to deal with those. Once we find out where they are
and what is in those sites, we can commit the resources both local
and national resources, we hope, to resolving the problems of the
past disposal practices.

Until 2 years ago, nobody cared a great deal about the problems
of toxics. Most of the hazardous waste management acts that have
been put in in this country began in 1978, so that we've got fairly
new legislative history prior to that, and because of the lack of
action before, I think we have a real crisis in confidence of the
government getting involved in this issue.

I have held hearings throughout New York in the last 2 years,
nearly 2 dozen hearings, on all different aspects of toxic waste
disposal. It is one of the few areas where people are calling for
more government. The cry now is to "Get off our backs," except in
this issue on the environment. They want more government and
they want the government to step in.

New York is proposing to build a new site on State-owned prop-
erty. We have two licensed sites now that accept wastes from a
good deal of the Northeast, from as far away as Puerto Rico and
some of the other States that ship toxic materials to our two
licensed sites.

The question we are going through-and this is one of the great
sleeper issues of this whole toxics problem-is the siting-we are
going through the debate now as to whether that high-technology
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disposal facility, which will be ultimate disposal for those wastes
that can be incinerated, and land burials still for those heavy
metals that can't be incinerated, whether that facility will be built
with public funds or built and operated privately.

It is an issue that we are going to have to face. I think a number
of legislators are going to have to take their tails out from between
their legs and deal with this issue, because the option is, as I think
other people here mentioned, to have industry stop generating the
wastes, and they are not going to do that. Nobody here and no
legislature is going to do that.

Senator DANFORTH. Is site location in New York a political foot-
ball?

Mr. GRANNIS. Of course it will be; it will be a political football
for the actual site; where the plant will be built, it will be built-it
is our feeling now-on State-owned property; and I think once we
get by the sensitive election coming up, people can stand up a little
straighter and will stand up a little straighter.

We are going to make a move, I think, to limit the ability of
localities to zone out a clean, high technology site, which will be
heavily monitored, of course, by both the State and locality and
will be watched over; and a number of laws that we did not have
before for tracking these wastes. Well, the reason I can say with
some assurance we are going to be at the end of the problem is
that the Federal rules at long last are slowly coming on line for
identifying and manifesting these wastes, so that we will know who
is generating what, where it is going, who is disposing of it.

Criminal penalties have been increased in a number of jurisdic-
tions. As people have watched this issue more carefully over the
last 2 years, we have begun to get the handle on it legislatively;
and I think we will. I think a number of States, those that want
the business to stay, also the big business of disposing of these toxic
wastes, are going to get into the business and make those decisions
that are difficult.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Let me interject here, if Senator Durenberger doesn't have any

questions, I have a number.
I would say that prospectively some of the problems that you are

talking about will be dealt with with the strict imposition of the
Resource Recovery and Conservation Act regulations, and that in
combination with the Superfund, I think, goes some ways toward
answering your fear, which I certainly hold as well, about the
political determination to actually site a waste disposal facility.

I would say that the Superfund bill is really important, for
several reasons:

First of all, the chemical industry needs the Superfund bill now
to restore public confidence ir. the industry to establish that they
are not constantly polluting all over this country. I also think the
industry needs the postclosure fund, where they will have a way of
ensuring themselves against future liability with the postclosure
fund that is in the bill now; and, third, it is sunsetted so that after
6 years we can take a look at it and see if it has worked well.

If it hasn't worked well, we can see if it has been abused, and if
indeed it is simply, as some have been concerned, a payout in the
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long term, without any corrective measures being taken to cut off
the supply of toxic wastes into the environment.

And it is with these things in mind that I would like the panel,
and particularly the Attorney General, to address the liability
portion of this bill.

I would like to have your impressions as to whether you think as
I do-that the joint, strict, several liability for clean up and third
party damages in this bill is an incentive for the clean up of dumps
that were caused by past practices.

Do you feel that the liability provisions would be an incentive?
Mr. DEGNAN. Absolutely, I do. I should have added that as a

point which I think underlies the public policy of imposing strict
liability against the manufacturer or the generator in this case the
hauler or disposer as well, Senator, and; that is, that it builds in an
incentive, aside from distributing the cost burden fairly and allow-
ing for insurance against it, it provides an incentive for the legal
prospective disposal of toxic wastes, and I think also, because of the
magnitude of the liability involved, and the potential that it will
get worse, for the clean up of existing sites known to the generator
or the disposer to exist, who knows that without some action on his
part he faces a very serious liability problem.

I have said it as well as I could.
Senator BRADLEY. Without that liability indeed he might just

continue to go forward without improving the standard of -care?
Mr. DEGNAN. I think on a hard, economic basis it might be worth

the risk to him without that strict liability.
Senator BRADLEY. If you recall the first witness who testified that

it was easier in Louisiana in the refinery to pay the $500 a month
in fimes and go ahead and pollute than it was to correct.

Mr. DzGNAN. And I might add, on the basis of our experience, I
think we have done as much as any State in the Nation in terms of
criminal enforcement of the penalties for illegal disposal of toxic
wastes; well, let me say it would be a mistake to rely on increased
criminal law enforcement attention to this problem as a remedy to
it.

We turn too often to the companies to do that which we can
otherwise achieve. I think it would be a great mistake to just hit
them with a club and not provide some built-in incentives for self-
motivated actions.

Senator BRADLEY. Yesterday, we did hear testimony from, and
comments from, members of the committee about the insurance
costs involved in trying to cover a company against this liability.
You alluded to the experience of product liability and spill fund
liability. The charge was made yesterday that if this strict, joint,
several liability goes into-effect, that it would basically put small
businessmen out of business, bankrupt them, because they couldn't
afford the insurance costs.

In your judgment, has that been the experience with product
liability or with spill fund liability, and would you expect that to be
the case? And, please, I don't want this just to go to the Attorney
General, but I would like him to comment on it, and anyone else
who would choose to, I would welcome their comments for the
record.
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Mr. DEGNAN. It certainly hasn't been my experience in observing
the development of product liability law in New Jersey that it has
put people out of business. On the contrary, it has taught them to
anticipate that those costs are part of the cost of doing business
and ought to be considered by them in what ultimate consumer
price is set for the product.

It has certainly not been our experience in connection with our
civil lawsuit; for example, the Ventron suit has not gotten to the
point where it is putting anybody out of business, despite the same
kinds of fears which were articulated in New Jersey when that suit
was first generated; and I think it is too early to tell with the spill
compensation fund. But so far the compensation fund itself is, or
the costs inherent to it by the people who pay for it, certainly
hasn't put anybody out of business.

The only people put out of business were -illegal toxic waste
disposers.

Mr. GRANNIS. Senator, if I could just add to what the Attorney
General just said, one of the interesting points that has come up in
our hearings is that one of the inducements to industry to properly
comply with the law would be a possible addition in a liability
section to say that if wastes are disposed of in a licensed and
approved facility, knowing where we are in 1980, that at that
point, assuming that the manifest was properly filled out and that
everything else was done according to the existing rules and regu-
lations, that that ultimate disposal would terminate the chances
for liability against a generator transporting those wastes, Senator,
to say that there is some finite cutoff point that after which we can
say you cannot worry about those wastes.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, the bill has gone to some length to
narrow the scope of liability by exempting from liability those
substances that are undesignated by the various environmental
acts as being hazardous substances, and it also has excluded from
its liability provisions waste management in compliance with a
permit.

So, I think you have made a good suggestion though.
Mr. GRANNIS. Well, it comes out of the Love Canal experience,

Senator, arguably, and this is not my part to argue the industry's
side, that they did comply with whatever rules and regulations, as
weak as they were at Love Canal site when Hooker was dumping.

There is a broader question involved than Hooker at the Love
Canal particularly, and that is, that we have increasing evidence of
Federal Government involvement in the dumping at Hooker Canal.
We have what the Army, from the munitions plants and some of
the chemical plants that operated in the Erie-Niagara area during
the Second World War--Senator, we have a number of eyewitness
accounts of Army vehicles present at the site and disposing of
undesignated wastes in the Love Canal sites.

And the position of the Army so far has been to stonewall their
investigation into our eyewitness accounts of what went on there.
So that the liability goes beyond just private sector liability and
goes to public sector liability as well.

Senator BRADLEY. Let me ask you another question, and this goes
to the issue of the size of the fund. We have a fund here of $4.1
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billion. The fund which the House has under consideration is $1.9
billion.

Now, we heard testimony yesterday from the chemical industry
that said that our fund is way too high. Now, we have here today
individuals who represent Governors of the country and the State
legislatures of the country and the counties, and the attorneys
general and environmental commissioners, and I was curious as to
whether you think this is the proper solution.

I would like you to give me some response or facts so that I don't
just hear that "We want more from the Federal Government." I
think that the New Jersey experience of the cost of various clean-
ups is constructive here and the potential costs of cleanups of the
polluted atmosphere.

Senator DANFORTH. I wonder if you could ask what the States
responsibility should be, and What portion of the total amount
should be furnished at the State level?

Senator BwLzy. As it is now, the bills do not require State
contributions to the fund.

Senator DANFORTH. But if the State officials are going to tell us
the degree of Federal involvement that they think is required, I
would like to find out what they are prepared to do.

Senator BRLuixy. It is fine with me. We have an outstanding
record in New Jersey.

Ms. ENGLISH. If I may respond, first of all, because New Jersey
began in 1977, we have a fund that reached $7 million. We also
have a State responsibility which is $3 million in terms of our
general revenues.

We then also go against the fund for some administrative ex-
pense, I think, which will about equal that; so I think you can see
that there has been a State role that has been pretty significant.

In my own budget that is about 10 percent. We only have a $5
billion budget in the State, and I think that puts it in some sort of
perspective for you.

Senator DANFORTH. So the total amount that New Jersey spends
is what?

Ms. ENGLSH. The total amount that New Jersey spends in terms
of its own operating dollars, out of its own revenues, is $3 million,
which goes over the whole hazardous waste and hazardous products
area, and not just cleanup. It is the No. 1 concern of my depart-
ment in terms of putting, together a staff. I would continue to go
before my State legislature to increase the technology, to increase
the level of personnel, and then what we are doing is going against
the fund in order to get contractors.

One thing that I should point out to the committee, which has
been helpful to us, is that we have a treble damages aspect of the
fund which should work very well in trying to get companies to
clean up themselves. If they don't clean it up when we tell them to,
then we clean it up and charge them three times the amount. That
has turned out to be a powerful incentive.

Senator DANFORTH. But the cleanup operation itself, what por-
tion of the governmental dollars do you think should be spent by
the Federal Government and what portion by the State govern-
ment?
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Senator BRADLEY. Let me correct the record there, to say that
the bill does provide for a 10-percent State payment of the costs of
government response. The response fund in this bill would be about
$2.6 billion.

Senator DANFORTH. What portion do you believe the States
should pay?

Ms. ENGLISH. Based upon our experience and what I have been
testifying to you about, we find our own experience to be much
closer to the Pennsylvania estimate, $4 billion, than the chemical
manufacturers' guess.

Senator DANFORTH. But the idea of a superfund is that the
Government is to spend x dollars for cleanup, but of the total
proportion what percent do you think the States should pay?

Ms. ENGLISH. Ninety-ten has done a lot in this country and I will
go along with that.

Senator DANFORTH. You think the States should only have to pay
10 percent?

Ms. ENGLISH. Ten percent of what?
Senator DANFORTH. Of the cleanup cost, no more than that?
Ms. ENGLISH. That is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Has New Jersey been one of the States peti-

tioning to Congress to call the constitutional convention in limiting
the expenditures?

Ms. ENGLISH. No. At the same time, I bring to the Senators'
attention that our department has been testifying in the Congress
since 1975 on this issue, so that I have watched funding levels and
I have watched committees that this issue has mysteriously ap-
peared before moving from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and I submit
to you, Mr. Chairman, that this is now the time for the Congress to
act.

Ms. KRETSCHMER. I have to add that we may be a local level of
government, but we have been very, very positive in what we have
been doing in our county. We recently purchased two old dump-
sites, and we purchased them because they presented a hazard to
the people of our county.

We haven't gotten into what is in them as yet, but at this point
we are prepared to clean them up. Given the fact we don't run out
of money, hopefully we won't have a Love Canal; but we have done
this because it had to be done. There was no one else to do it, and
we did it.

We aren't looking to the Federal Government for anything. If we
run into something that we can't handle, then I suppose we will
come looking to some other entity. At this point we are doing it
ourselves.

We also have completed what we hope is a successful landfill, to
be used as a recreational area. We spent $60,000 last year just
monitoring that site with test wells and experts which were to tell
us what it was. We also are operating two landfills. We are putting
aside a portion of our revenue from the dumping at those landfills,
and we have them contracted out to other people to operate them.
We are putting aside a certain portion of the revenue for any
cleanup or any restoration that has to be done.
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I think that the county government as a whole has acted respon-
sibly. We. do not look to the States or the Federal Government for
money unless we find that it is beyond our ability to act.

Mr. DEGNAN. I have two points: It seems to me you are trying to
do three things: You're trying to create a fund to handle the
problem, where there is a possibility. I think we will all probably
agree that no amount of money is enough to deal with the poten-
tial problem we have, and we have a real potential ,problem on
those sites.

On the otherhand, you want to create a fund, the fees of which
are sufficient to put adequate pressure on producers, generators,
and disposers to do it legally, and to make the cost of doing it
illegally sufficiently high that there is a self-generated pressure to
do it legally.

I don't think this bill is enough, although I recognize that there
are limits on even the Federal Government's ability, but I do know
that the House bill isn't adequate.

Senator BRADLrz. When you say abandoned sites or orphan sites,
did you also mean to say that you included releases as it is includ-
ed in S. 1480-we want to clean up not just abandoned sites but also
the possibility of a truck breaking down on the turnpike, and we
would like to be able to clean that up?

Mr. DiGNAN. Yes.
Mr. GRom s. The fee system that you are talking about, the

Federal fund under S. 1480 is an 80-20 split, so there is $100
million, or whatever the figure comes out, and 20 percent-comes
from Federal tax levy funds and the rest is an industry fee, so that
the 90-10 match that you talked to Commissioner English about,
with the States joining in a partnership with industry and the
Federal Government, I think, is a fair split.

Senator DANFoRTH. Only 10 percent, you mean?
Mr. DzGNAN. I can't go to the math on what the Federal tax levy

share will be of that, but the Federal taxes make up only 20
percent of the ultimate size of the fund.

Governor Teasdale. The National Governors Conference endorsed
the 90-10 match, and I agree with that. It is hard to be arbitrary,
but my idea at least is a reasonable amount of participation by the
States, which would require they be serious in their effort.

On the chairman's question about the cost, we don't in Missouri
even have the ability to make an accurate estimate as to cost. In
the special session I called, I am asking our Missouri Legislature
for about almost $800,000 for that specific reason, to give some
estimate on how much it would cost to clean up the sites in
Missouri.

Senator BwRLEY. That is a very valuable contribution, I think.
The cost is very important. I think it is good to keep in mind when
we talk about funds of this dimension, $2.6 billion, that the esti-
mate is that that is only going to be available to clean up the 400
or 500 worst sites in the country. The rest, of course, would be left
to the State to take over or for further legislation.

I would like to also put in the record the exact figures on the
New Jersey control fund, how much revenues have been collected,
and I would submit that for the record now. It shows that in the
course of operations in the last year or 2 years that a total of $20
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million had been collected, and the total of $9,000,000 be expended.
Now, that is in part because of the problem that Commissioner
English referred to, because it takes a long time to clean up these
sites.

Senator BRALzY. If we could, I would like to get into the ques-
tion of the manifest system. We haye had disagreement in the
committee and among the chemical industry representatives as to
how a manifest system should work.

I am curious for the record, Commissioner English, if you could
tell us how the manifest system works in New Jersey. If we went
to a waste tax tomorrow, a hazardous waste tax, would that mani-
fest system that is in place do the job, and how long would it be
before we could actually get sufficient revenues from a manifest
waste fee system? --... "M

Ms. ENGUSH. Senator, to us the Nw Jersey experience which
has been, again, in place since mid-1977, the manifest system was
designed not as-a taxing mechanism but it is an enforcement tool,
to fid out, once generated and once disposed of, does what you
generate get to the disposal site in the truck with what you said
was in there, so you can dispose of it properly.

That, I submit, is what the system ought to be. It is really a
police tool; a taxing system is another issue.

As I understand the proposal that may have been put before you
yesterday, there are some members of the industry who would
prefer to tax on the basis of what is disposed of, as opposed to what
is generated. I do not believe that that is the system, number one,
that you can check as carefully, frankly, because there are two
different items.

From our point of view, where the technocrats are involved, they
want to make certain that they can keep track of what the sub-
stance is and make certain it is being properly disposed of, and
that is the way you also try to keep track' of the illegal dumping.

So, one is a police system, if you will, and the second is another
thing. I believe the generation of the substance is the proper way
to do it, and the way we do it in New Jersey.

Senator BRADLEY. And the fee is placed at what juncture of
production or transportation?

Ms. ENGLSH. At the transfer.
Senator BRADLEY. One cent on the barrel, basically?
Ms. ENGLISH. One cent a barrel on petroleum products. Wait a

minute. I have to go through all of this again. It is 0.4 percent of
fair market value, whichever is higher.

Senator BRADLEY. That is for chemicals?
Ms. ENGLISH. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. And there are how many substances that are

dealt with there?
Ms. ENGLISH. 300.
Senator BRADLEY. Senator Danforth, do you have any further

questions?
Senator DANFORTH. Do you think that that is workable, or is that

unworkable?
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Senator BLADuLY. I think that that is a good question. How long
has it taken New Jersey to get its manifest system in place so it is
reasonably workable?

Ms. ENGLISH. Three years; but may I explain something, why
that is so?

We use a computerized system and I do not want to go into the
technology that has caused all of the problems, except that that
makes a wonderful intergovernmental hassle of what type of
system that you are really going to use.

I would not submit that part is the proper mode, but assuming
one has a computerized system and one knows who the generators
are, then you can pretty well keep track.

Mr. GRmNNIs. That doesn't cover transportation in and out of
New Jersey; that is one problem we have been working on, the
need for a continuing manifest system, so when it crosses State
lines we know where it is going and we find out whether the
4iaterial really gets there.

Senator BRADLy. It has to be a national system, or all of the
wastes are going to go in the wrong place, where you don't have a
manifest system, which means it could be a long time before we get
a workable Federal manifest system; wouldn't you agree, Senator?

Ms. ENGLISH. My assistant here says-it is 5 years to fulfill what
apparently has been actually suggested by the chemical manufac-
turers association.

Ms. KRTSCHMR. You can't always rely on what the manifest
says as to what is in the truck. We started spot-checking trucks
that had manifests and found when we started to check them, some
turned around and left, because they didn't have in them what
they said was in them.

Now that we have an inspector part time, we aren't having the
problem. Before they were making the assumption that our inspec-
tor wasn't there; so the manifest doesn't tell you what is inside the
vehicle at all times. You have to be suspicious.

Senator BRADLEY. I would like to thank the panel very much for
your contribution. If you have any further statements or contribu-
tions you would like to submit for the record, I will leave the
record open so that it will reflect those second thoughts, or after-
thoughts or additions.

With that, I would like to say this is the second hearing on the
Superfund bill. I think these hearings reflect the complexities in
alternate ways of trying to handle toxic substances as well as the
optional ways to do this.

The committee stands in adjournment.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

STATZEMNT OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

On behalf of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Orga-
nizations, I appreciate the opportunity to submit the following comments on S. 1480,
the "Environmental Emergency Response Act," awaiting action by your Committee.

The purpose of this legislation is to 'provide for liability, compensation, cleanup,
and emergency response for hazardous substances released into the environment
and the cleanup of inactive waste disposal sites."
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For the record, the AFL-CIO has been concerned with the vast and growing
problem areas of hazardous substances, both in the workplace and in the ambiem
environment. We have a particular concern over the. health and safety of workers
who are involved in the numerous aspects of the investigation and cleaning up of
hazardous waste sites. Already many workers are so involved, and their number
will grow as the cleanup program enlarges upon implementation of the kind of
program contemplated by S. 1480.

The Thirteenth Convention of the AFL-CIO in November 1979, adopted a policy
statement on the environment that included the following recommendation on the
cleanup on the inheritance of our industrial past-the vast no-man's-land of hazard-
ous waste dumps in ever section of the nation:

"The AFL-CIO . . 'Supports legislation to deal with the massive problem of
hazardous and toxic waste disposal by placing the responsibility for immediate
cleanup and its costs on those companies responsible. Adequate financial and per-
sonnel resources should be provided by the Congress to enable the EPA to identify
hazardous wastes sites, enforce their cleanup and develop safe methods for disposal
of wastes. Provision should be made for identification of citizens suffering property
damage or loss, death or illness from exposure to these sites."'

In supporting the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, the AFL-CIO,
with most others, looked to the future improvement of solid wastes management
embodied in that statute and overlooked the accumulated dangers of past irresponsi-
ble disposition of hazardous wastes for which RCRA provides no relief nor remedy.

In addition to our broad concern over the potential for environmental and public
health threats that are already being manifested in one area after another across
the land, our particular concern is the health and safety of workers involved in the
investigation and cleanup ofhazardous wastes sites. The size of this workforce will
grow at a rate proportional to the resources devoted to the cleanup task authorized

by this legislation. It is our belief, moreover, that as information broadens resources
will be made available by the Congress on a far more massive scale than is provided
by S. 1480. However, the Administrator is required to report to Congress within four
years of the funds establishment as to adequacy and any changes in the fee systems.

The AFL-CIO strongly endorses this bill and expresses the hope that this Com-
mittee and the Congress fully recognizes the need for its passage and enactment
during this session of the Congress. The indefinite continuation of a basically
unabated situation will only prolong the damage to natural resources and human
health by this garantuan toxic sore on the body of America, and needlessly increase
the costs of the cleanup effort.

The record is replete with various estimates of the number of disposal sites in the
United States containing potentially hazardous wastes, raging from 30,000 to
50,000 with perhaps 1,200 to 2,000 posing danger to health and the environment.
Leaching of these chemicals contaminates groundwater runoff or overflow; contami-
nates surface waters; the air is polluted by open burning, evaporation and wind
erosion, fire and explosion. Poisoning of human beings, fish, and wildlife comes by
way of the food chain. Human beings can be contaminated by direct contact with
the toxic material or materials. Already there are numerous reported cases of
workers suffering adverse health effects, particularly skin related conditions. The
potential synergistic effects among chemicals lying in waste sites, and unknown
chemicals lying in such sites increases the risks associated with exposure to them.

Protection of workers involved both in the cleanup of abandoned and inactive
sites, as well as the management and cleanup of sites in use must be considered as
an element of the highest importance in this legislation.

We believe that S. 1480, when enacted will constitute a strong push on companies
dealing with hazardous substances to comply by establishing the doctrine of strict
liability for those responsble for cleanup costs, abatement and third-party damages.
Moreover, machinery for prompt and adequate compensation to injured parties is
provided by S. 1480. In this connection, Sec. 4(cX3XA) confers a benefit of great value
to workers who may be involved in hazardous wastes and suffer a disabling occupa-
tional illness, and gives us hope that it will set a precedent which will hasten the
day when this benefit will be available to all workers suffering disabling occupation-
al illnesses. We are referring specifically to:

1. The provision that certain kinds of medical and scientific evidence can be used
to demonstrate causal relationship between exposure to toxic materials and occupa-
tional illness. These would include animal and tissue studies, epidemiolosr;al stud-
ies, if the court decides such data are sufficiently probative to be admitted as
evidence.

2. The rebuttable presumption language which allows a worker or other claimant
to introduce evidence showing that he or she has been exposed for a sufficient
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period or to a sufficient quantity of a toxic material or materials for which the
defendant is liable under S. 1480.
We are gratified to see the provision conditioning the issuance of grants or

contracts on compliance with the prevailing wage provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act,
and an additional provision protecting employees from employer discrimination
arising from their lawful participation in the Act.

We wish to present for your consideration some suggestions for strengthening S.
1480. They are as follows:

1. Definition of a "hazardous substance" in Sec. 2(aX13). This definition would
appear to be too narrow in scope and fails to include substances ignitable at less
than 140" Fahrenheit, and those which are corrosive or explosive. These categories
just referred to are defined in various EPA regulations, and should be clearly
included in the definition in this subsection.

2. In Sec. 10(e), the President is empowered to investigate threatened plant
closures or layoffs which a management alleges are-brought about by the adminis-
tration of this bill when in effect. We recommend that the President be directed to
investigate the allegations, not only at the request of any party, but on his own
information, that he be given the power to subpoena records of the facility or the
parent corporation, and that if the resultant findings of fact demonstrates false
information by the employer, the latter shall be subject to a civil penalty of $10,000.
Such changes would, in our opinion, provide sustantial relief to workers from the
old device of environmental blackmail consistently practiced by managements on
their employees in order to obtain their support against necessary environmental
cleanup.

3. If the protection of workers involved in hazardous wastes cleanup is to be
adequately carried out, it will require the full and active cooperation of the three
leading agencies (EPA, NIOSH, and OSHA) whose governing statutes enable them
to participate in such an overall program. Also indispensable to a successful effort is
the cooperation of management as well as the assistance of workers.

See. 6(aXlXp) provides the foundations for such a joint program. What we would
like to see in this subsection is language designating the lead agency in its imple-
mentation. This could be accomplished by establishing a rotating chairmanship with
the designee of Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency starting off,
and passing the baton to the next agency head's designee after a year's period.

In our judgment, there are two other weaknesses in this subsection. The first is
that there is no means of arriving at final evaluation and approval of a joint worker
protection program developed by these agencies except mutual agreement among
themselves. Perhaps this problem could be solved by requiring the finally formu-
lated operational plan to be submitted to the Administrator of EPA, and the
Secretaries of Labor and Health and Human Services for the final decision to
proceed.

Attached to these comments are copies of correspondence between the Director of
the Department of Occupational Safety and Health of the AFL-CIO, who wrote on
November 26, 1979, and the Administrator of EPA, the Assistant Secretary of Labor
for OSHA, and the Director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health of the Department of Health and Human Services.

This correspondence illustrates the needed delineation of the basic components of
protection of workers in hazardous wastes cleanup and the particular contributions
toward this goal which each agency can accomplish, with proper resources at its
disposal, under its governing statute or statutes.

Since this exchange of letters, there have been two joint meetings with repre-
sentatives of the three agencies and those involved unions, together with two
internal meetings of the agencies. We believe that progress is being made toward a
final joint administrative agreement which will provide some measure of progress in
protecting some workers until such a time as S. 1480 is law. -

All of this is prelude to our strong suggestion that the responsibilities of each
agency to carry out the intent of Sec. 6(aXlXp), be clearly set forth in the legislative
history of S. 1480, in elaborating on what the broad provisions of the above subsec-
tion refer to in a practical, programmatic way.

In conclusion we wish to reiterate our strong endorsement of the major provisions
of the Environmental Emergency Response Act (S. 1480). We urge you to consider
favorably our suggestions for improvement. Finally, we believe that this present
Congress should and must enact this legislation and without further delay prepare
this nation to meet the most dangerous environmental challenge of this decade.
Needless delay will only make the problem more acute, the dangers more imminent
and the job of cleanup more costly to us all.
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DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALII,
November 28, 1979.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. COSTLY,
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C

DwA DOuG: During recent weeks, it has come to my attention that workers
engaged in cleanup of Love Canal and other chemical dump sites are in immediate
and grave danger from exposure to toxic waste chemicals. According to physicians
and researchers monitoring the Love Canal situation, workers involved in cleanup
operations have not been informed of potential risks and are being afforded little or
no protection from exposure to toxic chemicals.

Given the extent of the waste chemical problem, we can expect many thousands
of workers to be engaged in cleanup operations over the next decade. As the
representative of many workers involved in cleanup, including members of the
Operating Engineers and Laborers International Union, the AFL-CIO is deeply
concerned that the poisoning and pollution of community lands and waters not be
extended to thousands of workers whose jobs will involve the cleanup and disposal
of environmental wastes.

At this time, the AFL-CIO asks you to take the following actions under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act to protect workers engaged in chemical
cleanup and disposal:

(1) Identify all dump sites where cleanup is currently under way or planned and
transmit such information to OSHA and NIOSH.

(2) In coordination with OSHA and NIOSH, develop a hazard alert which sets
forth detailed procedures for protection in cleanup operations-i.e., appropriate
protective clothing, respiratory protection, hygiene, medical surveillance and train-
ing-in addition to characterization of exposure potential and risks.

(3) Establish a contingency program for the awarding of federal monies for
cleanup of chemical waste which requires a demonstration that proper and ade-
quate protective measures will be afforded workers engaged in cleanup.

In addition to yourself, I have contacted Dr. Eula Bingham and Dr. Anthony
Robbins requesting action by OSHA and NIOSH in this matter. I would like to
convene a meeting with the principals of the three agencies within the next few
weeks to discuss the problems, actions outlined above and plan a coordinated
program for protecting workers engaged in cleanup operations.

I will be contacting your office within the next few days to set up a time for the
meeting.

Attached is a copy of that section of our recent Convention's policy resolution on
the environment and dealing with hazardous and toxic wastes disposal.

Thank you for your time and attention in this matter.
Sincerely,

GEORGE H. R. TAYLOR, Director.

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
Washington, D.C., January 80, 1980.

Mr. GEORGE H. R. TAYLOR,
Director, Department of Occupational Safety and Health, American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, Washington, .D.C.
DEAR GEORGE: Thank you very much for your letter of November 26, 1979, which

emphasized the desire that we both share, that all workers involved in cleanup
operations at hazardous waste sites be informed of potential risks and-be afforded
adequate protection.

Worker protection for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) personnel
investigating and directing emergency response at these sites is one of the our
highest priorities. This emphasis on protecting our employees will also be carried
forward to all workers involved in clean up or control operations directed by EPA.

I understand that Congress, under the proposed Superfund legislation, is directing
increased attention to the protection of workers who might participate in hazardous
waste site control activities and who are engaged in the treatment, storage, tran&
ortation, and disposal of hazardous wastes.Staff from our Office of Legislation
hve discussed possible amendments with American Federation of Labor and Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) staff to assure adequate worker protec-
tion and to improve coordination between appropriate Federal agencies.

I concur with your recommendation that EPA work closely with Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and National Institute of Occupational
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Safety and Health (NIOSH) to help insure that the latest information and technique
are made available for worker protection at hazardous waste sites. I understand
that you have also discussed this matter with Dr. Joseph L. Highland of the
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), and I welcome their interest and support on
this issue. I have instructed Mr. Robert C. Magor, the head of the EPA Office of
Occupational Safety and Health to work closely with your office, OSHA, and NIOSH
and develop an approach under existing laws that will maximize workers' safety. I
understand that you will be meeting on February 6, 1980, to discuss this matter.

Again, thank you for your concern.
Sincerely yours,

DouoiLAs M. Cosrm.

DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY Arm HEALTH,

November 26, 1979.
Dr. EuLA BmoiHAm,
Assistant Secretary, OSHA, Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DAR EutA: During recent weeks, it has come to my attention that workers
engaged in cleanup of Love Canal and other chemical dump sites are in immediate
and grave danger from exposure to toxic- waste chemicals. According to physicians
and researchers monitoring the Love Canal situation, workers involved in cleanup
operating have not been informed of potential risks and are being afforded little or
no protection from exposure to toxic chemicals.

Given the extent of the waste chemical problem, we can expect many thousands
of workers to be engaged in cleanup oprations over the next decade. As the repre-
sentative of many workers involved in cleanup, including members of the Operating
Engineers and Laborers International Union, the AFL-CIO is deeply concerned that
the poisoning and pollution of community lands and waters not be extended- to
thousands of workers whose jobs will involve the cleanup and disposal of environ-
mental wastes.

At this time, the AFL-CIO asks you to take the -following actions to protect
workers engaged in chemical waste cleanup and disposal:

(1) Immediately identify all chemical dump sites within the jurisdiction of each
OSHA Regional and Area office. In particular, dumps where cleanup is underway or
planned should be targeted.

(2) Immediately inspect/evaluate all major cleanup operations currently under-
way to determine the type and extent of exposures, the effects of exposure and
adequacy of protective measures.

(3) Develop a comprehensive regulatory program to protect workers engaged in
cleanup operations. In conjunction with NIOSH and EPA, OSHA should develop a
hazard alert which outlines exposure potential, risk from cleanup and details specif-
ic protective measures, i.e., identification of toxic chemicals, protective clothing,
respiratory protection, hygiene, medical surveillance and training. Enforcement of
the measures should be implemented through a program directive under Section
5(a) or the approrpriate health standard.

In addition to yourself, Douglas Costle and Dr. Anthony Robbins have been
contacted with requests for action on this matter. I should like to convene a meeting
of the principals of the three agencies within the next few weeks to discuss the
problems, actions outlined above and plan a coordinated program for protecting
workers engaged in cleanup.

Attached is a copy of that section-of our recent convention's policy resolution on
the environment and dealing with hazardous and toxic wastes disposal.

I will be contacting your office within the next few days to set up a time for the
meeting.

Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
Sincerely,

GEORGE H. R. TAYLOR, Director.
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, D.C., January 24, 1980.
Mr. GEoRGEc H. R. TAYLOR,
Director, Department of Occupational Safety and Health, American Federation of

Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, Washington, D.C.
DEAR GEORGE: Thank you for your letter requesting a meeting to discuss OSHA's

role in protecting workers engaged in cleanup operations of chemical dump sites
(e.g., Love Canal). Please accept my apology for the delay in responding.

We are in the process of studying the action described in your letter, and I would
like to confirm OSHA's interest in meeting with you to discuss this matter. Please
contact my office to set up a time for the meeting.

Sincerely,
EULA BINGHAM,
Assistant Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL
SAFETY AND HEALTH,

November 26, 1979.
Dr. ANTHONY ROBBINS,
Director,National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
Parklawn Building, Rockville, Md.

DEAR TONY: During recent weeks, it has come to my attention that workers
engaged in cleanup of Love Canal and other chemical dump sites are in immediate
and grave danger from exposure to toxic waste chemicals. According to physicians
and researchers monitoring the Love Canal situation, workers involved in cleanup
operations have not been informed of potential risks and are being afforded little or
no protection from exposure to toxic chemicals.

Given the extent of the waste chemical problem, we can expect many thousands
of workers to be engaged in cleanup operations over the next decade. As the
representative of many workers involved in cleanup, including members of the
Operating Engineers and Laborers International Union, the AFL-CIO is deeply
concerned that the poisoning and pollution of community lands and waters not be
extended to thousands of workers whose jobs will involve the cleanup and disposal
of environmental wastes.

At this time, the AFL-CIO asks NIOSH to take the following actions to protect
workers engaged in chemical waste cleanup and disposal:

(1) A health hazard evaluation of major cleanup operations in progress to deter-
mine the type and extent of exposures, effects of exposures and adequacy of protec-
tive measures.

(2) In coordination with OSHA and EPA, develop a hazard alert which sets forth
detailed procedures for protection in cleanup operations, i.e., appropriate protective
clothing, respiratory protection, hygiene, medical surveillance and training-in ad-
dition to characterization of exposure potential and risks.
__ I am aware that NIOSH is currently involved in an assessment of occupational
exposure to Weaste chemicals in several plants located near or on chemical dumps in
upstate New York. I am interested in determining more fully the present and
planned activities of NIOSH on this problem and in discussing the expansion of
those efforts to include the actions outlined above.

In addition to yourself, I have contacted Douglas Costle and Dr. Eula Bingham
requesting action by EPA and OSHA on this matter. I would like to convene a
meeting with the principals of the three agencies within the next few weeks to
discuss the problems, actions outlined above and plan a coordinated program for
protecting workers engaged in cleanup operations.

Attached is a copy of that section of our recent Convention's policy resolution on
the environment and dealing with hazardous and toxic wastes disposal.

I will be contacting your office within the next few days to set up a time for the
meeting.

Thank you for your time and attention in this matter.
Sincerely,

GEORGE H. R. TAYLOR, Director.
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DtpArrvIf oF HEALTH, EDucATioN, AND WEFARZ,
PusLc HEALTH SERvIcE,

Rockville, MS. January 4,1980.
Mr. GnoRoz H. R. TAYLOR,
Director, Department of Occupational Safety and Health, AFL-CIO,
Washington, D.C

DEa GRORoM Thank you for your letter of November 26. Our experience with
toxic waste sites also suggests a need for a set of recommendations for protective
procedures in clean-up o rations. The DHEW Interagency Committee on Potential
Health Effects of Toxic Chemical Dumps, I hope, will help to coordinate the varied
agencies concerned with these problems.

As you suggested, NIOSH has gained practical experience in this area by perform-
ing Health Hazard Evaluations (HHE) and offering technical assistance to other
agencies. Such projects have included removal of stored dioxins, removal of roadbed
contaminated with PCB, investigating health effects associated with the Hyde Park
landfill, and participation in removal of hexachlorocyclopentadiene from a waste
water treatment plant. We welcome and are prepared to do other HHE's in this
area, not just to be of service, but as you suggest, to gain further expertise.

I look forward to participating in the upcoming meetings.
Sincerely yours, ANTHONY ROBBINS, M.D., Director.
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September 17, 1980

The Honorable Russell B. Long
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The membership of the American Mining Congress
(AMC) will be directly impacted by both the liability
and funding provisions of the "Environmental Emergency
Response Act" (S. 1480). The fees imposed on suppliers
of inorganic raw materials will be paid by AMC members.

As you are aware, AMC is an industry trade
association of over 500 companies. The association's
membership includes the producers of most of America's
metals, coal and industrial and agricultural minerals;
manufacturers of mining and mineral processing machinery
and supplies; and the financial institutions which serve
the mining industry.

AMC recognizes that there is a genuine need for
a program to provide prompt, effective cleanup of
abandoned hazardous wastes. AMC supports legislation
limited to the establishment of a program for the cleanup
and stabilization of orphaned and abandoned sites. The
program would provide for correction of imminent hazards
to public health and compensation for damages arising
from those sites.

Unfortunately, S. 1480 does not limit itself
to addressing the real problem. It seeks to utilize
this genuine problem as a vehicle to carry amendments
which will change the thrust of the environmental
program established by Congress.

AMC is opposed to S. 1480 as reported by the
NJ. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works. In

addition, the problems inherent in S. 1480 cannot be
removed by amendments. An entirely new piece of
legislation is necessary.

The American Mining Congress did not present
testimony at the September 11 and 12 hearings of the
Senate Finance Committee on S. 1480. At those hearings
testimony was heard on the funding provisions of S. 1480
and proposed amendments relating tool spills. AMC
wishes to take this opportunity to comment on the funding
provisions contained in Section 5 of S. 1480.

Continued
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This does not mean that the funding provisions of
Section 5 can be considered apart from other provisions of
the bill. For example, Section 6 opens the Response Fund to
claims filed by parties whose claims for medical expenses
have not been satisfied by the owner or operator or guarantor
of the vessel or facility from which a hazardous substance
has been discharged or released (Section 6(b)(3)(D)). Only
a limited causal connection between the hazardous substance
and the injury is required and the procedure takes on the
attributes of a national health insurance plan.

With respect to the fee system set forth in Section 5
of S. 1480, the fee on sulfuric acid is of particular concern
to the nonferrous extractive metallurgical industry, especially
the smelting industry. In order to meet the requirements with
respect to S02 emissions established under the Clean Air Act,
many metallurgical operations have found it necessary to install
sulfuric acid plants which capture the S02 released during the
process and convert it into sulfuric acid.

Of the 37.9 million tons of sulfuric acid produced in
1979, only 2.89 million tons (or 7.6%) came from such sulfuric
acid plants on nonferrous smelters. The production costs of
this acid produced as a byproduct of pollution control (with
depreciation) averages approximately $34 a ton.

The sulfuric acid produced by nonferrous smelters usually
does-not compare in quality or purity to the acid produced from
sulfur-burning operations in the chemical industry. It cannot,
therefore, command the same price in the marketplace. Also,
most smelters are located in isolated desert areas far from the
commercial market for the sulfuric acid. The added transportation
costs also makes the acid economically unattractive. Consequently,
most of the sulfuric acid produced by smleters which is sold on
the open market is sold at a loss.

The costs associated with the operation of the sulfuric
acid plant at the nonferrous smelter (less the amount recovered
from the sale of the sulfuric acid) constitute part of the pro-
duction cost of the metals produced. The metals produced are
traded on the international market which does not allow these
pollution control costs to be passed along to the consumer.

Continued . . .
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S. 1480 would add an additional cost to these expensive -

pollution control devices in the form of a fee on sulfuric acid
commencing at 160 a short ton in 1981, increasing to $1.00 per
short ton in 1983, and climbing to the potential figure of $10
a short ton thereafter. This appears to impact unfairly the
nonferrous industry which produces sulfuric acid solely to comply
with the mandates of the Clean Air Act.

S. 1480 does contain two provisions which lessen the
impact of the sulfuric acid fee on the nonferrous smelting industry.
First, the exemption from the fee for acid used to make fertilizer.
Second, the discretionary authority to reduce the fee imposed on
material "produced solely as a byproduct of pollution controls and
used on-site or sold to other persons" (Section 5(e)(4)(f)(1)).
The latter provision, albeit discretionary, was added by the
Committee on Environment and Public Works (which also has juris-
diction over the Clean Air Act) in recognition of the problems
faced by the nonferrous smelter industry as described above.
AMC urges that this provision be modified to exempt from the fee
sulfuric acid produced solely as a byproduct of pollution control
or that the provision at least be retained in its present form.

During testimony before the Finance Committee, the Chemical
Manufacturers Association and others urged that the fee system
contained in S. 1480 be changed from the feedstock approach
currently utilized to a fee based on the volume of hazardous
waste. AMC opposes a fee system based on the volume of waste
produced.

The mining industry produces large volumes of material
which EPA chooses to characterize as hazardous waste. AMC does
not agree with that designation, but there exists the- strong
probability that EPA will continue to insist that much of the
material resulting from mining, smelting and beneficiation of
ores is hazardous because laboratory analysis reveals the presence
of trace/quantity metals, albeit in stable, relatively insoluble
forms. The material is characterized by a high volume and low
toxicity. It presents an extremely low risk if indeed any risk
at all.

The Administration has consistently taken the position
that it cannot set a fee based upon the degree of hazard associated
with waste, due to the technical and administrative complexities
involved. This is especially unfair considering the fact that
no evidence points to the mining industry as the culprit in the
vast majority of the chemical incidents cited as the basis for
this legislation.

Finally, a brief discussion of the post-closure liability
provisions of S. 1480 is appropriate. It must be recognized that
these provisions address problems different than those sought
to be remedied by the superfund legislation. AMC supports some
provisions which allow the owner or operator of a hazardous

Continued . . .

69-09 0-80-41
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waste facility to accurately forecast the costs that will be
associated with that facility after operations have ceased.
This will allow such costs to be accurately projected in determin-
ing the operating expenses of the site.

'The collection of a fee on hazardous waste deposited in such
a facility which will remain in place after the facility is closed
appears to be one possible solution to this issue. AMC particu-
larly supports the requirement contained in S. 1480, Section 5
(k)(2) which states "For wastes of large volume and relatively
low hazard, such fee shall reflect the relative hazard."

However, while AMC supports the concept of a post-closure
fund it does not fully endorse those provisions contained in S. 1480.
Those provisions constitute a first step, but additional considera-
tion is necessary before final passage of such a measure.

In conclusion, I wish to reaffirm AMC's opposition to
S. 1480. Legislation is needed to address the problem of orphaned
and abandoned sites, but S. 1480 is not that piece of legislation.
If the AMC can be of any assistance in providing further data in
support of these points, please feel free to call upon us for
assistance.

It is respectfully requested that this letter be included
in the Committee Hezrinq record on S. 1480.

Sincerely,

Edward R. Bingham
Chairman
AMC Environmental Matters Committee
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Am=icAN TEx E MANUFACTURERS INSrTm, INC.,
Washington, D.C., September 10, 1980.

Hon. RussuLu B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Dirksen Senate Office Buildin& Washington, D.C.

Ds" MR. CI .miuN: We would appreciate having this letter included in the
record of hearings on Section 5 of S. 1480, "The Environmental Emergency Re-
sponse Act." ATM! opposes the inequitable taxing of industry to supply money for
the creation of a "superfund" for environmental clean up.

ATM! is the central trade association of the United States textile mill products
industry representing some 80 percent of the domestic capacity for spinning, weav-
ing, kntting, and finishing textile products of cotton, wool, man-made fibers, and
Bill. Our industry is in the process of spending millions of dollars in order to comply
with provisions of the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act-expensive environmental legislation already en-
acted by the Congress.

The Hazardous Waste Response Fund created by section 5 of S. 1480 relies in
large part upon fees imposed on current industry which would be used in connection
with prescribed response authority to cover certain costs caused by the harmful
effects of releases of hazardous substances. Under this scheme, current industries
are taxed to remedy the effects of past industrial activities which may have been-
consistent with best techniques practiced at the time. In addition, the feepaying
industry may be providing funds to remedy situations for which it had no responsi-
bility whatsoever. In light of these important considerations, ATMI favors the use of
federal funds for the clean up, containment, and compensation of damages provided
for in S. 1480.

A waste end response fee is no more equitable than petrochemical feedstock fees
and presents several different problems in administration and fee levels. If the
RCRA regulations promulgated in May, 1980, listing numerous substances, waste
streams, and characteristics as "hazardous" are presumed as the basis for a waste
end fee system, a good possibility exsists that the court challenges already filed for
review in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit will radically alter what
eventually will be defined as hazardous under RCRA. Legislation may be considered
poorly drafted if the funding mechanism for S. 1480 is dependent upon another
legislative measure which is still evolving in terms of its implementation at the
administrative level. In addition, the imposition of a tax at the disposal level will
require a fee of at least $30. per ton of hazardous waste in order to meet S. 1480's
f u ding levels. The size of the fee may be large enough to encourage increased"midnight duping" and other avoidance tactics.

In conclusion, ATMI opposed the inequitable taxing of industry to provide envi-
ronmental clean up monies for the creation of a superfund. These fees are an added
burden to industries which are already endeavoring to raise the capital necessary to
comply with all other environmental legislation. The waste end response fee creates
administrative and fee level problems in its im lementation and is no more equita-
ble than the current superfund fee structure. AM prefers the use of federal funds
for the environmental clean up and damage compensation envisioned in S. 1480.

Sincerely,
W. RAY SHoCKLEY,

Executive Vice President.
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STATEMENT BY THE CORDAGE INSTITUTE-ROBERT J. KEF, EXECUTIVE DIREcTOR;

LEGAo R. HoLE, PRESIDENT

The Cordage Institute is an interested party to S.1480, The Environmental

Emergency Response Act, "To provide for liability compensation, cleanup, and

emergency response for hazardous substances released into the environment and

the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste disposal sites."

The Cordage Institute is a nonprofit trade association whose members are

the principal rope and twine manufacturers in the United States. The basic

objectives of the Cordage Institute are to promote the common business interests

of the cordage industry and to retain a viable domestic cordage industry to

supply the nation's cordage requirements. Institute members produce about

85 percent of the total domestic production of cordage. A list of members is

Exhibit I.

In regard to S.1480" the Cordage Institute Is greatly concerned and will be

affected by the $3.88 per ton tax on both propylene and ethylene [as described

in Section 5(d)(4)]. Both propylene and ethylene are used in the production

of polypropylene and polyethylene rope and twine, the major portion of synthetic

cordage sales by Institute members. In 1979, Cordage Institute members' sales

of synthetic rope were 57.5 million pounds, of which 28.2 million pounds were

of polypropylene and polyethylene. Industrial and agricultural polypropylene

twine sales in 1979 totalled 33.5 million pounds, over 80 percent of total syn-

thetic twine sles. (See Exhibit 11 for 1979 and current sales of Cordage

Institute members.)

The tax as applied to propylene and ethylene would, of course, increase

the final cost of olefin cordage products, approximately $.01 per pound. This

tax, in addition to the ever increasing costs of the petrochemical feedstocks,

would increase the costs of producing synthetic cordage and would result in a
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higher-priced product for the already beleagured consumer.

One product line in particular clearly illustrates the impact of higher

prices of propylene and its effect on the price of polypropylene twine.

Polypropylene agricultural twine is manufactured by Cordage Institute members.

This product competes directly with sisal agricultural twine. Sisal-is a

natural hard fiber grown principally in such underdeveloped countries as Mexico,

Brazil, Kanya, and Tanzania. Sisal twine production in the United States has

been virtually eliminated since the removal of the tariff on sisal agricultural

twine in 1950. The fiber producing countries have developed their own manufacturing

capabilities since that time and now export the finished product (twine and rope)

instead of the raw material (sisal fiber).

The import statistics for sisal agricultural twine illustrate the high

volume of this product. In 1979 total Imports of-sisal agricultural twine

totalled over 250 million pounds (see Exhibit II). Total sales of olef in

agricultural twine as published by the Textile Economics Bureau were 26.6 million

pounds in 1979 (see Exhibit IV). It is obvious that the competition is still

heavily favored toward natural fiber twine.

Sisal twine producers are very concerned and affected by the effect of

high petrochemical costs, in particular propylene resins. In reviewing the

informal price and quota arrangements for sisal, the Intergovernmental Group on

Hard Fibres of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

studies the effects of oil prices on prices of polypropylene twine. This price

arrangement not only provides renumeration to the growers, and considers the

Inflation rate and its effect on the costs of production and freight, but

safe guards its position with respect to synthetic twine.

Exhibit V is a copy of the study by the Intergovernmental Group on Hard

Fibres entitled, "Some Longer-Term Effects of Recent Developments in the
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Petrochemical Sector on the Competitive Position between Sisal and Polypropylene."

This report outlines the effect of higher prices of propylene on prices of poly-

propylene twine:

Polypropylene polymer, the basic raw material for producing polypropylene
agricultural twine. is of overriding importance in the economics of twine
manufacturing. Polypropylene resin accounted for almost two-thirds of
production costs of twine and this proportion may even rise further in
future. [Page 41

The report further demonstrates that any increases in the cost of producing

polypropylene twine would be advantageous to the sisal twine manufacturers. As

there is virtually no sisal twine industry left in the United States (one

producer, Twine Products Corporation of New Orleans, Louisiana, still produces

approximately 3 to 5 percent of U.S. consumption), the cordage industry has the

capacity to manufacture polypropylene twine for U.S. farmers.

The increased costs of producing polypropylene twine in the United States

will continually place it in a disadvantageous position with respect to sisal

agricultural twines. An additional tax placed on the raw material costs of

cordage production (both rope and twine), is an extra burden unfairly placed

on U.S. cordage manufacturers. The cordage manufacturer is already bearing

the increased costs of petrochemical feedstocks which the tax as proposed in

S.1480 will only increase further.

The Cordage Institute respectfully requests that S.1480, The Environmental

Emergency Act, not be passed in its present form.
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Exhibit I

CORDAGE INSTITUTE
1625 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE. N.W.. SUITE 506, WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20036

TELEPHONE: (202) 234.1161

LIST OF MEMBERS

REGULAR MEMBERS

American Cotton Yarns, Inc.
400 Plaza Drive
Westmont, Illinois 60559
312-654-3600

American Manufacturing Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 631
Honesda le, Pennsylvania 18431
717-253-5860

Lafayette Rope Division
P.O. Box 52125 - Oil Center
Lafayette, Louisiana 70505
318-837-9241

Artcraft Braid Company
39 Manton Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02909
401-831-9077

Berkley and Company, Inc.
Highway 71 & 9
Spirit Lake, Iowa 51360
712-366-1520

Bevis Rope Ranufacturing Co., Inc.
Div. of Harkrue Corp.
321 Hogan Road
Rossvtlle, Georgia .30741
404-866-4954

Blue Mountain Industries, Inc.
Blue Mountain, Alabama 36201
205-237 -9461

Bridon Cordage, Inc.
909-16th Street
Albert Lea, Minnesota
507-377-1601

56007

Brownell & Co., Inc.
Main Street
Moodus, Connecticut 06469
203-873-8625

Cavnar-Johnson Cordage Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 36
Prattville, Alabama 36067
205-365-5416

The Cordage Group
Div. of Columbian Rope Company
Columbian Drive
Auburn, New York 13021
315-253- 3221

Exxon Chemical Company U.S.A.
Twine Division
P.O. Box 3272
Houston, Texas 77001
713-656-0139

The Hooven and Allison Company
P.O. Box 340
Xenia, Ohio 45385
513-372-4421

Lambeth Corporation
P.O. Box G-825
New Bedford, Massachusetts 02742
617-995-2626

Lehigh Cordage
1929 Vultee Street
Allentown, Pennsylvania 1105
215-797-6470

New England Ropes, Inc.
Popes Island
New Bedford, Mas.3achusetts 02740
617-999-2351

Nova Products, Inc.
220 Avenue "C"
Carrollton, Georgia
404-832-9086

30117

January 1980



Nylon Net Company
7 Vance Avenue, Box 592
Hemphis, Tennessee 38101
901-525-8616

Rinek Rope Company, Inc.
991 Bushkill Drive
Easton, Pennsylvania 18042
215-258-6191

Samson Ocean Systems, Inc.
Div. of Enserch
99 High Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
617-426-6550

Shuford Mills, Inc.
P.O. Box 2228
Hickory, North Carolina 28601
704-328-2131

Sunshine Cordage Corporation
7250 N.W. 41st Street
Miami, Florida 33166
305-592-3750

SPECIAL MEMBERS

Canada Cordage, Inc.
P.O. Box 158
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 3Y2
519-745-7391

#1-3511 Viking Way
Richmond, B.C., Canada
604-270-1691
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Tubbs Cordage Company
P.O. Box 7986
San Francisco, California 94120
415-495-7155

Plant: P.O. Box 709
Orange, California
714-538-1161

Jackson Rope Division
4201 South Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78760
512-441-8741

Wall Industries, Inc.
Railroad Avenue -
Beverly, New Jersey 08010
609-877-1800

Wellington Puritan Hills, Inc.
P.O. Box 244
Madison, Georgia 30650
-404-342-1916

Yale Cordage, Inc.
Div. of Wall Industries, Inc.
Old Sparhavk Hill
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
207-846-9048

Guelph Twines Limited
P.O. Box 125
Guelph, Ontario, Canada
519-821-9140

Poli-Twine Corporation
180 Bethridge Road
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada
416-745-9990

V6V lWl

Cordage Institute of Canada
1080 Beaver Itall Hill, #1002
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Z 1T6
514-866-2081 .

ASSOCIATE MEMBER

International Fibres, Inc.
784 River Street
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 02895
401-769-0719

Cordemex S.A. de C.V.
Apartado Postal 1
Cordemex, Yucatan, Mexico
2-01-00

92666

NIH 6J6

H9W 1N3

Cordemex - USA, Inc.
14323 So. Outer 40 Road, Suite S501
Chesterfield, MO 63017
314-434-3373
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FRomi: Cordage Istitute
lb2$ Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20036

Exhibit I
Report toe

January-Deceuber 1979

DZPOW OF SAMS OF
ALL SYMMwIgC lOPI AND WAID

(Unit: Founds)

TYPE Bra 1 am All Types
Twis ted P~le LDr.& End r, Founds Dollars

O4995,453 2,388,751 104,597 7,488,601 17,255,2623710 o3144I d~lia

314" through I" dis. 1.088,976 327,966 61,212 1,478,154 3,196,057

Cover 14 die, 3,853,173 1,080,139 809,478 5,742,79Q 12,312,479

TOt,1S 14,709,745 32,763,798

F LYFT5003U51. 11408,909 13,479 1,923,439-. . 4,732,439,VI6" itO J/4% dism

3140 through 10 d14. 80.828 451.486 6,09 538.410 1.326,537
over I" dida._ 758,244 .801.860 8.,848 1,648,952 3,605,847

Totals 4,110,801 9,664,823

FOLYZTHELYENEJ
COL)PROPYLEME 13,302.924 21966,742 29,005 16,298,671 21,628,6343 1 16 " t o 3 /4 w d i e ,.

3140 through 10 die. 4,382,136-.. 175,953.1 7,182 4,565i271-. 5,352.90R"

Over I" dia. 5,755,328 1.605,734- 16,703 7,377;765- 7,616,459

rctax. 28,241,707 34,598,001

gZa (&Cc!. Blends)
31160 to 3/4w dla. 2,442,379 976,704 41.742 3,460.825 7,091.144

314" through 19 dIA. 1,010,981 198,001 5,432 1,214,414 2,291,4"7

2er 1" dia, 3,818,966 1.484,379 -437.483 5,740.828 10,075,272

:ta ls 10,416,067 19,457,463

GRAND TOALS
(POUMds & Dollars) 41.990,439 13,866,624 1.621,257 57.478,320 96,484.085

SYNWiTXC TWINS

:IMtSTRIAL AGRICULT Conw'Irc La. vLn -Total tgundS _ grs
NL YM0%P. 33,542,873 33,542,873

TWIT'UD 'LITM & ar. CMIU8

iHER (mnc€. NV.onj 7,152.529 7,152,529

40 ,695,402 40,695.402
FOTALS (Pounds F. _ __ar _

" ZV. 1977



1RM: Cordage Institute
1625 N3ssachuaetts Ave.. N.V.
ashington. D.C. 20036

202-234-1161

SALES REPORT
SnM zC ROPE January - June 1980

TYPE0 CIAL TIISTE aUE3CIAL PLAITED CONN. DOUBLE IAD Direct ZAS (Inl. GOVT.)
Diameter (im iachee) Pounds Dollars Pounds Dollars Pons Dollars Pounds Pounds Dollarm,

NY3L6ONhu ~r. 1,356,465 658 11U4,736 23.830 1,495.682 9/16" thru 1" 756,163 6,366_ 177.952 176,046 1,116,52

3 1-1/16" and up 1,970.1367 313.458 200.070 N 182.206 2.665.8

4 TOTALS- S LON 4,082.764 9.571,394 320.482 777.544 492.i58 1,732,001 382,082 5,278,0 13,005,357

POLYESTE
5 3/16" thru 1/2" 188,187 393,209 106 581,50

6 9/16" thru 1 57.807 i 272.417 922 331,.14
7 1-1/16" ad up 455,058 - 40____ 112.429 20.034 587.521/

8 TOTALS-POLYESTER 701,052 1.633,4 2,88,44 671,154 778.05S 2.43.,7" 21."21 rnA.Z s
OLEFIE

9 3/16" tbru 112- 5.530.163 39.479 5.569.64
0 9/16" cbrm 1" 1.8",494 113 1.___ _____ 1809.4

1 1-1/16" and up 3.232,433 "_ _ _" _ _" _ _ 3.232.,433 "

2 TOTALS - OLIuS 10,572,090 13,407,664 1,061,632 1,228,432 * * 39,479 11,673,203 14.720.141

3 3/16" tbzu 12 633,804 _____ 633.
4 9/16n thru 1 1,2667771/_ _ 681.26 /
.1 1-1/16r and up 2,026.998 114,794 2.141.79t/

S6 TOTALS - CMIsuTrOn 3.342,068 6.139.754 718,825 1.253.478 162,335 592.790 114,794 4.338,022 8,253.584

7 GRAM TOTALS,
(lime 44.12+16) 18,697,9741 30,752,23A 2,389,380 3,930,608 1,433.148 5,108,577 557,417 23,077,919 4 1,1i3652

*got enough companies reporting.



FROK: Cordage Institute
1625 Massachusetts Ave.. N.V.
Wa Lngton. D.C. 20036

SALES IUEODr
BRAIDED ODE AND 601 Jaunuar-June 1960

0ohath)

umM uOLLOW ZLLAi B &D viCOR SOLED DIMX GOWvm TOWELS (Inc. Govt.)
Dimtr (In Inhes) Pounds Dollars Pouds Dollars Pos Dollars Dect Pods Dollars

NYLO 116.660145127.0

3/32 tbru 532" 140.510 257,170

23/16 .thru3/8" IZII "i1'2,532
3~ 7116 thru, 3/4" 3r.49 443.262 11.402 2.-.5-3 ,76 559.331 2,64,2 ]]- 1 :337,,640

4 TOTALS - NYLON

POLYESTER _"17,116 22.843 1.000 40.959

s3/32 thru 5/32" 91 6t25 z --t"~ i9-7 J62

6 3/16 thru 3/, _____ _ --S- 2o..
7/16 thru 3/4" 1 ,

8 TOTAL - POLYESTER ,,

OLF "' 40,627 39,960 9,494 65 90,.146

9 3/32 chru 5/32"10 3 1.6 tbr 3 8".. - 0:: X ; _ .... X .. " '-- -
11..7116 ,,,,- 3 4" -?9. / -e.o* -WP -t*S2- 26* -O77*f - . . ---

1.2 TOL S - Om LDIES ......____ ____ ____ ____ _____ _____ _____

C3S'IA II 142.041 142.041

14 3/16 thru 3/ _ .

Ll 7/16 thru 3/4" '~268T 02~2r
....... 7

16 TOTALS - (XI3NAMINS _____________ ________ ____ ________

17 3/32 t.ru.53" ._-_6 6  *-4.6. X 66.. _
4 3/16 thru 3/8" _ _ _ _
U9 7116 rthru 34" 228,T42 -9 9i -619

16 TOTALS - _____ _____

21 IA COTTON , ,

' "151fiFZ42U ,JU,) .. )~ U~Ui ,4,U . 0033 64,69kUU ZZ~,

17 3/32 th.....

Not moough companies reporting. **Iscludee figures not previously published.
(%nclud.s yesbtic cores.
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kEI S MPT0 A
January-jn 196

Mmth

(1, Vomda)

TfU AND SIZZ T14FST0 BRAD TOAL

$WFIL Up to 972 1119.608 65.429 1.165,037

1 I 2 Larer to 072

! 3 " TOTALS ( 1dd line I + 2)
1m3 I

4 OLII - I DUST&IAL 7.203.669 7.205.9 _

0 TS OLIFIN - FAM
V 16.346.516 16. 5.516

9 1 66 1 M. 217mm i-, vovr.sm 1.3. M
9: 71 Fo,., s'M

8 OTT ON 6 COIL~ ALM A7 Q&_ %G 6OOT' LVS -A 15 __________ 1.1~d. 111

9 OMINATIOS (Polypropylme
and 1PrIo of Polyester) _,_ _

10 TOTALS (Add lias 4 thi 9) 25.177.590 36.23.

ULrr 0 0 0

T 12 POLTISTIf 0 0 0

13 LM0t ____No , ,3111649 0 311,649

142 O z.. .o54A,9 0 302.s,49
is.="_03__ 0

TOTALS (Add lines 11 tbru 33) 614,198 9 614. 198

7 A TOTALS (Odd 3 + 10 + 16) 26,911,396 81.666 26.993,062

(lancldes all sixs - trostdspun, braids under 3/320 disnetet.

)Cordageo cone onvertr trades, etc.

A lot *noogh comasnies reporting.

1lt(z Cordage Institute. 1625 Masbacbusetts Ave.. N.W.. Suite
505, Washington, D.C. 20036.



no: Cordage Institute, 1625 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036 - February 6, 1980

IMPORTS OF BALER AND BINDER TWINE INTO THE UNITED STATES - ENTERED FOR CONSUMPTION
December 1979

Not Over 375 Feet Per Pound Over 375 Feet Per Pound Totals
Country Pounds Dollars U.Value Pounds Dollars U.Value Pounds Dollars
-lexico 9,588,880 4t482,713 .467 1,478,344 -- 793,542 .537 11,067,224 5t276,255
•!aiti 400,000 155,079 .388 7.,750 2.981 .385 407,750 158,060
-razil 38,915,321 16,533,517 .425 1,4039420 711,524 .507 40,318.741 17,2450.41
;'ortugal 158,123 67,442 .427 64.800 23,040 .356 222,923 90,482
.anzania 90,000 33,042 .367 90,000 33,042

Totals 49,062,324 21.238.751 .433 3,044,314 1..564,129 .514 52,106,638 22,802,880

January - December 1979

Zanada 682600 22,960 .335 108,800 52,612 .484 177,400 75,572
4exico 49.844",818 159592.013 .313 9,567.014 3,421,909 .358 59j411,832 19,013,922
!onduras 39,000 9,812 .252 39,000 9,812
:Laitl 8,855,371 2,242,593 .253 297,800 80,461 .270 9,153,171 2,323,054
Irazil 141,146.466 44.282,459* .314 8,042,783 3,026.506 .376 149,190_249 47,308,965
'orcugal 7.744,293 1,653,362 .213 945,530 269,672 .285 8,689.823 1,923,034

ihlippie Rep. 7.163 3,041 .425 7,163 3,041
69,203 18,280 264 69,203 18,280tanzania 10,779,574 2,405,046 .223 826,549 191,995 .232 11,606,123 2,597,041

• ozambigue 12.240,106 22096R603 .171 12,240,106 2,096r603Totals 230/794,594 6.,326,169 - .96 . .19,789,476 '7,043_,1.55 . .356 250-584,0 70 75,369.2-

*The November entry of 1.635,000 pounds e $687,300 ws Incorrectly identified as from the Bahamas. The Bureau of Censushas determined that it should have been applied to the entry from Brazil. It has been added to the cumulative total
from Brazil.

40TE: Unit value does not Include duty, marine insurance, ocean freight, port, or oiher charges.

iOURCE: National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Virginia

r

C>
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OLEFIN YARN, WONOFILWINT8 & FILM FIBER SNIPMENTS
BY TRADE)OR END USE II

Exhbit IV
117

QUARTERLY
.uIN now I976- 1979

1971 no

TINI 0 lolI eIM a a lw jI I ffo t I "tm g$ lg

23.11( ut%3 1 3 2'.l 3.3 2P.2 6.9 1.4

o014CM, Appbfl. 2.3 3.S 1.4 2.0 9.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.e 0.9

VITAL 3190t1 1.9 .s .4 3.9 9.3 1.1 .6 2.6 1.0 $.1

M, 20.1 20. 17.7 30.9 79.9 20.7 20.9 20.7 23,0 W.3
SfLMS Flus

9913931 14"1166
uco.hMV SACK 16 49.7 54.7 1W.0 S3. 2133.1 4.3 14.e 14.9 16.0 120.7

9018al. (3641$ a 0043 6n.4 171 Ms 16.1 11111.4 73.3 11.1 I.3 19.9 364w.@

,llPwtTtn 10.1 13.3 10. 11.2 41.1 9.3 0 5 9.4 10.2 3.9

Toy"rI am~ 6011II111141 10, ". 0, $ 1. SII 1 6', 1 4, 1 11. 1 aI, 4.,y I4,I Its.$

IMISTRIAL a 0TNt C411111111

16!y 000 F66 i ms i u p 1,5 9. 1 3.1 9 . .7 : 7 ..0 1 .1 , 99 _1
O997333 %un 0T1 .4 4.2

04911 vaolyO Slig. . 1.3 .2 1.2 0.9 4.4 0.91.0 1.2 1.2 4.

s,9we $WAY"16 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.4 S.4
WEDICL , LSt ICA'. I 3M OT3 1 r3 4.I 4.7 1.0 $.2 19.0 6.0 4.4 6.7 6.7 33.6
11.109ST113.39Ov1IW 0.3 0. 0 0.4 0.3 0. 1 0.3 0.1 0.4

"TO9M. 4101 3.3 0.1 3.1 2. 9.1. . . . .PtLMAt lION. If A 31 0.6 0.1 0.9 0.9 2.1 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.? 3.1

1Io1.33IN a 9 1S 0 1 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.6 .9

• ,41611 . 2. , 3 7.. 6.6 1.. 6.0 4 1. 6.3

*r0LLtQ 9 C0m[ 0.4 0.6 0. 0.7 e.l 0.1 0. 0. 0.6 3.0'
C404a u"11[( 3/139
T1IIG 1111 - VOWIL 1.7 2.0 1.4 3.7 6.6 3.0 3.2 3.? 2.7 .6

FILM 11( 3I 3.4 3.? 3.9 3.1 34.1 4.1 4.3 4.1 1.? 39.0
.301([1 16134[ o II01. 6.0 9.0 0 . 2 .6 6.1 3.33 26
140iVC1IL TV,; a III Nl 111 1,tll. 1 , 3/. N~I, I,

6919IV11 9111 81.6 36.1 1.3 it.31 63. 31.. 237MII.7 31.1 906

"as6 a$&"I3me
OCl sOvl 1 34.6 11.0 10.9 30.6 10.2 43.4

LND691. 3.4 9.3 30.6 33.4 17 2.2 2.4 3.3 2.3 3.3

633. 39 3.0 3.7 4.1 3.9 13.7 3.9 4.1 4.9 4.4 36.3
TAMP, S 0. . O ISS. ItC. 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.4 0. 2.6

tC1A33t.463 CLTO 1 1.3 3.4 1.7 1.6 410 3.3 4.1 4.s 4.0 16.6

1 it 1 %,, ' l .0 0 .9 1 1.1 1.1 4.1 1.2 3.1 3.A 0 .3 4.3
"Ate & 0l134 Cot, V3*lS 4.3 1.9 4.9 1.5 13.1 3.7 3.9 1.0 S. 36.5

s0% 4.2 %.7 6.91 4.0 4.0 3.4 4.9 3.6 7.2 it.1

31. 1. 3 . ALIV1100101:311C 8111MIIIJT ... 17.1 111.I W 146,$ l 79.l I I SO14110.1 IPl.i IN.I W.2

IlL1l91.l V1 22.3 39.2 29.1 39.7 313.3 24.6 26.0 29.6 30.3 I11.0
391914h$ 43.1 49.7 43.1 45.1 13.6 46.3 W.1 11.0 14.6 206.1

.AL4 75.0 64.6 72.4 343.6 74.6 11. .1.2 74.4 300.0

.. m.f.m~i .3&.a9aboad pes"qrq13in. ec.
b. Othor %.r,* Fe~ric 3£ isa353% wealsb41661199 64 magte, wimilloc. 4. A~teal.tro Coth Ostia posetty od sibeil -410% Iftle to1

a trim. 1 9 .al* ioled "il ¢fesioe ml sta22litotie ¢3.LT.
1. ., 941164 111.49 043l3d sll 1 r mli" a ItabihlIaion 6. Caw* ll eini ICI*48l colored identlfiellies l1e1.

clotb rerk 4 dmad 1 I€114 a35blil3ti3 llri., baisa91 spflealiees.

TABLE 35

I
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tXflblt V

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ALIMENTATION ET AGRICULTURE

ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

I

(GP:s 80/6

Pebraxy 1980

COXI1TER O COXODITT PROMLE S

IOTEOVSKMTAL OROUP ON HARD IMES

Plfteenth Sesion

Rome, 20-22 lebru&y 1980

SOM LONOU-YfN WFlCS OF UW MWOPINTS IN TH P11ROmNQL
WCTOE 00 THECOPIIIV FOSITION flL'fXW SISAL AND fOLTFROPTLUE

CONT!NTS

zm
rINOIXIION

I, * CWICAL AND DCOUOXIC BACKGROUND

III 2XCXK PRICI mW.,OP=TS OF OIL AID WiRIVED POIC
IS MAJOR AIAtMS OF WZ.TI =0PO AND NORTS AJEICA

Ill. 0NS CONSIATIONS O= POSSIML COST/PRICX IMPLICATIONS
FOR POLTPROP'L3' FOLRTW

IT* SOS COBSIDEUTAIOS ON POSSI-E COST/PICE IMPLICATIONS
FOR AORICULTIJR L POLTPROI FLN TWINE

V. TUTATIVI COCLUSI01S

2

2

4

6

7

10094
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LMTBDWLTIOv

1. PM intergovernmental roup on Hard Fibres reviewed the longer-term outlook for
sisal sad heoneque at its Fourteenth Session in April 1979. It wa tem cosidered possible
that the developments in the crude oil and petrochemical eetor wMich bad Just emerged
might have en impact en the future competitive position of har4 fibes vim -- vie their
syntbetic mubtitutem In favour of the natural products. 0ovrrt the Oroup reospised
that it had been too early In April 1979 to make a judgement am to wbothor the polypPylete
prices, which had only started to rime early In the years would have a lasting effect em
sisal'. competitive position. TMb rvubthereforesroqueted the Socretarist to closely
monitor these developments and to prepare a note covering their longer-term effects in
order to facilitate a more thorough examination at the Fifteenth Seosion.

2. The processing eoomics of foedtocks, bae chemics.-o and derivates originating
from crude oil is as extremely complicated subject matter. It is therefore difficult in
a brief document to do full justice to the comploz techMical eand ecaomic relationship
between the raw materlalso th o Intermediate a ea-products. Thee inherent diffi ultis
are further enhaced by the extremely volatile current market situation for crde ol
The conlusions em the outlook of prices for polypropylene and twine mode ftrm it are,
therefore, of necessity very tentative mad should be oomeotder4 " Illuatrative example

Is T9CUICL AND UCCOUC W-9000M

3. Polypropylene twine is produced from polypropylene homopelymer. The polymer caome
in granular form to melted and xtruded sad the resulting film is slit into tspe and
twisted. The polymer Itself is obtained by polymeristn propyleme msommer. PrWeleme
the be" cbhmical, in tum is derived from naphtka or natural gas liqids b stem crack-
Ing@ Ftnally, naptha is obtaiaed from refining crude oil and gCs liqudo are derived
from natural gas,

4. Propylene is a Joint product with ethylene sad owing to this Joint prftct nature
propylene is notoriously difficult to cost. Also, producers of propyleme monomer ar
mostly vertically Integrated or idetical1 with those of polypropylene polymer. tn Such
cases, the cost price iputed to propylea will depend on internal soeentimg practices
of the company am well am on the profit/loss account of polypropylene vim-I-vie other
petrochemical products which the company sIle. This account io often oonditioned by
the actual market prices which the company can obtaiA in a give supply/dmad situation.
In fact, maphtha, bse chemicals and derivates, Including polypropylone, have become
commodities in their owo right and petrocheiucal companies often are over extended
periods of time, following market sneati ts when pricing them rather than applying strict
cost considerations.

II. iKENT P3C& DLVZrKLOP OF OIL AID LIVED PRDCTS ID Won K&0M1 OP

VMS= XUROP3 AND NOM1 IJICA

1. Moster &ME

5. Table I Illustrates recent developments in prices of crude oil sad products
derived from it ia western turopo. The official price of Saudi Arabia& li4t crud me
US$ 12.70 per barrel f.o.b. during the whole year 1978. At the OEC meeting In June
1979 the official price for this quality was lifte4 to US$ 18.00 ich m the price
prevailing till December 1979. Most OPE contract prices for crude roug" between
US 19.00 Nd the agree upper limit of 0M1 23.50 per barrel during the initial period
following June 1979. However, free market prices reached more them Mi 35o00 b the ead
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of 1979. Ia Dcember the price for SU Arabi= light crude for 1960 w lifted to
US$ 24 00 per barrel. As Bo agremet was roaCtto at the 5tkn OF' meeting In Decomber 1979
on a reintroductios of a uniform pricing structure, ober OPMC members ad4ed premim eAd
Vv. difforestials bringing official quotations of soe types of crudes to above US 30.00-
per barrel In ealy 196.

6. Prices of aaphtha and propyleoe, the taic feoedstock and base chemical for the
mf..ture of polypropylo, oosstained Is table 1, are contract prices, with spot market
Prices trequsatl~y bein4 quted higher. Prices for &aphtba and propyleso followed the
ehaup rise of prices of credo oils altbogh there wre additional market factors uslalted
to the Ol* costs, hob influence prics developments for feedstocks ed beaes
ohioalse. As a ooesoqumacoe the price of polypropyleae almost doubled within a year or
so free abot USi 550 per to by d 1978 to are&d US$ 1 030 by emd 1979.

%Me l o -Zuuowe- 3oseat prioe deolel na of Po l oe and

It-U"cooe.chMoical ftodstock ad rw waten -l

W a 198 a%,.d-1979 end 1979
C od oil f.o.b.-7 (US$/barrel) 12.1 18.0 18.0
I hpka Z/ (U3/toe) 155 235 300

j"ewIM* 1/ (OsN/to) 220 390 415

rlyuoooylese ( /tea) 550 900 1 030

./ tMro are sheut 7.5 barrels in a tee sad freilht costs were assuod
to be US 1.00 per barrel.

/ Arsg of omtreat prie raes.

7. la the gated State the price of polyprpyleae in linked to tbe cost of oil In a
0o01at dtfoee t wV freO that IS western arnope. b. cost of oil to a United State*
refler io s we ep of imported eude at the world pricm ao or dowestio arude at a
lw Pie which io ontrolled. The domeetic crude is ;lawae to be deomtrolled during
1961 to 1983 so that thereafter the United tatew pr.* may be t0 cue as in western
Sospo. IM price setting xechsaim for propyl ne in the United States is further om-
pl eted ty the faet thlt a much laroer share of it than .iVuxjw is obtained from gasa
liqeid. thas free maphtha.. This iat: s rele.to. ixr e'A-:, ifts- steap prices iacreame
for propylene smnmer and. rp*,.vT'*pya~r. i. wir.vrni k,.vpw botweer ad 1578

1A 1919 am show In ta le

Table 2: United $%ate** - oeer 1riev e rt of .,,.,rorLent
ad Ita lose -r.CLIC&I

#r4 1%Io midk-l94- ead 1979
............................... ,5/.........USIt)n

Proylese 225 262 275

Polypropylene 595 ' 67) 70
L- 1. 0..

O-059 0-80-42
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ZU. MS A ZIMIS A? 5 1R88IMN 9==22or/i IMPL1CM0U6 MOg TO PYWI U l=

8. P0lyPrffim. polymer, the basi raw material for predotig polypeeflaem
acrioltursl twimto is of overriding iqaprtamo. in the .... i0o or twim nomwrsnotwig.
Polyproplem resin account for alseot tvo-'t.rtdu s of pr ductiom osts of twuu , tits
proportion MW oee rie fthtber i tut o e,Me because of its loportmon Is dtewuim-
IRgthe oa0etIttve positM With sLsAl, produottim eomMtoc of poYqrslMe polymer
wemnda" & little mor closely below. A smet kgpolbotical oeat/prioe situation
of Po0YP ylem. polye is set out 1. table 3P dkicht with oertaim qualifietiamsma am
serve as m Illustrative example for recent md possible tture dvelopmeats. Mie
particular ozml* relstes to Mesters opee Uowevo, it is equally epplioable to the
United States fo 9S5. AY then no price ditertlials in crde oil are expected to
exist and differences ia processing coats are believed to be .wgiClA already mo,

Table 8 3 Illustrative example of estimated costs of production or molypropylese
polymer 1975. 1979. 1900 *14 projected 1965

end 1978 end 1979 early 19: 1985
Process Glumr slurry alurr Vapouar:.h&"
Operating rate 70% 70% - 70% 85%

Crude oil price 12.1 18.0 24.0 34.2
94000696 . ... U/t)........... . )

Propylee price 220 475 500 615

Cash costs of production
(raw aatorilest utilities# operating
*osts, cash overheads) 51-880
Depreciation (10 years) 147 147 147 165

Return n investment (10 percent) 182 182 182 200

Transfer price Y/ 880 1 180 1 210 15
Sell imnri w~c 1 030 1 030 1

1/55t team transferr prices as used to deamiaate a price wkck Would *over
acsh cost of production, depreciation and a reasonable rturn m iawestament

. ate the now price for Saa"i Arabtan light wrado decided is Decmber 1979 of
V3 24.00 per berel a modersto annual rise of 1.5 percent to 1965 has beo ssed& fo
that type Is the table as well as an Leave ia transport coost per barrel from abmt
058 1.00 Is 1979 to 08 1.50. lowevew it must be realised that ia pressat oirometamoms
this is an arbitrary asmpti. as prices for adi Arabim crde m well zcood the
aemed rate of growth to 19805 given that the prlie for some aea-6o.t Arabian psd. I&
early 190 wer already close to the p sie smmm for Saot Arabt am" for 1985. ?bst
the oil price md cost figures used for 1985 In tables 3 m5 could be regarded as the
lowest onceivable, otiates for polypropyleao costs would bae to be raised it they
were based on spt pricesor on cnu-Smdi Arabian credos.

10. FPrtbemore, I& order to arrive at the 1965 projected sitmatie, en amod Ofai
tra asfer otract pice has boon used for propyle. Som.*&r as oxpleimd is
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PUV h4, sot ely will tho troamfor ,fc sed tw oampasio depead on Internal as€ost-
l" pw 1otieoe, but the maret prioe am also differ oonsiderably fr the calculated
tr sster Pism. depeading " .pl/aead Smdltiom. tim for 1985 a pie.e ratlo of
18 1 1 per tom of promleae/bmiml of made oil bas bee used Ukoh io onsiderod %'soal"
is petmahesleal eircloe, but differ substantilly frem the ratio 26 t I Uhia prevailed
twlag pSrts of 1979.

It. ftaall1yo a shinL ths type of polyuerizatiaa process used has bees as-me 9A fro
the firet es ier t lati o polyuerimation plants (slurr or balk polymerisation proosseSS),
slie ae amastly being lhased w.tv to the vopur phase or highl act@i slurry pro*@.

Lower ost of the vs phase process io expected to gradually influene the market
ead maraud to repreeat the best tocebology b 19".

it. Despite the inevitably arbitrary seloatioe of qumtitstive cost figure#, woo valid
eaolulamis am be draws tic. the material presented in table 3. Polypropylene prices

prevalM in the ae t i 1978 Just over" ash costs of production but yielded no r*-
tm en lavesm eat and depreolatien *harpes aaotia to about US 330 pew ten for plats
set yet witten off@ Camh cost* of poductiem ee to have risas b7 sbout 60 perct
between late 1978 end early 1960, laly as a reult of the spue La oil prices .hich
doubled ead pmrpylem prices wkich roe %W e then 115 percent. However, althou4 sell-
lag prtoes of polypeWlem polymer rose even faster than ouas ceest they were still mer
then 10 percent below en4gato4 cost, depreolaties m return en lavestmet in late 1979.
11t, deopite the oenide ably hit&r pWs otaimed % petrochohleal oampenies Ia 1919,
they still enseided this sitatioI sdic probably deteriorated again slightly in early
1960, asatisfates'y an pelyprepyiam polymer pWie. toe low.

13 a the aem tim Ime osh oasts for pelYPre Qlene Polymer aq be expected to
rim %W abut It peretm between earl 1960 end 1965. is may be oemiderod mrprilagly
low Wit m laemly be ascribed to the so* eneip-eavia m phas Pro eed Ukiah i
eMcted to re e the utilities oesmpamt V m then half. Ram material meete, which
L 119 meted to ~ 5 pooret of total ca 0eto are, thereftoe mWeted to
aOm t for 0 percent of the total It 195. Altho total ash oots am aot expected
to rise drammtieelly up to 1965 polypr lee prioes weuld evertbeles have to be roled
1 mm than 25 permt abo their rret levels, I@e. to some M$ 1 315 per tong if they

to be adeoqu to over ash eost an depreeoatin mad to provide m adequate return
m IM Mstet (table 3).

14. 3m m, givem past ea e riene It would be hasardeas to aset* that the promoted
i-eeae La est will oeteetri y leed to en Isereaf La the seUpla lpie of plJuOW of
th 664itae Indicated &bO. ln feo the meet s4pitiimt miag1o reason for the m-
*Smaeilr Iv mks! prioe for p l prewlafe up to 1978 m the prevailing 02cem
pljmrisetsis amtsity ashee b te figerese oeatamed La table 4. Thus, La the Usltod

Stee mm than 25 percent of the potential ffectve capacity end La steeroet,
alinet 3) prnt were lyig iLe.

1,. f ompa tr ed deed tiure. for 195 m tentative estimates based an know
expeae plan@ tr plants efmia e-stim W 19820 ewevor, asmiag for a platt to
boome Op tive after a smrat im perid of two to three r ,ars, the abm does aot
regrment the-full pielm , i.e. deiase takes La 15t6 or 1963 emsA still tamem the

pe~iin sqasity is 1965. Tbam sbmld the suply still be La *ice" of defted 1w
19 the roJec1 e rtiag rate of 0 perceat might met be ashievdt end onsquenktly
the mee of pImsedtie muld be h6ger than oetimated I table 3.
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Table 0 8fjtl [cr lm7 1976 adWroJectod to INS

NamPelte opeaty 2 160 2050 2 770 2 710

potential eAspp*a 85
percent of amplateI
CapeoIty 16850 1 740 2 350 2 300

Domestic 44MA 1 225 1 040 2 500 1 990

RZpot 46100160 140 180 - 300

Wiciat (./C)485 (+) 520 (- 150 (+) 10

16. It sqy be named, how, tha petaeehe.Iel eampudeg wJis ft n soe
tha in the past, ttet to equate ts tramor pie of pollp"Iee with. th ass, ,
selling pWl* POP Wt only will leses. Wt be oris4 hat lw Pleatssulag 'the most medai toeheole a" 11 it e maea 0 sm Miew rT10nlAwet
eatk has to be 1 Mud m* somi .Aie e A aseitie a Us

fe r plyref1ese eaft& a Sttlis t ft" of slme to 65 prjrest of tho efftetive
capacty bs therebfee bees consideri lk UI ft 195. a, sa selling pIsie .qsl
to tbe tresfr Plie ot at leat UP 1 313 pew tea ot plimilem m beesevae&.
Tis ms La faet tus out to be too low, givnm the probability of prices toea u O .1

1?o "h est imated ect/pwiee etuatioen foe peljewleft 6 "tmItwsl twin is pro.
seated - aain foe illustrative pipes i tIn" M . A ttea t has beens so ths to
&**seea the Imact of the rise is opewoLen piles on the WOOe for pelypelIm" twyIae
to 1965. it will be sote that in 1979 the cest/priee rlstisilp foer pesllwolone
twine s the fwere of that of peolpreileme Polymer. rt 1A to oq uboes la t"e
oa of pelpreglese polymer thO @LMn ples0 me below the trsoer pice (i.e.
eoomiIcally m Us.fo e3)v the selling pirle .f polypenlin twae ezced" the
trasfer Isfoe W k substatial mo gin. lowro if matotig oest& of twin are i t
betwe fivs anted n pemt of the teamtr priLe, i.e. abt M 120 per tM me or
the sm.m between trser =A selling Isee md be absorbed. f mebet te
an imad to rI le U S 1T0/tem in 10s5 e aise plie of M a 400 per te st twif
ould be estimated foe th u m leitlSe. 1m asloe pies pw bale of apegritul pe
PrsIpNl twine, equivalent to a sIsal bale of " ib, see" tha rise ft" ai -
U38 15. 5 at Woem t to 21.80 in 196t pueswotq on iusesso of slaset 40 psse .
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?abl. t ne° 971 ftzd° fl~ uction of polypropylene

and 1979 1 985

capacity 1400 .. 1400
(! ...... uslo. .. )

PP polymer I 030 I 315

Cah oot (raw materials utilitiesoperaig costs, camh overhads 1 425 1 930

DeNprooitt (10 Year*) 50 85

Return o inyntmeat(25 peromt) 125 215

.r..for price 1 600 2 20
5.11 W *ce e a L .

1. Zn le 197" ml ve17 amlY 1980, mA"et pCls fo r agricultural twine from ssl
wore UM 19.00-19.50 per stamard bale of 36-40 ibe in Dirop. as well as in the

ftited States. 1t ws roportod thMt an eqjvalat bale of polypropylene tviae was eellig
at betw UN 15v50-16,00 in bfth markatws ?bs should the ouuroat price difference
botr sisal twine ml polypre i twine at ever 838 3.00 per ble, peeist in 1965, a
Woe pew bale of sisa twine of are 98$ 25.00 could be conceivable as a competitive
Wes with equivalent pelyp wlem twin. h estimated prio few sisal twine could ez-

need M5 25.00 per bole if the price few 5smi LAmblen crude would rise faster theas soeed
an if the "es Lam Were based an spo prices and/or noa-6mu Lftia aeaee provided
there miud still be diffewsals between those quatatloas in 1985.

19. Er 9t similar to polypropyln polymer, pricing ot polypropylene twine t-
questly follows its am o ot atlwqs related perely to coot legie. The twine market
mlwi pricing sto saresored 1 a complex interdependeaem of costs of slea twine
mea o in pse ing and *osaming oost ee, producer and export price policies of
sisa end tWe of exporting outriee, employumt ml eamkoting strategies ot companies
In Importing entries Waleh at-the me tine may Import raw isal for oplnin, import
sisal Wine a d extude polypropylene twine ae market all af those products through,
their established wnelso. All those Imponderablos Influence actual prices a tbey ame
Impossible to single out eed to ases laquaditative torms.

V. ATZV3T C0UCW5ZOSX

20. It c ot be overemphaised that tho now imposderble factors affecting prices of
e- oil ml the products derived ftram it make my projeotios as well as the aeumtion

as ih they are based a highly speculative exercise Nevertheloes it sees a
reaonale e*pettiem that aes, oil prices, polypropylene and polypropylene twine met

per a series trm 1972 to ede 1979 of estimated wrage markt prices of natural an
utbotic ram materials en sapeulteal tWines see nez table 1.
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an4 Prie.s will rise furtme e es thoo soet" moaetlaties ezst am the dosm at
the imlree, Tlo, the om otitiv* price of slal mi sisal prisdors will pobayl
atwo toal ai d pooibly oYoMA te levels idofte4 is Par h is. At tao value
this ol4 sem to be a frtamelhe dolomeet for sisal's futur position. 50 ow.,
thore an & ambw of ostieolag factors cbh should be tokes at. aocmt in seeseiog
the Smrally otiistio otlook for th osititive positim of sisl fIs m its
chief end-grodtsa

- the wrm" of ol, EIWle Polymer priest is Ilm w sot a due
to risio all prima, bt ws also heavily supprteIW a tet ozpmA-
S1g demin ter polypr lme sociated with the Strenth is thm
oemmmios af UW amutilio etrie.. Th ucortanty as ftut!
osimo gowth coupled with the still oistlig o'uerspeaity of poly-
PrqW'lOa peiuer preduotica could emet a dmiea effect as poijuer
prices is the onag iears. With the hig portios of polymer 00ot
in total poljproyleme twino **too a lowering of the p lyjo r ice
would weake the position of slsal vI-bVI synthetiol

- the iaOt fo r iilturl twino (isdapeadaut of the material fri
which twime i mae) castise to shrink with -n aposies, of sm 41io
usiug fodder presorvatiss mothedo, i.e. ailoge. *ppeartl7 is mome 35mm
pow co tioo the" Is a pedmal witch to reader rass varieties which
an patimlarly mitablo for slo e. Also, ooea vities yielding
shorter str otrito to the aomtrsotioi of twb uaWe. V oft-
troat, Is the bIlt states the lorpts peduor of polypwolemo

Igoicaltir1l triso torminatod its .mefaoture two providing sisal
twine with te Posibility of regaiaig me aret i haes

- pOrhmpO the pus st 4 fi ienc for a c en ste ammemmes t of the
oeaotitive pIlti is th lak of quItitative kwledge ragmaris
the Imp&aoto rising oil rise em produaties ceot of sisa fibre
mA osavorsios soot. lateoVU twim igh hiowherWics for fortiliser,
smorg, trmpost eal, eto. The am be so roe=a for comlaoseaq
ma the asd for iomies raising produtivity in products d
extraouft ot fi tis " acte an eyorl

- finally@ In the VMeS=*t precricus ecmei situation sot Osl4
differmst production oat strectoos but also s Ietay policies of
Indiviat4l twinO preduoimg mtrOs wil affect the ccltitive
pottion of sisal vers Polyprople twviel tohe CmMetitive
ot744th Of seel will, tbhaios, Omtim to Ta7 from 00=trY to
comtry, Perhaps eves more them. ia the pat@
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STATMENT OF RIcHmw A. Lu.LQtuIr, PRSmI T, FzxmLz PACKAGING
AssoCIATION

Mr. Chairman, my name is Richard Lfliquist. I am the President of the Flexible
Packaging Association, the principal association representing the flexible packaging
industry. I am pleased to have this opportunity to express our Association's views
on S. 1480, which is the subject of today's hearings.

First, however, a few words about our Association and the industry it represents.
The flexible packaging industry's annual sales are approximately $4 billion a year,
most of which represent sales of flexible packaging used for food or health products.
The industry has about 50,000 employees and operates 900 plants. The Association's
members produce approximately 85 percent of the industry's products. The typical-
flexible packaging company is a relatively small company ($3 to $6 million/year in
sales) or a division of a large company. The industry is very competitive because
large amounts of capital are not needed to enter the business.

I turn now to our comments on S. 1480. In the first place, Mr. Chairman, we
believe that the tax system contained in S. 1480 would severely harm the flexible
packaging industry and the plastics industry in general. A substantial portion of our
industry's products consist of plastic packaging and are derived from petroleum
feedstocks. It has been estimated that the Superfund taxes under-the bill would
ultimately amount to 0.6 cents per pound on the feedstocks used in manufacturing
most plastics. The amount of such a tax would ultimately be passed on to the
manufacturer of the end product made from plastics. One such product, for exam-
ple, is the bag used to contain bread, 18 billion of which are produced each year.
imposing such an additional tax on bread bags and the many other products we
fabricate will have a serious effect on our ability to compete in both domestic and
export markets.

The flexible packaging industry is a lean and efficient industry whose members
average a net return of only 0.3 cents per dollar of sales in a highly competitive
market. Naturally, we are concerned by the proposed imposition of taxes which,
when passed on, would amount to 30 percent of our profit-an amount significant
enough to bankrupt some of our smaller member companies during difficult times.

A price differential of a fraction of a cent would also seriously impair our ability
to compete with foreign suppliers, since the tax on feedstock imports will not fall on
imported sheet, film, bags, etc., which compete with our products. More plentiful
feedstocks, expanding facilities abroad, and reduced U.S. tariffs, are already a
serious cause for concern without an additional burden of further taxation and
higher costs.

Our hopes for expanding the industry's export business would be damaged, be-
cause fractions of a cent can cause the loss of a sale in the competitive world of
packaging materials. Other ill effects could result from the loss of packaging busi-
ness to competing materials and systems of distribution.

Second, Mr. Chairman, we believe that it is grossly unfair and improper to impose
a tax on products, such as petroleum feedstocks, that are used to manufacture other
products which are entirely safe and which contribute to the health and welfare of
our society. Flexible packaging products, which are made from feedstocks, pose no
health problem.

The plastics we process are approved by the FDA as safe for packaging foods of all
types: bread, fruit, meat, cheese, and other dairy products, in endless variety sup-
plied to all segments of our population. Not only are these materials safe them-
selves, but they also provide many advantages in the distribution and merchandis-
ing of a myriad of products. Sealed food packages provide health benefits to the
public through reduced contamination and spoilage. Food costs represent a signifi-
cant portion of the average citizens' personal budgets and a major part of the
budgets of our less affluent citizens.

The tax under S. 1480 would be passed on to manufacturers of virtually all
packaging products, thereby burdening the public with increased costs of food,
clothing and other needed items which are contained in such packaging. Clearly,
such a result would be unjust. Particularly so when the tax would affect products
such as ours, which have not contributed to the dumping and spillage of toxic
chemicals.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we urge the Finance Committee to consider an
alternative fee system in which the tax is imposed on the generators and disposers
of end waste products. Such a tax would fairly affect those companies and their
products which contributed to the hazardous waste problem.
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STATEmNT OF TH NATIONAL LP-GAs AssociATION

The National LP-Gas Association (NLPGA) offers its comments on the "Environ-
mental Emergency Response Act", S. 1480, on which your Committee has scheduled
hearings for September 11 and 12, 1980. We request that our comments be included
in the official record of these hearings.

NLPGA is the national trade association of the LP-Fas industry representing over
4,000 LPVas industry members. In addition, NLPGA includes 47 affiliated state and
regional LP-gas associations representing all 50 states. Our membership consists
primarily of LP-gas (predominately propane) dealers who market propane to resi-
dential, agricultural, commercial and industrial users at some 18 million installa-
tions nationwide. Although we include in our membership producers, gas processors
and international importers and exporters of LP-gas we do not profess a special
expertise in these areas and are here speaking primarily on behalf of propane
resellers, retailers and users.

BACKGROUND

At the outset, we wish to focus your Committee's attention on the nature of the
product about which we are speaking. LP-gas stands for liquefied petroleum gas. LP-
gas is also known as propane, butane, bottled gas, tank gas, or by the brand name of
the supplier. The makeup of the gas can vary, but the most common forms include
propane, butane, and propane/butane mixes. LP-gas is stored and transported as a
liquid and generally utilized as a vapor in numerous appliances and items of
equipment. It is a clean burning gas, providing the same convenient services as
natural gas; however, its mobility makes use possible anywhere. It is a portable fuel
delivered by trucks, either in packaged cylinders or in bulk guantities to a consum-
er's storage tank on his property.

Propane's predominant market is on the farm, in small towns, and in rural areas.
It is used for the same purposes as natural gas, plus other uses where a mobile
source of energy is desirable. It is used extensively for cooking, water heating, home
heating and air conditioning, clothes during and incineration. In fact, the uses of
LP-gas cover a wide range from butane cigarette lighters to large industrial applica-
tions, including propane use as an engine fuel to operate forklift trucks, industrial
type vehicles, school buses, selfpropelled recreational vehicles, and the family auto-
mobile. There are over 25,000 retail sales outlets consisting of approximately 5,000
large retailers with a total of between 8,000 and 9,000 bulk storage plants for local
distribution, and approximately 20,000 relatively small retailers of propane that sell
"bottled gas" as part of another business, such as a hardware store.

The purpose of the above description is to emphasize to your Committee that we
are a product which is used widely by consumers in a variety of ways andis an essential fuel source supplying approximately 3% of the nation's energy needs.
Propane is not toxic, leaves no residue or waste, and is not the kind of product
intended to be addressed by S:1480. In addition, propane storage and transportation
is already closely regulated through a series of federal, state and local laws and
regulations, including the Pipeline Safety Act and the Hazardous Materials Trans-
portation Act. Inclusion of propane in S. 1480 can only result in jurisdictional
conflicts and unnecessarily increased consumer costs.

S. 1480 APPLIED TO PROPANE USI5

Turning to specific provisions of S. 1480, we wish to offer the following specific
comments.

1. The inclusion of propane in S. 1480 is likely to be inadvertent at best, as will be
seen later. With respect to butane, it is specifically listed in Section 5(12) under the
definition of "primary petrochemical" and is a listed petrochemical on which a fee
is levied for purposes of establishing the Response Fund. Also, in Section 5(X6),
"petroleum oil" is defined to include crude oil or any fraction or residue therefrom
and could, arguably, include all forms of liquefied petroleum gas extracted from
crude oil for purposes of the Response Fund fee.

It should be noted that approximately 35 percent of available LP-gas comes from
crude oil refining, while 65 percent comes from natural gas processing plants. Thus,
the levy might be assessed on only 35 percent of available supply. If this were the
case, those consumers who happen to purchase propane derived from crude oil
refining would bear the additional cost of this fee, while consumers purchasig
propane coming from natural gas fractionation facilities would be able to purchase
product at a lower rate because it would not be subject to this fee. In this manner,
S. 1480 creates a diriminatory tax.

I The definition of "hazardous substance" in Section 2(bX13) would not include
propane unless it were to be designated as a hazardous substance under 3(aX2) or it
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could be included under 2(bXl3(G) due to its flammability. It is instructive to note at
this point that the report of the Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works, S. Rept. No. 96-48, July 11, 1980, excludes natural gas and LNG on Page
81:

"The reported bill does not cover spills or other releases strictly of oil. It is also
important to note that natural gas, liguefied natural gas (LNG), and high BTU
synthetic gas of pipeline quality (or mixtures of natural gas and thus synthetic gas)
are not considered hazardous substances within the purposes of S. 1480.

We submit that this finding should be broadened to include LP-gas and made a
rt of the statutory language so as to eliminate any possibility of confusion.

Therefore, we recommend appropriate amendment on page 8 of the Environment
Committee reported version of S. 1480, Calendar No. 933 (Star Print), on line 23
after the word "pa Vph as follows: "nor does it include natural gas, liquefied
natural gas (LNCG), Ii uefied petroleum gas (LP-gas), and high BTU synthetic gas of
pipeline quality (or mixtures of natural gas and such synthetic gas).

3. If propane is not specifically excluded, and assuming that it is covered by the
provisions of this bill either as a hazardous substance specifically or through the
petroleum oil definition, then we believe that the overbreadth of this legislation can
create serious consequences and a variety of anomalous situations. For example, the
definition of "facility" in 2(bX9) includes any "building, structure, installation,
equipment, pipe or pipeline, * * storage container, motor vehicle", where a haz-
ardous substance has been stored or otherwise ome to be located. This definition
when applied to LP-gas without further limitation would include not only railroad
tank cars, tank trucks and LP-gas bulk plants, but a propane storage container at a
consumer residence used for home heating, cooking, or clothes drying, a small
propane cylinder used for outdoor gas grills, outdoor camping or recreational vehi-
cles; a propane torch for soldering;, and, a cigarette lighter. In addition, it would also
apply to propane containers and equipment used to operate a motor vehicle which is
becoming extremely popular today as an alternative to high priced gasoline.

4. The definition of "release" in 2(bXI6XA) contains no limitation whatsoever
when referring to "discharging" or "escaping" so that during the course of normal
filling operations at a consumer residence any escape of propane into the atmos-
phere could trigger the mechanisms under this legislation. Additionally, anytime
one lights a cigarette from a butane lighter, there would be a "release" as defined
by S. 1480. It should be noted that the exclusions contained in 2(bXl6) as well as the"federally permitted releases" of 2(bX18) do not include the nominal releases cited
above. The very fact that fertilizer applications and motor vehicle exhaust emissions
had to be specifically excluded from coverage of 2(bX16) indicates that others have
perceived the extent to which this bill could be carried. Thus, we do not believe that
the extremes which we have posited herein are that unlikely.

5. With the above definitions in mind, an examination of subsequent sections of S.
1480 illustrates further unintended, but likely, results. For example, Section 3(aXl)
declares that the "use, transportation,' * storage, and release of hazardous
substances are ultrahazardous activities." Thus, CongreM will now declare that the
barbecuing of steaks on an outdoor gas grill is an ultrahazardous activity.

Section 3(aX3XA) requires that 'any person ... in charge of an .. . on-shore
"i .. "shall, as soon as such person has knowledge of any... release... of a
us substance from such .. facility.., immediately notify the appropriate

agency of the United States government of such ... release." As written, this
notification requirement would extend beyond the LP-gas dealer to include consum-
er storage, cigarette lighters, gas frills, automotive uses, etc. Failure to so notify
carriers with it a fre of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment of not more than 1
year-a pretty stiff penalty for cooking a steak.

Section 3(aX4XA) requires any person within 180 days of enactment who owns or
operates a facility at which hazardous substances are stored to notify the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) of the existenab of this facility,' s in the
amount and t of hazardous substances to be found there, an,.any kn
suspected or likely disch or releases of substances from such facility or site.'
This provision would require not only the registration of every LP-gas bulk plnat
(approximately 8,000 to 9,000), every hardware store and other retail outlet which
disens LPas (appo lately 20,000), but every home (about 10.8 million), farm
(abo-t 1.4 million or roughly 50% of all of America's farms), commercial and
industrial (about one million) and recreational vehicle (about 5.6 million) which uses
projane. All tolled, this could approximate more than 18 million registrations, not
including the number of gas gril or cigarette lighters present in use. Further-

more, subsection (C) requires that any deed or conveyance of a facility shall disclose
on its face the identity, quantity, location, condition and circumstance of the stor-
age. Thus, every deed or conveyance of a home or an automobile fueled by propane
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would have to bear this information. Furthermore, Section 4(0) would operate to bar
there transfer of liability by conveyance without adequate disclosure and thus would
operate to require, for example, vendors of butane cigarette lighters to adequately
disclose the information specified in Section 4(i).

LP-GAS SHOULD BZ ZXCLUDZD FOM S. 1450

Although the situations we have posted above my be laughable, they are the
realistic and foreseeable results when LP-gas is included within the scope of S. 1480.
We do not believe it is the intent of this bill to cover a vital energy source such as
LP-gas on which so many millions of Americans are dependent. We therefore urge
the specific exclusion of LP-gas from S. 1480 since it is more adequately regulated
by existing federal, state and local laws, and since it is nontoxic and does not
present the environmental clean-up problems intended to be addressed by thislegislation.

. The Pipeline Safety Act of 1979 (49 U.S.C. 1671 et sq) revised and updated the
Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968, adding a new title, the Hazardous Liquid
Pipeline Safety Act of 1979 (49 U.S.C. 2001 et seq.). As a result, the Department of
Transportation ( has complete 'urisdiction over the pipeline movement and
relatdstorage of i-gas, in both s liquid and gaseous state. The Hazardous
Materials Transportation Act of 1974 (49 U.S.C. 1801 et seq) gives DOT similar
jurisdiction over all other modal shipments of LP-gas, and the regulations promul-
gated thereunder (49 CFR Parts 170.179) incorporate by reference the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Regulations in 49 CFR Parts 3W397.

Finally, each state exercises safety jurisdiction over the storage and handling of
LP-gas through laws based on decades of experiences. These laws and regulations,
most frequently enforced by-state fire marshals, are grounded on and often incorpo-
rate by reference the Standards No. 58 of the National Fire Protection Association,
"Storage and Handling of LP-Gas."

2. Liquefied petroleum gases are not toxic substances. Neither LP-gas generally,
nor propane or butane specificall,, appear on any lists of hazardous substances
developed pursuant to the Clean water Act, the Sold Waste Disposal Act, the Toxic
Substances Control Act, or the Clean Air Act. LP-gas are flammable, and they are
included as a hazardous material by the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act as
noted above. Caution should be exercised, however, to distinquish products accord-
ingto their individual characteristics.

L sare not a class of material presenting toxic hazards to humans and the
environment. The accidental release of LP-gas presents no environmental clean-up
problems. LP-gas are nontoxic, are stable products, and will not -react nor mix with
soil or water. Due to their low boiling points, they will not be retained on land or
water, but will readily dissipate in air. In short, they should not be included in S.
1480.

RiSPON8E FUND

Section 5 establishes a Response Fund and includes butane as a "primary petro-
chemical", together with a broad definition of "petroleum" oil" which could conceiv-
ably include LP-as derived from crude oil refining. We submit that in any proposal
to structure an Emergency Response Fund, the fees for such funds should come
from a tax on petrochemicals which are the sources of the waste, and not from
fuels. Therefore, we recommend that language be inserted in the legislation to
exempt from the fees assessed under Sections 5 any fuels or substances used in the
production of fuels. This action would place the burden on the intended parties and
avoided saddling consumers of an essential energy source of these extra costs. This
action would comport with the apparent intent of the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee which state in its Report No. 96-848, July 11, 1980, at page
21:

"A number of provisions are included in the fee system to assure an equitable fee
which avoids unintended economic impacts, inclu&dnf.., exclusions from the fees
for primary petrochemicals and inorganic raw materials which are used as a source
of fuel.

We would recommend, therefore, the inclusion of the following language on page
60 of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee reported version of the
bill (Calendar No. 933, Star Print), on line 4 after the word "xylene":

"Provide4 however, That any substance listed herein which is used as a fuel or to
make a fuel shall be treated as a primer petrochemical only when it is used
otherwise than as a fuel or to make afuel (and, for purposes of subsection (cIXA)
of this section, the person using it as a primary petrochemical shall be treated as
the supplier thereof and shall be responsible for collecting the fee."
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We also recommend the following amendment to the definition of "petroleum oil"

on page 61, on line 15 after the word "black": "but shall not include liquefied
petroleum gases (except to the extent they may be included under subsection (eX2)
of this section)."

In conclusion, we believe the above analysis clearly demonstrates that S. 1480 is
overly broad and lacking in specificity. We believe that Lpgases, specifically pro-
pane and butane, should be excluded from provisions of this legislation and should
be specifically exempted as fuels from the Response Fund fees. The Committee on
Environment and Public Works clearly indicated an intent to exclude natural gas
and LNG, and to avoid assessing fees on fuels. For the sake of clarity of legislative
intent we urge adoption of the amendments recommended herein.

NATIONAL LP-GAs AsSOCIATION RacOMuMRNDKD AMENDMENTS TO S. 1480
All amendments are to the version of the bill reported by the Senate Environ-

ment and Public Works Committee, July 11, 1980, Calendar No. 933 (Star Print).
1. On page 8, line 23, after the word "tpaagrph" add: "nor does it include natural

gas, liquifed natural gas (LNG), liquefied petroleum gas (LP-gas), and high BTU
synthetic gas of pipeline quality (or mixtures of natural gas and such synthetic
gas)."

2. On page 60, line 4, after the word "Xylene" add:
"Provided That any substance listed herein is used as a fuel or to make a fuel

shall be treated as a primary petrochemical only when it is used otherwise than as
a fuel or to make a fuel (and, for purposes of subsection (cX1XA)) of this section, the
person using it as a primary petrochemical shall be treated as the supplier thereof
and shall be responsible for collecting the fee."

3. On page 61, line 15, after the word "black" add: 'but shall not include liquefied
petroleum gases (except to the extent they may be included under subsection (eX2)
of this section)."

NATIONAL TuRKEY FDEzRATION,
Reston, Va., September 15, 1980.

Mr. MicHAn STr=N,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance,
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C

DAR Ma. STr=N: The National Turkey Federation (NTF) is the only national
trade association representing the turkey industry in the United States. The
grower/procesor members of the National Turkey Federation are responsible for
the production and marketing of the major portion of the nation's turkey crop. NTF
is very concerned over the losses suffered by the turkey industry as innocent victims
of chemical contamination.

Section 6(aXIXN) of S. 1480 properly addresses the crisis that now faces our
industry. Under this paragraph, the Fund may be used to compensate an agricultur-
al producer or processor for lose of income or capital loss due to destruction, lose,
condemnation, or restriction on use resulting from a release of a hazardous sub-
stance. The turkey industry has suffered both income and capital losses because of
condemnation or restriction of use resulting from a release of hazardous substances
and deserves the compensation offered in this section of S. 1480.

Recent releases of hazardous substances, such as the PCB incident, have brought
havoc to the agricultural community. Thousands of animals had to be sacrificed
while the marketing system was thrown into disarray. The inequity of the situation
is magnified when the agricultural sector is unable to gain compensation for the
severe loses that are suffered. Section 6(aXXN) of S. 1480 would grant our industry
the indemnification we justly deserve as innocent victims of a nationwide tragedy.

Industry and government attempts to identify contamination incidents before
agricultural producers and processors suffer major losses have proved unsuccessful.
The danger of contamination faces the industry from every direction. Government
monitoring programs have not been able to insulate producers and processors from
the lose suffered by recalls and condemnations. it is a sad commentary on the
conditions we must face in our everyday operations.

As more and more disposal sites are uncovered around the country, the magni-
tude of the problem grows The turkey industry has felt the pain of economic losses
inflicted upon , parties. The National Turkey Federation feels the agri-
cultural commodity deserves protection against chemical contamination. We strong-
ly support paragraph (N) of section 6(aXl).

Respectfully submitted.
G. L. WALT,

Executive Vice Praident.
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STATEMENT BY JOHN J. SHEEHAN, LGISLATjVz DIRCM R, UNrmD STELwORKnS
or AmERcA

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee, my name is John J.
Sheehan and I am the Legislative Director of the United Steelworkers of America.

At the outlet let me say that our union supports S. 1480, the Super Fund bill. It is
critically necessary legislation which demands immediate Congressional attention.
The serious problems of toxic chemical releases and hazardous waste disposal have
been permitted to go unresolved for far too long. We, therefore, urge this Committee
to consider S. 1480 with all due speed and favorably report it to the Senate floor
without weakening amendments.

The need for S. 1480 should be clear to anyone who has examined the problem of
industrial disease in the United States. Many health hazards associated with toxic
substances have been confirmed in both the work and ambient environments. Expo-
sure to these dangerous materials has resulted in high levels of cancer, birth
defects, respiratory illness, and other diseases which are directly linked to the
various cycles of chemical production, use, or disposal.

Annually, some 100,000 workers die from occupational disease and another
400,000 become ill from exposure to toxic substances. Moreover, EPA has recently
estimated that 1.2 million Americdis may be exposed to serious health risks be-
cause they live in close proximity to the 645 toxic wastes dumps studied by the
Agency. These sites, of course, are only a small fraction of the 30,000 dumps which
are suspected of containing hazardous wastes. Thus, the total number of people at
risk may be much higher. The tragedies of places like "Love Canal" in New York
and "The Valley of the Drums" in Kentucky are dramatic examples of the toxic
hazards confronting this nation.

The careless use and disposal of toxic substances by certain sectors of American
industry have resulted in a level of industrial disease which no civilized nation
should tolerate. For too many years industry has had a relatively free hand in
managing and disposing of dangerious chemicals and toxic wastes. As the record
clearly demonstrates, industry has been negligent and has failed in its social respon-
sibility to protect workers and communities from harm,

Although there are a number of federal regulatory laws for controlling workplace
and environmental pollution, regulation alone cannot do the job. In addition to
strong regulatory programs, the problem requires an effective clean-up and victim
compensation statute. And in this respect, S. 1480 is unique.

As you are well aware, S. 1480 is not a regulatory measure. Rather, it is a liability
bill designed to provide a powerful economic incentive for those who produce,
distribute, consume, transport, and dispose of hazardous substances. The bill is
based upon the simple principle that those who most directly benefit from com-
merce in toxic materials, and thus place the public at risk, should properly bear the
primary economic responsibility for responding to and compensating victims of toxic
substances released or dumped into the environment.

In addition to holding those responsible liable for damage, the second major
purpose of the bill is to establish an effective mechanism for cleaning up toxic
dumps and providing for victim compensation. This is achieved by the creation of a
Hazardous Substance Response Fund designed to finance clean up and compensa-
tion actions where the responsible party does not clean-up, cannot be found, or is
unable to pay the clean up and compensation costs. Based upon a system of industry
fees and federal appropriations, the Fund will permit the federal government to
effectively respond to the massive clean up and compensation problems confronting
the Nation.

In terms of clean-up operations alone, the EPA has estimated that it will cost
from $65 million to $20 million to respond to the approximately 3,500 chemical

ills that occur each year. As for the more than 2,000 toxic dum sites believed by
9PA to require attention, the Agency has estimated that it wil cost about $3.5
million for each site to adequately contain their contents. The problem is large and
is serious, and it will be costly to resolve.

Mr. Chairman, we are not in a poition to assess the adequacy of the size of the
Hazardous Substance Response Fund. However, our union does endorse the policy
concepts upon which the Fund is based including-

(1) Collection of fees from the segment of industry responsible for generating most
toxic substances along with a small contribution from the federal government;

(2) Establishment of 'oint, several and strict" liability on those responsible for
damages caused by chemical releases and hazardous waste disposal;
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(3) Ability of the Fund to respond quickly to the disposal aspects of chemical
releases, toxic waste dumps, and to victim compensation claims;

(4) Establishment of a medical causation presumption in victim compensation
claims; and

(5) Establishment of certain worker protections.

INDUSTRY rM
As indicated above, our union believes that the me *or financial responsibility for

the costs of toxic substance clean up and compensation should be borne by those
segments of industry which generate most of the hazardous substances. S. 14380
accomplishes this objective through the "pollutor-pays" principle. By asseing in-
dustry fees of those 46 substances which are either hazardous themselves or as the
basic building blocks used to generate most hazardous substances and wastes, thefee system will internalize the °'pollutor-pay concept.

By levying fees on toxic feedtoks, which can be passed on to subsequent custom-
ers, the entire commercial chain is asesdfor clean-up and compensation costs.
The result, of course, is a properly financed fund which can effectively respond to
clean-up requirements and compensation claims. Thus, the fee system achieves the
twin objectives of:

(1) Placing the costs on those who commerce in toxic substances; and
(2) Creating an independent response mechanism which can act to clean-up and

compensate without first attempting the very difficult process of tracking down the
specifc source of a particular toxic substance.

The Fund, of course, has the authority to assess individual liability so as to
recover its costs, but this will not prevent immediate action. Indeed, the seriousness
of the problem demands an immediate and large-scale effort which can only be
undertaen by a government administered response fund, such as that provided in
S. 1480.

5TrRICTF ABILITY

The goals of S. 1480 are, of course, to clean-up and cc -rect past toxic substance
damage, respond to .future.dmaes, and, perhaps most imortant, prevent further
damilge from occurring. It is this preventative aspect of the legislation which should
be emphasized.

By holdiths who produce, distribute, consume, and dispose of hazardous
substances 'jointly, severally, and strictly" liable for toxic substance damage, S.
1480 creates a potent economic incentive for the exercise of due care in the release
of chemicals and the disposal of hazardous wastes. We believe that this market
incentive will go far in protecting workers and communities from the kind of
carelessness and disregard which we have witnessed in the past.

QUICK RUSPONOK
The Fund will permit the federal government to respond quickly to chemical

releases, toxic dumps and victim compensation. Rather than waiting for the some-
times difficult and time consuming process of affixing individual responsibility, the
Fund can move rapidly to-deal with toxic subsace situations and then seek to
recover expended funds from responsible parties.

MEDICAL CAUSATION PRU/CUMPTIONS

As a part of the victim compensation scheme established by S. 1480, the bill
creates a medical causation p resumption for the purpose of recovering out of pocket
medical expenses for health impairments resulting from exposure to toxic sub-
stances. As the report of the Environment and Public Works Committee makes
clear, it is often difficult to establish a direct and immediate cause and effect
relationship between toxic exposure and disease. Traditional rules of law have
evolved wit hin the context of traumatic immediate inuries resulting from visible
accidents and in this respect are inadequate to deal with modern industrial diseases
with long latency periods.

To deal with these inadequacies, S. 1480:
(1) Specifically authorizes the admission of medical and scientific studies in courts

of law including the results of animal studies, tissue studies, and microorganism
studies which, in the past, have been excluded by some courts; and

(2) Creates a p resumption in-favor of a plaintiff when he has shown a reasonable
likelihood that his disease resulted from the release of a toxic substance.

To invoke the presumption, the claimant must introduce enough evidence to
permit a court to conclude:
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(1) That the claimant had been exposed for a sufficient period of time or in
sufficient quantity to a hazardous substance; and

(2) That there is a "reasonable likelihood" that the exposure caused or contributed
to his disease or injury.

Although the presumption does not relieve the claimant of traditional burden of
p roof requirements, it does permit a toxic substance victim to proceed with a
legitimate claim for medical compensation. In terms of other damages caused by
toxic substance diseases, such as lost wages, the presumption does not apply and a
claimant is required to proceed under the regular tort system of proof.

WORKER PRYFEUON

S. 1480 provides for three kinds of worker protections:
(1) Coordination and consultation between EPA, OSHA and NIOSH in the devel-

opment of safety and health protections for workers involved in the clean-up of toxic
wastes;

(2) Prevailing wage protection for workers involved in clean-up operations; and
(3) Anti-iscrimination protection for workers who report hazardous substances

releases or who otherwise provide information which may involve a violation of the
law. The anti-discrimination provision basically protects a worker from employer
retaliation if the worker reports or provides such information.

It should be noted that S. 1480 does not include workers under the victim
compensation provisions. Rather, it maintains the traditional employee-employer
relationship established by state workers compensation laws. The bill does, however,
preserve workers traditional legal rights to bring actions against third parties which
may have contributed to an injury or illness.

CONCLUSION

Although the bill does not create a new right for workers for health impairment
compensation, it does establish an incentive to prevent industrial disease in the
gene.. opulation. It is this preventative aspect of S. 1480 which cannot be overem-

As you may know, the workers compensation system, in addition to providing
compensation for injury, was anticipated to be a marketplace inducement to reduce
injury and illness in the workplace. While it may be argable as to whether workers
compensation has fulfilled this function relative to the higher incidence rates of
injury, there is no doubt that it has not performed this purpose in terms of
industrial disease. Indeed, some 95 percent of all industrial disease cases go uncom-
pensated. Hence, there is little or no marketplace penalty for occupational illness.

We believe however that S. 1480, by providing compensation for the economic
losses due to industrial illness sufferedby others outside the workplace will help to
create the preventative incentive we are also seeking through the workers compen-
sation. In this respect, the bill will have a positive indirect impact on workers by
imposing higher standards of care on those who produce, consume, distribute and
dispose of toxic substances.

In all of these respects, our union endorses S. 1480 and urges its expeditious
consideration and enactment.

WINcmTwR, MASS., April 18, 1980.
DAviD W. WARREN, Jr.,
Wieshionc D oOpinions and Review, Federal Communications Commission,

DEAR MR. WARRm: We wish to convey our strong objection to the use of the
sentence, "Without chemicals, life itself would be impossible," and corollary state-
ments used in the current promotional campaign of Monsanto Chemical Corp.,
because these claims are misleading to such a d that they could undermine the
general public's ability to properly evaluate the hazardous nature of certain sub-
stances.

We the undersigned are professionals in science communication and in medicine,
respectively. As such, we assure you that to the average layperson-to whom this
advertising is apparently directed-the word "chemicals means something akin to:
"Substances put into the biosphere by humans that would not normally be there."

The advertising copy attempts to make the case that all substances, both natural-
ly-occur and of human origin, i.e., "man-made," are "chemicals," but this impli-
cation is dangerously misleading.

Experts in the various scientific disciplines use appellations more limiting and
therefore more useful than "chemicals" to refer to substances of particular interest.

I
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Examples are plentiful, and include such nouns as "minerals," "polymers," "antioxi-
dante,' "antibioics," "toxicants," "pesticides," "poisons," and s on.

Of course, all of these substances have a chemical nature that could be precisely
delineated. But these nouns and their delineations are semantically quite different
from the common interpretation of the word "chemicals."

Stretching of semantics is often a harmless enough exercise: we're all familiar
with the outrageous claims of "medicine show" pitches and other offerings from
purveyors of products and services of dubious value or having questionable distinc-
tion from those of competitors. But we would urge the Monsanto management that
a proved this particular advertising campaign to reflect upon the genuineness of
the services their many products provide, and to consider carefully the effect a
backlash from this campaign could ultimately have on corporate credibility.

Further, the Monsanto promotional claim has a potentially illegal component that
we would like to call to your special attention. By implying that all chemicals
(including, for example, carcinogenic, mutagenic, and toxilc substances, by lack of a
disclaimer or qualifier), fit the Monsanto paradigm linking "chemicals" and "life,"
the advertising copy takes the general public on a breathtaking leap of illogic that
would attempt to link such hazardous materials and life. This is, of course, non-
sense.

By definition, such hazardous materials are clear and present dangers to life. The
in thus diproved, and with its demise the advertising claim is proved

false and therefore possibly contrary to the standard of truth in advertising set
forth by the Federal Communications Commission, whom we have apprised of our
criticism.

Since by now it is altogether likely that these considerations have occurred to
Monsanto management, we would hop that this letter is redundant with their
discovery. But if not, we commend them in advance for reacting in the public
interest by acting to remove this misleading promotion from the public
eye . . . and to consider the production and broadcasting of messages that may
redress some of the damage that may have already been done to the capabilities of
public judgment.

Risk is an inherent part of living, most would agree; but the disavowal of the
existence of risk would add a factor of ignorance to risk; benefit considerations that
must be addressed if we as a nation are to continue to enjoy the fruits of technology
with minimal damage to us and to the world in which we live.Sincerely,

RoBceT F. MoBss, M.D.,
LZONAm A. PtnuuPs,

Science Editor and Writer.

-By-the time of my encounter with the outraged divorce, I was not a complete
stranger to controversy. A local doctor, Robert F. Mobbs, had volunteered to me that
the small Taylor Chemical Company plant (also just outside the town limits) was
producing a fallout of dust that was dangerous to workers and families living
nearby. had no real sense, in 1949, of the volatility and importance of the
environmental- and industrial-safety issues, and I incautiously reported Dr. Mobbs's
charges, along with the avuncular denials of the plant management. But I was too
inexperienced to know how to follow up, or even that I should. Besides, I left
Aberdeen for greener pastures soon after my story appeared.

Dr. Mobbe, it later developed, has hit upon one of the first indications that DDT
and other insecticides might be harmful to human beings. His interest had been
piqued by the death from unexplained convulsions of a three-year-old Aberdeen girl;
and it occurred to him that material in the air from the Taylor plant might have
been in some way involved.

On investigation, he learned that Taylor was mixing DDT, sulphur, and lindane
into a crop-dusting compound; to protect workers who were bagging this mixture,
the dust from it was blown by a large fan out of the plant-and allowed to go freely
into the atmosphere. As early as December 1948 Dr. Mobb had published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association an account of how he had suited
rabbits to lindane dust and they had died--showing evidence of tissue changesimilar to that found in the dead child.

For the next twenty years, Robert Mobb was on of a small band of American
crusaders against insecticides like DDT; he appeared frequently before congressional
and scientific committees and government agencies, mostly to no avail. In Aberdeen,
as a consequence, he soon got a reputation as something of a zealot, a man who
rocked the boat and who had given the town and one of its industries a bad name.
Feeling "ostracized," in 1954 he moved back to his native Massachusetts, where he
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now practices in Wilmington--and where on June 14, 1972, he got the news that the
federal gover nt finally had banned DDT.

Dr. Mo.bss charges against Taylor Chemical was my first encounter with a so-
called whistle-blower"--one who speaks out against fraud or deception or aft or
hazard that might not otherwise be detected. And his treatment in Aberdeen
illustrates as well as anything the frequent necessity for whistle-blowers to hide
their identities-to become "anonymous sources" protected by a reporter from the
vengeance of their superiors or neighbors or competitors or peers.

Mr. Koi w. We, I should also clarify that issue. There are several issues of
due process which were raised by Shell in its appeal. The argument that an
administrative law judge is an employee of the agency and therefore incapable of
unbiased, objective evaluation of the evidence has been raised may times by liti-
gants whose ultimate positions were not upheld by an administrative law judge in a
particular agency.

n point of fact, an administrative law judge is an independent employeerof the
Civil Service Commission, assmed to a particular agency. He is no more prejudiced
by the fact that he is a federal employee than a federal judge is prejudiced in favor
of a federal prosecutor because they're both paid by the same government. The
administrative law judge in this adrin/dieldrin case was a highly respected member
of the legal profession and certainly a man of integrity.

Mr. McEuwmi. You're talking about Judge Perlman?
Mr. Koojzrn.. Yes, Judge Perman. Maybe I misinterpreted the point, but I

caught the implication from Mr. Appleby that perhaps this was one big show in
which the EPA was the prosecutor and judge at the same time. Actually the case
was quite the contrary.

Mr. Appnuv. I would just like to say this: I certainly don't want to leave the
impression that we think there's anything wrong with Judge Perlman. He's an
extremely honest and capable and good man. All of these people are. There is just a
certain uneasiness about the fact that the agency is prosecutor, judge, and appeals
court.

Mr. Moas. I'd like to comment on this point. Something like a science court
established public policy on DDT in 1949, which in effect set the state for the
uncritical registration of pesticides such as dieldrin. In the Journal of the American
Medical Association, December 25, 1948, I had criticized lindane and DDT. On April
28, 1949, the Associated Press circulated a report of my criticism of DIDT. This
report followed an extended series of articles by syndicated columnist Albert
Deutsch, also critical of DDT and based on the work of Dr. Morton Bisking of
Westport, Connecticut. On April 30, 1949, a "science court" composed of representa-
tives of Agriculture, Public Health, the Food and Drug Administration, the armed
services, and the Pan-American Sanitary Commission issued a public-policy state-
ment that had the effect of declaring DDT safe by edict.

I might have accepted this statement if someone had examined the photomicro-
graph available showing similar tissue changes in a human death following ex
sure to DDT and lindane and in animals exposedA-the same chemicals. Also, slides
were available, but not examined, showing tumors of the liver produced by intraper-
itioneal injection of lindane and DDT. In addition, intravenous administration of
inositol, of which lindane is the apparent antimetabolite, caused some abnormal
cells to return to normal.

A public policy protective toward DDT and other pesticides was followed for
several years by federal agencies, and significant research on pesticide toxicity was
practically nonexistent from 1949 until about 1968.

In the meantime, the Delaney Committee of Congress in the period from 1951 to
--4952 found that pesticides in food were a problem and tried for corrective legisla-

tion. This legislation might have passed but for the poor advice Congress was given
b the Food Protection Committee of the National Academy of Sciences. In effect,

e Food Protection Committee said, "A little poison in food is okay!"-a refrain
repeated for about 15 years.

Instead, the basic Food and Drug Law was weakened by the pasage of the Miller
Amendment in 1954. Before this amendment, only "essential" poions were allowed
to contaminate food-the Miller Amendment changed "essential" to "useful," and
today nonessential chemicals contaminate most foods and also tobacco.

In 1954 I suggested at Senate hearing that the addition of carcinogenic chemicals
be kept at a zero tolerance level for food and tobacco. The 1958 Delaney Amend-
ment incorporates the zero tolerance standard but applies in only to direct addi-
tivm, not incidental additives such as pesticides.

To come back to dieldrin, it is a prime example of a pesticide that should have
been evaluated prior to registration. The chief chemist of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, a Dr. Laug, informed me personally that he was extremely dis-
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treed when dieldrin was first rsred by the Department of Ai'culture. He had
been corresponding with people in Enland who were using dieldrin to produce
cellular abnormalities suggestive of possible carcinogenesis, and their data certainly
should have been evaluated prior to the registration of dieldrin.

Dr. KAaIC. I want to make two comments. Since the issue was raised about a
science court, I should nemtion that a meeting has been scheduled to discuss the
idea of a science court. It will be held on September 19 to 21, 1976, in Leesburg,
Virginia. The sponsors are the Department of Commerce (the Commerce Technical
Advisory Board), the National Science Foundation, and the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. The Academy will participate, and the idea is to
identify issues for an experiment to try out the science court. Those around Wash-
ington may wish to attend that meeting.

My second point concerns the role of scientists in deciding .public policy. I think
this was critical to the aldrin/dieldrin decision. If the EPA were simply to accept
the data and findings orginally submitted by industry, without any independent
evaluation, as Dr. Epstein has so ably pointed out, a completely different decision
would probably have been made. It was clearly neccessary for the EPA to enlist
independent experts to reevaluate the data. The clash in the case was, in large
measure, over a difference in interpretation of those basic data.
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Statement of J, William Futrell. President of
the Envlronmnftal Law Institute

In May 1980 the Environmental Law Institute, a Washington-based
research institute, completed a significant legal research report, Six Case
Studies of Comensation for Toxic Substances Pollution: Alabama. California,
Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, and Texas. This report was prepared under
the supervision of the Congressional Research Service of the Library of
Congress. Dr. Gilbert Gude of CRS forwarded the report to Senators Culver
and Stafford and the Senate Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution, which
was considering the proposed Superfund legislation (S. 1480) to establish
a federal liability, response and compensation mechanism for toxic
substances pollution.

On September 12, 1980, Dr. Louis Fernandez, appearing on behalf of the
Chemical Manufacturers Association (CMA) before the Senate Finance Committee,
introduced a statement which attacks the Institute's work, not on the basis
of the substantive questions addressed in the report, but rather in pejorative
terms, labeling the Institute's report as "unscholarly," "unsupported,'
using outdatedw citations, misstating" the law, etc. The testimony borrows
this language from a memorandum prepared by Covington and Burling for the
use of CMA's General Counsel. The memorandum was attached to 04A s testimony
as Appendix 6. For the most part, the memorandum is an argumentative
response tothe issues raised in the CRS study. However, the opening three
pages contain unsubstantiated and intemperate attacks on the quality of the
Institute's work. These attacks require an answer for the record.

We stand by the report as a significant legal research effort, highly
factual, extensively documented, with careful legal analysis. The Chemical
Manufacturers Association's charge that the work is "unscholarly" has no
basis. In fact, the researchers consulted with Frederick Anderson, now
Professor of Law at the University of Utah College of Law, during the
research phase. Professor Kenneth Abraham of the University of Maryland
Law School reviewed and helped revise the final drafts. Throughout the
process, the Environmental Law Institute adhered to-the high standards of
objectivity of the Congressional Research Service. For its part, CRS
subjected our report to a review process involving three separate divisions
of the Library of Congress. The CRS director, Dr. Gude, stated, "Special
mention is owed the staff of the Environmental Law Institute for a truly
extraordinary effort in completing this sizable work within a period of
2 months."

The Chemical Manufacturers Association's testimony misrepresents the
Institute's position. Contrary to its assertion, nowhere in our report do
we advocate the adoption of a federal tort law. We have no position on
S. 1480. We are a non-partisan research institute which seeks to maintain
its institutional objectivity. The CRS report to which CHA takes exception
does not address the question of a federal Superfund. Ours is a limited
report on a limited question. We were asked to perfom an analysis of how
six state judicial systems would compensate victims of an Injury from
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STATEMENT
page two

toxic substances pollution and to make *appropriately qualified generalizations
from the case studies as to the adequacy of state law to provide compensation."
Our methodology and results, arrived at in consultation with our academic
and CRS reviewers, are discussed at length in the report. We believe that
the report and the Institute's work have Institutional objectivity.

The CaA memorandum's discussion of the law of the six states surveyed
does not lead us to revise our work. CMA discusses only three of the six
states surveyed, offering no criticism of our work on Michigan, Texas, and
Missouri. Its discussion of Alabama, California, and New Jersey law is
largely designed to argue that what we have learned about state law should
not lead Congress to adopt S. 1480. As noted above, our report does not
address the latter question.

To correct the record, we have prepared a more detailed response to
the specific criticisms made In the memorandum. The response is attached
as an appendix to this statement.
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Environmental Law Institute
13" 4CMMdM AVy. NW - WwWm ..DC . OsM 4Dm

November 7, 1980

RESPONSE TO CRITICISM BY TEX CHEMICAL
MANUFATMURS ASSOCIATION OF THE

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE' 8 REPORT
ON COMPENSATION FOR.TOXIC SUBSTANCES POLLUTION

Chemical Manufacturers Association (CXA) Claim (page 2)t
The ELI Report is seriously flawed by *unscholarly, incomplete
legal analysis' and in nrife with misstatements of law.'

-C A provides no examples to support this
claim. Presumably the statmnt is intended
as an aggregate reference to CHA's more
specific contentions, which we discuss below.

CMA Claim (page 2)s The information base relied upon is grossly
inadequate to support the generalizations made in the report.

The information base is adequate. While only
six states were studied, there is no evidence to
suggest that these states do not reflect the coinn legal
heritage of American jurisprudence. Evbn so, the report
itself acknowledges the difficulty of generalizing
from the number of states studied (See Report, page
2). In addition, an attempt was na&-to be systematic in
selecting the incidents for the study; this process
was intended to ensure that the results were
not biased in terms of the likelihooa of
recovery. Thus# California, one of the most liberal
states in the Nation with respect to toxics
litigation, was included in the study.

CHA Claim (page 2): ELI's typical analytical technique is to
compare the sizes of suits instituted with the amount of ultimate
recovery to prove the inadequacy of state law.

This assertion is untrue. The amounts sought and
obtained are merely disclosed as part of the factual
description of the incident. The report neither says
nor implies that differences between these amounts
indicates that inadequate compensation has bben
obtained, or that state legal mechanisms are in-
effective. An entire chapter is devoted specifically
to the issue of adequacy of compensation, yet this
chapter never compares amounts sought 4nd obtained
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Page two to arrive at conclusions regarding adequacy of redress.
(Report, pages 499-521).

CMA Claim (page 3): ELI incongruously juxtaposes bases fdr
recovery with assertions as to the inadequacy of state law.

The fact that ELI attempted to examine ovry
conceivable remedy under state law does not mean
that state legal mechanisms are comprehensive in
directly addressing the issue of toxic substances
pollution. Indeed, the mere fact that ELI was
able to posit some theoretical avenues of recovery
does not mean that state remedies are adequate.
ELI specifically noted, throughout the report, that
there were problems with each cause of action under
state law. Therefore, although ELI's environmental
specialists were able to suggest some hypothetical
means of redress, this does not indicate that such
avenues would, in practicality, be sufficient to
compensate victims of toxic substances.

C4A Claim (page 4): The desire of the authors of the report to
prove a point overrode the natural consequences of their legal
analysis: that creation of a federal *toxic torts would not only
be unwise, but unnecessary.

ELI never advocated legislation in its report.
CNA is obviously unfamiliar with ELI, its
institutional objectives, or the work it has done.
ELI has not taken any position on OSuperfund" proposals
currently before Congress. ELI is a national, non-
profit research organization that neither litigates
nor lobbies. Gilbert rude, Director of the Congressional
Research Service, in transmitting the ELI report to
Congress, acknowledged that the final report conformed
with CRS guidelines and standards. Those guidelines
and standards require unqualified adherence to principles
of objectivity and nonpartisanship. ELI rigidly conformed
to those guidelines, and subjected its report to review
by three separate divisions of the Congressional Research
Service and independent review by a torts scholar.

If CMA is upset with the use others have made of the
report, it would seem more appropriate for the, to
address their criticism in that direction. ELI's
report represents an attempt to provide balanced and
reasoned (and admittedly preliminary) analysis in the
area of compensation for injuries caused by
environmental pollution.

CMA Claim (page 4): CMA's random choice of three of the case
studies indicates that it is the ELI report, rather than state
law, that is inadequate.

For the foregoing and following reasons, this
statement has no material basis in fact.
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Page Three

C4A Analysis of California lacident

C!A Claim (page 5): None of the reasons for the lack of pri-
vate litigation involves perceptions of the inadequacy of state
law. This is incorrect. For example on pages 159-160 the

report indicates that proving causation may be difficult
in the California case, that witness fees may be up
$50,000, and that scientific studies on the extent of the
contamination are still incomplete. Contrary to CXA'e
claim, these facts are intimately connected with the
legal and evidentiary burdens placed on victims under
state law.

CMA Claim (page 10): ELI's report "states that private damages
for water pollution are clearly recoverable under (The California
Constitution . . . and are probably available for criminal vio-
lations of the California Water Code . . .a

Although such damages may be theoretically available
under the California Consvitution, uie SE rurt
never says such damages would be recoverable in this
particular incident. ELI t--ok- great care to qualify
its remarks on pages 168 ('[It could be argued"),
169 ('reparation might bb made*) and 170 (*There is
some possibility"). As noted above and in the report, factual,
evidentiary, and legal obstacles may still face victims
of the Lathrop incident in attempting to use such '-
theories to recover damages.

CMA Claim (page 7)t The report acknowledges that 'The like-
lihood of full damages recovery" in the California case would beagood.' Althugh the'report acknowledges that California

law facilitates the recovery of certain damages, the
sweeping statement maGe by CMA simply never appears in
the ELI report.

OIA Claim (page 9): "practical problems [of litigation] are
by no means unique to hazardous waste litigation . .

This is emphatically incorrect. The legal literature
literally abounds with discussions of the particularly difficult
practical problems faced by victims seeking to recover for
many toxic substances-related injuries. See, e.g.
Rheingold, Landau and Canavan, Toxic Torts (1977)1
G. Milhollin, 'Long-Term Liability for Environmental
Harm', 41 U. Pitt. L.R. 1 (1979)1 H. Wertz, 1Cancer
Litigation', 13 Trial L.Q. 71 (1979); Compensation
for Victims of Water Pollution', U.S. House, 96th
Cong. let Sess., No. 96-4, pp. 311-345 (1979); S.
Soble, "A Proposal for the Administrative Compensa-
tion of Victims of Toxic Substances Pollution', 14
Harv. J. Legis. 683 (1977): 'Judicial Attitudes Towards
Legal and Scientific Proof of Cancer Causation', 3
Col. J. Env. Law 344 (1977)1 "The Viability of Common
Law Actions for Pollution Caused InjUries and Proof of
Facts', 18 N.Y.L.F. 935 (1973).
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Page Four

CMA Claim (page 9): ELI's suggestion that a California
court might refuse to appoint expert witnesses "seems hardly
likely when a court is faced with a poor plaintiff with a
strong case who lacks the means to prove it.*

This is an example of circular reasoning in
suggesting that courts would be likely to appoint
expert witnesses for plantiffs with "strong" cases.
How can a plaintiff demonstrate the strength of his
case without expert witnesses?

CMA Claim (page 10): The report's statement that *even
if appointed the expert [witness'] testimony would be admitted
no matter which side it supported leads one to question the
objectivity of the authors of the report, since the purpose of
expert evidence is to discover truth regardless of whether it
favors plaintiffs or defendants.*

This statement, taken out of context by CMA, never
suggested that truth is anything but paramount in
the advocacy process. ELI was asked to discuss the
legal and practical problems facing toxic substances
victims: as such, the freedom experts have to testify
for or against any party in a court of law is clearly
relevant to the strategy and practical course of lit-
igation. Contrary to CMA's assertion, ELI's state-
ment was meant to aver no more and no less than this.

CMA Claim (page 11): The 16 alleged statutory"violations by
Occidental will be valuable to plaintiffs *if proven."

"If proven' is, of course, the key phrase. In light
of the legal and practical difficulties facing plaintiffs
in such cases, (see pages 478-480, 501-502) however, recovery
under these theories is far from certain.

CHA Claim (page 11): The difficulty in proving causation is
hardly unique to environmental litigation.'

This statement is untrue. Toxic pollution cases
are emphatically unlike automobile crashes, assaults,
and similar tortuous injuries in which the cause of
injury is readily apparent. Indeed, CMA's statement
suggests that it is blind to the large body of legal
literature documenting tiie difficulties experienced by toxic
substances victims in proving causation. See, e.g.,
Compensating Victims of Occupational Disease-s, 93 Harv.
L.R. 916, 922 (1980); L. Zubrensky, "Establishing Causal
Relationship in a Clai'm for Occupational Cancer",
Wisconsin Bar Bull. 8 (1980); G. Milhollin, "Long-Term
Liability for Environmental Harm*, 41 U. Pitt. L.R.
1, 6 (1979)1 S. Soble, "A Proposal for the Administra-
tive Compensation of Victims of Toxic Substances Pollu-
tion', 14 Harv. J. Legis. 683, 706 (1977); R. Harley,
"Proof of Causation in Environmental Litigation", in
Toxic Torts (Rheingold, Landau, and Canavan, eds.),
p. 403 (1977); "Judicial Attitudes Towards Legal and
Scientific Proof of Cancer Causation", 3 Col. J. Env. L. 344
(1977).
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Page Five

C3A Claim (page 15): Future (personal injury) suits would
undoubtedly be allowed through operation of the 'discovery rule'
in the California incident.

As the rrort notes, the discovery rule is merely a
procedural, device allowing plaintiffs to proceed
with their claims. It does not in the least alleviate
the substantive -legal, eviden--ai lfic~uties facing
toxics victims in attempting to prove causation and
other elements of their case some 20 to 40 years after
exposure to an environmental toxicant. See, e.g.,
H. Gelpe and G. Tarlock, "The Uses of Scientific In-.
formation in Environmental Decisionmaking", 48 So. Cal,
L.R. 371, 404 (1974).

CA Claim (page 15): ELI's remarks as to serious problems
of proof and damage valuations in the California incident aresconclusory".

In light of the report's discussion of the difficulty
of establishing a case when latent illnesses manifest
themselves, (p. 502) see, e.g.,Compensating Victims of
Occupational Diseases ", 3 arv. L.R. 916, 924 (1980)1
G. Nilhollin,'Long-Term Liability for Environmental
Harm',41 U. Pitt. L.R. 1, 6 (1979), the problem of
valuating resources, (Report, p. 502) see, e.g., R. DuBey and
a. Fidell, *The Assessment of Pollution-Damage to
Aquatic Resources: Alternatives to The Trial Model",
19 Santa Clara L.R. 641 (1979), and the uncertainty
of radiologic and resource contamination LReport, p. 153) in
the California incident ELI's remarks can hardly be
considered conclusory.

COA Claim (page 16): ELI implies that state law must be
inadequate since no private damages suits have been brought against
Occidental.

This allegation is completely unsupported. Any
such implication is strictly the creation of CA.

CMA Analysis of Alabama Incident

CNA Claim (page 17): ELI's decision, 'apparently without any
research', to analyze Alabama law in the PCB pollution incident
is 'highly questionable', especially since "three of the four
suits [in that case stuay) were filed in Georgia . . . and only
one was filed in Alabama.'

CHA surely recognizes that the place in which
a suit is filed does not necessarily govern the choice
of law in a particular case. Furthermore, ELI had
no particular reason to prefer an analysis of Alabama
law over Georgia law, as CHA seems to suggest. Indeed,
in the Alabama case the court refused to transfer the
case to Georgia and apparently applied Alabama law
to the incident. In addition, the study focused on the
Alabama plaintiffs, rather than the Georgia plaintiffs,
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Page Six

because information was unavailable on the compensation
received by the Georgia plaintiffs, thus making it
impossible to present any conclusions as to the adequacy
of redress.

CtA Claim (page 17): ELI concludes that negligence-based
recoveries for water pollution in Alabama are Orare.u In fact,
our (CMA's) research reveals a legion of Alabama cases arising
in this context (citations to seven cases follow, see emo, fn.)

CMA's "legion" of cases is non-existent, at least
according to the cases cited. All but one of the cases
presented in their meoinvolve drying Ypwls.Se
Corona Coal Co. v. Thomas, 212 Ala. D5,- -. 67T-1924)s
Republic Steel Corp. v. Stracner, 246 Ala. 620, 21 So.2d
690 (1945); Woodward Iron Co. v. Early, 247 Ala. 556, 25
So. 2d 267 (19 46) Tennessee Coal, Iron, and R. Co. v.
Aycock, 246 Ala. 498, 28 So. 2d 417 (1946); Tennessee Coal
Iron, and Ry. Co. v. Ray, 248 Ala. 499, 26 So. 2d 726 (1946)1
Woodward Iron Co. v. Muspowor, 248 Ala. 502, 26 So. 2d 625
(1946). Pollution is not even remotely at issue.
While the headnotes for these cases suggest that they
are on point, if one takes the time to read the cases their
irrelevance becomes obvious. Only one case cited by CIA,
Person Drilling Company v. Sooins (page 16, fn.Y-auably
involves water pollution and that is completely inapposite to'
the Alabama PCs discharge incident. In fact, in that case
the discharger was not held liable. Instead of negligence
for discharging poit tF,that-caise really involves liability
for negligently conducted drilling operations in which the
court posited that diversion of water was an alternative basis
of liability. At least ELI, in saying that negligence recov-
eries were relatively Orareg cited two cases on point. Even
the most casual reading of the cases relied on by counsel' for
CHA demonstrates that these cases are not remotely applicable
to the Alabama water pollution discharge incident.

CHA Claim (page 19)t The ELI report inconsistently with Ala-
bama statutory law argues that compliance with statutory requirements
is a defense to negligence.

CHA's statement is incorrect in that it completely
misquotes the ELI report. In the text and accompanying
note, the report says compliance with statutes is
'possibly" a defense to negligence only In certain highly
specific circumstances. (Report, pp. 97, 123) Thus, contrary to
CXA's assertion, ELI notes that compliance with statutory requirements
is rarely a defense to negligence.

CMA Claim (page 19): The reason there are few recoveries for
toxics pollution is that this is 'an emerging body of law and not
one for which there would be tremendous legal precedent . . .a
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Page Seven

If CMA believes that this indicates the adequacy
of state law for redressing toxic. injuries it is mis-
taken. The reliance of courts on precedent makes the
absence of prior case law a critical shortcoming of
state legal mechanism for obtaining such compensa-
tion. Thus, the fact that there is such limited .
case law in this area may make it extremely difficult
for victims to recover.

CHA Claim (page 21)t It seems likely that a court applying
Alabama law under these circumstances would consider the Alabama
incident to involve an "absolute nuisance'. The authors of the
BLI report do not even address this point.

As CHA even noted (page 21, fn.) ZLI did acknowledge
the potential availability of absolute nuisance as an
avenue of redress. (See report, p. 109, fn. 125.)
However, Ch's apparent omniscience in this area, allowing
it to conclude that Alabama would be *likely" to declare •
this an absolute nuisance based on a single 1911 case,
seems grounded in sheer speculation..

CIA Claim (page 22)t Strict liability for releases of danger-
ous substances is an Ounmistakeable trend of modern state tort law."

This is absolutely irrelevant to the ability of
victims to recover under this theory in Alabama, a state
that has not adopted this doctrine.

CMA Claim (page 22-23)s The restrictive st&tute of limitations
in Alabama is "clearly against the great weight of progressive
case law.0

This is also irrelvant to the abilitylof the Alabama victims to
recover. Neither this nor the above c innt cast doibt on ELI's work.

CMA Claim (page 23): Alabama's failure to adopt a Odiscovery"
rule in its statute of limitations is not ,a serious bar to recovery
under these facts since this would be considered a "continuous"
tort, triggering the statute on the day on which the plaintiff was
last exposed to the injury-causing activity.

Apart from being speculative, CA's assertion is
incorrect. Even if this were considered a continuous tort,
under the facts of the Alabama case the last date of exposure
would be the subject of considerable debate. Thus, any
claims for latent injuries arising out of the PCB incident
might very well be barred if the last date of exposure were
deemed to have occurred more than one year prior to filing.
In addition, even if the continuous tort doctrine did not
bar suit in the Alabama case, damages would most likely be
available (if they could be proved after a lehgthy latency
period) only for injuries incurred within the one year period
prior to filing suit. See Garrett v. Raytheon# 368 So. 2d
516, 529 (1979).
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Page Eight

CMA Claim (page 23): ELI provides no basis for making'any
substantial criticism of the ability to recover under Alabama law.

This is an astonishing statement in light of
the reports demonstration that negligence recoveries
for water pollution are rare, that Alabama has not
expressly accepted stric# liability for abnormally
dangerous activities, that there is a restrictive statute
of limitations, and that there are potentially intractable-
problems of proof and causation in this incident.

CH Analysis of New Jersey Incident

CHA Claim (page 26): The ELI report concludes that Union
Carbide would be liable for well pollution under public and private
nuisance theories.

CHA has again incorrectly cited to the ELI report.
The report clearly states that proving causation under
both legal theories is particularly difficult in this
case, a fact even acknowledged by the attorney for the plain-
tiffs (Report, p. 378, 381).

CHA Claim (page 26): There is substantial authority in New
Jersey to support the application of strict liability for abnormally
dangerous activities to the facts of the New Jersey case.

The ELI report extensively discusses the difficulty
plaintiffs may face in attempting to get a court to
apply such strict liability to this case (Report pp.
383-386), concludirg that this theory is at best a
speoulative" basis for recovery.

CMA Claim (page 27): Proof and cost barriers are not unique
to the area of hazardous waste litigation.

As discussed before, this is incorrect. "Toxic tort" cases
pose unique and often insurmountable obstacles to recovery.
See Toxic Torts (Rheingold, Landau, Canavan, eds.) 17-21 (1977).

CHA Claim (pages 27-28): State legal systems have adopted
and will continue to devise mechanisms which greatly lessen burdens
on plaintiffs.

The ELI report, studying six state legal mechanisms,
fails to support this sweeping conclusion. Advances
at the state level lack uniformity and
are typically characterized by their potential applica-
bility to very limited groups of plaintiffs involved in
isolated cases with highly specific factual settings.
indeed, the fact that potentially serious injuries
have gone and may go unredressed in nearly every incident
(see Report pp. 499-521) is clearly suggestive of the
difficulties that can arise under existing legal mechanisms.
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